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S. 1 - Introduction to the national report
This report builds on desk-top based analysis of a wide range of sources (see Annex 1 and 2)
with the objective to analyse the meanings assigned to food supply chain performances in the
Netherlands. Additionally the findings of this desk-top based analysis have been checked
among a select group of food chain representatives, which have been approached in different
ways. Firstly, by directly contacting persons that were thought to be interesting representatives
of the contrasting food chain performance discourses as identified by the desk-top analysis.
Secondly, by opening a GLAMUR foodlog discussion circle on one of Dutch most popular food
blogs (see www.foodblog.nl). Annex 3 provides an overview of the respondents and their
professional backgrounds (as far as known) consulted by this combination of methods to get
feedback on the main research findings. It shows that overall respondent population might be
somewhat biased in favor of the proponents of Dutch ‘Food is Local’ community.
The structure of this report is as follows: Chapter 2 presents a condensed overview of the
specificities of Dutch food system characteristics. Chapter 3 summarizes overall outcomes of the
analysis of meaningful food chain performance attributes in the specific Dutch context, including
the main issues of debate that surround these attributes. Chapter 4 positions overall set of
performance attributes into the multi-criteria matrix as suggested by GLAMUR’s WP2
methodological approach and comments on the opportunities and limitations of this approach.
This will be further illustrated in Chapter 5 by introducing two contrasting Dutch food chain
performance discourses as specific sets of interrelations between overall set of distinguished
performance attributes. Chapter 6 goes more into detail on how Dutch ‘Food is Global’ and
‘Food is Local’ ‘discourses also define, perceive and prioritize attributes in rather different ways.
Finally, Chapter 7 entails a brief summary of most relevant Dutch WP2 findings, including some
reflection on their implications for GLAMUR’s wider objective to compare global versus local
food chain performances.

S. 2 - National Context
2.1.

Strongly incorporated in global food markets

Over the centuries, free trade policies and a strong involvement in international trade, including
agricultural commodities and specialties, have been characteristic for the Netherlands.
Currently, the Netherlands is amongst the biggest food exporters in the world. This is illustrated
in Tables 2.1 to 2.3. The big food supply chains (FSC's) are increasingly operating at European
if not at global level, and are to a great extent disconnected from Dutch agriculture and food
www.glamur.eu
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market. The economic value (value added and employment) of the Dutch agricultural complex
that is based on domestic raw material is less than 50% of the total value of the Dutch
agricultural complex (see Table 2.1), and of the added value based on domestic raw material
about 75% is the result of export (see Table 2.2). So it is a question to what extent it makes
sense to talk about Dutch FSC’s. After all the greater part of the consumers of Dutch agricultural
products is not Dutch and a growing part of supply and processing is concentrated in multinational companies. An example is the arable farming complex: about 80% of its added value
is based on imported products (like cereals, soya, cacao etc.). Table 2.3 shows that the added
value of the total arable farming complex is about € 27 billion (in 2010), about 5 times higher
than the added value that is on domestic raw material. Table 2.3 also shows the relative small
share of primary production sectors in the chain.
Table 2.4 illustrates that these globalization tendencies go along with high self-sufficiency in
terms of consumer products. These self-sufficiency rates not always are a good indication of the
degree to which Dutch agriculture is able to feed the Dutch population. E.g. the high rates of
most of the animal products are based on imported inputs; about 80% of the cereals and soya
used for animal production is imported. These imported inputs are not taken into account in the
self-sufficiency rates.
In many other countries prices of land and labour are lower than in the Netherlands and there
are less physical hindrances (e.g. scale of the landscape) and societal claims (nature, landscape,
recreation, water-management etc.) that hamper further modernization of agriculture. Therefore
competition only on cost price will become more and more difficult in the future. Interestingly,
the prospects of a complete liberalization (as resulting from the decline of EU market
protection), also is triggering increasingly statements that the big FSC's should distance
themselves from the global market as ordering principle and reorient themselves to the
prosperous consumer markets of NW Europe.
2.2.

Retail concentration tendencies

Following Tables 2.1 to 2.4 do concern the whole food chain; the ‘demand side’, i.e. purchasing
organizations, specialist shops, foodservices and supermarkets, are not included. In Figure 2.1
the expenditure of food in different distribution channels is presented. The market share of
supermarkets gradually increases and the share of specialty shops gradually decreases. In the
period 2000-2012 specialty shops (vegetable shops, bakeries, butchers, etcetera) faced a loss
of 18% in total turnover, whereas the turnover of supermarkets in the same period increased
48% (EFMI Business Scholl and CBL, 2013).
Because the market is saturated a small number of large purchasing organizations have great
purchasing power. This especially applies for supermarkets who buy all their products from only
five purchasing organizations (see Figure 2.2). Supermarkets make their profits especially at the
‘purchasing-side’ (supply side) and not at the ‘sales-side’ (consumer-side) of the chain. The
concentration of market power makes it difficult for farmers to realize a good price for their
products (PBL, 2012). Primary producers are price-takers that produce an anonymous product,
compete on cost-price and realize the lowest margins within the chain. The share of primary
producers in FSC’s is decreasing further and further.
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Table 2.1 Value added and employment of Dutch agricultural complex (2010) (Source: Van
Leeuwen et al, 2012

Primary production
Processing industry
Supply industry
Distribution
Agro-complex

Gross value added (billion €)
Total agroAgro-complex
complex
based on
domestic raw
material
10,4
7,5
13,3
4,4
15,8
10,7
14,5
3,6
54,0
26,2

Employment x 1000
Total agroAgro-complex
complex
based on
domestic raw
material
194
161
105
38
209
135
193
54
701
388

Table 2.2 Contribution of export to the Dutch agro-complex (2010)

Gross value
added
Employment

Contribution of export to gross added
value and employment in %
Total AgroAgro-complex
complex
based on
domestic raw
material
64,6
73,8
66,0

(Van Leeuwen et al, 2012)
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Table 2.3 Distribution of gross value added in the Dutch agro-complexes (2010, up to and
included distribution (source: Van Leeuwen et al, 2012)
Greenhouse
gardening

- Primary production**
- Processing industry
- Supply food industry &
feeding stuff industry
- Other industry and
services
sector*
- Distribution
- Total (based on domestic
raw
material)

58
1

% of gross value added of agro-complex
Open
Arable
Intensive
ground
farming
livestock
1
gardenin
production
g
52
25
22
8
21
12
11

Grassland
based
2
livestock
13
28
4

36

36

30

43

30

5
100

5
100

24
100

10
100

14
100

Total gross added value in billion €
-Total Added Value based
on domestic raw material,
billion €
--% of domestic agrocomplex
-Total Added Value based
on all raw material, billion €
-% of total agro-complex

5,4

2,2

5,4

5,1

7,8

20,6

8,4

20,7

19,5

29,7

5,7

2,9

27,2

5,1

7,8

11,6

6,0

55,4

10,4

15,5

Employment x 1000
-Employment x 1000 based
on domestic raw material
--% of domestic agrocomplex
-Employment x 1000 based
on total raw material
--% of total agro-complex
1

62,7

39,4

65,0

77,1

128,1

16,7

10,5

17,3

20,5

34,1

66,2

49,0

310,8

77,1

128,1

10,4

7,7

48,9

12,1

19,7

veal, poultry, pork and egg production

2 dairy, cattle, horses and goat sectors
* agricultural service, gas- and electricity companies, wholesale businesses, banks and insurance companies, etc.
** this % varies over the years and is strongly price-dependent
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Table 2.4 Self-sufficiency rate of some food products (2009) (= NL production / NL
consumption) (Source: Van der Knijff et al 2011)
Product

Self-sufficiency
rate

Vegetables

460 %

(fresh)

55 %

Fruits (fresh)

250 %

- pear

155 %

- apple
- ‘exotic’ fruit

0%
260 %

Pork

190 %

Poultry

730 %

Veal

80 %

Fish

65 %

Beef

60 %

Cereals

200 %

Cheese

215 %

Sugar

300 %

Eating potatoes

Figure 2.1 Expenditure on food in different channels in 2012 (EFMI Business School and
CBL, 2013)
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Figure 2.2 Concentration of power in the food chain

(figures Backus et al 2011, picture PBL

2.3.

Negative externalities resulting in a myriad of sustainability initiatives

Negative externalities of agricultural modernization (esp. intensification and scale enlargement)
and the globalization process raised many societal questions and resulted in criticism, a.o.
concerning biodiversity, landscape degradation, pollution (nitrogen, phosphate, etc.), climate
change (GHG), health-effects (fine-particles, antibiotic resistance, food scandals), ethical issues
(animal welfare, quality of labour and deforestation in third world countries etc.), etcetera.
Table 2.5 External costs of some products (in 2012) (source: Harmsen et al 2012)

Dairy chain

Added Value (million € )

External emission-costs (million €)

€ 5.460

€ 1.966
of which:
- Respiratory effects (NH3): € 1.099
- Climate change (CO2 & CH4): € 552

Pig chain

€2.651

€ 4.022
of which:
- Respiratory effects : € 2.995
- Land-acidification and over-fertilization: € 579

Horticulture (food)

€ 2.545

€ 1.798
of which:
-Climate change: € 1.444 (esp. N2O)
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Table 2.5 entails the results of an exercise to quantify the external costs of some chains. All in
all the societal interest in and debate on sustainability of agriculture and food quality is
increasing. ‘Sustainability’ and ‘corporate social responsibility’ become key concepts in food
chain development. From an analytical point of view two types of sustainability initiatives
(concerning both the economic, environmental and social domain) can be distinguished: a) retail
and agro-industry driven initiatives and b) farmers- and consumers led initiatives.
Retail and agro-industry driven initiatives
There are many initiatives originating from (organizations of) supermarkets and food industry at
a national level, often in consultation with NGO’s (dealing with subjects like animal welfare,
child labour in developing countries etc.) and sometimes the national farmers organization
(LTO). These initiatives don’t fundamentally change the governance structure of FSC’s and power
relations within the chain. Examples (indicated only with some key-words) are:
• ‘Better Life’ hallmark (Beter Leven, hallmark of the Dutch Animal Welfare organization
for the production of meat and eggs, processed in meat industry and sold in
supermarkets);
• Fair Trade (Dutch Fair Trade organization, hallmark for more than 100 products from
developing countries more and more available in supermarkets);
• Packing Agreement (Central Food Agency [CBL, the organization of supermarkets] and
Dutch municipalities and Ministry of Infrastructure and Environment);
• Appointment of the Dutch Taskforce Food-trust (representatives of many governmental
organizations, food industry, agriculture, supermarkets etc.);
• Sustainable palm oil; Dutch supermarkets (CBL-members) RSPO-certification;
• Sustainable soya; Dutch supermarkets (CBL-members) RTRS-certification;
• Sustainable cacao (CBL-members); accent on labour conditions; hallmarks a.o. UTZ
Certified, Rainforest Alliance, Max Havelaar);
• CBL climate-plan;
• CBL initiative for sustainable logistics;
• Royal Dutch Catering (Koninklijk Horeca Nederland): initiative for sustainable Frenchfries chain;
• KHN; project ‘sustainable dining’;
• Dozens of other examples.
Farmers- and consumers led initiatives
Another type of initiatives is the farmers and consumers led initiatives that aim to develop
alternative short chains and new nested markets. There is a newly emerging myriad of new
short supply chains, partly linked with the expanding sector of organic farmers. Regional
specialties, high quality products, freshness (and interestingly enough, also price competition)
are, together with new direct contact between producers and consumers (direct selling, farm
shops, farm web-shops, urban farming, consumer supported agriculture etc.) some of the
characteristics of this newly emerging element. It involves the creation of new networks (between
farmers, between farmers and small scale [artisanal] processors, between farmers and
consumers) and new identities as well. Sometimes the main FSC's are entering into a kind of
symbolic competition, using the icons of these new circuits to strengthen their own position. They
try to realize a higher added value for primary production, to (re-)gain a part of the added
www.glamur.eu
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value from processers and to re-organize chain governance in a ‘fair’ way. In these initiatives
farmers explicitly try to create contact with and sense of involvement among consumers instead
of pointing again at the deteriorating position of primary producers in food chains. Often there
are close interrelations between short food chain initiatives and emerging multifunctional rural
business models, combining different types of new rural activities with food production
(Oostindie et al., 2011). Maybe these ‘alternative’ FSC initiatives are more important because
of their function as ‘an innovative laboratory for FSC’s’ than because of their (small) volume.
In practice there are more and more hybrid initiatives, such as supermarkets selling regional
products. And, for instance, the combination of innovative capacity, flexibility and integral way
of thinking of farmers and artisanal processors with the competence of large food processors
and retail might provide great growth opportunities. In any case, to put it simply, a strategic
key for integral sustainable development is the turn from competition within the chain to
cooperation in the chain (e.g. see Waver et al, 2012) and competition between chains.
Supermarket-chains more and more are looking for distinctive agricultural products and criticize
(organizations of) primary producers that they are not innovative and too passive (see a.o.
www.Foodlog.nl 19-09-2012, 01-10-2012, 02-08-2013).
To give an indication of the size of the market share of ‘sustainable food’:
• The market share food with a sustainability hallmark is 5,5% (see table 6). However there
is no unambiguous overall picture of the contribution of these hallmarks to both
improvement of labour conditions and income of farmers and environment and
biodiversity in the production countries (PBL 2013).
• Organic agriculture has a market share of 2,3% (Dolman & Van der Knijff 2012) and
uses 2,5% of the agricultural area (Silvis et al, 2013).
Table 2.6 Expenditures on food products with a sustainability hallmark
Expenditure on ‘sustainable food’,
divided over hallmarks (x million
)
Aquaculture Stewardship Council (ASC)
Better Life (Beter Leven)
Organic/EKO
Fairtrade / Max Havelaar
Label Rouge
Marine Stewardship Council (MSC)
Ecolabel (Milieukeur)
Rainforest Alliance
Free range meat (Scharrelvlees)
UTZ Certified

2012
3,1
458,3
934,3
256,2
1,5
150,5
39,4
113,5
0,7
416,5

Free range (eggs) (Vrije Uitloop)
Total
Minus products with more than 1 hallmark
TOTAL

4,2
2.378,2
159,5
2.218,7

Expenditure on ‘other food’
Total food-expenditure
Market share ‘sustainable food’

38.455,5
40.674,2
5,5%

Source: LEI, part of Wageningen UR, 2013, cited in Ministerie van EZ 2013
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2.4.

Some major food system sustainability challenges in the Netherlands

• How to justify current dependence on land resources elsewhere?
The Netherlands needs about 10 million hectares in other countries for its national food
consumption, three times overall Dutch amount of land resources. Almost half of this claim
concerns land resources in developing countries, especially related to the production of beef,
dairy products and eggs (by means of fodder imports) (PBL 2012).
• How to sustain food consumption patterns?
The consumer public in the Netherlands is increasingly differentiated: the average consumer
does not exist, consumption of food is increasingly intertwined with life style and identity. On the
one hand critical awareness is growing and there is a slow growth of the demand for quality
and distinction, but the group of consumers with lifestyles that strongly embrace more
sustainable food production methods still is relatively small. On the other hand: a) Dutch
consumers do perceive their food as relatively expensive, whereas overall food prices in the
Netherlands are relatively low in comparison to other EU member states (recent Foodlog info)
and in the competition between supermarkets to attract consumers low prices and cheap special
offers play a prominent role, b) indifference and unhealthy eating habits can also be noticed,
and c) there is a clear trend towards convenience food. So, the question is how to enlarge the
willingness to pay for more sustainable food?
• How to deal with food related health problems?
Annually there are about 40.000 cases of diabetes and cardio logical and cancer- related
diseases due to overweight and unhealthy diets. About 10% of total deaths in the Netherlands
are related to unhealthy dietary patterns and about 5% to overweight (source: Ons Eten
Gemeten). So, the question is how to tempt consumers to ‘healthy’ consumption?
• How to come to more efficient and careful food production systems?
Dutch agriculture has a high productivity per ha and per animal, but also high emissions per ha
(amongst others nitrogen and phosphate) and relative high biodiversity loss (Silvis et al 2013).
However the emissions per kg product are relatively low. There is an intensive debate on
suitable sustainability indicators (per kg of product or per ha?) and on trade-off of effects (e.g.
extensive [e.g. organic] production often has lower emissions per ha and a better animal
welfare than intensive conventional production but higher emissions per kg product). Recently
the Dutch Plan Bureau Leefomgeving (National Planning Office Living Environment), together
with ‘Consuming differently’, identified more efficient and careful production systems as one of
the key aspects to sustain national food system. It points at the persistence of environmental
problems as the relatively high levels of emissions of nitrate and phosphate per ha (not per unit
end-product); due to intensity of animal production systems the Netherlands does know serious
problems to meet the goals of EU Nitrate-, Water- Directive and Habitat-Directives. Together
with the reduction of CO2 emissions in glasshouse production, less dependency on antibiotics of
intensive husbandry systems and chemicals for crop protections, better animal welfare conditions
and more positive contributions to nature and landscape management, these would be the
principle challenges for more efficient and careful production systems.
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• How to create more localized food systems?
The opportunities and potential benefits of re-localization is a rather disputed subject in the
Dutch debate about how to sustain its future food provision. Given the manifold
interdependencies and interactions with the dominantly present global food chains, national relocalization attempts are probably best to be understood as ‘local-global hybrids’. That is: it
concerns time and again specific interaction patterns between the local and global. So far
references are made to the potential benefits of a more prominent role for (large) retailers in
the provision of local food. National attempts to create such ‘local-global hybrids’ could be
further illustrated by the emergence of new, territory based institutional arrangements that
mitigate the negative externalities of global food chains (e.g. agro-environmental cooperatives)
and/or contribute to more nested rural markets grounded on multifunctional rural business
models and a perhaps slowly but steadily growing attention for new urban-rural interlinkages
through active urban food strategies, etcetera, etcetera.
• How to reduce the waste of food?
Waste of food (± 40%) more and more is becoming an issue. Dutch consumers throw away €
2,6 billion on food (± € 155 or 50 kg per person). Producers, traders, catering and
supermarkets waste ± € 2 billion of food.
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S. 3 -.Food chain performance attributes
The extensive desk-top based analysis of a wide range of sources enabled us to identify a
wide variety of relevant food chain performances attributes. In the end we made a selection of
30 attributes that are thought to be most relevant for a comprehensive understanding of how
food chain performances are being framed and scoped in the Netherlands. This set of
attributes will be in this chapter introduced starting with a definition, followed by a brief
characterization and ending with a shortlist of major issues of debate and concerns that
surround these attributes.
3.1

Affordability
-

Ability to provide food against low/acceptable prices
Ability to create willingness to pay

A long tradition of agricultural modernization makes food in the Netherlands abundant, yearround available and relatively cheap. Dutch consumers are often characterized as price-buyers,
although especially in last decades it is increasingly acknowledged that consumer behavior
differentiates and that different consumer groups and profiles should be distinguished.
Nevertheless, Dutch consumers would be still rather difficult to convince and seduce to purchase
food with specific qualities against higher prices 1. A characteristic that would manifest itself
especially in times of economic downturn, where price-fighters among retailers are gaining and
defending market shares at the detriment of retailers that profile themselves with more
sustainable and high quality food assortments/
Main issues of debate: How reasonable are the price gaps between conventional and organic
food? How to internalize differentiating sustainability performances (e.g. animal welfare) more
adequately in food price-setting mechanisms? How to avoid that only the ‘better off’ will be able to
purchase sustainable and healthy food?

See e.g. Foodlog October 29 2013 which refers to Food Agency en Marketing Enterprise
Trendbox research: ‘64% of Dutch consumers consider current food prices as (too) high’ Just 2%
opinions that food prices are too low, whereas Dutch Food prices would be on average 4% lower
than in the rest of the EU.
1
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3.2

Creation & Distribution of Added Value
-

Ability to generate /preserve / expand added value by chain governance
Ability to avoid disputes about the distribution of added value
Ability to maintain / improve farm-income levels
Ability to provide futures for family-based farming

Added value is another crucial aspect in national thinking about food chain dynamics. The
globalizing food chains in the Netherlands create relatively large amounts of added value
(strictly economically defined). This goes especially for the dairy-, pork- and glasshouse sectors.
Yet, for primary producers it may be increasingly difficult to get a significant share of overall
chain-based added value production. Agro-industrial criticasters speak of price-squeeze
tendencies due to increasingly exchangeable primary producers as a consequence of highly
standardized production methods at the detriment of farm-based distinctiveness. National agribusiness, on its turn, frequently points at the dominant position of retailers in overall chain
governance with 4-5 severely competing companies controlling 85% of food markets to justify
the continuous pressure on off-farm food prices. Although some studies by national agri-expert
systems come to the conclusion that overall distribution of the added value within food chains
does not point at a shifting balances at the costs of primary producers in wider chain relations,
the on-going downward pressure of farm-based value added production within globalizing
food chains continues to be a persistent issue of debate with regard to food chain
performances. The phenomenon of retailers that try to pass on their costs of price-battles to
primary producers attracts especially opposition from national farmer’s organization LTO.
Main issues of debate: To what extent remain most important food chains in terms of (exclusively
economically defined) value added production dependent on primary producers in the Netherlands?
How exchangeable are primary producers in these food chains? How meaningful are short food
chain initiatives from a sectoral perspective? How to assess fairness of distribution of added value
among chain partners? How detrimental is the dominant position of corporate retailers in this
respect?
3.3

Impact on Rural/ Regional Economy
-

Ability to maintain / create positive spin-offs with wider rural-regional economy
Ability to preserve / activate territory based cooperation
Ability to preserve / re-create strong urban-rural functional ties
Ability to preserve / strengthen rurality

This third attribute refers to a growing attention to the tensions and conflicts between agroindustrial food production and changing rural economies. Agricultural food production is
increasingly of minor importance for Dutch metropolitan rural economies (in terms of rural
employment, rural added value creation, etcetera). The economic importance of other rural
functions (dwelling, leisure, nature, landscape) is gaining importance and the negative
externalities of modern agricultural production systems are increasingly taken into account.
Although robust methodological approaches to assess the economic trade-offs of agricultural
activity in detail on rural/regional economies might be still largely lacking, these interrelations
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are increasingly becoming part of ongoing Dutch debate about the future of farming and food
production systems.
Main issues of debate: How to assess chain performance from a rural/regional economy
perspective? What kind of trade-offs, synergies and externalities to be included in territory based
socio-economic assessment methods? How to include functional ties between the rural and urban in
this analysis? How important remains agricultural activity for the rural/regional economy?
3.4

Competitiveness & Price Stability
-

Ability to maintain / create comparative advantages in globalizing food markets
Ability to maintain / mobilize institutional support (e.g. Dutch Top sector policy)
Ability to create / maintain ‘level playing field’ conditions
Ability to deal with price-volatility
Ability to maintain / create new, more ‘nested’ food markets

Whereas the Dutch agricultural sector at the level of primary production might lose influence,
national agri-business continues to contribute significantly to overall Dutch Gross Value
Production. Advocates of Dutch agro-industrial model frequently point at studies that conclude
that the food sector belongs to the most competitive economic activities in the Netherlands,
albeit more or less dependent on external resources (soy, cacao, fruits, etc.) and non-landbased sectors (horticulture in glass houses, intensive husbandry, etcetera). Others are less
optimistic about the future competiveness of national primary production, especially most landresource dependent ones (dairy production and arable farming) in an era of global competition
and growing price volatility. Especially national agro-industry underlines in this respect the need
for international level playing fields, equal production conditions with regard to e.g.
environmental regulations, animal welfare issues, labour conditions etcetera. Its opponents
expect little of level playing field conditions at global level and speak much more of ‘a raceto-the-bottom’ scenario where competiveness becomes equal to short-term economic benefits
with manifold negative trade-offs (social, environmental, cultural, etcetera). In their opinion
newly emerging rural markets, characterized by new relations between producers and
consumers, between farming and the rest of the rural economy and between the rural and the
urban provides a much more attractive and sustainable pathway for national food system.
Main issues of debate: How competitive are Dutch food chains? To what extent requires this
competiveness national primary production? How effective / selective is a national innovation
policy that opts for a focus on most competitive food chains? How do differences in level playing
field affect the competitiveness of food chains? How to deal with price volatility in globalizing food
markets? How promising are newly emerging food markets for national agricultural sector?
3.5

Independence from Public Funding
-
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Ability to avoid / reduce dependency on public funding
Ability to preserve / mobilize societal support for public funding
Ability to legitimize public funding by public good provision
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Dutch agricultural modernization has been realized with a relatively high dependency on public
funding. National intensity of land-use makes Dutch overall CAP pillar 1 support per ha among
the highest in Europe, although with major differences between agricultural sectors. Again,
especially still most clearly land-based food sectors (dairy production and arable farming) are
receiving relatively payments per hectare. This dependency on public support is certainly
increasingly issue of societal debate. Different positions can be witnessed. Advocates of
entrepreneurial farming argue that agriculture has to be considered as any other economic
activity and ‘keep its own trousers up’. Others argue that agriculture has some specific features
(dependency on natural processes, high price volatilities, etcetera) that justify public
intervention, including price support- and stabilization mechanisms to sustain food production
systems. At the same time it is acknowledged that current allocation and distribution of public
funding among farmers and regions shows major shortcomings and perversities which require
far reaching re-distribution measures at different levels, covering different aspects including
national share of agricultural area under the LFA-regime 2.
Main issues of debate: How to legitimize current public support levels, -dependencies and
allocation mechanisms? How dependent remain sustainable food production systems from
(supplementary) public funding?
3.6

Trust & Commitment
-

Ability to preserve / re-create trust in food delivery systems
Ability to mobilize consumer-citizen commitment

Food trust & commitment is a sixth attribute that appears in different ways in Dutch debates
about food chain performances. Frequently it is being emphasized that Dutch consumers express
a strong trust in the conventional food system 3. Common practice in recalling products in case of
any suspicion enhances this trust. A trust that would explain a relatively low willingness to pay
premium prices for food with specific health and sustainability attributes. Contrastingly, others
point at the growing frequency of food safety scandals around chemical and bacterial
composition of food and the growing consumer resistance against modern food production
systems and the need to restore consumer trust in novel ways that differ from agro-industrial
Transparency & Traceability logics (see further on) and that will require much more new forms of
Trust & Commitment between food producers and consumers (see earlier)
Main issues of debate: How to counterbalance loss of public trust in dominant food delivery
system? (see e.g. recent creation of a National Task-force Food Trust in the meat industry) How
crucial are more direct relationships openness between consumers and producers in this respect?
How to strengthen consumer-citizen commitment to food delivery systems?

Even in a small country as the Netherlands these historical differences in agricultural support
between regions and sectors turn out to be a major barrier for agricultural policy reforms that
enable to enhance the interrelations between support levels and the provision of ecological and
other societal services.
3 See e.g. Jan Peter van Doorn: ‘The customer gets what he wants: more fast food’. In Volkskrant 1
November 2013)
2
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3.7 Accessibility
-

Ability to interest corporate retailers
Ability to preserve / create non-retailer market outlets
Ability to attract public food procurement interest

The accessibility of food in the Netherlands is hardly a problem in sensu stricto. There are no
‘food deserts’ in the Netherlands where food is mostly available at relatively short distances.
The issue of accessibility, therefore, pops up in terms of consumer convenience. The Netherlands
has only few larger retailers with a broad spectrum of organic food assortments and/or local
food. Overall number of public procurement initiatives also remains relatively limited, although
there are certainly a wide range of interesting initiatives going on in this field. Frequently public
food regulations are mentioned as a major barrier for a more active role of public actors in the
provision of food with distinctive quality attributes in terms of more sustainable, more regional,
etcetera.
Main issues of debate: How to enlarge the accessibility of sustainable and healthy food? How
important are corporate retailers in this respect? How promising are emerging hybrids between
alternative and conventional market outlets? How to enhance public procurement for
sustainable/local/ healthy food? How restrictive is current public procurement legislation?
3.8 Loci of control in chain governance
-

Ability to preserve / restore of producers influence in overall chain governance
Ability to maintain / create new, more ‘nested’ rural markets

The control of chain governance is something that especially addresses the position of food
producers (farmers) and consumers in food chains. In a wider Dutch context of strongly present
globalizing forces, on-going attempts to re-localize food chains can’t be isolated from a
growing dissatisfaction among producers (farmers) as well as consumers about their highly
limited influence on food chain governance. This collaborative resistance against marginalization
tendencies certainly also induces the new coalitions, new partnerships and new forms of mutual
commitment that result in the emergence of new more ‘nested’ food markets (socially, culturally,
ecologically, etcetera) .
Main issues of debate: How vulnerable are primary producers in globalizing food chains? How to
enlarge producers and consumers influence in food chain governance? What are the prospects and
limitations of newly emerging, more nested food markets as defence-lines against loss of producer
and consumer influence?
3.9 Rural Cohesion & Distinctiveness
-
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Ability to preserve / strengthen rural cohesion
Ability to maintain / preserve rural social capital
Ability to maintain / strengthen rural distinctiveness / identities
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Dutch food chains are frequently also socially increasingly dis-embedded. Particularly most
industrialized production systems (intensive husbandry, glasshouse horticulture, etcetera) may
face problems in terms of rural resistance against their negative externalities (environmentaland public health concerns, loss of rural amenities, etcetera.). Potential loss of rural cohesion and
rural distinctiveness due to ongoing specialization-, intensification- and scale-enlargement forces
in line with the modernization logic threatens especially most densely populated rural regions of
the Netherlands. It is also in these regions where alternative, more multifunctional rural business
models, often with a prominent role for short food supply chains, emerge as new answers that
intend to counterbalance these tendencies.
Main issues of debate: How to deal with growing rural resistance against agro-industrial farming?
How to counterbalance growing tensions between agro-industrial farming and other rural SME’s?
How to re-embed agricultural activity in rural communities? How to preserve and strengthen rural
social capital?
3.10
-

Societal Legitimacy to Produce
Ability to preserve / mobilize support from public, civil, rural and urban actors /
movements

This 10th attribute in a certain way complements the foregoing. ‘Societal Legitimacy to Produce’ is
a notion that often pops up in Dutch debate about the future of agro-industrial farming, often
closely interwoven with discussions about the emergence of ‘mega-stables’ as symbols of largescale agro-industrial farming and its accompanying negative externalities 4. Especially
advocates of multifunctionality argue that only through a far-going restructuring of the role of
food production in their overall business models Dutch family-farms will be able to safeguard
their societal legitimacy to produce.
Main issues of debate: How to confront societal resistance against emerging agro-industrial
‘mega-stables’? How and to what extent can alternative, multifunctional business models regain
agriculture’s societal legitimacy to produce?
3.11
-

Labour Quality
Ability to preserve /improve agricultural labour quality
Ability to avoid health related labour risks through exposure to chemicals, etcetera.
Ability to maintain/ strengthen social-cultural prestige of farming

Dutch advocates of alternative agricultural development models frequently underline that
agricultural modernization forces are not seldom accompanied by deteriorating labour
conditions. For farmers this may involve a gradual expropriation of labour skills due to
downstream and upstream externalization tendencies. Agricultural employees would be often
confronted with skill poor, badly paid and uncertain labour. More incidentally and in extreme
cases this might be expressed in illegal labour force scandals in e.g. glasshouse horticulture and
asparagus production, agricultural sectors that depend heavily on foreign labour (Polish,
Rumanian, Bulgarian)
4

These Dutch mega-stables might be relatively small in EU-dimensions
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Main issues of debate: How to improve agricultural labour conditions, especially in most
industrialized agro-food sectors (glasshouse food production, intensive animal husbandry systems,
etcetera)? How to avoid labour scandals related to the recruitment-, remuneration- and housing
conditions of (temporary) employees in the food sector? How to interest Dutch unemployed people
for the agri-food sector? How to safeguard and strengthen the socio-cultural attractiveness of
farming and farmers’ professional self-esteem?
3.12
-

Nature & Landscape Values
Ability to avoid / reduce negative Nature & Landscape related externalities
Ability to preserve / strengthen positive Nature & Landscape related externalities

The interrelation between agriculture and the preservation of nature and landscape values is a
rather controversial issue in the Netherlands. Due to the growing intensity of its agricultural land
use it started already to introduce in the late 1970’s agri-environmental schemes. Their
efficiency and effectiveness continues to be a highly sensitive issue in policy circles and wider
societal debate about how to preserve nature and landscape values. Again, clearly contrasting
viewpoints can be distinguished. For some agri-environmental policy-schemes are no more than
a hidden subsidy for farmers without meaningful societal benefits. Others are more positive
about how farming contributes to nature and landscape value, although it might be admitted
that this requires more innovative, territory based approaches which gives farmers more
opportunities to provide these services on the basis of their place specific knowledge,
experience and skills.
Main issues of debate: How compatible is food production with the provision of nature and
landscape values? How crucial is agricultural activity for the preservation of these values? How to
enlarge the effectiveness and efficiency of current agri-environmental policy measures in landbased food production systems?
3.13
-

Ecological Efficiency
Ability to maintain / improve emission-, energy- performances
Ability to recycle / valorise waste streams
Ability to maintain / improve LCA performances / ecological food print performances /
climatic change balance scores

Ecologic efficiency is a rather prominently present as well as complex attribute in Dutch debate
about food chain performances. Complex in the sense that it is being approached and defined
in different ways, reflecting different ideological preferences and ideas about the future of
farming 5. Those with a strong belief in technological progress mostly promote to define
ecological efficiency at the level of input-output relations (LCA’s). Thus, the product is taken as
the most adequate unit of analysis to compare the ecological performances of food

See e.g. Marc Janssen (director CBL): We need to bring back inefficiency in the food chain
(Foodlog 13-6-2013)

5
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production 6. In contrast, others promote to define ecological efficiency in terms of eco-systems
carrying capacity. It will be clear that both approaches reflect completely different views on
how to improve the ecological performances of food production systems, as will be
demonstrated more in detail in Chapters 5 and 6. One of the topics that frequently pops up in
national discussion concerns the logistical efficiency of small scale regional food produce
initiatives and their dependence on creative interlinkages with large scale distribution systems to
improve their sustainability performances. It is one of the reasons why food-miles in itself are
increasingly perceived to represent a rather limited sustainability indicator 7.
Main issues of debate: How to improve the ecological efficiency of food production and
consumption systems? Is the chain the most appropriate level to analyse ecological efficiency?
What are the pros and cons of ecological efficiency assessments in terms of input-output relations?
Or efficiency assessments at different spatial scales? How promising are food waste-recycling/
recovering and re-use initiatives? How significant are differences in ecological efficiency between
plant-versus more animal protein based dietary patterns?
3.14
-

Biodiversity
Ability to safeguard / improve functional biodiversity performances
Ability to maintain / improve Red List species protection performances (IUCN
International Union for the Conservation of Nature)
Ability to safeguard / provide eco-system services

Agriculture’s role in relation to biodiversity is another contested issue in the Netherlands.
Especially more hardline nature organizations consider these interrelations as a kind of
contradiction in terminus. The intensity and degree of specialization of contemporary
agricultural practices would be incompatible with the preservation of biodiversity. Others see
much more opportunities to combine agriculture with the preservation biodiversity, often by
highlighting the significance of functional biodiversity, which builds upon a much broader
perspective on biodiversity than more narrowly defined ‘endangered species preservation’
thinking.
Main issues of debate: Which type of biodiversity can be preserved / strengthened by agricultural
activity? Can agricultural activity preserve most endangered biodiversity? How dependent is
improvement of agriculture’s biodiversity performances on territory based cooperation between
farmers?
3.15
6

Integrated Natural Resource Management
Ability to safeguard / re-create ‘closed circles’ in natural resource use
Ability to safeguard / re-create multifunctional rural resource use

See e.g. Trouw, 21 March 2013: ‘Larger is better for sustainable agriculture’

Or, as argued by Dutch global director of sustainable sourcing development at Unilever: the
proportion of the global carbon food print of food as a result of its transportation is about 2-3%
(In: Why worrying about food miles is missing the point, The Guardian, May 26 2013)
7
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-

Ability to minimize /valorize waste streams

Dutch controversies around agriculture’s ecological performances are more broadly discussed in
terms of Integrated Natural Resource Management. In dominant agro-industrial thinking this
notion is primarily associated with the closing of nutrient- and energy cycles through high-tech
solutions 8. There are many examples of technological (re-)design that explores the opportunities
of this kind of Integrated Natural Resource Management thinking, be it under more or less
appealing headings as ‘the new mixed farm’ and ‘multiple store pork production’. Often their
scale and capital requirements are difficult to align with family-based farming and these
technical trajectories foresee therefore more or less explicitly the vanishing of the latter. Others
associate Integrated Natural Resource Management much more with multifunctionality as
guiding principle for new agricultural pathways, including a fundamentally different
perspectives on agriculture’s role in rural development and the future of family-based farming
(see again Chapter 5 and 6).
Main issues of debate: What are most appropriate/ viable levels to close nutrient-, waste- and
energy streams? How superior are environmental performances of multifunctional rural business
models?
3.16
-

Self-governance Capacity
Ability to maintain / improve ecological performances through chain based selfgovernance
Ability to stimulate and organize collaborative learning around wicked sustainability
problems
Ability to maintain / strengthen consumer-citizen commitment

Self-governance capacity is another notion that plays a rather prominent role in Dutch debate
about food chain performances. After a history of strong public involvement in the
modernization of Dutch agricultural sector, it is nowadays broadly advocated, promoted and
accepted that public steering can’t without active engagement of the private sector and civil
society 9. In line with this ideological change, it is expected that food chains sustain themselves as
much as possible by self-governance. This self-governance or self-regulation capacity may be
associated to the wide range of sustainability concerns as presented this document. It has
become increasingly common that private food chain actors try to come to agreements with
societal movements (e.g. Animal Welfare, Environmental Organizations) about how to improve
their sustainability performances. Increasingly these NGO’s actively explore the opportunities of
traditional and new media to put large retailers on pressure to become more active with
See e.g. www.devezelfabriek.nl ‘portal for intelligent waste-recycling’ through ‘biocascading’
high level upgrading of natural resources based on the following F-model (from high to lower
added value creation) (Farma, Fun, Food, Feed, Functional chemical, Fibre, Fermentation, Fuel,
Fertilizer, Fire, Fare, Fill
8

See e.g. Kees Lever en Ika van der Pas (representatives of agricultural and food departments of
Ministry of Economic Affairs): No prescription, only a bit of steering (Foodlog 13-6-2013)
9
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respect to such self-governance initiatives 10 although these same NGO’s might also point at the
limitations of these trajectories 11
Main issues of debate: How can chain based self-governance initiatives improve environmental
performances? How substantial are on-going chain based self-governance initiatives? How
important is the role of social movements in the further improvement of food systems environmental
performances? How to find the right balance between chain-based, civil society-driven and stateled agri-environmental policy?
3.17
-

Safety
Ability to minimize food-related health risks
Ability to avoid food scares around issues as chemical residues, GMO/biotechnology
related concerns/ anti-biotic resistance threats, etcetera
Ability to create trustful food safety control systems

Food safety is one of the attributes that relates to these sustainability concerns. Dutch food
experts mostly emphasize that food safety is better organized and safeguarded than ever
before. The same experts mostly argue that ever repeating food safety scandals 12 and
incidents have less to do with globalization tendencies than contemporary detecting methods
that are for more sophisticated than in the past and/or thresholds for security that are much
higher now a days than ever before 13. Yet, there are also food experts that speak of growing
food safety problems due to e.g. high dependencies on antibiotics of agro-industrial animal
production systems 14 and persistent bacteriological problems 15. Both represent just a few of the
many examples of differentiating opinions between stakeholders about food safety
performances. For agro-industrial actors and large retailers this is above all an issue of riskreduction through regulatory frameworks. Others associate risk-reduction much more also with
shorter food chains and more direct relationships between food producers and consumers. It
A well-known recent example concerns the campaign against the ‘Plof Kip’ (something as ‘
Explosive Chicken’). It made large Dutch retailers decide to implement additional animal welfare
regulations for poultry systems and to introduce a multiple star certification system for Animal
Welfare in intensive husbandry systems
10

www.foodwatch.nl (June, 14 2013): ‘Self-regulation fails, government leaves recovery of food
trust into the hand of industry’
12 See e.g. Volkskrant May, 24 2013: Arrests in meat fraud Oss, Director and Deputy Director
arrested for ‘transforming’ beef into horse meat’
13 See e.g. Volkskrant 23 March 2013 ‘The confused Consumer, Lost in Food Land’ where calls for
short food chains are presented as panic reactions based on ignorance and distrust, whereas all
experts would know that food safety is only a minor problem.
11

See e.g. National It’s the Food Stupid Debate which published in 2013 a press release under
the heading ‘The time bomb Antibiotics’.

14

Foodlog 19-04-23: ‘ 90% of total chicken products in the Netherlands carries the E-coli
bacteria’, which makes veterinarian Jan Kluytman warn that food might become dangerous again
15
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illustrates how food-safety issues may be approached in fundamentally different ways. For
some it is about measures that minimize risks whereas others prefer to minimize the potential
consequences of food safety-risks. The first approach clearly dominates the Netherlands, as
could be illustrated by a broad range of agro-industrial-, retailer- or social movement induced
initiatives. The second approach is primarily advocated by still smaller food movements (e.g.
Slow Food, Foodwatch, etcetera) and other primarily small-scale food re-localization initiatives.
More recently, the issue of how to deal with food risks also attracted some wider policy
attention in relation to national vulnerability for food terrorism.
Major issues of debate: How (un-)safe is national food delivery system? Are globalizing food
chains indeed more vulnerable for safety risks?; Do short food chains perform better on safety
risks? Is food safety better off with high-tech, closed animal production systems? How to make a
choice between different food risk profiles? How resilient is national food system in terms of foodterrorism risks?
3.10
-

Freshness
Ability to preserve / re-create freshness related health claims

Freshness is an attribute that appears especially in relation to the quality of vegetables, fruits
and dairy products and meat and eggs. Food freshness continues to be strongly associated with
better health and taste performances. Yet, in wider Dutch setting of dominantly present agriindustrial food interests these claims are now and then subject of debate among food scientists
that might argue that such claims are not always sufficiently substantiated by scientific evidence.
Main issue of debate: how valid are food freshness related performance claims?
3.11
-

Life-style Feasibility
Ability to oppose /reverse overnutrition, obese & other food related diseases without
major changes in dietary and/or cooking habits/ taste preferences, etcetera.

Life-style feasibility may be a somewhat confusing term to summarize national attention for how
food chain characteristics interact with consumer behavior, habits and routines to the benefit of
their health. We will limit our self here to some specific features of Dutch reactions to wellknown food related health concerns as e.g. obesity and cardio related diseases. Firstly, the
Netherlands is characterized by an on-going dispute about the health claims of organic food.
Time and again it is being concluded that such claims mostly still lack sufficient scientific
justification and substantiation. Secondly, national agro-industry focusses primarily on
technology driven food health claims, which are being promoted as more convenient and
consumer friendly and less dependent on major life-style adaptations (see also next attribute).
Thirdly, the Netherlands knows increasingly rather fluid ‘dietary hypes’
which focus
predominantly on food ingredients (e.g. no carbohydrates but proteins, with all kinds of
variations and adaptations) and less on food production methods (e.g. organic versus
conventional) or food origin.
Main issues of debate: How to avoid food related health problems? What is the place of food in
more healthy life-styles? How to go from awareness to practical life-style adaptations? What are
most convenient supportive lifestyle adaptations?
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3.12
-

High-tech Redesign of Health Claims
Ability to change and improve food health profiles through genomics, nanotechnology,
nutrigenomics, biofortification, etcetera

Here it is not the place to go into detail in techniques as nanotechnology, genomics,
nutrigenomics, biofortification, etcetera. Yet, it is important to notice that different expressions
of high-tech food design are in the Netherlands in strong competition with more farm- and
agro-ecology oriented attempts to produce healthy food. A competition that is closely
interwoven with earlier remarks about the interrelations between food health and life-style
issues.
Main issues of debate: How promising is high-tech redesign of food health claims? What are
potential drawbacks? What does high-tech redesign implies for the position of different food chain
actors?
3.13
-

Awareness & Responsiveness
Ability to contribute to different forms of health awareness creation (e.g. through direct
producer-consumer contacts, food labeling, social movement and - media attention,
participation in public campaigns, etcetera)
Ability to avoid food label fatigue and/or ‘Junk food’ marketing reputations
Ability to mobilize consumer-citizen commitment

The attribute ‘Awareness & Responsiveness’ concentrates on the role of consumers in food chains.
A wide variety of food labels, more direct relations with food producers, social movements,
public media, all entail specific sets of opportunities and limitations to change consumers
behavior and preferences in favor of public health. After a period with a rapid expansion of
food labeling, a growing skepticism can be witnessed about their effectiveness. This has been
described in terms of ‘food label fatigue’ and relatively strong dependencies on social
movement driven ‘shaming and blaming campaigns’. More generally it is often acknowledged
that ‘Awareness & Responsiveness’ requires active support from educational and health systems,
public media, etcetera. Most critical observers argue that their initiatives still lack a coherent
and consistent vision on how to improve public health through food consumption adaptations.
Main issues of debate: How to come to more effective food labeling with respect to health
concerns? How to enhance food-related health education, -information and -dissemination? How
crucial is more direct interaction between food producers and consumers in this respect?
3.21
-
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Ability to guarantee traceability of food origin
Ability to guarantee transparency of food content
Ability to avoid food recall reputational damage
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Traceability & Transparency is an attribute that associates national food concerns to safety, health and - origin issues. Overall wide range of regulatory initiatives, be it initiated by public,
private or civil actors, certainly did contribute positively to overall Dutch consumers trust in food.
Yet, these same initiatives sometimes also raise questions regarding their implications for
alternative, less institutional driven ways of food trust building. Overall food producers
institutional embeddedness in tracing and tracking systems is increasingly criticized for being
difficult to align with more face-to-face based trust relations. The prescriptive nature of tracing
and tracking systems creates as such barriers for producers’ and consumers’ led attempts to relocalize food chains.
Main issues of debate: How effective and selective are food traceability & transparency
regulations? To what extent do prevailing T&T regulatory frameworks frustrate the further
expansion of -on other types of trust based- short food chain initiatives?; Are more flexible and
chain-specific traceability and transparency regulations needed and possible?
3.22
-

Health-Risk Manageability
Ability to minimize food related health risks
Ability to resolve wicked health-risk problems as medical residues in drink water
systems, antibiotic resistance, etcetera
Ability to enhance healthy lifestyles through balanced food patterns

This performance attribute addresses the manageability of health risks. Again, also here
opinions differ between stakeholders. Most frequently it is argued that food-related health risks
in modern times are lower than ever before. Others point at the persistence of food safety
problems and consider these to be serious longer term health-risks of agro-industrial food
systems. A debate that is closely interwoven to previous references to the dichotomy between
minimizing health risk-chances versus minimizing health risk-consequences. Whereas the first
position is actively advocated by agro-industrial related interests and stakeholders, resulting in
primarily technology based hygiene codes and regulatory frameworks, the second position is
much more actively promoted and embraced by the proponents of local food and alternative
agricultural development trajectories.
Main issues of debate: How substantial are food-related health risks? To what extent do these
differentiate between longer versus shorter food chains? What does this imply for food related
health-risk management?
3.24
-

Animal Welfare
Ability to respect animal welfare rights
Ability to integrate animal welfare with other food chain performance fields

Animal welfare is without doubt one of the most controversial attributes in Dutch debate about
food chain performances. Growing societal concerns about animal welfare conditions in agroindustrial husbandry systems are probably most clearly reflected in the presence of an one issue
political party for Animal Welfare with currently two seats in National Parliament. Animal
welfare issues are part of national disputes about the superiority of organic production systems
in the sense that agri-experts frequently argue that better animal welfare performances can’t
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be realized without negative trade-offs in terms of less efficient use of nutrients and higher
emission levels 16. On-going controversies about how to improve animal welfare performances
are further complicated by the co-existence of fundamentally different perspectives, building
upon more ‘functional’ versus more ‘natural’ assessment approaches (see also Chapter 6).
Main issues of debate: What are the margins to improve animal welfare performances in highly
intensive animal production systems? How to integrate animal welfare- and environmental
performances? How to incorporate animal welfare performances in sustainable food labels?
3.25
-

Fair Trade
Ability to provide fair prices for primary producers in developing countries
Ability to contribute positively to food sovereignty of developing countries
Ability to develop small scale producer inclusive regulatory frameworks
Ability to create positive social, economic and ecological trade-offs elsewhere

Fair trade is a second ethical attribute that attracts considerable attention in the Netherlands.
Overall assortment of fair trade produce increased spectacular in last decades, certainly also
due to growing interest in Fair Trade produce among large retailers. National NGO’s played
often prominent roles as stimulators and accelerators of these processes. Some Fair Trade labels
have now a days significant market shares (e.g. bananas, coffee, chocolate). Now and then
their claims might be criticized with respect to issues as ecological performances, consequences
for food security concerns in developing countries and insufficient benefits for involved
smallholder farmers.
Main issues of debate: How beneficial are Fair Trade initiatives for small producers in developing
countries? How do Fair Trade initiatives affect the food security of developing countries? What
kind of trade-offs have food imports in developing countries?
3.26
-

Authenticity
Ability to maintain/ create / valorise naturalness, origin specificity and food cultural
values

Authenticity is a food attribute that circulates especially in Dutch food gastronomy circles and
national growing amount of short food chain initiatives, including regional typical food produce.
National attention for food authenticity is further reflected in the popularity of food origin and
characteristics in traditional as well as new media. In a wider context dominated for decades
by agro-industrial forces and thus loss of more place-based or farm-led food distinctiveness
this mostly implies an active rehabilitation, re-construction and re-invention of food authenticity
covering different aspects as primeval tastes, taste recovery, taste education, etcetera.

See e.g. Boerderij Weekend 31 August 2012 with following quote of Laan van Staalduinen:
‘A cow in the meadow is better for animal welfare but less beneficial for the environment, how to
weigh this?

16
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Main issues of debate: How strong and valid are food authenticity claims after decades of
agricultural modernization? How to re-create food authenticity in the Netherlands? What does
authenticity means in the multi-ethnic society?
3.27
-

Food Integrity
Ability to integrate ethical aspects of overall food chain performances

Food integrity is an attribute that especially circulates in national scientific debate about food
issues. A debate that involves more narrow versus broader definitions of food integrity.
Whereas narrow definitions might limit integrity largely to aforementioned ‘Traceability &
Transparency’ aspects, broader definition opt to include a much broader spectrum of societal
and ethical concerns with respect to contemporary food production systems.
Main issues of debate: How to delineate Food Integrity? How to find the right balance between its
different components? How to organize societal debates about Food Integrity in more
collaborative, inclusive and appropriate ways?
3.28
-

Consumer Freedom of Choice
Ability to guarantee safeguard consumer freedom of choice

Consumer Freedom of Choice is an attribute deeply rooted in Dutch considerations about food
chain performances. In general it is widely accepted that it is ultimately the consumer who
decides and is capable to justify his or her behavior, preferences, willingness to pay, etcetera.
This centrality of consumer freedom of choice is something that only at its margins is being
questioned around issues as summarized below.
Main issues of debate: Is it possible to speak of consumer freedom of choice in strongly retail
dominated food provision settings? How to deal with discrepancies in consumer-citizen behavior,
attitudes and practices? How meaningful is consumer empowerment in terms of transformative
capacity? Does it suffice to resolve the ‘wickedness’ of contemporary sustainability and food
security problems?
3.29
-

Corporate Social Responsibility
Ability / willingness to widen business value propositions

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is an attribute that addresses the issue if and to what
extent particularly large food chain actors are able and willingness to integrate broader
societal concerns into their corporate management. It is a buzzword that gets a lot of attention
of national agro-industry and corporate retailers. Its advocates foresee a growing role for CSR
as a way to come to substantial improvement of sustainability performances 17. Others are less
optimistic about this transformative capacity of CSR and speak often ‘window dressing’ as long
as the absence of level playing fields would set the limits for CSR.
17

See e.g. Skipr nr 4 April 2013: Corporate Social Responsibility no longer just a fad’
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Main issues of debate: How substantial are CSR initiatives in the agri-food sector? How opportune
is CSR without ‘level playing field’ conditions?
3.30
-

Food Security & Resilience
Ability to alleviate global food security by taken into account its sustainability-, public
health- and ethical components

This last attribute makes a start with the synthesis of foregoing list of relevant food chain
performance attributes in the specific Dutch context. Food Security & Resilience makes it possible
to further illustrate some of the fundamental differences in Dutch ideas about the future of food
and farming. Starting from the now a days famous phrase ‘the world will have to feed 9 billion
people in 2050’ especially national agro-industry advocates that global Food Security &
Resilience implies ‘sustainable intensification’ through ‘more output with less input’. Only this
enables to meet the growth in global food demands and foreseen changes in dietary
compositions. As further argued, Dutch agro-industrial sector and agri-expert systems has a lot
of expertise to realize and facilitate necessary processes of sustainable intensification. It reflects
national strength of and trust in ‘bio-economy’ thinking as guiding sustainability paradigm. At
the same time it should be concluded that ‘eco-economy’ thinking and doing certainly gained
influence in the Netherlands in last decades. As a sustainability paradigm that starts from
fundamentally different ideas about the role of agriculture in rural development, it much more
focusses on new interrelations between food producers and consumers, between agriculture and
rural economies, between the natural and the social and between the urban and the rural. In
following Chapters we will go more into detail in how these contrasting sustainability paradigms
underlie differentiating ideas about Food Security & Resilience in the Netherlands and how these
interact in specific ways with overall set of food supply chain performance attributes as
introduced in this Chapter.
Main issues of debate: Is Dutch highly globalized agro-food system part of the solution or,
contrastingly, part of the problem of global food security concerns? What to expect from
‘sustainable intensification’ as guiding principle to combat global food security concerns? What are
the pros and cons of contrasting and competing sustainability paradigms in the Netherlands? (‘bioeconomy’ versus ‘eco-economy’ thinking and doing)
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S. 4 – Dutch Multi-criteria matrix of food supply
chain performance
In foregoing list of food chain performance attributes we referred only implicitly to the
different dimensions and spheres that guided overall WP2 GLAMUR methodological
approach. Table 4.1 interlinks the attributes explicitly to these dimensions and spheres of
action by presenting Dutch Food Performance Matrix
Table 4.1: Dutch Food Chain Performance Criteria Matrix

Dimension

Economic

Social

Environmental

Health

Ethical

•

•

•

•

Safety

•

Animal Welfare

•

Freshness
•

Fair Trade

•

Authenticity

•

Integrity

•

Freedom of

Affordability

•

Trust & commitment

Nature & landscape
values

Accessibility

Public sphere
•

•

Creation &

•

distribution of added

Loci of control in
chain governance

value

Scientific
Sphere

•
•

•
•

Ecological efficiency

•

Lifestyle feasibility

Awareness &
responsiveness

Biodiversity

Rural cohesion &

•

distinctiveness

High-tech redesign
of health claims

Interlinkages with
wider rural/regional
economy

•

Competiveness &
Price stability

Market

•
•

Trust & commitment
Societal legitimacy

•
•

to produce

Ecological efficiency

•

Traceability &
Transparency

choice

Integrated natural
resource management.

Sphere
•

Awareness &

•

responsiveness
•

Independency from
public funding

Policy

•

Trust & commitment

•

Rural cohesion

•

Labour quality

•
•

Ecological efficiency

•

Health-risk
manageability

Corporate social
responsibility

•

Security &
Resilience

Self-governance capacity

Sphere
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The matrix shows that some attributes have been exclusively located to one specific cell.
Others appear in multiple cells since these are more difficult to relate to one single sphere
of action. This goes e.g. for attributes as ‘Trust & Commitment’, ‘Ecological Efficiency’ and
‘Awareness & Responsiveness’. More generally our attempts to locate in the multi-criteria
matrix made us conclude that single representations in one particular sphere of action is
more the exception than the rule. Our findings much more suggest that attributes most
frequently circulate within and between different spheres of action. Some might be rather
typical for one specific sphere. ‘Food Integrity’, for instance, is in the Netherlands
something that is primarily discussed in scientific circles, whereas ‘Self-governance
Capacity’ is relatively strongly associated with the policy sphere . Yet, mostly attributes
appear in multiple spheres, albeit more or less prominently, which frequently may also
vary in time. ‘Health-Risk Manageability’, for instance, is an attribute that will circulate
especially in multiple spheres of action during food scandal periods. In short, our desk-top
analysis findings make it in our opinion little fruitful to approach the Multi-criteria Food
Chain Performance Matrix as something rigid or static. Contrastingly, we would argue that
other choices with regard to our attribute positioning could be defended as well. Table
4.1, therefore, has no more pretention than placing attributes in the positions where we
think that these did manifest themselves most prominently and typical in the time period of
our research activities.

S. 5 - Contrasting Food Performance
Discourses
Another aspect of the National Food Performance Criteria Matrix that so far only got
more implicit attention concerns the mutual interrelations and interdependencies between
our selection of relevant food chain performance attributes. Foregoing references to
competing sustainability paradigms in the Netherlands may be further understood as
being part of wider competing and contrasting Food Chain Performance Discourses. It
enables to underline that it is especially in their mutual interaction and interdependencies
that attributes become meaningful. A first discourse that has been distinguished was
synthesized as ‘Food is Global’ since it reflects a strong global perspective on food supply
chain performances. Table 5.1 presents this discourse as a set of strong interlinkages
between the attributes (or their specific components) put in bold. It shows how this
discourse centers particularly on following economic attributes: ‘Affordability’ (having the
global consumer in mind), Creation of Added Value (and not so much its distribution among
chain partners), ‘Competiveness’ (again, from a global perspective) and ‘Independence
from Public Support’. In the social dimension ‘Trust’ (and less commitment) ‘Accessibility’ and
‘Societal Legitimacy to Produce’ appear as most crucial attributes. The environmental
dimension is especially perceived in terms of ‘Ecological Efficiency’ and ‘Self-governance
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Capacity’. ‘Safety’, ‘Life-Style Feasibility, High-Tech Redesign of Health Claims ’ and
‘Traceability & Transparency dominate the health dimension. ‘Fair Trade, ‘Integrity’,
‘Freedom of Consumer Choice’ and ‘Corporate Social Responsibility’ are the guiding
attributes for the ethical aspects of food chain performances.
Table 5.1: Dutch ‘Food is Global’ discourse
Dimension
Public
sphere

Economic

Social

•

•

Health

Ethical

Trust &
commitment
Accessibility

•

Nature &
Landscape values

•

Safety

•

Animal Welfare

•
•

Freshness
Lifestyle
feasibility

•
•

Fair Trade
Authenticity

•

Loci of control
in chain
governance

•

Ecological
efficiency

•

Awareness &
responsiveness

•

Integrity

•

•

Biodiversity

Rural cohesion
&
distinctiveness

•

High-tech
redesign of
health claims

•

Societal
legitimacy to
produce

•

Ecological
efficiency

•

Traceability &
Transparency

•

Freedom of
choice

•

Integrated natural /
rural resource
management.

•

Awareness &
responsiveness

•

Corporate
social
responsibility

•

Trust &
commitment

•

•

Health-risk
manageability

•

Security &
Resilience

•

Ecological
efficiency

Rural cohesion

•

•

Labour quality

Self-governance
capacity

•

•

Creation &
distribution of
added value

•

Interlinkages
with wider
rural/regional
economy

•

Competiveness
& Price stability

Scientific
Sphere

Affordability

Environmental

Market
Sphere

•
Policy
Sphere

Independency
from public
funding

(global
orientation)

It is especially the interrelations between this set of attributes that reveals how Dutch ‘Food
is Global’ discourse is closely interwoven with a neoliberal and agro-industrial perspective
on food chain performances. Later we will return in more detail how this is further
reflected in the specific ways how this set of attributes is being perceived and defined.
Before doing so, we will introduce a second Dutch food chain performance discourse. As
summarized in Table 5.2, Dutch ‘Food is Local’ discourse centers much more on how food
chains do interact with and materialize in specific rural/regional contexts.
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Table 5.2: Dutch ‘Food is Local’ discourse
Dimension

Economic

Social

Environmental

Health

Ethical

•

•

Trust &
commitment

•

•

Safety

•

Animal Welfare

•

•

Freshness

•

Fair Trade

Accessibility

•

Lifestyle
feasibility

•

Authenticity

•

Loci of control
in chain
governance

•

Integrity

•

Rural cohesion
&
distinctiveness

•

Affordability

Public
sphere

•
Scientific

Creation &
distribution of
added value

Sphere

•

Interlinkages
with wider rural
/regional
economy

Market

•

Competiveness &

Sphere

•

Ecological
efficiency

•

•

Awareness &
responsiveness

Biodiversity

•

High-tech
redesign of
health profiles

Societal
legitimacy to
produce

•

Ecological
efficiency

•

Traceability &
Transparency

•

Freedom of
choice

•

Integrated
natural /rural
resource
management.

•

Awareness &
responsiveness

•

Corporate
social
responsibility

•

Ecological
efficiency

•

Health-risk
manageability

•

Security &
Resilience

•

Trust &
commitment
Rural cohesion

•

Labour quality

•

Selfgovernance
capacity

Price stability

•
Policy

Independency
from public
funding

Sphere

Nature &
Landscape
values

•

( territorial
orientation)

S. 6 – Discourse specific framing and scoping
of attributes
Additionally to entailing specific sets of interrelations, Dutch co-existence of contrasting
food chain performance discourses may be further illustrated by the specific ways how
attributes are being framed and scoped. Table 6.1 summarizes how both Dutch discourses
go along with fundamentally different ideas about how to define, perceive and prioritize
performance attributes.
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Table 6.1 Discourse specific framing and scoping of attributes
Discourse

Food is Global

Food is Local

On average cheaper

On Average more expensive

Great Importance

Less important

Creation & distribution
of Value Added

VA primarily created in the agro-industry
(e.g. 90 chicken products in the
supermarket on the basis of one uniform
chicken); strong tendencies towards loss
of VA in primary production

VA with a much more prominent role
for farm-based food quality, identity
and distinctiveness, resulting in a
more ‘proportional’ distribution of VA

Interlinkages with wider
rural/regional economy

Little attention for wider interaction with
rural economies through synergies,
trade-offs, etcetera

Key characteristic of food chain
performances

Competitiveness & price
stability

Primarily chain-based competitiveness
orientation with little attention for
consequences of price fluctuations for
primary producers

Primary place-based
competitiveness orientation with
more attention for importance of
price-stability for primary producers

Independency from
public funding

Crucial prerequisite for ‘level playing field
conditions’. Legitimacy of European CAP
support dependent on agricultural
support levels elsewhere in the world

Not a virtue in itself. CAP support
legitimized by the provision of
additional societal functions

Trust & commitment

Anonymous: Focus on
Institutional, food technology based trust,
less attention for direct commitment of
consumers

Not-Anonymous: Focus on
Personal, face-to-face based trust,
much more attention for direct
commitment of consumers

Loci of control in chain
governance

Chain internal competition with
concentration of power by retailers

Competition between chains; within
chains more attention for shared
interests, values and opinions, chain
shortening through forward
integration

Rural cohesion &
distinctiveness

Minor attention for loss of rural/ regional
identity due to food chain globalization
tendencies

Food production key instrument to
maintain and enhance rural
cohesion and identity

Societal legitimacy to
produce

Sustainability of food production and
global food security as key challenge

Sustainability of rural resources as
key challenge, global food security
through context specific agricultural
pathways

Attribute
Economic
Affordability &
Accessibility

Social
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Labour quality

Focus on technical, economic and safety
aspects of labour conditions

More attention for labour qualities as
work satisfaction, control of work
content; development of talents, etc.

Better to realize through de-coupling from
food production

Crucial positive externality of food
production

Ecological
Nature and landscape
values

Ecological efficiency

Focus on input-output efficiencies,
also through disconnection from
natural processes

Carrying capacity of local ecosystems guides sustainable
natural resource use

Segregation: Intensification of agricultural
necessary to preserve poor biodiversity
elsewhere

Integration: Biodiversity intrinsically
part of agricultural production

Integrated natural
resource management

Primarily oriented at High Tech and
‘Circular Economy’ solutions
(waste-recycling, etc.)

More oriented at multifunctional
rural resource use and small scale
‘Circular Economy’ thinking

Self-governance
capacity

Especially by retail and agro-industry

Especially by food producers
themselves and more collaborative
chain governance

Safety

Primarily oriented at minimizing of risk
chances

Primarily oriented at minimizing of
risk consequences

Freshness

Technocratic approach (‘Expiration date’)

Fresh is more healthy

Lifestyle feasibility

Primarily approached as consumer
convenience

More appeals at consumer
responsibility

Awareness &
responsiveness

Consumer oriented

Consumer-Citizen oriented

High-tech redesign of
health claims

High expectations of functional foods

Functional foods threaten ‘natural
purity’ of food products

Traceability &
transparency

Especially through labeling & certification

Especially through direct
experiences

Health-risk
manageability

Primarily responsibility of expertise- and
regulatory systems

Primarily responsibility of producers
and consumers

Biodiversity

Health

Ethical
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Animal welfare

Relative notion of welfare

18

Absolute notion of welfare

Fair trade

Part of Social Corporate Responsibility
(see below)

Part of Local Food Sovereignity

Authenticity

Less dominantly present ethical claim

Dominantly present ethical claim
(e.g. Slow food)

Integrity

Primarily related to product features

Broader, wider food system oriented
approach

Consumer Freedom of
choice

Absolute and Unconditional

Less attention for Freedom of
Choice

Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR)

Strong belief in CSR as ethical compass
for enterprises

Less confidence in CSR as ethical
compass for enterprises

Security & Resilience of
Food systems

Strong trust in bio-economy sustainability
paradigm (‘technical engineering’)

Strong trust in eco-economy as
sustainability paradigm (‘social
engineering’)

It further emphasizes how both discourses fundamentally differ in their framing of
agriculture’s role in rural development processes, the distribution of responsibilities among
food chain actors, belief in technological engineering versus social engineering,
expectations around the opportunity for integrated rural resource management, etcetera,
etcetera. More generally it underpins again the necessity to approach attributes in their
mutual interaction, this time with a focus on how discourses may perceive and define
attributes in rather different ways. Dutch ‘Food is Global’ discourse may frame a local
food chain initiative perhaps as sympathetic but most probably simultaneously often also
as little efficient in terms of input-output efficiencies and of minor importance in relation to
global food security challenges 19. Contrastingly, in national ‘Food is Local’ the same
initiative might be highly appreciated due to its positive contribution to more equal
distribution of added value among chain actors, close relationship between food
producers and consumers or return to more integrated and multifunctional rural resource
use. Both ways of framing know their own logics and have their own legitimate, albeit
rather different sustainability claims. Both discourses can be also found in all food sectors
in the Netherlands, although with more or less representational strength. It won’t surprise
In the Dutch debate on animal welfare in factory farming it is often stated that the welfare is
better than in other countries. Tightening up of animal welfare regulation and/or prohibition of
certain production systems (or production at all, like mink production) would lead to a move of
production to other countries with a less strict welfare regulation and thus result in a loss for the
Dutch economy and Dutch producers and, on balance, in a lower animal welfare level.

18

19

See e.g. NRC 14 September: Is their sufficient meat for Chinese people?
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that Food is Global particularly dominates most industrialized food sectors (intensive
husbandry (pork, poultry), glasshouse vegetable production, etcetera). The Food is Local
discourse, on its turn, manifests itself relatively strongly in still much more land-based
dairy-, arable- and fruit production systems.
As mentioned before, overall outcomes of our desk-top analysis have been in different
ways checked among national food chain representatives (see Annex 3). This has been
done by submitting our contrasting food chain performance discourses as summarized in
Table 6.1 to these representatives with the request to respond on following questions 20:
1) To what extent do you recognize both discourses and the way how our food
performance attributes have been defined?;
2) What do you consider as the key characteristics of both discourses?;
3) What kind of dynamics do you foresee around both discourses in terms of shifting
balances, mutual interdependencies and future prospects in the Netherlands?;
4) What other types of reactions do our discourse provoke?
The outcomes of this triangulation process can be summarized as follows:
1) The discourses are in generally recognized as interesting contributions to a more
comprehensive understanding of the multi-facetted nature of on-going national food
debate. Overall feedback confirms as such that performance attributes are difficult to
understand in isolation and/or to assess and prioritize as single attributes (‘comparing
apples and pears’).
2) The significance of the five performance dimensions is broadly acknowledged.
Sometimes references are made to insufficient attention for the cultural dimension
(especially originating from Dutch Slowfood movement representatives). More explicit
attention for the cultural aspects of food performance perceptions is thought to further
deepen the insights in food system dynamics in the Netherlands.
3) Our Food is Local discourse is above all associated with the social and ethical
performance dimensions of food chains. More specifically this discourse would in the
Netherlands center especially around the attributes rural social cohesion & identity,
animal welfare and landscape values.
4) The Food is Global discourse, on its turn, is thought to focus primarily on the economic
performance dimension. This discourse is further primarily associated with affordability
& accessibility and functional food inspired health claims as most typical attributes.
Others might stress the importance of its technological and specialization
performances, not just as an economic but also as an ecological attribute and
emphasize that national rural identities are vanishing due to television, Internet, social
media, etcetera.
5) It is noticed that ‘Food is Local’ is increasingly appropriated by the ‘Food is Global’
discourse as most clearly would be expressed in marketing strategies of large food
empires (e.g. Bertoli, Heinz, Campina). This in the sense that these marketing
strategies entail often rather weakly substantiated claims on authenticity, origin and
We did discuss with our consulted representatives a Dutch translation of Table 6.1 with the
objective to avoid language barriers and to maximize the chances on positive responses.

20
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6)

7)

8)

9)

10)

so on. The ‘Food is Global’ discourse is further accused to be rather successful in the
re-framing of ‘Food is Local’ as being elitist (‘denying the poor the right to consume in
the way we do ourselves’) 21. It would manoeuvre this latter discourse in the difficult
position to provide new, more convincing arguments about its societal benefits.
Especially in developing countries it would face questions as: ‘why to feed our poor
with local food when particularly their livelihoods will continue to depend on getting
access to global food markets’?
The dimensions Health and Ecology are less clearly associated with one of both
discourses. As argued in different ways, the attributes in these dimensions are most
clearly subject of debate, accompanied by different views, in need for further
substantiation or difficult to approach from a chain perspective. This is thought to be
especially the case for the health domain, where live-style issues would encompass
many other aspects than food habits and preferences. Consequently, distinctive
performance claims within these two dimensions are thought to be most normative and
arbitrary. This would be also manifested in the way how NGO’s succeed to influence
global food players (retail and industry) and latter’s growing attention for nutritional
values (e.g. light refreshments with sweetener instead of sugar).
Particularly in the ethical dimension the two discourses are thought to move towards
each other, although perhaps in small steps . As argued, global food players in the
Netherlands increasingly actively develop standards and transparency schemes in the
ethical field to maintain competitive in dynamic playing fields.
It is noticed that discourses might change over time in terms of our assumptions about
the interrelations between overall attributes. For instance, it is argued that the Food is
Local discourse was a decade ago stronger interwoven with health claims then now a
days due to insufficient accompanying scientific justification and backup as well as
more substantial health claims ánd scientific justification from the opposing Food is
Global discourse.
Opinions about national prospects of Food is Local differentiate. Some respondents
foresee a substantial growth of producer- and consumer-led responses to the
negative externalities of increasingly global operating food chains. Others expect a
more marginal or niche based growth without major impact on overall Dutch food
provision system and features by pointing at; 1) power concentration tendencies in
food enterprises that undermine institutional support mechanism for local food chains;
2) a fast growing global middle class (1 to 4 billion) with more varied diet needs and
wishes, more (physical and emotional) distance to the countryside and less free time
and 3) the technological opportunities to increase production levels within the ‘Food is
Global’ discourse.
It is widely agreed that national dominance of ‘Food is Global’ builds upon a strong
tradition of high-tech agriculture (‘bio-economy thinking’). Simultaneously it is agreed
that accompanying negative externalities in terms of standardization-,
marginalization- and alienation tendencies seem to manifest themselves especially in
metropolitan rural areas that dominate the Netherlands. Particularly in combination

See e.g. Trouw, weekly magazine September 21: Organic Eating is an Error’ (essay of cultural
philosopher Ralf Bodelier under sub-title intensive agriculture as moral obligation’ and it reactions .
21
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this would explain the presence of strongly contrasting food chain performance
discourses in the Netherlands.
11) In relation to GLAMUR’s research objective it is often emphasized that local versus
global food chain comparative analysis becomes especially meaningful if their mutual
interaction patterns are explicitly taken into account. Only this would make it possible
to acknowledge that these interaction patterns might have highly place specific
outcomes in terms of 1) meaningful performance differences along our 5 GLAMUR
dimensions; 2) distribution of costs and benefits between food chain actors and other
stakeholders 3) the cross-scale distribution of costs and benefits.
12) It is frequently noticed that in the specific Dutch context global-local food chain
interaction centers predominantly on re-localization processes. In other settings this
might be the reverse, that is: there globalizing food chains might affect still more
strongly present local food chain dynamics in different ways (positive as well
negative).

S. 7 – Conclusions
Primarily based on extensive desk-top analysis, complemented with a triangulation
process through consultation of a selected number of food chain actors and stakeholders, it
has been concluded that:
Food chain performance analysis in the Netherlands is closely interwoven with: 1) a
prolonged period of highly dominant agricultural modernization forces; 2) strongly export
dependent food chains; 3) food chains that are increasingly independent from primary
production in the Netherlands; 4) highly intensive land use systems that are difficult to
align with societal demands for new rural functions; 5) persistent agri-environmental
problems and other negative externalities of agri-industrial production systems; 6) scarcity
of rural land resources; 7) strong concentration tendencies in food chain dynamics and 8)
differentiating food quality concerns among Dutch consumers.
Dutch set of relevant food chain performance attributes along the 5 dimensions as
distinguished within GLAMUR is impossible to understand in isolation, as especially
demonstrated by the distinction and description of two contrasting food chain
performance discourses in the Netherlands. As has been shown, Dutch ‘Food is Global’ and
‘Food is Local’ discourses comprise fundamentally different sets of interrelations between
wider set of identified relevant food chain performance attributes. Their relevance has
been further underpinned by underlying fundamental differences in the framing and
scoping of these attributes.
The co-existence of contrasting food chain performance discourses in the Netherlands
raises all kinds of methodological issues. National ‘Food is Global’ discourse focusses
primarily on the significance of vertical relations, covering multiple spaces in the creation
and distribution of (assumed) food chain benefits. The ‘Food is Local’ discourse, on its turn,
a focusses much more on the ‘horizontal’ impact of food chain relations and their (assumed)
benefits. Both discourses deal as such rather differently with cross-scale complexity. Both
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also raise specific methodological challenges in terms of potential interlinkages with (life-)
cyclical approaches. Taken together these methodological issues reveal some of the
difficulty to transform WP2 food chain performance attributes into the performance
indicators that these are assumed to provide for WP3.
Overall Dutch findings show that global versus local food chain comparative analysis
becomes especially meaningful when the interrelations between food chains are explicitly
taken into account. Firstly, food chain characteristics may not allow for rigid boundaries
between the global and local. Often these will be interwoven in specific ways. Secondly,
the potential benefits of local food chains may be impossible to understand in isolation
from the negative externalities of globalizing food chains. Thirdly, global food chains may
respond actively to re-localization tendencies. In short, the distinctiveness of food chains
may reside particularly in their ability to oppose, reshape or transform competing food
chains. This importance to acknowledge the place-specific interaction patterns between
(more) local versus (more) global food chains could be further illustrated by pointing at
the presence (or absence) of other mitigation mechanisms that intend to reshape the
limitations of globalizing food chains 22.
Finally, building upon overall Dutch WP2 findings we would strongly suggest to: 1) pay
more explicit attention to local-global food chain interaction processes in our pairwise
case-study analysis in WP3 and 2) to distinguish different types of interaction processes in
the qualitative component of our case-study methodology. We intend to further illustrate,
motivate and substantiate these issues in the elaboration of our WP3 Quick Scan.

In the Netherlands this is e.g. expressed by the spread of agri-environmental cooperatives,
which may be perceived as active attempts to create new, more territory based institutional
arrangements with the objective of mitigate the negative externalities of global food chains by
developing complementary more public sector driven markets for the provision of agrienvironmental services.

22
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Annex 1: Overview of consulted internet resources
Sphere

Source / search engine

Comment

Policy

www.vwa.nl

National Food Safety Authority

Policy

www.partijvoordedieren.nl

National Political party focussing on Animal Welfare issues

Policy

www.milieucentraal.nl

National Information Platform for sustainable lifestyles

www.EZ.nl

Ministry of Economic Affairs (including Agriculture, Nature and

/Public
Policy

Food issues)
Policy

www.pbl.nl

/Science

National Planning Office for Life-environments, portal for
scientific and policy documents on sustainable consuming
issues, dilemma’s etcetera.

Policy

www.duurzamereten.nl

/Market

Multistakeholder platform on sustainable food production,
including media archive

/Science

Market

www.prodzuivel.nl

/Policy
Market

Public-Private regulatory and information for body voor dairy
production sector

www.erkendstreekproduct.nl

Dutch Interest organization for regional typical produce

www.erkendstreekproduct.nl

Dutch Interest organization for regional typical produce

www.biojournaal.nl

National portal for organic food production and consumption

/Policy
Market
/Policy
Market
/Policy
Market

information and promotion
www.boerderij.nl

National leading agricultural magazine with sector-specific
supplements

Market

www.landwinkel.nl

Farmers’ interest organization for short food chains

Market

www.lto.nl

National Farmers’ Organization views on sustainable food
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issues
Market

www.nmv.nu

Critical dairy producers organization

Market

www.cbl.nl

Retailers’ branch organization sustainability perspectives

Market

www.biokennis.nl

News portal for organic agriculture

Market

www.boerenkaas.nl

Information on dairy processors / on-farm sales

Market

www.vwg.net

Information side for Dutch Organic Chain actors

Market

www.boerenbusiness.nl

Information side agricultural entrepreneurship

Market

www.erkendstreekproduct.nl

National interest organization for regional typical produce

Market

www.fnli.nl

National Food Industry’s perspective on sustainability

Market

www.verduurzamingvoedsel.nl

National alliance of different food chain organizations around
food sustaining

Market

www.evmi.nl

Information site for managers in agro-industry

Public/

www.nvlv.nl

Michael Pollan inspired multi-stakeholder network for

Market
Public/
Market

www.glamur.eu

sustainable for ‘Vital Farming and Food’
www.foodforfood.info

Information side for Agro- en food marketing, including
consumer preferences monitoring
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National-level Report - ITALY (Task 2.5)
Luca Colombo and Stefano Grando – FIRAB

2014

GLAMUR is a EU FP7 project that aims at integrating advancement in scientific knowledge
about the impact of food chains to practice, to increase food chains sustainability through
public policies and private strategies.
This general objective will be pursued through the following specific objectives:
To develop and validate a performance criteria matrix for assessment and comparison of
food chains operating at a range of geographical scales through analysis of how food
chain impacts are communicated in different spheres of society.
To build a database of quantifiable indicators of impact and a set of 20 case studies
aimed at understanding how impacts are generated within specific food chains.
To advance knowledge on methodological problems and trade-offs arising when
measuring and comparing the impact of food chains within and between sectors.
To assess how performance is perceived by stakeholders in different national contexts
through participatory assessment and multi-criteria analysis of the different typologies of
food chains.
To assess the actual and potential role of public and private policies addressing food
chains and to turn assessment into policy recommendations.
To build a network that turns the advancement of scientific knowledge into decision making
tools for domestic and public consumers, producers, citizens, scientists, policy makers, civil
society organizations.
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S. 1 - Introduction to the national report
The national report is based on literature analysis and expert interviews, complemented
with key synthetic data extracted from national databases, research economic institution
reports and industrial sector sources.
Literature analysis was articulated according to the following structure: the team first
mapped all potential stakeholders and sources on the issue at stake: 86 different sources
were identified covering all spheres and paying particular attention to marketing
institutions in the 5 reference sectors. Those sources that fitted to sphere, dimension and
sector criteria were filtered down to ensure no worthless position duplications while
covering a wide array of interests. 32 different sources were finally selected making sure
the most prominent and influential voices were retained. For those of economic/market
relevance, actors playing in the five identified commodity areas (pork, dairy, fruit &
vegetables, wine and grains) were specifically addressed. A balance among spheres was
aimed to, though public sources and number of articles finally resulted to outnumber the
others.
Selected sources’ literature was then analysed screening papers, documents and press
releases for each selected source to positively discriminate those focusing or addressing
local Vs global: a total of close to 300 documents were examined identifying keywords.
Those documents were listed in a word file with references and keywords enabling to
trace back sources, spheres and attribute coalitions. Keywords were eventually translated
and condensed in attributes. Each document was allocated to a specific competent sphere
and all identified attributes were listed in an excel file: a preliminary list of 76 different
attributes was set, eventually shrunk to 50 and finally to 20, through a process of selection
and aggregation, in the perspective of harmonising criteria and number with other Glamur
partners.
An excel grid was designed discriminating with colors both attribute allocation in
dimensions and article pertinence to spheres. Close to 800 occurrences were annotated on
the grid identifying attributes, spheres and sources. This allocation of attributes to a
specific dimension responds to what the team considered its most relevant, though not
exclusive, pertinence (i.e. organic, though having economic and health primary relevance,
was finally placed within the environment dimension in consideration to the most prominent
role analysed sources attributed to it).
A legenda in the excel file allows the quick identification of the binomial relationship
between colors and both dimensions and spheres, further to enabling the classification of
each source with its initial. The overall output is thus an excel file summarizing attributes
for which sources were pooled together according to the sphere they referred to.
Attributes were thus easily ranked according to their frequency.
Once the literature analysis was considered robust enough, the team started the interviews
session. A list of potentially relevant stakeholders was drafted for both Delphi and onespot interviews. The list aimed to cover different points of views and expertise from value
chain, civil society and scientific constituencies. Particular attention was paid to the need to
collect voices from representatives of the 5 market sectors. Moreover, an indicative
7
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preliminary panorama of localVsglobal positioning was figured out in order to balance
potentially vested interests.
Interviews enabled to complement and comment literature and attribute analysis. Both
were finally integrated with evidence, facts and figures collected from various official
national sources.

S. 2 - National Context – brief description and
analysis
Italy Brief history of the food industry, structure and
ownership patterns
Italy is the 3rd largest food and drinks manufacturer in the European Union (behind
Germany and France, according to FoodDrinkEurope) and this industry is the country’s
first-largest manufacturing sector, if agricultural services and food distribution are
considered. When up and down stream products and service are accounted (from
agricultural inputs to distribution and catering) the value chain worth is around 266
billion€, equal to 17% of the national GDP, articulated in 28.1 billion€ added value from
agriculture, 25 intermediate agricultural consumption, 108 marketing and distribution,
25.7 VA from the food industry, 43.8 VA from the catering industry, 14.4 indirect taxes in
the agri-industrial sector, 3.3 production subsidies, 17.8 agri-industrial investments. Most
of the value-added manufacturing is concentrated in the northern regions of the country.
70% of labourers and approximately 77% of value added at basic prices in the sector
were concentrated in the Centre-North.
According to the industry Census, the food, tobacco and beverage sector at the end of
2011 was composed by ca. 60,000 companies, 13,5% less than in the 2001 Census, and
employment reached 421.000 work units (most of which – 57%- in northern regions), with
ca 10% share of employment in industry as a whole. The number of enterprises classified
as “crafts-based” is close to 40,000, accounting for 2/3 of all businesses operating in the
food industry.
According to the Chamber of Commerce registry more than 10.000 cooperatives
operated in 2011 in the agricultural sector (73,5%), agrofood industry (14,8%) and
wholesale (11,7%).
The food industry per se had a total sales value of 130 billion€ in 2012, employing
405,000 people in 6,250 SME and big companies. The Italian food & beverage industry
purchases and processes ca. 72% of national raw materials.
The agrofood industry represents one of the main ‘made in Italy’ Ambassadors: food
export accounts for 24.8 billion€ in 2012 of which 76% is made of industry branded
products. Import amounts to 18.7 billion€ in 2012 with a positive balance of 6.1 billion€ in
2012, increased of ca. 40% in 2012. The main exports are wine, pasta, canned tomatoes,
cheese and olive oil.
8
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In 2011 Italy’s overall food and agriculture trade deficit decreased to €24,630 million
from €30,073 million in 2010, but was still above average compared to the previous
seven years. The reduction was due to an increase in the value of exports (+11.4%) over
imports (+9%). The agro-food sector recorded a reduced balance of trade, with the
deficit rising from €7,382 to €9,092 million in one year.
The retail food sector in Italy generated revenues of US$134.3 billion in 2008. The HRI
(Hotel Restaurant Industry) sector is also lucrative and growing with annually ca. 90 mln
tourists, but is diverse and fragmented.
Most of the main national food companies are still in firm Italian hands (i.e. Barilla,
Ferrero, Amadori, Veronesi) after a long period of brands and production units shopping
by multinational companies (i.e. Nestlè, Unilever, Igloo) mainly in the area of pasta and
bakery, olive oil, beverage, frozen food. The fully national companies still belong to the
founder families and tend to expand in emerging markets after having grown in the
Italian and European contexts. Of Italy’s fifty largest companies in 2011, the first was
Veronesi (livestock and animal feed value chain), with a turnover of €2,579 million
(+11.2%) and around 7,000 employees. Ferrero (pastry and bakery) ranked second, with
a turnover of €2,502 million (+7%) and nearly 6,000 employees. Barilla (pasta and
bakery) came third, with a turnover of €2,301 million, up 2.4% (source: Mediobanca):
interestingly, despite the economic crisis, these three companies showed an increase of
turnover in 2011.

Sketch of the predominant forms of food retailing
Italy officially slid into recession in the third quarter of 2008. A Datamonitor survey
showed that around 50% of consumers are now making value based food purchasing
choices, cutting expenditure and trying to save some money in case times get tougher.
The value of sales for food consumption, already in decline for some years, showed a
further slowdown in 2011. The economic downturn also led to a change in consumption
habits and points of sale typically used for purchases. Indeed the tendency to purchase
“first-price” products increased, as did the opportunities to
buy at discounts. Moreover, the inclination of consumers to buy directly from the farmer
(e.g., in farmers’ markets) rose constantly, as did the propensity to buy on all those
occasions that allowed a direct relationship with the farmer. Another trend in sharp
increase regards those commercial activities carried out outside the traditional sales
network in fixed locations. For instance vending machine activities increased, including raw
milk and vegetables, home sales (+25%) and especially commerce on-line (+146%).
By contrast, according to a Nielsen survey, there was a slowdown in the pace of
development of modern distribution, after decades of growth, with a rise of just 19 units in
points of sale for supermarkets and hypermarkets or 1% in terms of surface area. The
current economic crisis boosted the growth of discount stores: +3.8% in numerical terms
(that is 166 new stores) and +5.7% in surface area, particularly in poorer South. The
north-south divide extends to the supply chain, with a higher level of organisation and
centralisation found in the North, while the south of the country is still dominated by small
9
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independent grocers, and has a much less modern distribution network. Generally,
imported food enters the market through brokers or specialised traders.
There were 186,417 fixed retail outlets selling food as their main commercial activity at
the end of 2012 with a significant increase in non-speciality shops. The Italian foodretailing system in fact shows similar features and trends to the modern western societies,
but with a persistent diffusion of the small-scale distribution, basically based on the
corner-shop model: supermarkets account for 43% of retail food industry in Italy, followed
by hypermarkets (17.4%), food specialists (11%), discounters (6.3%) and small individual
stores making up the remainder.
There has been a growth in acceptance of private label products by Italian consumers.
Many retailers have begun to offer a variety of private label food products. More
particularly, since products with potential in the Italian market are organic foods (growing
at a close to 10% annual rate) retailers have enhanced their presence in private label
items and increasingly devoted corners to them.
Coop Italia is the largest supermarket chain in Italy and Esselunga is the main one in the
north-west and is a leader in terms of quality of products and service. Esselunga is also
strong on private label ranges of products. Both are still entirely national companies and
have resisted to the strong 1990-2000 wave of European big retailers entering the
country and buying already existing brands and outlets. Recession brought to
depreciation of large hypermarkets, too expensive to maintain with shrunk consumptions
and family expenditures.

Levels of export dependency; distribution of value added
across the chain
The economic aggregates for the agro-food sector foreign trade witness a balance of
trade biased towards imports, with a surplus of exports of more than 6 billion euro versus
the imports. It is worth noting that these data refer to the whole agro-food sector, not only
food commodities: the trade balance for the latter is positive, as argued above). A trend
analysis, nevertheless, reveals that this unbalance is reducing over time: in the last 12
years the difference between exports and imports declined in absolute terms, and even
more in relative terms, as indicated by the trends of the propensity to import and the
propensity to export. Moreover there have been improvements in both degree of selfsufficiency and degree of trade cover (the exports/imports ratio: +2.1%). These
indicators also show an increasing openness of the Italian agro-industry in both senses.
Agroindustrial
balance
and
foreign trade
(million euro at current value)
Economic aggregates

2000

2008

2012

Total agricultural output (O)

67,899

76,874

79,223
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Imports (I)

25,358

34,532

38,600

Exports (E)

16,867

26,894

32,050

Balance (E-I)

-8,491

-7,344

-6,550

Volume of trade (E+I)

42,225

61,426

70,650

Apparent consumption (C=O+I-E)

76,390

84,512

85,403

Degree of self-sufficiency (O/C)

88,9

91,0

92,4

Propensity to import (I/C)

33,2

40,9

45,2

Propensity to export (E/O)

24,8

35,0

40,5

Degree of trade cover (E/I)

66,5

77,9

83,0

Indicators

The value distribution across the chain reflects power relation patterns. The Italian agroindustrial system, like any other, comprises a number of activities in which agriculture
interacts with other sectors, throughout the supply chain. This is true in particular for the
inputs (fertilisers, pesticides, animal feed, energy, etc.) and for the distribution and
catering industries.
Recalling value distribution figures given above, marketing and distribution are by far the
most value added retaining sectors, with 108.2 billion (followed by 28.1 billion from
agricultural (with forestry and fishing) value added, 25 billion from intermediate
consumption in agriculture, 17.8 billion from agri-industrial investments, 25.7 billion from
VA in the food industry, 43,7 billion from value added in the catering industry), and
comparing them with those in 2002, some interesting trends, though not surprising, emerge.
In 2012 agricultural VA accounted for 10,5% of the total value of the sector, vs 15,7%
recorded 10 years before (it is worth mentioning that in 2009 it had already declined at
10,2%). Food industry (with drinks and tobacco) VA similarly declined from 12,7% to
9,6%. On the contrary, increasing trends are shown by intermediate agricultural
consumption (from 7,8 to 9,4%) and in particular by the already dominating marketing
and distribution sector, that already took the larger share of the value (34,2%) and that
raised dramatically that percentage up to 40,6% ten years later.
Finally, other interesting features regard the distribution of the value added according to
the economic farms' economic size (annual turnover), although these data have to be
managed carefully as they regard the whole farm's activity. Farms with a turnover of less
than 50 thousands euro are 91% of the total, but account only for 28,4% of the added
value for the primary sector, whereas larger farms (more than 100 thousands euro)
account for more than 55% of total value added while representing less than 5% of the
farms (elaboration by Confagricoltura on ISTAT data).
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Distribution of value added (2012)

Distribution of value added (2002)

Governance structure
National and multinational agri-food companies are main actors in the national
modernisation process. Yet, their presence is complemented by traditional foods and
processing methods or geographic denominations. Artisanal or artisanal-sounding food
products are still commercially relevant and dominant in Italian’s and foreigners’
imaginary, thus ensuring attraction and weight to the food&ag ‘made in Italy’.
A good entry point to understand governance structure and economic power games are
safety standards and regulations, since this is only apparently neutral on the agri-food
structure. A conflict has frequently emerged in Italy with regard to hygienic rules, accused
12
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to outlaw several typical products; in response to the concern about quality erosion, public
authorities have undertaken initiatives to adapt the rules to specific products, especially
those who have a narrow range of circulation, establishing derogations for a list (more
than 1,000) traditional food products.
Industrial food companies impose quality benchmarks to their suppliers, but are similarly
pushed by big retailers to adhere to distribution formats and to some sustainability
criteria. Quality is in fact at the centre of the Italian debate, being a strongly contested
arena, identifying an industrial quality (based on industrial innovation, standardization,
formalisation of processes, certification) and a substantive quality (based on intrinsic
features of the product such as their sensorial characteristics and the effect of their
production on the environment). The conflict between the two arises since the characteristics
of traditional products are not easy to formalise and therefore to control. To a certain
extent, formalisation is seen as an aspect which could undermine substantive quality. In an
attempt to enable convergence between the two, food companies and retailers have
started to introduce substantive elements into their quality policies: baby food without
hormones (Plasmon-Heinz), organic fruit and vegetables (Coop "Naturali & Biologici"),
non-GM products and food chains (virtually all retailers). On the other side, appropriate
procedures of certification have started to be set up, which identify control methods to
certify substantive quality.
Another contested arena is the fierce battle around ‘made in Italy’ labelling: the conflict
opposes part of the farming community (notably Coldiretti, the main national and
European farmer organisation) and the agrifood industry which is against any thorough
indication enabling consumers to trace back raw material origins. The legislative
compromise, also taking into account EU framework regulations, has so far identified
commodity areas where this labelling occurs.
Finally, despite hosting the European Food Safety Agency, Italy has not yet established a
national reference Authority, whose competencies currently range across the Health,
Agriculture and Environment Ministries.

Comments on any notable food sector differences/issues.
Considering the whole agro-food system big agro-food companies were the main actors
of a radical transformation process that led to profound changes on the assets of many
sectors, but with differentiated impact on different commodities. Technological innovation
and new organisational modes, together with new sanitary and quality standards
enforced by EU or national authorities, but also by the companies themselves to their
suppliers, were the levers of these changes that jeopardized many traditional production
and local food chains.
In particular, as emerged in the SUSCHAIN research project, milk and beef production
have undergone a process of territorial concentration and farm debt, while production
system in marginal (mainly mountainous) areas have collapsed. Many traditional products,
not suitable to the strategies or to the technology of the big companies, have
disappeared.
13
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Reaction trajectories have been different in different sectors. In some industries, such as
fresh milk, beef and canned tomatoes, this process led to the widespread adoption of new
production techniques with a tendency to de-territorialisation and standardisation.
In other industries, such as wine and cheese, a strong regional product identity has
countered standardisation and have allowed the emergence of localised production
systems based on small or medium scale production (see for example the ParmigianoReggiano cheese).
Differences among the five commodities can emerge with regard to retailing. In the
context of a general trend characterized by the decline of traditional small-scale corner
shops (which accounted for more than 40% of the selling in the mid-90es and currently do
not reach 19% (source: AGCM), some food commodities are still largely sold through these
traditional channels. A research carried out in 2007 showed that for bread, meat, fruit
and vegetables the market share of the corner shops was still very high (53,8%, 38,5%
respectively for bread and meat; 26,7% plus 19,0% in street markets for the fruit and
vegetables) . Notable differences can be seen, throughout sectors, between the different
regions and geographical areas of the country.
Differences among sectors in this regard have also consequences upstream along the
chain, since the old traditional distributive structure based on small shops often play a
role of safeguarding and protecting the agri-food Italian small-scale productions and the
local varieties. At the same time, a significant part of the traditional small retailing sector
sources foods in large wholesale markets where supplies originate fomr anywhere in the
world.

S. 3 - Analysis of how the food chain
performance is currently assessed
Brief analytical overview of the discourses of food chain
performance
In the last years food related issues are receiving great attention by media, both the
specialized and the generalist ones, and, with regard to the latter, both on the print and
on TV programmes. Food is often presented in terms of a national tradition and something
which Italians has the right to be proud of, in a moment in which the country is
experiencing many problems on other fields. The rhetoric is often based on the link
between food, territory and culture, and this connection can be regarded as a source if
identity and social values but also as a point of strength for Italian productions in the
global markets competition.
With specific focus on food chain performance, the theme is generally debated and
eventually assessed in various perspectives, that are well represented by the 5-dimensions
14
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frame adopted within GLAMUR. Environmental, economic, social and human health
concerns are certainly widely present in the specialized and general debates, and not
rarely to the characters under discussion an ethical value is attributed.
The general terms of these debates can be hardly summarized, given their complexity and
their sometimes contradictory elements. Some generalizations are nevertheless possible,
and some main discourses can be recognized, with their different concerns, meanings and
perspectives:
1. Technological innovation for global competition
2. Local sustainability
3. Overcoming the antinomy with the ‘glocal’ perspective
4. Food as a political concern
5. Food as a lifestyle
The first two discourses represent the main polarisation that emerges from the Italian
debate as reflected in the selected sources. This polarisation does not always represent a
true antinomy, since main cross-borders issues and positions make the polarisation less
clear.
The three other discourses represent approaches that emerge with minor evidence and
that are presented and debated with regard to a less wide range of
characters/attributes. They emerge in connection to the two "major" discourses, but with a
degree of autonomy. In particular discourse 3 is a kind of intermediate narrative, whereas
discourses 4 and 5 are in closer relation to the "local sustainability" one.
A brief description of the five narratives follows, framed through the 5-dimensions scheme
adopted for the Glamur project.

1. Technological innovation for global competition
The basic assumption is that global market competition is a fact, and local and national
economies have to compete on that field, through technological innovation and an
adequate marketing. In this sense the link with the territory (local varieties, traditional
farming systems, local communities lifestyles) is not neglected: on the contrary it is
emphasised as one of the key strengths of Italian food system, and enrolled in the
promotion of local, regional and national brands.
The other dimensions are also considered from a technological point of view:
environmental impacts and effects on human health are considered an outcome of both
innovation and traditions safeguard, with the former factor more underlined than the
latter.
Hygiene standards and environmental quality protocols provide the institutional bases for
the implementation of procedures able to guarantee the performance of the supply chains
in these fields, in a technocratic approach again tempered by frequent connections made
with tradition (Mediterranean diet is in particular often mentioned as a healthy diet per
se).
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The "feeding the world" discourse is a parallel narrative that underlines the importance of
technological innovation (and not rarely free market) to meet the food needs for an
increasing world population.
Supply chains are mainly assessed in terms of productivity, competitiveness, affordability,
national interests, hygiene standards. Scientific methods for impact assessment (like LCA
and ecological footprint) are sometimes mentioned to argue in favour of global chains'
ecological sustainability, being used by industrial companies which tend to value them for
marketing purposes or as analytical tool to promote their sustainable practices and
processes, in a green marketing, or greenwashing spin.
A peculiar place, in this respect, is left to GMOs whose innovative character doesn’t meet
favour from most of the population and representative bodies (both institutional and nongovernmental ones). Periodically, transgenic crops and foods regain mediatic visibility and
enflame a very polarised debate typically addressing all 5 Glamur dimensions and
representing a nice showcase for food chain performance assessment.

2. Local sustainability
Globalization in this perspective is not denied as a trend that every country have to cope
with. Responses are anyway largely based on the specificities that agriculture as a
productive sector, and food as a commodity reveal with regard to features like territory,
cultural identity, local community survival, effects on environment and on human health (the
latter considered not only in terms of hygiene standards and nutritional content, but in a
broader well-being perspective).
In this view, food chains are more socially and ecologically embedded, and there is less
trust on the capability of technology to provide answers to health and environmental
concerns, and on the effects of globalization to local communities and economy. Locally
and socially embedded food systems give communities self-pride, identity, and a
knowledge base they can rely upon, detaching in part from volatile and uncontrolled
global markets.
Environment concerns are addressed in the view that local food systems are more
sustainable as they reduce food miles, and effects of human health are described in terms
of availability of fresh produce and domestic biodiversity achieved through old varieties
recovery. With regard to these concerns, a complex connection emerges between rhetoric
on green production methods and on local chains, that sometimes reinforce each other
whereas in other cases are seen alternative to each other.

3. Overcoming the antinomy with the ‘glocal’ perspective
This narrative tends to bridge the gap between the more-global and the more-local
based discourses. Global markets and global competition can be either a problem (for the
invasion of cheap foreign food commodities) or an opportunity for Italian products to find
markets in other countries. Similarly, globalisation is sold as addressing affordability
issues, as well as threatening domestic producers. In a country like Italy traditional and
regional cuisine is a dramatic asset for the sector and for the whole national economy.
Hence, food chains must be strongly territorial an socially embedded, and then marketing
16
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must be able to communicate the Italian food values to remote consumers (and to attract
cultural tourist flows).
References to this perspective can be found in both the previous discourses, (with the
supporters of both sides blaming each other for being contradictory), but in the Italian
debate this narrative assumes a degree of autonomy, in particular in some media
representations where food chains are presented as one of the (few) things that Italy can
be proud of.
A more socially engaged variant of this discourse emphasizes the potential of fair trade
and critical consumption habits, giving food consumption a more political function.

4. Food as a political concern
Some sources and stakeholders produce a more politically engaged variant of the local
sustainability discourse, arguing that it is necessary to exit from the global free trade
competition, in general terms and with specific focus on food chains. Current patterns of
global food trade and transnational corporations power, in this view, hamper sustainable
development in poor countries, jeopardise labour condition in the rich ones, and reduce
food quality in both areas. Community survival and labour conditions are addressed with
specific attention, in particular when weaker and more vulnerable groups like immigrants
or rural communities form developing countries are concerned.
Alternative, mainly local-based, food chains represent niche experiences developed in the
interstitial space left in the global system by corporations' power, both in rich and poor
countries, and can be the cradle of social innovation practices towards citizens' full
participation. Food sovereignty discourse gains much relevance in this context and is
attracting increasing attention at various levels.

5. Food as a lifestyle
Food is also a part of a lifestyle, and also the whole food chain chosen by a consumer can
be part of his/her identification with certain groups, social classes or individual ways of
living. Ethical concerns lying behind specific food consumption patterns, like the
vegetarian/vegan, the fair trade consumer, the local/traditionalist, the health addict are
sometimes presented in this perspective, both the mass media and by companies'
marketing.
Food activism, which is a common feature also in the other discourses (with the notable
exception of the first one) is also present here, as a trendy character of contemporary life
for reflexive and/or critical persons, in the role of both producers and consumers of food.
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Multi-criteria matrix of food supply chain performance
Key attributes of food chains
Sphere/
Dimension

Economic

Social

Environmental

Health

Ethical

ITA Public

 Healthy food
 GHG
emissions
 Producers’
income
 Affordability
 Food waste
 Labour rights
 Animal
welfare

 Obesity
 Healthy diets
 Biodiversity
 Producers’
income
 Food security
 Labour rights

 GHG
emissions
 Landscape
 Information
 Food safety

 Healthy Food
 Healthy diets
 Obesity
 Food safety
 Organic
 Affordability
 Food security
 Information

 GHG
emissions
 Biodiversity
 Landscape
 Information
 Animal
welfare
 Food waste
 Territory
 Food security
 Food safety

 Food safety
 Producers’
income
 National
interest
 Affordability
 Information
 Animal
welfare
 Territory
 Food waste
 National
interest
 Information

 Food activism
 Traditional
farming
 Producers’
income
 Territory
 Food waste

 Organic
 Landscape
 Biodiversity
 GHG
emissions
 Territory

 Healthy diets
 Animal
welfare
 Information

 Information
 Animal
welfare
 Food activism

 Food security
 Traditional
farming
 Food security

 GHG
emissions
 Pollution
 Information

 Healthy food
 Healthy diets
 Food safety
 Information

 Information
 Territory
 Traditional
farming
 Labour rights

 Obesity
 Producers’
income
 National
interest

 Producers’
income
 Affordability
 Traditional
farming

 Biodiversity
 Organic
 Pollution

 Healthy food
 Food safety

 Food security

ITA Scientific

ITA Market

ITA Policy
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Attributes – Detailed description
Attributes

Merged keywords and codes / Extended definitions

1

Information

Amount of information transmitted to consumers, Traceability,
Transparency, Certification

2

Territory

Local and regional productions

3

Food waste

Food waste production, Food waste disposal

4

Animal welfare

Living conditions, feeding conditions, medical care

5

Biodiversity

Domestic biodiversity and local varieties, Wild biodiversity

6

GHG emissions

Environmental impact, Food miles, Soil erosion and deforestation,
Sustainable packaging

7

Pollution

Soil/water pollution prevention, (partially Environmental impact)

8

Organic

Organic method of production

9

Landscape preservation Landscape preservation, Green areas preservation

10 Producers' income

Fair and/or stable producers' incomes

11 National interests

National production/export promotion, Productivity and price
competitiveness

12 Affordability

Price levels for consumers, price affordability

13 Food Activism

Consumers' awareness and consumers' activism around food

14 Traditional farming

Traditional farming/artisanal processing preservation

15 Labour rights

Workers' rights, Working conditions

16 Food security

Availability of food conditions and stability of access

17 Healthy food

Nutritional content, Chemical/pesticides content

18 Healthy diets

Contribution to a balanced and healthy diet

19 Food safety

Food safety, Fresh food, Frauds and food integrity, Quality control,
Food hygiene

20 Obesity

Fats content, influence on human weight and associated diseases
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Attribute 1 - INFORMATION
1.

A detailed description of both how and why each of the attribute had been chosen
within your national context, and what they represent.

At a first level of description “Information” represents the amount and quality of
information transmitted to consumers together with the product. To better understand the
attribute meaning, it is useful to note that this attribute is the result of the aggregation of
various initial attributes that had been recorded throughout the sources analysed:
“Information”, “Traceability”, Transparency” and “Certification” (the latter being
considered in this aggregation when it dealt less with technical standards than with
consumers’ access to information). Understanding these different “components” of the
attributes can shed light over the full coverage of its meaning.
By “Traceability” we mean the possibility for consumers to know the history of the food
item: where its ingredients and raw materials come from, where processing took place,
where services have been delivered and by whom.
“Transparency” is regarded as the more general possibility for consumers to know how a
food supply chain and/or a single firm is organized, how it works in relation to
environmental and social concerns, its ethical standards.
“Certification” has to do with all the cases in which some characters and qualities of a
food or a food chain are witnessed by a standardized code, ad so “certified”.
Finally “Information” was used to interpret sources where general issues about consumers’
information were addressed, that were not encompassed in one of the previous meanings.
The attribute has been chosen as one of the most relevant in the communication and
debates that are taking place across the 5 spheres.
2.

Justification / explanation for why the attribute has been positioned in a particular
cell(s) with the final matrix.

The attribute is widely discussed in particular in the Public sphere and is in itself referred
to the ethical dimension, whereas the other dimensions emerge according to the revealing
content of the information at stake in the specific source. Hence, the cell where the
attribute is mainly positioned is the “Public/Ethic” one. It also occurs in other cells, and in
particular in the “Scientific/Economic” one, since scientific sources tend to address this issue
in relation to costs and advantages that information can have on producers’ and retailers’
incomes. The Market sphere is also relevant with information presented as a consumer's
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right (hence: ethical) in particular when ecological and nutritional contents are
communicated.
3.

The level(s) of the system to which it applies (individual, groups, local communities,
national, global ecosystems).

If we consider the attribute in terms of the actors that directly profit of its presence, we
can argue that it is primarily referred to the individual and household level, since it has to
do with individual access to information.
Obviously, in the perspective of an effective access to information, other levels are
involved: the firm level, the supply-chain level, and even national and global levels, when
standards for traceability, transparency and certification are discussed, settled and
enforced.
4.

The priority given to the attribute, both in the range of media accessed as part of the
desk-based analysis, and by the experts interviewed.

Very high. According to the media analysis results, it emerges as one of the most widely
debated across the spheres, so that it can be ranked among the top-three attributes
emerging from the survey. This is confirmed by virtually all interviewed experts.
5.

The differences between the four spheres.

The attribute is largely present in the public sphere, where the various meanings and
contents are highly recurrent in mass media and extensively debated, so that information
emerges as one of the key drivers for future food chains development. It is also frequently
addressed by the scientific sphere. the presence in the market sphere is more limited, with
some documents that emphasize the attention that the company gives to information to
consumers, and tend to use it as a marketing lever. Quite surprisingly, the attribute is
scarcely addressed by both market and policy spheres.
6.

The differences between the five dimensions.

The attribute is firstly placed in the Ethical dimension, as it is frequently linked to the
consumer’s right to know any relevant information about the food they are buying and
eating, and more generally to the citizen’s right to know the characters of the food and
food chains.
Obviously this attribute also represents a clear crosscutting issue, depending on the content
of the information that is transmitted and eventually certified in the various cases. In
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particular it appears to be central for ethics, crucial for health and environmental issues (in
particular in the public sphere, where also social issues are present), relevant for economic
issues (mostly in the scientific sphere).
7.

The differences between global and local supply chains.

The attribute is relevant for both global and local supply chains. There are nevertheless
some differences in the roles that it plays.
In the global supply chains (more complex and likely to be less transparent) information is
regarded as something that main actors (firms, retailers) are asked to give in order to
meet a request expressed by consumers, mainly to prevent frauds and food scares, as
well as in response to policy requirements. At the same time producers and retailers can
“use” information as a market lever to better promote quality food with a description of
its aesthetical (and even ethical) values.
When the sources refer to the local supply chains, a clear and transparent information is
often regarded as a specific feature of short chains, favoured by direct contact between
producers and consumers and validated by personal reputation, and as a character
immediately valorising short chains’ peculiarities and short chains actors’ interests.
8.

The nature and extent of discourse coalitions and alternative framings of the issues.

There are frequent interactions between information and socio-environmental concerns, in
particular when an effective food labelling is expected to give consumers adequate
awareness of implications and impacts of the food chain. The narrative is in these cases
centred on the citizens' awareness as opposed to the large corporations' power. The issue
of a clear Information about food miles and GHG emissions, and a full transparency of
the chain reflects a coalition among environmental or social activists that are trying to
promote awareness and critical consumption styles, and the actors of the food chain
(farmers, processors, distributors) that are adopting environmentally friendly and/ or
socially fair methods. Specific sub-sets of these coalitions emerge with regard to
standardized and well recognized production methods, like organic or GMO-free on the
one side, and short chains established by small producers on the other.
Another discourse that often emerges with regard to the consumers' informational needs is
related to the provenience of the food. Traceability is often required in order to let
people know about the national or regional provenience of the food, with the idea that
consumers will be willing to buy local or national produce even at a higher cost. The
coalition is here aiming national producers and national consumers, in the perspective of
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national interests but also with regard to the high trust that Italian consumers tend to show
versus national productions.
Finally, information on nutritional content and food integrity is presented as linked to
another coalition, among nutritionists and consumers versus the interest of the food industry
(see for example the horse meat scandal that emerged during the research period), with
policy makers which are mentioned as allies of the former or the latter according to the
sources and the issues at stake.

9.

The dilemmas and contradictions that have emerged from the analysis.

Dilemmas emerge in various sources about what is relevant to be communicated and what
is not (GMO-free, national provenience, environmental impacts). Interests behind the
various issues that constitutes the content of the information tend to enhance or to deny the
relevance of a certain kind of information for the consumers, or for citizens in general.
Usually there is a contrast between activists advocating for more information (and actors
who work on the same line re. those concerns), and food mainstream industry.
Specific contradictions and conflicts emerge when processed food is at stake, particularly
for traditional products, like cheese, pasta or ham, that are produced with imported raw
materials. Conflicts arise with regard to the kind of information that must be given to
consumers about the provenience of , for example, the wheat or the pigs involved in the
first steps of the chain.
Another issue is due to the relation between information standards and production scale.
The need for a full traceability of the product, and for the full information about its
characteristics can be difficult to meet for some specific food chains that are valuable for
other respects, i.e. the informal and small-scale ones. In these cases information is
transmitted through direct personal contact, and so trust is reinforced. A similar situation
occurs for example for the consumption of wine and oil in the restaurants, where
codified/certified information can be difficult to be given.
Contradictions have been also recorded with regard to the presence of many different
green or ethical labels that tend to compete each other creating uncertainty among
consumers.

10. The evidence of interactions with other attributes, and the significance of this.
Information, as one of the most present attributes across the sources, has a large number
of interactions with other attributes. This evidence is even strengthened by the peculiarity
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of the attribute that, dealing with a “frame” (information, more or less codified) is usually
discussed in the sources with regard to the “content” of the message.
These contents has first of all to deal with health concerns, as witnessed by the high
number of interaction with “Healthy food” and “Food safety” attributes and, to a lesser
extent, “Healthy diets”. Themes like nutritional content, food integrity, presence of GMOs
are often debated with regard to the level of information that the various food chains can
ensure.
“Territory” is another attribute often present in connection to “Information”. This relation is
based on the interest that Italian debate has for the origins of the products, and for the
traceability of the various steps in the production process. These kind of information is
often considered, mainly in the public sphere, as a sort of proxy of other attributes (like
“Healthy food”, “Food safety”, “Traditional farming” and “Producers’ interests”. There is
anyway also an explicit connection with the two latter attributes, in particular when the
information is referred to fair trade.
As far as economic concerns are at stake, “national interests” are also widely considered
in relation to “Information”. It is often argued that giving adequate information about the
national provenience of the products would lead more consumers to choose local/regional
chains, also to support national production
Finally, a certain level of interaction is recorded with regard to ethical (“Animal welfare”
and environmental (“GHG emissions” and “Pollution”) attributes, mainly in the Scientific
sphere, where the content of information given to consumers is often analyzed in a
broader sense, and information is also regarded as a base to enable, or to promote,
responsible consumption. In the public sphere it is also worth noting various articles about
the opportunity to have wide-ranging eco-labels that would increase consumers'
awareness about the ecological impact of the food.
11. The differences between the food sectors / commodities examined.
There is no evidence of specific differences among the various sectors. Information is
presented as a fundamental issue across the commodities and across the issues that are to
be communicated. Some more sources have been found with regard to fruit and
vegetables and to livestock products, with regard to food safety and provenience.
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Attribute 2 - TERRITORY
1.

A detailed description of both how and why each of the attributes had been chosen
within your national context, and what they represent.

The attribute “Territory” is referred to the capability of a supply chain to represent and
promote the localness of a product and its link with a specific terroir. In other words, this
attribute is present in a product when i) there is a strong link between the a food
production process and a specific territory with the related community (the whole process
or at least a single but relevant phase and ii) this link is represented and communicated to
the final consumers, either when they are physically close to the territory (in the majority of
the cases addressed in the selected sources) or distant from it.
The link can be referred to the local knowledge and traditions involved in the food
production and processing, as well as to local varieties, if the latter is regarded less as
elements of domestic biodiversity (see the attribute “Biodiversity”) than as elements of
local culture. The relation can be at the very local level, or also at a broader level, which
can be defined as “regional”.
2.

Justification / explanation for why the attribute has been positioned in a particular
cell(s) with the final matrix.

The attribute has been positioned in the public/ethical cell, but also in the social, economic
and environmental cells of the “scientific” row. The reason for this is that the issues raised
by media with regard to the food chain-territory relation are broad-ranging, but
generally they refer to territory and local traditions as ethical issues, whereas in the
scientific sphere, the territorial characters of the food chains are referred directly to
ecological (food miles, pollution), social (local community survival) or economic (economic
sustainability and income distribution) issues.
3.

The level(s) of the system to which it applies (individual, groups, local communities,
national, global ecosystems).

The attribute basically applies at the local community level, although some regional
productions may have an economic and an environmental relevance at a larger scale.
4.

The priority given to the attribute, both in the range of media accessed as part of the
desk-based analysis, and by the experts interviewed.
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There is a certain relevance of this attribute, which is frequently mentioned and related to
a wide range of concerns, as argued above, and can be positioned in a middle-high rank
within the selected set.
5.

The differences between the four spheres.

The attribute is mainly present in the public and in the scientific sphere. In the first one the
attribute is usually discussed in connection to the short chains, with attention to
redistributive implications as well as local community and traditional farming survival. In
TV programs the attention is more focused on the various regional traditions that enrich
the experience of food consumption, and that should attract people to visit the places
where that food is produced.
In the scientific sphere the territorial content of a food (and of a food chain) is mainly
analyzed with regard to its economic value as a market opportunity for small producers,
as a determinant of consumers’ choice, and as a way for communities and local economy
to survive. In these documents, likewise in the public sphere, the territory is mainly
analyzed in relation to local food systems and short chains. Other documents aim at
overcoming the dichotomy between globalization and localization: the link with a territory
can help high quality food to be marketed on foreign markets, placing the local in the
global context.
In absolute terms the emphasis on territory is less present in the consulted Market sources.
This is interesting because the marketing campaigns of many food brands are focused on
the products’ place of provenience and on the territory and traditions that are behind the
product (or embedded in it). Anyway some interesting references to the safeguard of
local and regional productions are present in documents presenting companies' values and
mission, in particular in those produced by farmers' associations.
6.

The differences between the five dimensions.

The attribute is mainly referred to the ethical dimension. In many sources the link with the
territory is considered a positive feature in itself, linked to the survival of ancient
traditions, heritage and ways of life. Other dimensions follow, mainly the social and the
economic ones (local products support local communities survival, thanks to the income they
can generate and are retained at the local level, and to the control that local actors can
have on a larger part of the supply chain.
A strong link is also noted with regard to the human health dimension. In many cases a
positive link between local productions and human health is suggested, sometimes taken
for granted without further explanations, or simply explained on the assumption that
Italian food quality is higher (and more controlled) than the imported food one.
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7.

The differences between global and local supply chains.

The majority of the sources refer the “territory” attribute to the short chains, and in more
general terms to local food chains. With some exceptions, the territory is a character that
is mostly recognized in connection to the localized food system.
Nevertheless in other cases, and with particular relevance in the scientific sphere, the
territorial content of a food is regarded in relation to the global markets, as a marketing
lever for high-quality food production systems that would be otherwise outcompeted by
cheaper food and more economically effective food chains. As argued in point 5, “the link
with a territory can help high quality food to be marketed on foreign markets, placing the
local in the global context.”
8.

The nature and extent of discourse coalitions and alternative framings of the issues.

The frequency of the territory in the qualification of food and food chains witnesses the
relevance, in the analyzed sources, of a discourse based on sustainability, territorial
development and cultural diversity, in opposition to industrialized methods for the
production of price-competitive standardized food. A more "global-oriented" variant of
this discourse is based on the strength that the emphasis on territory can give to local
productions in order to achieve distant markets and consumers, valorizing, in other words,
local products in the global environment.
Various social features like civic engagement, consumers' awareness, localness are
present alongside territory and local production discourses, that are heralded by food
activist, gourmets, local activists and small producers among the others.
9.

The dilemmas and contradictions that have emerged from the analysis.

Dilemmas and contradictions regarding the territorial aspect of food chains are mainly
related to the content of the territoriality and to the specific requirements that must be met
in order to have the food labeled, or at least recognized, as territorial. Conflicts can arise
about which phases of the production process must be realized within the territory, which
products must come from the territory and, alongside these issues, about the physical,
cultural and economic borders of the territory itself. These aspects have consequences in
terms of value added distribution: which actors are enabled to gain the profit of a
territorial characterization of the products? Conflicts upon these issues emerge, as
expected, with regard to the processed food, and in particular to pasta and bread and
to ham productions, in specialized as well as in popular media.
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At a different level, some dilemmas arise when provenience is emphasized as a key
character of food chains alternative to the industrialized and standardized ones, as it
happens for the characters referred to the environmental and social impacts of the chain
(i.e. organic, fair trade). In this sense, the "local" can be considered in connection to
organic and fair trade, when they are supposed to reinforce each other or at least to be
expressed by the same environments and sensibilities, or in opposition, when
environmentally or socially friendly attributes are seen by activists and observers as the
"really relevant" attributes in comparison to the "territorial" ones.
No specific conflicts emerge when local and regional products are promoted, mainly in the
market and in the policy sphere, as point of strength for national export.
10. The evidence of interactions with other attributes, and the significance of this.
Among the attributes with which “Territory” has more interactions there are the economic
and the social ones. The territorial content of a product is often related to the possibility of
having a fair “Producers’ income”, and to the survival of “Traditional farming” styles.
What is at stake here is the possibility to strengthen the position of small local producers
through the value that a product achieve thanks to the links with a territory and a culture.
The promotion of a territory-based food production is also supported by active consumers’
and producers’ involvement, and this is the reason for which “Food activism” is another
attribute found in relation with “Territory”.
From the economic point of view, “National interest” is another attribute that has links with
the territory, underlined in some TV programs where regional products are regarded
positively because they sustain Italian economy.
As mentioned above, domestic “Biodiversity is also mentioned, as far as the territory is the
cradle of local varieties that can survive together with artisanal farming if they are
valorized in the final product.
11. The differences between the food sectors / commodities examined.
There are no relevant differences between single sectors and commodities. Some more
emphasis is given to the fruit and vegetables products when territory is discussed in
relation to short food chains, and to wine when it is related to taste, information, and
territorial promotion.
An important specificity emerges for grain and pork sectors with regard to processed
food (bread or pasta and ham respectively). In these cases the link with territory can be
recognized, certified and communicated in relation to various steps of the chain. For
example: pasta can be produced in Italy, by Italian companies and with traditional
processes, but using foreign wheat. Similarly, "typical" ham can be produced with pork
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meat imported from overseas. In these cases the relation with the territory is more
complex, and more contested, being as it is connected to the distribution of the value
added across the chains, and to market competition among Italian (and between Italian
and foreign) food companies.
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Attribute 3 – FOOD WASTE
1.

A detailed description of both how and why each of the attributes had been chosen
within your national context, and what they represent.

The attribute “Food waste” represents the amount of edible mass which is not used for
final consumption, for various reasons. In this broad sense it comprises two partially
overlapping concepts: food losses (edible mass which is lost alongside the storing,
production and transport phases and that does not reach the market) and food waste
(food which is discarded or wasted in the processing, retail or final consumption phases,
due to inaccurate human behaviours and choices).
From a different perspective, the implications of the “Food waste” regard both the food
waste creation and the food waste disposal. A food chain can be considered having a
good performance in this field if, alongside reducing food waste, it is able to use it or
reuse it properly.
The attribute has been chosen because it represent these various dimensions of the
problem, which are often debated in the Italian sources, in a compact and comprehensive
way.
2.

Justification / explanation for why the attribute has been positioned in a particular
cell(s) with the final matrix.

Food waste is positioned in the “public/ethical” and in the “public/social” cell. This is
because, although the issue has relevant implications in economic terms, it is usually
presented as a general ethical concern, which has to do with the respect that we must
have for the food, with the awareness that some people are starving while others can
waste their food, and that more efforts are needed to avoid this loss of resources, before
any other economic consideration.
The possible collection of still edible food and reuse have a clear social relevance, which is
emphasized in some scientific papers, and economic implications in terms of food chains’
efficiency and competitiveness if reuse methods are adopted. This justify the positioning of
the attribute also in the “scientific/social” and “scientific/economic” spheres.
3.

The level(s) of the system to which it applies (individual, groups, local communities,
national, global ecosystems).

The attribute applies at different levels: individuals and households are responsible for the
minimization of food waste in the final consumption stage; a social level emerges when
technologies adopted entail a certain level of food losses along the chains; national and
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global levels are concerned when environmental impacts and ethical concerns (rich
communities waste food while poor ones are facing famine) are referred to.
4.

The priority given to the attribute, both in the range of media accessed as part of the
desk-based analysis, and by the experts interviewed.

The attribute has been recorded in a significant amount of sources, but it is not among the
most mentioned. It is worth noting, anyway, that it tends to be the "core issue" addressed
by the articles where it is cited. The relevance can be assessed as average in comparison
to the other attributes selected, also because the interviews have assigned a very high
rank only on few cases.
5.

The differences between the four spheres.

The attribute is present in the public sphere with a particular frequency. The scientific
sphere pays also attention to the issue of food waste and losses, whereas less evidence
has been found in the two other spheres. As far as the public and the scientific ones are
concerned, there is an interesting difference with regard to the component of the attribute
that is discussed.
In the public sphere the emphasis is mainly on the "food waste" component, with attention
to the bad habits that influence food waste production in the retail and in the final
consumption phases. In the scientific sphere, articles tend to also address the issue of food
losses, with attention to the technological and organizational features that are relevant for
this issue (like storing and transport technologies), and to the economic effects that food
losses can have on the supply chains actors.
6.

The differences between the five dimensions.

Food waste has been considered an "ethical" attribute, because in many of the sources
examined, food waste and loss are considered bad "in itself", as a waste of resources
that should be used for useful purposes instead of being lost.
The implications are various, and lead to various other dimensions. Ecological concerns are
the most frequently cited, as food waste can have direct consequences for the pollution,
and because the production of food that is not consumed leads to "useless" GHG
emissions. Social (but also ethical) concerns are also frequently addressed, in particular
with regard to the contradiction among food waste in rich countries and hunger in the poor
ones (see also section 9).
7.

The differences between global and local supply chains.
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The analyzed sources often tend to suggest a positive correlation between food waste
concerns and local chains: the latter are supposed to be better endowed for coping with
the issue of food losses and waste reduction. This is because the smaller size of the actors
and the food activism that is at the base of many local chains are supposed to provide
both possibility and interest for a stronger attention to this issues.
Global chains, on the contrary, are managed by big actors that can better cope with food
losses and waste, relying upon scale economies and larger average profits. It is hence
possible to adopt strict selection criteria for the food products, choosing only the ones
which fit with food industry standards (shape, size, colour) and getting rid of the others.
Moreover, large retailers prefer having shelves always full of wide range of products, to
be more attractive for consumers.
On the consumption side, large retailers customers tend to buy more food, because they
have more choice at cheap prices. They regard food as a commodity like others, and they
are willing to buy more items, even with the risk of wasting some food.
At the same time the large-scale food industry and large retailers can offer opportunity
for centralized collection of large amounts of food which is about to be wasted, and which
is available for solidarity purposes or other forms of re-use.
8.

The nature and extent of discourse coalitions and alternative framings of the issues.

Food waste is often discussed as an ethical concern, with attention to the contradictions
between the coexistence of wasted food and hunger or malnutrition. In this perspective
solutions like collection of food for solidarity purposes and last minute markets are often
mentioned. Food reuse for animal feeding is another option that is suggested in different
contexts.
In a different but complementary perspective other sources that address this issue from a
more public-oriented point of view witness a discourse of wise use of resources, in
opposition to a social trend based on large consumption and waste. It is a global
sustainability discourse, with some references to the de-growth perspective. A related
discourse could be defined as "crisis-led wise behaviors", as it focuses on the positive sideeffects of the current economic crisis, that is likely to push more people (and firms) towards
food waste and food losses reduction.
9.

The dilemmas and contradictions that have emerged from the analysis.

The main contradiction that this attribute reveals is the coexistence in the world, but also
within countries and smaller territorial entities, of food systems that lose or waste food and
people that suffer for hunger and malnutrition. This contradiction if often presented as a
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scandal by media sources, that claim for different logistics in the retail sector, too) and
argue about the possibility to collect wasted food before it becomes non-edible.
Sometimes virtuous practices in this sense are presented and promoted by the media.
This first contradiction is almost no contested, since almost every source and actor agrees
about the need to prevent and/or re-use food waste, a dilemma that also emerges is
maybe more contested: the purpose of reducing food waste to a minimum entails a
reduction of the total freedom of choice and hence in food consumption habits for the
majority of the consumers. The idea of choosing nice-looking fruit and vegetables on the
markets or supermarkets shelves, the opportunity to have always a wide range of
different products to chose among, and the possibility to chose only some meat cuts is in
contradiction with the aim of minimizing food waste and losses.
A last contradiction that rarely emerges in the survey, but is witnessed by the experts,
deals with the deadlines for the consumption of packed food. These regulations are set up
for health and food security issues, but can sometimes be in conflict with the possibility to
use food that is still edible.
10. The evidence of interactions with other attributes, and the significance of this.
The attribute often appears in interaction with environmental attributes, like in particular
"GHG emissions", "Pollution" and, to a minor extent, "Landscape". In various sources the
food waste issue is dealt with together with environmental attributes because they are
referred to a common discourse: the need for more attention paid to social and ecological
concerns in the food chains, and for more education and awareness among consumers and
citizens.
In some other cases this relation is more strict and explicit, i.e. when the production of
"useless" food is put in relation with the greenhouse gas emissions due to the production
process, and when the food waste disposal is likely to create pollution and other
environmental damages.
The link with "Territory” is also strong, but similarly mediated by a common frame in which
the two attributes are discussed (in this case: short food chains and local circuits) more than
by a specific causal relation.
The same reflection can be made with regard to another emerging relation between food
waste and "Obesity". There is no direct relation between the two, but they are sometimes
cited together in order to put more emphasis to the ethical scandal of wasting food while
other people are starving.
11. The differences between the food sectors / commodities examined.
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No specific differences have been recorded between the sectors or commodities. Most of
the sources address the issues of food waste and losses in broad terms, with regard to the
general food production, transport and consumption patterns. In some cases specific
commodities are concerned, ranging from cereals (bread) to wine, olive oil and fruits.
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Attribute 4 – ANIMAL WELFARE
1.

A detailed description of both how and why each of the attributes had been chosen
within your national context, and what they represent.

The attribute “Animal welfare” represents the physical and psychological conditions of
well-being of the animals involved in food chains. The expression is usually referred to
animals likely to be introduced into highly intensive productive processes. Intensive vs
extensive breeding, the amount of space that each animal can have during the day, the
feeding conditions (adequacy and quality of what they eat), medical care when needed
and animal welfare before abatement are among the features of the animal welfare as
understood and communicated in the selected sources.
The presence of this attribute across the spheres and sources, sometimes declined
according to the features above, some other times considered as a general feature, has
justified its presence in the set of 20.
2.

Justification / explanation for why the attribute has been positioned in a particular
cell(s) with the final matrix.

It is maybe the most typical "ethical" attribute, because the interest for animal welfare is
to a large extent detached from human-centered considerations that can be referred to
the social or economic dimension, and only partially related to ecological or human health
concerns. At the same time, the public and the scientific spheres are the ones where the
attribute is more present.
3.

The level(s) of the system to which it applies (individual, groups, local communities,
national, global ecosystems).

Following what argued in the previous section, the attribute is maybe the only one
referred to animals more then to humans (although not exclusively). As far as humans are
concerned, the level is referred to local communities (for the eventual environmental
impacts of intensive breeding) and at the national or global population (for the regulation
and eventual effects on human health). It is worth repeating that even though all these
effects are linked to animal welfare, the latter has an independent meaning (otherways
"animal welfare" would overlap with attributes like "Pollution", "Healthy food" or "Food
safety", as argued below).
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4.

The priority given to the attribute, both in the range of media accessed as part of the
desk-based analysis, and by the experts interviewed.

The attribute has a medium-low ranking, according both to the frequency of its occurrence
in the sources and to the interviews. Nevertheless the presence itself of an attribute with
only an indirect relation to human welfare and well-being deserves in our opinion to be
underlined.
5.

The differences between the four spheres.

The attribute is particularly present in the public and in the scientific sphere. The public
sphere often addresses this issue in terms of ethical scandals. Animal living conditions
(particularly poultry) are sometimes described in crude terms to raise consciousness among
consumers (and ore generally among citizens) about what is behind our meal. In this sense
this is the most typical ethical attribute.
The market sphere sometimes uses this attribute to underline the ethical concern of the firm
or of the supply chain, although this kind of communication is not really frequent in the
documents (more on advertising, where animal welfare is put in relation to the positive
effects on consumers' health).
A specific causal relation that involves both environmental and health concerns is the abuse
of antibiotics and hormones, that leads to pollution impacts at the local ecosystem level,
and are likely to have negative effects on consumers' health.
6.

The differences between the five dimensions.

As previously argued, environmental and human health dimensions are frequently related
to animal welfare, with the latter considered as a pre-conditions for the others.
7.

The differences between global and local supply chains.

The relation between animal welfare and the geographical scope of the food supply
chain follows a pattern which is common to some other attributes. On one side we have the
position for which local chains, with their traditional farming and breeding styles, are the
contexts in which animal welfare can be achieved or maintained (extensive breeding
being a key feature in this perspective), while on the other side sources emphasize the role
that technological innovation can play to guarantee adequate care for the animals, and in
this perspective the local-global antinomy loses its significance.
8.

The nature and extent of discourse coalitions and alternative framings of the issues.
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Animal welfare concerns are raised by different actors and observers. Pro-animals
activists are certainly important. The idea that emerges is that animals deserve fair
treatment even when they are introduced into a zoo-tech food chain. Moreover, what we
do to animals will come back to us in the form of unhealthy food and pollution.
Some sources claim for an alliance between vegans, vegetarians and moderate meat
consumers, to reduce meat consumption while enhancing the standards for animal welfare
and accepting higher prices. In this perspective the care for animal welfare goes together
with a reduction in food consumption that has positive implications also for GHG emissions
and for a more balanced nutrition between the rich and the poor.
A different discourse emerges from other sources, mainly in the scientific sphere, that link
higher animal welfare to technological innovation and mechanization, with balanced
feeding management and creation of adequate structures for cattle protection. Through
this technological approach cattle and other animals are protected from climate, diseases
and other possible problems. In this perspective the improvement of animals welfare is
seen in conjunction, not in opposition, to affordability, since better living conditions can
enhance farms productivity. Zoo-tech farmers, researchers and management can be the
key actors in this approach.
Even in this latter perspective animal welfare is also seen in connection (or in coalition) to
healthy food.
9.

The dilemmas and contradictions that have emerged from the analysis.

The main dilemma emerging from the analysis regards the choice between the concern for
animal welfare and the affordability of food. Animal life conditions in intensive
industrialized breeding are not rarely described on the media, and it seems that
awareness is increasing among general audience; yet, when food items are on the shelves,
the issue of price is still a driver in consumption choices.
More information about animal welfare and its implications for human health and pollution
are nevertheless considered by many sources important in order to increase the respect
for animals.
10. The evidence of interactions with other attributes, and the significance of this
There are frequent and relevant connections with other attributes. With regard to human
health the stricter relations can be found with “Healthy food” and “Food safety”. Animal
welfare is often considered a re-condition for the positive performance in the two
mentioned attributes. The same can be said for some environmental attributes like
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"Pollution" and "Organic". In this latter case the causal relation is the opposite: it is the
organic method that is capable to ensure good performance in terms of animal welfare.
The links that various sources establish among the attributes at stake are well summarized
by an (optimistic) article where it is argued that "a virtuous circle is established: extensive
breeding lower energy consumption and environmental impact, improve labor conditions
and animal welfare, give consumers higher quality products and raise attention towards
local varieties, preserving biodiversity”.
Among the other attributes, "Traditional farming" is cited as a context in which animal
welfare can be satisfied; "Information” is also frequently mentioned, as seen in other
attributes that are likely to be communicated to consumers. Affordability is sometimes
mentioned when the discussion deals with the implications that fulfilling animal welfare can
have on productivity and price competitiveness, in a context in which the care for this issue
is not always central in the food consumption choices.
11. The differences between the food sectors / commodities examined.
Given the specificity of the attribute, only livestock productions are involved. Poultry and
pork breeding are by far the sectors where animal welfare concerns are mostly debated,
followed by cattle breeding. In particular poultry life conditions have been described in
shocking terms in various sources, whereas pig breeding is mainly address by public
sources (and notably by the scientific ones) for its consequences for local pollution.
Aquaculture has also been addressed, in the policy sphere, in relation to this attribute.
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Attribute 5 - BIODIVERSITY
1.

A detailed description of both how and why each of the attributes had been chosen
within your national context, and what they represent.

The attribute “Biodiversity” refers to the effects that a food supply chain has on the
survival of different animal and vegetal species within a certain spatial environment
surrounding the areas where the productive process takes place. The attribute is the result
of the unification of two different attributes selected in the previous phase of the survey:
“domestic biodiversity” and “wild biodiversity”.
In the first case we were dealing with the traditional animal and vegetal varieties used, at
the end of the chain, as food for human beings, or differently utilized in the process. The
biodiversity loss is here regarded in terms of loss of traditions, tastes, income
diversification for the farmers.
In the second case the focus is on the animals and vegetal species that are not directly
used in the process, but whose existence can support or (more often) disturb the process
itself. Biodiversity is here considered in ecological terms, with its implications in terms of
ecosystem resilience and ecosystem services provision (for example: pollination made by
insects).
In general terms the attribute is discussed in terms of survival of endangered species, as
mentioned above, more than in the more complex terms of functional biodiversity
performance and ecosystems resilience.
2.

Justification / explanation for why the attribute has been positioned in a particular
cell(s) with the final matrix.

The attribute can be positioned in the public/ethical cell and in the scientific/environmental
cell. The effects of food production systems on domestic biodiversity are frequently
discussed in the newspapers and TV programmes, and have a more ethical-oriented
perspective, whereas wild biodiversity is considered mainly in the scientific sphere. In its
ecological implications.
3.

The level(s) of the system to which it applies (individual, groups, local communities,
national, global ecosystems).

With regard to domestic biodiversity the attribute applies mainly to groups and local
communities, whereas wild biodiversity applies also at a larger scale, at the national or
even global ecosystem level.
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4.

The priority given to the attribute, both in the range of media accessed as part of the
desk-based analysis, and by the experts interviewed.

The attribute is ranked at an average level in terms of frequency and centrality of its
occurrences in the selected sources. It has been judged as a medium-highly relevant
attribute by most of the interviewed experts.
5.

The differences between the four spheres.

The attribute is present in a quite balanced way across the spheres, with a particular
frequency in the scientific sphere, and in the policy one (where the frequency is influenced
by the high relevance given to the issue in the Slow Food documents). In the public and
market sphere more attention is given to domestic biodiversity, whereas also wild
biodiversity is sometimes discussed in the other spheres, in relation to the use of chemicals
and other pollutants.
6.

The differences between the five dimensions.

Biodiversity is often referred to the ethical dimension. The safeguard of local varieties is
considered important per se, as a sign of survival of heritage and culture. At a second
level of analysis, it cuts across all the other spheres,
In social terms, the survival (even through adaptation) of local culture is linked to the
survival of local communities and ways of life (similarly to what happens with other
attributes).
With regard to the environment and ecosystems resilience the relevance of biodiversity is
linked to two different kinds of sources. In a few cases the emphasis is on wild biodiversity,
with attention to the effects that the use of pesticides or nutrients can have on wild animal
and vegetable species. Reducing wild biodiversity can endanger the functions that
biodiversity plays for ecosystems resilience.
In the majority of the cases the focus is on domestic biodiversity, again considered in terms
of loss of resilience, but with specific attention to the effects that this reduced resilience
can have on farmers' economic stability.
The human health dimension arises when access to different varieties of the same food or,
on the contrary, access to more homogeneous but improved food are meant to have
positive or negative effects on health.
7.

The differences between global and local supply chains.
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Most of the sources positively regard the maintenance of domestic biodiversity and link
this aspect with the local dimension of the chain. Local food chains are often considered as
the cradles where food diversity can be better granted, preserved, valued and improved.
Global chains are considered in some cases as the areas where local varieties can find a
market that gives economic sustainability to the food chain (in this case the "Biodiversity" is
partially overlapping meanings and contents of the attribute "Territory"). Nevertheless,
global chains are often thought to force standardization of varieties and productions,
hence leading to the extinction of local less productive varieties, and to biodiversity
reduction..
In other cases, and with a completely different approach, the global character is seen in
the possibility to have access to external technology to improve the quality of the species,
with beneficial effects in ecological, economic and health terms (see section 8).
8.

The nature and extent of discourse coalitions and alternative framings of the issues.

There are two main discourse coalition arising from the survey with regard to this attribute.
"Local sustainability" is the dominant one. In this perspective the variety of domestic and
wild species creates the conditions for the ecological resilience of the natural ecosystems
encompassing human activities, and for the socio-economic resilience of the communities
involved. Sustainability is produced mainly at the local level, with the support given by
regulation and policies that can help local systems on coping with global markets
requirements and large firms' power.
A "Technocratic" discourse emerges when biodiversity is considered less important than the
possibility to achieve economic competitiveness and effective use of resources thanks to the
choice of the best varieties and to the creation of new species that fits with specific
conditions and needs that characterized any food supply chain.
9.

The dilemmas and contradictions that have emerged from the analysis.

This attribute witnesses a dilemma between two perspectives described in the previous
section and whose implications are much broader but that is somehow "summarized" by
this concepts. On the one side there are concepts like variety, diversity, adaptation to
local contexts, local traditions, embeddedness of economics in the social sphere, and of the
social into the ecological one.
On the other, the search for improved genetic varieties, or at least for the generalized
adoption of the ones which better fits the requirements of industrialised and competitive
food chains seems to be the more viable solution to achieve competitiveness and economic
(and even ecologic) sustainability. The social dimension not considered, at least not
explicitly discussed, in this second perspective.
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10. The evidence of interactions with other attributes, and the significance of this.
According to the evidences examined in the previous sections, the attributes linked to the
local sustainability discourse and with social or ethical concerns are the more frequently
connected with "Biodiversity".
In more detail, the stricter links are recorded with regard to "Territory", followed by
"Food activism" and "Producers' income". In all these cases interactions witness the
presence of biodiversity as one of the key features of alternative and local-based food
chains.
Interactions are also present with attributes like "healthy food" and "information and
traceability". In these cases the link is less direct, being mediated by the relation between
domestic varieties and local / fresh produce for the former, and traditional / local
products for the latter.
11. The differences between the food sectors / commodities examined.
The majority of the sources address the issue of biodiversity issue in general terms, without
regard to any specific sector. Some articles, nevertheless, have a specific focus on fruit
and vegetables varieties, cereals (rice, but also wheat is sometimes discussed) and pork.
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Attribute 6 – GHG EMISSIONS
1.

A detailed description of both how and why each of the attributes had been chosen
within your national context, and what they represent.

The attribute “GHG emissions” represents the emission of CO2 or other GHGs in the
atmosphere due to food production, distribution and waste within the food supply chain
(usually in a more or less explicit life cycle perspective). In the analysed literature, this
issue is usually related to the debate about climate change and global warming, and
sometimes cited in connection with other attributes related to environmental impact of food
systems.
The attribute also covers the effects of the food system on carbon sequestration, due for
example to the increase of soil organic matter or to reforestation practices, that also
influence the presence of these gases in the atmosphere.
With regard to production methods, the attribute covers issues ranging from the use of
chemicals or other fossil oil-derived substances to the adoption of farming techniques that
entail deforestation and/or soil erosion.
With regard to food transportation, the attribute addresses issue like food miles (which
was an independent attribute at the beginning of the survey), transport means,
(un)sustainable packaging, and, in an indirect way, seasonality and exotic food
consumption.
It has been chosen as one of the very first attributes as it proved to be one of the most
present features in the sources analysed with regard to local and global supply chains’
performances, despite what appears to be a quite technical content.
2.

Justification / explanation for why the attribute has been positioned in a particular
cell(s) with the final matrix.

The attribute is placed mainly in the Environment dimension, across different spheres. This
is quite an obvious position, given the nature of the attribute. It is interesting anyway to
note the presence of the attribute in other dimensions, since it reflects different contexts in
which it is presented and debated in the different spheres (see point 5).
3.

The level(s) of the system to which it applies (individual, groups, local communities,
national, global ecosystems).

The attribute applies to the global ecosystems.
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4.

The priority given to the attribute, both in the range of media accessed as part of the
desk-based analysis, and by the experts interviewed.

The priority is very high. It has been recorded several times in the media survey, as one of
the most widely debated across the various spheres, so that it can be ranked among the
top-three attributes emerging from the survey.
5.

The differences between the four spheres.

The attribute is strong in the Public sphere and in the Scientific one. It is also emerging in
the Policy and in the Market sphere. There are differences among the spheres: in the
Scientific sphere the attribute is often cited in relation to the LCA approach, whereas in the
Public and Policy sphere this “technical” link is less frequent (although not absent), and the
attribute is related to issues like “climate change” “global warming” and – quite
frequently “local chains” and “organic chains” (see also sections 8 and 10).
In some private Market sources the attribute is presented in a context of greenwashing
strategy, to communicate to consumers the attention that the company pays to
deforestation, GHG emissions and other climate change-related issues. The message is
that the food chain is addressing these concerns, and that by consuming their products
instead of others', consumers may give a concrete contribution to the fight against global
warming. In some more technical documents data about quantitative analyses are also
communicated.
6.

The differences between the five dimensions.

It is a classic environmental attribute. Nevertheless, its links with the economic dimension
are relevant, and particularly present in the scientific sources. The fact that GHG emissions
are likely to influence climate change and the future of the planet leads to give also
relevance to the “Ethic” dimension of the choices and behaviours related to this attribute.
7.

The differences between global and local supply chains.

The attribute is often cited in explicit connection to the global-local antinomy. It is often
presented in articles where local chains are discussed: the idea is that local chains tend to
produce less GHG emissions (sometimes this assumption is taken for granted, without
reference to specific analyses).
In the “Public” sphere local chains are sometimes linked to mixed farming, less soil erosion
and less GHG emissions due to long distance transports.
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In the “Scientific” sphere GHG emissions are usually less explicitly related to the
local/global antinomy and more to the choice of production methods (i.e.: organic vs
conventional) and transport means.
8.

The nature and extent of discourse coalitions and alternative framings of the issues.

The main discourse in which this attribute is discussed is based on global sustainability and
critical consumption. Many of the sources examined address the issue of GHG emissions in
connection to the information to consumers, with some minor differences among spheres:
 in the scientific sphere attention is paid to the effects that an adequate information
about these issues could have on consumers' choices, and consequently on food
chains economic sustainability. The comparative performance of different agrofood chains are also presented and discussed generally through an LCA approach.
 in the public sphere emphasis is given to the social relevance of a full traceability
and transparency of the food chain with regard to the GHG emissions and
ecological footprint consequent to specific food consumption choices.
The analyses are usually based on the comparison between different food consumption
patterns: local vs imported food and, more often, carnivore vs vegetarian diets. As argued
in the following section, these different focuses reflect not only complementary issues to be
addressed, but also different perceptions of the factors that mainly influence food chains
impacts on climate change.
9.

The dilemmas and contradictions that have emerged from the analysis.

Despite the superficially clear content of an attribute like "GHG emissions", if we consider
it in an LCA perspective and in the wider socio-technical frame in which food chains are
embedded, it appears to be related to a broad range of features, habits and behaviours
and technical/logistics arrangements along the supply chain and until the final
consumption.
In this context, dilemmas and contradictions emerge when different aspects of the food
chain are chosen to be compared and assessed. Some sources tend to compare local and
global chains, evaluating respective performances with regard to GHG emissions. Some
others tend to emphasize the role of meat consumption as the key factor influencing
emissions and human contribution to climate change. In the first perspective local food is an
answer to climate change risks, whereas in the second food miles are less relevant than
consumption choices.
10. The evidence of interactions with other attributes, and the significance of this.
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The attribute is often linked to other environmental attributes, like "Organic", Landscape"
and "Biodiversity, but in particular "Pollution" and "Food waste", an attribute which has
been considered among the ethical ones, but has also a clear environmental nuance. These
attributes covers complementary meanings when supply chains are discussed with regard
to their environmental impact.
Social attributes like "Labour rights", "Food activism" and "Traditional farming" have also
been recorded in interactions with GHG emissions. In this case the relation is less direct,
and seemingly due to the fact that GHG emissions are often discussed in a comparative
evaluation of local and global chains, and the former are usually positively associated
with the mentioned "social" attributes.
Finally, a relevant number of interactions has been found with "Information", because
many articles address the issues related to green labelling and communication to
consumers about the food chain environmental impact.
11. The differences between the food sectors / commodities examined.
No specific differences have been recorded among sectors and commodities. The articles
mention GHG emission either in general terms, or with regard to single commodities that
vary across the sectors. A notable exception is given by the meat sector, whose major
environmental impact in terms of GHG emissions is frequently discussed in the perspective
that giving consumers more information about the ecological footprint or the greenhouse
effects of meat consumption would lead to a change in their diets.
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Attribute 7 - POLLUTION
1.

A detailed description of both how and why each of the attributes had been chosen
within your national context, and what they represent.

The attribute “Pollution”, in this particular set of attributes, refers to a specific typology of
environmental impact of the supply chain: the introduction of pollutants (like chemical
pesticides and fertilisers) in the soil or in water bodies (lakes, sea, aquifers, groundwater).
It is discussed as the result of different activities that can occur within a supply chain,
namely the production itself of pollutants and by their use and discharge in the
environment without adequate treatments, with the consequence that harmful compounds
are spread in the environment.
The attribute has been chosen because it has been recorded several times across the
sources and the spheres, and confirmed in its relevance by the interviews. Moreover the
attribute, to a certain extent, can be linked to other more indirect environmental impacts,
like biodiversity loss (in particular in case of use of pesticides) or eutrophication (possibly
due to over-use of fertilizers or emission of sewage). These links will be discussed in the
following sections.
Finally pollution is recently gaining relevance due to the discovery of toxic and nuclear
dumping in agricultural land in Southern Italy.
2.

Justification / explanation for why the attribute has been positioned in a particular
cell(s) with the final matrix.

The attribute has been positioned in the policy/environmental and in the
market/environmental cells because it represent a typical environmental phenomenon, and
it has been discussed across all the spheres, but with some relative more attention in the
two mentioned.
3.

The level(s) of the system to which it applies (individual, groups, local communities,
national, global ecosystems).

The attribute generally refers to national and global ecosystem, but it can also be
referred to local ecosystems when pollution creation and pollution effects are particularly
concentrated within a specific area.
4.

The priority given to the attribute, both in the range of media accessed as part of the
desk-based analysis, and by the experts interviewed.
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The priority given to the attribute is average in the context of the media accessed as well
as in the interviewed experts' opinions.
5.

The differences between the four spheres.

The presence of the attributes is well balanced across the four spheres. Scientific sources
are maybe above the average, thanks to articles published in foreign scientific magazines
by Italian researchers, or anyway addressing Italian case studies. Scientific sources tend to
address two main issues: the link between specific production processes and pollution
effects, and the effects that knowledge about pollution consequences can have on
consumers' choice.
In the Public sphere there is more emphasis on the general discussions about the future of
food systems and their ecological implications, but also to the presentation of specific
cases of soil or water pollution linked to specific sectors (pigs in particular).
In the Market sphere the attribute is sometimes used to support a greenwashing
communication aiming at presenting specific companies, sectors or chain, as respectful of
pollution prevention towards consumers and citizens.
6.

The differences between the five dimensions.

Being related to ecological concern, attribute is largely discussed within the environmental
sphere, as witnessed also by the interaction with the other attributes referred to the same
dimension and, beyond the attributes, with issues like soil erosion and GMO adoption.
The attribute has also a clear ethical content, that emerge when the issue of information
and its effects on people choices are discussed, and a strong link with human health
dimension. In this case, beyond the relation that the use of pollutants has with the effects
on human health through food consumption, there are also the effects of pollution per se,
that are somehow discussed and debated.
7.

The differences between global and local supply chains.

Differences between global and local supply chains are not often at the core of the
discussions raised by this attribute. Production methods are certainly more directly
concerned. Nevertheless the antinomy local vs global food chains becomes relevant when
the problem of intensive breeding is debated.
Intensive pork breeding (in particular), but also cattle and poultry are often linked to
industrialized supply chains with a wide geographical scope. The amount of animals that
are raised in certain areas of the country are embedded in large-scale global chains, to
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meet a demand that is scattered throughout Europe, if not throughout the world. In this
sense locally concentrated pollution effects, due to large-scale intensive production, are
also due to the existence of these global chains. On the production side, the length of the
productive chains and the often obscure transnational characters create the conditions for
dramatic pollution effects and for a difficult understanding of the processes that are
behind those effects. The use of feeding animals (focus is again on the pork sector ) with
waste from various sources increases the risk of dioxin creation, in the soils and water
bodies as well as in the meats themselves.
Small-scale local chains are, on the contrary, presented as less soil and water pollutant,
because effects are more scattered throughout the territory, and because the productive
phases, from the animal feeding to waste disposal, seem to be easier to trace. Moreover,
it is widely assumed that local chains are more respective of the environment and less
input and energy dependant.
8.

The nature and extent of discourse coalitions and alternative framings of the issues.

There is an obvious and predictable general consensus about the consideration of water
and soil pollution as one of the main negative among the possible impacts of food supply
chains. With this general consensus, some discourse coalitions emerge that are not directly
in contradiction to one another, but certainly represent different approaches and
sensibilities.
In particular it is worth mentioning a "green methods discourse", a "vegetarian discourse"
and a "technocratic discourse".
The first one refers to the idea that organic method, and in more general terms green
production approaches, are the way to reduce pollution. The second one link the
ecological impacts of food production and consumption to the overeating of meat
characterizing many affluent societies and affecting human health. This is a minor
discourse, likely to be regarded as a sub-typology of the sustainability discourse, but
nevertheless present in the debate, heralded by various experts and popular scientists.
The third perspective, the already mentioned in other attributes "technocratic discourse", is
somehow in opposition to the others, and support the idea that technological innovation is
the key to solve ecological problems related to food production, packaging, distribution
and consumption. The supporters of this discourse tend to present themselves as a minority
willing to counterbalance a dominant narratives based on traditions, local chains and
small-scale circuits. One of the ways in which pollution can be reduced, in this perspective,
is the adoption of GMOs.
9.

The dilemmas and contradictions that have emerged from the analysis.
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The main dilemma emerging with regard to this attribute has been noted also for other
attributes: There seems to be a trade-off between free and easy purchase by the
consumer, allowed by a constant availability of a wide variety of cheap food throughout
places and seasons, and the effects that such a food system can have on the environment
(and, in other respects, on human health and social issues).
We refer here to what has been argued in the point 7, witnessing this contradiction with
regard to the pork sector, but similar comments are made in other sources (mostly
belonging to the public sphere, i.e. mass media journalistic enquiries) in relation to poultry
and others food commodities.
These considerations are not limited to the livestock sector, since other sources discuss the
effects of the massive use of fertilizers that lead to pollution and eutrophication of water
bodies, in the search for higher productivity and lower production costs.
10. The evidence of interactions with other attributes, and the significance of this.
The main interaction of the attribute "Pollution" is certainly with the other environmental
attributes. "GHG emissions" is by far the most frequently recorded interaction, followed
by "Organic". The meanings of the two interaction are actually different. In the first case
they are discussed together because they are considered (or at least studied) as two
parallel effects of the same production methods. The same can be said with regard to
"Biodiversity", to the ethical attribute "Animal welfare" and to the social attribute "Food
activism". Organic method is discussed as an alternative method to be adopted in order to
reduce pollution, or as an object of study, in order to assess its effective ecological
benefits. Impacts on "Landscape" are, on the contrary, considered as a consequence of
pollution.
Among the ethical attributes, "Information" is discussed, as for other attributes, in relation
to the need of having adequate information on the issue represented by this attribute,
and/or to the effects that the information has on consumers' choices (this latter focus is
present in the scientific sources).
"Healthy food" and "Food safety"" are also among the most frequently interrelated
attributes emerging in conjunction with "Pollution", in the belief shared by various sources
and experts that pollutant production methods are also likely to produce polluted and
unhealthy food.
11. The differences between the food sectors / commodities examined.
Most of the sources examined discuss this issue with regard to the whole production
systems and/or the whole dietary regimes of the people. The specific sectors that are
more frequently addressed are the typical zoo-technical intensive productions, like pig
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(certainly the most debated, as resulting fro the previous points) and poultry, and to a
minor extent cattle breeding (and dairy), that are discussed in relation firstly to the
leaching of nitrogen in the soil, and then to the creation of dioxin, and to the introduction
of pesticides in the water bodies.
Among vegetable productions, comments are generally referred to a range of products,
or made without specific references, with the exception (at least in the selected sources) of
olive oil production. Fruit and vegetables are particularly referred to in the occasion of
Mafia-driven dumping of toxic components in farming land.
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Attribute 8 - ORGANIC
1.

A detailed description of both how and why each of the attributes had been chosen
within your national context, and what they represent.

The attribute “organic” frequently emerges in the national debate on food and agriculture
as an important polarity in the food system. Sustainabile and socially oriented farming
systems are invoked as crucial societal goals and organic is often recalled to back these
aspirations.
Organic is technically associated to an EU/Ifoam regulated method of production as well
as politically raised as a development model. These two connotations often elide or are
independent between each other. Moreover, organic is taken into account in various
settings: as peculiar value chain, as healthy and environmentally-friendly food, as an
innovative agricultural sector, as high quality nutrition, as added value in green public
procurement schemes and in school canteens.
Overall, organic has thus many entry points in the Italian debate around food and
agriculture. The sector in fact gained a wide and solid recognition and reputation, yet
many sources highlight the need to preserve it vis-à-vis frauds and scandals. Consumers
and citizens appoint quality, nutritional and environmental expectations on the sector,
while pretending robustness of behaviours and guarantees.
Though not as the most recurrent, organic proved to be a frequent feature in the national
narratives as the organic sector is by now recognised as a pillar in the Italian high quality
food supply. Showing countercyclical economic performance, organic markets also attract
interest in terms of development routes to follow.
2.

Justification / explanation for why the attribute has been positioned in a particular
cell(s) with the final matrix.

Organic has been positioned in virtually all the public and policy spheres cells as it is
mentioned with several connotations. Health, environment, economic and social (i.e.
communitarian) angles proved to be suitable entry points for organic in different
narratives. Though not seen as a silver bullet, organic deserves a generally positive and
far-reaching recognition when mentioned.
Common features in various narratives are the economic outcomes of organic, highlighted
in both the public and policy spheres, in relation to the constant growth of its trade,
despite the socio-economic crisis and countering trends in overall food consumption. This is
paralleled by the idea that the organic sector is a suitable income opportunity for
farmers, in a general harsh agricultural context.
The environmental and health added value of organic was also frequently raised in the
analysed literature as they probably account for the search of public goods society
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conveys. This is mainly attributable to the public sphere, but also acknowledged in the
policy one, though with a more normative and strategic (i.e. less individual) connotation.
3.

The level(s) of the system to which it applies (individual, groups, local communities,
national, global ecosystems).

All these levels apply. More specifically, the individual aspect emerges in relation with
health and ethical needs, while the communitarian facet appears more relevant when
socio-economic relationships are discussed. The organic sector is also seen as a competitive
atout for the Italian food system and for its contribution to the natural resource safeguard.
The global level tends to be less relevant, but still present.
4.

The priority given to the attribute, both in the range of media accessed as part of the
desk-based analysis, and by the experts interviewed.

Organic represents the third most recurrent attribute in the environmental dimension.
Though only partially embedded in the food & ag narratives, when mentioned it deserves
a rather high status.
Interviewed experts generally rank it quite high among the attributes to mean a rather
central stage for organic in the overall assessment of the national food system.
5.

The differences between the four spheres.

Most of the occurrences of the organic attribute relate to the public and policy spheres.
For the first, this occurrence mainly relates to press articles and blogs acknowledging the
organic sector role in providing public goods in the health and environmental areas, while
for the latter, sources tend to project organic in a longer term visions as the sector assumes
a more prominent role in terms of model of development.
In both the mentioned spheres, the economic dimension of organic is highlighted in relation
to the constant growth of its market value, in a countercyclical condition, underlining the
constant ca. double digit annual increase of organic foods purchases in the domestic
market. The organic economic strength is frequently raised in the analysed literature and it
is mainly attributable to the public sphere, but also acknowledged in the policy one (some
socioeconomic sources, i.e. farmers’ organisations, have been placed in the policy sphere:
this can explain why an economic argument is not significantly occurring in the market
sphere).
6.

The differences between the five dimensions.
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Environment and health are probably the more relevant dimensions in association with
organic in consideration to individual and societal potential benefits the sector can deliver.
Organic represents the third most recurrent attribute in the environmental dimension
(following “GHG emissions” and “pollution”, and preceding “landscape preservation”) to
which it was associated in our study.
Health issues are regarded as highly important, though occurrences are relatively few.
Exclusion of chemicals in the production method, no pesticide residues in the final product,
higher nutritional value (though not necessarily substantiated with scientific references) and
a generally improved attention to overall dietary patterns by organic food consumers,
present the organic attribute with empathy in literature. An exception is due to fraud
occurring in the organic sector, potentially harmful for consumers.
The social and ethical dimensions are particularly solicited in conjunction with short circuits
and box schemes where organic food also brings with it community dynamics and
relationships seen as a regenerative element in modern urbanised societies. Ethical and
social concerns seem to be also well addressed by organic, as shown by the positive
correlation with animal welfare and food security.
Various articles present or frame direct selling initiatives or similar short chains
articulations associated to the organic production, valuing the economic implications in both
terms of farmers’ improved income and consumers’ affordability
7.

The differences between global and local supply chains.

Organic is highly associated to the local food chain configuration and the correlation
always appears in a mutually reinforcing alliance. In the analyzed literature, local food
chains are perceived as a synergic condition and a complementary option for organic
products marketing. In this respect, local virtually always means short circuits, food activism
and a thorough awareness among consumers, sometimes paralleled by farmers’
consciousness and proactive involvement. Similarly, organic seems to ensure a further
legitimacy to local foods and local food chains, caring the environmental sustainability of
food production & consumption systems, while ensuring affordability of organic foods.
Local organic food chains are also often seen as a viable economic alternative for farmers
whose income and livelihood are better secured in this sector than elsewhere, in a
generally hostile market context.
Overall, trust among producers and consumers of local organic foods is magnified in the
consulted literature, while certification credentials appear more relevant in global chains,
since longer and cross border organic value chains trigger (increasing) imports and weak
certification rigour.
The frames in which organic production is discussed in relations to the global chains is
maybe more complex and a weaker link between organic and global is found in the
scrutinised Italian literature. The limited appearance is observed with reference to
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opportunities for organic Southern world producers to earn a more decent living through a
better remunerative export market. This is also seen as instrumental for technological and
economic development for the whole world food system.
8.

The nature and extent of discourse coalitions and alternative framings of the issues.

The most frequent interaction organic shows with other attributes belongs to the
environmental dimension, though this apparently contradicts existing literature on Italian
consumers rationale in buying organic, more traditionally associated to health grounds
Naturality and typicality are looked for in conjunction with low prices, safe and yearround availability and a-seasonality, in a non-coherent and exigent approach. In this
sense, global chains and organic production can be seen as either conflicting or
complementary features, when they meet demands by different consumers, or different
demands by the same consumer groups. In a more hazardous dissertation, the organic
method of production and GMOs are deemed as converging in scope and mutually
supportive, though this is seen as a legitimizing trajectory for transgenic foods. In this very
case, the narrative beyond this assumption can be described as technocratic, assuming that
organic can provide solutions for sustainability, but it is not sufficient enough to feed the
world.
A strong coalition is found between organic, as a whole concept, and local/short food
chains, often presented as binomial. Methods of production – and the organic sector as a
development model, in particular – are reserved a place in the local Vs global antinomy,
though not representing a dominant narrative.
Organic, as a standalone topic, maintains its significant public and market trajectory, but it
does not necessarily play a role in the global-local narrative.
9.

The dilemmas and contradictions that have emerged from the analysis.

The food businesses re-localisation trajectory is sometimes reinforced arguing that scale is
socially produced and that more attention should be paid to efforts aimed to pursue of
social and environmental justice goals. The organic model of production fits well, in
principle, in this specific agenda.
In any case, the issue of local foods has triggered a mounting public interest, but are only
sometimes entwined with production techniques and processes worth and goals. Organic
food advocates deem that the localised approach, per se, risks being inconsistent with a
genuinely sustainable and more socially just agricultural model if the socio-environmental
relationship is neglected. Organic is thus sometimes seen as a potentially useful response
to these contradictions.
10. The evidence of interactions with other attributes, and the significance of this.
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Overall, the duo local and organic emerges as a strong alliance in the search of more
socially just and environmentally friendly food chains. The increasing awareness of climate
change impact and responsibilities provides additional relevance to this alliance, as shown
by the liaison between “organic” and “GHG emissions” attributes, ranking among the
highest. These two attributes, although technically independent from each other in various
aspects, often coexist in the same narratives and their relationship is reinforced by
considerations devoted to air freight and food miles concerns.
Environmental sustainability of the organic model of production is further highlighted by
conceptually linking organic with environmental, or biodiversity protection, and with soil
and water pollution. It is also assumed that consumers with stronger preferences for
organic produce tend to reduce food waste in consideration of the higher value attributed
to organic products, not simply in economic terms. The consulted literature, nevertheless,
does not strictly associate these considerations to any local or global food chain
configuration.
11. The differences between the food sectors / commodities examined.
Organic is mainly associated to the fruit&vegetables sectors in the local chains as they are
the main components in short circuits food baskets.
Italian organic export to European countries is similarly highly related to fruit and
vegetables and the same applies to Italian organic wine, thus feeding more global and
longer chains. Organic wine in local chains exist, but does not attract particular emphasis
in narratives.
Bread and cereals are also important features in the local configurations of value chains,
further to being an increasing market segment in organic, for both local and global (if
grain commodity imports are at stake).
The organic livestock sector remains partially limited. Local breeds in pork can be used in
organic local chains, while organic milk and mostly dairy is similarly relevant at local
scale. These organic livestock sectors don’t play substantive roles in the global market.
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Attribute 9 - LANDSCAPE
1.

A detailed description of both how and why each of the attributes had been chosen
within your national context, and what they represent.

The attribute “Landscape” describes the link between the presence of a specific supply
chain and the landscape surrounding the area where the supply chain is organized. The
link regards first of all the farming activity, but also food processing and transports, when
these activities happen to have significant impact on the landscape.
There are two main dimensions of this effects. The first one refers to landscape as the
result of a co-evolution between natural ecological processes and the human activity. In
this sense, a typical example of effects that a supply chain can have on the landscape is
provided by rows of vineyards climbing up and down a hilly area mixed with fruit trees,
with sparse rural buildings, resulting in a classic case of “rural landscape”. In other cases,
extensive monocultural and highly industrialized farming create a different agrarian
landscape. In this regard, the attribute has been chosen because various sources and
interviews have emphasized the relevance that specific local or global supply chains have
on shaping the territory.
Another dimension, less relevant but also present, refers to the possibility that the presence
in itself of some farming activities (in relation to specific supply chains) can support the
preservation of green areas, hampering the urbanization of the area.
Both the dimensions relate to an important problem that is sometimes addressed in the
sources: the presence of farmers and agriculture in the countryside entails form of land
management that can be valuable aesthetically, but are also important to prevent natural
disasters (floods, landslips etc) that are more frequent when territory is abandoned or
built.
Landscape is finally ‘sold’ through food and its packaging, gaining relevance in the socalled Italian sounding (food items sold on foreign markets by non-Italian companies with
names that recall famous national brands, products or territories).
2.

Justification / explanation for why the attribute has been positioned in a particular
cell(s) with the final matrix.

The attribute has been positioned at the intersection of the public and scientific rows with
the environmental column, following the frequency and relevance of the sources where it is
discussed, and meaning of the attribute, related primarily to ecological concerns.
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It has also been positioned in the public/ethical sphere, because in the media, and on TV
programmes in particular, landscape safeguard is often present as good per se, for its
aesthetical and emotional value, beyond ecological considerations.
3.

The level(s) of the system to which it applies (individual, groups, local communities,
national, global ecosystems).

The attribute applies at local/regional communities and at local/regional geographical
scale, although in some cases rural landscape become a national value for the promotion
of the country at international level (it is the case of Tuscan hills, and of olive-oil and
vineyard cultivations).
4.

The priority given to the attribute, both in the range of media accessed as part of the
desk-based analysis, and by the experts interviewed.

The relevance given by the sources and the interviews to this attribute is quite low in
comparison to the others selected, and can be ranked around the 15th-20th position. It is
nevertheless frequent and valued enough to fully deserve its presence in the list of 20.
5.

The differences between the four spheres.

There are some differences in the ways in which the attribute is discussed and in the values
that are associated to it. In the Scientific sphere the attribute is mainly considered in its
economic value, and in terms of agriculture capability to fulfil agro-environmental
functions (in other terms: to provide ecosystems services).
In the public sphere it is mainly presented in aesthetical and cultural terms, with attention
to the beauty of the landscape in relation with the quality of life (sometimes idealized) in
rural areas. Attention is given, in this sphere, also to the control of the territory that is
associated alongside landscape preservation, with traditional farming styles.
6.

The differences between the five dimensions.

The attribute is primarily referred to the environmental sphere. A managed and
diversified rural landscape is first of all a matter of plants, trees, cultivations, soil,
domestic and wild animals. Hence it is an ecological concept to be related to the
environmental dimension. Moreover, the protection that a well managed landscape can
give to the soil (prevention soil erosion, floods, landslips etc.) is sometimes discussed and
presented ad a fundamentally positive side-effect of farming activity.
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In the ethical dimension the landscape is also discussed, being presented as an aesthetical
value per se, but also as the depository of the long-term interaction between men and
nature, which is peculiar of each Italian region and locality. In this perspective the value of
landscape goes beyond environmental concerns, to involve ethics but also the social
dimension (through the link with the communities that live on those territories) and the
economic one (for the value that a typical landscape has on attracting tourist flows and on
supporting territorial and products marketing at the national and global scale).
7.

The differences between global and local supply chains.

An explicit discussion about the difference between global and local supply chains in
relation to this attribute is rare. Nevertheless the general contexts in which the majority of
the sources address this issue make it clear that local chains are supposed to protect the
environment, and to support its aesthetically and functionally valid evolution, more than
the global ones.
This is true in particular for the productive phase: local communities, local knowledge and
local varieties are the base upon which local productions can flourish while managing the
landscape and the territory in a sustainable and respectful way. Less relevant (or, to
better say, less general) is the reference to the local scale with regard to the downstream
steps of the chain, towards the final consumption.
8.

The nature and extent of discourse coalitions and alternative framings of the issues.

Around the landscape, in its aesthetical and ecological meanings, some narratives and
coalitions can be produced. Farming and food making are peculiar productive activities,
through which landscape and territory can be maintained, improved and strengthened, to
create and safeguard a sort of "food landscape" which is one of the main characters of
Italian culture. Hence, landscape is, in this perspective, the flag that gathers actors like
ecologist groups, farmers, local communities, versus the interests of the building sector on
one side and extensive industrialized farming on the other.
This is particularly true in urban and peri-urban contexts, where green areas preservation
based on multifunctional farms able to meet urban needs has to cope with urban
expansion trends.
Soil management and disaster prevention is the parallel discourse developed in this
perspective, strengthened by the eco that the frequent recent have had on the media.
More farmers on the land with attention to the specificities and critical aspects of each
plot of land, it is argued, lead to more prevention and environmental protection.
Landscape can also be a marketing leverage for many products and a competitive
discriminator; similarly the ‘Italian sounding’ uses Italian landscape images to claim its
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origin or aesthetic value (this also applies to companies: it became notorious the litigation
between a Tuscan municipality and Monsanto about the use of a typical ‘paesaggio
toscano’ on the multinational website).
9.

The dilemmas and contradictions that have emerged from the analysis.

There are no evident dilemmas or contradiction in the sources where landscape and green
areas preservation are discussed. They generally carry the idea that farming styles
rooted in the tradition, the cultivation of local varieties and the adoption of sustainable
techniques entails a preservation or a wise transformation of the landscape.
A dilemma emerges if a wider range of sources is taken into account, to cover articles that
consider efficiency and productivity of food systems as key conditions for competitiveness,
and that link these conditions to the industrialized and extensive and highly mechanized
monoculture. In this perspective a dilemma can implicitly emerge between beautiful
landscape and smart soil management of the one side and competitiveness on the other,
with the possible exception of specific highly typical and high value added products (like
wine) where innovation and landscape can proceed in parallel.
10. The evidence of interactions with other attributes, and the significance of this.
Environmental attributes are the most frequently mentioned in relation to "Landscape",
more or less with the same number of occurrences and similar relevance. A distinction can
nevertheless been made between "Biodiversity" and the others, as the former is directly
linked to landscape safeguard (domestic biodiversity is linked to the cultivation of
different varieties, and hence to a diversified landscape typical of rural environments.
For other environmental attributes like "GHG emission" and "pollution", the presence in the
same articles of documents can be read in terms of parallel effects of some general
choices with regard to the varieties and to the farming methods, that are supposed to be
environmentally friendly and respectful of local diversities. A similar comment can be
made for the interaction with "Healthy food".
Another strong relation is found with regard to "Traditional farming", whose preservation
(or at least whose consideration) is often linked to those effects on the landscape that are
considered appreciable and valuable.
11. The differences between the food sectors / commodities examined.
The productions that are more frequently mentioned in relation to this attribute are the
ones which are rooted in the Italian tradition and whose presence has historically marked
the landscapes. Hence, olive oil and wine production are the most cited, since olive trees,
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citrus trees and vineyards are part of the image that Italians have about their countryside
and, more generally, their territory (see for example the case of a description in which
garden-like vineyard rows follow hills level in parallel or climb down the hills profiles).
Traditional styles cultivations shape the territory and, as in the Tuscan case, become a
lever for tourism attraction.
Articles tend to discuss the attribute in relation to specific productions (olive trees of that
area, vineyards cultivated in that region, etc.) more than in general terms.
‘Italian sounding’ specifically impacts the dairy, pork and wine sectors.
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Attribute 10 – PRODUCERS’ INCOME
1.

A detailed description of both how and why each of the attributes had been chosen
within your national context, and what they represent.

The attribute “Producers’ income” describes the possibility for farmers to gain an
adequate income from their work. Adequacy is here meant in terms of both income
fairness and stability for the farmers, and secondarily for the workers involved in the
supply chain (in particular the employees).
The attribute is related to different factors, in particular to the rules that are or should be
applied in order to guarantee this fairness and stability, to the organizational patterns
and power relations along the supply chain, to the price levels of the final product in the
specific market context. In various cases the attribute is discussed, following one or more of
these perspectives, in relation to the possible advantages provided by short food supply
chains.
With these various approaches, the attribute has been recorded very often in the selected
sources, becoming the most present among the “economic” attributes, before “National
interest” and “affordability”.
2.

Justification / explanation for why the attribute has been positioned in a particular
cell(s) with the final matrix.

The attribute has been positioned in the economic/public and in the economic/scientific
cells, according to the sources where it is more debated and to the sphere to which it has
been assigned. It has been considered an economic attribute because it directly refers to
economic features like wages, incomes etc., although the social implications are evident as
well.
This is true in particular in the public sphere, where issues related to fair incomes are
sometimes dealt without clear reference to economic forces, buy also in relation to labour
rights (that could be considered as a sort of "social counterpart" of the attribute at stake.
Hence the attribute has been positioned also in the social-public cell.
3.

The level(s) of the system to which it applies (individual, groups, local communities, national,
global ecosystems).

The attribute applies at various levels, according to the perspective adopted and the
aspect that is specifically addressed. At a first level of analysis it is referred to the
individual/household level, since the wage or the income gained goes to the individual
and to the family, where it is managed, saved or spent.
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In some cases the problem is addressed with regard to the power that specific groups
have within the supply chain. Local communities and/or specific groups (young persons,
women, immigrants) can emerge as the levels to be considered.
Finally, when the attention moves to the forces that determine income amount and
variations, the relevant level can be the national or even the global one (for instance when
the attribute is analyzed in terms of geopolitical implications).
4.

The priority given to the attribute, both in the range of media accessed as part of the deskbased analysis, and by the experts interviewed.

The attribute is frequently mentioned in the selected sources, and it has been given a high
rank by the interviewed experts; hence it is highly ranked among the set of attributes,
around the 3rd-5th position.
5.

The differences between the four spheres.

The attribute is mainly present in the public and in the scientific sphere. There are some
differences between the two spheres in the approach to the issue.
In the selected sources belonging to the scientific sphere producers' income is often
discussed in terms of conflicts between long and short supply chains, various studies
analyze power relation along the chains, and underline the potential improvements for
small producers when they are involved in short chains.
In the public sphere there are some similar articles, but others refer to the weak workers'
conditions, in terms of wage, rights and life standards, when they are enrolled in global
food chains. In this perspective the attention is, again, to power relations within the chain,
but also to geo-political and economic aspects of global trade and global division of
labour.
6.

The differences between the five dimensions.

The attribute reveals some interesting differences when analyzed in the perspective of the
different dimensions. As far as the economic dimension is concerned, it is discussed with
regard to the conditions that determine the creation of value (technological innovation,
productivity, final price levels) and its distribution along the supply chain (power relations
within the chain, geopolitical implications).
The sources addressing the attribute from a more socially oriented point of view are
mainly focused on the relation between short chains and farmers' or small retailers'
income. In this perspective farmers' income are put in relation to local community survival,
activism and alternative food production and consumption styles. Alternative chains are
more central than global in these sources.
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The ethical dimension is touched when producers' income fairness is examined in relation to
human rights, to labour rights and to the life conditions of workers and their families. The
attention paid to the economic conditions of weak groups (immigrants, women) are another
sources of ethical denunciations and reflections.
Environment and human health are less directly involved: a relation between incomes and
human health is clearly present , although indirectly (the reference is less on the food
produced by the workers than on their disposable income.
7.

The differences between global and local supply chains.

Following what has been sais in the previous sections (5 and 6) the attribute is addressed
with regard to both global and local chains, with some commonalities, but also some
differences.
A common attention is given to power relations within the chain, whereas issues related to
geopolitical implications and international markets concerns are obviously raised when
global chains are at stake, by some sources and some experts we could consider "more
critical". Some "more mainstream" sources emphasize the importance of technological
innovation and productivity for the economic competitiveness of a food supply chain, and
link income levels to these factors.
On the other side, producers' income in local chains are often related to the survival of
local communities and traditions centred on food production.
Local chains are often considered better able to guarantee an adequate and stable
income to producers, as that can rely upon social embeddedness to be protected from the
unpredictability of volatile global markets. The possibility to engage in collective
initiatives for sharing costs and risks is another potential that local food chains offer to the
producers and that can reduce the volatility of their incomes.
Fair trade is sometimes cited and studied in the sources, with reference to the possibility
for poor countries' food producers to gain adequate income thanks to foreign demand
and alternative supply chains. This feature share some features in common with local
chains (local embeddedness, typicality, civic engagement) and some other with global
(long geographical distance), hence it can be considered a third focus for the sources
where this attributes arises.
8.

The nature and extent of discourse coalitions and alternative framings of the issues.

There are two main narratives that emerge from the analysis with regard to this attribute.
On the one side we have a perspective for which producers' incomes can be guaranteed
in local food chains through social values like civic engagement and attention to localness.
Food activists, sociologists and "alternative" economists, small farmers and the other actors
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that support local and civic food networks are among the players that support this "local
sustainability" vision.
From another point of view, it is argued that an adequate income level must be achieved
in a free market competition based on productivity and competitiveness and without
specific geographical boundaries. Technological innovation is sometimes mentioned at the
core of this "free market" or "global competition" discourse, that coalesces global actors,
science and technological transfer centres, liberal economists and institutions.
9.

The dilemmas and contradictions that have emerged from the analysis.

At least a dilemma and a contradiction arise from the analysis.
The dilemma is related to the role that intermediaries play vs small producers in the value
chain. This role is obviously different in different cases: sometimes retailers overwhelm
producers' power, and are able to control the chain retaining the most part of value
added. In some other cases retailers bring more advantages than burdens to the
producers, as the former are able to connect the latter to the markets in an effective way,
and they can create more value added alongside taking a part of it. this is the dilemma
that has sometimes arisen from the sources, with supporters of direct selling facing
intermediaries. from different sides.
A contradiction arises with regard to consumers' willingness and capability to pay for food
what in the present context can be considered as a price premium, but that could be
regarded as the adequate price for healthy food produced in an environmentally friendly
way and ensuring a fair and stable income for the producers. Economic crisis leads more
consumers towards cheap food, but at the same time the increasing awareness of
agricultural crisis and the concern for small farmers' survival creates a potential for a
different approach to food purchase. Short chain are often presented as a way to match
the two tendencies, although still confined in "enlarging) niches.
10. The evidence of interactions with other attributes, and the significance of this.

The most relevant patterns of interaction is recorded with regard to the social or socialrelated attributes like "Food activism", "Traditional farming", and "Biodiversity" (in terms
of local varieties survival) and, above all, with the ethical attribute "Territory". All these
attributes relate to short food chains and local food systems, a context in which the
attribute is often studied, in particular in the scientific sphere.
"Labour rights" is also frequently connected to producers' income, quite predictably since
they can be considered, and are often regarded, as two sides or the same medal.
From a different perspective a relevant interaction s recorded with the attribute
"Affordability". In this case the attention of given to the tension that can arise between
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producers' interests on having adequate incomes and the final price levels within the chain.
In this sense, affordability is less considered in terms of access to food for consumers, and
more in terms of levels of price that permits access to markets together with adequate
producers' incomes.
11. The differences between the food sectors / commodities examined.

The attribute is often discussed in general terms, without reference to a specific sector or
food item. Some focused articles address specific sector, covering all the commodities
considered in the research, with a stronger attention dedicated to producers' incomes in
the cereals production (for pasta and bread supply chain) and to fruit and vegetables
growers.
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Attribute 11 – NATIONAL INTEREST
1.

A detailed description of both how and why each of the attributes had been chosen
within your national context, and what they represent.

The attribute “National interest” represents the role that a supply chain or the whole food
system can play in relation to the import / export markets for the items at stake, and
hence (even at a small scale) for the economic benefit of the country. It can extensively
mean the geopolitical and cultural role the Nation gains through its food and agricultural
system.
According to the selected sources and interviews, the following links between food supply
chains and national economic interests can be mentioned:
 export-oriented food chains increase national export, hence improving the balance
of payments, and it creates incomes profiting on foreign demand, supporting
national employment and income generation;
 a successful food chain, even if buyers are within the country, can have a role
avoiding or replacing imported food, with impacts similar to the ones discussed
above.
 eating national food means detaching to a certain extent from food import,
increasing national self-sufficiency and reducing the effects of global markets’
volatility:
 border protection or export promotion to increase domestic and/or international
competition.
Alongside these economic-based concerns, the attention to the Italian provenience of the
productions is also linked to social and health-related concerns, as argued in the following
sections.
Issues related to national interests are generally discussed with regard to typical national
products (grains and pasta, fruits, tomatoes), and in relation to the issue of traceability
and information to consumers, with the idea that more information about national origin
could lead consumers towards national products. Productivity of national food sector and
competitiveness on Italian products are other categories that are discussed in the light of
national interest.
A peculiar place, in this respect, should be given to national prerogatives -such as banning
GMO cultivation- in defence of the whole national food system and symbols.
2.

Justification / explanation for why the attribute has been positioned in a particular
cell(s) with the final matrix.
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The national interest is meant here in economic terms, hence the attribute can be
positioned in the "economic" column. Among the other dimensions the social one has also
some relevance, but only indirectly and to a limited extent, not enough to be explicated in
the matrix.
As far as spheres are concerned, the scientific and the market ones seems to be the more
frequently and significantly referred to the attribute. The position in the 2 matrix cells
follows.
3.

The level(s) of the system to which it applies (individual, groups, local communities, national,
global ecosystems).

The attribute can be referred "by default" to the national level, but indirectly targets the
global level.
4.

The priority given to the attribute, both in the range of media accessed as part of the deskbased analysis, and by the experts interviewed.

The attribute is often present in the sources, with a balanced frequency across the spheres,
with a bias in favour of the Market and the Policy sources. The relevance is average in
comparison to the other attributes selected. Interviews have confirmed this ranking, with
different evaluation given by the experts according to their roles and interests (for
example: high rank by business sector professionals, low by fair-trade activists).
5.

The differences between the four spheres.

There are some differences between the four spheres. In general terms the attribute is
presented in terms of the contribution that a food supply chain can give to the national
economy, but some specificities emerge, since the basic idea is declined in different forms
according to the sphere the source belongs to.
In the public sphere it is presented in form of information and encouragement given to
consumers, with the aim to support national productions in a phase of economic crisis. To
support this position it is often argued that national food chains are more traceable and
transparent, and hence more reliable, and that the quality and taste of Italian food is
higher. From another point of view, considerations about national interests are discussed in
relation to productivity. Some articles emphasise the importance of technological
innovation and/or logistic improvements in order to increase productivity and price
competitiveness of Italian food in the international markets.
In the market sphere and in the policy sphere (when sources are representative of
economic interest groups) these concepts are used as marketing tools, or as reasons that
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reinforce the need to sustain national producers. The emphasis on reliability, quality and
taste is in these cases even stronger. In the policy sphere in particular, the attention to the
contribution given by agro-food sector to the national balance of trade and GDP is
particularly high when institutional sources are analyzed.
Finally, in the scientific sphere, there is more attention for the productivity as the key factor
that influences national food production competitiveness, and hence the contribution of
food chains to the national economy.
6.

The differences between the five dimensions.

Following the meanings given to the attribute, as explained in the previous sections, the
"National interest" is primarily referred to the economic dimension. Promoting Italian
export (it is well known that Italian economy relies significantly on the food industry) and
replacing imports are key characters through which supply chains can be assessed by
external observers and/or promoted in the public arena.
Other concerns are worth mentioning, like the supposed higher reliability of national
productions versus imported food. National productions are often presented, in the media
as well as in the market sphere, as more traceable than imported food, but also safer,
fresher, healthier and more traceable. Hence, "Human health" is the second relevant
dimension for this attribute, whereas the others seem to play a minor, if not irrelevant,
role.
7.

The differences between global and local supply chains.

The sources where this attribute is discussed generally regard the global food chains and
the global markets arena. National productions must compete in the world markets,
promoting Italian exports and giving their contribution to the national economy.
The local level is less stressed, since "locavorism" is in itself a different paradigm than food
exports. It is more central when national interest is considered from the import-substitution
point of view. But even in this case national food consumption is the key issue, more than
the role of local or regional food chains. At a more abstract level, localism has a role, as
it represents a general interest for local chains in each of the Italian regions, automatically
promoting national food consumption.
8.

The nature and extent of discourse coalitions and alternative framings of the issues.

The consideration of national interest in relation to local and global supply chains, as
described in the previous section, leads to an interesting interlinks of discourse in relation
to this attribute.
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On the one side we have a rhetoric in favour of national productions that are expected to
compete in the global arena. On the other side we have the rhetoric about the social and
ethical values of localized food chains. The two rhetoric partially overlaps, but also reveal
a conflict.
They overlap when the values of local food chains are considered as a point of strength
for the valorisation of products that are then sold everywhere in the world, pushed by the
strength of the "Made in Italy" and by the positive image of Italian food and cuisine. In
this case the emphasis is on local food production, more than on local food chains and the
promotion of national interest is based on geographically extended food chains.
The conflict is twofold. First, it emerges when local food productions are meant to be part
of local food chains "from farm to fork". In this case the rhetoric in favour of national
interest (through export promotion) is adverse to the discourses about food chain relocalization, and national interest is presented as opposed to the development of local
food chains, and, in more general terms, in opposition to the re-localization discourse.
Second, a different if not explicitly opposite perspective emerges when productivity is
presented as the outcome of technological and industrial development, with emphasis on
the beneficial effects that new machinery and varieties, larger scale production and
GMOs can have on efficiency and competitiveness.
9.

The dilemmas and contradictions that have emerged from the analysis.

National interest, if regarded as a central issue in the assessment of food chain
performances lead to a contradictory attitude towards the local vs global debate
On the one side global markets provide room for exports of Italian products, with
beneficial effects on balance of trade and employment. Many sources underline how
globalization is an opportunity for exports in one of the few sectors where Italy is highly
competitive at the international level. Productivity increase, led by innovation, is a
frequently mentioned condition.
On the other, the emphasis given to the importance of localness and to the re-localization
of food production can be part of a rhetoric in favour of local food chains, that is in
contradiction with national exports' interests.
Some sources suggest that Italian producers should not fear world competition and should
avoid a defensive localism, because Italian food system has more to win than to lose from
an open competition based on technological innovation, quality and reliability.
The majority of the sources, anyway, related the competitiveness of Italian food chains to
typicality and authenticity more than to technological innovation and price
competitiveness, in a more “glocal" perspective.
A minor particular contradiction has been noted in a few cases, but deserves to be
mentioned as it echoes the wider debate on the relevance of economic indicators: the idea
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that unhealthy food and food-related pollution effects are likely to increase national
GDP, more than reducing it. This contradiction has been raised in some "critical” sources
(TV journalistic enquiries).

10. The evidence of interactions with other attributes, and the significance of this.

The range and the frequency of the interactions with other attributes is quite limited.
Quite often this attribute emerges in articles whose focus is directly on economic issues,
and the role that food chains can play for the national interests are "simply" related to the
main drivers of competitiveness, like technological innovation, marketing and productivity
more than to other food chains attributes.
The most notable interactions are with "Information" and "Territory". In the first case we
face the typical cross-topic interaction that many attributes have the issues of information
and traceability. The idea is that national production and raw material origin must be
clearly indicated (what is meant with this national indication is an open issue, and change
from source to source). The link with the "Territory" is due to the fact that Italian production
competitiveness on global markets is usually described as based on local and regional
values and provenience. Relations are also recorded with "Food safety" and "Healthy
food", since these characters are sometimes referred, mainly in the mass media sources, to
the national productions.
11. The differences between the food sectors / commodities examined.

In the public sphere there is more attention for this attribute with regard to fruit and
vegetables consumption. Italy, is often argued, does not need import fruit and vegetables,
and national products are fresh, tasty and reliable.
Pasta is another product frequently mentioned, although not often in relation to the whole
production system (Italy is a large importer of wheat). A popular journalistic program that
has witnessed the crisis of the grain production in southern Italy provides an exception
which deserves to be mentioned.
Wine is obviously another product that is associated with global competition and national
economic interests, although in the selected sources this sector is less frequently mentioned
with regard to this attribute.
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Attribute 12 - AFFORDABILITY
1.

A detailed description of both how and why each of the attributes had been chosen
within your national context, and what they represent.

The attribute "Affordability" refers to the price level that the product has for the final
consumer. This attribute is hence related to the various conditions and factors that influence
the value chain "from farm to fork", and is often connect to the issue of income distribution
along the chain and among citizens.
The attribute emerges in two different contexts, with different focuses.
In some of the analyzed sources the attribute is directly referred to the accessibility to
food by middle and lower income consumers. This is a social perspective, in which the
supply chain performs adequately if it is able to provide food at cheap (or anyway
‘affordable’) prices. In this context the attribute can be considered in close relation to food
security, as one of the conditions to secure access to food, but with specific focus on the
economic dimension of the access to food and to the rich countries (in general Italy)..
In other sources this attribute is considered by the producers' point of view, when it deals
with price competitiveness of the supply chain. Affordability is hence considered as a
condition that must be met in order to achieve price competitiveness.
The attribute is present in various sources, and its relevance has been confirmed by the
interviews. It is not among the most mentioned, with an intermediate rank among the
selected attributes.
2.

Justification / explanation for why the attribute has been positioned in a particular
cell(s) with the final matrix.

The attribute is positioned in the economic-public and in the economic scientific cells,
because of its economic nature.
Social and human health concerns are also discussed in relation to food affordability, and
this justifies the presence in the public-social, public-human health and policy-social cells.
3.

The level(s) of the system to which it applies (individual, groups, local communities, national,
global ecosystems).

The attribute applies at the individual/household level, but it is also sometimes discussed in
relation to a community or to some groups (usually the poor or disadvantaged people).
4.

The priority given to the attribute, both in the range of media accessed as part of the deskbased analysis, and by the experts interviewed.
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The attribute is ranked at a medium level within the set of 20, both in relation to the
occurrences in the selected sources and with regard to the ranks given by the interviewed
experts.
5.

The differences between the four spheres.

The presence and relevance of the attribute are higher in the public ad in the scientific
sphere. There are minor differences between the two, with the scientific sphere more
interested in evaluating price levels in the short chains and consumers' willingness to pay, in
certain markets, a price premium.
In the public sphere the issue is addressed in a wide ranging perspective, with peculiar
attention to the link between affordability and healthy diets (with effects on human health
and obesity) and to the contradiction between overeating and obesity in rich countries and
food deprivation in the impoverished ones. From a producers' point of view, the price issue
is sometimes considered, with regard to price competitiveness in the sector (mainly cereals
and livestock).
6.

The differences between the five dimensions.

Affordability is a typical economic attribute. It is addressed in economic terms in most of
the sources examined, with attention to both the conditions who influence food prices (like
productivity and factors costs) and the factors influencing the demand (available incomes,
willingness to pay price premiums).
The second dimension that emerges in relation to affordability is probably human health:
effects on health and obesity are often referred to as a consequence of food
affordability. The environmental dimension is also discussed in relation to the costs implied
in environmental standards respect entails for the final price of the products, and hence
for its affordability.
Finally, social and ethical concerns are also addressed with regard to the poor parts of
the population and to the disparities in the access to food, with a connection between food
affordability and food security.
7.

The differences between global and local supply chains.

Food affordability is discussed with some interesting differences between local and global
food chains.
Many sources address the issue with regard to the local food systems, sometimes with
explicit reference to the short chains. Short chains are sometimes presented as the ones
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where food can be sold at cheaper prices, because of the lack of intermediaries. In this
respect, local explicitly means short chains and direct connection between producers and
consumers. Moreover, in local food systems food commodities are to a certain extent
separated from global markets forces, in particular from financial speculation. This
isolation hence leads to less volatile, and generally lower, prices for some commodities,
like cereals, which are interested by speculations.
In some other cases the position is the opposite, because of the lack of scale economies,
the dependency on local conditions that are not always the best and the more stable for
the production at stake, and not least because of the presence of less efficient artisanal
processes.
Global chains are presented in other sources as a viable solution for the search of
efficiency. Again with regard to grains, it is argued that by concentrating production
where soils and climate are the most suitable for them, can reduce costs much more than
the increase due to long distance transportations. Hence, global food chains are here
more the solution than the problem.
8.

The nature and extent of discourse coalitions and alternative framings of the issues.

There are two discourses through which the issue of affordability is generally addressed.
They refer to different, even opposite, approaches to the problem and perspectives for its
solution, creating an antinomy emerging also in other attributes analyses..
There is a global-technocratic perspective, in which technological innovation leads to
increased productivity and lower production costs. The selection of the most productive
varieties, and the concentration of the production on them, and even the adoption of
GMOs are important features of this process alongside new machinery and scale
economies. New transport means and new logistics enable producers to look for the areas
around the world where soil, climate, energy and other inputs (even human work) are
cheaper this is obviously truer for some commodities like cereals, less for others like fresh
fruit and vegetables). All these factors influence the final price, and create conditions for
affordable food production.
On the other side there is the idea that short chains and local food systems can create the
conditions to achieve food affordability in an alternative way. The direct contact between
producers and consumers is here the key factor that can lower food prices. As it is well
known and widely debated in the international literature, this is a contrasted feature, with
positions for which short chains are unavoidably confined to niche markets and are not
able to address the issue of affordability, vs others claiming the opposite, at least for
certain areas and contexts. This debate is to a certain extent witnessed in the sources, and
by the interviews.
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9.

The dilemmas and contradictions that have emerged from the analysis.

The dilemma emerging from the survey is similar to others raised by other attributes (and relies at
the core of this research project): under which conditions short chains are capable to deliver
affordable food better than long chains (or, with some differences: local chains vs global)?
It is also worth noting two contradictions. The first one regards the diffusion in some countries or
areas of high quantities of food that is affordable by consumers, it is even wasted, and leads to
over-eating and obesity, whereas other areas are affected by malnutrition or under-nutrition not
because of food scarcity but because food id not affordable. In this case the issue of affordability
partially overlaps with food security.
Within any country (both rich and poor) there is another contradiction between the large
availability of food and its low quality. Junk food is usually and predictably cheaper than healthy
food, with consequent presence of obesity, in particular among some social groups or generations.
10. The evidence of interactions with other attributes, and the significance of this.

There are two most frequent interactions. The first one can be considered a "technical"
interaction, with "producers' incomes". In various sources the two issues are discussed
together in the double perspective of a complementarity (affordable prices means price
competitiveness, then economic sustainability and finally the possibility for producers to
gain incomes) and of a trade-off (too low prices does not allow producers to gain
adequate income).
"Territory" is the other attribute most frequently connected to "Affordability". This
interaction witness the relevance that short food chains and local food circuits are given in
the discussion about affordability. Short chains are both related to territory, "Food
activism" and "Traditional farming" (other connected attributes) and to the possibility to
lower the prices while ensuring adequate producers' incomes thanks to the direct contact
between producers and consumers.
Another pattern of interactions emerges with regard to the issue of access to healthy food.
Low prices enable even not affluent consumers to buy adequate quantities and varieties
of good food. In this sense the relation with attributes like "Food security" (already
mentioned in other sections, as well as in the description of that attribute, is obvious, and
also interactions with "Healthy food", "Healthy diets" and "obesity" can be understood.
It is finally worth mentioning a relevant interaction with "Organic", whose presence is due
to the sources addressing the organic price premium (its motivations and its effects on
organic consumption choices).
11. The differences between the food sectors / commodities examined.
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For some commodities the issue of affordability is perceived as more crucial, and hence
the attribute is more discussed with regard to staple food grains and fruit and vegetables.
When the attribute is considered form the producers' point of view, in terms of price
competitiveness, again cereals but also other sectors like pork breeding are addressed,
with regard to the search for better location, cheaper inputs, productive intensification.
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Attribute 13 – FOOD ACTIVISM
1.

A detailed description of both how and why each of the attributes had been chosen
within your national context, and what they represent.

The attribute "Food activism" refers to the level of awareness and collective participation
shown by the actors of the supply chain, particularly consumers, producers and small-scale
intermediaries. This aspect of food chains covers different meanings, that are attracting
more attention by experts, observers and media.
In the majority of the sources selected the attribute is principally considered with regard to
consumers' activism, sometimes in relation to small-scale producers' one. This activism leads
to forms of self-organization of production-consumption circuits, mostly although not
exclusively at local level (i.e. box schemes, CSA, farmers' markets etc.). Sometimes
reference is broader, to involve citizens' activism, not only consumers'.
In other (less frequent) cases food activism is discussed in relation to more conventional
and industrialized food chains. In this case the emphasis is on the interest that consumers
reveal (or that are supposed to have) versus the full and reliable information about the
quality of the food, the socio-economic aspects of the food chain or their environmental
impact (with attention to issues like traceability and certifications). Awareness of these
aspects would lead to forms of critical consumption, and eventually to critical and
sustainable diets, when consumption decisions are taken in order to influence companies'
behaviours.
2.

Justification / explanation for why the attribute has been positioned in a particular
cell(s) with the final matrix.

The attribute has been primarily positioned in the social-scientific cell. With regard to the
dimension, the attention for this issue has been mainly found in the scientific sources, as
also witnessed by some scientific experts interviewed.
As far as spheres are concerned, "food activism" has been considered a social attribute,
because it is closely related to social features like collective behaviour, collective
engagement, social capital, trust, and so on.
The attribute has also an ethical dimension, since collective engagement for common goals
are often considered a sign of ethical awareness of the actors engaged, and since the
people engaged in these activities are often pushed by ethical assumptions. This justifies
the second position of the attribute in the ethical-scientific cell.
3.

The level(s) of the system to which it applies (individual, groups, local communities, national,
global ecosystems).
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The attribute applies to the local communities level, but also to the group level when
activism gather individuals that do not belong to a specific geographical place, but are
connected to each other by the web or in other indirect forms.
4.

The priority given to the attribute, both in the range of media accessed as part of the deskbased analysis, and by the experts interviewed.

The rank given to the attribute is medium-high, since it has frequently been recorded
across the spheres (but not among the best ranked, and confirmed by many, but not all,
the experts).
5.

The differences between the four spheres.

The attribute is widely discussed in the scientific sphere. This may be the result of a bias in
the selection of the sources, but also represents an increasing attention paid by
researchers on the grassroots movements that have arisen in the last years around the
issues of local food circuits, social movements about food and consumers' engagement.
Scientific articles generally refer to these initiatives trying to explain the motivation behind
the activism, the social implication and beneficial effects, the limits or potential in terms of
economic sustainability, the more or less explicit alternativeness to mainstream food
systems.
As far as critical consumption is concerned, main concerns are for the determinants and for
the economic effects of these consumption choices. Some of these issues can be found also
in the market, policy and public spheres, where this attribute is relatively less present.
6.

The differences between the five dimensions.

According to what has been said in section 2, the social dimension is the dominant,
together with the ethical one, as they represent the specific character of this attribute.
The economic and the environmental dimensions are also related to food activism.
Economic considerations are central in the assessment of the suitability of the initiatives that
rely upon food activism. In some cases the initiatives aim at creating opportunities for
farmers to gain a fair income from their activity, and for consumers to buy fresh and
quality food at affordable prices. Some other food activism-related initiatives are
explicitly devoted to the fair trade, that provide poor countries farmers fair market
channels for their products.
As far as environment is concerned, it is useless to say how many grassroots initiatives are
motivated by ecological motivations. In section 10 the high interaction between "food
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activism" and some environmental attributes, like in particular "GHG emissions", are
presented, to confirm the relevance of this dimension for the attribute at stake.
7.

The differences between global and local supply chains.

The difference between global and local chains is in this case obvious: in the selected
sources food activism is generally related to the establishment and the development of
short and local food chains. Moreover, it is often presented as a pre-condition for some
grassroots initiatives, and its confirmation/reinforcement as one of the main outcomes of
successful initiatives (for instance, when people enjoy the personal relations established in
the farmers' markets, through participation in box schemes, etc.).
Global chains represent, in these experiences, the counterpart, the mainstream mode of
production, distribution and purchase of food that can be bypassed thanks to the
collective engagement of small actors.
In the case of the critical consumption, the attention is also focused on the global chains,
since food activists can influence the performance of both local and global chains through
their ethical consumption choices.
8.

The nature and extent of discourse coalitions and alternative framings of the issues.

Food activism refers or is related to various social behaviours, like civic engagement,
social capital, consumers' awareness, community building, commons, fair trade, social
sustainability etc. many of these concepts are based on a discourse of local sustainability,
where localness and communities are at the base of alternative food networks aiming at
achieving a range of objectives which go beyond the market optimization and the
availability of cheap food.
In this sense a coalition can be found among the various groups of food activists, that
differ to each other both for the role they play on the food chains (producers, retailers,
consumers, experts, policy makers etc.) and for their main subject of interest (environment,
healthy food, community survival, traditional products, etc). These different forms of
activism can reinforce each other, but also create some contradictions, as mentioned in the
following section.
In the second perspective outlined in section 1, food activism is framed in a different way,
as a form of civic engagement in which citizens act critically in their consumption choices.
We face here a kind of "ecological citizenship" discourse, in which the global arena
creates the space where sustainability can be promoted.
9.

The dilemmas and contradictions that have emerged from the analysis.
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At a first sight the attribute does not appear contested, and no specific contradictions
seem to emerge. What is worth noting is maybe the distance between articles and
documents that address the issues of food activism and civic engagement and sources
discussing food commodities markets in more general or economic terms.
At a closer look, an aspect of possible contradiction and two interlinked dilemmas can be
noted.
The possible contradiction, that sometimes emerge in the field and in the sources, is among
the various aims towards which food activism is oriented (or, in other words, the different
issues in which food activism is fractured). Fair trade can be in contradiction with localness,
and the emphasis on environmental friendly production methods can coexist with more
conventional packaging or transport means, that are criticised by other activists. It is not
said here that these contradictions are always present, and that cannot be solved, but that
it is worth mentioning their possible emergence.
Two dilemmas can be finally cited.
- the extent to which grassroots initiatives based on food activism can survive along time,
following an initial phase characterized by high commitment of volunteers or poorly paid
activists. Many initiatives in this field are established but many others extinguish after a
short period of life.
- the real impact hat these initiatives are likely to have for the general food consumption
patterns. Are they likely to scale-up, and/or spread enough to cover a significant share of
the food which is produced, distributed and purchased, or are they confined into smaller
of larger niches? And, in relation to this dilemma: are they supposed to conquest larger
market shares, or are they meant to meeting local needs, while acting as a stimulus for the
adoption of more sustainable practices by the mainstream food industry?
10. The evidence of interactions with other attributes, and the significance of this.

The attribute shows high levels of interaction with the social and ethical attributes related
to localness and tradition, like in particular "Territory" and "Traditional farming". The
reason for this can be found in the fact that all these attributes tend to appear in the
sources that address local food chains and related grassroots initiatives. Quite often food
activism aims at recovering local food and production methods and at re-discovering local
varieties (hence the link with "Biodiversity".
A different but similarly important kind of interaction is recorded with attributes like
"Producers' income", Labour rights" and GHG emissions", that although belonging to
different dimensions share a common feature: they represent attributes not necessary
linked to localness, but likely to be the base of opinions campaigns and collective
engagements. This second pattern of interlinks, unlikely the first one, apply also, in not
mainly, to activism versus the global food chains.
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11. The differences between the food sectors / commodities examined.

The attribute is often referred to wide-ranging initiatives where different products are
produced or marketed. Some more attention is paid to the fruit and vegetables sector,
because many short chains and local food systems initiatives are focused on these
products.
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Attribute 14 – TRADITIONAL FARMING
1.

A detailed description of both how and why each of the attributes had been chosen
within your national context, and what they represent.

The attribute "Traditional farming" refers to the possibility for traditional farming methods
and/or traditional artisanal processes to survive thanks to the existence of specific food
supply chains. In some of the selected sources the survival of these traditions are regarded
as positive in themselves, as they contribute to safeguard cultural diversity, and as they
are connected to the survival of local communities and way of living that would other ways
be at risk of disappearance. In the sources some food chains are regarded positively for
their ability to communicate the culture and traditions embedded in the products to the
final consumers, so that the latter accept to pay a price premium for products whose
production is often more expensive than in industrialized mainstream supply chains.
This attribute raises the issue of what a tradition is. In some cases tradition is considered as
a picture taken in a certain moment, that is codified to become a rule. In some others
traditions is seen as a more dynamic concept, in co-evolution with technical innovation,
emerging tastes and lifestyles and broader social changes.
The attribute is present in an average-low amount of sources if compared to the others,
with a balanced presence across the spheres (relatively less in the Public). Slow Food
narratives typically represent the mainstream discourse on this attribute.
2.

Justification / explanation for why the attribute has been positioned in a particular
cell(s) with the final matrix.

The attribute has been positioned at the intersection of the social dimension with the policy,
scientific and market spheres. These three cells represent the attention given to the survival
and renewal of traditional farming in the three areas of debate, where traditional
farming is often analyzed in its social value.
It is also present in the ethical/market cell, because in the market communication the
interest for traditional farming is often presented in terms of an ethical commitment that
the company, the food chain or the sector wants consumers to be aware of.
3.

The level(s) of the system to which it applies (individual, groups, local communities, national,
global ecosystems).

The attribute apply to the local communities level and/ or to the group level, in relation to
the prevalence of the geographic vs the sector-based characterization of the practices at
stake. In any case there is a group of actors (farmers, artisans, retailers, households, etc.)
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that are practising these traditional farming or processing styles, to which this attribute
and the related debates are referred.
4.

The priority given to the attribute, both in the range of media accessed as part of the deskbased analysis, and by the experts interviewed.

The attribute is present in the debate across the various spheres, and it is well connected
to other social attributes and features. This explains its presence in the final set.
Nevertheless its relevance is below the average of the 20 attributes, because of the
limited number of occurrences, and the medium-low ranking given by the experts.
5.

The differences between the four spheres.

The understanding of the attribute is quite similar across the dour spheres. What changes
is the perspective through which traditional farming is considered and the proposes of the
analyses.
In the public sphere (and partially in the policy) the attribute is regarded as one of the
features characterising alternative food chains and, with even more emphasis, rural
communities heritage and culture. In this sense, articles and TV programs (mainly the latter)
underline traditional farming cultural and aesthetical value, their relations with local
varieties and recipes and with rural landscapes (invitations to visit the areas where these
traditions are held are also frequent in this kind of programs).
In the market sphere traditional farming is again linked to local community survival, but
somehow "enrolled" in the promotion of the product (and/or the company), with a
message like "if you buy our products you will save these practices and these ways of
life”).
In the scientific sphere (and partially in the policy) the attention if more focused on the
economic sustainability of these practices (that are often less efficient but capable to
create added value) vs the more industrialized ones, ad to the analysis of the social
environment in which they are embedded.
6.

The differences between the five dimensions.

Framing the attribute through the lens of the five dimensions reveals first of all the deep
network of interactions and meanings that this attribute establishes. "Traditional farming"
has been considered a social attribute, because this is the perspective adopted by the
majority of the sources where it appears. In this sense, traditional farming survival is
regarded as both an outcome of a vibrant local community and as a condition for the
latter to flourish. These analyses are obviously related to the capability/possibility of
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traditional farming and processing styles to guarantee adequate incomes for the
producers, and added value retention within a community or an area, and this is the
perspective through which the economic dimension comes emerges.
The ethical is the another most relevant dimension (probably the first one in terms of
interactions, as described in section 10), as witnessed by the strong link established by
"Traditional farming" with ethical attributes and because of the emphasis that in the
market sphere is sometimes given to this attribute considered as an ethical value in itself,
and with a strong relation to ethical and emotional features like "tradition", "community"
and "heritage".
As far as the environmental sphere is concerned, the attribute is regarded as a feature
that can be art of processes and practices, where also environmental values are
considered and promoted.
7.

The differences between global and local supply chains.

Most of the examined sources establish a close relation between traditional farming styles
and local supply chains. This link is actually derived from another one: between traditional
farming and local food production systems. Localized systems, based in food activism and
local communities engagement are considered the best endowed to guarantee the survival
(and even the rediscovery) of traditional farming and processing styles (obviously where
these traditions exist, as it happens almost everywhere in Italy). Then, food chains could be
in theory either short or long, but in the majority of the selected sources local chains are
considered the cradle of traditions' survival.
8.

The nature and extent of discourse coalitions and alternative framings of the issues.

In cultural and social terms the attribute belongs to a discourse of local sustainability
based on localness and heritage, broadly speaking the same discourse that provides a
frame for the comprehension of other attributes like "Territory" and "Food activism". Hence
these three attributes share some characters and basic concepts (localness, civic
engagement, cultural heritage) and a common reference to the establishment of
alternative food networks.
Again a more globally oriented discourse is also present, when traditional farming
becomes a feature that, relying upon localness, plays as a marketing lever for products
reaching distant consumers. The "ecological citizenship" discourse, mentioned for "Food
activism" can be also cited here as an alternative framing of the issues raised by this
attribute.
9.

The dilemmas and contradictions that have emerged from the analysis.
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As already explained "Traditional farming" refers to the farming and processing methods
that are part of a local heritage and that can act as catalysts for the valorisation of food
production, and of the areas where these productions take place.
In this sense a possible dilemma, as well as a contradiction, can emerge if the local
sustainability discourse is taken in its stronger sense. In many cases the experiences that
are discussed in the articles and reports analyzed are looking for distant markets that can
grant value added to the products (or are already exploiting this opportunity). In this
perspective the emphasis in localness becomes economically sustainable thanks to a global
consumption pattern and to the possibility to have food reaching distant consumers
"embedding a local culture".
10. The evidence of interactions with other attributes, and the significance of this.

The analysis of the interaction of this attribute with the others reveals two peculiar
features:
- a high level of interaction in relation to the number of occurrences (the attribute has
emerged in sources where many other attributes were also recorded);
- a widespread network of interactions, that are not concentrated on few attributes.
Both the features have to do with the fact that "traditional farming" is often addressed in
the context of wider reflections of sustainability, alternative (often short) food chains,
future of food systems and so on. In this sense, some of the interaction are indirect,
witnessing that various problems were addressed at the same time. This seems to be the
case for interactions recorded with attributes like "Animal welfare", "GHG emissions",
"Pollution", "Healthy food ".
Nevertheless some specific patterns of interaction do emerge.
First of all, there is a quite predictably very high interaction with "Territory" and with
"Biodiversity". Local productions and local varieties are often discussed together with
traditional farming and processing, since one aspect seems to reinforce the others, and
since they can coherently be enrolled in the same narratives (see section 8). The frequent
reference to the local community survival (not an attribute in itself) confirms this analysis.
Interaction with "Landscape" have also been noted, with attention to the care for the
territory (landscape but also soil and water bodies) that some traditional farming styles
have (or are supposed to have).
Another interesting patterns of interactions emerges with regard to the economic
attributes. Producers' incomes are put in relation with traditional farming styles, not only
because they both can be referred to a similar narrative, but also because the
valorisation of traditional methods is meant to give producers more market power (or at
least more visibility) than in industrialized chains. In a country like Italy, where food
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traditions are both important and globally well-known, traditional methods can be also at
the base of successful export-oriented chains promoting "National interest".
11. The differences between the food sectors / commodities examined.

There are no relevant differences between food sectors, at least when this issue is
discussed (as often happens) in general terms, without reference to a specific geographic
area or sector, though processed foods (bread, dairy, pork and wine) can fit better than
unprocessed.
When the topic is addressed with regard to specific cases, the most present sectors are
quite predictably the "typical" productions that each place can offer. This is true in
particular for the TV programs, where traditional farming styles are presented and
promoted in link with the communities where these productions take place, and in relation
to fruit and vegetables, wine and olive oil, some cheeses.
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Attribute 15 – LABOUR RIGHTS
1.

A detailed description of both how and why each of the attributes had been chosen
within your national context, and what they represent.

The attribute "Labour rights" refers to the formal or informal rights that the workers in a
supply chain have in relation to their working conditions. Hence it covers both the legal
rights and what are generally referred to as "human rights", as far as they regard
working conditions. In the selected sources this issue usually arises, and quite predictably,
with regard to the workers that are supposed to be in weaker position vs more powerful
players.
Some of the sources analysed and some interviews led to an extension of this content, to
cover the more general quality of workers' life condition, although not recognized as
"rights", and the quality of the relations that they establish within the chain with the other
actors. In this sense working conditions can be also referred to the degree of control that
workers have on the chain, and to the quality of the human interactions they can establish.
Even with this extended meaning, the attribute is ranked at a lower-than average level in
terms of relevance, but it has been debated enough to be included in the final set.
2.

Justification / explanation for why the attribute has been positioned in a particular
cell(s) with the final matrix.

The attribute has been positioned in the social-public and in the ethical-market spheres. In
fact, it has been debated in the public sphere in terms of social rights and social conditions
of the workers (mainly the poorer and the weaker ones), but also in the market sphere,
where the respect of labour rights is considered an ethical issue that companies want to
communicate to their consumers.
3.

The level(s) of the system to which it applies (individual, groups, local communities, national,
global ecosystems).

The attribute apply at various levels: labour rights can be individual (the rights that each
worker has, and the quality of life that each worker achieve), but also in terms of groups
(some rights are collective or are not, like for example the right to strike or to have legal
trade unions representing their interests). At the same time the legal and political
framework of these rights can be national or, less often, international.
4.

The priority given to the attribute, both in the range of media accessed as part of the deskbased analysis, and by the experts interviewed.
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The priority is medium-low, as a result of a low number of occurrences in the sources
analyzed (high enough to be selected in the final list) and to the high relevance that to this
attribute has been given by the majority of the experts interviewed.
5.

The differences between the four spheres.

The attribute is considered in similar terms across the spheres, without relevant differences
in relation to the sources. Some differences arise within the same typology of source,
and/or the same sphere, but they will be addressed in the following sections.
A specificity that is worth mentioning is related to the role the attribute plays (or the
purpose with which it is mentioned) in the market sphere, where companies "enrol" the
attribute in a marketing strategy aiming at promoting their social responsibility and their
ethical commitments
6.

The differences between the five dimensions.

As already argued, the attributes has mainly a social dimension. It is also debated in
economic terms when the economic conditions in which workers' rights can be respected or
not are discussed. For example the establishment of fair trade market channels can give
economic sustainability to food systems where labour rights are respected, whereas
conventional chains based in price competition are less capable to ensure adequate
working standards.
The ethical dimension emerges always in parallel with the social one, but more specifically
with regard to the market sources where labour rights are mentioned as a marketing tool
(but again with emphasis on the economic aspect of the issue: "we are can pay better our
workers because you are willing to pay a small price premium for this..").
7.

The differences between global and local supply chains.

The antinomy between global and local food chains emerges in various ways throughout
the sources examined and the interviews.
1. Short food chains and local food systems are in various cases regarded as places in
which labour rights can be better respected because power relations are more balanced,
and small players (local farmers, corner shops) and weak players (immigrants, daily
workers) can have a more active role and more visibility.
2. Fair trade is sometimes mentioned as a market arrangements that foster a more
adequate respects of labour rights (as well as other ethically sensitive characters). Through
fair trade global chains can combine economic sustainability with social values and rights
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respect. Fair trade concerns do not apply only to the labour conditions in the developing
countries: a case has been described in which Northern European consumers' concerns for
immigrant workers' conditions in Southern Italy (raised by media coverage) led to a
pressure on global processors and retailers for the adoption of stricter ethical standards
throughout the chain. In this case the global dimension seems to provide both the conditions
for workers' exploitation and for the awareness (and possibly the solution) of the problem.
3. Big companies and multinational corporations are in some sources analyzed in terms of
their respect of worker's rights. For example the Oxfam reports that assess various
performances of global corporations (rights, working conditions, gender discrimination)
have been presented and discussed in some newspapers articles. The perspective often
given is not that global corporations per se are against workers' rights, but that a careful
monitoring of their activities is required to ensure that even on global chains and in
developing countries the conditions in which workers work and live are adequate.
8.

The nature and extent of discourse coalitions and alternative framings of the issues.

Labour rights is a theme that easily gathers actors and coalesce them into different if not
opposite sides.
The main coalitions emerge around a kind of social sustainability discourse, that refers in
particular to the rights of the weaker groups, like poor countries' peasants, immigrants and
women. The discourse is sometimes argued separately with regard to the rich countries
and the developing ones respectively, but in other cases the link between the labour
conditions in the rich and in the poor countries is recognised. Immigration is exemplar in this
sense, connecting poor and the countries, as well as global and local food chains (many
immigrants are employed in activities related to local food chains and in typical products'
productions).
9.

The dilemmas and contradictions that have emerged from the analysis.

The contradiction that can be recognized for this attribute, and the dilemma that follows,
is similar, with some specificities, to the one recorded for other attributes: the tension
between the aim to see some ethical characters of a supply chain (ethical in a broad
sense: from ecological impacts to social issues, form quality food to human rights) on the
one side and the need to produce cheap food and to achieve price competitiveness on the
other.
The tension can be firstly regarded as between wide-ranging public interest and private
economic interest, but at another level (rarely addressed by the sources) it is also worth
considering that cheap food can be considered a "social" and "ethical" value since its
availability gives access to food to poor people. In this perspective the dilemma cut across
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the same communities and the same households, regard as (food) producers or as (food)
consumers.
10. The evidence of interactions with other attributes, and the significance of this.

The attribute shows the most frequent occurrences together with some environmental
attributes, like "Pollution", "Food waste" or "GHG emissions". Nevertheless these
interactions do not seem to be the most relevant, as they are due to the presence of
"Labour rights" in wide-ranging political debates, where the various dimensions of
sustainability are addressed together. This is anyway a positioning of the attribute (mainly
in the public sphere) that is worth noting.
More significantly, there is a certain degree of interaction with "Information", due to the
relevance that correct information to consumers can play on increasing consumers'
awareness about what is behind the final consumption, hence raising food activism
(another attribute linked to the one at stake).
Two more attributes are found in relation to "Labour rights": "Producers' income" is maybe
predictable, as an adequate income is one of the most important rights for workers. More
interestingly, the relation found with "Territory" does not entail the usual link that many
sources establish between local food systems and social sustainability: the issue addressed
by the source is the immigrant workers' conditions in productions, like tomatoes, that are
typical of Italy, but that have been more and more interested by the presence of
migrants, sometimes illegal, who work in dramatically difficult conditions.
11. The differences between the food sectors / commodities examined.

The issue is often addressed in general terms, and geographical / geopolitical contexts
are more important than sectors or commodities. Some more attention is given to the
livestock and to the tomato sector (with particular regard to the rights and working
conditions
of
immigrate
workers).
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Attribute 16 – FOOD SECURITY
1.

A detailed description of both how and why each of the attributes had been chosen
within your national context, and what they represent.

The attribute is referred to the meaning that "food security" has in the international
debate: the condition for which people (individuals, households, communities) have secure
access to a safe, culturally adapted and sufficient amount of food, without risks of starving
and famine.
Given the four dimensions needed to be accomplished to fulfil food security (availability,
access, use and stability) the first two arise as the main areas of concern, while the latter
two do not deserve enough consideration (with a slight exception to food-fuel competition,
i.e. food use dimension).
In these terms, most of the meaning found in the consulted literature refers to food
availability, i.e. production of enough quantities to feed a growing humanity. Access to
food is equally important, but democratic and economic structural dimensions affecting the
right to food are rarely questioned in this respect.
The attribute, as it emerges in the selected sources, is often referred to the effects that the
presence of some food supply chains are having of food security in Southern countries
(sometimes in relation to income generation), having a frequent developing world
connotation.
In other cases the attribute is referred to the effects that the economic crisis is having also
in the developed countries, and hence to the possibility to have secure access to food for
poor people. In this sense the meaning of the attribute get close to the issue of
affordability.
The attribute is not among the top ranked in the selected sources. It has been generally
considered highly relevant by the interviewed experts and by food activists.
2.

Justification / explanation for why the attribute has been positioned in a particular
cell(s) with the final matrix.

Food security clearly plays a role in socio-economic considerations.
The current narratives related to the future of food and nutrition in a 9 billion people
planet attach important considerations to food security and to risks of social unrest. Social
cohesion in a food insecure world is similarly highlighted.
Food (in)security is also connected to political considerations on inequalities in the world
which brings to inevitable wealth distribution implications on societies at both national and
international levels.
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Health concerns are mostly referred to hidden food insecurity (i.e. malnutrition and
insufficient micronutrient contents).
3.

The level(s) of the system to which it applies (individual, groups, local communities, national,
global ecosystems).

The food insecurity attribute represents a typical social issue with an individual,
constituency and global connotation.
It is mostly related to social realities in the developing world, but references were also
made to an increasingly fragile (southern) European context.
4.

The priority given to the attribute, both in the range of media accessed as part of the deskbased analysis, and by the experts interviewed.

Food security ranks among the highest attributes. While not necessarily central in the
analysed literature, it scored 10 in many interviews (paralleled by no other attribute at
the same constantly high level).
5.

The differences between the four spheres.

From the literature analysis two main spheres showed attention to the topic: public and
market.
Analyses from sources included in the public sphere are often shallow and linked to usual
public perceptions: it is generally associated to the southern world, still with some
productivist ‘fight to hunger’ angles. The fundamentals of the right to food violations are
not really addressed by these sources and the discourse generally covers the need to fill
the yield gap, to improve the technological toolbox, while more recently the food-fuel
competition is gaining increasing recognition (sometimes connected with land grabbing).
With specific reference to developing countries public sources argue that the must to
target food security will definitively benefit the population health status. In a source, the
link is made promoting genetic manipulations (i.e. golden rice) and the potential to
enhance nutritional value of food through biofortification.
Differently, market sources underline the need to address domestic and European food
vulnerability. Two main drivers of this narrative are: 1. the evaluation of how the economic
crisis in southern Europe is affecting food buying from those families with a decreasing
purchasing power; 2. an opportunistic appeal to develop public spending policies in order
to feed the indigent people, indirectly protecting and promoting the agricultural sector
(i.e. the fruit and vegetable chains benefiting from school feeding programs or domestic
food aid schemes).
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6.

The differences between the five dimensions.

Food security has a primarily social connotation. Political aspects are particularly relevant
in this respect and the pertinent role of public policies (at domestic and international
levels) are echoed in literature and –mostly- interviews.
Food security also has economic and environmental pertinence: while the first is sometimes
highlighted the latter is rarely addressed in relation to food security, though climate
change implications are taken into consideration.
The ethical dimension is recalled in some interviews: the unequal wealth distribution in the
world and the injustice related to hunger are common sense when food security is at stake.
Health is particularly mentioned in relation to malnutrition.
7.

The differences between global and local supply chains.

Food security is a typical ‘global’ concern. Though food security has potentially strong
implications with value chains configurations and power structures, no specific and
pertinent differences are detected in the consulted literature and interviews among global
and local chains when food security is discussed
8.

The nature and extent of discourse coalitions and alternative framings of the issues.

While there is a current in international literature promoting ‘liberist’ approaches to
fighting hunger through phasing down market protection and domestic subsidies, the
Italian literature seems not passionate on this. Rather than to market structure, food
security is mostly discussed with productivist or right to food approaches, most often in
alternative or separate narratives among them.
Food sovereignty is mentioned, implicating the promotion of local food chains, but remains
secondary in the analysed literature, while a few interviews clearly made the point.
9.

The dilemmas and contradictions that have emerged from the analysis.

Production or access? Input intensification or climate change and environmental protection?
Emergencies or long term food stability? These are among the major dilemmas arising
around food (in)security
The nature of global governance and public policies are sometimes discussed with various
angles and no unique way can be identifiable as exit strategy.
The need for a resilient and climate friendly food system is frequently highlighted, but
coherence lacks when business as usual recipes on how to feed the world are advanced,
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eventually repackaging green revolution formulas. The productivist mantra keeps its
Malthusian fascination in many public and market sources, the same kind of sources who
promote Italian food excellence, sometimes even in the same editorial context.
10. The evidence of interactions with other attributes, and the significance of this.

"Food security" positively correlates with (minimising) "Food waste" and "Affordability"
attributes. Both associations are necessarily related neither to a global or local context nor
to a developed or developing world. The must to address food losses and waste is
frequently associated to food security policies; similarly, consumers’ purchasing power and
food prices denote a relevant issue in a time of market volatility and instability.
Food security and "Organic": doubts are raised in a source about the organic sector
capacity to feed the world, given its relative minor productivity. The technocratic lens to
human development and food security is nevertheless not limited to this specific source.
Food security and "Obesity": the (apparent) antinomy is given when the paradox of
starving and obese people is illustrated. Key is the denunciation of the incoherence of
food systems that gives rice to different forms of malnutrition as lack vs excess of calories
including that due to distortions in the food chains. The need for a new pedagogy on food
is highlighted in this respect.
11. The differences between the food sectors / commodities examined.

No specific sector difference, though food security is often associated to caloric intake
providing a special place to grains. Fruit and vegetables are also recalled for domestic
food aid programs.
The livestock sector is sometimes mentioned when the food-feed competition is remarked.
Wine cannot be constructively positioned on this attribute.
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Attribute 17 – HEALTHY FOOD
1.

A detailed description of both how and why the attribute had been chosen within
your national context, and what it represents.

The attribute refers to the positive effects on human health for a single food item. Hence, it
is an intrinsic quality of the food item due to its characters.
Obviously there can be differences among individuals, groups (age, gender, health status)
and communities (living, for example, in a warm vs a cold climate) about what is healthy
and what is not. Nevertheless it is also possible to identify a food as a “healthy food” in
general terms, according to a range of characters. The nutritional content and the
presence/absence of microbial contamination and chemicals are the two main criteria here
considered.
It is worth noting that, in the first phase of the survey, this attribute was merged with the
following attribute “Healthy diets”. Actually many of the sources analysed tend to talk
about the two characters together. Nevertheless, the majority of the articles and
documents refer either to the characters of a single food items, or to the characters of a
whole dietary regime (sometimes in the larger perspective of a healthy lifestyle). Since
aims, meanings and implications of the two features were recorded as being different, the
decision was taken to consider them separately.
2.

Justification / explanation for why the attribute has been positioned in a particular
cell(s) with the final matrix.

The attribute is directly related to the human health dimension, hence its position in the
matrix is given accordingly. The number of sources in which healthy food is related to the
price and affordability issues makes it worth mentioning it also in the economic sphere.
3.

The level(s) of the system to which it applies (individual, groups, local communities,
national, global ecosystems).

The attribute applies mainly at the individual level, although the community where the
individual (or the household) lives can certainly play a role on influencing his opportunities
and choices.
4.

The priority given to the attribute, both in the range of media accessed as part of the
desk-based analysis, and by the experts interviewed.
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The attribute has a high priority. It has been recorded several times throughout the survey,
and across the various spheres, with a special mention for the Public and the Market ones.
Issues related to healthy food, sometimes in conjunction with the concept of healthy diets,
are discussed in relation to a wide range of other attributes (see point 10) and in the
context of different approaches and narratives.
5.

The differences between the four spheres.

The attribute has been recorded in a quite balanced way across the various spheres, with
a special mention for the Public and the Market ones.
In the Public sphere, the attribute is discussed in various contexts, often in articles dealing
with the effects of junk food on the health of consumers, especially young people and
students. Risks of obesity and illnesses are also debated. In this context, various articles
refer to policy recommendations, new norms about traceability and information.
The emphasis on policy recommendations and tools is obviously even higher in the Policy
sphere, where there are sources with public health as their “core business”, and in the
Scientific, where large attention is given to the issues of labelling, and certifications. As far
as the Market sphere is concerned, the attribute is presented as a key marketing lever
(the food marketed by the company s healthy because it has specific nutritional values,
etc.), and/or as a character that some supply chains, or some producers, can guarantee to
consumers.
6.

The differences between the five dimensions.

The attribute is directly related to the human health dimension. We could even suggest
that this is the “core” attribute” for this dimensions, as witnessed by its name and
confirmed by the associated meanings, ranging from the nutritional content to the presence
of chemicals.
As previously mentioned (point 2), healthy food concerns are also relevant for the
economic dimensions since healthy food availability is linked to price levels and
affordability.
In more general terms the survey indicates that the attribute is discussed in conjunction with
a particularly wide range of attributes and other supply chain-related features, cutting
across the five dimensions.
7.

The differences between global and local supply chains.
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The relevance of the global/local antinomy for this attribute relies upon a discourse that
can be better described in relation to this attribute together with the following “healthy
diets”. Hence, the following explanation is to a certain extent overlapping.
Global chains are often considered the source of availability of junk food, in particular for
the lower socio-economic census, and for the younger generations. Junk food is considered
unbalanced in its nutritional content, with abundance of salt, fats and sugars (that also
induce addiction in the consumer) and low quality raw materials. Big food companies
involved in global food chains are thought to market junk food and create addiction more
than small producers relying on local markets.
On the contrary, local chains are the cradle of the Mediterranean diet, with fresh seasonal
fruit and vegetables and high quality meat and cereals.
This approach is often taken for granted in the Public sphere, in particular in some
entertainment TV programs where anchor men and women travel throughout Italy to
present local and regional cuisine. On the contrary other TV programmes, the journalistic
enquiries, without denying the potential positive effects on health of local food, also
reveal the risks and frauds that are present in the national (as well as in the global) food
system. Also some Market and Policy sources share this identification between global
chains and junk food versus local-healthy (in the form of marketing communication or
policy recommendations), whereas the Scientific sphere is maybe more problematic in that
sense.
8.

The nature and extent of discourse coalitions and alternative framings of the issues.

The attribute is framed in different ways. Healthy food is discussed in technocratic terms
when quality controls and nutritional science-based recommendations are presented as
drivers of correct food consumptions behaviours.
In some other cases healthy foods are directly correlated with short food chains and
alternative food networks, where authenticity, freshness and eventually organic, can be
better (more easily, more coherently) achieved. Similarly to what will be said with regard
to the "Healthy diets" attribute, healthy food rhetoric can be represented by both
"localness" and technological innovation and control.
9.

The dilemmas and contradictions that have emerged from the analysis.

As mentioned in the previous section, some dilemmas emerge with regard to the food
chains that are more likely to provide healthy food to the final consumers.
Some of the selected sources share food activists and short chains actors approaches,
arguing that local food and short chains are the channels for healthy food (often in
connection with organic or anyway "green" production methods".
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Others argue in favour of more technology-based quality controls, that are not necessarily
related to local or global character of the food chains, but anyway not felt in
contradiction with the organization and the size of global actors and global chains.
10. The evidence of interactions with other attributes, and the significance of this.
Interaction with other attributes are, as already mentioned, quite wide-ranging. Some
patterns nevertheless emerge. The most important relation is with “Food safety”. The
quality and extensiveness of the controls and the capability to prevent food frauds are
seen as important premises to ensure the delivery of healthy food to consumers. The
relation with "Obesity" is quite frequent , not surprisingly since the two attributes regard
food consumption effects on human physiology. “Organic” and” GMOs-free” (an attribute
not selected in the set of 20) witness another relevant interaction that relate health with
the adoption or not adoption of certain production techniques. "Organic" in particular is
quite predictably linked to human health for the absence or limited amount of residual
chemicals.
In a specific typology of source (TV programmes), another interaction emerges with the
“Territory”. In this case healthy foods are seen as the product of locally-embedded food
systems, that are also able to preserve community life and traditions.
In the Scientific and in the Policy spheres the main interaction are with the need for
codified and transparent “Information” (and with the legal requirements on this sense) and
11. The differences between the food sectors / commodities examined.
Most of the sources refer to the healthy food in general terms, with attention to the
average quality that food has in some supply chains, in some geographical contexts or
among certain social classes.
Specific focus on certain sectors are nevertheless recorded and argued, in particular with
regard to fruit and vegetables (in terms of freshness, and of their capability to meet
nutritional needs), drinks (for their content in sugars that can create addiction, obesity and
other illnesses), and olive oil (which is recommended for its nutritional value).
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Attribute 18 – HEALTHY DIETS
1.

A detailed description of both how and why the attribute had been chosen within
your national context, and what it represents.

The attribute "Healthy diets" is referred to the effects that the diets adopted by consumers
can have on their health.
It is worth noting that, in the first phase of the survey, this attribute was merged with the
previous attribute “Healthy food”. Actually some of the sources analysed tend to address
the two characters together. Nevertheless, the majority of the articles and documents refer
either to the characters of a single food items, or to the characters of a whole diet regime
(sometimes in the larger perspective of a healthy lifestyle). Since aims, meanings and
implications of the two features were recorded as different, the decision was taken to
consider them separately.
The attribute is only partially referable to the antinomy between local and global food
chains, as it is linked to personal habits and behaviours, and because a diet is shaped
pooling together various supply chains for each person. Nevertheless there is a relation
with the length of the supply chains if we consider that consumption patterns also depend
on aspects like availability of specific typologies of food, food freshness, food
seasonality, for which the local-global antinomy is relevant.
The attribute is ranked among the less frequent among the final set of 20 attributes, but it
has been chosen because of its high presence in the media (considering also sources there
were not directly addressing the local-global antinomy).
2.

Justification / explanation for why the attribute has been positioned in a particular
cell(s) with the final matrix.

The attribute is directly related to the human health dimension, hence its position in the
matrix is given accordingly. The concept of healthy diets has also relevant social
implications, with particular regard to the questions of lifestyles and obesity, so that it can
be placed also in that dimension.
3.

The level(s) of the system to which it applies (individual, groups, local communities,
national, global ecosystems).

The attribute applies mainly at the individual level, but groups and local communities are
also relevant levels to consider, when dietary choices are seen as bounded by the
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concrete economic situation of a community, and as a result of choices that are taken in a
specific social and cultural context.
4.

The priority given to the attribute, both in the range of media accessed as part of the
desk-based analysis, and by the experts interviewed.

The attribute has a medium priority, higher in the sources and quite low in the interviews. It
has been recorded several times throughout the survey, and across the various spheres. In
particular there is attention to this attribute in the policy sphere, as argued in the following
section.
The attribute is also widely discussed in the Scientific sphere. Moreover, issues related to
healthy diets, sometimes in conjunction with the concept of healthy food, are discussed in
relation to a wide range of other attributes (see point 10) and in the context of different
approaches and narratives.
5.

The differences between the four spheres.

The attribute “Healthy diets” is present in quite balanced way across the four spheres,
with a more central role in the Policy, quite predictably considered that healthy diets and
lifestyles are one of the main objects of communication campaigns promoted by public
agencies like INRAN and aiming at improving citizens' behaviours in relation to food and
health. Policy recommendations about healthy diets are often, although not exclusively,
given in relation to obesity risk. This is true in particular when young people, especially
students, are concerned: healthy diets are discussed for their implication in children’s
safeguard and with public school meals procurement.
In the Market sphere the attribute it is sometimes mentioned in advertising campaign and
"mission" documents, in the form of recommendations for a healthy diet and lifestyle that
are likely to increase the beneficial effects of the consumption of the products at stake.
Some advice is seldom given to the role that the product can play in the context of a
recommended balanced diet (usually the reference is to the Mediterranean diet, to which
the product is supposed to give a valuable contribution).
6.

The differences between the five dimensions.

The attribute is directly related to the human health dimension. In comparison to the similar
attribute “Healthy food”, this attribute has a stronger relation with the social dimension, as
already explained in the point 2. The 2economic dimension is also relevant, both directly
(household’s income influence the capacity spending for food, and indirectly (economic
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level lead to the frequentation of specific social environments, encouraging the acquisition
of certain habits).
Likewise “Healthy food”, this attribute is characterized by a wide range of attributes and
other supply chain-related features, cutting across the five dimensions.
7.

The differences between global and local supply chains.

The relevance of the global/local antinomy for this attribute relies upon a discourse that
can be better described in relation to this attribute together with the previous one “healthy
food”. Hence, the explanation is similar.
Global chains are often considered the source of availability of junk food, in particular for
the lower socio-economic census, and for the young generations. Junk food means more
animal fats and less fruit and vegetables, for a diet which is considered highly unhealthy
and leading to obesity and cardiovascular diseases. At the same time global chains
enlarge food consumption choices, potentially making healthy diets easier, but this
position, in a country like Italy rich of food variety, is not quite relevant,
On the contrary, local chains are regarded as the cradle of Italian food traditions,
commonly identified with the Mediterranean diet. This diet is resented as healthier
because poorer in fats, rich in fresh fruit and vegetables and hence in vitamin and fibres.
Moreover local circuits tend to preserve local varieties that enlarge the spectrum of
consumption possibilities (i,e. different kinds of legumes), enriching the diet.
This approach is often taken for granted in the Public sphere, in particular in some
entertainment TV programs where anchor-men and women travel throughout Italy to
present local and regional cuisine and arguing that local food are healthy almost “by
definition”.
Some Market and Policy sources share this identification between global chains and
unhealthy diets versus local-healthy (in the form of marketing communication or policy
recommendations, mostly centred on the promotion of Mediterranean diet), whereas the
Scientific sphere is maybe more problematic in that sense.
8.

The nature and extent of discourse coalitions and alternative framings of the issues.

The issues represented and raised by this attribute can be read, at a first sight, in the
context of a medical discourse in which diets are assessed for their contribution to human
nutrition, regardless of food origin. Scientific advice (given by medical doctors and
nutritionists through informational recommendations or directly implemented through
policies) are meant to enhance food culture and healthy behaviours among consumers
(young consumers in particular).
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A different approach to these concerns lead to another kind of discourse centred on
lifestyles and aesthetical concerns, which is quite popular in mass-media.
Finally, a narrative that emphasizes a connection (a coalition) between healthy diets and
ecological concerns is also present, mainly in the market sphere, where healthy diets are
also presented as sustainable diets.
9.

The dilemmas and contradictions that have emerged from the analysis.

As mentioned in the previous section, some different perspectives, more than actual
contradictions emerge with regard to the relation between food chains and healthy diets
and lifestyles.
Some of the selected sources argue that local foods and short chains are the context in
which healthy diets can be better promoted (often in connection with organic or anyway
"green" production methods").
Others emphasize the importance of individual knowledge about nutritional and medical
implications of certain lifestyles and food consumption patterns, regardless production
methods and food chain length.
10. The evidence of interactions with other attributes, and the significance of this.
The attributes to which “Healthy diets” is more frequently and more significantly related is
“Obesity”. There is an increasing concern for food disorders, and for obesity in particular,
both in the Public and in the Policy sphere. The relation between healthy food and obesity
is relevant in particular when the “nutritional” component of the attribute is at stake, less
when articles deal with chemicals or similar issues. Debates about junk food are hence the
place where this interaction takes place.
In the scientific sphere this relation extends to cover issue like functional food and food
safety, whereas the emphasis on “Obesity” is lower (we must suggest that this could be the
result of a socio-environmental vs human health bias in the selection of the Scientific
sources).
As previously mentioned, “Information” is another attribute very closely linked to “Healthy
food”, in particular when issues like certification, controls, traceability and transparency
are at stake.
A last relation that deserves to be mentioned is with the GHG emissions, This could appear
surprising, but the connection relies in the short chains, that are considered (at least in the
Public sphere) to gather the two positive effects of minor environmental impact and
fresher/healthier food.
11. The differences between the food sectors / commodities examined.
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For its peculiar content and meaning the attribute "healthy diets" cannot be not referred to
a single food commodity or sector, and the selected sources and experts have always
addressed it without reference to single products. Categories like "fa(s)t food" and "junk
food" have been used to disguise food typologies particularly (and negatively) relevant
for the issues at stake.
Yet, a central place in healthy diet is left for fruit and vegetables, in particular in
pedagogic sources targeting children and youth.
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Attribute 19 – FOOD SAFETY
1.

A detailed description of both how and why each of the attributes had been chosen
within your national context, and what they represent.

The attribute "Food safety" frequently emerges from the examined sources, in relation to
a range of aspects and issues that refer to the link between food consumption and
diseases. Aspects like food hygiene, standards and controls on food integrity, prevention
of food frauds, food freshness and/or adequate conservation means are all covered by
this attribute.
The attribute is close to -but not overlapping with - "healthy food", since the latter is
referred to the positive or negative consequences of "legal" and recognisable characters
of the food, whereas "food safety” refers to frauds, malfunctions or similar events that can
occur along the various phases of the supply chain (farming/growing, preparation,
storage, packaging, transportation), potentially or effectively affecting human (and
animal) health.
The attribute has been recorded several times in the survey (in its various components),
and its relevance has been confirmed by the interviews.
The interviews have also enlarged its range of meanings, underlying the importance of the
relevance of the relation between food chains and legality. In some parts of the country
organized crime has influence, if not full control, on specific food chains. Food and
environmental scandals or epidemiological studies and evidences bring the focus on food
safety. A recent high mediatic and political event (named Terra dei fuochi) is drawing much
attention due to the dumping, burial and incineration of toxic materials in rural areas
contaminating foodstuff and water. It represent and evidence of how much
Consequences in terms of food safety can be easily drawn, but the presence of organized
crime is critical even beyond the quality of the marketed food. Food markets can be a
source of additional economic and social power for illegal groups, so that the control on
this aspect is an attribute for a food chain that deserves to be analyzed.
2.

Justification / explanation for why the attribute has been positioned in a particular
cell(s) with the final matrix.

Food safety has an evident health connotation and this relationship is emerging in various
literature contexts, particularly in more technical literature.
Scandals and food integrity are recently gaining the cover page of magazines and
newspapers proving a high relevance to the issue in public literature, too.
Food safety is thus crosscutting to all spheres while highly confined in the health dimension.
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Food safety is also positioned in the environmental dimension given the link with dumping
sites and presence of dioxins and heavy metals in food grown under such polluted
conditions: media are extensively covering the story that similarly raises ethical issues,
though ethics might be paradoxical in a mafia context.
Food safety is also taken as economic dimension by scientific literature and interviews
given the competitiveness relevance. Competitiveness can be taken here in a dual frame:
unfair competition from low hygiene standard value chains and operators, or loss of
competitiveness for value chains and territories affected by image and structural damage.
Vice-versa, ensuring high food safety standards may represent an economic advantage as
described in (mostly scientific) literature.

3.

The level(s) of the system to which it applies (individual, groups, local communities, national,
global ecosystems).

Food safety has a prominent individual connotation, while national (or European) and
international standards can play an important role.
The communitarian level is cited in consideration of traditional food (and processes)
breaching some food hygiene standards for whom derogations or adequate policies are
required.
4.

The priority given to the attribute, both in the range of media accessed as part of the deskbased analysis, and by the experts interviewed.

Food safety is generally recognised as a very important issue, yet not always ranking on
top. Higher consideration is emerging in interviews, while literature is not necessarily
paying much attention.
A special consideration is acknowledged in relation with typical products and recipes, but
in this case, food safety standards and regulations are seen as a barrier to local and
artisanal chain developments and a counter-competitive obstacle. The European Union
food hygiene package is by some expert and a few articles considered a potential threat
to food diversity survival.
5.

The differences between the four spheres.

Food safety is crosscutting. All spheres pay adequate attention to this attribute. The
market sphere mentions food safety as a crucial prerequisite and tends to give it for
granted in the value chain they operate, yet failure in its accomplishment is seen as a
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major threat. Moreover, food scandals and global livestock diseases outbreaks are
recognised in their potential to ruin a sector for a while.
The public sphere mainly addresses food safety concerns when a major related news go
on scene: the Terra dei fuochi mafia related news is a good example.
The policy sphere is viceversa more related to normative roles: public institutions and
administrations tend to be more attracted by food safety regulatory aspects, while civil
society organisations tend to point the finger on policy implications.
The literature and experts consulted within the scientific sphere have not identified a clear
priority on this issue, yet a scientific expert vigorously called the attention to the role of
organised crime and on the perceived and real food safety consequences.
6.

The differences between the five dimensions.

Food safety has a clear health connotation. The need to control critical aspects in order to
ensure the food is harmless is extremely relevant in this respect.
Food safety also has economic and social important implications: food safety norms can
regulate competition among different food businesses and value chains. It can also
regulate the comparative advantage of global Vs local through non-tariff barriers, as
noted in literature. Similarly, but in the opposite direction, it presents the possibility to
favour industrial (global) products when processing regulations are tailored to the
industrial scale.
Environmental and ethical concerns are less influenced.
7.

The differences between global and local supply chains.

As stated above, the main difference between global and local food supply chains is due
to the different positioning of the various discourses: the global is seen winning when
compliance of food chains to industrial-prone food safety norms is required. This implies
that supporters of globalisation of food and agriculture stress the hygiene importance of
food items rather than taste. Differently, the local is argued to be beneficiary of more
targeted and smart derogations ensuring the livelihood of handicraft productions and
hence, often, rural communities.
8.

The nature and extent of discourse coalitions and alternative framings of the issues.

The whole ‘health package’ benefits from an important recognition in the food discourse.
Food safety partially escapes this frame, given that it remains in the background as a
prerequisite of food chains and products. With the exclusion of dedicated technical
literature, food safety doesn’t raise a specific relevant attention. It becomes more
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important when issues like freshness, seasonality, food integrity vis-à-vis frauds, quality
control are associated.
Food hygiene is a complementary feature: how to achieve this crucial condition is a matter
of dispute which reflects the different stakeholder positioning. In a typical Slow Food
narrative (an influential one in Italy), small scale peasant productions can ensure harmless
food reproducing traditional techniques per se sufficient to meet adequate standards. In
the Italian discourse, local foods are also often associated to high quality niche products
whose existence is threatened by hygiene regulations which impose industrial-driven
productive conditions.
9.

The dilemmas and contradictions that have emerged from the analysis.

A typical dilemma is already highlighted above: the threshold for ensuring adequate food
safety can be unachievable for artisanal food items and production methods; at the same
time, industrial foods are often deemed as impeccable in terms of food safety while
‘sterile’ from a taste perspective.
10. The evidence of interactions with other attributes, and the significance of this.

"Food safety" is positively correlated to "Healthy food" and "Healthy diets" in a coalition
that should ensure safe nutritional conditions.
"Information" is similarly allied when certification robustness is at stake.
"Organic" is also interacting in a dual way: certification frauds (such as conventional
commodities sold as organic), though not necessarily exposing consumers to health risks,
are seen as breaching food safety conditions; a literature source polemically raise doubts
of organic healthiness using the E.coli outbreak lethal scandal in Germany.
11. The differences between the food sectors / commodities examined.

No difference was clearly imputable to individual sector
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Attribute 20 - OBESITY
1.

A detailed description of both how and why each of the attributes had been chosen
within your national context, and what they represent.

The attribute "Obesity" is simply referred to the physical and medical condition that
characterizes a person who has accumulated too much body fat, with the consequent
effects in terms of weight and risk of various blood and heart diseases, further to possible
psychical difficulties.
The attribute is widely present in the literature across the spheres, mainly in the public,
policy and scientific ones, often associated to lifestyles and bad dietary habits. Discussions
about obesity in relation to food chains generally refer to sustainable diets, healthy food
systems, shrinking of dietary diversity and is also often correlated to the local Vs global
debate in terms of ‘mcdonaldisation’. In this more specific context the attribute assumes a
slightly minor relevance when compared to the others ranked in the national report. Some
of the interviewed experts see less pertinence of this attribute in relation to food chains
than to food, yet it keeps a social relevance.
2.

Justification / explanation for why the attribute has been positioned in a particular
cell(s) with the final matrix.

Obesity was mostly found and discussed in public and policy literature given the
increasing relevance it is gaining in terms of public discourse. Its primary health profile is
accompanied by socioeconomic implications, particularly those connected to its sanitary
burden and to the fast surge of obese children in national statistics.
3.

The level(s) of the system to which it applies (individual, groups, local communities, national,
global ecosystems).

Obesity is much more than an individual problem having by now being perceived as a
non-infectious epidemic, thus assuming a more social connotation.
This issue is clearly seen developing across the world and it is becoming a global
phenomenon, but both experts and literature underline the existence of target groups
particularly affected by obesity, notably children in scholar age, the poors in affluent
countries and the middle class in southern nations.
The national level can be excluded unless school feeding programs are seen as relevant in
this perspective, yet it is noted that the problem affects more southern than northern Italian
regions, thus somehow defining its national feature.
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4.

The priority given to the attribute, both in the range of media accessed as part of the deskbased analysis, and by the experts interviewed.

Obesity can be ranked as mid-priority. Though escalating in the national discourse with
reference to lifestyles and to the configuration of food systems, it is not universally
recognized as highly important. It has to be stressed, though, that some crucial national
opinion makers (i.e. the Barilla Centre for Food and Nutrition or medical associations) push
it higher in the national agenda.
5.

The differences between the four spheres.

The public sphere is by far the most attracted by the topic matching the interest of the
larger audience. The analysed literature in this sphere denoted to range from very
popular scandalistic approaches, to pedagogic articles, to more scientific and analytic.
Some more in-depth studies aiming to describe nature, origin and implications of the
problem are published by think tanks like the Barilla Centre for Food and Nutrition.
The policy sphere investigates more the policy relevance of the topic, the sanitary impact
and the related financial costs. The national nutrition institute (INRAN, N.B. the FIRAB team
considered INRAN as a policy rather than scientific source given the status of policy
advisor it gained) addressed obesity in its nutritional guidelines as one of the main
concerns and priorities in the area of healthy diets.
The consulted scientific articles did not specifically deal with health issues and the topic can
be underrepresented in this report vis-à-vis its scientific relevance. Nevertheless it is
acknowledged that the scientific community has to more aggressively tackle it in order to
guide the policy process in moving beyond the simple identification of its root causes. The
dietary simplification is further analysed by researchers as weel as the obesity economic
burden for the whole society.
6.

The differences between the five dimensions.

Health is first and foremost when obesity is at stake: predisposition to heart and circular
diseases is more and more addressed in the national debate. It is nevertheless perceived
as an increasingly social issue given its escalation across communities and the embedded
costs aggravating the health sector are providing a progressively stronger economic
profile to this attribute.
Similarly to healthy diets, environment is not directly connected, though obesity is
frequently ascribed at sugar- and fat- rich foods featuring in poor and monotone diets,
countered by a micronutrient rich diet based on a broad biodiversity base. INRAN and
mass media reporting the outcomes of the FAO-Biodiversity international conference on
sustainable diets highlight this link.
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The ethical dimension is vaguely associable to the social exclusion that obese people might
suffer.
7.

The differences between global and local supply chains.

The link found in the analysed literature between obesity and the local/global dynamic is
attributable to the simplified nutritional nature of global chains, seemingly based on few
commodities.
It has to be noted that obesity – in Italian literature – has a tripartite geographic nature:
national, American and referred to developing countries, where, it is highlighted, the
coexistence of obesity and hunger paradox is increasingly mentioned. Independently on
the geographic context, obesity is inevitably associated to junk (global) foods.
Med diet and American diets are often opposed when obesity is at stake and this dietary
dispute is inevitably transpositionable to a local vs global contraposition between a
locally adapted and (bio)diverse diet and a homologating one.
8.

The nature and extent of discourse coalitions and alternative framings of the issues.

Obesity is never a standalone issue. Quality of diets, food cultures, lifestyle, sustainable
food systems, available income and education are frequently strongly associated to this
attribute.
Policy interventions regulating industrial food recipes (labelling and advertisement) are
equally often advocated in some more policy oriented literature. The recent attempt to
impose a traffic light to food packaging indicating the (un)appropriateness of a food item
was reported on mass-media, though not necessarily with emphasis or sympathy.
Med diet is, again, an important frame that like a voodoo should make obesity
disappear.
9.

The dilemmas and contradictions that have emerged from the analysis.

Obesity (as a social fact and not as a individual health disruption) is considered as the
legacy of modern societies, poor education and loss of (national) food culture, being
sometime a simplified phenomenon whose psychological elements are often neglected by
analyses.
10. The evidence of interactions with other attributes, and the significance of this.

"Healthy foods" and "Healthy diets" are clearly and directly magnifying the obesity
attribute, reinforcing each other.
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Food "Affordability" is associated to obesity in consideration of low price of industrial or
fast food and eroded family incomes.
"Biodiversity" is seen as providing immunity to food systems countering the obesity
escalation.
"Food waste" is sometimes associated to obesity as a couple of symptoms of an ill food
system
"Information" is seen as crucial in educating people, particularly children, on healthy diets
"Food (in)security" is similarly considered when highlighting the paradox of obesity and
hunger coexistence.
11. The differences between the food sectors / commodities examined.

No particular difference can be reported, yet the grain and livestock sectors can be seen
as more relevant in simplified high caloric and fat food systems.
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Summary tables for each of the attributes
Attribute 1

Information

Level of relevance



Individuals and whole (national) society

Priority



One of the most discussed attributes and highly ranked by
the interviews

Differences between 
the four spheres

Of significant concern in the public sphere, as highly
recurrent in mass media; frequently addressed by the
scientific sphere
Surprisingly, scarcely addressed by both market and
policy spheres.


Differences between 
the five dimensions


Crosscutting issue: central for ethics, crucial for health,
relevant for economic, incumbent for social, emerging for
environment
Placed in the Ethical dimension being frequently linked to
consumer’s right to know

Differences between 
local
and
global
supply chains



Often associated to labeling (codified information)
especially in “Policy”.



In “Local” is an intrinsic value and a character that valorises
short chains

Discourse coalitions / 
alternative framings

Local food advocates highlight information relevance to
enhance local chains Vs global
Media call for global chains transparency on behalf of
consumers


Dilemmas
contradictions

Relevant for both “Global” and “Local“.
In “Global” (more complex and likely to be less
transparent) regarded as a request by consumers and a
tool to prevent frauds and scares. Considered by
producers as a market lever for qualify food

and 


Risk of overwhelming information
Potential confusion among competing and incoherent
environmental labelling

Evidence of interactions 
with other attributes
and the significance of
this
Differences between 
the food sectors /
commodities examined

Information claimed as crucial for healthy diets and for
responsible consumption, i.e. carbon footprint and GMOs
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More evident in livestock products and wine
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Attribute 2

Territory

Level of relevance



Mainly community-local level, with effects at a larger scale

Priority



Middle-high in the sources, intermediate level in the
interviews

Differences between 
the four spheres



Most present in Public and Scientific
In Public presented in relation to tradition, local culture
In Market used as a marketing lever to promote food
quality

Differences between 
the five dimensions

Mainly referred to Ethical dimension, because linked to
values and culture
Social and economic spheres also concerned for the effects
of territory valorisation on local community survival and
typical productions economic sustainability
Positive effects on Human health often assumed




Differences between 
local
and
global

supply chains

Often presented as a typical short chains attribute

Discourse coalitions / 
alternative framings

territory represents food localness and local sustainability
in food activism-based initiatives, but it is also used by
large forms for marketing

Dilemmas
contradictions



What is the content of localness? At which levels it should
be referred?
Complex and sometimes contested relation between
localness
and other characters (organic, healthiness,
fairness)

Evidence of interactions 
with other attributes
and the significance of

this

Socio-economic attributes like Producers' income and
National interest (strength of territory for food promotion)
Social attributes lime Traditional farming (cultural identity
preserved and embedded in food)

Differences between 
the food sectors /

commodities examined

No relevant differences, often mentioned across sectors
Some more emphasis for fruit and vegetables, and for
wine
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and 

Has a role in global chains in a glocal perspective
(promoting localness in distant markets)

Attribute 3

Food waste

Level of relevance





Priority



Differences between 
the four spheres

Differences between 
the five dimensions


At households level with regard to awareness in the final
consumption
At social level with regard to logistics and organization
(often in relation to food losses)
At global level with regard to technological innovation,
environmental impacts, ethical concerns
Medium-low with regard to both the sources and the
interviews
Mainly focused on proper food waste in the Public
Also attention to food losses in the Scientific
Ethical dimension mostly concerned because food waste
linked to unfair distribution of food
Ecological concerns often mentioned

Differences between 
local
and
global
supply chains


Often positive association with local chains (re-use, better
control)
Global chains supposed to produce more waste, but also
likely to organized large-scale collection and recycling

Discourse coalitions / 
alternative framings

Wise use of resources with less waste production vs re-use
and recycling technologies
Food solidarity, wasted food collection and last minute
markets


Dilemmas
contradictions

and 


Coexistence of communities-countries where food is wasted
and others suffering for food scarcity
Emphasis on food waste vs emphasis on food losses

Evidence of interactions 
with other attributes
and the significance of

this

Mainly environmental attributes like GHG emissions and
Pollution, various aspects of the same problems
Obesity mentioned to reinforce the idea of a global
scandal: rich vs poor

Differences between 
the food sectors /
commodities examined

No specific differences emerging
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Attribute 4

Animal welfare

Level of relevance




Local level for environmental impacts of intensive breeding
National-global levels for regulation issues and effects on
human health

Priority



Medium-low ranking, according both to the frequency of its
occurrence in the sources and to the interviews

Differences between 
the four spheres


In Public often addressed in terms of ethical scandals with
animal living conditions described in crude terms
In Market used to underline ethical concerns of the brand

Differences between 
the five dimensions

Typical Ethical attribute, with relations with Environmental
and Human health concerns

Differences between 
local
and
global
supply chains


Local chains less industrialised and closer to nature, hence
more animal friendly

Discourse coalitions / 
alternative framings

Environmentalists and vegetarian in facour of animal
welfare through return to natural life
Alternative view: higher animal welfare thanks
to
technological innovation, with balanced feeding and
adequate structures



Dilemmas
contradictions

Alternative view: improving animal welfare through
technology, regardless chain lenght

and 

Choice between the concern for animal welfare and the
affordability of food affordability

Evidence of interactions 
with other attributes
and the significance of

this

Animal welfare often considered a re-condition for Healthy
food and Food safety
Traditional farming as a favourable context for animal
welfare

Differences between 
the food sectors /
commodities examined

Zoo-technical production, in particular poultry and pork
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Attribute 5

Biodiversity

Level of relevance



Domestic biodiversity: groups and local communities



Wild biodiversity: across the scales, also global



Average level in terms of frequency and relevance as well
as in the interviews

Differences between 
the four spheres


Balanced presence across the spheres
Wild biodiversity more in the scientific sphere in relation to
chemicals use

Differences between 
the five dimensions

Ethical and social dimension l emerge since local species
are part of identity and cultural heritage,
Environmental dimension important because wild
biodiversity increases ecosystems resilience

Priority


Differences between 
local
and
global
supply chains


In local food chains food varieties diversity can be granted
and preserved
Global chains can provide demand for less productive but
fashionable local varieties

Discourse coalitions / 
alternative framings

Domestic varieties safeguarded through traditional farming
survival, or through global markets and technological
innovation (extreme case: GMOs create new species)

Dilemmas
contradictions

and 

How to safeguard biodiversity? through adaptation to
local contexts and local traditions, or through globalization
of flows?



How much is domestic biodiversity important vs issues like
food security, productivity and economic competitiveness?

Evidence of interactions 
with other attributes
and the significance of
this
Differences between 
the food sectors /
commodities examined

Stricter links recorded with regard to "Territory", followed
by "Food activism" and "Producers' income", since they are
also related to short chains like biodiversity
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Attribute addressed in general terms, with more attention
to fruit and vegetables and cereals

Attribute 6

GHG emissions

Level of relevance



Global

Priority



Despite being an apparently technical issue, ranked high in
grey literature

Differences between 
the four spheres
Differences between 
the five dimensions

Strong in Public, emerging in Policy and echoed in Scientific

Differences between 
local
and
global
supply chains

Often inevitably associated to long chains: in “Public” local
is linked to policulture and less GHG emissions for
transports
In Scientific GHG emissions less related to local/global and
more to production methods and transport means


Discourse coalitions / 
alternative framings

Dilemmas
contradictions

and 

Strongly related to Environment, though gaining relevance
in Economic and in Ethical

Slow Food catalyzes allies and fans around climatefriendly local chains.
No climate change negationism appears
Counter-rhetoric is emerging emphasizing environmental
risks associated to excessive localization of non-local crops
(i.e. Swedish tomatoes)

Evidence of interactions 
with other attributes
and the significance of

this


Link to other environmental
"complementary" meanings

Differences between 
the food sectors /
commodities examined

High in livestock breeding
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attributes

that

cover

Information important to raise awareness.
Awareness of GHG emissions as increasingly related to
structure and organization of the entire food system.

Attribute 7

Pollution

Level of relevance



National and global level



Local level when effects are concentrated in a global area



Average in both sources and interviews

Priority

Differences between 
the four spheres


Balanced across spheres but more present in Scientific
Scientific address relations between specific productions
and pollution, whereas Public discusses pollution in ore
general terms

Differences between 
the five dimensions


Mainly related to the environmental sphere
Also a clear ethical content (information and consumers'
awareness), and a strong link with human health dimension

Differences between 
local
and
global
supply chains

Local vs global becomes relevant n relation to intensive
breeding (mainly pork) and poultry, with localised largescale productions and concentration of pollutants

Discourse coalitions / 
alternative framings

Three broad discourses describing ways to reduce
pollution: the "green methods", the "vegetarian " and the
"technocratic"

Dilemmas
contradictions

and 

Perceived trade-off between freedom of choice and easy
purchase and cheap prices on the one side and the
pollution effects of production systems

Evidence of interactions 
with other attributes
and the significance of

this

Main interactions with environmental attributes like "GHG
emissions" and "Organic".
"Healthy food" and "Food safety", as pollutant production
methods are supposed to produce polluted and unhealthy
food

Differences between 
the food sectors /
commodities examined

More attention to zoo-technical intensive productions, like
pork, followed by poultry, and to a minor extent cattle
breeding.
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Attribute 8

Organic

Level of relevance



At various levels. Individual in relation with health and
ethical needs; communitarian when socio-economic
relationships are discussed, national or global for wider
economic of environmental implications.

Priority



Medium ranking for both literature and interviews.

Differences between 
the four spheres


In Public mainly addressed by press articles and blogs
acknowledging the organic sector role in providing public
goods
Policy sources tend to project organic in a longer term
visions in terms of model of development.

Differences between 
the five dimensions

Environment very relevant in consideration to societal
potential benefits the sector can deliver.



Health issues addressed in relation to exclusion of
chemicals, nutritional value and attention to overall dietary
patterns.
Social and ethical dimensions particularly solicited in
conjunction with short circuits and box schemes


Differences between 
local
and
global
supply chains

Organic is highly associated to the local food chain
configuration and the correlation always appears in a
mutually reinforcing alliance.



Minor link with Global, with reference to opportunities for
organic Southern producers to earn incomes through a
better remunerative export market.

Discourse coalitions / 
alternative framings

Global chains and organic seen as either conflicting or
complementary, when they meet demands by different
consumers, or different demands by the same consumer
groups
A strong coalition is found between organic, as a whole
concept, and local/short food chains, often presented as
binomial. Methods of production – and the organic sector



Dilemmas
contradictions

and 

Organic advocates deem that localised approach, per se,
risks being inconsistent with sustainable and socially just
agricultural model if socio-environmental relationship is
neglected.

Evidence of interactions 
with other attributes
and the significance of
this
Differences between 
the food sectors /

Link with “GHG emissions”, "Biodiversity" and soil and
water "Pollution", due to effects of production methods on
all these environmental features.
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Mainly associated to the fruit&vegetables sectors in the
local chains as they are the main components in short

commodities examined
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circuits food baskets
Bread and cereals are also important features.

Attribute 9

Landscape

Level of relevance



Local/regional
communities
geographical scale

Priority



Below the average of the attributes selected

Differences between 
the four spheres


and

local/regional

In the Scientific landscape considered in its economic value,
and in terms of agriculture capability to fulfil agroenvironmental functions
In the Public mainly presented in aesthetical and cultural
terms

Differences between 
the five dimensions


Mainly environmental attribute
Also ethical, when landscape is presented as a value per
se, and as the trace of men-nature interaction

Differences between 
local
and
global
supply chains
Discourse coalitions / 
alternative framings

Local chains supposed to protect the environment, and to
support its aesthetical values, more than the global ones.

Dilemmas
contradictions

Dilemma between beautiful landscape and wise soil
management of the one side and competitiveness on the
other,
Exception for highly typical and high value added products
(like wine) where innovation and landscape can proceed in
parallel

and 



Through farming landscape can preserved as a typical
characters of Italian culture. Ecologists, farmers, local
communities, can coalesce against building sector amd
industrialized farming interests.

Evidence of interactions 
with other attributes
and the significance of

this

Biodiversity is often mentioned in close relation to
landscape preservation

Differences between 
the food sectors /
commodities examined

More mentioned the products rooted in the Italian tradition
and whose presence marked the landscapes (olive oil and
wine)
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Traditional farming preservation often linked to positive
effects on landscape

Attribute 10

Producers' incomes

Level of relevance




Priority

At the individual/households level with regard to the level
at which disposable income is handled
Groups/community level and also national/global levels
with regard to the economic and political factors that
influence the income received



Very high with regard to both selected sources and
interviews

Differences between 
the four spheres


In the Scientific often underlined the potential improvements
for small producers involved in short chains.
In the Public also attention to weak workers' wages, rights
and life standards in global food chains, in relation to geopolitical and economic aspects of global trade

Differences between 
the five dimensions

In the Economic it is discussed with regard to the conditions
determining value creation and distribution along the chain



In the Social focus is on the relation between short chains
and farmers' or small retailers' income.



Ethical touched when producers' income is examined in
relation to labour or human rights and to workers' life
conditions

Differences between 
local
and
global
supply chains

Some sources emphasize importance of innovation and
productivity for economic competitiveness of the chain, and
link income levels to these factors.



In other sources producers' income are related to local
communities and local production systems survival

Discourse coalitions / 
alternative framings

First framing: producers' incomes can be guaranteed in
local food chains through social values like civic
engagement and attention to localness
Second framing: an adequate income level achievable in a
free market competition through on productivity and
competitiveness and without specific geographical
boundaries



Dilemmas
contradictions

and 


Dilemma related to the positive or negative role that
intermediaries play vs small producers in the value chain.
A contradiction arise with regard to consumers' willingness
and capability to pay a price premium ensuring adequate
producers' income levels.

Evidence of interactions 
with other attributes
and the significance of


Main interaction with "Labour rights", as the other side of
the same medal, and with the other social attributes
Relation with "affordability", to represent a possible trade-
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this
Differences between 
the food sectors /
commodities examined
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off between the two.
Addressed for a range for a wide range of products, with
more frequent regard to cereals and to fruit and
vegetables.

Attribute 11

National interests

Level of relevance



National level

Priority



Medium ranked in the sources, quite low ranking from the
interviews

Differences between 
the four spheres

In Public consumers often encouraged to chose national
products to support national economy, and in the
assumption that national food chains are more reliable
In Market "Italianity" is often used as a marketing lever




Scientific sphere focuses on productivity as the key factor
that influence national food production competitiveness

Differences between 
the five dimensions

Mainly Economic dimension, but also influencing Human
health, as national products presented as more trustworthy
and fresh

Differences between 
local
and
global
supply chains


Global chains more directly concerned, as exports are
fundamental for national interests.
Local consumption also emerge but referred to the national
level.

Discourse coalitions / 
alternative framings

Two narratives (national products competing on global
markets and localness) that have synergies (if localness is a
strength for exported products) and conflicts (if localness
leads to food chains re-localisation).



Competitiveness to be achieved (mainly) through food
identity and localness or through price competitiveness.

and 

Global markets provide room for exports of Italian
products, with beneficial effects for national economy, or
are a threat to quality but not export-oriented small
chains?

Evidence of interactions 
with other attributes
and the significance of

this

Not many interactions: usually discussed in relation to other
economic variables.

Differences between 
the food sectors /
commodities examined

Mainly addressed with regard to fruit and vegetables, to
argue that Italy do not need imports, and to typical
exported Italian products (pasta, wine).

Dilemmas
contradictions
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Link with Territory (base for products' competitiveness) and
"Information" (Italian provenience should be clearly
indicated)

Attribute 12

Affordability

Level of relevance



Mainly at individual/household level

Priority



Medium level ranked

Differences between 
the four spheres

Differences between 
the five dimensions

Differences between 
local
and
global
supply chains


In the Scientific more emphasis on determinants of price
levels
In the Public focus on effects on effects on human health
Mainly economic attribute, but also relevant for human
health
Minor links with the other dimensions (environmental, social,
ethical)
Short chains sometimes presented as the ones where food is
cheaper, because of lack of intermediaries and separation
from financial speculation.
Global chains presented in other cases as more efficient
thanks to scale economies and to the search for better
productive conditions.

Discourse coalitions / 
alternative framings

A global-technocratic perspective, in which technological
innovation (new varieties, transport means, logistics) leads
to increased productivity and lower production costs.



In a local-based perspective food affordability comes
from direct contact between producers and consumers.

and 

Presence of rich countries (or groups) where food is cheap
(and wasted) and others where food id not available or
not affordable
Affordable food means sometimes junk unhealthy food

Dilemmas
contradictions


Evidence of interactions 
with other attributes
and the significance of
this


Producers' incomes frequently addressed together with
affordability, discussing the complex interaction between
the two characters
Territory emerges because affordability is often discussed
with regard to local food chains and typical products

Differences between 
the food sectors /
commodities examined

More attention for staple food commodities, like cereals,
fruit and vegetables
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Attribute 13

Food activism

Level of relevance



Mainly at community of group
geographically bounded or not

Priority



Medium in the sources, and from the interviews

levels,

whether

Differences between 
the four spheres

More present and debated in the Scientific sphere (with
regard to motivations, effects, objectives limits)

Differences between 
the five dimensions

Clearly a social attribute, with implication for economics
(income distribution, fair trade) and environment
(ecological activism)

Differences between 
local
and
global
supply chains

Generally related to the establishment and the
development of short and local food chains alternative to
globalized chains.



In the case of critical consumption, attention is also focused
on the global chains, since activism can influence the
performance of both local and global chains

Discourse coalitions / 
alternative framings

Food activism refers or is related to various social
behaviours, like civic engagement, social capital,
consumers' awareness, community building, commons, fair
trade, often related to local sustainability.



Critical consumption is rooted in an "ecological citizenship"
discourse, in which the global arena creates the space
where sustainability can be promoted.

and 

Possible contradictions between different aims and
objectives of food activism (green, local, social)
Dilemma: how can activism-based initiatives survive after
an initial phase characterized by high commitment of
volunteers?

Dilemmas
contradictions





Dilemma: - the real which impact these initiatives are likely
to have on general food consumption patterns?

Evidence of interactions 
with other attributes
and the significance of
this


"Territory", "Traditional farming" and "Biodiversity",
because these attributes tend to appear in the sources that
address grassroots initiatives
Producers' income", Labour rights" and GHG emissions",
that represent attributes not necessary linked to localness,
but likely to be the base of opinion campaigns

Differences between 
the food sectors /
commodities examined

More attention for fruit and vegetables, because many
short chains are focused on these products
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Attribute 14

Traditional farming

Level of relevance



Mainly at community level

Priority



Below the average in the sources and medium-low rank
given by the experts

Differences between 
the four spheres

In the Public, articles and TV programs underline traditional
farming cultural and aesthetical value, their relations with
local varieties and recipes and with rural landscapes
In the market sphere traditional farming "enrolled" in the
promotion of the products
In the scientific sphere (and partially in the policy) attention
if more focused on the economic sustainability of these
practice




Differences between 
the five dimensions

"Traditional farming" considered a social attribute,
regarded as both an outcome of a vibrant local community
and as a condition for the latter to flourish.



Strong link established with ethical attributes and
considered as an ethical value in itself

Differences between 
local
and
global
supply chains

Many sources establish close relation between traditional
framing styles and local supply chains because both
connected to local food production systems

Discourse coalitions / 
alternative framings

The attribute belongs to a discourse of local sustainability
based on localness, civic engagement, cultural heritage)
supporting the establishment of alternative food networks.

Dilemmas
contradictions

and 

In many cases traditional farming survival seems to be
possible in a context of local food centrality but also thanks
to the demand expressed by distant markets

Evidence of interactions 
with other attributes

and the significance of
this

Many interactions with a wide range of other attributes.
Very high interaction with "Territory" and "Biodiversity":
local productions and varieties often discussed together
with traditional farming and processing.
Relation with producers' incomes because valorisation of
traditional methods gives producers more market power


Differences between 
the food sectors /
commodities examined
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The most present sectors (in particular in TV programs) are
the "typical" productions that each place can offer.

Attribute 15

Labour rights

Level of relevance





Individual (the rights that each worker has, and the quality
of life that each worker achieve)
Groups (the right to strike or to have legal trade unions
representing their interests).
National/global (legal and political frameworks)



Medium-low in the sources and in the interviews



Priority

Differences between 
the four spheres

Considered in similar terms across the spheres, without
relevant differences in relation to the sources

Differences between 
the five dimensions


Mainly present and debated in the social dimension.
Also discusses in economic terms when the economic
conditions in which workers' rights can be respected or not
are discussed.

Differences between 
local
and
global
supply chains

Short food chains and local food systems regarded as
places in which labour rights can be better respected
because more balanced power relations
Through fair trade global chains can combine economic
sustainability with social values and rights respect.




Multinational corporations are in some sources analyzed in
terms of their respect of worker's rights. A control on their
activities can ensure labour rights respect.

Discourse coalitions / 
alternative framings

A social sustainability discourse emerges, that refers in
particular to the rights of the weaker groups (peasants,
minorities, immigrants women).
Sometimes rich and poor countries labour rights issues
addressed separately, sometimes jointly.


Dilemmas
contradictions

and 

Tension between
competitiveness

labour

rights

respect

and

price

Evidence of interactions 
with other attributes
and the significance of
this


Interaction with "Information", due to the relevance that
correct information can play on increasing consumers'
awareness
Interaction with "Producers' income, as an adequate
income is one of the most important rights for workers

Differences between 
the food sectors /
commodities examined

Some more attention is given to the shepherds' conditions
and to the tomato sector (with regard to rights and working
conditions of immigrate workers).
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Attribute 16

Food security

Level of relevance



Individual, constituency and global connotation.

Priority



Ranked among the highest attributes, more in interviews
than in selected literature

Differences between 
the four spheres

In Public sources generally associated to the southern
world, still with some productivist ‘fight to hunger’ angles.



Market sources underline the need to address domestic and
European food vulnerability.

Differences between 
the five dimensions

Primarily social connotation. Political aspects are
particularly relevant in this respect, and also economic
pertinence is sometimes highlighted.



Unequal wealth distribution in the world and the injustice
related to hunger are ethical concerns when food security is
at stake.
Health is particularly mentioned in relation to malnutrition


Differences between 
local
and
global

supply chains
Discourse coalitions / 
alternative framings

Dilemmas
contradictions

and 

Food security is a typical ‘global’ concern.
No specific and pertinent differences are detected
Rather than to market structure, food security is mostly
discussed with productivist or right to food approaches.
Food sovereignty approach is also mentioned.



Dilemmas. Production or access? Input intensification or
climate change and environmental protection? Emergencies
or long term food stability?
Coherence lacks when "business as usual" recipes on how to
feed the world are advanced alongside the need for
climate friendly systems, eventually repackaging green
revolution formulas

Evidence of interactions 
with other attributes
and the significance of

this

"Positively correlated with (minimising) "Food waste" and
"Affordability" attributes.
Relation with "Organic": doubts raised in a source about
organic sector capacity to feed the world.



"Obesity" addressed to discuss the incoherence of food
systems that create lack vs excess of calories.

Differences between 
the food sectors /

commodities examined

No specific sector difference.
Food security is often associated to caloric intake providing
a special place to grains.
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Attribute 17

Healthy food

Level of relevance



Individuals, groups (children, poor)

Priority



Frequently discussed but not always on relation to food
chains: medium-high relevance

Differences between 
the four spheres

A relevant presence across the four spheres, particularly in
Public and Policy



Emphasis on policy recommendations and tools higher in the
Policy sources with public health as their “core business”,
and in the Scientific, with attention to labelling and
certifications

Differences between 
the five dimensions

Obviously linked to Health dimension. When access to
healthy food is concerned, Ethic and Economic dimensions
are also relevant.

Differences between 
local
and
global
supply chains


Generally positively associated with local chains, more
critical association with global chains
In Public “Global” is often associated to unhealthy (junk)
food in poor countries as well as in the rich ones

Discourse coalitions / 
alternative framings

Often discussed in technocratic terms when quality controls
and nutritional recommendations are presented to promote
correct food consumptions behaviours
Poor countries’ right to healthy food sometimes seen in
contradiction with rich countries privileges
Non-evident contrasts among different coalitions within
wealthy countries



Dilemmas
contradictions

and 


Rich countries food standards and economic power vs poor
ones
Industrialized food companies tend to promote unhealthy
food

Evidence of interactions 
with other attributes
and the significance of
this

Generally associated with Obesity (negatively);
Geopolitical implications and Food security (in poor
countries); Organic, Seasonal and/or local productions
(positively)

Differences between 
the food sectors /

commodities examined

Present across sectors, as it is related to dietary regimes
More often mentioned with regard to meat (pork)
production
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Attribute 18

Healthy diets

Level of relevance



Mainly at the individual level, but groups and local
communities are also relevant

Priority



Medium priority, higher in the sources and quite low in the
interviews

Differences between 
the four spheres

More central role in the Policy, as an objects of
communication campaigns promoted by public agencies
like INRAN
Mentioned in Market in campaign and "mission" documents
as recommendations for healthy lifestyles o increase
beneficial effects of products' consumption



Differences between 
the five dimensions

Differences between 
local
and
global
supply chains

Discourse coalitions / 
alternative framings

Dilemmas
contradictions

Directly related to the human health dimension.
Also a strong relation with the social dimension,
Global chains are considered the source of junk food, in
particular for the lower socio-economic cetus, on the
contrary, local chains are regarded as the cradle of Italian
food traditions,
This approach is taken often for granted in the Public
sphere, in particular in some entertainment TV programs
A "medical" discourse in which diets are assessed for their
contribution to human nutrition, regardless food
provenience.
A different approach leads to a discourse centred on
lifestyles and aesthetical concerns

and 

Some of the sources argue that local food and short chains
are the environments in which healthy diets can be better
promoted



Others emphasize the importance of personal knowledge
about nutritional and medical implications of lifestyles and
food consumption patterns.

Evidence of interactions 
with other attributes
and the significance of

this

Strong relation with “Obesity”, in particular when the
“nutritional” component of the attribute is at stake
In the scientific sphere this relation extends to cover issue
like functional food and food safety
“Information” is also linked, in particular when issues like
certification, controls, traceability and transparency are at
stake.



Differences between 
the food sectors /
commodities examined
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Selected sources and experts have always addressed it
without reference to single products

Attribute 19

Food safety

Level of relevance



Mainly individual connotation



National (or European) and international standards can play
an important role

Priority



Higher consideration from interviews, while literature does
not pay much attention

Differences between
the four spheres



Mentioned in Market as a prerequisite and given for
granted in the value chain where the source operates,




Addressed by Public when important news go on scene.
Policy sphere more related to normative roles, regulatory
aspects policy implications.




Clear human health connotation
Relevant economic and social implications, as food safety
norms can regulate food business competition and
comparative advantage of different food productions and
supply chains.

Differences between

local and global supply
chains


Global chains winning when compliance to industrialoriented food safety norms is required.

Discourse coalitions /
alternative framings

Food safety becomes more important when issues like
freshness, seasonality, food integrity vis-à-vis frauds, quality
control are associated
Contested definitions and regulations of food hygiene
standards: local foods often associated to high quality niche
products threatened by hygiene regulations

Differences between
the five dimensions





Local chains argued to be beneficiary of more targeted
and smart derogations ensuring the livelihood of handicraft
productions

Dilemmas and
contradictions



Dilemma regarding threshold for ensuring adequate food
safety that can be unachievable for artisanal food items
and production methods.

Evidence of interactions
with other attributes
and the significance of
this
Differences between
the food sectors /
commodities examined




Positively correlated to "Healthy food" and "Healthy diets"
in a coalition that should ensure safe nutritional conditions.
"Information" allied when certification robustness is at stake.



No difference was clearly imputable to individual sector
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Attribute 20

Obesity

Level of relevance



Individual level, but not exclusively.



Groups levels also relevant (children in scholar age, the
poors in affluent countries and the middle class in southern
nations)



Mid-priority with regard to food chains implications,
although widely debated in general terms

Differences between 
the four spheres

Public most attracted by the topic , ranging from very
popular to more pedagogic approaches,
Policy investigates more the policy relevance of the topic,
the sanitary impact and the related financial costs.

Priority


Differences between 
the five dimensions

Highly liked to human health, although here can be minor
connections to other dimensions

Differences between 
local
and
global
supply chains


Simplified nutritional nature attributed to global chains,
seemingly based on few commodities.
Mediterranean diet, often connected to local chains, seen
as preventing obesity

Discourse coalitions / 
alternative framings

Quality of diets, food cultures, lifestyle, sustainable food
systems, available income and education are frequently
strongly associated to this attribute.
Mediterranean diet is a frame that is supposed to make
obesity disappear.


Dilemmas
contradictions

and 

The relative importance of social and economic factors vs
psychological elements as causes of obesity

Evidence of interactions 
with other attributes
and the significance of

this



"Healthy foods" and "Healthy diets" clearly and directly
connected.
Food "Affordability" associated in consideration of low
price of industrial or fast food and eroded family incomes.
"Information" is seen as crucial in educating people,
particularly children, on healthy diets
Other minor links recorded

Differences between 
the food sectors /
commodities examined

No particular between difference between sectors, yet the
grain and livestock sectors can be seen as more relevant in
simplified high caloric and fat food systems
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S. 4 - Conclusions
The survey led to the identification of the 20 selected attributes through the process
described at the beginning of the Report, in Section 1. The information taken from the two
typologies of sources, sources review and experts interviewed, leads to some general
comments with regard to the final set and to the occurrences, relevance and contrasting
perceptions of each attribute.
The five dimensions are all represented by at least three attributes (for the Economic) with
a maximum of five (for the Environment), witnessing a balanced presence across the
spaces of interest. Equally balanced among the dimensions are the attributes most and
more centrally addressed by the sources ("Information", "GHG emissions", "Producers'
income", "Healthy food"), confirming the wide-ranging coverage of debates and
discourses about and around food chains performances.
As far as the interviews are concerned, the experts have generally confirmed pertinence
and relevance of the attributes identified though the sources analysis, but have given an
important contribution for their ranking and also for a critical review of their definitions
(attributes like "Labour rights" and "Food safety", among the others, have been
significantly enriched thanks to the experts contributions).
With specific regard to the ranking exercise, some attributes are universally recognised as
crucial issues by the experts, notably among the others "Food security", "Labour rights",
"Affordability", that have always been ranked at least with a 7/10.
Other attributes have been ranked differently, sometimes with an intrinsic polemic
attitude, to highlight disagreement on the general discourse emphasis. This is particularly
referred to attributes like "Healthy food", "Healthy diets", "Food safety", "Animal
welfare" and "Obesity", whose rankings range from 4/10 to 10/10.
An analysis of the discourses and narratives arising from the survey has been given in
Section 4. The process of selection and analysis of the attributes has also induced some
more general reflections on the Italian perceptions and understandings of food chain
performances that are summarized as follows.
The Italian debate responds to the intrinsic cultural character food has in the national
society. A Slow Food narrative is progressively gaining ground in the national imaginary
strengthening an unconscious bias for local chains. A wave of re-peasantisation, though not
occurring in reality at a significant scale, is feeding media communication and some
procurement habits, particularly those of the middle urban class in search of authenticity
and traditionality. The overall effect is a tendency to privilege local food chains, in sociocultural terms more than in daily main purchases.
Policies tend to encourage this process enabling farmers markets, allowing derogations for
typical and traditional products, promoting origin denomination export, supporting
biodiversity conservation initiatives.
Yet, the bulk of market and infrastructure interventions are not coherent to this vision and
generally rely on a more techno-development approach. Similarly, modern lifestyles,
distribution infrastructures, urbanisation, de facto and perceived pauperisation have in
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modern distribution channels their reference purchasing context, strengthening global food
chain economy.
Local chains are generally regarded as fulfilling economic (in terms of farmers’ income
generation), environmental and social needs. Multifunctionality, in this respect, is no longer
part of the current narrative around food and agriculture as much as it occurred in
previous decades, but this does not mean a neglect, being now the multifunctional
character of agriculture a sort of commonly accepted pre-condition for the farming
activity and a crucial feature for its sustainability in the future. Multifunctionality is thus not
seen as an element enabling the food chain performance assessment, but as a
precondition for the economic sustainability of farms operating in the value chains.
Public policies are frequently invoked to guide development processes, generally
responding to the societal request for a new humanism in food systems. Public policies are
expected to shape new development directions in two complementary, sometimes
conflicting, ways: either forcing behaviours through choice editing (i.e. bans or punitive
taxations) or providing incentives and pedagogic tools to foster more sustainable and
socially oriented food systems and to raise awareness about the consequences of dire
food consumption patterns.
Food and nutrition are generally and broadly recognised as crucial and vulnerable areas
which need to be regulated and adjusted by public interventions and not let alone to
market forces. This brings with it the increasing recognition of the need to build a ‘resilient’
food system, a term which still rarely appears in non-scientific literature and discourses,
but which is gaining growing attention in the policy sphere. Moreover, resilience in
environmental and socio-economic terms is slowly becoming a goal for both the public and
private sectors, i.e. securing supplying conditions for processing industries. Similarly, food
safety and security are two main areas where this concern is mostly addressed.
Technological innovation is another frequent feature which emerges vis-à-vis economic
aspects like productivity, price competitiveness and in the feeding the world narrative, too,
mainly referred to global food chains where it plays an instrumental role. It is also
conducive to hygienic standard definition and compliance, potentially affecting
competition in the food sector. GMOs proved to be a very lively issue for the national
debate, across all spheres and dimensions: transgenic plants and foods are in fact seen as
a great threat or a big hope for the survival of the Italian food system in a very polarized
confrontation. A counter-rhetoric is given by biodiversity and traditions which are a
positively related binomial upon which the Italian food system (reputation) was built and is
sold worldwide, potentially threatened by GMO spread. This position is advocated not
only by ‘altermondialists’ or traditional sectors, but also by important food industries and
retailers, sometimes as a part of a greenwashing exercise.
Parallel to the already mentioned green washing, a ‘local washing’ occurs. A good
example is offered by a champion of global food: Mc Donald's. In recent years and
periodically, Mc Donald's advertised the broadening of its menu with sandwiches and
recipes
incorporating
geographic
denomination
ingredients,
such
as fontina or bresaola (further to salads to promote healthier meals). A joint promotion of
these new Italianised menus with a former Minister of Agriculture provided additional
media spin; notably, the Ag. Minister came from a party which made of localism a very
strong narrative. Mc Donald's, in fact, had to react to the long lasting brand bashing and
to its junk food fame: these were the years when the story of an Altamura baker who
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forced to closure for lack of customers the nearby Mc Donald's restaurant became
notorious. Altamura is a small city in inner Puglia surrounded by large areas of durum
wheat fields, thus giving birth to one of the most famous Italian breads. The David Vs
Goliath food story inevitably reinforced the antipathy for the global, legitimised the local
revival and forced Mc Donald's to adopt a more national physiognomy (or at least to
advertise it).
Food sovereignty is a complementary feature. The concept is widely advocated by civil
society groups and is gaining attention within the scientific community, slowly becoming
relevant in the larger public and policy arena. Yet, its understanding remains not fully
developed and elements of autarchy still appears from time to time. Food sovereignty
nevertheless deploys a strong potential in promoting local food systems and in
representing a way to express performance.
Conversely, trade liberalization and a freer flow of goods are presented by some sources
as the reference scenario for the food system, which Italian companies and policies have
to cope and adapt with. Performance criteria are thus those who enable competitiveness
of a specific food chain in a global context. Innovating or reinforcing food chains in terms
of logistic, packaging, market analysis, intelligence, etc. thus become crucial elements.
The conceptual conflict thus arises between economies of scope and economies of scale,
translating the global vs local antinomy into classical economic categories.
Multifunctionality is a clear example of the first while global liberalized markets of the
latter.
Socioeconomic innovation and transition elements are a further important feature: new
organisational formats, including those in the distribution chain, or participation and
activism in the governance structures arise as an important component of future
legitimisation of food and agriculture structures. Local food chains seem to better adapt to
this perspective, as they often appear as per se positive, being an example of people
self-help organization and community reinforcement.
Sustainable diets are progressively and sometimes aggressively in policy discussions and
information packages a new key feature combining health promotion and environmental
respect. The concept benefits and borrows from the Mediterranean diet token: though
being Italy its cradle and often recalled in mass media, Med diet has been progressively
disregarded in actual terms by Italian citizens and mainly remains as a narrative
reference and one of the many national archeological relics. Local food chains are in these
terms the vestals of Med diet and are aiming at reconstructing a nutritional nexus to the
production system.
Landscape and environment are an integrative feature. Beauty and taste are two
distinctive elements of the romantic idea that Italians have of their country and traditional
Italian productions are the ones that shaped national territory.
One of the pillars of the Slow Food movement is built around the ‘good, fair and clean’
dogma. As stated by one interviewed experts, this trinity represents a convergence among
social organizations goals, being a good synthesis of consumerist, fair trade and organic
entry points. Dignity in labour conditions, affordability and farmers income are a
complementary feature in this respect, once again mainly associated to local food chains,
even though fair trade apparently brings an incoherent element.
Some final comments can be made with explicit regard to the ways in which global and
local food chains are assessed and/or compared in the national debate.
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Considerations about the real costs and benefits of the food systems are sometimes made
to support the reference for local or global supply chains in terms of social and
environmental sustainability and food security. Global chains advocates argue that if a
scientific analysis is made (for example through a LCA assessment), global chains often
prove to be able to feed the world population while being more environmentally
sustainable. thanks to technological innovation, choice of adequate transport means,
possibility to grow vegetables and animals in the more adequate climate conditions, etc.
These sources tend to present themselves as an enlightened minority facing a larger
romantic (in some cases) or in bad-faith (in others) counterpart.
From the alternative perspective, different performances are highlighted, and local chains
are considered more respectful of local specificities, more capable to create resilient
small-scale food systems and to protect biodiversity. All features that are hardly
manageable within a structured uni-dimensional quantitative assessment like LCA.
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Appendix
List of those interviewed, together with their affiliations.
Name
Claudio
Mazzini
Patrizio Piozzi
+ Enrico de
Ruvo

Role

Firm/Organisation

Quality area head

Coop Italia

Market analyst

ISMEA

Antonio Feola

Manager

AIDEPI

Gianni Trioli

Chair

Vinidea

Venetia Villani Director

Cucina Naturale

Antonio
Onorati

President

Crocevia

Marcello de
Rosa

Professor of Agrofood
economics

University of Cassino
and Southern Lazio

Vittorio
Leproux

Manager ad consultant CTM-Altromercato

Kees de Roest

Researcher
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CRPA

Firm/Organisation
position
Main national retailer
Main research body
dealing with food&ag
markets
Pasta and bakery
branch of food
industry federation
Information broker on
wine
One of the main
national food
magazines
Leading NGO on
farming and
biodiversity
Public university
located in Cassino, in
Lazio Region
Fair trade leading
company
Regional livestock
research body
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GLAMUR is a EU FP7 project that aims at integrating advancement in scientific knowledge
about the impact of food chains to practice, to increase food chains sustainability through
public policies and private strategies.
This general objective will be pursued through the following specific objectives:
To develop and validate a performance criteria matrix for assessment and comparison of
food chains operating at a range of geographical scales through analysis of how food
chain impacts are communicated in different spheres of society.
To build a database of quantifiable indicators of impact and a set of 20 case studies
aimed at understanding how impacts are generated within specific food chains.
To advance knowledge on methodological problems and trade-offs arising when
measuring and comparing the impact of food chains within and between sectors.
To assess how performance is perceived by stakeholders in different national contexts
through participatory assessment and multi-criteria analysis of the different typologies of
food chains.
To assess the actual and potential role of public and private policies addressing food
chains and to turn assessment into policy recommendations.
To build a network that turns the advancement of scientific knowledge into decision making
tools for domestic and public consumers, producers, citizens, scientists, policy makers, civil
society organizations.
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S. 1 - Introduction to the national report,
which should include the methodology used
In France, the terms “global chains” or “local chains” are not commonly used, nor either the
term “performance”, whatever the sources. All spheres rather speak of filière and circuit
instead of chain, assessed as an anglo-saxon countries’ term, and refer to different
combinations between the identity of the product (traditional/local vs industrial/global),
the number of intermediaries (short vs long filière) and the geographical distance between
producer and consumer (local or regional circuits vs global trade). Three kinds of food
chains are usually mentioned: long filières of global food, based on industrial standards,
big firms of production, processing, retailing, eventually export/import and supermarkets,
ii) long filières of local and traditional food, signalled by labels such as AOP or GI, iii)
proximity circuits, anchored at local or regional level and based on traditional shops and
retailers or direct selling. Moreover, in a context of new societal requirements then
economic and sanitary crisis, new categories have been emerging last years, such as “short
food circuits” (with 0 to 1 intermediary between producers and consumers, whatever the
distance) “short and proximity food circuits” (specifying which circuits are really short and
local) or “made in France” products trade. These new categories are often presented as
“alternative food networks” even if some of them cross global and local dimensions of
chains and food.
We thus had to use different key-words and to recode the sources in order to confront
what was written on global vs. local food chains. It was nevertheless not easy to take in
account all the diversity and the nuances associated with, as far as the exercise is likely to
favour a binary thinking.
Sources have been reviewed in all spheres and associated with interviews of experts, as
showed on tables 1 and 2.
Table 1. List of consulted sources
Sphere
Expected Consulted
number
number
Scientific
Policy/NGO
Market
Public
- Blogs
- Newspapers
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10-30
10-20
15-20

17
22
18

Concern
local food
chain
7
14
6

10
100

19
117

12
62

Concern
global food
chain
8
6
12

Concern
both chains

4
42

3
13

2
2

Table 2. Number of interviewed experts per sphere
Policy sphere
Scientific sphere
Public sphere
Market sphere
3
2
1
5
(+ 3 experts from
the market sphere
both involved in the
public sphere)

S. 2 - National Context – brief description and
analysis
France is the leading agricultural country of the European Union and the second country
for the amount of food consumption (19 % in value), after Germany (Eurostat 2012). It is
the world’s second largest exporter of agro-food products (behind the USA), on the same
level as Germany and the Netherlands. Unlike these two countries, France is a net
exporter (11 billion of surplus) for both raw agricultural commodities (cereals) and
processed products (e.g. wine). Nearly 66 % of exports (in 2012) go to the other
European countries. France is self-sufficient in all food products, with the exception of
vegetable proteins imported for animal consumption (40 %) and products of organic
agriculture (25 %).
On the production side, the French food system is organized around specialized
agricultural areas: intensive livestock (milk, meat) in the West of France; ranching in
mountain areas; cereals and industrial crops in central and northern France; vineyards on
specific areas (Champagne, Languedoc, Bordeaux, Burgundy...), fruits and vegetables in
the main valleys and coastal plains (Rhône, Loire, Garonne, Mediterranean coast...), sugar
cane and banana in Caribbean and Réunion islands... Only few regions have maintained
diversified farming systems (south-west or east of France). Agriculture largely remains a
household activity, but new forms of capitalist agribusiness are developing. Farms
(480,000 in 2013) and employment (nearly 850,000 FTE, 3.3% of national employment)
are in steep decline. Food industries (cooperatives and private firms processing food)
have an important economic weight (nearly 600 000 jobs, 2.3%) and are concentrated in
areas of intensive agriculture and near urban areas (Ministère Agriculture, 2012).
On the consumption side, the French food system is characterized by regional differences
and opposition between the rural "province" and Paris, which structure the food chains
(Rungis, in the south of Paris, remains the first wholesale food market in Europe). But
urbanization has been accelerated during the twentieth century, and today 78% of the
population (48 millions) are living in urban areas, more than 12 million in the Paris region.
8
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This urbanization, accentuated over the last ten years, has led to the development of outof-home food (35% of food expenditure in 2010), including collective catering (17%, one
of the highest rates in Europe), but also a strong growth of food purchases in supermarkets
(66% of household food purchases, stabilized over the last ten years) (Laisney, 2012).
Traditional foodservice (restaurants, cafes...) and food purchases in small markets
(specialized stores, local markets...) are now proportionately less important than in many
European countries. The French diet has been influenced by these evolutions, including an
increasing consumption of processed food and products high in sugar, fat and salt.
Nevertheless the national diet maintains some specificities: 3 meals per day at a fixed
time, conviviality at the table, emphasis on taste, high consumption of wine, cheese, butter,
beef and bread (even if their consumption are decreasing per capita). Regional
differences are attenuated, but food social inequalities persist and nutritional diseases
appear, such as overweight (15% of the population), even though the rate remains one of
the lowest in Europe.
In the French food system, 'traditional' intermediated food chains (long regional or
national chains, small or medium scales…) have considerably decreased.
This evolution results in the development of i) an agro-industrial model, and ii) a
“patrimonial style food”, both inserted into global chains. This dualism between food
systems is now challenged by iii) the recent emergence of alternative food systems
(models) emphasizing short food supply chains or organic products.
i) The "agro-industrial" model developed during the twentieth century,
accentuating the regional agricultural specialization and strongly increasing the
productivity, providing abundant food with low prices on the national market, then on
export markets. This model relies on the massive use of industrial inputs, on the principle of
separation and recomposing of food components, on standardization, on a high
concentration of activities in collection, processing, logistics and (from the 70s) food
distribution. This model has been supported by a compromise between majority
agricultural unions, agribusiness (cooperative groups and private processing firms) and the
State. It has greatly benefited from the CAP. It has allowed the development of food mass
production and mass consumption, but has been gradually criticized for its negative
effects on environment, landscape, organoleptic quality of products, reduction of
employment, rural exodus from the less productive areas...
This agro-industrial model is directly linked with the globalization of food chains (long
chains and remote inputs and outputs, standardization and internationalization of
products), even if most of the productive capital is formally controlled by farmers or
French families. In France almost 75 % of the food consumption can be directly related to
the agroindustrial model (Rastoin, Ghersi, 2010).
ii) In addition, a "patrimonial style food" model has been developed from the
diversity of productions and regional cultures, and from previous prestigious food markets
(historically appreciated by upper classes). Wine and cheese are the most known products
in this model, but meat products, fruits and vegetables, processed food are also
concerned... This model relies on quality products differentiated by local know-how and
9
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local resources, integrated in the notion of “terroir”. The model is based on smaller scales
and on the principle of conservation of agricultural characteristics of food. This model is
associated with gastronomy, tourism (France is the first touristic destination in the world),
French culture, or even with the luxury sector. Over the time these products have been
democratized, because of i) a general rise in household income , ii) the development of
markets segments with higher productivity and iii) the introduction of labels to ensure
quality. These differentiated productions are alternative options for less productive rural
areas (mountains for example) and are mainly supported by local agricultural unions,
rural politicians, actors related to quality food and the state (through INAO). This food
model aims at promoting local food in national and global supply chains, and increasingly
for export. However, local circuits keep a role in the construction of quality (through
agritourism). The model is however criticized about the higher prices of its products, not
easily available to low-income households, or for not clearly taking into account
environmental issues. In France, between 10% and 15% of food consumption can be
related to this “patrimonial quality food”, mostly marketed through long chains with AOP
and GI signs of quality.
iii) Between these two models, alternative food systems have emerged over the
past twenty years. They relate to organic farming, new forms of domestic agriculture and
more recently "short food supply chains" (Chiffoleau, 2009). New quality attributes are
highlighted, favouring social links and links to nature, not necessarily using official labels.
They come either from traditional forms (e.g. farmers markets) or from innovations (AMAP,
shared gardens, biodynamic networks...). Alternative food systems are promoted at the
same time by groups of activist farmers and by urban social movements. The values
promoted are in line with those of the post- modern society but are also gradually
claimed by actors of the other two models (e.g. integration of organic or local products in
supermarkets). The government finally recognized the potential value of alternative food
systems, but the political expression of their actors remains conflictive, particularly against
the promoters of the agribusiness model (e.g. debates on different forms of agroecology).
The local dimension of the food chains is a major focus, innovative and performative of
these systems, but some products also refer to global circuits (imported organic food, short
circuits oriented to export, e-market...). These alternative systems have been first
marginalized, but they are statistically observable since the beginning of the XXIst century
(increase of direct sales or organic production). Alternative food systems relate to more
than 10% of household expenditure on food (we estimate 6% for local circuits, 2% for
domestic supply, 2% for organic food outside local circuits) (Touzard, 2012).
These three models differ in their “quality conventions”, and in their relation to local vs.
global circuits: dominant global food chains (long distance, standardized, impersonal) for
the agroindustrial system; global chains promoting local food for the AOC products;
inclusion of social and environmental values in local food chains for the alternative food
systems. These three models are confronting through economic interactions (competition,
complementarity), and political interactions pushed by different coalitions of actors. They
also question differently agronomic and food research (Touzard, Temple, 2012). A new
discourse "recognizing the diversity of food patterns" is now very active in public policy or
in the programming of agricultural research (Esnouf et al., 2013). The current co-evolution
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of these agro-food models or systems can be linked with a set of trends, sometimes
specifically French:
1) The role of the central government is still crucial (sanitary policy, National Food Plan,
food regulation, management of the first pillar of the CAP, education and research ... ),
but the power of local authorities is growing, particularly the regions in charge of rural
development from 2014, and municipal communities, heavily involved in the promotion of "
local food chains";
2) The succession of highly publicized health crises (BSE, avian influenza, Escherichia Coli,
horsegate, pesticides...) amplifies health concerns, which appear in many surveys as a
major issue for French people. The need of reinsurance in food and food chains pushes to
strengthen guarantee through both official labels and interpersonal relationships;
3) The economic crisis has been less severe in France than in other European countries, but
it keeps the country in economic stagnation and especially increased social inequalities
(15% of the population are below the poverty line). Its effects are on three levels: i) the
purchasing power of households is more constrained on food quality for the middle class,
leads to food insecurity for the poorest, but maintains luxury food consumption for upper
class; ii) the unemployment issue (11% in 2013) leads to find sources of employment in
alternative food systems, but also to protect employment in agribusiness systems (recent
crisis in Brittany); iii) tensions are growing between agents in food chains and between
different food chains;
4) Environmental concerns remain present, but seem to be becalmed after a period of
increase in political debates and food markets (2007-2010 Grenelle de l’environnement).
Households are spending 14% of their budget in food and this food consumption
represents respectively 23% and 27% of the water and carbon total footprints (CGDD,
2011). In fact environmental issues seem to be more considered as a constraint by a
significant part of economic actors of both production and consumption side of the French
food system (“we need a "pause on the environment"”, representative of a farmers’ union).
On the contrary, ethical concerns are diffusing through the development of “emerging
consumptions” (Obsoco, 2012) promoting use (vs. property), renting, recycling… It does
not mean a reject of consumption but the desire “to consume differently” which now
concerns not only the activists or upper classes and relies on the refusal of excessive
marketing, wasting, products obsolescence… According to some experts, “we have lost the
mass consumption model” and deep impacts on production and chains are coming.
5) The questioning of political action, the rise of scepticism towards Europe, the
development of nationalist and extremist postures or the disengagement from public life
might influence food behaviours and food chains. The comeback of values related to
personal ties, local food, food as pleasure goods (TV shows on cooking), “made in France
products” can be linked with these sociological evolutions.
6) The impact of the development of information and communication technology and
media is also important in food chains. Beyond the technical use (traceability management,
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e-learning...), these new technologies can promote exchanges on initiatives in food systems
(increasing number of forums on internet). They participate in the globalization of the
diversity of food products and chains (trade via drives, in exponential progression, is
going, according to some experts, to change completely the food distribution landscape),
in the development of territorial marketing, but they also can amplify the effects of scares,
reputation or manipulations in food supply chains...

S. 3 - Analysis of how food chain performance
is currently assessed
A common trend is that many sources and experts in France tend actually to question the
functioning of the global chains, sometimes radically, even if there do not belong to
activists’ movements which have been questioning the mainstream schemes for a long time.
Moreover, the local food chains, after a long period of ignorance, then euphoria (after
the mad cow crisis), have now to answer to a growing number of questions or critics, as far
as they are very diverse and associated with contrasted impacts while a part of global
chains appropriate some of the positive externalities of proximity trade in their model. A
second important point is the lack of knowledge and data about all the food chains, which
favours ideologies and reductionism, even if recent efforts have been made to assess the
SFC (Agricultural Census 2010).
A synthetic list of 20 attributes has been difficult to define, as far as numerous indicators
or criteria are used in sources and by experts, with different meanings. The list we
propose includes different kinds of attributes:
- Attributes commonly addressed in sources or by experts: profitability, access to
food, employment…
- Meta or synthetic attributes including different declinations or sub-attributes:
networks, governance, land use, patrimony…
- Low-audience (sub-)attributes but featuring, according to some experts, deep
changes to come: pathologies due to work…
- Emerging attributes, showing an exponential audience: wasting…
- Attributes addressed, by sources, as France’ s specificities: production
techniques….

1. Profitability
Profitability appears as the most obvious attribute for chain performance, also evoked
through “efficiency”, “return” terms. It is also one of the most discussed attributes: in a
12
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context in which global chains are assessed to be “unfair”, the renewing of local chains
can be explained as a tentative to get the profit back at the upstream level.
First addressed by the market sphere, this attribute is also commonly used by policy actors
to justify specific policies to support firms’ competitiveness or to control/make visible the
repartition of profit along the chains (public observatory of prices and margins). This
attribute is however a source of conflict within and between the different spheres, as far
as profit tends to be captured by an oligopoly of firms: “in supermarkets, on 100 euros
spent by a consumer for food, only 8 euros go back to production” (expert, market sphere).
Public and policy spheres denounce opacity about profit within chains.
Global chains are generally associated with low to medium profit per unit in global
chains, but combined with big volume, and local chains with a higher profit per unit but
reduced in volumes: “when it goes to supermarket, my salad gives me 30 centimes of euro
back, while 1 euro in direct selling. But they take my salads by whole pallets, I can not make
without my cooperative and my wholesaler who have more weight than me and deal with
everything” (farmers’ interview published in the public sphere). To go further, for some
people, “The local production is uneconomical. Consumers want local products, however
she/he is not ready to pay more” (expert, market sphere).
However, prices are more volatile in global chains than in local ones: “in global food
chains, prices can double in few months while charges, on the contrary, do not follow this
variation” (expert, market sphere). Fair trade appears as a global alternative.
This attribute raises some dilemmas:
- Local food chains are not necessary profitable nor fairer
- Difficulty in getting data
- Prices do not include subsidies nor externalities
- Difficulty in fixing prices in local food chains
- Dilemma between fair price for producers and for consumers
This attribute is closely linked with access to food, governance, justice, autonomy. It has
Impacts on production techniques: “if the price paid in global chains goes on decreasing,
producers, to come through, ensure reducing production costs. They thus often choose a lower
quality production, socially and environmentally” (expert, market sphere).

2. Access to food
Access to food includes economic and physical access (affordability, accessibility). It is
often considered as the most important attributes in the food security perspective and
presented as one of the main advantages of the global food chains. It comes also as a
source of recovery for supermarkets through drives, in exponential progression.
This attribute crosses all dimensions and spheres but may take different meanings
depending on whether the focus is made on food quantity and/or quality. In France, food
constitutes an indicator of social inequalities.
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History and success of global chains rely on this attribute: access is associated with lowprice standard food and supermarkets in cities’ peripheries. Local chains appear as both
expensive and atomized (poor logistics), little accessible to low-income people or people
with little time or transport capacity to do shopping. “We have to avoid the dualist system
which we have for the moment: one the one hand, low quality and price products, accessible
for a large part of the population, on the other high quality products, more expensive,
accessible to a minority” (expert, policy sphere)
There is an historical alliance between the main leaders of the market sphere, the policy
sphere and the public sphere (consumer associations) around “purchasing-power defence”
through easy access to low-price products. However, some local chains actors carry out
innovations towards food justice and while some scientists support innovations connecting
local chains and food help, others collaborate with global chains leaders to reinsure
consumers about low-price food quality.
This attribute raises some dilemmas:
- Some media diffuse an elitist vision of local chains while criticizing low-price food
quality
- Most innovations for food justice are only charitable initiatives
- Dilemma between fair price for producers and fair price for consumers
- The State has been supporting local chains for few years but pressures or closes
local slaughter houses, officially for sanitary reasons, in reality because of the
main global chains leaders’ lobbying.
Access to food questions profitability, nutritional quality, environmental pollutions,
production techniques, governance, social justice.

3. Food safety
This attribute is being a hot spot in France since the mad cow crisis. It is one of the main
slogans of the global chains about their competitive advantage, associated with reliability.
It is highlighted by all spheres as far as health is challenged. However, it raises questions
in other spheres as far as the focus on low-price food, for instance, as well as the logistics
capacity may have consequences on food safety.
Compulsory attribute for the policy sphere, marketing tool in the market sphere, it raises a
growing concern in the public sphere since the end of the 1990s, stronger after each crisis
(e.g. horsegate); there is a current trend of preoccupation regarding residues.
We have to note that in France, the same regulation is applied to agro-industrial and
local tools (while there are different and specific rules in other European countries).
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There has been an historical alliance between global chains’ firms and policy-makers to
guarantee food safety through industrial and standardization processes, and traceability
tools. The mad cow crises has favored mistrust of many citizens regarding the agroindustrial model: local food chains appeared as a way to get more guarantees: “in local
food chains, the producer can explain production or breeding techniques, as well as labor
conditions: this way of selling allows a gain in matter of food safety” (expert, market
sphere).
This attribute is associated with dilemmas:
- Global chains are not necessary more safe
- Many frauds have been observed in the local food chains, but some of them show
the inadequacy of norms dedicated to global chains rather than to be due to
dishonesty
- Citizens get a part of responsibility as far as i) they want safe food for cheap
prices, ii) they may do not respect conservation prescription (cold chain).
Safety is supported by traceability, and linked with production techniques.

4. Employment
Employment is one of the most important attributes, considered along a quantitative
and/or qualitative perspective and from the farm (that means, includes farmers’
maintenance or establishment). However, some parts are hidden (e.g. pathologies due to
work). This attribute concerns all spheres, first of all regarding the economic and social
dimension, but links with the health dimension are emerging. It remains however little
studied in the scientific sphere beyond macro data.
Global chains are supposed to favour a high number of jobs but recent data (Census
2010) confirm short food chains favour more employment per hectare than long food
chains at the farm level. Moreover, local food chains favour little farms maintenance or
establishment. However, the context is changing, as far as big companies are developing
short food supply chains: “Big firms are more able to develop short food supply chains,
thanks to their means for processing, that increases concentration and destroys employment”
(public sphere).
Public and policy spheres denounce delocalization and there is a growing alliance
between big companies in the market sphere and policy-makers around “corporate
responsibility” including maintenance of jobs (“made in France” products), labour relations
and labour conditions issues.
Some scientists highlight new pathologies due to the lack of work acknowledgment in
global chains, both for humans and animals (e.g. in industrial slaughter houses) while big
companies in global chains focus to change labour conditions to take in account animal
welfare. However, local food chains do not necessary favour better labour conditions,
especially for farmers (intensive work favouring stress, worn state) nor work
acknowledgment. Moreover, there is a difficulty in finding salaries in the food sector,
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especially skilled ones, that favours employment of immigrate workforce or mechanisation
even in local food chains. We thus observe a decreasing workforce in cereals, immigrate
workforce in fruits and vegetables, bad labor conditions in cattle farming and processing.
Labour specialization in global chains tends to specialize land use, discredit knowledge
and know-how. There is a strong interaction with sense-making: “Local food chains values
farming, improves its image, that favours renewal and establishment of new comers” (expert,
market sphere).

5. Land use
“Technical issue” for a long time as far as land specialization has been considered as one
of the conditions of the “productivity turn” in the 1960s
Growing concern among public and policy spheres relative to food security, evoked
through “food sovereignty” claim, and to environmental issues. However, it does not get
much media attention.
Firstly associated with the economic and environmental dimensions but more and more
addressed in the ethical sphere as far as autonomy is challenged.
Local chains are supposed to favour land diversification while global chains are
associated with land specialization.
Alliance between market and policy spheres to support big farms rather than little ones
This attribute raises some dilemmas:
- land specialization favours profitability and advanced production techniques
- land specialization is unfavourable to farms maintenance and establishment
- land specialization reduces diversity and increases vulnerability regarding food
security and environmental issues
- Local food chains use more land per volume unit: the ecological foodprint is
higher

6. Food quality
Often highlighted whatever the sources to compare global vs. local chains while one may
think it is independent of the chain
Health issue for all spheres and social issue for the public one, as far as food quality
contributes to France’s identity, is a part of the French culture
Global chains favour standardized quality, labelled products or trademarks products
while local chains favor specific products
“In global food chains, relations between producer and consumer do not exist, that is why
there are some quality labels which serve as references for consumers” (expert, market
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sphere)
More and more TV programs stress low quality food in industrial production associated
with global chains
There is a growing mistrust in the public sphere regarding processed food, even from
famous trademarks, especially since the horsegate
Specific products are presented as having more taste, a better nutritional quality but are
little accessible
Food quality is a result of production techniques and/or terroir and has no relation with
the chain (“= way of selling”): case of AOP/GI products
Global chains also propose new kinds of good food: “nutriceuticals”
This attribute raises some dilemmas or contradictions:
- Subjective issue as well as an objective one
- Lack of data
- Consumers are little skilled on this issue
- “Regional products” are not necessary processed from regional raw material nor
better in matter of nutritional quality nor taste
- Local food chains may be an opportunity to sell low-quality food: e.g. sale of
frozen low-quality chickens firstly dedicated to West Africa
Strong interaction with production techniques, patrimony, access to food, networks
Impacts on health, justice
“food alienation though mass production and distribution lead to public health problems”
(public sphere)
“the more and more vivid concurrence between farm products may lead some suppliers to
reduce production costs and imply a decrease in food quality” (public sphere)

7. Patrimony
A priori a touchy issue in France but facts reveal a little concern
Environmental and social issue, concerning the public and policy spheres, traditionally
studied by the scientific sphere
Of critical importance in the major trend of food globalization
Main part of the public sphere is little aware of challenges linked with this attribute but
there is growing concern in peri-urban areas (about the esthetic function of agriculture)
Local chains based on household production contribute implicitly to the French social
culture in the public sphere
Policy sphere is not much concerned
It is a qtrategic asset or source of profit for the market sphere (social marketing,
economic combination between cultural activities and local chains)
Evident relation with the environmental dimension, component of the social dimension,
ethical issue as far as rights and diversity are challenged
Global food chains have a weak relation with patrimony but some of them use a
“patrimony image” to distinguish themselves
“We have created a patrimonial image to our lamb, which helps us to negotiate in long
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chains and to increase the value of our product” (expert, market sphere)
Local food chains are more likely to preserve and value local varieties or animal races,
culinary patrimony, to reintroduce forgotten techniques (animal drive)
Homogenization of environments allows a large scope of application while patrimonial
assets may be counter-productive
AOP/GI products can combine global chains and patrimony preservation-valuation
This attribute raises some dilemmas or contradictions:
- Corporate responsibility in global chains includes patrimony preservation, as well
as global chains promoting North-North local fair trade
- Innovation, advertising and “responsible” trademarks in global food chains give
the impression of patrimony respect and promotion
- On the 100 patrimonial products promoted by Slow food, only 6 are French
- Conflict
between
preservation/conservation
and
innovation/dynamic
management even in local food chains (e;g. participative breeding)
Interaction with food quality, production techniques, innovation
More visible in dairy and meat production, in which patrimony is challenged, but also
important in cereals, fruits and vegetables
Wine as the (unique ?) example of patrimony preservation and promotion whatever the
chain

8. Governance
Growing issue around “food democracy”, based on citizens’ participation in decisions
regarding food systems
Both social and ethical issue as far as autonomy, acknowledgement of individuals are at
stake
Problematic issue for the policy sphere and peripheral actors of the market sphere
Complex or technical for the public sphere
Still little studied in the scientific sphere
Global food chains are managed by an oligopoly of firms which concentrate capital and
resource, and influence political decisions through lobbying
Local food chains are used to have no governance
Government (vs. governance) used in global chains is more efficient; the lack of
governance in local food chains favors concurrence, wasting, low profitability
Round tables for sustainable development with stake-holders are implemented by market
sphere leaders with the support of the policy sphere
Some short food supply chains favor new schemes of governance, especially around box
schemes, school catering
Governance promotes individual and collectively built autonomy and sense of
responsibility
“consumers tend to involve themselves when eating products they bought directly” (expert,
scientific sphere)
This attribute raises some dilemmas or contradictions:
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-

Agricultural cooperatives little involved in local food chains
Potential conflict between territorial governance around local food chains and
corporatism, sectorial organization
- Local food chains may not promote new governance schemes as far as i) they
reproduce global chains functioning at a local level, ii) consumers become the new
decision-makers
- Most of the citizens do not want to become responsible
Interaction with profitability, networks, wasting
Commodity products more concerned than processed ones

9. Environmental pollutions
Mix attribute including air pollution due to transports (carbon footprint, greenhouse gas), soil
and water pollution due to farming inputs
Environmental issue but impacts on health
Growing concern in the public sphere because impacts on health (allergies, cancers) become
to be highlighted
Not really taken in account in the policy sphere, like other ecological issues in France
Greenwashing in the market sphere
Debates in the scientific sphere (no stabilized tools nor knowledge)
Food miles are more important in global chains than local ones
Eco-tax on transports vs employment in Brittany (2013): all spheres agree to give priority to
employment
Out-of-soil production presented as environmentally-friendly by big firms because
controlled
Famous example of lamb meet coming from New-Zealand by ferry vs local meet
transported to the closest city by small vans: lower footprint in the first case
Lack of data and adapted tools to catch complex systems
Strong interaction with logistics and production techniques

10. Networks
Search of social link and trust through direct relations appeared as one of the main factors
of local food chains renewing
Attribute including all kinds of links promoted, challenged or broken through chains, to go
beyond ideology
Weak signal around “emerging consumption” relying on cooperation between users (e.g.
buying groups) and closer links between producers and consumers (e.g. box schemes)
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Social and public issue at first, but economic and market attribute as well
Ethical perspective in the public sphere
Of critical importance as far as interpersonal relations are a basic need for human beings
Different kinds of networks are at stake: social link, solidarity relations in the public sphere,
inter-firm and professional relations in the market sphere, strategic relations for the policy
sphere
Field of research in the scientific sphere
Global chains tend to reduce cooperation between suppliers and to promote concurrence
relations; isolation of farmers
Local food chains favor collaboration, social inclusion of marginalized or disadvantaged
people, supportive relations with peers and consumers and trust through direct or closer
relations between producers and consumers
“Local food chains are a way, in regions, to organize more formally relations between vegetal
and animal filières” (public sphere)
Global food chain is a way to cooperate with other nations (the easiest way?)
Concurrence relations in globalized spaces favor innovation, profitability, access to food
This attribute raises some dilemmas or contradictions:
- Social link sometimes idealized in local food chains, even by researchers
- New concurrence relations within local food chains, especially between producers
and artisans
- Many consumers do not want to get links with producers and vice-versa
Interaction with governance

11. Production, processing, transports techniques
One of the most used attribute to compare global and local chains while not necessary
linked with the type of chain, except the logistics sub-attribute
Environmental issue carried out by a part of the public sphere, health issue for another part
of this sphere
Of critical importance as far as the main part of environmental pollutions are due to
farming practices, even if transports (and thus logistics) are more highlighted
The public sphere is more and more concerned by this attribute, especially because it may
impact their health
The policy sphere still supports productive production techniques and industrial processes,
even if the present government acknowledges a diversity of agriculture
Global chains are based on intensive and industrial production techniques, efficient logistics
while local food chains are more diverse and promote artisanal processing techniques, but
suffer of poor logistics even if some of them favour innovation, e.g. use of transport by
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inland waterway to feed Paris
Alternative case of AOP/GI products, crossing global chains and respectful production
techniques
However:
- Lack of data
- Local food chains may be more intensive than global chains (e.g. tomato or salads
production in warm greenhouses around Northern France cities and delivering
directly supermarkets)
Interaction with food quality, profitability, pathologies, employment

12. Human and animal pathologies
Explosion of correlations between food, work in food chains and pathologies, both for
humans and animals
Pathologies include physiological and psychological diseases
Health issue both in the public and market sphere but Growing concern in the public sphere,
cautious policy sphere regarding this issue, strong debates in the scientific spheres around
correlations.
Global food chains is associated with i) junk or low-quality food, added to strong
advertising, favoring obesity, diabetes, allergies, ii) hard labor conditions likely to cause
stress for humans, iii) intensive and violent breeding conditions favoring animals suffering
and pathologies, iv) human pathologies (up to suicide) due to animal suffering
Local food chains are more likely to promote and learn about healthy food and to favor
better labor and breeding conditions as far as they may be seen by local inhabitants
Lobbying by market mainstream actors on the policy sphere to reduce their responsibility in
matter of pathologies (e.g. lobbying on salt and sugar threshold in processed food)
Resurgence of “post-colonial attitudes” in big firms, supported by the State, through
processing products higher in sugar dedicated to French overseas departments or allowing
raw products with higher rates of pesticides (e.g. bananas in Caribbean islands)
This attribute raises some dilemmas or contradictions:
- Firm corporate responsibility includes prevention of pathologies
- Lack of data
- Local food diet is not necessary healthier (e.g. in regions specialized in meat
production)
“I think that the negative impacts due to chemical products use are more important on farmers
than on consumers, even if the focus is made on these latter” (expert, policy sphere)
“The role of pesticides is going to reveal itself” (expert, market sphere)
“It’s time to take in account the accumulative effects or all that is present in food and may touch
citizens” (expert, public sphere)
“The agricultural profession itself contributes to make invisible professional intoxications”
(scientific sphere)
Interaction with production techniques, food quality, food safety
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13. Knowledge
One of the main arguments in local food chain renewing: they favour knowledge of food,
origin of food and production techniques by consumers
Social and ethical issue as far as knowledge is a step towards empowerment
Growing concern, notably in the policy sphere: implementation of training programs on food
in schools
Strategic asset for the market sphere, growing concern in the policy sphere in relation with
public health issues
Low audience in the public sphere
Object of research in the scientific sphere (e.g. ethnobotanism)
Global chains tend to standardize knowledge of workers, and to reduce knowledge of
consumers
Local chains favors specific knowledge for workers, education to food for consumers
Alliance between parts of market, policy and scientific spheres around technological
knowledge to feed the world
AOP/GI products are a way to combine market issue and knowledge preservation and
valuing
Coalition between parts of market and public spheres to distinguish the French organic
label, with stronger constraints than the European one but little knowledge by ordinary
consumers
This attribute raises some dilemmas:
- Conservative vs. adaptive approach
- Know-how have been lost even in local food chains(e.g. butchers, they are not
trained any longer to buy directly animals)
- Communication about food origin is not always allowed (cf. butchers and beef meet)
- Consumers are little skilled about food and trust prescribers, advertising above all
proposed by global chains’ actors
- Consumers little read labels on processed food
- Growing critics about State nutritional recommendations (e.g. “you have to consume
5 fruits and vegetables per day”, highly taught in school programs) avoiding to
specify production techniques as far as children are more sensitive to residus and
allergies due to conventional food
Interaction with food safety: “In local chains, consumers look for direct link with producer,
knowledge on food provenance and reinsurance on food quality” (expert, scientific sphere)
Interaction with governance: “gaining knowledge about food provenance is a way to recover
agriculture and agricultural policy in your region and to express yourselves on what they should
be” (expert, scientific sphere)
Interaction with pathologies: knowing food reduces risk of obesity, diabetes
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14. Sense-making
Attribute including authenticity, sense of belonging, proudness…
Requirement of “sense” is one of the factors of local food chains renewing, both for farmers
and consumers
Public and market spheres concerned at first sight
Growing concern in the policy sphere
Social and ethical issue, economic tool
Global chains favor loss of significance as far as products are standardized, land is
specialized, work is industrial
Local food chains favor authentic food, proudness due to feedback on products quality,
sense making about labor, sense of belonging to a territory, consumer’ s involvement…
“Powerful vectors of acknowledgement, alternatives to wholesalers and supermarkets seduce
more and more producers” (public sphere)
“Buying voluntarily a local product is above all a citizen act, an act which tries to get sense to
food purchase. The consumer is thus likely to accept the additional costs, it is a way to claim for
an agricultural development choice” (expert, market sphere)
AOP/GI appear as an alternative combining significance and global chains
Corporate firm responsibility includes sense-making issues
There is a traditional alliance between local authorities and local food networks actors to
strengthen territorial attractiveness for tourists, but more recently to maintain activity trough
social cohesion
However, the sense of belonging to a territory is not necessary with the territory where one
lives and be procured by global chains: “Consumers are more and more in search of
“purchase experience”, things they can touch and smell, which can be procured by
supermarkets” (expert, market sphere)
Interaction with governance

15. Innovation
Distribution is a major sector of innovation; it includes technical, technological,
organizational, social innovations
A first trend is crossing the market sphere and the economic dimension; a second one is
linked with the public sphere and social/ethical dimension
Strategic issue in the market sphere, new motto in the public one, object of research in the
scientific one, new light in the public one (after a period of critics, doubts, skepticism)
Economic and/or social-ethical, may also concern health or environment
Global chains appear as very innovative, in matter of marketing with possible impacts on
environment or health (packaging, nutriceuticals…)
Global food chains promote ecologically-intensive production often using GMO
Local food chains favour socio-organizational innovations (box schemes…) and
ecologization of production techniques (conversion to organic); they also promote culinary
innovations, as well as technological innovations in matter of cooking material; they promote
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social cognitive innovations like skills exchanges through blogs or fab labs
There is an alliance between parts of the market and scientific spheres around a modern
style of life, including ready-to-eat food, drives…
Foundations managed by big companies sponsor social innovation towards food justice or
democracy
On the other hand, strong corporatism in local food chains limits innovation
Innovation interacts with production techniques, environment pollutions, health

16. Justice
Attribute including equality and solidarity issues; new issue about food justice in policy and
public spheres
Crosses economic, social and ethical dimension
Little audience, as far as this attribute reveals power balance
Addressed in the scientific sphere
Hidden part of the market sphere
Global chains promote a unique model, put forward solidarity with consumers vs. producers
Local food chains give a chance to diverse models, promote solidarity with producers,
among stake-holders.
Fair trade constitutes as an alternative in global chains
There is a coalition between supermarkets, State and charity associations to use previously
lost or thrown products (e.g. products just below the date limit for consumption) to give food
to poor people and build food justice
Indeed, there is a difficulty in building solidarity both for producers AND consumers: e.g.
box schemes
Justice interacts with wasting, governance.

17. Wasting
Topical issue, including losses along chains as well as wasting by consumers
Carried out by the policy sphere, along an economic and environmental perspective, low
audience in the public sphere except few NGOs, few works in the scientific sphere, hidden
part of the market sphere, new link with social and ethical issues as far as a link is made
between wasting and food help.
Long-distance transports and production standards in global chains favor losses, high
number of products in supermarkets favours wasting.
Local food chains allows a better articulation between supply and demand, as well as
processing of surplus
There is an alliance between market, policy spheres an charity associations in the public
spheres to value surplus in the food help chain: usual before, promoted these last months
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This attributes raises some dilemmas or contradictions:
- Poor logistics in local food chains can produce losses and wasting
- Consumers’ habits are difficult to change
- Ambivalent interaction with social justice, as far as the mediatized way of wasting
reduction favours food for the Richs on one hand, food for Poors on other

18. Diversity
One of the source of renewing of local chains, as a way to promote a diversity of models
Social and ethical issue, carried by parts of public and scientific spheres
This attribute crosses all dimensions and spheres:
- Economic asset for the market sphere
- Environmental issue highlighted by the scientific sphere (source of ecological
resilience, issue about loss of biodiversity)
- Social, ethical issue, with impacts on economic and health dimensions
Global chains favor unique models for economic reasons
“global food chains are not made for our products (local varieties)” (expert, market sphere)
Local food chains allow diverse models.
The new government stresses the interest of diversity of chains and agricultures.
The high number of references in supermarkets gives the idea of diversity to consumers, little
skilled about this issue (a recent survey in relation with GMO showed that 8 French people
on 10 do not know that there are genes in vegetables).
Interaction with governance, production techniques, patrimony

19. Traceability
This attribute is one of the slogans of global chains (with food safety) despite the sanitary
crises. It is also a source of critics and renewing of local chains. The debate has been relaunched recently by the horsegate.
All spheres are concerned (market and policy tool) but the public one takes a crucial
position: this question moves from a technical issue to a citizen issue.
This topic crosses the economic, social, health and ethical dimension as far as doubts about
origin and process of products disturb all these spheres.
Global chains are more and more criticized
“There is a contradiction between what seems to be controlled and which we can perceive, and
what is hidden behind and which we perceive sometimes, through food scandals. These scandals
are the reflections of a structural difficulty in mastering things.” (expert, market sphere)
Local chains are perceived to be more safe and transparent.
We observe a first coalition around traceability-transparency and a second around
traceability-institutional or management tool.
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Paradoxically, there are few links between leaders of geographical indications and local
chains, as far as GI are also (more?) addressed to global chains; we observe more links
between local chains and organic production discourses (implying confusion).
This attribute raises some dilemmas or contradictions:
- Local chains appear as not systematically more transparent, as far as proximity
chains may include many intermediaries and mix local and not local products
- Confusion between organic and local
- Butchers in France are not allowed to indicate the origin of the beef meat in their
shop if the meat is not linked with a label or a collective guideline
Doubts about traceability questions particularly logistics capacity, power balance, risk for
health.
Traceability is more evident in fruit and vegetable chains, and difficult to implement and
control in processed products chains.

20. Autonomy
One of the factors of local chains renewing, this attribute is an interesting entry point to
compare different ways to be or become autonomous.
Autonomy appears as a strategic or ethical issue regarding dependency/independency
towards public subsidies in the perspective of CAP evolution.
However, it still has a low to medium audience, as too philosophical, but is nevertheless of
critical importance according to some sources.
Autonomy becomes indeed an object of social movements in relation with the social and
ethical spheres, as well as an economic issue.
Global chains promote entrepreneurs, apparently independent but closely linked with
subsidies and with the advisory system
Local chains promote autonomy regarding decision, pricing, innovation, subsidies
“compared with global chains, local food chains give me the opportunity to think, to explain
and to innovate” (farmer’s interview, cited in the scientific sphere)
An alliance has been built between parts of market, public and policy spheres to promote
“independent entrepreneurs”, both in global and local chains; but they get reluctance
towards autonomy (counter-power, loss of control).
We thus can distinguish autonomy-concurrence in global chains vs. autonomy-cooperation in
local ones but the reverse may also be observed.
However, this attribute raises some dilemmas or contradictions:
- Difficulty in being or becoming autonomous, weight of routines
- Box schemes as new forms of dependence for farmers
- Autonomy issue may justify social injustice
Autonomy is in interaction with land use, profitability, networks, justice
This issue is more complex for animal and processed food.
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S. 4 – Conclusion
“In France, we do not like so much to use the term “performance”. It’s a notion which refers to
financial performance and answers more to particular interests, specific to one individual. On
the contrary, we try to answer to the interests of the society” (expert, policy sphere).
Moreover, the French actors are more used to assess and control the respect of guidelines
rather than results. Food and food issues are emerging nevertheless as interesting cases or
vectors, in all spheres, to invent new kinds of indicators, in some cases in the perspective of
the “new indicators of wealth” promoted in social and solidary economy, and to implement
or diffuse new ways to invent them (e.g. participative processes), notably from local chains
(Jany-Catrice, 2012; Chiffoleau, Gauche, 2013).
However, even if the status of local food chains has been improved these last years
(notably through the official definition of short food supply chains by the Ministry of
Agriculture in 2009) and makes France one of the most advanced countries in Europe in
matter or supportive public policies towards these chains (Kneafsey, 2013), they remain
considered as marginal and/or backward-looking by many experts: “local chains are for
people who have no means or are not able to develop global chains” (expert, market
sphere).
The review of sources shows a growing intersection between consumers and producers’
concerns about food price levels and what is behind (added-value repartition, labor
conditions, risks for health…), beyond the activists’ sphere. They also highlight or suggest
the gap between discourses and practices, in the market sphere as well as in the policy
and public spheres, as well as the lack of data, which favors both ideologies and rumors,
even if new data are now available on short food supply chains (but they do not cover the
scope of local food chains, nor precisely the market shares). That calls for longitudinal and
collaborative approaches to assess the real costs and benefits of chains in a multi-level
and multi-stakeholder perspective, and through case studies.
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Multi-criteria matrix of food supply chain performance
Key attributes of food chains
Sphere / Dimension
FR Public

Economic
Profitability
Land use
Diversity

Social
Access to
food
Employment
Knowledge
Food quality

Environmental
Access to food
Land use
Patrimony
Environmental
pollutions
Techniques

Health
Food
quality
Food safety

Ethical
Governance
Sense-making
Land use
Traceability
Autonomy
Diversity

FR Scientific

Profitability
Employment
Governance

Access to
food
Knowledge
Networks
Employment

Food
quality
Pathologies

Networks
Governance
Sense-making
Justice

FR Market

Profitability
Networks

Food safety
Food
quality

Patrimony
Knowledge
Sense-making
Justice

FR Policy

Profitability
Employment
Access to food

Access to
food
Knowledge
Traceabilty
Autonomy
Diversity
Employment
Access to
food

Patrimony
Environmental
pollutions
Techniques
Diversity
Patrimony
Diversity

Environmental
pollutions
Techniques
Access to food
Land use

Food safety
Food
quality

Traceability
Governance
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Attributes – Detailed description
Attributes
Profitability
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Merged keywords and codes / Extended definitions
Efficiency, return, price-level, charges, costs reduction, scale
economy

Access to food

Affordability, accessibility

Food safety

Reliability

Employment
Land use

Labor conditions, labor relations, farm maintenance or
establishment, number of jobs
Land specialization, urbanization

Food quality

Nutritional quality, taste

Patrimony

Biodiversity, natural resources, social culture, food culture, link
with territory
Decision-making process, power balance, food democracy

Governance
Environmental pollutions
Networks
Production, processing and
transports techniques
Human and animal pathologies
Knowledge
Sense-making
Innovation
Justice

Air pollution due to transports (carbon footprint, greenhouse
gas), soil and water pollution due to farming inputs
Social link, trust, interfirm relations, cooperation, competition,
concurrence
Conventional, organic production, industrial, artisanal
techniques, logistics
Food pathologies, pathologies due to work and labor
conditions, physiological and psychological pathologies
Knowledge, know-how, skills
Meaning, significance, proudness, authenticity, responsibility,
sense of belonging, identity
Technical, technological, organizational, social innovations

Wasting

Economic justice, social justice, equity, equality, solidarity,
fairness
Food waste, losses in production or transports

Diversity

Agricultural diversity, diversity of models

Traceability

Synonymous of transparency for the ones, really different for
the others
Dependency/independency

Autonomy
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GLAMUR is a EU FP7 project that aims at integrating advancement in scientific
knowledge about the impact of food chains to practice, to increase food chains
sustainability through public policies and private strategies.
This general objective will be pursued through the following specific objectives:
To develop and validate a performance criteria matrix for assessment and
comparison of food chains operating at a range of geographical scales through
analysis of how food chain impacts are communicated in different spheres of
society.
To build a database of quantifiable indicators of impact and a set of 20 case
studies aimed at understanding how impacts are generated within specific food
chains.
To advance knowledge on methodological problems and trade-offs arising when
measuring and comparing the impact of food chains within and between sectors.
To assess how performance is perceived by stakeholders in different national
contexts through participatory assessment and multi-criteria analysis of the
different typologies of food chains.
To assess the actual and potential role of public and private policies addressing
food chains and to turn assessment into policy recommendations.
To build a network that turns the advancement of scientific knowledge into
decision making tools for domestic and public consumers, producers, citizens,
scientists, policy makers and civil society organizations.

To be quoted as:
Annaert B., Avermaete T., Mathijs E. (2014) GLAMUR WP2 - National level
report. Belgium: KULE.
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1 Introduction to the national report
This report synthesizes the main discourse, alternative framings, dilemmas and
contradictions in the communication on food chains and their performance.
Geographically, the domain of this research is Flanders1. The research is based on
literature analyses and interviews with experts. The research resulted in the
identification of 19 attributes for food chain performance.
For the literature analyses, 140 different sources were identified in four spheres - the
public sphere, the scientific sphere, the market sphere and the policy sphere - and
accounting for the five dimensions as defined in GLAMUR being economic, social,
environmental, health and ethical.
In a first stage, the documents were screened for key words associated with the
performance and assessment of the food chain. Over 100 articles in public press
were taken into account, apart from policy documents from the main stakeholders in
the Flemish food chain. In this way, the opinion of food producers, food industry,
retailers and numerous non-governmental organisations was included in the
analyses. Further, we included national and regional policy papers from different
agencies and departments that are related to food production and consumption in
Flanders.
In a second stage, the key words were bundled into attributes that allow to evaluate
food chain performance. Over 40 attributes have been identified. These attributes
were clustered and hence reduced to a total of 19 attributes. The relevance of the
attributes was confirmed in the expert interviews.
This report outlines the context of the Flemish food chain (section 2) and provides an
analysis of the ongoing discourse and alternative frameworks, including a description
of the selected attributes (section 3).

1

Flanders is the largest of the three regions (Flanders, Walloon region and Brussels) that together form the
Belgian federation. In the text ‘federal’ and ‘national’ refer to the Belgium level and ‘regional’ to the Flemish
level. While issues such as health care and food safety are federal matters, innovation, education, environment
and agriculture are regional matters.
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2 National context-brief description and analysis
2.1. General information
Flemish agricultural and food sector is shaped primarily by its excellent location in
Europe in the centre of highly populated Northwestern Europe and having a main sea
harbor, that is, Antwerp. The current food sector is shaped to a great extent by two
developments that have their origin in the 19the century. First, Belgian
horticulturalists and institutions were part of the newest developments in horticulture,
as the development of horticulture flourished in the urbanized Northwestern Europe.
Second, following the imports of cheap cereals, Flemish farmers followed the
example of Dutch and Danish farmers taking opportunity of cheap imported feed to
specialize in intensive livestock production.
Flanders has a well established food industry, but a relatively small agricultural sector
which represents less than 1% of total GDP and employment. Flemish agriculture
realized a turnover of 5.1 billion in 2011. Products with the greatest contribution to
turnover were pork (27 %), dairy (14 %), beef (13 %) and vegetables (11 %). The
animal sector accounted for 63 % of total turnover. In the food industry, the largest
sub-sector is the meat processing sector, whereas the bakery and pasta sector
creates the most jobs. Flemish industry is characterized by a large number of familyowned SMEs. While in agriculture the share of added value in turnover was about 16
%, in the food industry this percentage varies widely, ranging from 8 % in the cattle
feed sector to 44 % in the bakery and pasta sector. About half of food production is
exported, mainly to neighboring countries (France, the Netherlands and Germany).
Flanders is a world leader in the beer, the frozen potato and vegetable processing
industry and the chocolate industry.
Table 1 provides some key figures of the agribusiness complex, that is, agriculture,
the food industry, wholesale and other firms (mainly input industry). It becomes clear
that most of the value added is created by the food industry: while agriculture and the
food industry have more or less an equal amount of employment, food industry
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generate almost 5 times more value added. Despite these differences, investments in
agriculture and the food industry are also of the same magnitude.
Table 1: Key indicators of the Flemish agribusiness complex (2009)
Firms

Turnover

Investments

Employment

Added
value

#

%

Mio €

%

Mio

%

#

%

€
Agriculture

Mio

%

€

29394

72.6

4560

10.4

818

43.8

60602

39.3

793

12.3

5208

12.6

25363

57.8

853

45.6

66922

43.5 3831

59.3

Wholesale

3267

8.1

10890

24.9

131

7.0

8092

Other

2697

6.7

3011

6.9

68

3.6

Total

40466

100

43824

100 1870

100

Food
industry

5.3

824

12.7

18400

11.9 1012

15.7

154015

100 6460

100

Source: Roels (2012)

Most food is sold through the retail sector, which is highly concentrated: the ‘Big
Three’ (Delhaize, Carrefour and Colruyt) represent more than 70 % of the market
share. The other main players are German retailers Aldi and Lidl. Small shops have
virtually disappeared and local markets are insignificant. Exact turnover figures for
food cannot be directly derived from the respective annual reports of the distribution
groups. A.C. Nielsen reported that in 2009 4443 shops generated a total turnover of
11.7 billion euro (non-food included) (VMM, 2012). Delhaize and Colruyt are Belgian
companies, Carrefour is a French multinational.
Figures for the relative importance of short supply chains are limited to on-farm sales
and farmers markets. In 2012, on farm sales in Belgium represented 76.2 million euro
of turnover or only 0.49% of all food sales. However, 21% of the Flemish population
reports to have purchased on farm. Belgian farmers markets represent a total
turnover of 15.3 million euro. Products purchased on farm are fruit (23.4% of all
products bought on farm), potatoes (19.4%), vegetables (18.4%), meat (16.7%), dairy
(8.8%), poultry (5.5%) and eggs (3%) (VLAM, 2013).
In 2012 total agrofood imports in Belgium amounted to 33.6 billion euro, while
Belgian exports amounted to 38.4 billion euro. These figures point to the very open
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nature of the Belgian agrofood sector. Belgium is the EU’s fourth food exporter
(following Germany, the Netherlands and France). Flanders represents 82% of trade.
Belgian exports are mainly chocolate (2 billion euro), potato products (1.3 billion
euro), pork (1.3 billion euro), frozen vegetables (1 billion euro) and beer (1 billion
euro). Respectively 62% and 68% of imports and exports relate to neighboring
countries, although products such as beer, chocolate and potato products are traded
worldwide (Samborski, 2013).
Food safety is at a very high standard in Belgium, with a very low rate of pesticide
residue and biological contaminants. This is due to focus on premium produce and
on export, but is also the outcome of the 1999 dioxin crisis during which a large
amount of meat had to be retracted from the supermarket shelves and which led to
the fall of the Belgian government. In 2002 Belgium was one of the first EU countries
to establish an exemplary food safety agency (AFSCA-FAVV). Auto-regulation and
industry efforts in addition to legal and retail standards are widespread.

2.2. Sector specific context
2.2.1. Wheat
Wheat is a relatively unimportant product in Flanders. The arable sector is the
smallest subsector of Flemish agriculture. Arable farming has for long been focusing
on sugar beet production, following the generous price support regime of the CAP.
Wheat mainly played a role to enable a minimal rotation with sugar beet. With CAP
reform, the acreage planted with sugar beet has declined drastically and arable
farmers are diversifying into various other products.

2.2.2. Dairy
The Flemish dairy sector consists mainly by farmer cooperatives and is dominated by
one farmers cooperative, Milcobel, that represents one third of all Belgian milk.
Milcobel processes the milk into butter, cheese, ice-cream and powder, and exports a
large share of its output. The cooperative has been established in 2004 following a
series of mergers of smaller cooperatives over the last decades. A number of foreign
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subsidiaries are also active in Belgium, including Friesland Campina, Danone, Nestlé
and Kraft. Market share information is not available. Dairy processing companies are
united in the Belgian Confederation of Dairy Companies (BCZ) in which standards
are set for the whole sector.

2.2.3. Pork
Pork is Flanders’ main agricultural product. Flanders produces about 6 million pigs
per year, which is about 2.6 times more than is consumed. About 3000 pig farms hold
on average 1248 pigs per farm, but most pigs are produced on farms with at least
1500 pigs. Pig production is very concentrated in the west and the north of the
country, alongside the canals that are used to ship imported feed. The bulk of the
pork is exported to neighboring countries (Germany, the Netherlands). Pig production
faces two main concerns: the environmental pollution that is related to the intensity of
production and the role of the farmer in the supply chain, as most pigs are produced
on contract for the feed industry (LARA, 2012). Pork quality is mainly driven by retail
demands, as most retailers impose their standards on the industry. For several years
now, the pig sector is in bad economic shape, due to rising feed and energy costs
and declining pig prices.
The main environmental problems are the emission of NH3 to air and of nitrates to
water. It seems that air pollution receives less attention than water pollution, because
while pig production is the main cause of nitrate pollution, it is a minor contributor to
air pollution, compared to high emissions from households, industry and cars in
urbanized Flanders. In the framework of the Nitrate Directive, several manure action
plans have been developed over the last decades. These have resulted in a
decrease of nitrate pollution to acceptable levels, but hotspot pollution still occurs.

2.2.4. Fruit and vegetables
Like the dairy sector, the role of cooperatives is also large in the fruit and vegetable
sector. In both sectors, most produce is marketed through farmers-owned auctions.
Auctions are farmers owned cooperatives. Members are obliged to sell all their
produce via the auction. All auctions are organized into an association (VBT). This
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had led to increased transparency in price formation. Short supply chains play a
minor role in the marketing of fruit and vegetables as indicated before. Next to on
farm sales and farmers markets, several box schemes have been developed and
since 2007, 18 CSA farms have been established in Flanders.
The fruit industry is dominated by apple and pear production in open air and
greenhouse based strawberry production. Fruit is mainly sold fresh. A large amount
is exported. The main environmental challenge is the reduction of pesticide use.
The vegetable industry is partly greenhouse based and partly open air. The main
products sold at auction are tomatoes, endive, paprika, lettuce, cucumbers and leek.
A large number of farmers have converted to vegetable production in the west of the
country to supply the frozen potato and vegetables industry which is the world leader
in its segment. Most output is produced on contract.

2.2.5. Wine
Viticulture had disappeared from Belgium in the 16th century, but re-emerged in the
second half of the 20th century. Wine production is still very limited with about 120 ha
producing about 220,000 liters of white wine annually.

2.3. Concluding remarks
The Flemish agrifood sector is focused on supplying the rich, urban Northwestern
part of Europe with both processed and unprocessed high quality products—
particularly pork, vegetables, beer and chocolate. Its emphasis on product quality and
taste is rooted in its Burgundese culture of good food and good life. Due to its urban
character, Flanders is not well suited for large-scale and extensive agriculture, such
that farmers have been forced to intensify, that is, get more value added per hectare.
The excellent location of Flanders has enabled this intensification through easy
logistical access to inputs and knowledge. The Flemish agriculture and food sector is
thus very export oriented. However, it has resulted in an agriculture that is heavily
reliant on direct and indirect fossil energy use, and that pollutes land, air and water.
Moreover, due to its intensive character land prices are very high, making it very
11

difficult for farmers to convert to or start with organic or other forms of extensive
farming.
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3 Analysis of how food chain performance is
currently assessed
3.1 Introduction
Food, in general, is traditionally a key topic in all the spheres considered (public,
scientific, market and policy). At the beginning of the 21st century, the food debate
was focused on food safety and transparency in the chain. Over the last years,
however, there is a shift in the this debate bringing lifestyle, local embeddedness,
rural livelihood and alternative food networks to the foreground. Furthermore, the
public opinion gets more involved in the technology discourse. Below, the
frameworks and assessment tools in the Flemish food chain are outlined.

3.1.1 Frameworks
A first approach is production oriented. The production oriented framework takes
production and economic profit as point of departure. Food safety, food quality,
sustainability and innovation are considered as crucial aspects within this framework,
because they guarantee economic growth and competitiveness of the food sector.
The main federation in this framework are Boerenbond (farmers’ union), FEVIA (food
industry organisation), the Flemish government (department of agriculture), ILVO and
several research institutes dealing with technological innovation in food production
and food manufacturing, environment and bio-economy as a whole.
Among the main food suppliers in the food chain, there is increased awareness on
the importance of trust towards consumers. Instability at the level of farmers' income
and volatility of food prices harms all food suppliers. In this context, the federation of
retailers (COMEOS), the food industry federation (FEVIA), the federation of feed
manufacturers (BEMEFA) and farmers organizations signed a code of conduct in
2013. The code of conduct was signed by most supermarket chains in Belgium. Both
vertical collaboration in general and the code of conduct should contribute to the
13

overall image of the food supply chain. It can be expected that the chain perspective
will become even more important in the future and play a role in, for example,
uniformity of control systems.
A second approach is consumer oriented. In this approach, the consumer is taken as
the point of departure. Health, nutritional quality, food safety and affordability of
quality food are key attributes in this approach. Within this approach, guidelines for
healthy diets take a central role. At the policy level, the Flemish institute VIGeZ and
the federal HRG (High Board for Health) formulate the guidelines on healthy food and
balanced diets. Over the past 5 years, several researchers and health care actors
have criticized the current guidelines. For example, the promotion of cow milk and
meat consumption is debated. Given the pressure of lobbying from the supply side,
changing guidelines is a long term process.
Finally, there is an increased interest for a holistic approach which connects
consumers and producers in the food chain. This approach is for example reflected in
initiatives such as farmers’ markets, community supported agriculture (CSA),
vegetable box schemes, urban agriculture projects and food teams.

3.1.2 Assessment
Assessing the food sector, the different federations active in the Flemish food sector
yearly report the economic viability of the sector. Increasingly, environmental
sustainability is taken up in these reports with figures on energy use, water use,
water and soil pollution with figures on e.g. nitrate and ammonia, waste management
in general and manure management in particular (cfr the manure action plan), ...
HACCP, GMP and GHP are applied at all levels of the food chain. Depending on the
type of organization (large, export oriented, ...), other assessment tools are applied:
BRC, ISO 9000 and ISO 14000, etc.
In the public sphere, one can distinguish between environmental assessment by
measuring the eco-footprint, on the one hand, and the various food labels.
Concerning the former, the main focus in Flanders is on carbon footprint. A number
of online tools have been developed. Consumers associate eco-footprint most often
with food miles. Neither carbon footprint nor food miles are marked/ labeled in food
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retail. Concerning food labels, consumers are most familiar with fair trade labels (Max
Havelaar, Fair Trade, Oxfam), VLAM2 labels (e.g. Certus for pork, Meritus for beef,
Flandria for fruit and vegetables) and Streekproducten for recognized regional
products.

2

VLAM is the Flemish Agency for Agricultural Marketing.
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3.2 Multi criteria matrix
Dimension

Economic

Social

Environmental

Health

Ethical

Sphere
Public

Scientific

Affordability (1)

Support

to

the

local Energy (10)

Food safety (13)

Authenticity (16)

economy (5)

Waste (8)

Healthy diets (14)

Animal welfare (17)

Affordability (1)

(Water) pollution (9)

Taste (15)

Transparency (12)

Energy (10)

Healthy diets (14)

Productivity (2)

Biodiversity & Land use
(11)
Market

Profitability

& Fair distribution of costs and Energy (10)

Cultural identity (18)

competitiveness (3) benefits (6)
Risk / Stability (4)

Animal welfare (17)

Labour satisfaction (7)

Productivity (2)

Policy

Price stability (4)
Productivity (2)

Fairness (6)

Transparency (12)

Transparency (12)
Healthy diets (14)
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3.3 Attributes - Detailed description
N°

Merged

Attribute

keywords

and Average score

codes

of

experts

(N=9)
1

Affordability

2

Productivity

3

Profitability and competitiveness

4

Risk and stability

5

Support of the local economy

6

Fair distribution of costs

6,6
7,4
6,6
5,8
6,8
and

benefits
7

Labour satisfaction

8

Waste

9

Water pollution

10

Energy

8,3
7,0
7,2
7,7
Energy

use,

energy

dependency, energy efficiency
11

Biodiversity and Land use

12

Transparency

8,0
7,1

Traceability

of

pollutants,

transparency, and traceability
of of chemicals
13

Food safety

14

Healthy diets

8,0
8,3

Healthy

food

consumption,

nutritional quality
15

Taste

16

Authenticity

17

Animal welfare

18

Cultural identity
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7,0
7,2

Fair communication

7,2
7,1
5,7

Attribute 1: Affordability
A. Detailed description of how and why the attribute has been chosen in the Flemish
context

Actors in Flanders are often referring to affordability as an important aspect of
food systems. They refer to the cost of food to the consumer. Affordability is
hence related to the consumer’s income and to the share of income spent on
food, that is, affordability of food mainly concerns poor segments of the
population. The affordability of food is often key to the public debate, as high
quality and/or organic food is often framed as food that is only accessible for
people with a high income. Furthermore, affordability has always been the
objective of policymakers for several reasons, including increasing food security,
keeping labor costs low, avoiding unrest, etc.. Moreover, strategies to sell food
products at an affordable price also influence the activities at the other stages of
the chain. Hence, affordability has been identified as an important attribute to
take into account when evaluating the performance of food chains in Flanders.
B. Justification / explanation for why the attribute has been positioned in a particular
cell(s) with the final matrix.

We have positioned the attribute in the public sphere and the social dimension.
Although affordability also refers to economic and ethical issues, the social
discourse tends to dominate. It is important that food products are affordable for
all citizens of a certain community. It is further positioned in the public sphere, as
it is here where affordability is predominantly mentioned. While affordability could
also be placed in the policy sphere, prices are set at a European level, such that
national policymakers tend to ignore this attribute. It is therefore primarily put
forward by NGOs or by private actors who refer to the public pressure of keeping
prices low.
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C. The level(s) of the system to which it applies (individual, groups, local
communities, national, global ecosystems).

Affordability applies to the individual consumer, and particularly to those
segments of the population that still spend a relatively large share of their income
on food. Moreover, it also applies to communities on a regional, national,
European and even global scale in the sense that food needs to stay affordable
for all citizens of that specific territory. The Flemish government emphasises this
for example in their strategies for sustainable development.
D. The priority given to the attribute, both in the range of media accessed as part of
the desk-based analysis, and by the experts interviewed.

The media tends to find affordability relatively important. The issue is often being
discussed in interviews and articles on organic food, slow food, local food,
prepared dishes, health issues, etc.. On the other hand, the experts that were
interviewed have only ranked it 9th. Most of them argue that affordability is not of
primary importance compared to other attributes of our list. Of course they see
affordable food as a human right. But because food is still quite cheap in
Flanders it is not perceived as an urgent problem. Hence, it received a low
ranking.
E. The differences between the four spheres.

Affordability of food products is especially mentioned and discussed in the public
sphere. Newspaper articles mention the issue when presenting trends like
organic food, slow food and local food. It is also sometimes mentioned in the
policy sphere in reports on sustainability, poverty, food security, etc., but these
issues are more widely discussed at a European policy level and hence it is less
relevant for regional policy actors. In the market sphere there is a lot of
communication on ‘low prices’. Big retailers (Colruyt, Delhaize, Carrefour) focus
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on low prices in their marketing strategies. Colruyt’s slogan is for example
‘always the cheapest’. However, there is a clear interaction between low prices
and affordability but it is not the same thing. Actors within the market sphere
sometimes frame cheap products as being affordable for everyone and
expensive products as not being affordable for everyone. But the affordability of
food products also depends on the total budget spent on, and the composition of,
the shopping basket.
F. The differences between the five dimensions.

As mentioned before we have placed affordability in the social dimension.
Especially because affordable food products are perceived as a human right and
hence it is important that food products are affordable for all citizens of a certain
community. Besides, on an individual level it is also an important economic issue
because it refers to the costs of food for consumers and the share of income that
they spend on food. Affordability is also linked to other dimensions through the
willingness to pay for more healthy and environmentally friendly food and food
that has been produced with respect for ethical issues.
G. The differences between global and local supply chains.

Companies within global chains are competing to deliver products at the
cheapest prices. They are driven by the preferences of consumers, that is, good
quality for low prices. In this way they contribute to a society in which food
products are being sold at affordable prices. However, a wide range of unhealthy
cheap products exists, while more healthy products are often sold for higher
prices. The consequence is that poorer and less educated families in society are
inclined to buy cheap unhealthy products. Brands and labels enhance this by
targeting specific consumer groups. Hence, more expensive brands are being
framed as only being accessible for consumers with higher incomes. Organic
products are also often being perceived as only being accessible to high income
groups. Although their share in the global market is increasing and an increasing
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number of Flemish consumers are buying them. However, according to the
retailer Colruyt, as soon as an organic product costs 20% more than a
conventional one, they see their sales rapidly declining. Hence, this price
difference is being perceived as not being affordable for a large group of
consumers. On the other hand, the research institute of consumer organizations
has published a study in which it shows that sales of prepared dishes are rising,
without consumers complaining about that higher cost. This study finds that 5 out
of 6 consumers eat instant meals. These finding shows that not only price plays
an important role, but also convenience.
Producers within local systems like ‘CSA groups’, ‘farmer markets’, ‘on-farm
sales’, etc. are competing less to deliver products at the cheapest prices. They
rather try to set a fair price. Hence, producers in short supply chain often receive
a higher price for their product copmpared to their colleagues in conventional
chains. Consumers in these chains are willing to pay this higher price on the one
hand to support the farmers and on the other hand to reduce negative
externalities (environmental impact, animal welfare, social impacts,..). Some
perceive these higher prices as being too expensive for the poorer classes of
society.
H. The nature and extent of discourse coalitions and alternative framings of the
issues.

Broadly spoken two discourse coalitions can be distinguished. A first cluster are
those actors who consider food prices as too high. A second cluster refers to
actors who consider food prices as too low.

The first group mainly includes social issues based NGOs focusing on poverty
and exclusion. However, also actors aiming at keeping inflation low belong to this
cluster.
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The second group includes environmental NGOs and farmers organisations. This
group argues that there is a cost related to all the demands that consumers have
in relation to food but these costs are not internalised in the final price to
consumer. According to the farmer unions this cost would not even affect the
final price that much.
I.

The dilemmas and contradictions that have emerged from the analysis.

The main dilemma is that both healthy food and food that is produced using
socially and environmentally sound production practices tends to be more
expensive than conventional food. More expensive food is less affordable for low
income groups.
J.

The evidence of interactions with other attributes, and the significance of this.

There is a clear interaction with ‘fair distribution of costs and benefits’. That is,
according to most actors food needs to be affordable but consumers must also
be willing to pay for the extra costs for higher quality demands (as regards the
environment and health issues) such that other actors in the chain are
compensated for higher costs.

Hence, there is also a clear interaction with

attributes from the health (food safety, organoleptic quality), environmental (water
pollution, biodiversity and land use) and ethical (animal welfare, authenticity)
dimension through the willingness to pay for food products that have been
produced with respect for these issues.
K. The differences between the food sectors / commodities examined.

No differences between commodities have been found.

Attribute

Affordability

Level of relevance

•

Individual consumers. Particularly to those that still spend a
relatively large share of their income on food.
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•

It also applies to communities on a regional, national,
European and even global scale in the sense that food
needs to stay affordable for all citizens of that specific
territory.

Priority

Differences

•

The media tends to find affordability relatively important.

•

Expert ranking: 9th place

•

Average expert score: 6.6/10

between •

the four spheres

•

Especially mentioned and discussed in the public sphere.
Sometimes mentioned in the policy sphere but these
issues are more widely discussed at a European policy
level.

•

In the market sphere there’s a lot of communication on ‘low
prices’.

Differences

between •

the five dimensions

Important social issue to keep food products affordable for
all citizens of a certain community.

•

On an individual level it is also an important economic
issue because it refers to the costs of food for consumers
and the share of income that he spends on food.

•

Linked to other dimensions through the willingness to pay
for more healthy and environmentally friendly food and
food that has been produced with respect to ethical issues.

Differences

between •

Companies within global chains are competing to deliver

local and global supply

products at the cheapest prices. They are driven by the

chains

preferences of consumers, that is, good quality for low
prices.
•

A wide range of unhealthy cheap products are being
offered through global chains. Poorer and less educated
families in society are inclined to buy cheap these
products.

•

The increasing share of organic products in global chains is
being perceived as only being accessible to high income
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groups.
•

Producers within local systems are competing less to
deliver products at the cheapest prices. They rather try to
set a fair price. Consumers in these chains are willing to
pay a higher price on the one hand to support the farmers
and on the other hand to reduce negative externalities.

Discourse coalitions / •

A first cluster are those actors who consider food prices as

alternative framings

too high. This mainly includes social issues based NGOs
focusing on poverty and exclusion and actors aiming at
keeping inflation low.
•

A second cluster refers to actors who consider food prices
as too low. This includes environmental NGOs and farmers
organizations. They argue that there is a cost related to all
the demands that consumers have in relation to food but
these costs are not internalized in the end price.

and •

Dilemmas
contradictions

More expensive food is less affordable for low income
groups

of •

Evidence

Clear interaction with ‘fair distribution of costs and benefits’

interactions with other •

Also a clear interaction with attributes from the health (food

attributes

safety,

and

the

significance of this

organoleptic

quality),

environmental

(

water

pollution, biodiversity and land use) and ethical (animal
welfare, authenticity) dimension

Differences
the

food

between •
sectors

/

commodities examined
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No differences between commodities have been found.

Attribute 2: Productivity
A. Detailed description of how and why the attribute has been chosen in the Flemish
context

Agricultural production methods are often very intensive in Flanders because of
the limited area of farmland. One aims for a high productivity on a limited surface.
Pork production and horticulture are examples of highly productive sectors. The
apple sector is also a good example, according to figures from the FAO in
Flanders most apples are cultivated per hectare. Hence, many actors in Flanders
in the market, policy and scientific sphere perceive productivity as a very
important issue when evaluating the performance of food systems.
B. Justification / explanation for why the attribute has been positioned in a particular
cell(s) with the final matrix

We have placed productivity in the economic dimension. The choice is
straightforward because for many companies within the food chain it is of primary
importance. It applies especially to the farm level, that is, farmers seek to
maximize productivity to be profitable.
If one looks at productivity from a societal point of view one could also argue that
there is an ethical dimension. This because of the importance to have productive
food systems to feed the population. It is an ethical issue to produce enough
nutritious food for the total population. We further categorized the attribute as
being part of the market and scientific sphere.

Scientific research is often

focusing on methods to increase productivity. In the market sphere these
methods are put into practice.
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C. The level(s) of the system to which it applies (individual, groups, local
communities, national, global ecosystems).

At a micro level productivity applies to individual actors, more specific at the
production stage. It is, however, also relevant for communities of a certain
territory when discussed in the framework of how to feed people.
D. The priority given to the attribute, both in the range of media accessed as part of
the desk-based analysis, and by the experts interviewed.

The attribute gets attention in the media particularly during discussions on ‘how
to feed the increasing world population’. Also in discussions about organic food
and local food systems one often points to productivity as a very important issue
to take into account. Likewise, the interviewed experts perceive productivity as a
very important issue. They have ranked it 4th. Experts from global chains tend to
give it a higher ranking than actors related to local chains. The latter argue that
productivity is important but striving to maximize productivity as actors in global
chains tend to do is out of proportion. A productive farm should also consider the
carrying capacity of the territory in which it exists.
E. The differences between the four spheres.

Productivity is an important driver in the scientific, market and policy sphere.
Policy actors provide funding for scientific research that contributes to productive
systems. The results of these studies are used by actors in the market sphere.
The mainstream discourse (maximizing productivity) is often coming back in
these spheres. A lot of the research is focusing on the plant level (better seeds,
better varieties), there is less focus on the system level. In the public sphere
there is more discussion on productivity in the framework of global issues like
how to feed an increasing population or how to fight hunger in the Global South.
F. The differences between the five dimensions.
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As mentioned before, productivity is part of the economic dimension because it is
an important issue for farms to be profitable. It also has interactions with the
environmental dimension. This is because highly productive systems are causing
water, air and soil pollution. In addition they often use a lot of fossil fuel based
energy and water.
It is also linked to the ethical dimension when discussed in the framework of
global issues like hunger and poverty or when discussed in the framework of
animal welfare.
G. The differences between global and local supply chains.

For global chains it is important that farms stay highly productive in order to
compete with other players on the market.

Producers in local chains are less compelled to seek productivity gains. They
strive more often to a production that is high enough to have a viable business.
H. The nature and extent of discourse coalitions and alternative framings of the
issues.

Main discourse: scientists, policy makers and actors from the market argue that
farms need to maximize productivity in order to compete with other players on
the market. These actors also argue that at a macro level it is important to
develop highly intensive production systems to feed an ever-growing world
population with increasing urbanization and increasing comfort requirements.
Many of them doubt if local food chains will be able to feed a substantial part of
that population.
Opponents of this vision believe in an agriculture that is based on another type of
economy. An agriculture that takes into account the carrying capacity of the
territory in which it exists and not an agriculture that focuses only on maximizing
efficiency, productivity and profitability. Hence, productivity is important for them
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but they see this economic issue as being subordinate to socio-ecological issues
like sustainability, equality and fairness. In the framework of the ‘how to feed the
world debate’ they first of all indicate that reducing food losses is a better
strategy then further maximizing productivity. In addition, they indicate that yields
of organic farms are already reasonably high and that there is more and more
scientific evidence that a diversified agriculture is productive enough to feed
people. Hence, they argue that reduction in meat consumption and the use of
agro-ecological production methods are better strategies to feed the different
communities of this world. These actors are involved in environmental NGOs,
academic institutions and alternative consumer organisations.
I.

The evidence of interactions with other attributes, and the significance of this.

There is a clear interaction, first of all, with water and air pollution. Highly
productive farms in the pork sector have a problem with their surplus of manure.
This is causing eutrophication. There is also an interaction with animal welfare
because the conditions in which animals are kept depend on the productivity of
the farm. There is also a clear influence of productivity on profitability. Finally,
because productive foreign breeds in dairy farms (e.g. Holstein cow) cause the
extinction of local breeds there is also an interaction with biodiversity.
J. The differences between the food sectors / commodities examined.

No differences between the commodities were found.
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Attribute

Productivity

Level of relevance

•

Micro level: the production stage of the food chain

•

Macro level: relevant for communities on a regional,
national and global scale

•

Priority

It gets especially attention in the media during discussions
on ‘how to feed the increasing world population’.

•

Also in discussions about organic food and local food
systems one often points on productivity as a very
important issue to take into account.

Differences

•

Expert ranking: 4th place

•

Average expert score: 7.4/10

between •

the four spheres

•

Important driver in the scientific, market and policy sphere
In the public sphere there’s more discussion on productivity
in the framework of global issues

Differences

between •

the five dimensions

Part of the economic dimension: important issue for
agricultural companies in order to be profitable.

•

Interactions with the environmental dimension: highly
productive systems are causing water, air and soil
pollution. In addition they often use a lot of fossil energy
and water.

•

Linked to the ethical dimension when discussed in the
framework of global issues like hunger and poverty or in
the framework of animal welfare

Differences

between •

For global chains it is important that farms stay highly

local and global supply

productive in order to compete with other players on the

chains

market
•

Producers in local chains are less compelled to seek
productivity gains. They strive more often to a production
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that is high enough to have a viable business.
Discourse coalitions / •

Main discourse: scientists, policy makers and actors from

alternative framings

the market argue that farms need to maximize productivity
in order to compete. They also argue that at a macro level
it is important to develop highly intensive production
systems to feed an ever-growing world population with
increasing

urbanization

and

increasing

comfort

requirements.
•

Opponents of this vision believe in an agriculture that is
based on another type of economy.. They see productivity
as being subordinate to socio-ecological issues like
sustainability, equality and fairness. In the framework of
the ‘how to feed the world debate’ they argue that reducing
food losses, reduction in meat consumption and the use of
agro-ecological production methods are better strategies
to feed the different communities of this world. These
actors are involved in environmental NGO’s, academic
institutions and alternative consumer organizations.

and •

Dilemmas
contradictions

Are small scale diversified production systems productive
enough to feed a substantial part of the population?

of •

Evidence

Productivity is closely linked to profit

interactions with other •
attributes
and
the

externalities in the environmental (e.g. water pollution) and

significance of this

ethical dimension (animal welfare).
•

Highly intensive production methods cause negative

Productive foreign breeds in dairy farms (e.g. Holstein cow)
cause the extinction of local breeds (interaction with
biodiversity)

Differences
the

food

between •
sectors
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/

No differences between the commodities found

commodities examined

Attribute 3: Profitability
A. Detailed description of how and why the attribute has been chosen in the Flemish
context

Profitability often came back in the documents that were selected for the deskbased analysis. Although not always explicitly, actors were often referring to
profitability by stating that companies need to be productive, that they need to
have a good market position and that they need to be competitive. These issues
are all perceived as being necessary to ensure that companies stay profitable.
Hence, for the Flemish agrifood sector profitability is of primary importance.
B. Justification / explanation for why the attribute has been positioned in a
particular cell(s) with the final matrix.

Profitability is placed in the economic dimension and the market sphere. It is
especially mentioned by actors from companies that are active in global markets.
Farmer unions often complain that it is difficult to be profitable.
C. The level(s) of the system to which it applies (individual, groups, local
communities, national, global ecosystems).

Profitability applies to companies at the production, processing and retail stage.
The strategies of these companies are driven by the aim to generate profit. This
is also relevant on a regional and national level. Policy makers want profitable
companies which contribute to a performing economy.
D. The priority given to the attribute, both in the range of media accessed as part of
the desk-based analysis, and by the experts interviewed.
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Experts ranked profitability on the 9th place. Particularly actors from local food
systems and environmental NGOs t have given it a low score. These actors
argue that generating profit is important for most socio-economic activities but
this must happen with respect for environmental, social and ethical issues.
E. The differences between the four spheres

Profitability is especially mentioned in the market sphere and the public sphere.
In the public sphere there is a lot of attention for the profitability of farmers.
F. The differences between the five dimensions.

Profitability was placed in the economic dimension.
G. The differences between global and local supply chains.

It is of primary importance for companies in the Flemish agrifood sector. They
need to have a good market position and to be profitable in order to stay
competitive on global markets.
For farms operating within global chains this has not been easy in the recent
decade. Farmer unions point at increasing input prices and cheaper labour in
neighbouring countries as the major causes. Farmers from the pork sector are for
example complaining about increasing feed prices and German slaughterhouses,
that use cheaper labour to cut the carcasses. By consequence, these German
slaughterhouses can put their hand to the European pig price and the
supermarkets can sell their pork meat a few cents cheaper to the price-conscious
consumer. But in the meantime the Flemish farmer is having serious problems to
stay profitable. Hence, farmers must undergo pricing. They are not in a position
to enforce a higher price and this has a negative impact on the profitability of
their company.
Some farmers within global chains are making the switch to organic farming. This
sector is perceived as being more profitable because of interesting subsidies and
higher sales prices.
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There also seems to be an increasing interest of companies in local strategies.
This can reduce transport costs but increase labour costs
Local food systems are often grounded in a totally different ideology. They do not
see food as an ordinary trade product. Some even perceive ‘sharing as the new
having’. In that sense food can be shared and exchanged by citizens within
communities. Fairness is more important for these actors than seeking profit. The
farmers in these systems seem to complain less about profit related issues.
Especially selling through short chains is perceived to benefit the producers.
However, some of the farmers that sell through these mechanisms say that a
part of their consumers also compare prices with the products in the
supermarket. According to them this could become a treat in the future. If organic
products become cheaper in the supermarket, then selling of organic products
through short chains could decline.
H. The nature and extent of discourse coalitions and alternative framings of the
issues.

Actors in global markets, scientists and policy makers argue that profit is of
primary importance for companies that are active at the processing, distribution
and retail stage of food chains. They need to be profitable and to have a good
market position to stay competitive. Many of these actors argue that small-scale
oriented agricultural projects are missing essential profitability and often also
proper management.
Alternative framing: ‘sharing is the new having’. Food is not an ordinary trade
product, it can be shared and exchanged. Fairness and viability is more
important than profit
I.

The dilemmas and contradictions that have emerged from the analysis.

Should food be traded as other products? Is maximizing profit essential? Or
should we focus more on fairness and viability?
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J. The evidence of interactions with other attributes, and the significance of this.

There are clear interactions with the other attributes of the economic dimension
(productivity; risk and stability; affordability), but also practically all attributes in all
other dimensions as attention for social, ethical, environmental and health
aspects almost always have cost implications
K. The differences between the food sectors / commodities examined.

Important issue for the five sectors.
Especially farmers from the pork, dairy and horticultural sector complain about
difficulties to generate profit.

Attribute

Profitability

Level of relevance

•

Producers, processors and retailers

Priority

•

Expert ranking: 9th place

•

Average score experts: 6.6/10

Differences

between •

the four spheres

Especially mentioned in the market sphere and the public
sphere.

•

In the public sphere there’s a lot of attention for the
profitability of farmers.

Differences

between •

Part of the economic dimension

the five dimensions
between

• Of primary importance for companies in global chains.

local and global supply

They need to have a good market position and to be

chains

profitable in order to stay competitive.

Differences

• Farms within global chains find difficulties to stay
profitable. Farmer unions point at increasing input prices
and cheaper labour in neighbouring countries as the major
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causes.
• Some farmers within global chains are making the switch
to organic farming attracted by subsidies and prices.
• There also seems to be an increasing interest of
companies in local strategies. This can reduce transport
costs but increase labour costs
• Local food systems are often grounded on a totally
different ideology. They don’t see food as an ordinary
trade product. Some even perceive ‘sharing as the new
having’.. Fairness is more important for these actors than
seeking profit.
Discourse coalitions /

Dominant framing: Profit is of primary importance for

alternative framings

companies that are active at the processing, distribution
and retail stage. They need to be profitable and to have a
good market position to stay competitive.
•

Alternative framing: ‘sharing is the new having’. Food is
not an ordinary trade product, it can be shared and
exchanged. Fairness and viability is more important than
profit.

and •

Dilemmas
contradictions

Should food be traded as other products? Is maximizing
profit essential? Or should we focus more on fairness and
viability?

of •

Evidence

Strong interaction with productivity and stability of prices

interactions with other
attributes

and

the

significance of this
Differences
the

food

between •
sectors

/

commodities examined
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All farmers complain about difficulties to generate profit

Attribute 4: Risk and stability
A. Detailed description of how and why the attribute has been chosen in the Flemish
context

From our desk based analysis it became clear that actors within food chains try
to minimize the risks of their activities and that they seek to have stable
companies. A minimization of risks contributes to stability, hence we have put the
two together as one attribute. Most actors relate risks to economic issues, for
example a sharp fall in price of agricultural commodities. Some also relate it to
environmental issues like extreme weather events and climate change.
B. Justification / explanation for why the attribute has been positioned in a particular
cell(s) with the final matrix.

We have placed the attribute in the economic dimension and the market sphere.
The economic discourse dominates the environmental discourse. Particularly in
recent years actors from the different stages of the food chain discussed
strategies to mitigate price volatility. On the initiative of the farmers union the
agrifood sector organises chain-wide meetings where these actors meet. Price
volatility of farm inputs and agricultural outputs is also being discussed in the
media and the public sphere by policy actors and farmer unions. The
environmental dimension is only being discussed by some academic experts and
environmental NGOs. These issues get less attention in the public sphere.
Hence we argued that it is less relevant to put this attribute in the environmental
dimension.
C. The level(s) of the system to which it applies (individual, groups, local
communities, national, global ecosystems).

It is relevant for all the stages of the food chain but most discussions are related
to the farm stage, as it is at this stage that the instability and uncertainty is the
highest. This is because farming is still highly influenced by natural conditions.
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D. The priority given to the attribute, both in the range of media accessed as part of
the desk-based analysis, and by the experts interviewed

The experts that have been interviewed during this study have given it an
average score of 5.8/10 and ranked it on the penultimate place. Hence it is not
the most crucial one for them. It is especially being perceived as an important
issue for farmers from global chains because they have had some problems with
volatile input and output prices.
E. The differences between the four spheres

Risk and stability are discussed most in the market sphere by actors from the
different stages of the food chain. On the initiative of the farmer union these
actors organize chain meetings to discuss and react against price volatility.
Price stability is also being discussed in the public sphere by policy actors and
farmer unions.
F. The differences between the five dimensions.

Actors most often discuss risk and stability in the economic dimension. In the
environmental dimension one refers to risks for extreme weather events. This
can also be framed as an economic issue. Also risks for climate change are
sometimes discussed in the public sphere, particularly by environmental NGOs
and academic experts.
G. The differences between global and local supply chains.

Price volatility is being perceived by farmers within global chains as an important
problem. According to ‘Boerenbond’, the biggest farmer union, the farmer is in
between two power blocks:,the input suppliers on the one hand and the
processing and retail sector on the other. Hence, farmers cannot influence prices
and they depend on volatile prices for both their inputs and outputs. Especially
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the meat sector is very vulnerable, because of the big import of feed through the
port of Antwerp. A sudden increase of these feed prices can have serious
consequences. Actors from global chains sometimes agree to set a corrective
price measure, to which the entire industry cooperates, to help farmers to bridge
difficult periods. This already happened in the dairy sector. The milk producers
complained about a fall in sales prices and in collaboration with the retail sector
they agreed to set a higher price which benefitted the farmers. Organic
agriculture is perceived to be more stable compared to the conventional sector
because organic products are less dependent on the prices on the world market.
However, the price of some organic commodities (e.g. milk) are coupled to the
world market prices and can be more volatile.
Local chains are perceived to be less vulnerable to volatile prices. These
systems do not depend on prices on the world market, producers are often able
to set their own price in dialogue with consumers. Hence, when their cost
increase they can also set a higher price. Actors within these chains sometimes
argue that the closer the relation between consumer and producer the more
stable the income of farmers is.
H. The nature and extent of discourse coalitions and alternative framings of the
issues.

The main discourse, as communicated by farmer unions, scientists and policy
experts, is that farmers are vulnerable to sudden price shocks because they
depend on powerful companies and hence they do not have the power to set
their own prices.
Alternative framing: Small scale diversified systems are less vulnerable to
external events because they do not depend on the world market prices. Farmers
can also set their own prices and hence they are able to increase the sales
prices when their production costs increase. In addition they diversify their
activities so if there is a problem with one specific commodity they still get
revenues from other outputs.
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I.

The dilemmas and contradictions that have emerged from the analysis.

Farmers experience a trade-off between profitability and stability, for example in
contracting schemes that offer more stability, but usually at lower prices
(although this depends on the market).
J. The evidence of interactions with other attributes, and the significance of this.

There is a clear interaction with profitability, as companies can set aside part of
their profits as a buffer for shocks. No profits means no buffer.
K. The differences between the food sectors / commodities examined.

The Common Agricultural Policy provides a buffer for instability in the form of
income support. Only farmers in the cereals and dairy sector benefit from these
payments.
Attribute

Risk and stability

Level of relevance

•

Input stage, production stage, processing stage and retail
stage

Priority

Differences

•

Ranking by the experts: 10th place

•

Average expert score: 5.8/10

•

especially important for farmers from global chains

between •

the four spheres

Especially discussed in the market sphere by actors from
the different stages of the food chain.

•

Price stability is also being discussed in the public sphere
by policy actors and farmer unions.

Differences

between •

the five dimensions

•

Most related to the economic dimension.
In the environmental dimension one sometimes refers to
risks for extreme weather conditions and climate change.

Differences

between •
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Price volatility is being perceived by farmers within global

local and global supply

chains as an important problem. Actors within these

chains

chains sometimes agree to set a corrective price measure,
to which the entire industry cooperates, to help the farmers
to bridge difficult periods.
•

Local chains are perceived to be less vulnerable for
volatile prices. These systems don’t depend of prices on
the world market, producers rather set their own price in
dialogue with consumers

Discourse coalitions / •

Main discourse: farmers are vulnerable for sudden price

alternative framings

shocks because they depend on powerful companies and
hence they do not have the power to set their own prices.
•

Alternative framing: Small-scale diversified systems would
be less vulnerable to external events.

Dilemmas

and •

Profitability versus stability

of •

Close link with profitability

contradictions
Evidence

interactions with other
attributes

and

the

significance of this
between •

Differences
the

food

sectors

Arable and dairy farmers enjoy CAP payments.

/

commodities examined

Attribute 5: Support to the local economy
A. Detailed description of how and why the attribute has been chosen in the Flemish
context

This attribute has received a lot of attention in recent years in Flanders. Support
to local farmers is one of the main reasons why an increasing group of
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consumers is buying food products through short supply chains (this means that
there is a direct contact between producers and consumers). Many of the actors
within these short chains perceive food as a central aspect of culture and society.
Hence, for them it is important that food is produced and traded in function of
local communities. The same way of reasoning can be found when analyzing
discourses from actors within conventional chains. However, these actors most
often perceive ‘local’ as the regional, national or even European economy.
B. Justification / explanation for why the attribute has been positioned in a particular
cell(s) with the final matrix.

The attribute has been positioned in the social dimension and public sphere.
Support to other members of a certain community is a social issue. We have
furthermore positioned it in the public sphere because it is there where the issue
gets most attention (Newspaper articles, blogs,..). Most local food systems like
communisty supported agricultural systems, on -arm sales, farmer markets, etc.
are bottom up initiatives organised by actors who communicate mainly through
the public sphere.
C. The level(s) of the system to which it applies (individual, groups, local
communities, national, global ecosystems).

It applies to local communities. Some actors (mostly export oriented companies)
also relate it to regional, national or even the European community, depending
on how they define local.
D. The priority given to the attribute, both in the range of media accessed as part of
the desk-based analysis, and by the experts interviewed

The issue gets attention in the media when innovative local food systems are
presented like CSAs, farmer markets, short chain initiatives, etc... Also the big
retailers Delhaize and Colruyt communicate through the media and through their
market reports that support for the local economy is important for them. The
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experts of our interviews have ranked it on the 8th place and they have given it
an average score of 6.8/10. They consider other attributes like food safety,
transparency and energy use as more important. However, some of them argue
(environmental NGOs and organic farmers) that the focus on local economy can
be an important strategy to develop food systems that have a positive impact on
attributes that where ranked higher (transparency, energy use, fair distribution of
costs and benefits,..).
E. The differences between the four spheres

It is discussed in the public sphere when innovative local food systems like CSA,
farmer markets, etc. are presented. Besides, it is also an important issue in the
policy sphere. For the Flemish government it is important that food chains
contribute to the local economy. They argue that it is important to keep profitable
businesses in Flanders. This is also perceived as being important, also in terms
of employment. The issue was also identified in the market sphere, that is, in
market reports from big retailers where strategies to support the local economy
are highlighted.
F. The differences between the five dimensions.

Support to certain actors of a community is related to the social dimension. It is
however also related to other dimensions because support to the local economy
can be an important strategy to reduce costs in the environmental, ethical and
social dimension.
G. The differences between global and local supply chains.

Companies in global chains often choose to have part of their activities in other
regions or countries, for example because of lower labour costs or more
productive areas. Yet, two big Flemish retailers (Colruyt and Delhaize)
collaborate with Flemish farmers because of the increasing interest of consumers
in local products. They highlight this in their marketing and hence the perception
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exists that they support local farmers. The term ‘fair trade’ is also more often
being used to support local farmers (instead of farmers from the South). ‘Fairbel’
is for example promoting local milk.
For actors within local food supply chains the support to the local economy is an
important issue. But local networks are often organised not because of this social
issue but rather because producers and consumers share other environmental
and ethical values (autonomy, freedom, social and ecologic embeddedness,
sustainability,etc.). Support to the local economy is not always their primary
objective.
H. The nature and extent of discourse coalitions and alternative framings of the
issues.

The main discourse of actors within local food networks (Foodteams, CSAs,
vegetable box schemes,..) is that food is not an ordinary trade product but it has
an important place within local societies. They do not want to support the highly
competitive global market but they rather choose to support small-scale players
in local markets so that they can run a viable business which is ecologically,
socially and culturally more embedded in a specific territory.
I.

The dilemmas and contradictions that have emerged from the analysis.

Supporting local producers or striving for a fair global market?
J. The evidence of interactions with other attributes, and the significance of this.

There is a clear interaction with authenticity, cultural identity, waste and
transparency.
K. The differences between the food sectors / commodities examined.

Especially fruits and vegetables are sold through local networks thus contributing
to the local economy.
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Attribute

Local economy

Level of relevance

•

It applies to local communities.

•

Some actors also relate it to regional, national or even
the European community.

Priority

•

Expert ranking: 8 th place

•

Average expert score: 6.8/10

•

It gets quite some attention in the media when innovative
local food systems are presented like CSA’s, farmer
markets, short chain initiatives, etc...

•

The big retailers Delhaize and Colruyt communicate
through the media and through their market reports

•

Ranked 8 th by experts but some of them argue
(environmental NGOs and organic farmers) that the
focus on local economies can be an important strategy to
develop food systems that have a positive impact on
attributes that where ranked higher

Differences

between •

the four spheres

•

It is part of the social dimension.
The support for local economy can also be an important
strategy to reduce costs in the environmental, ethical and
social dimension.

Differences

between •

the five dimensions

Discussed in the public sphere when innovative local
food systems like CSA, farmer markets, etc. are
presented.

•

Also an important issue in the policy sphere. Especially
when related to the regional level (the Flemish
economy).

•

Mentioned in the market sphere, that is, in market reports
from big retailers where strategies to support local
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economies are highlighted.
between •

Differences

local and global supply
chains

Companies in global chains often choose to have part of
their activities in other regions or countries.

•

Two big Flemish retailers (Colruyt and Delhaize)
collaborate with Flemish farmers. They highlight this in
their marketing and hence the perception exist that they
support local farmers.

•

The term ‘fair trade’ is also more often being used to
support local farmers.

•

For actors within local food supply chains the support to
the local economy is an important issue but it is not
always their primary objective.

Discourse coalitions / •

Main discourse of actors within local food networks :

alternative framings

Food is not an ordinary trade product. It has an important
place within local societies. They don’t want to support
the highly competitive global market but they rather
choose to support small scale players in local markets so
that they can run a viable business which is ecologically,
socially and culturally more embedded in a specific
territory.
and •

Dilemmas
contradictions

market?

of •

Evidence

interactions with other
attributes

Supporting local producers or striving for a fair global

and

There’s a clear interaction with authenticity, cultural
identity, waste and transparency.

the

significance of this
Differences
the

food

between •
sectors
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/

Especially fruits and vegetables are sold through local
networks

commodities examined

Attribute 6: Fair distribution of costs and benefits
A. Detailed description of how and why the attribute has been chosen in the Flemish
context

Many actors in the Flemish agrifood sector perceive ‘fair distribution of costs and
benefits’ as a key issue when evaluating the performance of food chains. The
theme was often identified during our desk-based analysis and it was ranked by
the experts of our interviews as the most important attribute of our performance
criteria matrix.
The attribute is of particular importance for farmers in global chains. Especially
farmers within the pork sector, horticultural sector and dairy sector complain that
costs and benefits are often not distributed in a fair way. The farmer unions argue
that there is a cost attached to all the requirements that consumers place on
food. European farmers must not grow GM crops and do efforts to safeguard
biodiversity and water quality but the market fails to internalise these costs. In
addition farmers complain that they only get a small share of what consumers
pay for the food product.
B. Justification / explanation for why the attribute has been positioned in a particular
cell(s) with the final matrix.

We have positioned the attribute in the social dimension and the market sphere.
The choice for the market sphere was quite straight forward because it is
especially mentioned by farmer unions. Moreover, ‘fairness’ is being perceived
as a social issue by actors from the different stages of the food chain.
C. The level(s) of the system to which it applies (individual, groups, local
communities, national, global ecosystems).
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It applies to the total food chain. Costs and benefits are created at all the stages
of the food chain. Hence all actors of one specific food chain are responsible for
a fair distribution of costs and benefits. This starts at the input supply chain and
ends at the consumption stage.
D. The priority given to the attribute, both in the range of media accessed as part of
the desk-based analysis, and by the experts interviewed.

It was of primary importance for the experts that were interviewed. They ranked it
on the first place (together with food safety). This means that policy actors, actors
from NGOs and actors from the market are all perceiving it as a very important
issue. By consequence they gave it an average score of 8.3/10.

It was also identified as a key issue during the desk-based analysis. Especially
the farmer unions are often complaining in newspaper articles that they have
huge costs and that they only get a small share of the benefits. But also
consumer

organisations,

environmental

NGOs

and

academic

experts

communicate about the issue. They discuss about who should pay the costs to
reduce negative externalities.
E. The differences between the four spheres

The issue is being discussed in the market sphere. The federation of the Flemish
food industry (Fevia), the farmer union (Boerenbond) and the retail sector
organise chain meetings to discuss these issues. They have also signed ‘a code
of conduct’ in which they agree to have fair relations with each other. According
to the farmers union the discussions are about ‘on the one hand about a fair
share of the cake and on the other hand about a proper valuation of food‘. In
case there is a problem with farmers’ income they can decide to set more
reasonable prices.
The issue is also discussed in the public sphere by farmers, environmental
NGOs, academic experts and market actors.
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F. The differences between the five dimensions.

A fair distribution of costs and benefits is first of all related to the social
dimension. It means that large inequalities in the chain should be reduced and
that one must ensure that all actors in the chain can run a viable business.

From an economic point of view it means that one must ensure that all
companies in the chain can run a profitable business and that workers receive a
reasonable income.

It is also related to the ethical and environmental dimension because the
discussion on how
to distribute costs

to reduce negative

externalities

often

focuses

on

environmental (e.g. water quality) and ethical issues (e.g. animal welfare).
G. The differences between global and local supply chains.

Particularly farmers from global chains complain that costs and benefits are not
distributed in a fair way. Hence, the perception exists that many of these farmers
need to pay for the costs to reduce negative externalities and that they only get a
small share of what consumers pay for the food product. Hence, they ask that
consumers pay more for their food products and that producers get a bigger
share of the sales prices.
In local food systems it is perceived to be easier to set fair prices between
producers and consumers and hence the costs and benefits are distributed in a
fairer way. Many argue that this is because there is often a direct relation
between producers and consumers in local systems. This relation is often build
on trust and solidarity.
H. The nature and extent of discourse coalitions and alternative framings of the
issues.
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Main discourse: small farmers in global chains have increasing costs because of
high consumer demands while they only get a small share of the benefits. Hence,
costs and benefits are not distributed in a fair way among actors in the chain.
This is the discourse of farmer unions and academic experts.

Alternative framing: The fault lies with the farmers themselves. They are victims
of their own success. They are so specialised that they cannot adapt their
production process. There used to be more mixed companies, which in case of
need could rely on other sources of income. Now the companies are specialised,
and the costs are so high that the production should always continue. This is the
discourse of some academic experts and environmental NGOs.
I.

The dilemmas and contradictions that have emerged from the analysis.

Should costs and benefits be better distributed or should farmers change their
production processes?
J. The evidence of interactions with other attributes, and the significance of this.

There is a clear interaction with profitability and labour satisfaction. Moreover, the
costs to reduce negative externalities also refer to attributes like water pollution
and animal welfare.
K. The differences between the food sectors / commodities examined.

It is relevant for all commodities.
Attribute

• Fair distribution of costs and benefits and risks

Level of relevance

• The total food chain

Priority

• Of primary importance for the experts that were interviewed.
• Ranking: 1st place
• average score: 8.3/10.
• also identified as a key issue during the desk-based
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analysis.
• Especially discussed by the farmer unions
Differences

between • Being discussed in the market sphere via chain meetings

the four spheres

• Also

discussed

in

the

public

sphere

by

farmers,

environmental NGO’s, academic experts and market actors.
Differences

between • Related to the social dimension: large inequalities in the

the five dimensions

chain should be reduced and all actors must be able to run
a viable business.
• Economic point of view: ensure that all companies in the
chain can run a profitable business and that workers receive
a reasonable income.
• Related to the ethical and environmental dimension: the
distribution of costs to reduce negative externalities are
often related to environmental (e.g. water quality) and
ethical issues (e.g. animal welfare).

Differences

between • Farmers from global chains complain that costs and benefits

local and global supply

are not distributed in a fair way. The perception exists that

chains

many of these farmers need to pay for the costs to reduce
negative externalities and that they only get a small share of
what consumers pay for the food product.
• In local food systems it is perceived to be easier to set fair
prices between producers and consumers and hence the
costs and benefits are better distributed.

Discourse coalitions / • Main discourse: small farmers in global chains have
alternative framings

increasing costs because of high consumer demands while
they only get a small share of the benefits. This is the
discourse of farmer unions and some academic experts.
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• Alternative framing: Farmers are so specialized that they
can’t adapt their production process. There used to be more
mixed companies, which in case of need could rely on other
sources of income. Now the companies are specialized, and
the costs are so high that the production should always
continue. This is the discourse of some academic experts
and environmental NGOs.
and • Should costs and benefits be better distributed or should

Dilemmas
contradictions

farmers change their production processes?
of • Clear Interaction with profitability, job satisfaction, water

Evidence

interactions with other
attributes

and

pollution, animal welfare

the

significance of this
between • It is relevant for all commodities.

Differences
the

food

sectors

/

commodities examined

Attribute 7: Labour satisfaction
A. Detailed description of how and why the attribute has been chosen in the Flemish
context

Labour satisfaction is of primary importance for all the workers in the food chain
as well as for farmers. It is closely related to income but it also refers to respect,
appreciation and professional pride. It was perceived by the experts of our
interviews as an important attribute to evaluate the performance of food systems.
It was also discussed in the media and policy reports, particularly by local chain
actors who work through innovative systems. These actors are proud of their
achievements and the recognition they get from their consumers and the media
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is an extra stimulus to continue working. The same applies for actors that
produce local specialties. These actors are often craftsmen proud of their craft.
B. Justification / explanation for why the attribute has been positioned in a particular
cell(s) with the final matrix.

Labour satisfaction is positioned in the social dimension. This is because most
actors argue that all workers and farmers should receive respect and a proper
income. Hence, we classify it as a social issue. We further placed it in the market
sphere because it applies to the actors from that sphere. It gets most often
attention when discussed in relation to farmers, but it also applies to other actors
in the chain.
C. The level(s) of the system to which it applies (individual, groups, local
communities, national, global ecosystems).

It applies to all the actors of the chain, that is to actors from the input supply
stage, production stage, processing stage and retail stage. Hence, it applies to
individuals. But it can also refer to communities and networks, in the sense that
all members of a certain food network or system are satisfied with the mutual
relationships and contracts that exist.
D. The priority given to the attribute, both in the range of media accessed as part of
the desk-based analysis, and by the experts interviewed.

Labour satisfaction is not being perceived as a very problematic issue in
Flanders. It rather gets positive attention in the media, especially when actors
within innovative local chains present their business or when craftsman present
their product. However, sometimes it also comes in a negative way in the media,
especially during demonstrations by angry farmers who complain about low sales
prices.
The experts have given it an average score of 7.0/10. They have furthermore
ranked it on the 7th place. They argue that it is an important issue for all the
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workers and farmers in the chain. However they do not perceive it as being very
problematic at the moment, except in the case of farmers in some global chains.
E. The differences between the four spheres

Demonstrations organised by angry farmers are picked up by the media and
discussed in the public sphere. Especially farmers from the pork sector and dairy
sector have demonstrated that they are not happy with the way they have to run
their business. They complain about issues that have been discussed in previous
paragraphs (price volatility, profitability,..). these discussions are also happening
in the market sphere via chain meetings where actors from the different stages
meet.
Other food chain actors are being presented in the media as pioneers or
innovative entrepreneurs and they get recognition for that. This issue also gets a
lot of attention in the public sphere.
F. The differences between the five dimensions.

The issue is related to the social dimension because it is important that all
workers and farmers in the chain are satisfied with how the business or the
network is organised. But some actors also look at it from an ethical point of view
and ask the question if large inequalities between actors are ethical or not?
Moreover, it is also related to the economic dimension because income plays an
important role.
G. The differences between global and local supply chains.

Flemish farmers in global chains are becoming more and more managers.
Therefore, they need to hire employees and the work they are doing is quite
different from the work of smaller farmers. They sometimes complain about low
sales prices and difficulties to respond to the demands of powerful companies at
the other stages of the chain.
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Actors within innovative local supply chains sometimes receive recognition from
the media and environmental NGOs. This is an extra stimulus for them to
continue working. The close relation with consumers, based on trust, is also an
important issue that contributes to labour satisfaction. In addition, they argue that
they can run a business that is more in line with their own values. According to
some articles of our desk based analysis the perception also exists that farmers
who have made the switch to organic farming are more satisfied with their job
after they made the switch. To quote one of them: "You enjoy your work more
and you are proud of your product. Ten years ago people would have laughed
with you, but now my colleagues ask questions.”
H. The nature and extent of discourse coalitions and alternative framings of the
issues.

Main Discourse: It is important that all actors in the chain are satisfied with how
the business is running. One should strive for a proper income for everyone, but
also for mutual respect, appreciation and professional pride. Besides, the
activities in the food chain should be in line with the values of all the actors that
are involved. This is the main discourse of academic experts, policy makers and
market actors.
I.

The dilemmas and contradictions that have emerged from the analysis.

No dilemmas were identified.
J. The evidence of interactions with other attributes, and the significance of this.

There is a clear interaction with profitability, fair distribution of costs and benefits
and authenticity.
K. The differences between the food sectors / commodities examined.

It applies to all the commodities of GLAMUR.
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Attribute

•

Labour satisfaction

Level of relevance

•

It applies to all the actors of the chain

•

It can also refer to communities and networks, in the sense
that all members of a certain food network or system are
satisfied with the mutual relationships and contracts that
exist.

•

Priority

Not being perceived as a very problematic issue in
Flanders.

•

It rather gets positive attention in the media, especially
when actors within innovative local chains present their
business or when craftsman present their product.

•

It comes in a negative way in the media, during
manifestations of angry farmers

Differences

•

The experts have given it an average score of 7.0/10.

•

They have furthermore ranked it on the 7th place.

between •

the four spheres

Manifestations organized by angry farmers are picked up
by the media and discussed in the public sphere.

•

Alternative food systems (CSA’s, vegetable baskets,..) are
also picked up by the media and discussed in the public
sphere.

•

Discussions are also happening in the market sphere via
chain meetings where actors from the different stages
meet.

Differences

between •

the five dimensions

The issue is related to the social dimension: it is important
that all workers in the chain are satisfied with how the
business or the network is organized.

•

Some actors look at it from an ethical point: are large
inequalities between actors in the chain ethical or not?

•

Also related to the economic dimension because income
plays an important role.
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between •

Differences

Flemish farmers in global chains are becoming more and

local and global supply

more managers. They sometimes complain about low

chains

sales prices and difficulties to respond to the demands of
powerful companies at the other stages of the chain.
•

Actors within innovative local supply chains receives
sometimes recognition from the media. The close relation
with consumers, based on trust, is also an important issue
that contributes to labour satisfaction. In addition, they
argue that they can run a business that is more in line with
their own values.

Discourse coalitions / •

Main Discourse: It is important that all actors in the chain

alternative framings

are satisfied with how the business is running. One should
strive for a proper income for everyone, but also for mutual
respect, appreciation and professional pride. Besides, the
activities in the food chain should be in line with the values
of all the actors that are involved. This is the main
discourse of academic experts, policy makers and market
actors.

and •

Dilemmas

No dilemmas were identified.

contradictions
of •

Evidence

interactions with other
attributes

and

There’s a clear interaction with profitability, fair distribution
of costs and benefits and authenticity.

the •

significance of this
Differences
the

food

between •
sectors

/

commodities examined
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It applies to all the commodities of GLAMUR.

Attribute 8: Waste (food and packaging)
A. Detailed description of how and why the attribute has been chosen in the Flemish
context

This attribute refers to food waste and waste from packaging materials. Food
waste is mentioned more often than packaging waste in the documents that were
analysed. One often refers to food waste in discussions on ‘how to feed the
world’ and ‘how to fight poverty’. A reduction of food waste and a better
distribution seems to be an important strategy for many actors to feed the
increasing world population. Hence, many actors argue that food chains should
minimize waste as much as possible.
B. Justification / explanation for why the attribute has been positioned in a particular
cell(s) with the final matrix.

The attribute has been positioned in the environmental dimension. First,
packaging waste has a direct negative impact on ecosystems because it mostly
exists of plastics which are difficult to degrade. Second, food waste means that
fossil energy and materials were extracted and used for no reason. These
processes have also negative impacts on ecosystems (greenhouse gas
emissions, smog formation, eutrophication,..). It is furthermore positioned in the
public sphere because the issue is most discussed in newspaper articles and
blogs by environmental NGOs, development NGOs and scientists.
C. The level(s) of the system to which it applies (individual, groups, local
communities, national, global ecosystems).

Waste applies to all the stages of the chain. But according to scientific studies
most food is wasted at the consumption stage. Hence, policy actors try to focus
on the consumption stage to reduce waste.
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D. The priority given to the attribute, both in the range of media accessed as part of
the desk-based analysis, and by the experts interviewed.

Food waste is perceived by many actors as a key issue. Waste should be
reduced as much as possible according to experts. The experts of our interviews
have given it a score of 7.2/10 and ranked it on the 5th place.
E. The differences between the four spheres

The topic is most discussed in the public sphere in newspaper articles by actors
from environmental NGOs, development NGOs, scientists and policy actors.
Policy makers are also beginning to promote food waste reduction campaigns at
schools and public restaurants.
F. The differences between the five dimensions.

Waste is related to the environmental dimension because it has a negative
impact on ecosystems. It is also related to the ethical dimension when for
example food waste is being compared in rich countries with hunger in poorer
countries.
G. The differences between global and local supply chains.

Global chains are always seeking to maximize efficiency. Hence, waste can be
minimized in global chains via efficient processes. Moreover, big retailers are
better equipped to reduce food waste because logistically they are much stronger
than smaller players on the market. However, the chains are longer so there is a
bigger chance that waste is generated along the chain. Packaging waste, on the
other hand, is created much more in global chains.
Food safety norms have also a big influence on food waste in global chains.
Because of these strict norms the perception exists that food is sometimes
thrown in the bin faster than necessary.
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Local systems are focusing rather on closing the loop to reduce food waste. The
chains are shorter so there is a smaller chance that food is wasted along the
chain.
H. The nature and extent of discourse coalitions and alternative framings of the
issues.

Main discourse: Food chains should become more efficient to reduce food waste.
In addition, consumers should change their behavior by throwing less food in the
trash. This is the main discourse of market actors, policy actors and scientists.
Alternative framing: We should focus more on closed loops when designing
agrifood systems. This would reduce waste and the waste that is generated will
be reused. This is the discourse of some academic experts and environmental
NGOs.
I.

The dilemmas and contradictions that have emerged from the analysis.

Should we focus on efficiency or on closed loops?
J. The evidence of interactions with other attributes, and the significance of this.

There is a strong interaction with productivity. If less food was wasted perhaps
we would need to produce less. There is also an interaction with affordability: is
food wasted because it is to cheap?
K. The differences between the food sectors / commodities examined.

Food waste is less of an issue for cereals.
Attribute

(food) waste and packaging

Level of relevance

•

It applies to all the stages of the chain.

•

According to scientific studies most food is wasted at the
consumption stage. Hence, policy actors try to focus on
the consumption stage to reduce waste.
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Priority

Differences

•

Expert score: 5th place

•

Average expert score: 7.2/10

•

Perceived by many actors as a key issue.

between •

the four spheres

Most discussed in the public sphere in newspaper articles
by actors from environmental NGOs, development NGOs,
scientists and policy actors.

•

Policy makers promote food waste reduction campaigns at
schools and public restaurants.

Differences

between •

the five dimensions

Related to the environmental dimension because it has a
negative impact on ecosystems.

•

Related to the ethical dimension when for example food
waste is being compared in rich countries with hunger in
poorer countries.

Differences

between •

Food waste can be reduced in global chains via efficiency

local and global supply •

Big retailers are better equipped to reduce food waste

chains

because logistically they are much stronger than smaller
players on the market. Global chains are longer so there’s
a bigger chance that waste is generated along the chain.
•

More packaging waste is created in global chains.

•

Food safety norms have a big influence on food waste in
global chains. Because of these strict norms the
perception exist that food is sometimes thrown faster in
the trash than necessary.

•

Local systems are rather focusing on closed loops to
reduce food waste. The chains are shorter so there’s a
smaller chance that food is wasted along the chain.

Discourse coalitions / •

Main discourse: Food chains should become more

alternative framings

efficient to reduce food waste. In addition, consumers
should change their behavior by throwing less food in the
trash. This is the main discourse of market actors, policy
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actors and scientists.
•

Alternative framing: We should focus more on closed
loops when designing agrifood systems. This would
reduce waste and the waste that is generated will be
reused. This is the discourse of some academic experts
and environmental NGOs.

Dilemmas

and •

Should we focus on efficiency or on closed loops?

of •

Clear interaction with productivity and affordability

contradictions
Evidence

interactions with other
attributes

and

the

significance of this
Differences
the

food

between •
sectors

Food waste is less of an issue for cereals.

/

commodities examined

Attribute 9: Water pollution
A. A detailed description of both how and why each of the attributes had been chosen
within your national context, and what they represent.

Water pollution is a hot debated topic in Flanders, as it is the most pressing
environmental issue related to the Flemish food system. Farmers, policy makers
and environmental NGOs have often a very different opinion on this issue.
Water pollution is caused most by nitrate emissions in the agricultural sector,
next to pollution by phosphates and pesticides. Nitrate emissions occur mainly
because of surpluses of animal manure in the pork sector. Also vegetable
production in open air is contributing to these nitrate emissions, but to a lesser
extent.
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The government follows the European directives and sets a maximum allowable
amount of nitrogen that may be given to a crop. But these norms are becoming
stricter and stricter. In the past the European norms could be exceeded by
Flemish farmers in one third of the cases. But In 2014 they can only be exceeded
in 16% of the cases.
B. Justification / explanation for why the attribute has been positioned in a particular
cell(s) with the final matrix.

We have positioned the attribute in the environmental dimension because water
pollution has a negative impact on the environment. Besides, we positioned it in
the public sphere because it is there where the issue is most discussed.
C. The level(s) of the system to which it applies (individual, groups, local communities,
national, global ecosystems).

Water pollution applies on the one hand to individuals at the production stage of
the chain. Because it’s there where water pollution is caused. But on the other
hand it also applies to local, regional, and national communities because their
environmental quality is affected through water pollution.
D. The priority given to the attribute, both in the range of media accessed as part of the
desk-based analysis, and by the experts interviewed.

The attribute did recently receive some attention in the media because the norms
for nitrogen emissions are becoming stricter in 2014. Hence Farmer unions,
environmental NGO’s and policy makers have been discussing the issue in
recent months. But water pollution and the surplus of manure in the intensive
pork sector has always been an important issue for the Flemish agrifood sector.
Hence, it was also ranked by the experts on a third place.
E. The differences between the four spheres.

Water pollution is a hot debated topic in the public and policy sphere. Farmers,
policy makers and environmental NGO’s have often a very different opinion on
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this issue. It is also studied in the scientific sphere, for examples in studies on
the life cycle of pork meat.
F. The differences between the five dimensions.

Water pollution is related to the environmental dimension. However, it also has
economic consequences for farmers. They often need to pay the cost to reduce
nitrate emissions and this has consequences for the profitability of their farm.
G. The differences between global and local supply chains.

The regulations on nitrate emissions need to be followed both by farmers within
global chains and farmers in local chains. However, intensive agricultural
companies in global chains have more problems to follow the strict regulations. In
addition they need to pay a high price to decrease their emissions. Hence,
farmers from companies in global chains argue that policy makers do not pay
sufficient attention tothe situation of the farmers.
H. The nature and extent of discourse coalitions and alternative framings of the issues.

The discourse of environmental NGOs and some policy makers and academic
experts is that the water quality in Flanders deteriorated because there is a huge
surplus of animal manure. This surplus leads to nitrate emissions and this causes
eutrophication. In addition the farmers prefer spreading their manure rather than
processing it, which is more expensive. In their opinion livestock in Flanders has
to be reduced to tackle the problem. However, they do not want a social drama:
the farmers should be compensated.
According to farmer unions it is clear that economic interests are less important
for policy makers in this story. Obtaining the nitrate standard for water
determines everything. They argue that there is a huge cost for the agricultural
sector. They even calculated it to be 9,5 up to 30 million euros per year. This is
caused by transport costs, costs for processing the manure, the necessity to
spread inorganic fertilizers and a lower productivity. Especially the pork sector
will be affected. In addition they say that the regulations have little regard for the
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practical part, as they are written by people in offices that understand that it’s
very difficult to put them in practice.
I.

The dilemmas and contradictions that have emerged from the analysis.

Should decision makers support the farmers or support strategies to increase the
environmental quality?
J. The evidence of interactions with other attributes, and the significance of this.

There is a clear interaction with ‘productivity’, ‘profitability’ and ‘fair distribution of
costs and benefits’. This applies to the farm stage.
Stricter emission norms have an influence on the profitability of farms because
the production costs can increase.
The interaction with productivity is also clear; the surplus of manure is a direct
consequence of highly productive farms.
There is also an interaction with ‘fair distribution of costs and benefits’ because
many farmers argue that the costs for higher water quality demands need to be
shared among all actors in the chain (including the consumer).
K. The differences between the food sectors / commodities examined.

It is especially related to the pork sector and to a lesser extent vegetable
production in open air. Dairy farmers have enough land to spread their own
manure.
Attribute
Level of relevance

Water pollution
• It applies on the one hand to individuals at the production
stage of the chain. It’s there where water pollution is
caused.
• It also applies to local, regional, and national communities.
Their environmental quality is affected through water
pollution.
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• The attribute did recently receive some attention in the

Priority

media because the norms for nitrogen emissions are
becoming stricter in 2014. But it has always been an
important issue for the Flemish agrifood sector.
• Expert ranking: 3rd place
• Average expert score: 7.7/10
Differences

between

the four spheres

• Hot debated topic in the public and policy sphere.
Farmers, policy makers and environmental NGOs have
often a very different opinion on this issue.
• Also studied in the scientific sphere, for examples in
studies on the life cycle of pork meat.

Differences

between

• Related to the environmental dimension.

the five dimensions

• It also has economic consequences for farmers.

Differences

between

• Intensive agricultural companies in global chains have

local and global supply

more problems to follow the strict regulations. Farmers

chains

from companies in these chains argue that policy makers
do not consider enough the situation of the farmers.

Discourse coalitions /
alternative framings

• The discourse of environmental NGO’s and some policy
makers and academic experts is that the water quality in
Flanders deteriorated because there’s a huge surplus of
animal manure. In their opinion livestock in Flanders has
to be reduced to tackle the problem. However, they don’t
want a social drama: the farmers should be compensated.
• According to farmer unions it is clear that economic
interests are less important for policy makers in this story.
Obtaining the nitrate standard for water determines
everything. There’s a huge cost for the agricultural sector.

Dilemmas

and

contradictions
Evidence
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• Should decision makers support the farmers or support
strategies to increase the environmental quality?

of

• Interaction with ‘productivity’: Stricter emission norms have

interactions with other

an influence on the profitability of farms because the

attributes

production costs can increase.

and

the

• Interaction with productivity: The surplus of manure is a

significance of this

direct consequence of highly productive farms.
• Interaction with ‘fair distribution of costs and benefits’:
many farmers argue that the costs for higher water quality
demands need to be shared among all actors in the chain
(including the consumer).
Differences
the

food

between
sectors

/

commodities examined
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• It is especially related to the pork sector and to a lesser
extent vegetable production in open air.

Attribute 10: Energy
A. A detailed description of both how and why each of the attributes had been
chosen within your national context, and what they represent.

The attribute 'energy' is an aggregate of different attributes including energy
dependency, energy use and energy efficiency. Energy is a key indicator for the
environmental assessment of the agricultural sector in Flanders. It concerns the
relevance of energy at all stages from producer to consumer and hence includes
energy use for producing commodities, storage (temperature regulation),
transportation, logistics, and energy associated with food consumption
(household level). Additionally, in scientific research, energy assessment goes
beyond direct energy use as it also deals with the energy embodied in inputs
such as fertilizers, pesticides, etc. In general, the energy debate can hardly be
overemphasized in the debate on sustainable food chains.
B. Justification / explanation for why the attribute has been positioned in a particular
cell(s) with the final matrix.

Energy is situated at different positions in the matrix, as it applies to different
spheres within the environmental dimension. Despite the fact that energy use is
for most farmers in the first place a cost issue, the key concern is ecology and
more specifically the limits to natural resources, pollution caused by energy use,
CO2 emissions and climate change related to energy consumption.
C. The level(s) of the system to which it applies (individual, groups, local
communities, national, global ecosystems).

The attribute applies at all levels, and from production to final consumption. At
the national level, the energy dependency becomes more relevant, which is also
reflected in the interest for alternative sources of energy (including for example
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research on the potential of biomass for the second and third generation biogas
and bioethanol production).
D. The priority given to the attribute, both in the range of media accessed as part of
the desk-based analysis, and by the experts interviewed.

Energy came out as a key attribute. Most policy documents (reports from
industry, retailers, ngo's and policy makers) refer to energy. This is also reflected
in the interviews, where energy was ranked third with a mean score of 8.0.
Nevertheless, energy is not found to be a popular item in public media like daily
journals, magazines, etc. where energy is often reduced to information on energy
use for transportation of food (‘food kilometers’). In this context, some articles
refer to the difference in energy efficiency between car, boat, truck and plane.
E. The differences between the four spheres.

Energy is of lower interest at the level of public opinion - where it is basically
reduced to the topic of transport - but of high importance for all actors in the food
chain. Also, there is an ongoing debate on the use of food crops as source of
renewable energy. At the regional level, sugar beet is a crop that can be used as
input for the production of bioenergy.
At the scientific and market level, energy reflects data collection and follow up.
Although the industrial implementation lags behind compared to other member
states, Flanders has outstanding research in the domain of renewable energy.
Furthermore, energy is mentioned in policy documents where reduction of energy
loss, the use of renewable energy as well as the production of renewable energy
are the main topics.
F. The differences between the five dimensions.

Energy belongs in the first place to the environmental dimension, where the
evaluation of energy use and efficiency are key topics in the chain. Given the
impact of energy on the production cost, energy is also relevant in the economic
dimension.
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G. The differences between global and local supply chains.

Local is associated with 'better' in terms of energy, as the public debate focuses
on food kilometers. At the level of food suppliers, the focus is on energy
efficiency and sustainable, renewable sources of energy. Over the past decade,
both farms and retailers have invested in renewable energy implementing for
example fermentation systems and solar panels.
The global debate is linked to our dependency on fossil fuels. As prices for oil
raise, food prices will follow. No one asks the urgent question on how our
agriculture could function without oil. As formulated by Olivier De Schutter - UN
reporter on food rights and academic at a Belgian University - "we are vulnerable
for a new, severe food crises".
H. The nature and extent of discourse coalitions and alternative framings of the
issues.

The dominating discourse focuses on energy efficiency. In this context,
conventional farmers and their sector representatives emphasise the progress
that is made continuously, reporting statistics to prove these steps in the good,
sustainable direction.
Against the mainstream tendency, an alternative framing supports the idea of
closing the energy circle in food production. There are a number of small-scale
initiatives like box schemes and Community Supported Agriculture. Believers
focus on the low input use, sustainable production methods (like intercropping)
and low distance to final consumers while others state that such systems are
economically unsustainable and will never really break through.
I.

The dilemmas and contradictions that have emerged from the analysis.

One dilemma is the difference between food kilometers and total carbon
footprint. In the media debate, local food is most often considered as
environmentally sustainable because transport kilometers can be reduced.
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Seldomly, the full picture is drawn and hence consumers are not conscious of the
impact of the type of transport (car, truck, boat, plane) nor are they able to value
the energy used for producing food (such as difference between open air and
greenhouse cultivation). NGOs do recognize this dilemma and claim that short
supply chains can function more efficiently.
J. The evidence of interactions with other attributes, and the significance of this.

Energy interacts with competitiveness. Being an energy dependent region, the
price of oil influences directly the costs (and benefits) of Flanders' agricultural
sector. In this context, also risk and stability relate to energy. Shocks in prices for
fossil fuels have a direct impact on costs.
Also land use and waste are interacting with energy. In case of the former, the
debate on land used for second generation biofuels can be mentioned. However,
production of these fuels in Flanders is limited. Concerning waste, food
producers - and especially (large) food processing units apply food waste as
source of renewable energy.
K. The differences between the food sectors / commodities examined.

The energy issue is most relevant in high energy demanding subsectors like the
glasshouse sector that still heavily depends on fossil fuels for heating;
Greenhouse cultivation counts for 55% of total energy use in the agricultural
sector in Flanders. Over the last decade, the number of solar panels on farms
and combined heat and power systems in greenhouses have increased
dramatically as it would be almost impossible to economically survive without.
However, investment in renewable energy requires capital, and small farmers
and food processors cannot afford these investments.
Concerning pork, energy for swine housing as well as the opportunity of energy
production through waste management are important issues.
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Attribute 10

Energy

Level of relevance

•

National and global level

•

Level of companies and individual households

•

High, though not a key issue in the public debate

•

Expert ranking: 3rd place

•

Average score: 8.0/10

Priority

Differences between •
•

the four spheres

Most present in the scientific and market sphere
In the scientific sphere, emphasis on energy dependency,
energy efficiency and embodied energy

•

In the market sphere, emphasis on energy use.
Particularly a concern in intensive agriculture

Differences between •

Focus in the environmental dimension. Given the cost of

the five dimensions

energy, it obviously relates to the economic dimension

Differences between •

Local: energy use for intensive agriculture (greenhouse,

local

intensive livestock), storage, distribution and logistics

and

global
•

supply chains

Global: depletion of natural sources of energy, production
of renewable energy sources, bioenergy

Discourse coalitions •

Dominant discourse: focus on energy efficiency

/ alternative framings •

Alternative framings: focus on closed systems

Dilemmas

and •

energy use, or imported foods ?

contradictions
•

Evidence
interactions

of •
with •

other attributes and
the significance of
this
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What is most sustainable? Local/ seasonal food with high

Indirect land use change impacts of biofuels
Energy is related to profits and productivity
Energy use and energy dependency are related to
biodiversity and land use

Differences between •

Relevant for all commodities, though less for wine

the food sectors / •

Highly relevant for greenhouse cultivation and intensive

commodities

livestock

examined
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Attribute 11: Biodiversity and land use
A. A detailed description of both how and why each of the attribute had been chosen
within your national context, and what they represent.

Biodiversity and land use refer to safeguarding the diversity of both agricultural
and natural species and to a balanced use of green areas. In a densely
populated region like Flanders, regulation and land management is required to
guarantee the values of the landscape. For the same reason of being a densely
populated region, the recreational aspect of (the scarce) green space is highly
valued. Land use may also refer to the embedded land use in imported feed.
B. Justification / explanation for why the attribute has been positioned in a particular
cell(s) with the final matrix.

Biodiversity and land use are foremost attributes that relate to the environmental
dimension, with relevance for the scientific, market and policy sphere. Despite
the economic and social consequences of biodiversity and land use, it is in the
first place a matter of long term perspectives of ecology.
C. The level(s) of the system to which it applies (individual, groups, local communities,
national, global ecosystems).

Biodiversity and land use apply as topics at the level of regions, nations and in a
global context; relevance at the individual level is limited. Concerning the latter,
one can think of the personal value for green space.
D. The priority given to the attribute, both in the range of media accessed as part of the
desk-based analysis, and by the experts interviewed.

Overall priority for this attribute is rather low in Flanders. The average score of
our experts on land use and biodiversity was 7.6, which is a 6th place. It appears
that the causes of loss of biodiversity, such as pollution and waste, are
considered more important. In this sense, most stakeholders are more familiar
with measuring pollution and waste than with the quantification of the loss of
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biodiversity. The organic farming organisation Bioforum does emphasize the
importance of biodiversity.
E. The differences between the four spheres.

Despite the urgency of the topic, biodiversity and land use are rarely discussed in
the media (public sphere) when communicating about developments in the food
chain. One exception is the debate on the cultivation of genetically modified
organisms (GMOs). A particular incident raising a lot of debate relates to a field
experiment with GM potatoes. Activists have destroyed part of the field, which
was food for discussion in the media. In all other spheres, the importance of
biodiversity is somewhat recognized but assessments are scarce.
F. The differences between the five dimensions.

Biodiversity and land use are foremost attributes in the environmental dimension,
though with links to the economic dimension. Competition in the agricultural
sector fades out small farmers, and puts pressure in the direction of
monocultures. Regulation is required to avoid further degradation of biodiversity.
Policy investment in biodiversity is e.g. reflected in subsidies for indigenous
plants as hedges, both for individual households and for farmers.
G. The differences between global and local supply chains.

The discourse at the local level concentrates on own seed production, the
conservation of landscape and ecosystems, the intrinsic values of green space,
added valued of alternative food systems in terms of well-being and recreation.
There is a small though growing interest in self sufficient communities, like CSA.
Looking forward to Flemish agriculture in 2030, Nevens et al. (2008) state: A
sustainable agricultural system functions within a stable agro-ecosystem, which
can be ensured by (i) optimizing the pre-conditions for production, i.e. optimizing
the quality of natural resources (air, soil, water); (ii) maximally closing physical
and biological cycles; and (iii) preserving a broad ecological base, i.e. maximally
maintaining and using biodiversity.
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At the global level, biodiversity is associated with deforestation, mass production
of soybeans and corn and cultivation of GMOs. GMOs, in turn, are associated
with the power of multinationals, in the first place Monsanto. It should be
mentioned that several experts (interviews) consider GMO as a solution for food
security in the South, especially in areas that suffer from climate change or poor
soils.
H. The nature and extent of discourse coalitions and alternative framings of the issues.

While there is consensus that Flemish farming should become less dependent on
protein sources from overseas (mainly soy from South-America), one can
distinguish between a dominant discourse and an alternative framing related to
the combination of biodiversity and land use in Flanders.
The dominant discourse in Flanders focuses on land sparing. This implies that
land for agriculture is used as efficient as possible (read: intensive agriculture,
with high production), in order to have as much as possible area left for nonagricultural activities (forest, green space, ...). This discourse is supported by,
among others, the main farmers' union and even a number environmental NGOs
(to free up the maximum of land for nature).
An alternative discourse is land sharing, where biodiversity and agricultural
activity go hand in hand. The agro-ecology framing gains interest, both among
farmers and scientists reflected in the increased number of organic farmers, CSA
initiatives, and similar initiatives derived from CSA. Some environmental NGOs,
like WERVEL, support this discourse.
I.

The dilemmas and contradictions that have emerged from the analysis.

The main dilemma is articulated in the debate between land sparing and land
sharing, as explained in the previous item. An argument that is most often put
forward by proponents of the dominant discourse is the need to increase food
production at the global level. The highest production capacity, necessary to feed
the world population, can only be reached if we invest in further intensifying
agriculture. Against this statement, agro-ecologists mention the lack of research
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in their domain and that productivity gains can be reached through agro-ecology;
They also put forward the need to rethink the food chain to counter the
disconnection between producers and consumers.
J. The evidence of interactions with other attributes, and the significance of this.

Land use and biodiversity interact with affordability, raising e.g. the question the
price of commodities produced following agro-ecological principles. The
dominant discourse argues that the price of these alternative food systems are
not democratic and can only be afforded by middle and high class consumers.
On the other hand, those in favour of land sharing claim that sharing internalizes
negative externalities. In this context, the attribute is also related to pollution and
waste as well as with self sufficiency and food sovereignty (attributes that are not
in our Flemish list).
K. The differences between the food sectors / commodities examined.

Biodiversity is relevant to all commodities defined in GLAMUR. Two experts
mention the link between livestock and land use. They both consider the
intensive non-land related livestock as a problem in Flanders, with problematic
consequences in terms of manure management and water pollution.
VILT mentions the need for research on local varieties of beef and dairy cattle.
They argue that local varieties have unique genetic, cultural, historical, socioeconomic and ecological values. Local varieties fit in regional concepts, as these
varieties contribute to the countryside experience. The Holstein breed in dairy
farming is in this context considered as a threat for local dairy cow varieties. This
example illustrates the link between biodiversity and cultural identity.
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Attribute 11

Biodiversity and land use

Level of relevance

•

Safeguarding biodiversity: key issue in climate change debate.
For farmers: fear for GM crops, monoculture, monopoly of
companies like Monsanto

Priority

•

high (scientific and policy sphere), expert ranking: 6th place

•

Average score: 7.6/10

Differences between •

High priority for some environmental NGOs and science

•

Important for policy, where it is related to subsidies

Differences between •

Environment: chemical fertilizers, loss of species, ..

the four spheres

the five dimensions

•

Closely related to economy/ social/ ethics with issues of
dependency and freedom of choice

•

Health: pollution, contamination, linked to fear for GMOs

Differences between •

Local: perception of GM crops (experiments), insect population,

local

use of local varieties, experience of nature / welfare, wellbeing

and

supply chains

global
•

Global: deforestation, climate change, loss of top soil,

Discourse coalitions •

Dominant: land sparing

/ alternative framings •

Alternative framing: land sharing, agro-ecology

•

Dilemmas
contradictions

Evidence
interactions

and •
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Productivity of alternative framings versus monocultures

•

Self sufficiency for assuring food security?

•

Food sharing versus food sparing

of •
with •

other attributes and •
the significance of
this

Natural biodiversity

affordability
pollution and waste
self-sufficiency, food sovereignty

Differences between •

pork / wheat - fodder

the food sectors / •

GM soy, protein dependency

commodities
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Attribute 12: Transparency
A. A detailed description of both how and why each of the attributes had been chosen
within your national context, and what they represent.

Transparency is an aggregation of several attributes and covers transparency
and traceability on the use of fertilizers, antibiotics, pesticides, ... Given the
intensive character of Flemish agriculture, these issues are of key importance.
Moreover, this attribute has been put very clear on the political agenda as a
result of the dioxin crises in 1999. Lack of transparency in the food chain resulted
in a governmental crises and the formation of the FAVV, the federal agency for
food safety which now monitors transparency along the entire food chain in
Belgium.
B. Justification / explanation for why the attribute has been positioned in a particular
cell(s) with the final matrix.

Transparency appears in all spheres and in two dimensions of the matrix, the
environmental and the health dimension. Transparency should guarantee that
everyone within the chain can track how the product is produced (in terms of
environmental sustainability) and what the quality of the product is (in terms of
health, nutrition, food safety).
C. The level(s) of the system to which it applies (individual, groups, local communities,
national, global ecosystems).

Transparency applies at all levels of the system and is also debated at all the
levels. This reflects the high priority given to transparency in Flanders. People
want to know that where there food comes from and they want to be sure that
this information in correct. As an important export country, it is also important for
the Flemish agricultural and food sector to guarantee high standards of food
safety.
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D. The priority given to the attribute, both in the range of media accessed as part of the
desk-based analysis, and by the experts interviewed.

Of all attributes selected, transparency has one of the highest priorities in
Flanders. Desk based research showed that transparency is discussed heavily in
all spheres. Thereby, the accent is put on the health and environmental
dimensions of transparency. Transparency is a tool to avoid food scandals and
environmental catastrophes; it guarantees that governments can act efficiently
and fast in case of contaminations and assures that consumers can make a well
informed choice. The latter illustrates the link between transparency and the
ethical dimension. Experts have ranked transparency as the second most
important attribute.
E. The differences between the four spheres.

Transparency appears in all spheres. It is discussed in the media, and an
everyday concern of consumers. This concern is acknowledged by all food
suppliers and one can find the importance of transparency along the entire food
chain in most policy documents. In this context, food suppliers also recognize the
need for vertical collaboration.
F. The differences between the five dimensions.

Transparency is both relevant to the health and the environmental dimensions. In
the health dimension, focus is on the (negative) consequences of not being
transparent, e.g. the impact of excessive use of antibiotics and pesticides on the
prevalence of cancer. In the environmental dimension, focus is on control of air,
water and soil pollution.
G. The differences between global and local supply chains.

At the local level, transparency is associated with the very strict national
regulation. In the market sphere, transparency has led to an ever increasing
administrative workload which is considered as a burden for efficiency, especially
for small food producers. On the other hand, the experts interviewed agree on
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the fact that the investment in transparency in Flanders has been very fruitful.
Some experts mentioned that very small food producers 'escape' from controls,
and are less transparent as compared to medium sized and large producers. At
the global level, transparency is considered in a context of international
regulation, but also in a more negative perception that much corruption occurs in
global food chains.
H. The nature and extent of discourse coalitions and alternative framings of the issues

The dominant discourse is consumer-driven and expressed in zero-tolerance.
This zero-tolerance is translated in an accurate, though very expensive,
administrative system where reporting on every step is key. The dominant
discourse is led by the FAVV. Food suppliers recognize the added value of this
national control system.
An alternative framing puts trust on the agenda. The idea behind this frame is
that producer and consumer know each other, and the need to report on every
step in the process becomes unnecessary. In this sense, one can think of the
popularity of buying at the farm.
I.

The dilemmas and contradictions that have emerged from the analysis.

As consumers ask for transparency, and full information about where there food
comes from, this issue is also taken up by large food processors and retailers.
The use of the QR code is only a first step which still has many opportunities in
terms of informing consumers.
Despite the precise control system at the national level, several experts
mentioned that abuse can never be avoided. Such abuse is more likely to occur
in global chains, with highly processed foods, where consumers actually seem to
be less suspicious as compared to local products.
J. The evidence of interactions with other attributes, and the significance of this.

Transparency is closely linked to several other attributes, more in particular
waste (pollution), health risk, food safety and authenticity.
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K. The differences between the food sectors / commodities examined.

Transparency is relevant for all commodities, though accents are different. For
example, in fruit and vegetables, emphasis is put on pesticide residues, fertilizer
use, etc. whereas for meat and milk production, feed and use of antibiotics is a
more important topic.
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Attribute 12

Transparency

Level of relevance

•

All levels, from households to global society

Priority

•

Very high, both in the sources and in the interviews (see
also background section for Flanders)

•

Expert ranking: 2nd place

•

Average score: 8.0/10

Differences between •

Environment: focus on transparency concerning the use

the four spheres

of chemicals, regulation and control
•

Health: focus on contamination

•

Ethical: focus on correct information

Differences between •

Crosscutting issue, though less pronounced in the

the five dimensions

scientific sphere.

Differences between •

In public opinion, short supply chain is perceived as more

local

transparent. However, market experts claim that short

and

global

supply chains

supply chains often 'escape' from control

Discourse coalitions •

Dominant discourse is consumer driven: zero tolerance

/ alternative framings •

Alternative discourse: trust based relation

Dilemmas

and •

Is local more transparent as compared to global? In global
chains, all details have to be reported on.

contradictions
•

How

far

should

we

go?

Trust

versus

control.

Transparency has a high administrative cost
•

Food scandals, and abuse of the system can always
occur

Evidence
interactions

of •
with •

other attributes and
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Local supply - transparency
Linked to environmental and health, in terms of
contamination, use of chemicals, use of antibiotics.

Hence, it also relates to food safety

the significance of
this
Differences between •

Given the food crises in Belgium, most relevant for pork

the food sectors /

and dairy

commodities
examined
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•

Residues on fruits and vegetables

Attribute 13: Food safety
A. A detailed description of both how and why each of the attributes had been chosen
within your national context, and what they represent.

Food safety relates in our analyses to all actions undertaken to avoid
contamination and limit the use of chemical components below the maximum
standards. As explained in section 2, the main goal of the FAVV is to assure food
safety. Food suppliers (at all levels of the food chain) are conscious about the
necessity to invest in food safety. Whereas transparency focuses on food control
within the chain, food safety could be regarded as a result of transparency. From
the point of view of the consumer, the question is raised whether foods might
harm his/her health. In this sense, food safety is more about avoiding health risk
than about healthy diets.
B. Justification / explanation for why the attribute has been positioned in a particular
cell(s) with the final matrix.

Food safety is positioned in the health dimension of the different spheres. Along
the analyses, both desk based and through the interviews, it was clear that food
safety is a key attribute for Flanders, although it is very closely related to several
other attributes (such as pollution, healthy diet, waste).
C. The level(s) of the system to which it applies (individual, groups, local communities,
national, global ecosystems).

Food safety is in first instance a personal matter, as product safety depends on
how much and how you consume. As stated by an expert, we trust too much in
food safety as if anyone could guarantee food safety. Everything is toxic, it just
depends on how much you consume. In the public and scientific sphere, we also
noted increased focus on allergies such as gluten and lactose intolerance.
D. The priority given to the attribute, both in the range of media accessed as part of the
desk-based analysis, and by the experts interviewed.
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The priority given to food safety is extremely high and appears in all spheres,
though with differences in focus. With a score of 8.3, it was given the highest
priority among the experts.
E. The differences between the four spheres.

In the public opinion, key issue is 'my health'; scientists focus on risk levels
whereas markets and policy makers have a focus on control and regulation in
order to guarantee (as far as they can) food safety
F. The differences between the five dimensions.

Food safety is primarily situated in the health dimension of the matrix.
Nevertheless, given the link with the attributes pollution and waste, the link with
the environmental dimension in obvious.
G. The differences between global and local supply chains.

At the local level, food safety relates to toxic residues on fresh foods,
contamination in local food chain, soil and water pollution leading to e.g.
increased incidence of diseases like cancers. VLAM, the Flemish Agency for
Agriculture and Fishery Marketing, refers to food safety in their campaigns on
local meat. The labels Certus and Meritus are promoted as 'ours (local) and
hence safe' or 'you can't be strict enough on what you get in your house.'
At the global levels, food safety is associated with food security and the impact of
environmental disasters on food quality. Overall, there is perception that food in
Flanders - local or imported - is safe. As mentioned in the discussion on
transparency, this perception is highly related to the trust of both market and
public opinion in the FAVV. Retailer Delhaize states in their progress report 2011:
"We are also proud of our courage to create new programs, like our global goal
for Global Food Safety Initiative (GFSI) certification for private brand suppliers.
It’s not always been easy, but we have seen outstanding examples across the
business."
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H. The nature and extent of discourse coalitions and alternative framings of the issues.

One of the discourses in this domain deals with the thin line between authenticity
and transparency on the one hand and food safety on the other hand. For
consumers, in general, food is considered safe as they can visualize where it
comes from and what methods have been applied to produce or process the
food. This holds true to a certain extent. However, this approach does not
account for e.g. soil and water pollution. Vegetables from your own garden may
contain toxic components above national thresholds, because of soil pollution. In
Flanders, some areas are polluted to such an extent, that it is considered unsafe
for vegetable cultivation.
Another discourse on food safety relates to diets and avoiding specific categories
of foods. In 2012, e.g. Kris Verburgh (a medical doctor) launched 'De
Voedselzandloper', a book that became extremely popular and in which the
author wants to convince readers to avoid gluten, as well as cow milk, in their
diet. Both gluten and cow milk are considered toxic.
A third discourse, which slowly enters the debate in Flanders, is the consumption
of expired foods. This tendency is led by several initiatives in Europe, not at least
the movement initiated by Tristram Stuart. Food industry and retailers
acknowledge that lots of safe food is thrown away, though experiments of
'wasted food shops' (such as in other member states) are not yet launched in
Flanders.
I.

The dilemmas and contradictions that have emerged from the analysis.

One of the dilemmas that relate to food safety is situated in the overall medical
impact of zero tolerance. In this context, the question is raised to what extent
food should be safe. How will our immune system react or develop if all food
consumed is of excellent quality. Will we become more vulnerable in the long
term? At this point, a comparison with the increase of asthma among children
can be made.
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J. The evidence of interactions with other attributes, and the significance of this.

Food safety interacts with several attributes including waste, authenticity (fair
communication), pollution (for example water, air and soil pollution).
K. The differences between the food sectors / commodities examined.

Similar to transparency, food safety is heavily debated in meat and milk
production and processing. Given the link between food safety and gluten
(intolerance), the topic also applies to grains. In the domain of fruits and
vegetables, focus of food safety relates to residues.
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Attribute 13

Food safety

Level of relevance

•

Individuals, community, and national level

Priority

•

High. Extremely important for the experts interviewed

•

Expert ranking: 1st place

•

Average score: 8.3/10

Differences between •

Important for all spheres, though with different focuses:

the four spheres

public opinion - safety, scientific - risk, market - regulation,
policy - controls/regulation

Differences between •

Explicit for health with links to environment (use of

the five dimensions

chemicals, antibiotics, water pollution...) and ethics
(information flow, transparency).

Differences between •

For both local and global chains (imports), the role of the

local

FAVV (federal agency for food safety) is crucial

and

global
•

supply chains

At

the

level

of

primary

production

and

regional

processors, these controls put a high administrative
burden

Discourse coalitions •

Gap between strict regulation in Flanders and EU

/ alternative framings

regulation
•

Dilemmas

and •

Dominant discourse: zero tolerance
Health risks associated with small local production /
contamination in food from own production (gardens)

contradictions
•

Paradigm of control against building tolerance of the
immune system

•

Evidence
interactions

of •
with

other attributes and •
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Food waste caused by zero tolerance
Related to transparency (contamination, pollution and
regulation)
Competitiveness (as regulation in Flanders is extremely

strict compared to several other member states)

the significance of
this
Differences between •

In the perception of the public opinion, most relevant for

the food sectors /

dairy and pork: local is safe as stated literally from the

commodities

VLAM promotion campaigns

examined
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•

Fruits and vegetables

Attribute 14: Healthy diets
A. A detailed description of both how and why each of the attributes had been chosen
within your national context, and what they represent.

Healthy diets deals with nutritional quality of the overall diet, and hence this
attribute refers to the combination of macro and micro nutrients in our foods and
diets. In the context of a healthy lifestyle, the evaluation of nutritional quality
requires an analysis of the entire diet. The increase of 'welfare diseases', like
diabetes type II and cardiovascular diseases, is highly related to diets of poor
nutritional quality (too much fat, sugar and salt). Simultaneously, malnutrition
becomes a serious problem, especially among elderly, who suffer from a lack of
calorie or micronutrient intake.
B. Justification / explanation for why the attribute has been positioned in a particular
cell(s) with the final matrix.

Healthy diets is situated in the health dimension of the matrix and applies most to
the public sphere, and to a lesser extent the scientific, market and policy
spheres. It is an attribute that is often mentioned and considered to be important.
However, healthy diets go far beyond the characteristics of a specific commodity.
C. The level(s) of the system to which it applies (individual, groups, local communities,
national, global ecosystems).

Healthy diets is discussed at all levels of the system, though mostly focuses on
specific population groups (fast food consumption among youngsters and adults,
malnutrition among elderly, food habits of low SES groups, food patterns of rural
communities in the South, populations in conflict areas, ...).
D. The priority given to the attribute, both in the range of media accessed as part of the
desk-based analysis, and by the experts interviewed.
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Healthy diets has a very high priority in the public sphere and among policy
makers, it is clear that our social security system comes under discussion as
welfare diseases are widespread among all levels of the society. However, with a
score of 7, healthy diets ranked 7th among our experts, which indicates the lower
importance given to this attribute by supply chain related experts. Supply chain
actors tend to be of the opinion that a healthy diet is mainly the responsibility of
the individual consumer.
E. The differences between the four spheres.

Healthy diets are heavily discussed in the public sphere, with an abundant
amount of articles and television programmes devoted to the topic. In this public
sphere, we notice that different stakeholders articulate their opinion and that the
scientific ground of the debate is very often missing.
F. The differences between the five dimensions.

Foremost, healthy diets is an aspect within the health dimension. As meat
(over)consumption is one of the key topics in the discussion on healthy diets,
there is a close link with the environmental dimension. Healthy diets also has an
ethical dimension in the current debate. Several experts mentioned that we
should start thinking differently about food consumption and the way we deal with
food. Thereby, they start from the fact that - in Flanders - we have all ingredients
/ foods available at reasonable prices for a daily meal of very high quality. The
OIVO Monitor 2012 (OIVO 2012) reports that over 85% of the consumers
consider taste, freshness and quality as important criteria when buying food.
Healthy diets is also framed within the social dimension, where emphasis is put
on the fact that food consumption should be a social activity. This dimension is
emphasized by health care workers. Loneliness of elderly in nursing homes as
well as fast food consumption in front of TV/ games among youngsters are points
of attention and drivers of diseases like obesity and malnutrition.
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G. The differences between global and local supply chains.

In local supply chains, nutritional quality tends to be also about balanced healthy
diets, and the fight against obesity and other welfare diseases. However, also
functional foods are part of this discussion. At the global level, the debate
concentrates on malnutrition in the South and ways towards global food security
including the threats and benefits of GM crops.
H. The nature and extent of discourse coalitions and alternative framings of the issues.

One of the key discourses on healthy diets is the reduction of meat consumption,
more in particular the reduction of red meat consumption. Two organizations in
Flanders take the lead in the promotion of a vegetarian consumption pattern
being GAIA (focusing on animal welfare) and EVA (Ethical Vegetarian
Alternative). Most recently, the Health Advisory Board launched the message
that no more than 500 grams of red meat a week should be consumed and red
meat derivates for consumption on bread (like ham) should be limited to a
minimum.
Together with the excessive number of cook books, new diets are continuously
launched through all media channels: from the paleo-diet to the protein diet
(which was among others followed by the president of N-VA, Bart De Wever).
The mean BMI in Belgium exceeds 25 and gastric by-pass surgery is becoming
very popular.
I.

The dilemmas and contradictions that have emerged from the analysis.

In terms of health care, one out of 10 persons in Flanders lives in poverty and
scientific research confirms the correlation between poverty and unhealthy diets.
Food industry, caterers and retailers consider this as an opportunity that is used
e.g. in marketing. One of the dilemmas is that unhealthy, highly processed foods,
are often cheaper as compared to fresh foods. Efforts have been made to show
how a healthy meal can be prepared with e.g. less than 2 € a day.
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J. The evidence of interactions with other attributes, and the significance of this.

Healthy diets interact with several attributes, foremost with affordability, taste,
food safety and transparency.
K. The differences between the food sectors / commodities examined.

A healthy diet is most associated with increased consumption of fruits and
vegetables and a decreased consumption of meat. Despite public initiatives that
promote e.g. fruit consumption at schools, the average fruit and vegetable
consumption does not reach the national recommendations.
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Attribute 14

Healthy diets

Level of relevance

•

Individual and governance (related to costs for health
insurance)

•

Priority

High, both in terms of wellbeing en environmental issues
(e.g. meatification of diets and ecological footprint of
meat)

•

Expert ranking: 7th place

•

Average score: 7.0/10

Differences between •
•

the four spheres

Priority in public sphere
Hot topic in policy (e.g. taxes on unhealthy foods,
subsidies for healthy foods in schools)

•

Differences between •

Market opportunity
Key for health

the five dimensions
Differences between •
local

and

global •

Local: balanced diet, less meat (but not vegetarian)
Global: overconsumption, globesity versus hunger and

supply chains

malnutrition

Discourse coalitions •

Multiple framings: no consensus

/ alternative framings •

Dominant discourse: meat consumption should be
reduced, but production should be maintained (so
increase of exports)

Dilemmas

and •

Ethical dilemma of overconsumption (versus malnutrition
of 1 billion people)

contradictions
•

sustainable and health? local and organic is not per
definition healthy

Evidence
interactions
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of •
with •

pollution (contamination)
affordability

other attributes and
the significance of
this
Differences between •

most evident in meat

the food sectors / •

relevance for fruits and vegetables

commodities
examined

Attribute 15: Taste
A. A detailed description of both how and why each of the attributes had been chosen
within your national context, and what they represent.

Taste refers to the organoleptic quality of food. Nutritional and organoleptic
quality do not necessarily go together. Food can have a low nutritional quality,
but perceived as having high organoleptic quality and hence, good taste. Taste
is a topic that is taken up extensively by the media, and reflected in an increased
number of TV and radio programmes about cooking, articles and even full
magazines on food. Whereas initially chefs were leading these programmes,
there is a tendency to involve non-experts in these programmes (like 'Komen
Eten', where 4 non-professionals score each others in terms of gastronomic
skills).
B. Justification / explanation for why the attribute has been positioned in a particular
cell(s) with the final matrix.

Taste is positioned in the health dimension of the matrix with relevance to
different spheres. In this context, health is considered in the broad sense of the
word and also includes overall wellbeing.
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C. The level(s) of the system to which it applies (individual, groups, local communities,
national, global ecosystems).

Taste is mainly applied at the individual level and often the French saying is
referred to when talking about food: "Des goûts et des couleurs, on ne discute
pas". Nevertheless, taste is also considered to be culturally embedded.
D. The priority given to the attribute, both in the range of media accessed as part of the
desk-based analysis, and by the experts interviewed.

Its priority is medium. Taste of food is mostly an occasional issue in the average
household. While during the week, basic meals (home cooked or in cantinas) are
the standard, in the weekend and on special occasions people might make
special efforts to prepare complex, high quality meals. In this context, it should be
noted that Flanders counts a relatively high number of internationally recognized
chefs and Michelin restaurants.
E. The differences between the four spheres.

Taste is most pronounced in the public sphere, and least in the scientific sphere.
At the level of the market, stakeholders in the chain consider organoleptic quality
as an important value added and argue that the region (Flanders) scores high in
terms of the organoleptic quality of our food. Or, quoting Piet Vanthemsche,
president of Boerenbond: “Flanders is export oriented. For us, there are only
three issues that count: quality, quality and quality”.
Retailers stick to uniformity of fresh foods, although they acknowledge that
uniformity is no guarantee for organoleptic quality. However, if consumers prefer
uniformity, retailers will request uniform supplies from food producers.

F. The differences between the five dimensions.
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Taste is situated in the health dimension. Within health, taste is foremost a
matter of joy (hence mental health), and not medical health. In a journal article,
Coumon - founder of Le Pain Quotidien - states that we should all become
occasional vegetarians. Eating meat is part of our culture, it is about enjoying
food. But for those moments that we put meat on the menu, it should be of very
high quality (De Morgen 22-09-12). The fact that foods/ meals with outstanding
organoleptic quality has a higher price, is seldom mentioned.
G. The differences between global and local supply chains.

At the local level, taste is linked to seasonality and can be obtained by buying
fresh products, preferably directly from the farm. This is also what chefs claim in
the media. In this local connotation, taste and authenticity go together.
At the global level, taste is about exotic flavors and ingredients. Whereas 2
decades ago, these exotic foods could only be found in specialized shops,
nowadays mainstream supermarkets have a broad range of exotic foods.
H. The nature and extent of discourse coalitions and alternative framings of the issues.

The dominant discourse supports that food should be tasteful, meaning fresh and
local, prepared with basic ingredients (and so avoid processed foods).
Traditionally, Flanders is associated with a Burgundese culture that is, a culture
that places a lot of attention on taste and eating in good company, as found also
in Mediterranean culture. There is a growing awareness that our own products such as Trappist beer and Ardennes ham - should be recognized in a similar
way. In January 2014, the Belgian 'frietkot' was officially recognized as cultural
heritage. Simultaneously, one can observe that in low SES groups, fast food is
considered as tasteful with an (over)use of salt, mayonnaise, and more spicy
sauces.
An alternative paradigm, against the Burgundese style, is a diet characterized by
sobriety avoiding for example sauces and fats, and all micronutrients that might
'poison' the human body (like caffeine, refined sugars, ...).
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I.

The dilemmas and contradictions that have emerged from the analysis.

The key dilemma is the (in)balance between a healthy diet and a Burgundese
lifestyle. However, while the culinary interest grows, the feeling for pure tastes
fade. Fast food consumption is very high, and during the week, households very
often rely on readymade meals.
Another contradiction related to the aspect of pure fresh foods. Although the
average consumer associates diversity of fresh fruits and vegetables with taste
(e.g. size and shape of carrots / apples), retailers argue that they are forced to
stick to this uniformity in their supply. On the one hand, this uniformity has
advantages in storage, packaging and transport. On the other hand, consumers
prefer this uniformity.
J. The evidence of interactions with other attributes, and the significance of this.

The interaction between taste and nutritional quality is most obvious. Further,
stakeholders in the market mention that taste has its price. In this context, taste
is related to a fair price and to affordability. Consumers mainly want tasty food for
a low price.
K. The differences between the food sectors / commodities examined.

Taste is relevant for all products. In Flanders there is an increased interest in
wine (and beer) tasting. Concerning meat, there is an overall perception that
organic meat is more tasty than meat from conventional agriculture. For fruits
and vegetables, local and seasonality come to the foreground.
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Attribute 15

Taste

Level of relevance

•

Individual

Priority

•

Low-medium, both in sources and in interviews

•

Expert ranking: 5th place

•

Average score: 7.2/10

Differences between •

Only mentioned in the public and market sphere

the four spheres
Differences between •

Only in the health dimension

the five dimensions
Differences between •
local

and

global •

Local - exploration of taste of 'forgotten' vegetables
Global - driven by the multicultural society such as

supply chains

influence from Asian cuisine

Discourse coalitions •

Dominant discourse: food has to be tasteful. Fresh and

/ alternative framings

local foods are part of this discourse.
•

Growing number of certified regional products (beer,
cheese, ...)

Dilemmas

and •

Food consumption behaviour are in contradiction with the
dominant

contradictions

discourse

and

characterized

by

highly

processed foods
•

Consumer claim their interest in pure foods, though
retailers argue that they have to offer uniform fresh
products because of consumers' demand for this
uniformity

Evidence
interactions

of •
with

Taste and cultural identity, authenticity (cfr. the tradition
Belgian beer sector)

other attributes and •

Value added of local products, promoted as having high

the significance of

organoleptic quality
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this
Differences between •

Wine (increased interest in Belgium, also in Belgian

the food sectors /

wines)

commodities
examined
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Attribute 16: Authenticity
A. A detailed description of both how and why each of the attributes had been chosen
within your national context, and what they represent.

The concept 'authenticity' is used in a very broad scope. Translating this concept
would lead to the words 'real', 'fair', 'honest'. Delhaize, one of the largest retailers,
refers to authenticity as real tastes, fresh products and short supply chains. For
others, authenticity is foremost fair communication. Authenticity has a positive
connotation and is used as marketing instrument in both niche markets and in
mainstream food chains. As consumers become more aware of the impact of
their food choice, they want to know the origin of their food. Where does it come
from? Who produced the food, and under what conditions?
B. Justification / explanation for why the attribute has been positioned in a particular
cell(s) with the final matrix.

Authenticity is positioned in the ethical dimension of the matrix and most
pronounced in the public and market sphere. Authenticity is a concept used to
evaluate the final product, at the level of the consumer as authenticity is about
fair communication to consumers, and this on all the aspects of the food product.
C. The level(s) of the system to which it applies (individual, groups, local communities,
national, global ecosystems).

Authenticity applies to the individual, regional, national and international level, as
it is about tracing back foods all along the food chain.
D. The priority given to the attribute, both in the range of media accessed as part of the
desk-based analysis, and by the experts interviewed.

The priority given to the attribute is low to medium. The concept of authenticity is
used to differentiate from highly processed mass production foods, of which it is
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hard to define the origin. Nevertheless, related concepts like traceability have a
very high priority. In this sense, it is a matter of word choice.
E. The differences between the four spheres.

Authenticity is most pronounced in the public and market sphere, and reflects the
trust between these two spheres. Authenticity is, compared with its most related
attributes transparency and food safety, less present in policy documents.
F. The differences between the five dimensions.

Authenticity is foremost about fair communication between all actors in the food
chain, from producer to consumer. Hence, the concept is situated in the ethical
dimension. Hiding information, such as bad working conditions of employees, is
for example considered as unethical.
G. The differences between global and local supply chains.

Within local supply chains, the social and physical distance between producer
and consumer is limited and hence, local supply chains are valued higher in
terms of authenticity. Also local tradition - either in terms of products or in terms
of processing - is related the authenticity.
Global supply chains can reduce this gap by providing information about working
conditions of production, environmental principles applied, ... Labeling can
thereby be a guiding tool. Fair trade labels, including among others Max
Havelaar and Fair Trade, are associated with authenticity.
H. The nature and extent of discourse coalitions and alternative framings of the issues.

In the dominant discourse authenticity is referred to as food that is locally
produced. Professional, recognized cooks pay more and more attention to
authenticity with a number of famous restaurants growing their own vegetables,
sometimes even producing their own wines, or preparing meals in an authentic
way (cfr. grandmothers' kitchen). Often, you will hear in culinary programme: 'go
to your local butcher and ask him for.. ', or 'ask a local farmer for ...'.
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An alternative framing on authenticity relates to the use of IT. Large stakeholders
in the chain recognize that there is still potential for applying IT as an instrument
to guarantee authenticity. QR codes are already applied in the food chain, though
are often limited to a link that brings consumers to the main page of the food
processors. One of the experts mentioned that we can still learn a lot from Japan,
where QR codes appear e.g. on every single apple, informing the consumer
exactly on the trajectory that the apple went through from production to shop.
I.

The dilemmas and contradictions that have emerged from the analysis.

As consumers' willingness to pay for authenticity increases, mainstream food
chain actors claim authenticity of their products. The fresh section in the retail
chain Colruyt is an example here. Both for fresh fruits and vegetables and for the
meat section, a video is shown continuously informing the consumer on the
trajectory of the products. The video includes interviews with the farmer, images
of the auction, methods for storing and packaging, ... Exploiting economies of
scale, large retailers are thereby able to offer authentic foods at low prices and
compete with small 'authentic' food producers.
J. The evidence of interactions with other attributes, and the significance of this.

Authenticity interacts with several attributes, foremost with transparency, cultural
identity and support to the local economy.
Luc Van Bellegem, VLAM: For me, authenticity is very broad. It is about fair
communication, openness, traceability. It is not necessary organic nor
conventional agriculture. It is about being honest concerning the production
process.
K. The differences between the food sectors / commodities examined.

Authenticity can be related to all products. However, for cereals this attribute is
less relevant as consumers seldom buy unprocessed grain. For cereals,
however, it is relevant to mention that fresh bakeries are an integral part of
Flemish society. Almost every town has a bakery. There are also a limited
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number of large grain mills in Flanders. However, there is an increase in the
number of 'authentic' bakers, using for example locally produced cereals or
baking bread with natural yeast (zuurdesem). The retail/restaurant chain Le Pain
Quotidien is the best known example for this tendency.
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Attribute 16

Authenticity

Level of relevance

•

Individual, region, national

Priority

•

Low-medium

•

Expert ranking: 5th place

•

Average score: 7.2/10

Differences between •

Public sphere, as part of consumers' lifestyle

the four spheres
Differences between •

Almost exclusively in the ethical dimension

the five dimensions
Differences between •

Local: knowing who produced the food, having personal

local

link with the producer / processor or even producing and

and

global

processing at home

supply chains
•

Global: purchase of original foods from abroad, from
places that you know

Discourse coalitions •

Dominant discourse: attention to 'real' food, locally

/ alternative framings

produced and associated with better taste
•

Dilemmas

and •

interactions

Mainstream food chains offer authentic food. Authenticity
is used in mainstream marketing

contradictions
Evidence

Alternative framing: guarantee authenticity using IT

of •
with •

other attributes and

Closely linked to cultural identity
Support of local economy / economies (could also be a
local economy abroad)

the significance of
this
Differences between •

Less relevant for grain, with exception for authentic

the food sectors /

bakeries.

commodities
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•

Relevant for all other commodities

examined
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Attribute 17: Animal welfare
A. A detailed description of both how and why each of the attributes had been chosen
within your national context, and what they represent.

Animal welfare refers to the way food producers deal with animals, from birth to
slaughtering. Basically, animal breeding in Flanders is limited to specific regions.
Intensive pig breeding is almost exclusively situated in the western part of the
region (West-Vlaanderen). Overall, consumers have limited insights in the
breeding process, including the meaning of animal welfare.
B. Justification / explanation for why the attribute has been positioned in a particular
cell(s) with the final matrix.

Animal welfare is positioned in the ethical dimension and most pronounced in the
market and scientific sphere. Although aspects of animal welfare, like preventive
use of antibiotics or castration, have consequences for health and environment,
the attribute foremost deals with what the actors in the food chain consider to be
animal welfare.
C. The level(s) of the system to which it applies (individual, groups, local communities,
national, global ecosystems).

Animal welfare applies to individuals and groups: ethnic groups (e.g. Muslims,
communities represented by NGOs like GAIA, .. ). Animal welfare is regulated at
the national (Belgian) level and therefore also applies at this level. Furthermore,
with respect to meat import, animal welfare applies at the level of the global
ecosystem.
D. The priority given to the attribute, both in the range of media accessed as part of the
desk-based analysis, and by the experts interviewed.

The priority of animal welfare as attribute is low to medium. Experts gave the
attribute a score of 7.1, ranking 6th. One expert noted: 'this is an item I don't
know too much about, so it is hard to formulate an opinion'.
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E. The differences between the four spheres.

In public media, animal welfare enters the debate in case of food scandals in the
meat sector, e.g. videos taken on livestock markets or in slaughtering houses, or
on the contrary, in extreme positive examples of animal welfare. Conventional
animal breeding methods are hardly known among consumers. Within the market
sphere, however, animal welfare is an issue of importance, which is related to
investment in - among others - infrastructure. Remarkable is the initiative of retail
chain Colruyt, in January 2011, to exclude all pork from castrated pigs. The
farmers' union considered this as a promotional stunt of the retailer and argued
that farmers were not ready for this innovation.
Also in the scientific sphere, efforts are made to better assess animal welfare.
F. The differences between the five dimensions.

Animal welfare is mostly discussed in the ethical dimension and tries to capture
how well animals are treated or how animals should be treated. What is an
acceptable way of slaughtering? Ethics is typically a cultural issue, which is e.g.
translated in the debate on lamb slaughtering within the Arab community in
Flanders.
G. The differences between global and local supply chains.

At the local level, the discourse concentrates on housing, use of antibiotics and
the slaughtering process. Given the increased number of Muslims in Flanders,
the cultural-religious aspect of slaughtering and its consequences for animal
welfare have entered the public debate. In this context, prohibition of slaughtering
without anesthesia is on the political agenda. Also, video tapes showing bad
practices on local livestock markets have been debated in the media.
At the global level, the enormous gap between the excellent practices of animal
welfare (with examples in Scandinavia and the Netherlands) and bad practices
come to the foreground.
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H. The nature and extent of discourse coalitions and alternative framings of the issues.

Three discourses can be identified: (1) the dominant discourse driven by
stakeholders representing intensive livestock production, (2) an alternative
framework driven by proponent of organic agriculture and (3) an alternative
framework led by activists that promote meatless diets and the highest forms of
animal welfare.
The dominant discourse applies science to animal welfare in the intensive
livestock and slaughtering practices. Over the last decade, the awareness of
animal welfare has grown, especially among higher educated communities and
youngsters. The largest farmers organization, Boerenbond, emphasizes its
investments in animal welfare mentioning e.g. the reduced use of antibiotics in
the sector.
However, animal welfare is often associated with organic production methods.
Quoting Bioforum Vlaanderen (the organic farmers association): in an ideal world
all products are organic, but there is still a long way to go. There are enormous
differences in animal welfare and impact on the environment. Organic is still the
most natural and most sustainable production method for humans, animals and
nature.
GAIA Flanders, Global Action in the Interest of Animals, stimulates the debate on
animal welfare, with promotion campaigns that associate animal husbandry and
animal breeding with human cruelty. They put vegetarian alternatives in the
picture, such as faux gras instead of foie gras. In addition, GAIA wants to
sensitize for the harm related to animal tests in the cosmetic and health care
industry. This second alternative framework is also supported by the NGO EVA,
ethical vegetarian alternative.
I.

The dilemmas and contradictions that have emerged from the analysis.

A first contraction is related to food consumption behavior. As scandals in the
meat sector enter the media debate, there is an increase in the consumption of
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meat from which consumers do not know the origin at all (like meat in precooked
meals and minced meat).
A second dilemma relates to the gap between what consumers perceive as
animal welfare and what scientists observe as animal welfare. The optimal size
of a stable and the materials used in the stable / floor of stables might be in
contrast with what consumers basically perceive as animal welfare. Basically,
consumers associate animal welfare with access to open pasture and roughage
for feeding.
J. The evidence of interactions with other attributes, and the significance of this.

Animal welfare interacts with several attributes including food safety, health risk,
nutritional quality and taste. Overall, meat from animals that experienced high
levels of animal welfare, are considered much more healthy as compared to the
meat of animals that suffered from bad conditions.
K. The differences between the food sectors / commodities examined.

The attribute inherently applies to meat and dairy production and, although
seldomly debated to grain production (as source of feeding).
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Attribute 17

Animal welfare

Level of relevance

•

Individual perception

•

National and international regulation

•

Low-medium, also noted in the negative sense. Harm to

Priority

animals
•

Expert ranking: 6th place

•

Average score: 7.1/10

Differences between •

Only mentioned in the public sphere

the four spheres
Differences between •

Only taken up in the ethical dimension, although animal

the five dimensions

welfare has an economic price

Differences between •

Local: how are the animals treated, how is the

local

slaughtering process?

and

supply chains

global
•

Global: large contrast between good practices (for
example in Scandinavia) and very bad practices (in p.e.
China)

Discourse coalitions •

Dominant discourse: animal welfare in intensive livestock

/ alternative framings •

Alternative discourse 1: organic is the best choice for
animal welfare

•

Alternative discourse 2: no animal suffering, no meat
consumption

Dilemmas

and •

Scandals

in

meat

sector

•

increased

Scientific evidence on animal welfare might be in contrast
with

the

perception

of

the

infrastructure in stalls)
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to

consumption of low quality meat

contradictions

Evidence

leading

of •

health risk and use of antibiotics

public

opinion

(p.e.

interactions

with •

Nutritional quality (and overconsumption of meat)

other attributes
Differences between •

pork, dairy

the food sectors / •

to a lesser extent: grain

commodities
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Attribute 18: Cultural identity
A. A detailed description of both how and why each of the attributes had been chosen
within your national context, and what they represent.

Cultural identity refers to food as part of cultural heritage. This attribute is
explicitly pronounced in the labels recognizing the cultural value of the product.
At the EU level, it encompasses TSG, PDO and PGI. At the regional level, similar
labels apply such as 'Streekproduct' or the official regional recognition as cultural
heritage. As an attribute, cultural identity can be considered from two
perspectives. On the one hand, the importance paid to the own (Flemish or
Belgian) cultural identity and related foods. On the other hand, it relates to the
importance paid to foods that are embedded in a culture, which is not necessarily
one’s own culture.
B. Justification / explanation for why the attribute has been positioned in a particular
cell(s) with the final matrix.

Cultural identity is positioned in the ethical dimension and in the market sphere.
In the public sphere, this attribute is closely linked to authenticity. The position of
cultural identity in the market sphere refers to the fact that cultural identity is
regarded as a value added, and differentiates products that represent a cultural
identity from foods from mainstream food chains.
C. The level(s) of the system to which it applies (individual, groups, local communities,
national, global ecosystems).

This attribute is closely linked to authenticity. However, whereas authenticity puts
the focus on transparent and fair communication, cultural identity deals with
tradition and historical origin. In the explanation on the attribute taste, reference
is already made to the cultural Burgundese heritage. Searching for niches, small
food producers in Flanders increasingly promote their role in terms of
safeguarding cultural identity. Examples like the Belgian endive, Belgian Trappist
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beer, Frietkot, chocolate, and regional cheese illustrate this. These products are
typically Belgian heritage, and not restricted to a region (Walloon or Flanders). As
some people say: these traditional food products, beer and football link the
different communities in our federal state.
D. The priority given to the attribute, both in the range of media accessed as part of the
desk-based analysis, and by the experts interviewed.

Despite the importance paid to good food, taste, and cooking, cultural identity as
such is not given a high priority. Among the experts, the average score for the
attribute was only 5.7. Most experts argue that, although cultural identity is a 'nice
to have', its importance fades away in the light of the key concerns in the sector
(being food safety, transparency, ...). However, for small farmers and food
processors, cultural identity is the main reason for their survival on the food
market.
E. The differences between the four spheres.

We have situated cultural identity in the market sphere, as cultural identity is for
food suppliers a way to position themselves on the market. Cultural identity is
almost absent in the scientific sphere, and of low importance in the policy sphere.
F. The differences between the five dimensions.

Cultural identity is foremost positioned in the ethical dimension and related to the
weight that consumers and producers devote to safeguarding cultural identity.
Given the fact that for many small food processors - like breweries and artisanal
chocolate producers - cultural identity is essential, the attribute also has a strong
link with the economic dimension of the matrix.
G. The differences between global and local supply chains.

At the local level, cultural identity has several dimensions. Apart from the national
specialties, each sub-region or town has its own cultural foods (see also
http://www.streekproduct.be/). Nevertheless, global markets put pressure on
cultural identity, and small successful players in the food industry are taken over
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by large companies. In this context, one can think of the power of AB-Inbev
(brewery) that owns many small local breweries. The labeling of regional
products should help to protect these small food processors from unfair
competition.
At the global level, cultural identity is perceived in terms of exotic tastes and
differences in consumption patterns. At this stage, the shift in food consumption
patterns is worth mentioning. The traditional Flemish meal consists of meat,
potatoes and vegetables. About 20-25 years ago, components of the
Mediterranean diet has entered in our every day diet with an increased
consumption of pasta and rice. More recently, Asian food habits have become
adopted. These shifts all relate to the multicultural society, migration and tourism.
H. The nature and extent of discourse coalitions and alternative framings of the issues.

The dominant discourse takes our cultural - historical links with France as point
of departure. The idea is that you should enjoy food / meals, and that food
consumption should be a social activity. Traditional and regional products are
part of this cultural identity. In this sense, a real dinner (in the private or
professional context) is served with a good wine and meat (or fish) of which you
know by preference the origin.
An alternative framing is promoted by organizations such as EVA (on vegetarian
food consumption) and GAIA (on animal welfare). In this context, a consensus
grows on the fact that a real dinner should not always contain meat. This
alternative framing is even taken up by VLAM (Flemish agriculture and fishery
marketing), that recently also promotes the (alternative) vegetarian dish and that
introduced the term ‘flexitarian’. The question can also be raised whether new
tendencies like insect consumption are able to break through. The same question
can be raised for GM foods. As mentioned by several experts: Flanders is not
ready for consuming neither insects nor GM foods. Both insects and GM foods
are considered as being too far away from our own culture.
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I.

The dilemmas and contradictions that have emerged from the analysis.

The main dilemma related to cultural identity concerns the abuse of the concept
by large firms and multinationals. For some products, like Stella Artois which is a
Belgian beer and part of our cultural heritage, the link between cultural identity
and small-scale local processing does not hold true. On the contrary, large
brewers put pressure on local breweries.
J. The evidence of interactions with other attributes, and the significance of this.

Cultural identity is foremost linked to authenticity and taste. Food that
incorporates cultural identity is considered 'fair' and tasteful food. Furthermore,
firms processing these local foods are considered to contribute to the local
economy. Hence, there is a clear link with the attribute of support to the local
economy.
K. The differences between the food sectors / commodities examined.

In terms of commodities, the most relevant product is wine and to a lesser extent
vegetables and meat. Meat (consumption) is considered as part of our cultural
identity, but also some vegetables are typically Belgian, including white
asparagus and Belgian endive. An increased number of cheeses are labeled as
regional heritage. Fromage de Herve is the best known.
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Attribute 18

Cultural identity

Level of relevance

•

Individual, regional and national level

•

European level

•

Low-Medium

•

Expert ranking: 11th place

•

Average score: 5.7/10

Priority

Differences between •

Most present in the market sphere, though closely linked

the four spheres

to authenticity which is situated in the public sphere

Differences between •

Ethical dimension, though with implication for the

the five dimensions

economic dimension as it can be promoted as a value
added

Differences between •

Local: specific foods and meals are regarded as part of

local

cultural identity. Also immigrants bring in their specific

and

global

foods and tastes in our society

supply chains
•

Global: labeling, certification and green washing of local
foods

Discourse coalitions •

Dominant discourse: cultural identity is related to our

/ alternative framings

Burgundese lifestyle and products that are rooted in our
cultural identity (wine, beer, cheese, chocolate)
•

Alternative framing: introduction of more healthy or
sustainable alternatives

Dilemmas

and •

claim to safeguard cultural identity

contradictions
Evidence
interactions

of •
with •

other attributes and
the significance of
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Multinationals taking over processors of companies who

linked to authenticity
support to local economies

this
Differences between •

Pork: Ardennes ham (Walloon region)

the food sectors / •

Cheese: both in Flanders and Walloon

commodities

•

Wine: both local and European wines

examined

•

Less for fruit and vegetables

4 Conclusion
We have identified 19 attributes that are relevant when assessing the food chain
performance in the Flemish context. The task was not easy because actors
within food systems look at performances through different frames and the
values upon which they base their evaluation are sometimes grounded in totally
different ideologies.
Yet we think that these 19 attributes are both relevant for actors within local food
systems as actors within global chains. Nevertheless, actors from local and
global systems are putting more emphasis on different issues. Actors within local
food networks put more emphasis on social and ethical issues. They talk about
viability, fairness and authenticity. Actors within global systems put more
emphasis on economic issues like efficiency, productivity and profitability. But the
latter is for example also important for local chain actors to run a viable business.
The attributes that were ranked by the experts as the most important ones are
‘fair distribution of costs and benefits’, ‘food safety’, ‘transparency’ and ‘energy
use’. The first three are quite straightforward. The fourth one is ranked high
because of different reasons. Some argue that energy efficiency is important to
reduce costs and maximize profitability. Other have ranked it high because of
environmental concerns.
Many interactions exist between the attributes. ‘Productivity’ and ‘risk and
stability’ are sometimes seen as subordinate to ‘profitability’, ‘job satisfaction’ as
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subordinate to ‘fair distribution of costs and benefits’. There is also a clear
interaction between productivity and externalities like waste and water pollution.
At the consumption stage the most important issues are health related issues
(food safety, organoleptic quality, health risks and nutritional quality) and
affordability.
At the production stage farmers are often complaining about an unfair distribution
of costs and benefits and unstable prices. They want to have a viable business
but most of them depend on powerful retailers which seek to maximize profit.
Hence, they are obliged to maximize productivity to stay competitive. This is
causing social costs (referring to water pollution, waste, job satisfaction,
biodiversity, food safety, health risks, and animal welfare) and in addition they
only get a small share of the benefits.

5 Appendices
5.1 List of those interviewed together with their affiliations
Name

Organisation

Type of actor

Luc Vanoirbeek

Boerenbond, dienst Tuinbouw

Farmers Union

François Huyghe

Boerenbond, Vegaplan

Farmers Union

Freek Verdonckt

BBL

Environmental NGO

Bavo Verwimp

VLM

Flemish government

Paul Vleminckx

wijnbouwer, unizo

Farmer

Geert Gommers

VELT

Environmental NGO

Nicolas Stevens

Better3Fruit

University spin-off

Luc Van Bellegem

VLAM

Flemish government

Geert ..

Colruyt

Retailer

Koen Bouckaert

Alpro

Food company
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5.3 Stakeholders and abbreviations
BIOFORUM

NGO on organic agriculture and food for consumers and producers (Belgium)

Boerenbond

Largest Farmers' Union in Flanders

CSA

Community Supported Agriculture. Niche initiatives, box scheme for food

EVA

Ethisch Vegetarisch Alternatief

FAVV

Federaal Agentschap voor de Voedselveiligheid

FEVIA

Federatie voedingsindustrie in België

GAIA

Global Action in the Interest of Animals

HRG

Hoge Raad voor Gezondheid

ILVO

Instituut voor Landbouw- en Visserijonderzoek

LARA

Yearly report from the department of Agriculture and Fishery

OIVO

Onderzoeks- en Informatiecentrum van de Verbruikersorganisaties

VELT

Vereniging voor Ecologisch Leven en Tuinieren

VILT

Vlaams Informatiecentrum Land en Tuinbouw

VIGeZ

expertisecentrum voor gezondheidspromotie en ziektepreventie

VLAM

Vlaams Centrum voor Agro- en Visserijmarketing

Voedselteams

NGO providing weekly food bags

Vredeseilanden

NGO supporting better livelihoods for family farmers

Supermarkets

Big 3 for Flanders: Delhaize, Carrefour and Colruyt
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Summary
The WP2 report is based on the analysis of the national context of Switzerland concerning how the
performance of food supply chains (FSC) is currently perceived and assessed. This analysis was
conducted firstly by the detailed analysis of documents from Swiss authors or a specific Swiss
issue. Hence, a compilation of approximately a hundred sources was analysed through qualitative
data analysis (QDA) and with the help of the software Nvivo. This first analysis produced already a
list of key words (40-50) that we sorted into thematic categories. A tighter selection of relevant
documents (thirty) was made to analyse them more deeply. Secondly, the analysis of the Swiss
national context was conducted through expert interviews, selected in order to have a panel
representative of several sectors and also from the four spheres and for practical reasons.
A final list of attributes was then elaborated based on the results from the sources analysis.
In Switzerland the tendency is to the decrease of the number of farmers, farms, farmland area and
animals (in all agricultural sectors) (BLW, 2005). Furthermore, due to the vast mountain regions
and the high urbanization rate of the country, the agricultural areas in Switzerland are relatively
restricted in comparison to its high population density. Therefore, the self-sufficiency of the country
is relatively low (60.4 %) and slightly decreasing in the last years (OAFG, 2012). However, the milk
quantity produced in Switzerland is sufficient to meet the needs of the Swiss population, with a
slight overproduction that is designed for export (Binder, 2012). Therefore, the principal processing
sector within added value chains is the production of cheese. However, the shortage of
domestically produced animal feed represents a major deficit and challenge of the Swiss
agriculture.
Concerning the results, interviews were the richest part regarding the context explanation,
identification of dilemmas and contradictions and especially to understand what the most important
attributes are. Consensus on performance in the health, economic and ethical dimensions was
unanimous and very similar in the social dimension. On the contrary, the perception of chains’
performance and sustainability for the environmental dimension was the most divergent.
Finally, the attributes of traceability, land use, food quality, working conditions and biodiversity
ranked the highest, with other issues about other attributes being sometimes very important as
well.
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1 Introduction
This report will present an analysis of the national context of Switzerland concerning how the
performance of food supply chains (FSC) is currently perceived and assessed. This analysis was
conducted firstly by analysing documents from Swiss authors or a specific Swiss issue in details.
These documents were sought for primarily online or through experts and colleagues. They were
of various origins and covered several spheres, including scientific papers, policy and NGOs
reports, companies’ reports, magazines and newspaper articles, websites of associations, blogs or
television shows. The goal was to cover the four spheres of Science – Policy – Market – Society. A
compilation of approximately a hundred sources was analysed through qualitative data analysis
(QDA) and with the help of the software Nvivo, we could create tagclouds and identify the most
frequently used words and expressions. This was done altogether but also separately by language
(French, English, German) and by sphere or type of document. This first analysis gave us already
a list of key words (40-50) that we sorted into thematic categories (19). A tighter selection of
relevant documents (thirty) was made to analyse them more deeply. For each of these some
chunks of texts were extracted to exactly illustrate the meaning of these categories, refine them,
merge them and finally come with a selection of attributes for Switzerland (29).
Secondly, the analysis of the Swiss national context was conducted through expert interviews.
Experts were selected in order to have a panel representative of several sectors and also from the
four spheres and for more practical reasons, experts were chosen from known contacts. The
prepared interviews contained open questions firstly on the views of the experts on the local and
global dimensions of food supply chains, the challenges met in their sector or in general and
secondly on the list of attributes. Experts had to comment on it; they could add, delete attributes
and finally rank them on a scale according to the importance of the attribute for the assessment of
the FSC’s performance.
A final list of attributes was then elaborated based on the results from the sources-analysis. In
chapter 3 are provided the interviews and a complete description of each attribute placed secondly
into a matrix which gives the position of attributes in the four spheres and five performance
dimensions (environment – economic – social – ethics – health) (section 3.2). Before the
presentation of the main result, chapter 2 describes the national context and gives insights into the
two opposing discourses observed in the Swiss literature that are behind the definition of the
attributes.
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2 National Context
2.1 General overview on the Swiss food sector
In the past decade, there’s a tendency that the number of farmers, farms, farmland area and
animals are in constant decrease in Switzerland (in all agricultural sectors) (BLW, 2005). This
development is explained by the disappearance of mainly small scale farms (between 0-3 ha)
(OAFG, 2012). Indeed, agriculture is only 0.7% of the national GDP and Switzerland counts only
57’617 farms in 2011.
Furthermore, due to the vast mountain regions and the high urbanization rate of the country, the
agricultural areas in Switzerland are relatively restricted in comparison to its high population
density. Therefore, the self-sufficiency of the country is relatively low (60. 4 %) and slightly
decreasing in the last years (OAFG, 2012). Thus the dependency on imports is very pronounced
for certain agricultural products (fig. 1). For example, less than 30% of the consumed grains and
fruits are produced domestically. The major partner of Switzerland for food products is the EU,
mostly Germany, France and Italy. There is also currently a shortage of domestically produced
animal feed grains and the implications of this are outlined further in this section.

With 47% of the total agricultural production value, the animal products sector is the principal pillar
of the Swiss agriculture and displays a self-sufficiency percentage of 94% in 2010 (OAFG, 2012).

Figure 1: consumption by category of products, divided between domestic production and imports (Swiss Farmers’ Union
2009)
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2.1.1 Short presentation of the Swiss dairy sector
The milk quantity produced in Switzerland is sufficient to meet the needs of the Swiss population,
with a slight overproduction that is designed for export (Binder, 2012). Thus the Swiss dairy sector
mostly represents the Swiss agriculture in its totality. Indeed, Swiss farmers produce 4.41 billion
liter of milk per year, which makes 25% of the total Swiss agricultural revenue (Binder, 2012).
However, many farmers are passing through a difficult economic situation, as the milk price
received per liter has constantly dropped since 1990 (Schweizer Landwirtschaft, 2013). Like in the
rest of the Swiss agricultural sectors, the number of farmers, farms, farmland area and animals are
in constant decrease (BLW, 2005). On the contrary, the animal productivity has continued to
increase leading to a stable milk production.

The principal processing sector within added value chain is the production of cheese. Around
41.6 % of the total produced milk quantity was being processed into cheese in the past years
(OAFG).

2.1.2 Shortage of domestically produced animal feed grains
The shortage of domestically produced animal feed grains represents a major deficit of the Swiss
agriculture. In the last twenty years, the production of animal feed grain has decreased by 40% and
the self-sufficiency level has dropped below 50% (VSF, 2013). Thus, high amounts of feed grains
and concentrated feed need to be imported from other countries. The proportion of imported
organic concentrated feedstuff is even higher, as Switzerland lacks affordable production of
organic feed like soy (Zimmermann, 2008).

The soy imports mainly stem from South-America (in particular Brazil and Argentina) where the soy
production leads to considerable deforestation and is accompanied with drastic socio-economic
and environmental effects in the production countries (Agrofutura, 2011).

2.1.3 Retailers sector
The food sales through supermarkets are the predominant form of food sales in Switzerland. The
whole retail sector is dominated by two supermarket chains: Coop and Migros. Each sector is also
dominated by a few major processing companies as for example ELSA, Emmi and Cremo for dairy
products.
www.glamur.eu
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Due to the high Swiss food standards applied to the domestically produced food as well as to the
imported food products, the food quality marketed is generally very good. In 2012, 119 food
companies and organisations have signed the Swiss quality charta, in which they commit to a
sustainable and high quality Swiss value chain (OFAG 2012).

2.2 Key forces shaping the Swiss food sector
2.2.1 Liberalization of the Swiss food market
The beginning of the 21st century is marked by the ongoing liberalization of the Swiss food market
(e.g. liberalization of the grain market in 2001 and complete opening of the cheese market in 2007).
The food and agricultural landscape is shaped by saving measures of the federal government and
the decrease of the producer’s price (LID, 2013).

In 2006 the Federal Council agreed on exploratory discussions with the European Union
concerning a mutual Free Trade Agreement. This agreement would benefit the Swiss industry and
service sector. However, the free trade would trigger a price erosion and structural change in the
national food sector, with negative repercussions for the Swiss farmers (LID, 2013).

2.2.2 Direct payments
The Swiss agriculture is generally characterized by high price and cost structures and a high
degree of direct and indirect state support (Zimmermann, 2008). According to the OECD, the
percentage of the financial state support in relation to the total farm income represents on average
56% (fig.2). Thereby, Switzerland figures as the second highest ranked country after Sweden, in
terms of most heavily subsidised agriculture.
Currently is going on the reassessment of the agricultural policy AP 14-17 which aim is to further
support the innovations in the food and agricultural sector and increase its competitiveness (BLW
2014). Key element of this policy is the further development of the direct payments system.
Concretely, the general land contribution is removed and liberated means are invested into the
strengthening of the ecological direct payments (biodiversity contribution, landscape quality
contribution, and resource efficiency contribution) (Focus AP, 2013). In the optimal case, the new
agricultural policy fosters the sustainable agricultural production and works against overproduction,
price decline and low income (Hirter, 2013).
www.glamur.eu
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3 Analysis of how food chain performance is
currently assessed
3.1 Qualitative analysis with Nvivo
The analysis of the performance assessment of food chains in Switzerland was first completed by
a deep document analysis coming from various sources from where the complete list of references
can be found (Annex 1). The software Nvivo allowed us to improve the qualitative analysis of the
sources. One function performance is to sort out the most frequent words in a compilation of
documents and create tagclouds out of it. This function thus helped us to identify major themes
that are recurring in the different spheres of analysis (scientific-politic-market-public spheres). For
illustration, we present some results of these tagclouds in the figures below.

Figure 2: tagcloud of all sources for Switzerland, most frequent 300 words
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Figure 3: tagclouds of 20 most frequent words revealed in sources from different spheres in Switzerland

The task was not facilitated by the fact that sources were available in three languages (English,
French, German). Thus, some words such as ‘agriculture’ appear particularly important also
because it is exactly the same word in English and French. It is thus accounted for two times more
as other words which are different in every language. However, the goal of this representation is
more to get a general picture and not to write statistics about the sources and thus the texts were
not translated. The valuable conclusions that could be formulated from these tagclouds were
however that:
-

The scientific documents are focused mostly on environmental impacts and talk about
gas emissions, about methods of assessment and analysis of production systems and
may touch some economic factors.

-

The

documents related to the market sphere have a perspective more balanced

between the two ends of the chain, with important words coming out that are oriented
towards the end of the chain, like ‘consumers’, ‘aliments’ (French word for ‘foodstuff’),
‘market’, ‘products’. The market sphere also seems to give more importance to the
provenance of products and the ways it takes with words like import, export, source,
Swiss, Europe. It is also the only sphere where the word ‘organic’ appears in the most
frequent words.
-

In the policy sphere, the topic of direct payments seems to be more present
(contributions, directs, surface). The topic of importations is also of major importance, as
well as quality and origin. The sector of meat is also pointed out.
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-

In the public sphere, sectors are also more prevalent, with cheese, meat and horse in
the forefront. Monetary and quantitative terms are surprisingly noticeable, like business,
francs, millions, billions, tons and imports.

This first analysis contributed to the listing of a first selection of scores or ‘keywords’:
-

Environmental impacts

-

Percent of origin (anteil,

-

Soil quality

-

Local markets

percent, part)

-

Soil degradation –

-

International markets

-

Transparency

-

Importations

-

Price

-

Initiatives – dynamic

-

Exportations

-

Margins

-

Biodiversity

-

Gas emissions

-

Efficiency – cash/tons

-

Energy use

-

Land use

-

Subsidies - subventions

-

Waste and recycling

-

Pollution

-

Milk sector

-

Animal well-being

-

Chemical production

-

Meat sector

-

Market stability

factors

-

Food Quality

-

Employement

-

Organic techniques

-

safety

-

Local procurement

-

Organic market

-

Fairness – fair trade

-

Gender

-

Niche

-

Compliance

-

Freshness

-

Origin label

-

Certification

-

Seasonality

-

Traceability

-

Water use

-

Water quality - pollution

erosion

For each score, some extracts were looked for in our list of sources through keywords search.
These scores were then put together in thematic categories forming our first list of attributes.
This same table with the text extracts illustrating the scores can be found in annex 2. This list of
attributes was then integrated as a main part in interviews realized across Switzerland with actors
from different perspectives of the food sector.

3.2 Interviews
The goal of the interviews is to first elaborate a general context from different perspectives and
identify different discourses. Secondly it is to understand how stakeholders perceive the
performance of FSCs and work on the attributes with them in order to rank the attributes according
to their importance.

3.2.1 Interviews respondents
We conducted 12 interviews with actors from different backgrounds and from different sectors (see
table 1). The general draft of questions we used is in annex 3.
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Table 1: list of stakeholders interviewed

Institution

Function

Perspective (if specific sphere
or supply chain step)

Thérèse Haller

Bern University of Applied
Science (HAFL)

Scientist in
Agricultural
Economics

Specialist on Swiss context and
sectorial markets, like milk and
meat

Hannah Stolz

Research Institute for
organic Agriculture (FiBL)

Scientist in
Consumer behavior

Specialist on consumers'
choices and public sphere

Eric Jordan

Regional Cooperative of
Milk Producers Prolait

Director

Intermediary stage between
milk producers and
manufacturers, market sphere

Dairy

Interprofessional
Association for the
Gruyère

President

Marketing and political
representation of the cheese
Gruyère

Dairy

Daniel Koller

Association of the Swiss
Milk Producers (PSL)

Regional Secretary

Policies, production to market
and marketing

Dairy

Marguerite
Paus

Association for agricultural
and rural development:
Agridea

Researcher on
Value chains

Her research focuses on
collective agro-food supply
chains and their potential to
foster rural development

Federal Institute for
Intellectual Property (IPI)

Consulting for laws
regarding products'
origin

Policy sphere

Stéphane
Boisseaux

Swiss Graduate School of
Public Administration
(IDHEAP)

Specialist in Public
policies, cofounded a
certification body
for agricultural
products with a
Geographical
Indication.

Scientist with focus on public
policies

Hubert
Zufferey

Interprofessional
Association for Fruits and
Vegetables in Wallis
(IFELV)

Director

Expert in all steps of the value
chain, marketing

Name

Philippe Bardet

Erik ThévenodMottet
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Luc Thomas

Prometerre (Association
for agricultural promotion
in canton Vaud)

Director

Mainly task of extension
services and support to the
farmers. Focus on the
production stage

Ida Puzone

Organization for an
international Geographical
Indications Network
(OriGIn)

Consulting

Policies on food with Indication
of Origin

Swiss Graduate School of
Public Administration
(IDHEAP)

PhD candidate

PhD thesis focused on wine
policy and the evolution of local
institutions in the wine sector

Melaine Laesslé

Wine

The interviews lasted each between one or two hours and were extremely rich with information.
For the purpose of this report only the main results are presented.

3.2.2 Discourse
The identification of discourses in the large amount of sources and interviews is not an easy task
as especially interview respondents don’t seem to stick to a sphere or a position but tend to
present different views within the same discourse, as some actors have for example a scientific
background but work in a political institution. Still, we used the transcription of the interviews to
also plot a tagcloud with the most frequent words (figure 3). Two words that emerge strikingly as
‘usable attributes’ are Price and Quality. Other ones that are a bit less prominent are Organic,
Costs, power and Information. All these are categories that we already identified as ‘attributes’
from the desk-base analysis. The rest of the words indicate a polarization of the supply chain
perception between two poles: the consumer and the producer. The steps in between do not
appear on this tagcloud. Otherwise the perception seems very sector-oriented as words like Milk,
meat, wine, gruyere, fruits, cheese appear again. Globally, the thematic field of the words in this
picture gives a representation that is more a picture of the market (chains, trade, consumption,
demand, costs, economic, market, level, power, price, production, produce, value, sale…). This is
rather surprising as only three of the actors interviewed are actually confronted with actions of
marketing and sales in their daily activities. However, actors from the other spheres acknowledge
the importance of fair revenues and the problem of value distribution.
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Figure 4: Tagclouds of the retranscription (in French) from the interviews (50 most frequent words)

This picture is actually where we see the emergence of a discourse focused on an economic
dimension, which is centered on value creation. This perspective puts forward that an increase of
the added value is necessary especially for an improvement of the living conditions of producers
and one of the main ways to create this value is to promise a better quality to the consumer. This
promise is nowadays oriented towards social or environmental guarantees, such as certified
organic production or PDOs or brands such as the label ‘from the Region, for the Region’. This
necessity of value creation to improve the performance (economic-social-environmental
performance altogether) of food supply chains creates some challenges that were mentioned by
the interview respondents:
-

Concurrence with cheap undifferentiated products (global type of chains)

-

How to communicate the value of a higher price for a better quality to the consumers

-

Find the right scale between quality and quantities

-

Improve the negotiation abilities of farmers

-

Find the fair ratio of value benefits’ distribution in the chain

-

How to manage production costs: hard to decrease and on the other hand, there is a will to

keep them high for quality
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-

Information: between actors in the chain (transparency) and with the consumers.

-

Give a ‘social’ or ‘cultural’ value to the job of farming in order to motivate young generations

-

…

In the perspective of this perception of the performance of food supply chain, a lot of actors
evaluate that FSCs in Switzerland are in a rather good situation. This is however sector dependant
as actors highlight big difficulties concerning revenues of dairy farmers especially. The resilience of
the chains is perceived as good with a weaker point in social resilience especially because of
uncertainty on revenues. Security and stability in the chain are also perceived as very safe and
protected by regulations and standards.

In parallel to this discourse focused on value creation, there is a focus occurring at the interface of
the policy and scientific spheres that articulates around the aspects of biodiversity and land use
planning. This last aspect is also a major debate in the public sphere.
The policy sphere is, on the recommendations of scientists, editing regulations with the goal to
protect landscape, biodiversity and a traditional way to manage land. The main challenge is to
protect a certain rural area devoted to agriculture in the lowland of Switzerland where the pressure
from urban sprawl is ever more growing. Thus land use plans are edited to limit urban areas to
delimited places and this is a big debate on the public place with regular national votes related to
this topic. Moreover, the government uses the regulation on direct payments to create incentives
for farmers to manage their land in a way that protects biodiversity and landscape. Thus in the new
law for agriculture for 2014-2017, farmers will receive compensations for an optimal use of
pastureland (Barth et al., 2011).

References
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3.3 Final selection of attributes and Ranking
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During the interviews actors had the task to comment on our first list of attributes, suggest some
changes, deletion or additions. Furthermore, we asked them to rank those preliminary attributes in
their order of importance on a scale from one to ten.

3.3.1 Ranking of attributes by actors
The table below represents a synthesis of this result with the actors on top with their initials and the
attributes as rows classified from the most important to the least.
Table 2: Ranking of the attributes by the interviews’ respondents
Name

RANK

MEAN

MP

HS

ETM

TH

IP

SB

Traceability of Origin

1

8.9

9

9

9

9

10

Land use

2

8.7

9

10

Fair Price

3

8.3

7

Food Quality

4

8.1

Social impact

5

HZ

ML

DK

PB

EJ

CM

8

10

8

10

10

7

8

8

7

8

7

10

9

10

8

2

10

9

9

10

10

7

9

3

9

9

10

8

9

7

10

7.8

9

6

7

7

10

7

10

9

10

8

6

Biodiversity

6

7.8

7

10

8

4

8

8

10

7

10

6

8

Distribution of Margins of benefits

7

7.7

9

5

7

6

10

9

9

10

9

Soil preservation

8

7.4

8

10

8

3

5

10

9

4

Supply chain transparency

8

7.4

9

7

9

8

8

10

10

8

1

4

Animal Well-being

10

7.3

8

6

8

8

2

7

10

9

10

5

10

Energy efficiency

11

7.1

7

9

9

8

7

8

4

5

7

Consumers integration

11

7.1

8

6

9

2

4

Local procurement

13

6.9

10

6

7

Freshness

14

6.8

8

8

5

Food safety

14

6.8

2

9

3

9

6

Market stability

16

6.7

9

8

4

2

7

Waste reduction and recycling

17

6.7

4

10

6

Water preservation

18

6.5

8

9

6

Air quality preservation

19

6.0

8

9

production factors efficiency

19

6.0

6

Organic cycles

19

6.0

0

Transport energetic efficiency

19

6.0

Initiatives, modernization

23

5.8
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5

10

5

5

LT

10

9

6

2
8

10

10

9

10
1
9

4

8

9

7

8

9

10

7

6

6

1

8

10

10

1

8

10

3

10

8

10

6

8

8

6

7

6

5

3

8

9

5

6

9

2

5

3

8

5

9

1

8

9

1

5

8

7

6

7

9

9

6

8

1

7

5

3

5

10

5
4

8

7

1

7

4

7
8

5

8

18

Seasonality

24

5.7

Use of antibiotics / phyto

24

5.7

Subsidies

26

5.1

Growth

27

Part of Importations
Part of Exportations

8

4

8

5

9

7

7

6

4

5

5

7

5

1

2

6

5

5.1

9

7

4

9

8

28

4.5

0

6

8

3

9

29

4.3

0

6

2

3

8

2

1

3

3

1

1

8

7
10
1
1
8

6

3.3.2 Final selection of attributes
This first list of 29 attributes was still modified much as we integrated comments from the
interviews’ respondents and new sources. Some were grouped together, some were simply
deleted and some were reformulated for a better understanding. It is also worth noticing that
interviews were conducted for a majority in French and thus the translated words might have a
slightly different meaning. For this reason also, each attribute is explained in detail in chapter 3.4.
Table 3 give a list of all attributes with the dimensions they belong to. Figure 5 also illustrates the
belonging of attributes into dimensions. Figure 6 represents the interactions between attributes as
later explained in each attribute’s description (part 3.4). A code of colors is used to represent
dimensions and arrows represent ‘influence on’ as simple connections show attributes usually
associated.
Table 3: Final list of attributes

Attribute

Dimensions

1

Value creation

eco

2

Economic resilience

eco

3

Rural Development

eco+soc

4

Added Value Distribution

soc+eco

5

Social Capital

soc+eco+eth

6

Working conditions

Soc+eth

7

Social externalities

Soc+eth

8

Land Use

env+soc

9

Eco-Efficiency

env
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10

Environmental Pollution

env

11

Climate change potential

env+eco

12

Biodiversity

Env+hea

13

Soil preservation

env+hea

14

Food Quality

Hea

15

Food Safety

hea+eth

16

Transparency

eth+hea

17

Food Wastage

eth+env

18

Traceability of Origin

eth+eco+hea

19

Animal Well-being

eth

19
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Figure 5: Attributes distributed by dimension

Figure 6: Interactions between attributes

3.3.3 Multi-criteria Matrix
This matrix finally represents all attributes positioned in their most relevant spheres and
dimensions. The further description of each attribute gives more indications on that.
Key attributes of food chains
Economic

CH Public

CH
Scientific

Social

Environmental

Health

Ethical

Rural Development

Value Distribution

Climate change
potential

Food Quality

Transparency

Economic resilience

Social externalities

Biodiversity

Food Safety

Food Wastage

Food Wastage

Working conditions

Land Use

Environmental
pollution

Animal Well-being

Social Capital

Environmental
Pollution

Eco-efficiency

Land Use

Biodiversity

Food Quality

Food Wastage

Value creation

Environmental
Pollution

Soil quality and
preservation

Food Safety

Biodiversity

Eco-Efficiency
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Climate change
potential

CH
Market

Value creation

Rural Development

Eco-Efficiency

Traceability of
Origin

Food Safety

Economic resilience

Value Distribution

Food Wastage

Food Quality

Transparency

Traceability of Origin

Social Capital

Value distribution

Working conditions

CH Policy

Working conditions

Land Use

Food Safety

Animal Well-being

Economic resilience

Land Use

Biodiversity

Food Quality

Food Wastage

Climate change
potential

Social externalities

Climate change
potential

Traceability of
Origin

Value creation
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3.4 Thick description of the attributes
In this chapter, attributes are described each in more detail. At the end, table 4 further gives a
summary in the form of a table.

3.4.1 Value creation
Definition and Priority
The attribute of value creation is the first attribute that especially came out of the analysis of the
interviews, as it was revealed before that the term ‘value’ is one of the most important for the
respondents. It was also often cited as one of the biggest challenge in FSCs. Under this term of
‘value creation’, we see the capacity of creating and maintaining added value as criteria of
economic performance of a FSC. It includes for example a sale price that covers production costs.
It includes a performing marketing strategy that will increase and maintain demand. This can be for
example a promise to the consumers about the regional identity of the product. The ability of
suppliers to provide a stable and reliable supply is also part of this attribute.
For FAO (SFVCD, 2014) value added is captured by the VC stakeholders in four ways:
(1) as increased profits by firms, or more broadly as returns to asset owners, including returns on
savings and rents from leasing land;
(2) as increased worker wages through more productive jobs;
(3) as increased tax revenues for the government; and
(4) as increased value-for-money for consumers buying food.
Relevant Spheres
Market sphere: In its ‘sustainable development report 2012’ (Coop, 2012) Coop, the second
biggest retailer in Switzerland gives value creation as their first objective, specified as “value
creation for and by eco-responsible products”. They specifically name the ‘food value chain’ as ‘the
chain of value creation’ (in French). Nestlé has the same view and states clearly: ‘Nestlé shall, in
pursuing its business purpose, aim for long-term, sustainable value creation.’(Nestlé, 2013).
Policy sphere: in the policy sphere, the value creation capacity of the food sector is questioned
more in the sense of ‘what should be the fair value for food?’ as an instrument in order to reduce or
eliminate side effects of the food system. For example, in the report from USP, they reflect on what
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should be the price or the value attributed to food in order to limit wastage, or what should be the
value of food that respects some measures of environmental protection (USP, 2012).
Scientific sphere: the view and task of the scientific sphere concerning the question of added value
are related to the questions of the policy sphere and many scientific publications report about how
to include environmental costs into prices or what are the real costs of food production, including
the externalities (Styles et al, 2012).
Relevant dimensions
Added value creation, or making benefits, is the first reason of existence of any economic activity,
including the process of producing and selling food. Without a minimum of value creation, any
economic activity is neither viable nor sustainable. Usually, the more value is created for the least
investments, referred as ‘profitability’, the more a chain is perceived as performing. A further
concept very often use to measure economic performance of countries or supply chains is ‘growth’
and that is the ability to increase sales and hopefully profitability, every year.
Difference local-global chains
It is perceived by most actors interviewed that local chains are more able to create a higher value
on the food product itself, either by reducing the number of intermediaries or by adding a promise
to the consumer. This one is ready to pay more for a product that promises to support the local
economy, local traditions or a local recipe. On the other side the capacity of global chains to create
value comes more from their efficiency and economies of scales, thus reducing production costs.
Discourse coalitions, dilemmas and contradictions
Up until now, the consideration of value creation or growth as a sign of good economic
performance is not challenged, as was shown as well in our actors’ interviews as all of them, from
any spheres or sectors, agreed that this was one of the main challenges and objectives in food
value chains. The debate is more oriented on how to create this added value and whether it should
include external costs such as environmental or social costs. Two opposing strategies apply:
create value with a high price to consumers because of a quality premium, which induces
marketing challenges on how to communicate this added quality to consumers, or reducing
production costs and promote the product to consumer with cheaper prices.
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Interaction with other attributes
This attribute slightly touches the social dimension in relation to questions of what is a fair price
and its redistribution, but this is part of another attribute: ‘ Added Value distribution’ which concerns
the part different actors share of the final benefits and is thus more on the social side.
Relevant food sectors and commodities
All. Sensible matter in milk sector.
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3.4.2 Economic resilience
Definition
“By definition resilience is the system’s ability to absorb change and continue to exist. Mere
[households] assets become components of resilience when they increase the household’s
flexibility, provide diversity across different households, or are pooled through communal
arrangements of mutual support” (Glasenapp & Thornton, 2011). This citation comes from a paper
studying the resilience of swiss alpine farmers towards socioecological changes. The keywords of
what can increase resilience, flexibility – diversity – communal arrangements, for households can
be extrapolated to food value chains. The economic resilience is thus the ability of the FSC to cope
with shocks in the market nationally and internationally. More trivially, the Federal Office of
Agricultre (OFAG) states that resilience is “the ability to cope with price spikes” (OFAG, 2012,
translated). This ability, should include, in our opinion, features like a diversity of outputs for
farmers, a low dependence on external markets while having a variety of markets if possible and
not being dependent on public support neither. It also should include the capacity of FSC’ actors to
elaborate common strategies and visions, but this is part of the attribute Social capital.
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Priority
This attribute was reformulated quite at the end of the process with the help of an expert interview.
It was a reformulation of what we had as market stability and the notion of public support. However,
these two aspects of food systems are more related to contextual determinants or ‘drivers’ in the
sense of Eriksen (2007) and are not actually defining the inherent performance of a FSC (Eriksen,
2007). They were both ranked in the bottom half in the attributes’ ranking. It is thus not the most
important attribute for actors themselves but it is still a relevant issue in the economic dimension,
especially when thinking about long-term performance. This is moreover related to the main
objectives of the GLAMUR project.
Relevant spheres
The most relevant sphere, where this topic is of most concern, is the market sphere, as the
performance of a supply chain is or should be a function of its ability to survive on the long term.
It is also relevant in the policy sphere as the question of public subsidies and price regulations
clearly affect the resilience of FSCs, in one way or the other. This question is also on the public
domain, as the resilience of important supply chains, or rather their collapse, will have direct
impacts on the local economy, such as jobs, local procurement and also the local image and
attractiveness for tourism or other activities directly or indirectly related to the FSC’s activities.
Relevant dimensions
Among our sources and during interviews, it appears that resilience is almost only associated with
the economic dimension, that is why we named this attribute ‘economic resilience’ although
resilience can be attached to many other aspects. Food value chains are however an economic
concept or activity, and in this sense the dimension of resilience associated with FSC is the
economic resilience. This is moreover in link with recent crises, like the ‘Euro crisis’, which
conducted to a decrease of exports from Switzerland to the EU because of less profitable
exchange rates for EU buyers.
Difference local-global chains and contradictions
Local chains are sometimes perceived more resilient because they are somehow independent
from global shocks, but that is not effectively the case. First of all the number of FSC really
independent for all their supplies is near to zero (if you consider machinery, workers, farm supply
etc), and they are much more vulnerable to changes in their local markets because of a very low
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diversity. In a country like Switzerland, local agriculture would also never survive without public
support, e.g. direct payments. In global chains, all ingredients are substitutable and they are more
adaptable to changes in supply and demand as they have access to more diverse markets. Global
chains might actually be more resilient economically.
Interaction with other attributes
A link with social capital was already mentioned, as this is an attribute related to social resilience
and corresponds to the communal arrangements in Glasenapp & Thornton (2011). The links with
value creation, value distribution and rural development should be analyzed as all these factors of
performance of FSCs are also assets of economic resilience.
Relevant food sectors and commodities
All
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3.4.3 Rural development
Definition
The attribute of rural development represents the capacity and willingness of a chain and the
actors involved to create jobs in the region(s) of production, transformation and sale and to support
suppliers from the region. It also includes the preservation and valuation of local knowledge and
traditions in a way that can create value, monetarily or culturally, in a way to promote the region’s
‘patrimoine’, to attract tourism for example. Paus and Reviron (2010) define it as “the contribution
to the regional economy and local employment” (translated).
The Swiss consultancy agency Flury&Giuliani GmbH conducted several studies on measuring the
concrete contribution to rural development of different projects, firms or sectors through the
analysis of economic input-output tables. They state that “the regional economic importance results
from the direct employment and value added effects. A sector, project or firm also influences the
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regional economy through its economic linkages with other sectors (through purchasing inputs or
through the consumption expenditures of employees)”.
Priority
The Rural development attribute was before called local procurement and was ranked at the
bottom-half of the importance ranking in interviews. It was renamed because local procurement is
more a part of rural development, and also rural development, is in our mind more comprehensible
to everybody. It is also much easier to translate (e.g. to French and German as we noticed when
preparing the interviews).
Relevant Spheres
Market: rural development is obviously part of the market sphere, as what contributes to rural
development is a market structure that helps creating jobs in a region and provides support for
regional suppliers. As opposite, a market that encourages outsourcing of any kind of supply or
fiscal evasion is counterproductive for local rural development.
Public: rural development is of public concern (although maybe not of highest priority), because
people’s direct livelihoods are usually improved by created employment, regional attractiveness
and a dynamic rural region. That can hinder out-migration for jobs for example. Pressures on
prices and technological improvement are factors of a decrease in jobs and number of firms.
However this happens more in non-food branches but the food sector is also affected to some
extent, as writes Stocker (2007), the number of employees in the agri-food sector decreased by
0.3% per year in the last 25 years, but that is much less than in the textile sector for example. This
happens even if the demand for food slightly increased in the that time (+0.5%) and new markets
are found abroad. (Stocker 2007).
Relevant dimensions
As already explained above, rural development is directly at the intersection of the economic and
social dimensions as it represents more or less the benefits of the economic activity on the social
well-being of a region, by contributing to jobs, attractiveness, etc.
Difference local-global chains
Local chains are more or less defined with their ability to sustain jobs and activities of a specific
food sector in a region, they should also naturally perform better in this attribute. However, global
chains might as well contribute significantly to a region’s development, even if all the chain’s steps
are not in the same region. A good example of that can be the contribution of Nestlé to
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employment in Switzerland, as recently the Nespresso coffee capsules boom contributes to factory
development and jobs in rural areas in South-west Switzerland.
Discourse coalitions, dilemmas and contradictions
Rural development, and especially jobs maintaining and creation for rural Swiss regions is
important for all actors and not controversial. Dilemmas are in the trade-offs between increasing
value creation by reducing production costs and preserving regions’ identities.
Interaction with other attributes
The creation of added value is an attribute that should contribute to rural development. The
attribute of value distribution is also a sign of which social direction the rural development is taking.
Economic resilience is also part of a long-term solid rural development. This can in the end also
influence the land use pattern of the region, by for example inducing population density growth,
increased industrial areas, etc
Relevant food sectors and commodities
All
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3.4.4 Added Value Distribution
Definition
The “added value distribution” is an umbrella term referring to the money flow in the food chain with
a focus on the distribution equity of the share of profits in the food chain. It regroups the allocation
of profit margins, the abuse of market power, unequal bargaining, and the fair distribution of
welfare gains and losses.
Priority
As the attribute was before named Fair price it reached 3rd position in the ranking so it is a very
important topic for actors. It is especially the case for actors close to farmers, and even more
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concerning the milk sector. In this sector, one of the most common challenge put forward by actors
is how to increase the price for farmers, or other actors, either by motivating the consumers to pay
more or by requiring more from actors down the chain. Apart from the problem of sinking
commodity prices that are due to markets or overproduction, a main issue is how the final sales
benefits are redistributed through the chain. This redistribution should be fair and at least allow
each intermediary to cover their cost, even if not accounting for direct payments in the revenue. In
Switzerland, it is actually the case that without direct payments, farmers don’t even cover their
costs with revenues from the milk. Another practice that play in the disadvantage of farmers is
when retailers get a higher added value on a product because of a special marketing or branding
but keep all the added benefits to themselves as farmers usually have no idea under which brand
their milk is sold, be it low-budget or high range brands.
Relevant Spheres
Market: the attribute of value distribution is relevant for the market sphere as it is the structure of
this market that decides on the value made on the product at each stage of the value chain and
then on its distribution.
Public: It is on the public debate and more and more present in supermarkets since a few years,
especially with fair trade labeled products. USP (2012) writes in their report that both consumers
and farmers are asking for a fairer price for the production stage and a fairer distribution along the
chain (USP, 2012).
Relevant dimensions
Added value distribution is first of all a social attribute as the distribution is more a notion of what
percentage each actor is getting rather than the exact amount that is created, which is part of the
economic dimension and the first attribute of value creation. This notion of fair distribution has also
an ethic note, as it is also a question of moral that all trading partners should get proportionally
equal revenues.
Difference local-global chains
It is expected that the less actors, the fairer the price distribution. Hence, short food supply chains
could have a fairer distribution, but this remains to be shown. When less intermediaries are present
it is also easier for farmers to check the final sale price and now what the repartition is.
“There is evidence that local farming systems and short chains do have a higher multiplier effect on
local economies than long chains, with impacts also on maintaining local employment, particularly
in rural areas. The synergies with the tourism sectors are also well acknowledged. At producer and
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farm level, they seem to allow a higher share of value added to be retained locally, although
quantitative evidence of such impacts is poorly documented. In addition, the requirement for higher
labour input with different skills (production, processing, marketing, promoting) is a difficulty at farm
level, particularly for small scale producers. The small scale of the schemes at stake and possible
higher costs of production as a consequence can also be a threat for their longevity, which may
help to explain why many schemes turn themselves towards ‘profit sufficers’ or ‘welfare/utility
maximizers’ models rather than towards ‘profit maximisers’ ones. Also, there are many examples
of farmers using a mix of SFSCs, or combining them with longer chains in order to build resilient
routes to market and reduce risks from market volatility.” (European Commission, 2013).
Interaction with other attributes
Without transparency, it is extremely hard to evaluate the fair distribution of added value among
actors. To evaluate that, it is indeed necessary to know the production costs, labor costs and
selling prices at each steps of the value chain. Without these information, no actor can assess if
they get a fair price and negotiate efficiently. Social capital, or the quality of relations between
actors and the presence of negotiations platforms, can facilitate the process of negotiation. But the
first condition to have a fair distribution, is first of all to reach a sufficient value creation.
Relevant food sectors and commodities
All
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3.4.5 Social Capital
Definition
This attribute groups the value that is not material and contributes to the performance and wellfunctioning of a FSC. It is a third type of capital after investment capital and natural capital, which
are both more tangible capitals. Social capital is the ‘human form’ value a chain can create or
facilitate through human contacts. It can be specific know-how or traditions, but more especially, it
is the ability of actors to join forces and share learning.
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The World Bank (2013) defines it as such:
“Social capital refers to the institutions, relationships, and norms that shape the quality and quantity
of a society's social interactions. Increasing evidence shows that social cohesion is critical for
societies to prosper economically and for development to be sustainable. Social capital is not just
the sum of the institutions which underpin a society – it is the glue that holds them together.”
In our specific case, this definition doesn’t relate to societies but to value chains, and institutions
can be understood as the value chain’s actors. During interviews, actors would express such
notion of social capital as “a feeling of being in the same family”, of being “all in the same boat”, or
speak of mutual trust, respect, etc. Without going so far in mutual understanding, the construction
of a branch organization, which is an exchange platform for all chain actors, from producers to
retailers, is a typical example of a social construct to maintain cohesion in the chain or in a sector.
These organizations typically allow actors to negotiate and agree on prices, a common language
and deal with debated political questions (quotas, free trade, direct payments, etc). In Switzerland,
such examples of branch organizations include ‘IP Gruyère’, ‘BO Milch’, and many others.
Binder et al (2012) also used social capital as an indicator in their sustainability assessment of the
Swiss milk value chain. They define very precisely how they measure it as the ‘Ratio share
stakeholder representation of each level in the parliament related to the share of labor force’
(Binder et al., 2012).
Priority
Social capital was not named as such during interviews as we reformulated it after interviews, so it
is as such hard to evaluate its priority. However, actors in our first interviews noticed that a ‘human
aspect’ was missing in our list and many talked about values such as trust, mutual respect or
cohesion.
Relevant Spheres
Public: it is important for the well-being of people working and participating to these value chains
that there is a good cohesion and mutual understanding in chains (such a high social capital). This
reduces conflict occurrence, uncertainty and feelings of injustice. It reinforces the motivation of
people and can foster innovation.
Market: the better the work environment for people, the better they will work. Sectorial exchange
platform can also help in the making of contracts and long-term reliable partners.
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Relevant dimensions
Social: This is the social dimension per se. Even if good working conditions are provided and a fair
distribution of revenues exists, the ‘human soul’ to the business can be missing.
Ethic: values such as trust, respect and mutual honesty are moral values that make working
relations better.
Difference local-global chains
“There is evidence that SFSCs favour the interaction and connection between farmers and
consumers, thus promoting the development of trust and social capital. This can lead to the
development of a sense of community and of ‘living-together’ and may even result in behavioural
changes (eating habits with public health effect e.g. on obesity, general shopping habits with more
social and environmental awareness, etc.). Overall, when farm-based in rural areas, SFSCs might
play an important role in the vitality and quality of life of rural areas concerned while in urban areas,
SFSCs focus more on promoting inclusive social change through education on sustainability and
ethical issues. There are however a few examples where SFSCs have been seen to be associated
with social exclusion (excess of localism, focus on wealthy consumers). Local food systems are
also often associated with co-operative, fair and ethical behavior (European Commission, 2013).
Interaction with other attributes
The social aspect could be confused with the working conditions attribute, which is however more
based on each individual’s working environment, as social capital is more related to the
interactions between the chains’ units and refer really to this ‘social glue’ between actors. In the
end, social capital can promote good working conditions or improve them directly, as well as added
value distribution. Social capital can also contribute to the chain resilience as it is in itself a sign of
‘social resilience’, which also has a positive feedback on economic resilience and rural
development.
Relevant food sectors and commodities
All
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3.4.6 Working conditions
Definition
The ability of the FSC’s actors to guarantee decent working conditions to all employees of the
FSC’s entities. This includes wages corresponding to at least the minimum required in the
respective countries, decent working hours, paid extra hours and provided social insurances
(maternity leave, unemployment, accidents, etc).
This attribute refers to the working conditions of people in Switzerland and Europe, which dispose
of a labor protection legislation and minimal standards. Regarding the social impacts in the supply
countries (e.g Brazil), an additional attribute social externalities was created. The type of working
conditions protection covered by fair trade labels is more part of this other attribute social
externalities as fair trade labels are essentially related to production in developing countries.
Priority
This attribute was introduced in the last phase of the process. We reformulated the social impacts
in two different attributes working conditions and social externalities (which occur in the supply
countries). The social impacts attribute was ranked very high (5/29). It also has the advantage that
it is easily understandable for all actors.
Some authors (Engels et al. 2010) chose not to include this kind of attribute in their sustainability
analysis of food products because they think these issues ‘are not involved’ in the particular
products they study. Indeed, one could ask if this type of criteria is still relevant in developed and
rich countries like Switzerland, but it is indeed the case. Even if wages are higher than in other
countries, there is still a debate on what should be the minimal wage, and particularly in sectors of
retail, manufacturing and food production, as illustrated in the next paragraphs.
Relevant Spheres
Public: Hard discounters like Aldi and Lidl have been criticized for their lower considerations of
employees, and last autumn, Lidl launched in reaction a commercial campaign to improve its
image in Switzerland by claiming that they would offer a minimum wage of 4000 CHF (3300€) to all
their employees (20 minutes, 2013). This campaign was conducted like a classic advertising
campaign with posters but most of all created a ‘buzz’ in newspapers.
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Market: this attribute is relevant to the market sphere as well, because they are the first actors
concerned about providing the decent working conditions, like Lidl who claimed they improved
them. Market actors are constrained by rules of labor laws, which might sometimes encourage
them to delocalize production abroad. An actor of the milk sector was also a bit cynical and pointed
out that we could need some fair-trade labeling for Swiss producers as well because producers
tend to work way over the normal amount of weekly hours, they don’t usually get free weekends or
holidays and the wages are in the lowest part of revenues in society. A documentary on the Swiss
channel RTS (16 Januray 2014) depicted quite dramatically their situation by pointing out high
rates of suicides and divorce in this sector.
Policy: the policy sphere is editing regulations concerning working hours per week, holiday times,
social insurances and penalties for infringers (undeclared work). As in a system of direct
democracy, these questions are regularly brought back in front for votes, like last summer, when
Swiss voted on a 6th week of holidays per year (which was refused). This topic is thus still a hot
one on the news, even in Switzerland.
Relevant dimensions
The question of working conditions is a classical indicator (or attribute) used to assess
sustainability in the social dimension (Engels et al., 2010; Hampl & Loock 2013) for all the reasons
talked about in the previous paragraph. It is also related to ethics since the non-exploitation of
workers is relevant to the moral and respect of employees.
Difference local-global chains
Working conditions depend on a large degree on the attitude of the employer, such as Lidl, but
also to a large extent on the pressure for profitability felt by actors, like producers. Some actors in
interviews made a hypothesis that farmers in global chains have to work more for the same
amount of money. Others also said that producers in local chains have to be more flexible and
have to gain more competences in various domains; they have to be producers, managers, sellers,
transporters, etc and thus work much more in the end. The biggest difference however is maybe
that global chains have more risks to induce social impacts through tough labor conditions in input
countries in the developing world, which is less or not the case for local chains. But this is
described in the attribute ‘social externalities’ and this is also why we decided to split the attribute
of ‘social impacts’ in two.
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Discourse coalitions, dilemmas and contradictions
The aspect of decent working conditions as a sign of social sustainability is not source of a debate.
This has been a reason for fair trade labeling and firms who deteriorate working conditions can
hardly justify themselves and mostly get a bad reputation. The debate is more on the amount of
wages allocated and the levels of minimal wages that should be written in law. In Switzerland, this
question is also related to hot topics of immigration quotas, controls of undeclared workers and
working poors.
Interaction with other attributes
The wages of employees, which figure as an indicator of the attribute working conditions, is highly
influenced by value distribution. Value distribution and value creation both influence the amount of
money available for social benefits, and thus working conditions is quite dependable from them. On
the other side, good working conditions contribute to economic resilience and social capital. The
attribute of social externalities is also an expression of working conditions, but as induced in other
part of the world and with other implications (see further below).
Relevant food sectors and commodities
All but especially those involving hard work, like with animals, who demand 365 days attention.
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3.4.7 Social externalities
Definition
Social externalities concerns the negative impacts on the livelihoods of people working indirectly
for entities of the FSC, or major suppliers of the FSC, mostly in developing countries, or any people
touched by the action of one of these entities. These can be bad working conditions for those
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people, impacts on their health, unsecure income, child labor, or other violations of human rights.
Thus, this attribute integrates the social impacts related to the working conditions but also to the
local people affected by activities of an entity of the supply chain (e.g. pollution, land-grabbing etc.).
It is typically the goal of fair trade labels to monitor and guarantee livable wages and labor
conditions in the production place of products and such labels can be a sign of performance in this
attribute.
Regarding the increasing trend of outsourcing in global food value chains, it is of crucial
importance to integrate the social impacts in the supply countries, which mainly occur in
developing countries with lacking or low social standards. For example, soybean production is
accompanied with severe environmental and social impacts in producing countries, including,
displacement of small-holders, violent conflicts with local communities and indigenous people,
exploitation of workers, pressure on the local food supply, deforestation, biodiversity loss, soil
erosion, and pollution of water bodies and negative health effects (WWF, 2013). There is
increasing evidence of birth malformations and cases of cancer in areas affected by the expansion
of soy in Argentina and Paraguay linked to the high use of pesticides in soybean cultivation (WWF,
2013; FAO, 2006). Other concerned sectors include cocoa production, coffee production, banana
production, palm oil production, soy production etc. It may be difficult to assess the extent of these
impacts, due to a lack of traceability and information transfer (transparency) along the chain.
Priority
This attribute was introduced in the last phase of the process. We reformulated the social impacts
in two different attributes working conditions and social externalities (which occur in the supply
countries). The “social impacts” attribute was ranked very high (5/29).
Relevant Sphere
As the success of fair-trade labeling shows, fair conditions for people and workers in the
developing countries is of public interest, and particularly of consumers who are interested in
ethically-produced food (Engels et al. 2010). It is also of interest in the policy sphere as they are
responsible to edict laws on human rights and working conditions and have a particular
responsibility on this topic when international trade agreements are signed, for example.
Relevant dimensions
The social externalities are foremost a social and ethical issue, as similarly explained in the
attribute ‘working conditions’.
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Difference local-global chains
Social externalities (as environmental externalities) arise through outsourcing and delocalization of
production processes in countries of with limited or inexistent social and environmental standards
and cheaper labor costs. The extent of social externalities thus depends on the social and
environmental (e.g. use of pesticides which can have serious health effects on the local population)
standards of the supply countries. Thus, local food value chains have the capacity to limit/avoid
social externalities, but might report these impacts on local working conditions.
Discourse coalitions, dilemmas and contradictions
Idem as in working conditions attribute (see above).
Interaction with other attributes
The social externalities that arise through the damage of livelihoods in production countries (e.g.
massive use of pesticides with harmful health effects, tarns-location of locals) are also often
associated to environmental degradation in these countries. Therefore, negative social and
environmental externalities (e.g. environmental pollution, loss of biodiversity) are often linked.
Relevant food sectors and commodities
In Switzerland, the import of non-certified food from developing countries is the major driver of
social externalities in the food sector (for example, fruits, vegetable, coffee, crops). The social
conditions of part-time workers (mostly immigrants) on peak-period demand for fruits and
vegetable is of particular concern in Southern Europe too. This also includes, and it has
significantly increased in the past ten years, the production of animal feed in Brazil, India, China
and other south-American countries.
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3.4.8 Land Use
Definition and priority
The different ways to occupy space and manage the land is a crucial question in the politico-public
debate in Switzerland and this is actually closely related to the local-global debate in the food
sector. Actors interviewed placed it on the second position of most important attributes. It is an
important issue because:
-

The high density of population and urbanization put pressure on land

-

Policies use direct payments to farmers to protect landscapes and biodiversity by editing
conditions for farmers to get revenues according to land management practices (they get
money to let land free for biodiversity, extensive systems are encouraged, etc).

-

a sustainable land management is now seen as one leaving space for biodiversity and
using crop rotation, no tilling, creating corridors for wild life, and thus being a very ecofriendly agricultural land management system.

-

on the other side, actors in the agricultural sector and politics also want to guarantee a
certain degree of self-sufficiency and sovereignty in a way to insure food security of Swiss
people in case of major international crisis. Their goal is to first optimize land use for
productivity.

This attribute really illustrate an opposition in discourses in what should be the optimal use of
(agricultural) land: extensification (low input) for biodiversity protection or intensification for food
productivity?
Relevant Spheres
Scientific sphere: scientists and especially biologists or ecosystem experts are doing research on
what the optimal land use should be. Some concepts appearing in articles can be cited:
multifunctionality, conserving eco services, esthetic, especially in order to be diverse for more
‘resilience’. The optimal ration between intensification and extensification was in particular studied
by Nemecek et al. (2010). They found that a combination of both systems is best regarding
environmental impacts and most especially for grassland systems.
public and policy sphere:
The policy sphere is struggling with this question of productivity VS conservation. They have first
interest in protecting landscape and ecosystem (=natural capital) from exploitive types of land use
and secondly they want to guarantee a certain level of production. For example, in the new
agricultural policy for direct payments, it is stated that in case of a pasture management system
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that is either too intensive or too extensive, the canton will have to adopt constraining pasture
management plans (USP, 2013, translated). This illustrates the dilemma between extensification or
intensification, and what is the right degree of land exploitation? The new reform 2014-2017
proposes to convert the payments by animal unit to payments by land unit. This should promote
grassland management, promote self-sufficiency and reduce environmental impacts (Barth et al.,
2011).
In addition to what was defined above, there is also a willingness to preserve traditional rural
landscapes in Switzerland. As it appears in reports from OFAG (2010; 2012) and USP (2012), the
quality of ‘bucolic’ landscapes has been deteriorated with growing urbanization, growing forests
and changes in agricultural management practices. In reaction, they propose giving substantial
contributions to farmers, so that they become ‘landscape gardeners’ more than food producers. In
this sense, the land use attribute performance should reflect the visual aesthetics and cultural
heritage of the food supply chains in a region.
Market sphere: The interest of the market sphere for a performing FSC in terms of land use lies
more in the aspect of efficient use of agricultural land surfaces because it reduces production costs
to intensify production. According to actors in interviews, the land use strategy for agricultural
production should be resource-based and target first of all a goal of efficient production.
Relevant Dimensions
This attribute lies between the socio-economic and environmental dimensions. Its most important
is probably the environmental dimension as it incorporates ecosystem services protection in its
management form and biodiversity protection measures in terms of area protection (see above).
As explained above, socio-economical dimensions are more concerned with fundamental
questions of intensive production against landscape preservation and self-sufficiency against food
imports respectively. It’s a whole societal challenge behind this attribute.
Difference local-global chains
The debate between extensification and intensification is also related to imports-exports of food
and thus to the local-global debate. Especially in dairy or meat sectors, intensification is often
linked to the wide imports of animal feed which actually uses land abroad for food production. On
the other side, extensification can lead to lower indigene production and increased imports of
finished food.
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Discourse coalitions, dilemmas and contradictions
This debate can be summarized by the question: Does it make sense to produce 50-60% of our
food in Switzerland when we could just import it for cheaper and have more space to build
housing? And what is the risk in decreasing the level of self-sufficiency? (It is also a key factor in
national food security strategy.)
An important aspect why this attribute should be included into our analysis is also because it is
very often taken out of other sustainability assessments or life-cycle analysis.
Interaction with other attributes
Land use strategies are closely related to eco-efficiency, especially of resources. It is also linked to
environmental pollution, climate change potential and biodiversity. On the socio-economic side, it is
linked to rural development.
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3.4.9 Eco-Efficiency
Definition
The eco-efficiency concept was developed by the World Business Council on Sustainable
Development in the early 1990s (Schmidheiny et al., 1992). Its objectives are to reduce the
consumption of resources (e.g. energy, water and raw materials), as well as the impact on nature
(e.g. air and waterborne emissions, waste disposal and dispersion of harmful substances), while
maintaining or enhancing the value of the manufactured product (producing an equivalent amount,
or even more) (Maxime et al., 2006). Hence, the concept of eco-efficiency encompasses both the
ecological and economic dimensions. In the agricultural context, it applies across diverse spatial
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and temporal scales, from cellular metabolisms through to crops, farms, regions, and ecosystems
(Keating et al., 2010). Due to its widespread acceptance, eco-efficiency became a popular
mechanism by which to examine policy strategies and their possible outcomes (English et al.,
2006 and Wursthorn et al., 2011). The concept of eco-efficiency thus identifies win-win situations
between the economic and environmental aspects. While value chains have been extended
through lean and green initiatives, there is still a need to integrate eco-efficiency in value chains in
order to balance and to focus on both economic and environmental aspects.
Eco-efficiency includes, amongst others, energy-efficiency, water-efficiency, recycling of materials,
use of byproducts, cost-effective mitigation strategies and other environmental and economic cobenefits.
Priority
This attribute was initially named energy-efficiency, which was ranked 11/29. We decided to
enlarge the attribute from energy-efficiency to eco-efficiency, as this term is more widely used and
encompasses the integrity of environmental resources (e.g. water, nutrients etc.).
Relevant Spheres
Scientific sphere: The term “eco-efficiency” is widely used in the scientific sphere and is addressed
in various fields of studies (e.g engineering, environmental sciences, business economics) in
various production systems. Regarding the agricultural production, the efficiency of organic and
conventional farming systems in terms of fertilizer and energy use are a hot topic in Switzerland
(Schader et al., 2013).
Market sphere: Eco-efficiency is an increasingly popular tool to reduce costs related to resource
use in companies.
Relevant Dimensions
The concept of eco-efficiency encompasses both the environmental (e.g. resource consumption)
and the economic dimensions.
Difference local-global chains
Complex, probably no general trend discernible.
Discourse coalitions, dilemmas and contradictions
Increasing the eco-efficiency of the entities along the value chain represents a win-win situation for
both the environment and the economic performance, as production costs can be saved (e.g.
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increasing the energy-efficiency of processing, decreasing agricultural inputs like mineral fertilizers,
agro-chemicals, animal concentrates or antibiotics and reducing transport distances). However,
seeking absolute eco-efficiency can induce delocalization (it’s more profitable elsewhere or makes
more sense regarding resources) or can induce deteriorations to landscapes or cultural values.
Interaction with other attributes
The concept of eco-efficiency implies for example the reduction of food wastage along the value
chain. Moreover, an eco-efficient value chain may increase the value creation and the economic
resilience. Generally, an eco-efficient production reduces the environmental pollution. As said
above, it can also have implications for rural development and land use.
Relevant food sectors and commodities
All.
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3.4.10 Environmental pollution
Definition
Many activities of the food value chain are accompanied with environmental pollution (water and
air pollution, soil contamination). In particular, the agricultural phase is responsible for severe
environmental pollution (e.g. eutrophication of lakes, nitrate in drinking water).
Agricultural pollution refers to biotic and abiotic byproducts of farming practices that result in
contamination or degradation of the environment and surrounding ecosystems, and/or cause injury
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to humans and their economic interests. The pollution may come from a variety of sources, ranging
from point source pollution (from a single discharge point) to more diffuse, landscape-level causes,
also known as non-point source pollution. Management practices play a crucial role in the amount
and impact of these pollutants. The main agricultural pollutants include nitrous oxide emissions,
pesticide leaching, excess of mineral fertilizers and slurry, pharmaceuticals and heavy metals.
In Switzerland, the results show that air and water pollution have been declining over the past few
years owing to the ecological measures taken by farmers (Agroscope, 2013) but still represent a
problem at national scale.
Priority
In order to reduce the number of initial attributes, Water preservation (ranked 18/29) and Air quality
(ranked 19/29) were put together into one attribute Environmental Pollution.
Relevant Spheres
All.
Relevant dimensions
Environment: It is well-known that many agricultural inputs (pesticides, fertilizers, pharmaceuticals
etc.) pollute water bodies (e.g. rivers, lakes and the groundwater) (NRCS, 1998) and degrade the
air quality (NRCS, 1998).
Health: In Switzerland, the high nitrate concentrations and other agricultural pollutants in drinking
water and the high ammonia emissions from agricultural activities pose a public health concern.
Intensive agriculture is mainly responsible for elevated nitrate concentrations in groundwater. In
2011 the GSchV standards were exceeded at about 45% of the monitoring sites with arable
farming as the principle land use. At around 16% of these monitoring sites the FIV tolerance value
was exceeded as well (Bafu, 2014).
The pollution of groundwater with pesticide residues was also greatest in agricultural areas.
Concentrations of pesticide residues in excess of 0.1 μg/l were recorded at 59% of the
groundwater monitoring sites in 2011. The limit value for pesticide active substances specified by
the Water Protection Ordinance was exceeded most frequently in settlement areas. In 2011, the
concentration of pesticide active substances was over 0.1 μg/l at 4% of monitoring sites in
settlement areas and at 1% of monitoring sites in arable farming areas (BAFU, 2014).
“Exposure to pesticides has the potential to lead to serious health problems, both in the short and
the long term. The health impact of pesticides depends on the type of pesticide and amount of
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exposure,

and

on

the

individual

–

for

example,

young

children

may be more at risk than adults. Some pesticides are 'acutely toxic', that is, cause problems soon
after exposure. Acute pesticide poisoning is often a serious health issue in developing countries,
and is almost certainly under-reported. The lack of evidence makes it impossible to regulate
pesticides adequately, including older pesticides that have been banned in developed countries
precisely because of evidence of their actual health impacts. There is also evidence that prolonged
or repeated exposure to some pesticides may increase the risk of some serious health problems,
including some cancers, reproductive problems, and neurological problems such as Parkinson's
disease. This is known as chronic toxicity. Although there is a lot of evidence linking pesticide
exposure in general with a wide range of health problems, it is very difficult to demonstrate cause
and effect with chronic health problems, and to identify which of the hundreds of pesticide
ingredients are responsible” (PAN-UK, 2014).

Difference local-global chains
The degree of environmental pollution is rather dependent on the production system (organic vs.
conventional) then on the degree of localness/globalness of a food value chain. However, we
suppose that there is a tendency that local value chains rely more often on organic farming them
global food value chains.
Discourse coalitions, dilemmas and contradictions, Alternative framings
Alternative framings: The organic farming represents an efficient production system to reduce
pollution through pesticides and mineral fertilizers.
Interaction with other attributes
Environmental pollution directly affects human health (part of social externalities).
Relevant food sectors and commodities
All.
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3.4.11 Climate change potential
Definition
This attribute corresponds to all contributions of the FSC to climate change, mitigation measures
as positive potential and emissions as negative impacts. This includes most typically Greenhouse
gases emissions by transport means (“Food miles”) and green tax incentives result in economic
and environmental improvement, but also by input factors production, N2O emissions in agriculture,
etc. All these are usually translated into CO2 equivalent.
Priority
This attribute has not been ranked by experts, as we introduced it only after the ranking process.
However, it is a common sense in the scientific, public and political sphere, that combating climate
change is one of the most important challenges of the 21st century.
Relevant Spheres
Scientific: A large amount of the scientific literature is now focusing on the impact of various
sectors on the environment and one of the main way it is done is by calculating impact on climate
change, that is mostly GHG emissions. Scientists focus then a lot on the emission factors from
different management practices or processes to quantify the impact of a product, for example in
LCA methodology.
Public: It has recently became a hot topic in the public sphere and a central argument for those
who promote local food, which should have a lesser impact on climate change because of less
transport.
Policy: the policy sphere is now trying to edict some regulations and taxes to promote practices
with a lower impact.
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Relevant Dimensions
Environment: Climate changes adversely affects global ecosystems, with an associated enormous
loss of biodiversity.
Economic: The increased frequency of extreme weather events (especially droughts) has adverse
effects on the agricultural productivity in many parts of the world. This, amongst others, represents
an economic burden for entire regions.
Social: The increased frequency of extreme weather events is likely to have serious adverse social
impacts in many parts of the world (e.g. increased hunger periods, resource conflicts and mass
migrations of environmental refugees).
Ethics: Climate change has profound effects on a global level and strongly changes the “living
conditions” for the next generations. Also the irreversible huge loss of biodiversity accelerated
through climate change is a strong ethical issue, regarding the intergenerational equity and the
responsibility of the present generation.
Health: Climate change is expected to have adverse effects on the health of many people, ranging
from increased mortality due to weather extremes (e.g. floods, heat waves and storms), to spread
of invasive species and pathogens like malaria and other tropical diseases.

Difference local-global chains
There is a large and lively debate on the environmental effect of SFSCs, where intuitively relocalisation of production might be seen as a driver of drastic GHG emissions reduction. A number
of LCA analyses are available which provide evidence that ‘local food’ can in some cases be
beneficial to the environment in terms of reduced GHG emissions compared to non-local food (Van
Hauwermeiren et al. 2007; Pelletier et al. 2011). However, no generalization is possible, as the
GHG emissions depend on a larger number of factors; type of food product, type of farming
operations used, mode of transport, season, scale of production, and also method of analysis used,
availability of data for inputs, and boundaries of the system defined (i.e. what is included in the
analysis and what is not). Thus, studies tend to demonstrate that ‘local’ is not a sufficient feature to
ensure such benefits. Appropriate logistical arrangements are needed and there is important
potential for improvement in SFSCs to this respect. More generally, the methods of production and
of processing are important for ensuring less environmental impact; ‘local’ and/ or ‘short’ is not
necessarily better, although the importance of ethical values and the higher uptake of
environmentally sound practices are de facto elements in favour of a positive impact of SFSCs in
the EU (European Commission, 2013).
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Discourse coalitions, dilemmas and contradictions
Some people are sometimes in the opinion that climate change is either not real or should not be
taken into consideration but this is really a minor concern in Switzerland as the public and actors
are mostly convinced about the necessity to care about climate change.
Interaction with other attributes
The climate change potential is directly linked to the biodiversity loss and the reduction of
agricultural productivity in many parts of the world (with possible repercussions on value creation
and economic resilience).
Moreover, the eco-efficiency directly influences the climate change potential. Through an increase
in the eco-efficiency and the wider use of existing best practices and technologies, sector
emissions could already be brought down significantly (FAO, 2013).
Relevant food sectors and commodities
The livestock sector features the biggest impact potential on climate, representing 14.5 percent of
all human-induced emissions. Beef and cattle milk production account for the majority of emissions,
respectively contributing 41 and 19 percent of the sector’s emissions (FAO, 2013). As important
emitter of greenhouse gases (GHG), the livestock sector also has a large potential to reduce its
emissions (FAO, 2013).
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3.4.12 Biodiversity
Definition
It has become a widespread practice to define biodiversity in hierarchically-related levels of
biological organization:
-

genetic biodiversity (the diversity within a species, determined by the level of heterozygosity,
presence of different varieties etc.),

-

species diversity

-

ecosystems/habitat diversity

In the agricultural context, biodiversity can be furthermore differentiated into wild biodiversity
(including threatened species directly affected by agricultural practices, like bee species) and
agricultural biodiversity (including the diversity of livestock and crops).

Regarding biodiversity loss, the most relevant stage of the food value chain represents the
agricultural production. Bad agricultural practices are a key driver of the tremendous biodiversity
loss the world faces today. This applies for agricultural biodiversity (displacement of traditional
varieties by highly bred varieties) as well as for the wild biodiversity (many bird, flowering plant or
insect species are directly affected by agricultural practices). (See section “The difference between
global and local food chains: effects of different farming systems”)
Priority
The Biodiversity attribute was ranked very high, namely 6/29. This makes the protection of
biodiversity the highest environmental priority for all actors interviewed.
Relevant spheres
Politicy sphere: In Switzerland, the protection of biodiversity in relation to agricultural practices
represents an important debate in the political sphere. The reassessment of the agricultural policy
AP 14-17 foresees an expansion of direct payment in relation to biodiversity protection measures
(e.g. direct payments for ecological compensation surfaces and the quality of these surfaces).
Scientific sphere: As a result of the growing conscience of the importance of biodiversity, the
scientific sphere is mostly concerned with the effect of different farming systems on biodiversity.
Market sphere: The retailers offer a very limited range of vegetable/fruit varieties and thus act
against agricultural biodiversity. It is widely believed that standardized varieties are better accepted
by consumers.
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Relevant Dimensions
The loss of biodiversity is not only a major environmental issue, but the erosion of the genetic
material threatens future food safety and displays a considerable economic component. A higher
agricultural biodiversity encompasses a higher adaptation potential to climate change (e.g. through
selection of drought-resistant crop-varieties). In addition, a high agricultural biodiversity has also a
positive impact on the wild biodiversity.
Furthermore, the protection of biodiversity is also considered as an ethical issue, as the concept of
intergenerational equity stresses the responsibility of current generations to preserve the
biodiversity for future generations.
The differences between global and local supply chains
Global food chains rather operate on the economy of scale and thus favour the intensification of
farming systems. According to the FAO World state reports of animal and plant genetic resources,
market development and globalization is a trigger (amongst others) of the unprecedented loss of
agricultural biodiversity (2007, 2010). In contrary, local food supply chains are often associated
with the support of ‘mixed’ and organic farming and therefore are considered more sustainable
(e.g. Nestle 2002; Sustain 2002). Indeed, the evidence found in literature states that conventional
farming systems represent a major threat to biodiversity (wildlife as well as agricultural
biodiversity). However, not all organic farms are part of SFSCs; many supply products to the
mainstream supply chain.
The following section includes a more detailed literature review about the effects of different
farming systems on biodiversity:
Organic vs. conventional:
The effects of organic farming systems on biodiversity are among the most frequently studied
environmental impacts. Recent meta studies (Bengtsson et al. 2005 ; Fuller et al. 2005 ; Hole et al.
2005) show clear differences between organic and conventional farming systems. This finding is
supported by a study from Niggli et al. (2008), showing that the achieved wildlife species diversity
is about 50 % greater on organic farms. The biodiversity effect is especially strong for birds,
predatory insects, spiders, soil organisms, and the arable weed flora, while pests and indifferent
organisms do not show different levels of abundance in the farming systems (Schader et al., 2010).
Regarding threatened species, a higher flower cover of threatened native flowering plant species
(which are highly sensitive to fertilizer application) and plant-mediated higher bee diversity is found
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in organic farming systems (Holzschuh et al., 2007). Furthermore, the extensive farmlands and the
higher diversity of habitats found in organic farming systems are able to sustain populations of
threatened bird species, like the field lark partridges and lapwings whinchat (NABU 2004;
Neumann et al. 2007).
Conclusively, it is widely accepted that a higher share of natural and semi natural habitats of the
total agricultural area positively affects the biodiversity in organic farms. Other factors explaining
the higher biodiversity in organic farming systems include: (a) the ban on herbicides and artificial
pesticides, (b) ban on mineral fertilizers (there is 40-65% less nitrogen leaching in organic farming
systems, which leads to a better air and water quality (e.g. Shepherd et al., 2003 ; Osterburg and
Runge 2007), and (c) more diverse rotations (Bengtsson et al., 2005 ; Fuller et al., 2005 ; Hole et
al., 2005).
Dilemmas and contradictions
-

Loss of traditional breeds and trade-offs in highly bred varieties:

In the developed countries, there is a strong tendency that the former agricultural biodiversity is
replaced by some highly bred higher-yielding varieties (or GM breeds). This applies for livestock
(e.g. intensive dairy production) and crops (e.g. hybrids or other high-yield varieties). However,
there is a tendency that highly bred dairy cattle varieties are more vulnerable to diseases and
have a shorter life-span (Bennedsgaard et al., 2013). Regarding fruit/vegetable varieties, a tradeoff can be observed between productivity (e.g. fast-growing) and the nutritive value or the
resistance to pathogens (and thus a higher need for agro-chemicals) (Keding et al., 2013).

-

Land sharing vs. land sparing debate

There is an ongoing debate whether land for nature and for production should be segregated and
intensified (land sparing) or integrated on the same land (land sharing, wildlife-friendly farming)
(Tscharnke et al., 2012). The general argument for land sparing is that increased food production
per area farmland can help to reduce encroaching on natural habitats (see also Gabriel et al.,
2010; Phalan et al., 2011). Tscharnke et al. (2012) argue that agriculture practiced under
smallholder farmer-dominated landscapes and not large-scale farming, is currently the backbone
of global food security in the developing world. A major argument for wildlife friendly farming and
agroecological intensification is that crucial ecosystem services are provided by “planned” and
“associated” biodiversity, whereas the land sparing concept implies that biodiversity in
agroecosystems is functionally negligible. However, loss of biological control can result in
dramatic increases of pest densities, pollinator services affect a third of global human food supply,
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and inappropriate agricultural management can lead to environmental degradation. Hence, the
true value of functional biodiversity on the farm is often inadequately acknowledged or
understood, while conventional intensification tends to disrupt beneficial functions of biodiversity.
In conclusion, linking agricultural intensification with biodiversity conservation and hunger
reduction requires well-informed regional and targeted solutions, something which the land
sparing vs sharing debate has failed to achieve so far.
Interactions with other attributes
Biodiversity is negatively affected by land use change (primarily deforestation) and climate change.
Biodiversity indirectly affects various environmental aspects like the soil quality, water quality and
air quality. As seen before, biodiversity also affects the food quality to some degree (Keding et al.,
2013). Moreover, agro-ecosystems featuring a higher biodiversity have a more stable yield (Lin,
2011). In this term, biodiversity affects the production stability, which is also linked to the economic
resilience.
Relevant food sectors and commodities
The livestock sector (e.g. the dairy sector) represents a key issue in diversity loss, concerning the
deforestation rate of rainforests for the production of animal feed (especially soy production in
South-America). Moreover, the Argentinean production consists almost entirely of GM soybeans,
while in Brazil it rose until 75% by 2010 (Product Board MVO, 2011).

Regarding the loss of agricultural biodiversity through the predominance of some highly bred
varieties or GM crops, livestock as well as crops and fruits/vegetables varieties are affected.
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3.4.13 Soil quality and preservation
Definition
The soil represents the basis of agricultural production and thus a good soil quality with a stable
organic matter pool is of ultimate importance for a long-term stable yield. Soil typically consists of a
mixture of organic remains, clay, and rock particles. The soil properties can be divided into three
major categories: biological characteristics (including soil organisms, which have a very important
function for instance for the nutrient cycle), chemical properties (soil fertility) and the physical
structure (e.g soil porosity which is important for gas exchange and the water-holding capacity of
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the soil, while producing increased soil aggregation of fungi, bacteria and other particulate organic
matter) (Smith et al., 2010).
In general terms, soil quality is an account of the soil’s ability to provide ecosystem and social
services through its capacities to perform its functions under changing conditions (Toth et al. 2007).
Soil quality thus reflects how well a soil performs the functions of maintaining biodiversity and
productivity, partitioning water and solute flow, filtering and buffering, nutrient cycling, and
providing support for plants and other structures. Unadapted soil management has severe negative
impacts on soil quality and leads to soil degradation (e.g. decline of soil fertility, loss of soil organic
matter, acidification, waterlogging, and salinity and alkalinity problems). Soil degradation and
erosion are one of the most significant global environmental problems (Blanco et al., 2010).
The agricultural production figures as the most relevant stage of the food chain regarding soil
protection. The production system (organic vs. conventional) has a major influence on the soil
quality and preservation. Scientists have found that overuse of some of the agro-chemicals
changes soil composition and disrupts the balance of microorganisms in the soil and thus reduces
its regeneration capacities (WWF, 2014). Unadapted agricultural practices also lead to soil erosion,
which is a serious problem in Switzerland (Admin, 2013).
Priority
The attribute soil preservation and quality was ranked 8/29, which highlights the importance of soil
quality as the crucial basis of the whole food value chain.
Relevant Spheres
Scientific sphere: Soil degradation and erosion are one of the most significant global environmental
problems (Blanco et al., 2010). In Switzerland, the scientific focus lays on the maximization of
yields in agriculture and horticulture while also saving natural resources. The soil sciences division
at FiBL investigates the efficiency of organic and conventional farming systems in terms of fertilizer
and energy use. The group explores the effects of different production systems on the soil quality
and regeneration such as reduced tillage systems, the use of beneficial soil bacteria and
mycorrhizae and ways of improving nutrient cycles through crop rotation (FiBL, 2013b).
Relevant Dimensions
Besides the environmental component, soil preservation has a serious economic and social
component, as the degradation of soils puts the food security and a viable agricultural production
at risk.
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Interactions with other attributes
A high biodiversity of soil organisms fosters soil quality and soil regeneration.
The wild life biodiversity in a given field (e.g. floral plants and plant-mediated species like insects
and bees) is dependent on soil quality. Moreover, the soil plays a major role in sequestering
carbon from the atmosphere and thus considerably affects climate change. The sequestration
potential differs between different farming systems. Organic farming systems are able to sequester
on average 590 kg/ha per year more carbon from the atmosphere than the best performing
conventional counterparts (Mäder et al., 2002).
As a healthy soil is a key factor for agricultural production, it is essential for a long-term stable food
production and thus plays a role for the economic viability of the farm and economic resilience of
the food chain in general.
Difference local-global chains
The production system (organic vs. conventional) has the biggest influence on the soil quality and
preservation. Therefore, the local/global degree of the chain has no effect on the soil. However, in
Switzerland there’s a tendency that local value chains rely more often on organic or nearly organic
production systems.
Relevant food sectors and commodities
All. The livestock food sectors indirectly have an influence through the animal feed production.
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3.4.14 Food Quality
Definition
Here, the food quality of a product is defined as its nutritional value (low content of saturated and
trans fat, low quantities of additives, rich in fiber, minerals, vitamins and proteins).
The farming system (organic vs. conventional) as well as the manufacturing stages (processing
degree of the product is often associated with a high content of unhealthy fats, sugar and salt)
influence the food quality. Existing knowledge indicates that some organic products display more
nutrients than conventional products (e.g. Woese et al., 1997; Butler et al., 2008). Moreover, a high
content of unhealthy fats and sugar in food products is associated with obesity and public health
diseases and risks.
Considering fresh products like fruits and vegetables, long distribution distances and storage times
can negatively affect the nutrient content of the food. Thus, the former attributes Freshness and
Seasonality are an integral part of the food quality attribute. Furthermore, criteria of taste or
palatability could be included in this attribute.
Priority
The attribute food quality was ranked very high, namely 4/29, which attests the strong commitment
of all food chain participants to produce high quality food. The former attributes Freshness (ranked
14/29) and Seasonality (ranked 24/29) are integrated into the food quality attribute.
Relevant Spheres

Scientific sphere: There’s a growing body of scientific studies analyzing the connections between
the chosen method of cultivation and the resulting quality of the food produced. Recent findings
show that organic foods do differ in many quality-related respects from those produced by other
systems (FiBL, 2013).
Public sphere: The quality of organic products, particularly in terms of their nutritional and
physiological benefits and their positive or negative effects on health, is a constantly recurring
theme in the media and in public debate (FiBL, 2013). The consciousness of consumers towards
healthy and quality food is growing in Switzerland, which is reflected by the increasing demand for
organic, local and slow food products (NZZ, 2010). A representative consumer study from 2011
shows that Swiss consumers set a high priority on food quality and are willing to pay more for highwww.glamur.eu
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quality products (Isopublic, 2011). Thus, the public sphere exercises a certain pressure on the food
markets through the growing demand for certified high quality products.
Policy sphere: A bad diet consistent of low-quality food products is associated with many chronic
diseases (such as cardiovascular diseases and diabetes) and thus represents an important issue
for public health and its related high costs to society. The political sphere is therefore challenged
by implementing regulations to assure a high food quality and the protection of consumers, which
is of major importance from a societal perspective.
Relevant Dimensions
Health: The public health is directly influenced by the availability of high quality food products.
Ethical: The production of healthy, high quality food represents to a certain degree an ethical
responsibility regarding all food chain actors towards society.
The differences between global and local supply chains
As global food chains rather operate on the economy of scale (leading to mass productions) and
display longer transport ways between the different food chain actors as well as generally longer
storage periods, we suppose that the food quality of local chains tends to be superior to the one of
global chains. However, we do not generally exclude that global food chains produce high-quality
food, especially regarding food products that are not affected by longer traveling/storage periods
(e.g. wine or conserved food products).
Furthermore, we suppose that local food chains are more likely to grow traditional/locally adapted
crop/vegetable varieties, which are often richer in nutrients than their highly bred counterparts
(Davis et al., 2004).
Interactions with other attributes
Affected by: The nutritive value of a given primary food product depends to a large degree on the
soil quality where it’s grown (Davis et al., 2004). Other important factors are: water, soil, health
hazards, agro-biodiversity and seasonality. Nutrition-sensitive agriculture needs to consider and
understand the role of biodiversity in improving dietary quality and dietary diversity as well as
seasonality in food supply (Keding et al., 2013).
Regarding livestock, animal well-being (which includes, amongst others, animal-appropriated
feeding and sufficient movement possibilities) is in many cases directly linked to the quality of the
meat and dairy product. For example, the amount of roughage and longer grazing periods in the
diet of dairy cows correlates with a better well-being of the cattle as well with a higher
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concentration of nutritionally desirable fatty acids and antioxidants (Woese et al., 1997; Butler et al.,
2008).
Affects: Societal costs linked to chronic diseases.
Dilemmas and contradictions
-

cheap low-quality food vs. expensive high-quality food:

In Switzerland (as well as in most other countries worldwide), healthy, high-quality food products
(fresh vegetables and fruits) are often more expensive than low-quality and highly processed food
products (e.g. fast food and convenience food). This dilemma often traps low-income families in an
unhealthy eating behaviour.
-

trade-off between yield and nutritional content:

Emerging evidence suggests that when you select for yield, crops grow bigger and faster, but they
don’t necessarily have the ability to make or uptake nutrients at the same, faster rate (Davis et al.,
2004). Davis et al. (2004) studied nutritional data from both 1950 and 1999 for 43 different
vegetables and fruits, finding “reliable declines” in the amount of protein, calcium, phosphorus, iron,
riboflavin (vitamin B2) and vitamin C over the past half century. Davis and his colleagues chalk up
this declining nutritional content to the preponderance of agricultural practices designed to improve
traits (size, growth rate, pest resistance) other than nutrition. In the same line, Keding et al. (2013)
state that some forms of malnutrition are partly due to agriculture not having nutrient outputs as an
explicit goal.
Relevant food sectors and commodities
All.
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3.4.15 Food Safety
Definition
Food safety is a scientific discipline describing handling, preparation, and storage of food in ways
that prevent foodborne illness. Within food safety, three elements can be distinguished: (1)
chemical food safety (contamination with pesticide residues and antibiotics), (2) microbiological
food safety, and (3) physical food safety (Valeeva et al., 2004). In considering industry to market
practices, food safety considerations include the origins of food including the practices relating to
food labeling, food hygiene, food additives and pesticide residues, as well as policies on
biotechnology and food and guidelines for the management of governmental import and export
inspection and certification systems for foods.
The agricultural production is the most relevant stage for pesticide, antibiotic and microbiological
contamination risk. It is important to note that the organic food products typically show less
pesticide and antibiotic contaminations, but might have higher risks of bacteriological
contaminations. Contamination can also happen during the processing or transportation stage (e.g.
lack of adequate temperature control due to power outage) and processing stage.
Priority
The Food safety attribute is ranked 14/29. It is of major public health concern, as large scale
contaminations want to be avoided.
Relevant Spheres
Policy sphere: The political sphere has an important control function for assuring food safety
through regulations (e.g. setting food standards or safety limits for harmful substances).
Public sphere: Consumer association surveys suggest that most important consumer concerns are
food safety (OECD, 2012). The occurrence of food safety scandals get a very high media presence
and deliver a bad public image of the respective food sectors/companies.
Market sphere: Food safety is a major issue in the market sphere, as the build up of consumer
trust is and a positive sector/brand image directly influences the market sales. Primary resources
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and products that do not comply with standards or regulations (e.g. bacterial levels too high for
human consumption) are rejected from the market.
Relevant Dimensions
Food safety is the most important for health but also has important ethical, social and economic
components.
Differences global - local supply chains
No general conclusions can be drawn about the food safety of products descending from global vs.
local chains. On actor summarized it as: in more global chains the risk is better controlled as they
have to comply to severe regulations and all intermediaries make controls, but the effect of a
contamination would be very large; as in more local chains, the risk might be less under control (no
analysis at village shop or market) but the impacts of a contamination would reach much less
people.
Interactions with other attributes
Affected by: High transparency and traceability of food chains figure as pre requirements for food
safety.
Affects: Food safety is also an important issue for the economic resilience of the food value chain,
as non-compliances in the food safety can lead to a drop of the demand for the food products
under consideration.
Discourse coalitions / alternative framings/ Dilemmas and contradictions
Organic farming systems significantly reduce the risk of pesticide contaminations and thus
represent an efficient method to increase food safety at the agricultural production stage, as long
as no biological contamination occurs.
Relevant food sectors
All sectors are relevant. Regarding milk production, physical food safety is of minor importance
(Valeeva et al., 2004), as all milk is filtered on the dairy farm as well as during processing. The
most important risk factors are antibiotics and dioxin for chemical food safety, and Salmonella,
Escherichia coli, Staphylococcus aureus and Mycobacterlur paratuberculosis for microbiological
food safety (Valeeva et al., 2005).
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3.4.16 Transparency
Definition
Transparency of a supply chain is ‘the extent to which all its stakeholders have a shared
understanding of, and access to, the product-related information that they request, without loss,
noise, delay and distortion’ (Hofstede et al 2005). The main aspect of transparency is thus the
information about the food chain’s product and processes available to the food chains’ actors and
the consumers.
Priority
Transparency of food supply chains was ranked 8/29 by actors in the interviews. Actors also
understand this attribute easily and its overall presence in the list of sources make it a high priority
attribute.
Transparency has become more and more important especially for consumers in the recent years
and actually is a factor of choice for consumers (Aerni 2011; Aerni et al. 2011). This has become
the case after food scandals and also because of the presence of controversial ingredients such as
GMO, palm oils or other ingredients.
Relevant Spheres
The question of transparency is the most present in the public sphere, with several reports from
public organizations mentioning it in reports or different publications, such as the Federal Office for
the Environment (2012) who published a whole magazine issue called “objectif transparence”
(Target Transparency). This brochure gives examples of initiatives promoting transparency and
explains to the public what are the meanings and issues at stake. It is also present in the report by
USP (2012).
In response to these preoccupations in the public sphere, the market sphere also mentions
transparency in corporate sustainability reports. For example, both Nestlé (2013) and Coop (2012)
mention transparency in their objectives and projects, such as the Nestlé “Responsible Sourcing
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Traceability Programme which promotes transparency in our extended supply chains back to the
farm or feedstock”
Relevant dimensions
In both the public and market spheres, transparency if often associated with the ethical dimension.
The magazine “Objectif Transparence” mention it several times, pointing out that transparency
helps consumers to make more ethical consumption choices. Transparency also brings along
notions of honesty, trustworthiness and openness, as not being transparent is only an advantage
for those who have something to hide.
Difference local-global chains
A big advantage of local value chains represents the facilitation of transparency in the value chain.
This is due to a typically lower number of intermediaries in the value chain and the often strong
connections (with knowledge transfer) between them.
In global value chains, which have longer supply chains and the food product is internationally
traded; a total transparency is often not assured, but made possible by labels in global chains,
although the same amount of information is often not available.
Interaction with other attributes
Good relationships between actors (social capital) is a factor that can improve transparency, in the
sense that information flows are more regular and actors have agreed on a common language.
Mutual understanding and branch organizations can facilitate transparency between all actors, as
written in Trienekens et al., (2012): “the set of agreements and arrangements between supply
chain actors that form the organisational infrastructure for information exchange, and are therefore
an important enabling factor of transparency in supply chains.”
A related attribute is also the traceability, which is the ability of actors to trace back the origin of a
produce (see below).
Relevant food sectors and commodities
All
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3.4.17 Food Wastage
Definition
The FAO defines food wastage as follows: food wastage includes both food losses (resulting from
mismanagement and unfortunate incidents) occurring at the production, post-harvest and
processing stages, and food waste (resulting from abundance and low appreciations of food) rather
occurring at the retail and consumption stages. We speak of “food wastage” to clearly distinguish
the concept from waste, which is defined in the EU’s Waste Framework Directive, and to
emphasize the need for a supply chain approach.
Possible causes for food loss at the production stage range from premature harvesting, excess
production, poor storage, lack of adequate infrastructures, spoilage or non-compliance with
regulations, standards and food safety (e.g. size specifications). In developed countries,
agricultural losses account for around 20% of the total food wastage (foodwaste, 2013). The
processing and distribution/retail stage is responsible for around 30% of the total food losses
(foodwaste, 2013). Possible causes for food wastage include packaging errors, process
interruptions, spoilage or contamination and non-compliance with food standards and regulations,
inaccurate management of stocks, deterioration of products and the food not sold because of
durability demands (FoodDrinkEurope, 2013).
The biggest amount of food wastage in developed countries is happening in domestic consumption
as well as in restaurants and canteens (which account for nearly 50% of the total food wastage)
(foodwaste, 2013).
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Priority
The attribute Waste reduction and Recycling was reformulated into Food Wastage to highlight the
outstanding importance of food waste reduction. The interviewed stakeholders ranked Waste
reduction and Recycling as 14/29. Food wastage is a major problem in Switzerland (Beretta et al.,
2013), as well as in other countries worldwide. Statistics state that about one third of the produced
food goes to waste or is lost in the stages between production and consumption, which equivalents
to the amount of two million tons of food (foodwaste, 2013). This represents around 300 kg per
person in a year (WWF, 2013). This trend is very similar on the global level.
Relevant Spheres
Market sphere: The market sphere plays an important role of food wastage at the retailer’s level.
On the bases of trading instructions, food that does not comply with certain food standards of size,
color and form does not reach the retailers but is left on the field, sold as animal feed or composted.
In 2013, one of the major Swiss retailers (Coop, one of the major Swiss retailers) has implemented
several measures to foster the marketing of non-standard fruits and vegetables which are however
quality and eatable, which are sold under the name «Ünique» (Coop, 2013). The feed-back of
consumers was positive
Public sphere: The central platform for food waste in Switzerland is “foodwaste.ch”. This
independent and non-profit organisation was created as a reaction on the publication of the
alarming food waste statistics in 2012 in Switzerland. Foodwaste.ch shares informations about
food wastage and outlines measures that everyone can adopt to prevent food wastage and thus
figures as information transfer between research and the public. Foodwaste.ch is also present on
facebook, where is has gained since his start up in June 2012 around 1030 likes.
Scientific sphere: The scientific assessment of the degree of food wastage in Switzerland
(cumulated over the whole food chain) was only recently done by two master students and
concluded that the stage responsible for the most food wastage is at the household level (Beretta
et al., 2013).
Policy sphere: The problem of food wastage concerns all food chain participants. The politics are
challenged to create policies preventing food wastage. The WWF rapport of food wastage on
Switzerland delivers measures and policy recommendations to contain food wastage (WWF,
2012); Food products are generally highly subsidized and thus very affordable, which favours the
wasteful use of food. Furthermore, framework conditions should allow the valorization of expired
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food, as far as food safety is assured. The education of children (e.g. cooking lessons at school)
and sensibility campaigns are other options to foster the thoughtful attitude towards food.
Relevant dimensions
Environmental dimension: Food wastage implies unnecessary resource consumption (water,
energy, fertilizers and land). Moreover, the production of food causes environmental degradation
and pollution. Finally, the disposal of the wasted food generates evitable C02 emissions, which
correspond to 36% of the car emissions in Switzerland (foodwaste, 2013).
Economic dimension:

The costs of food waste that arise at the household level (in CH:

approximately 500-1000 chf per year and household) accumulate along the value chain and are
reflected in the selling price (foodwaste, 2013). Moreover, the food losses can represent a huge
economic burden for certain food chain participants, especially considering the primary production
stage where major food losses may put the survivability of the farmers under risk.
Social dimension: Food wastage (in combination with the growing demand for food) indirectly
increases the global market prices for staple food. This fosters the unequal distribution of food
commodities worldwide (foodwaste.ch).
Ethical dimension: Considering the growing discrepancy between the people living in abundance
and people suffering from hunger, the waste of food also represents a major ethical issue.
Difference local-global chains
Generally, global food chains tend to have a higher risk for the unwanted occurrence of food
wastage, due to longer transportation distances and longer supply chains (e.g. higher risk of
inaccurate order forecasting and management of stocks, spoilage or contamination, lack of
adequate temperature control due to power outage, deterioration of products and packaging).
Moreover, as it is likely that food products resulting from global supply chains contain more food
miles, their wastage represents a higher ecological footprint than the one of food that hasn’t
travelled far. This surely also applies for energy/resource-intensive foods (e.g. animal products,
food that necessitate a cold chain).
Discourse coalitions, dilemmas and contradictions
Reducing food wastage would represent a win-win situation for both the environment (e.g. save
resources) as well as the economy (avoid costs linked to food losses). Moreover, the social equity
between developing and developed countries, as the global market price for gets not unnecessarily
inflated.
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Recent studies show that the prevention of food wastage represents a huge potential for global
food security. More than one third of the actual food wastage could be saved, which means that
the current global food production could meet the demand of 10% more people or save the
equivalence of one million tons of C02 (WWF, 2013).
Even with a big effort from all the food chain participants, a complete prevention of food waste may
never be reached. Therefore, the disposal mode of food waste is a critical issue. The most
ecologically worthwhile disposal mode of food waste represents the animal feed, followed by the
fermentation of food waste, composting and finally the rubbish combustion.
Interaction with other attributes
Affects: A high percentage of food wastage considerable decreases the overall eco-efficiency of
the supply chain. For example, every ton of beverage waste generates an average of 1.5 tons of
CO2 equivalent emissions. on average. Water: conservative estimates of water losses caused by
food loss and wastage indicates that about half of the water withdrawn for irrigation is lost.
Pollution: further emissions to soil, air, and water occur along the value chain, including 36% of
acidifying air emissions in Europe coming from agriculture (WEForum, 2009). Thus, food wastage
effects the climate change potential, biodiversity, environmental pollution, soil preservation and
land use.
Recent studies show that the prevention of food wastage represents a huge potential for global
food security (part of the land use attribute). More than one third of the actual food wastage could
be saved, which means that the current global food production could meet the demand of 10%
more people or save the equivalence of one million tons of C02 (WWF, 2013).

Relevant food sectors and commodities
The environmental impact of a wasted food product depends on its resource consumption during
production and (which makes meat products especially relevant) as well as the transportation
distance of a certain food products.
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3.4.18 Traceability of Origin
Definition
The traceability is the ability of actors in a system to trace and report all places and hands a
product and its parts went through during processing until it reaches the consumer. Wognum et al
(2011) from Wageningen give this further definition:
"A good traceability system offers possibilities to follow a product and the processes it undergoes.
This contributes to more transparency by making it possible to offer specific information to buyers
and consumers. This again can play a major part in (re)gaining the trust of consumers in food
safety and quality. Tracking and tracing systems are compulsory for food supply chains in the EU
(General Food Law – 178/2002/EC)".
Priority
This attribute was the one ranked as the most important attribute of FSC performance by the
interview respondents. This shows that there is no controversy about the importance of this factor
in FSCs, nobody thinks that it is not important as the lowest ‘grade’ it got in the interview ranking
was 7/10. No interviewee furthermore suggested that we should delete this attribute.
In the point of view of interviewees and consumers, traceability is performed better in short or local
supply chains. In a report from the Swiss Farmer Association (USP) about the Swiss Food habits,
they reveal that consumers perceive a better traceability as an advantage to consume national
food. This attribute concerns all stages of the supply chain, most importantly, it evaluates the
transfer of a crucial information between and all along the FSC.
Relevant Spheres
Policy: The law is setting more and more exigent regulations and standards to follow to guarantee
traceability of agro-food products (OFAG, USP). For example, imported products need to have a
‘phyto passport’ for the purpose of protecting Switzerland and other countries from invasive pests.
as such examples, traceability is a matter of policies in its role to protect the population and the
environment in the country from diseases and pests against which the local populations are
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naturally unarmed (OFAG, 2012). This attribute was thus placed at the interface policy-economy
because the regulations edited for security are astringent on the market actions.
Public: the questions of traceability of the origin of products is finding more and more interest in the
public domain recently. It is not so much a question of security but concerns more trust and ethic
as consumers (or some of them) want to know what they are eating and where it is coming from.
The recent scandals about horse meat in Lasagna in France also found an echo on the public
space in Switzerland (24heures). This is also related to the demand for products with Declaration
of Origin certifications. The main guarantee that these certification schemes offer is specifically
based on the traceability of the product and the affirmation that it is not mixed with the same
product from another region or country.
Market sphere: the demands of the public for more traceability come from the recent abuse in the
market sphere when products are substituted for others and the labeling or content indications are
thus lying to the consumer. Actors in the market are thus responding to the demand of consumers
and regulations by promising to improve traceability. For example, a big Swiss companies active in
the agro-food sector, Nestlé, writes in its corporate sustainability report: “the Responsible Sourcing
Traceability Programme which promotes transparency in our extended supply chains back to the
farm or feedstock, implementing our commitments on no-deforestation, responsible use of water,
sustainable ﬁsheries and animal welfare, and addressing other speciﬁc environmental aspects”
Relevant dimensions
The relevance of the attribute traceability of origin is present in every dimension but mostly in the
health and ethic dimensions. The health is concerned as far as the traceability of products was
thought as a way to protect public health; it is thus a concern of public security. It is also linked to
the environmental dimension in this way as it protects the local species against invasive species.
Traceability is actually a way to improve and get information also on the social and environmental
performance of the food production. As the Federal office for Environment (BAFU) relates in a
report (2012), manufacturers use traceability to know producers and guarantee environmentallyfriendly and socially acceptable production (citation originally in French). The recent scandals on
meat substitution translate more a trust issue and reinforced the feeling of consumers of being
cheated upon and the lack of ethic from the manufacturers-retailers.
It has become as well relevant in the economic dimension, as some brands give value to the origin
of product with PDO schemes and diverse promotions of the ‘terroir’.
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Difference local-global chains
From the interviews, it appears that actors perceive traceability as being more easily achieved in
local chains as they are mostly shorter and the risk of losing information about provenance is
smaller. It is thought of as a main challenge in global chains. However, the traceability techniques
are in reality often older or more archaic than in mainstream chains. Regulations restrict what has
to be announced on labels for mainstream agro-food chains but in a local chain with sales on a
local market for example, this information is transmitted by the producer himself and via the regular
communication between producers and consumers (Porcher, 2011).
Discourse coalitions, dilemmas and contradictions
The discourse surrounding the level of traceability is mostly exempt of dilemmas or coalitions as
more traceability is actually profitable to everyone in the chain, or should be and nobody is actually
taking position against it.
Interaction with other attributes
The other attribute that is close to this notion of information transfer in the FSC is the attribute
Transparency of the Food Supply chain, renamed simply Transparency. These two attributes might
be confused one for the other but are still different. Traceability is really only about the ability of the
actors to know and trace back the way that the product followed. So it is very specific and
sometimes technical information about where the inputs were cultivated, transported, stored and
transformed and about how it was processed. Transparency is more about the publication and
transmission to all actors in the chain of information relating to price mechanisms and governance.
Relevant food sectors and commodities
Traceability can be an issue for all sectors as soon as there are more than one step in the supply
chain. All sectors are also concerned with potential health risks where traceability is necessary for
security and tracing back the cause of ‘contamination’. The issue becomes however more
important and difficult the more the food is processed and mixed with lots of ingredients. the
performance regarding traceability in the FSC will thus probably be more influenced by the degree
of processing and the regulations in place, rather than the local and global dimensions.
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3.4.19 Animal Well-being
Definition
The well-being of farm animals can be compromised through various bad practices at the farm,
during transportation or at the slaughterhouse. These include, amongst others, a lack of running
possibilities, lack of litter, too high animal density, bad conditions in the stable (e.g. no light, noisy,
non-hygienic) non-adapted animal feed (e.g. too high ratio of concentrated feed), long transports to
the slaughter and other stress-inducing factors.
Priority
The animal well-being is rated 10/29. Switzerland generally has slightly more pushed regulations
than the EU concerning species-appropriate conditions of farm animals. However, statistics state
that 50% of the Swiss farm animals have no regular pasture access and 60% are held in nonadequate conditions (Schweizer Tierschutz STS, 2013).
Relevant Spheres
Public sphere: Representative surveys show that 80% of the Swiss people demand an improved
labelling concerning the species-appropriate conditions of the meat products they purchase (in
particular concerning the imports). Moreover, numerous animal-rights groups are active over social
networks and are regularly present in the media. In general, there is a growing consciousness
about the significance of the protection of animal farms (Schweizer Tierschutz STS, 2013b).
The policy sphere is also responsible on editing norms and controlling farms on their practices
concerning this issue.
Relevant dimensions
The protection of the well-being of animals is foremost an ethical issue.
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Difference local-global chains
As global food chains rather operate on the economy of scale (favouring an intensification of
agriculture), the size of farms supplying global chains tend to be bigger than farms supplying local
chains. However, it is likely that the well-being of animals in intensified production systems is at
risk. For example, a bigger herd size hampers the run out possibilities or regular pasture access of
the cattle. Overall, the high pressure of intensified production systems is often associated with an
increased risk of diseases (and increased use of antibiotics). Regarding dairy cows, it can
generally be observed that the life-span of the cattle in intensive production systems is inferior to
the one in organic production systems (Bennedsgaard et al., 2003).
Discourse coalitions, dilemmas and contradictions, alternative framings
Organic farming underlies stronger animal-wellbeing requirements than conventional farming and
represents thus an efficient tool to increase well-being of farm animals. However, not all organic
certification schemes contain well-developed species-appropriate requirements and thus there’s
still some improvement potential.
Interaction with other attributes
Animal well-being (which includes amongst others animal-appropriated feeding and sufficient
movement possibilities) is in many cases directly linked to the quality of the meat and dairy product.
For example, the amount of roughage and longer grazing periods in the diet of dairy cows
correlates with a better well-being of the cattle as well with a higher concentration of nutritionally
desirable fatty acids and antioxidants (Woese et al., 1997; Butler et al., 2008).
Relevant food sectors and commodities
All livestock sectors.
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3.4.20 Summary table
Table 4: summary table of all attributes
Attribute

Value creation

Economic resilience

Rural Development

Level of relevance

Chain level

individual to country level

individual to regional

Priority

Ranked 3/30 by the experts
interviewed and very regularly
stated as main challenge

Important for long-term
performance, not first
priority for actors

Important for long-term
performance, not first priority
for actors

Market: capacity to survive
on the long term
Public and policy spheres:
consequences for local jobs,
attractivity and development

Market: trade-off between job
creation and benefits
Public: influence of global
labour costs on local
development

Concerning FSC, resilience
is the most important in the
economic dimension

At the intersection between
social and economic dimensions

Differences between the
four spheres (public,
scientific, market and
policy)

market spheres: first goal and
survival mean
scientific and public sphere:
questions of how to create this
value

Differences between the
five dimensions
(economic, social,
environmental, health
and ethical)

Of highest importance
for economic dimension

Differences between
local and global supply
chains

Prices to consumer are often
considered higher with local
products (premium) and higher
margins for actors

Discourse coalitions /
alternative framings

coalition exists for a fair price:
correct for the consumer and
sufficient for the producer.

Dilemmas and
contradictions

Different strategies apply: create
value with a high price to
consumers because of a quality
premium or reducing production
costs and promote the product to
consumer with cheaper price.

Evidence of interactions
with other attributes
and the significance of
this
Differences between the
food sectors /
commodities examined
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Local chains perceived as
more resilient by some
actors but offer less
flexibility, so their actual
resilience still remains to be
analyzed
Resilience also still needs
more definition and
framework for analysis in
case studies

Local chains are usually
associated with positive impacts
on rural development, but global
chains can also contribute
substantially.

Intimately linked to Added value
distribution

Social capital contributes to
resilience, resilience
contributes to rural
development. Added value
is necessary for resilience.

Value creation and distribution,
as well as economic resilience
all contribute to rural
development. In the long term,
rural development can induce
changes in Land use.

All. Sensible matter in milk sector.

Important for all sectors

Important for all sectors
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Attribute
Level of relevance

Priority

Value Distribution

Social Capital

Individual, local communities
individual to chain level
and national.
Really important for the
producers. Ranked 7/30 by the
experts interviewed.

Important to represent
‘human side’ of FSC

Working conditions

Social externalities

mostly individual

Individual, regional,
national and
international

not a high priority in
Switzerland

Ranked 5/30 by the
interviewed experts

Differences
between the four
spheres (public,
scientific, market
and policy)

Central issue for the market
Especially important
sector.
for actors working in
Becomes important in the public the FSC (public and
sphere.
market)

Very sensitive in the
public-policy spheres in
interaction with market
sphere

Rising importance in the
four spheres

Differences
between the five
dimensions
(economic, social,
environmental,
health and ethical)

Social and economic dimension
impacted

Most important for
social sustainability
dimension

Classical ‘indicator’ of
social dimension

Relevant dimensions:
social and ethical

In global supply chains,
different steps of the food chain
may be translocated to countries
Most relevant at the
with the lowest socio-economic Local chains might be
production stage in
Differences
Switzerland, as farmers
between local and and environmental regulations to more able to foster
minimze production costs.
cohesion and respect tend to have hard working
global supply
Hypothesis: Elimination of the
between actors
conditions, be it local or
chains
‘middleman’ enables farmers to
not.
receive a greater share of the
profits.
Discourse
coalitions /
alternative
framings

Fair trade forms an alternative to
global chains (which often
feature an unbalanced margin
distribution).

Dilemmas and
contradictions

1.Powerful food chain actors can
exploit other actors in the food
chain and thus lead to unfair
margin distributions in the food
chain. 2. There is a trade-off
between the production of cheap
food and a fairness in the food
chain system.

Evidence of
interactions with
Social equity, food price, maybe
other attributes
food quality
and the
significance of this
Differences
between the food
sectors /
commodities
examined
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Of more importance in
global chains

Fair Trade

Social capital has
positive influence on all
Influence by value creation
other social attributes.
Social externalities are
and distribution. Can be
Social capital is starting
often linked to
confused with social
to be considered
environmental pollution
externalities
important as well for
economic resilience.
Important for all sectors but Sectors with highest
more for those inducing importance: Meat sector,
hard work round the clock, vegetable and fruit sector
like with animals.
(part-time workers)
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Attribute

Land Use

Eco-Efficiency

Level of relevance

Countries and communities

All stages of the food
value chain

Local to global level

International

Priority

Important. Ranked 2nd in the interviews
and related questions very often
mentioned

Did not enter the
ranking process.

This attribute is ranked
18/29

Very high priority, but did
not enter the ranking
process of experts

Differences
between the four
spheres (public,
scientific, market
and policy)

Real influence on the market sphere in
link with productivity
Big policy implication

Relevant spheres:
market, scientific

All spheres are relevant

All spheres concerned

Differences
between the five
dimensions
(economic, social,
environmental,
health and ethical)

Major in environmental dimension
(main driver of environmentallyfriendly agricultural policies)
Important in social and ethical
dimensions

Links the
environmental and
economic dimension.

Health and environment
are the most relevant
dimensions

All dimensions affected

Differences
between local and
global supply
chains

Discourse
coalitions /
alternative
framings
Dilemmas and
contradictions

Evidence of
interactions with
other attributes
and the
significance of this

Differences
between the food
sectors /
commodities
examined

Environmental Pollution Climate change potential

The degree of
environmental pollution is
rather dependent on the
A big topic for local supply chains, as a
production system than on
problem (limited land) or a promotion Complex, probably no
the degree of localness.
potential (more respectful or ecological
general trend
However, we suppose that
land management)
discernible.
there is a tendency that
It is not a main issue in global FSC
local value chains rely
more often on organic
farming them global ones.
Win-win situation for
Strict land use regulation (prohibition of
both the environment
building, extensive agriculture highly
and the economic
subsidized).
performance

A global supply chain
certainly generates more
“food miles”, the whole
climate footprint however
depends on other factors
too

Organic farming

Building instead of farming is a solution
to accommodate people, especially in a
high density area where food production
is very expensive
Generally, an ecoefficient production
reduces the
Link to the soil preservation, production
environmental
factor efficiency and other resource
pollution and has a
uses.
positive influence on
the value creation and
economic resilience
It is especially an issue in the milk/meat
production sectors where arable land use
to feed animals is questionable. The
degree of intensity of this sector is also
source of a big debate
The issue relates more to
monocroping/culture rotation in the case
of cereals (and vegetables)
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All relevant.

Environmental pollution
directly affects human
health (part of social
externalities)

All relevant

Affects: biodiversity loss,
value creation and
economic resilience.
Affected by: ecoefficiency

The livestock sector
features the biggest impact
potential on climate,
representing 14.5 percent
of all human-induced
emissions
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Attribute

Biodiversity

Soil preservation

Food Quality

Food Safety

Level of relevance

Local to global
ecosystems

Local to global
relevance

Individual to societal level

Individual to societal level

Priority

Very high priority
in media. Ranked
6/30 by the experts
interviewed.

The attribute was
ranked 8/29, which
highlights the
importance of soil
quality as the crucial
basis of the whole
food value chain

The attribute food quality
was ranked very high,
namely 4/29, which attests
the strong commitment of
all food chain participants
to produce high quality
food

The “Food safety” attribute is
ranked 14/29.

Differences
between the four
spheres (public,
scientific, market
and policy)

Relevant spheres:
scientific, market,
policy

Relevant spheres:

Relevant spheres: scientific,
public and policy

Relevant spheres: market,
public and policy

Differences
between the five
dimensions
(economic, social,
environmental,
health and ethical)

Relevant
dimensions: ethical,
environmental and
economic

Relevant dimensions:
environment, social
and economic

Relevant dimensions:
scientific, public, policy

Relevant dimensions:
economic, public, policy

Local food supply
chains are often
associated with the
support of ‘mixed’
and organic farming
and therefore are
considered more
sustainable

The production
system (organic vs.
conventional) has the
biggest influence on
the soil quality and
preservation.
However, local food
value chains are often
associated with
organic production.

There are indications
(shorter transport distance,
seasonality, growth of
traditional/locally adapted
crop/vegetable varieties
etc.) that let us suppose that
local food value chains
rather produce high quality
food than global food
chains

No general conclusions can be
drawn about the food safety of
products descending from
global vs. local chains.
However, due through longer
food chains with more
intermediaries (and potentially
less transparency) and longer
transportation phases, the risk
of food contamination in
global food chains may be
higher.

Organic farming

Soil, air, water and
wild life preservation
are to be led together.

Organic farming

Organic farming

Differences
between local and
global supply
chains

Discourse
coalitions /
alternative
framings

Dilemmas and
contradictions

Evidence of
interactions with
other attributes
and the
significance of this

Differences
between the food
sectors /
commodities
examined
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-land sharing vs.
land sparing debate,
-loss of traditional
breeds and tradeoffs in highly bred
varieties
Positive interaction
with air quality, soil
preservation, water
protection, food
quality and
economic resilience
Negatively affected
by land use, climate
change

All relevant

cheap low-quality food vs.
expensive high-quality food
trade-off between yield and
nutritional content
Positively influenced
by soil biodiversity
Positively affects wild
life biodiversity,
climate change
(sequestration
potential) and
economic resilience

All relevant

Affected by: Soil quality,
agro-biodiversity, animal
well-being
Affects: Social externality
(public health)

Affected by: high transparency
and traceability
Affects: social externality
(public health), economic
resilience

All relevant
All relevant
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Attribute

Transparency

Food Wastage

Traceability of Origin

Animal Wellbeing

Level of relevance

Consumers to
communities to
national level

All stages of the food value
chain are relevant

(Multi)national companies countries

Agricultural
production stage is
the most relevant.

Priority

In the top 10
ranking

Of high importance
according to the
media. Ranked 17/30 by
the experts interviewed.

Very important. Ranked no 1

The animal wellbeing attribute is
rated 10/29.

Differences between
the four spheres
(public, scientific,
market and policy)

Very important to
consumers and in
the public sphere.
Duty of the
market sphere

All spheres are relevant

Regulated by policy sphere,
Responsibility of the market
sphere. Important matter in
public sphere

Relevant spheres:
public,
environmental

Differences between
the five dimensions
(economic, social,
environmental, health
and ethical)

Mostly ethical
dimension as it is
an indication of
honesty and
openness

Relevant dimensions:
environment, social
economic, ethical

Linked to each of the 5
dimensions. It takes an
emotional (scandal)
dimension regarding health,
ethic and social dimensions

Foremost an ethical
issue.

Differences between
local and global
supply chains

Transparency is
facilitated in local
chains, made
possible by labels
in global chains,
but the same
amount of
information is
often not
available.

Generally, global food
chains tend to have a higher
risk for food wastage, due
to longer transportation
distances and longer supply
chains (e.g. higher risk of
inaccurate order forecasting
and management of stocks,
spoilage or contamination,
lack of temperature control,
deterioration of products
and packaging).

Obviously easier in Local
Chains
Many quote it as the most
important problem for Global
chains

Global supply
chains rather
operate on the
economy of scale
(intensification of
agriculture).
However it is likely
that the well-being
of animals in
intensified
production systems
is compromised.

Products with labels of origin
(PDO, AOC…) put forward
their guaranteed traceability
to differentiate their product
in contrast with anonym,
mixed products.

Organic farming

Discourse coalitions /
alternative framings

Dilemmas and
contradictions

Evidence of
interactions with
other attributes and
the significance of this

Differences between
the food sectors /
commodities
examined
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Too much
information for
consumers can
also make their
choice harder and
time consuming

High demand of society for
cheap food. But the cheaper
the food is, the easier it is
wasted.

No real dilemma, each
stakeholder may consider a
high level of information as
profitable

see traceability

Affects: eco-efficiency,
climate change potential,
biodiversity, environmental
pollution, soil preservation
and land use.

Might be confused with
‘transparency’ and both are
linked. It is also associated
with taste and food quality,
especially in the case of
labelled products.

Can be an issue in
all sectors.

The environmental impact
of a wasted food product
depends on its resource
consumption during
production (which makes
animal products especially
relevant) as well as “the
food mile”

Big issue especially in the
meat and animal products
chains. The more the food is
processed and mixed the
more it becomes an issue for
health risks and components’
origin.

Influences food
quality

Only relevant in the
livestock and dairy
sector.
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4 Conclusion
This exercise of scoping and framing of the Swiss context was challenging and required that we go
beyond our knowledge of the agro-food system in the country and integrate other points of views
and discourses from other spheres than the scientific one in which we evolve every day. Literature
review was only a start and we think that interviews were the richest part concerning the context
explanation, identification of dilemmas and contradictions and especially to understand what are
the most important attributes. Some interviews were contradictory in some dimensions or some
actors didn’t find relevant to rank attributes, but after a dozen of them, a trend can still be seen. By
doing even more interviews, probably that a broader consensus could be elaborated but much
more time would have been needed. As written before, the ability of a chain to create, maintain and
promote value is the most important performance it should achieve. No actor contradicted this
even in the later interviews we did for WP3. Challenges come in the communication of the price to
consumers and sometimes farmers and in finding new strategies to increase the value. This is a
factor that then influences the performance of the chain in almost all the other attributes, directly or
indirectly.
Except from this consensus on economic value, the perception of chains’ performance and
sustainability contains divide in discourses with one more perceptible in literature and the other
discourse more present in interviews as in literature. These discourses could have been articulated
in many ways and we don’t pretend to be exhaustive. On one side, some actors especially in the
politico-scientific sphere consider performance as oriented towards biodiversity conservation, low
climate change impact, and soil preservation as expressed by extensive land use. Policies try to
give orientations to the agricultural sector by the way of direct payments directives. On the other
side, actors mainly from the market sphere, give more importance to eco-efficiency, including in a
large sense optimal transport ways which also reduces climate change impacts, but if it makes
more sense resource wise to purchase food or feed products abroad, then that should be the
strategy, instead of compromising productivity. They also include limitation of food wastage in this
efficiency and global food security is often an argument for seeking eco-efficiency in production, in
a global manner rather than by focusing on the ecological conservation locally. Luckily, these two
trends are not always opposing and most actors are willing to reach a high performance in both
‘frames’. The dimension in which the points of views are the most divergent is thus the
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environmental dimension with the attributes mentioned above. The consensus on performance in
the health, economic and ethical dimensions is unanimous and very similar in the social dimension.
Early interviews were also of a great help to better understand the idea behind attributes and one
of the most important aspect was to grasp which are actually corresponding to indications of
performance of a food chain or which attributes were actually describing other things. At the
beginning, we had preliminary attributes like ‘organic’ or ‘subsidies’, which are actually properties
or characteristics of a product or of the entire agro-food political system of the country and do not
show the performance of a food value chain. The same could be said with for example of ‘obesity’
which is more a sign of a system failure in the public health domain rather than the responsibility of
one particular food chain. Thus public health and obesity issues can be reduced to the food and
nutrient quality that the particular food chain can provide to the public, by measuring and
comparing for example fat, salt and sugar contents between products within a sector. The
particularity of the Swiss system to heavily support farmers is still giving us doubts about how this
should be included in the performance assessment. This is not a property of a food chain in
particular, but it is an overall factor influencing the performance of food chains in many of the
attributes we have (added value distribution, working conditions, economic resilience, land use,
biodiversity, animal well-being, etc). Other socio-political factors can as well influence performance
and they will have to be integrated into the analysis (WP3). There are furthermore some other
issues about our attributes that are still open:
-

We could have added technological performance

-

Traceability and transparency could be just one attribute

-

We wrote resilience in clear in the economic dimension (economic resilience), but we could
also have it in the social and environmental dimensions. However, social capital is similar
than social resilience, but easier to grasp. Environmental resilience is covered by a
combination of the environmental attributes. Economic resilience remains difficult to
understand as a terminology for actors.

-

Animal well-being is synonymous to animal welfare

-

Land use is very context dependent to Switzerland and we are still not sure if this is the
right terminology and if this is really an attribute for food chains. Land use might be actually
the result of a combination of factors, including food production management strategies. It
was however ranked really high by actors so we chose to keep it.
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5 Appendices

5.1 List of References
This list counts all the references used for the analysis of the Swiss context (chapter 3.1 and 3.2) and also additional references used to
elaborate the thick description of attributes. The first ones are accompanied with a description. The second ones (from worldwide authors,
but mostly Europe) are written in grey.

5.1.1 Scientific / academic sources
No

Source

Description

Aerni, P. (2011). Do Political Attitudes Affect Consumer Choice? Evidence from a Large-Scale Field Study with Genetically
Modified Bread in Switzerland. Sustainability, 3, 1555–1572. doi:10.3390/su3091555
Aerni, P., Scholderer, J., & Ermen, D. (2011). How would Swiss consumers decide if they had freedom of choice ? Evidence from a
field study with organic, conventional and GM corn bread. Food Policy, 36(6), 830–838. doi:10.1016/j.foodpol.2011.08.002
Blanco, Humberto & Lal, Rattan (2010). "Soil and water conservation". Principles of Soil Conservation and Management. Springer.
p. 2. ISBN 978-90-481-8529-0
Barth, L., Lanz, S., & Hofer, C. (2011). Promotion de la production animale basée sur les herbages dans la Politique agricole 2014
– 2017. Recherche Agronomique Suisse, 2(1), 20–25.
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Bennedsgaard, T.W., Thamsborg, S.M., Vaarst, M., Enevoldsen, C. (2003) Eleven years of organic production in Denmark: herd
health and production related to time of conversion and compared to conventional production.Livest. Prod. Sci. 80, 121–
131.
Bengtsson, J., J. Ahnström, Weibull, A.C. (2005) The effects of organic agriculture on biodiversity and abundance: A meta-analysis.
Journal of Applied Ecology 42, 261–269.
1

Binder, C. R., Schmid, A., & Steinberger, J. K. (2012). Sustainability solution space of the Swiss milk value added chain. Ecological
Economics, 83, 210–220. Elsevier B.V. Retrieved from http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ecolecon.2012.06.022

Presents a set of 8 ecological and 9 socioeconomic indicators elaborated in an
interacting frame and targeted for
application.

Butler, G., Jacob, Nielsen, H., Slots, T., Seal, C., Mick, D., Sanderson, R., Leifert C. (2008) Fatty acid and fat soluble antioxidant
concentrations in milk from high and low input conventional and organic systems; seasonal variation. Journal of the
Science of Food and Agriculture 88, 1431 – 1441.
Davis, D., Epp, M., Riordan, H. (2004) Changes in USDA Food Composition Data for 43 Garden Crops, 1950 to 1999. Journal of
the American College of Nutrition 23, 6.
2

Edwards-Jones, G. (2010). Does eating local food reduce the environmental impact of food production and enhance consumer
health?
The
Proceedings
of
the
Nutrition
Society,
69(4),
582–91.
Retrieved
from
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/20696093

From a UK author, this review examines the
evidence base supporting claims about
the environmental and health benefits of
local food. The results do not offer any
support for claims that local food is
universally superior to non-local food in
terms of its impact on the climate or the
health of consumers. It examines
examples from Switzerland.

3

Edwards-Jones, G., Milà i Canals, L., Hounsome, N., Truninger, M., Koerber, G., Hounsome, B., Cross, P., et al. (2008). Testing
the assertion that “local food is best”: the challenges of an evidence-based approach. Trends in Food Science &
Technology, 19(5), 265–274. Retrieved from http://linkinghub.elsevier.com/retrieve/pii/S0924224408000034

Similar to the previous and from the same author,
it addresses examples in Switzerland,
including apples and several arable crops
food chains, exploring their impacts on
the environment.
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El Benni, N., Lehmann, B., 2010. Swiss agricultural policy reform: landscape changes in consequence of national agricultural policy
and international competition pressure. In: Primdahl, J., Swaffield, S. (Eds.), Globalisation and Agricultural Landscapes –
Change Patterns and Policy trends in Developed Countries. Cam- bridge University Press, Cambridge, pp. 73–94.

book
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Engels, S. V., Hansmann, R., & Scholz, R. W. (2010). Toward a Sustainability Label for Food Products : An Analysis of Experts ’
and Consumers ' Acceptance. Ecology of Food and Nutrition, 49(1), 30–60.

This swiss study proposes a new sustainability
assessment of food products by
extending LCA and with the purpose to
create a standardized sustainability label
(attributing a score) based on the swiss
market.

English, M., Castellucci, M., & Mynors, D. J. (2006). Eco-efficiency of the cold roll formed product supply chain. Journal of Materials
Processing Technology, 177(1), 626–629.
Ericksen, P. J. (2007). Conceptualizing food systems for global environmental change research. Global Environmental Change,
18(1), 234–245. doi:10.1016/j.gloenvcha.2007.09.002

FAO (2006) Livestock’s long shadow, environmental issues and options. Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations,
Rome.http://www.fao.org/docrep/010/a0701e/a0701e00.HTM
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(2013)
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climate
change
through
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FiBL (2013) Food quality and safety. Research Institute of Organic Agriculture. http://www.fibl.org/en/switzerland/research/foodquality-and-safety/food-quality-research.html#c8195
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Manley, W.J., Wolfe, M.S., Macdonald, D.W. and Firbank, L.G. (2005) Benefits of organic farming to biodiversity vary
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Girod, B., & Haan, P. De. (2010). More or Better ? A Model for Changes in Household Greenhouse Gas Emissions due to Higher
Income. Journal of Industrial Ecology, 14(1).

This author proposes a model to calculate
emissions from swiss households’
consumption related to functional units
rather than expenditure. It highlights the
potential of decoupling income and
environmental impact by insuring that
goods of higher quality do not have a
higher environmental impact.

7

Glasenapp, M. von, & Thornton, T. (2011). Traditional ecological knowledge of Swiss alpine farmers and their resilience to
socioecological
change.
Human
Ecology,
39,
769–781.
Retrieved
May
8,
2013,
from
http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10745-011-9427-6

This article explores the importance of traditional
ecological knowledge in the swiss alps
for adaptive capacity, especially towards
local and global conditions and
pressures.

8

Hampl, N., & Loock, M. (2013). Sustainable Development in Retailing: What is the Impact on Store Choice? Business strategy and
the Environment, 22, 202–216.

The authors examine the influence of corporate
sustainability marketing on consumers’
choices for a retailer in Switzerland,
Germany and Austria.

9

Hofstetter, P., Frey, H., Petermann, R., Gut, W., Herzog, L., & Kunz, P. (2011). Garde à l’étable vs garde au pâturage –
alimentation , performances et efficience. Recherche Agronomique Suisse, 2(9), 402–411.

This paper presents the results of an experiment
comparing two ways of feeding cows,
one including much more imported feed
in concentrated form. The economic and
environmental impacts are compared.

Hole, D.G., Perkins, A.J., Wilson, J.D, Alexander, I.H., Grice, P.V. and Evans, A. D. (2005) Does organic farming benefit
biodiversity? Biological Conservation 122, 113–130.
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Jan, P., Dux, D., Lips, M., Alig, M., & Dumondel, M. (2012). On the link between economic and environmental performance of
Swiss dairy farms of the alpine area. The International Journal of Life Cycle Assessment, 17(6), 706–719. Retrieved from
http://www.springerlink.com/index/10.1007/s11367-012-0405-z

This study explores the correlation between
economic
and
environmental
performance of 56 swiss dairy farms and
concludes that there is no trade-off
between economic and environmental
performances.

11

Jungbluth, N., Büsser, S., Frischknecht, R., Flury, K., & Stucki, M. (2012). Feasibility of environmental product information based on
life cycle thinking and recommendations for Switzerland. Journal of Cleaner Production, 28, 187–197. Elsevier Ltd.
Retrieved from http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jclepro.2011.07.016

The team of authors are a central source in
Switzerland regarding LCA and related
methods and they conducted many LCA
calculations through the start-up “Esuservices GmbH. This article adresses
how to provide consumers with
information on products’ environmental
impacts to influence their purchase
decisions.

12

Jungbluth, N., & Esu-services GmbH. (2010). Ecobilan de la production et de la consommation de denrées alimentaires : marge de
manœuvre des acteurs.

Another publication from the previous authors

Keating, B. A., Carberry, P. S., Bindraban, P. S., Asseng, S., Meinke, H. Dixon, J. (2010) Eco-efficient Agriculture: Concepts,
Challenges, and Opportunities. Crop Science 50, 1: 109-119.
Keding, GB, Schneider, K, Jordan, I (2013) Production and processing of foods as core aspects of nutrition-sensitive agriculture
and sustainable diets. Food security, 5 (6), 825-846.
13

Mack, G., Zimmermann, A., & Moriz, C. (2009). Wie nachhaltig ist der Kraftfuttereinsatz in der Milchviehhaltung ? Yearbook of
Socio-economics in Agriculture, 177–204.

This report from the federal agronomic research
station analyses the effects of importation
taxes levied on cow feed on the
quantities of imported feed used and
enounces that a decrease of the tax has
bad consequences on the environment.

Mäder, P., Fließbach, A., Dubios, D., Gunst, L., Fried, P., Niggli, U. (2002) Soil fertility and biodiversity in organic farming. Science
296, 1694–1697.
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Maxime, D., Marcotte, M., Arcand, Y. (2006) Development of eco-efficiency indicators for the Canadian food and beverage
industry. Journal of Cleaner Production 14 (6–7), 636–648.
NABU (2004) Vögel der Agrarlandschaft - Bestand, Gefährdung, Schutz. (in German) Naturschutzbund Deutschland e.V., Berlin, p
44.
14

Nemecek, T., & Gaillard, G. (eds.) (2008). Proceedings of the 6th International Conference on LCA in the Agri-Food Sector –
Towards a sustainable management of the Food chain. November 12–14, 2008. Zurich, Switzerland: Agroscope
Reckenholz-Tänikon Research Station ART.

Summaries of the conference of LCA in the agrifood sector. It includes many sources
related to environmental assessments in
the swiss or international agri-food
sector.

15

Nemecek, Thomas, & Erzinger, S. (2005). ecoinvent : Materials and Agriculture Modelling Representative Life Cycle Inventories for
Swiss Arable Crops. International Journal of LCA, 10(1), 1–9.

Another publication related to the calculation of
environmental impacts of swiss crops.

16

Nemecek, Thomas, & Richthofen, J. Von. (2008). Environmental impacts of introducing grain legumes into European crop
rotations.
European
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of
Agronomy,
28,
380–393.
Retrieved
from
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1161030107001104

As the production of proteins for animal feeding is
in deficit in Europe, a lot is imported from
over sea. This very pertinent article
explores the environmental impacts that
would result from producing more
proteins through grain legumes in Europe
to replace these imports and explores the
case of a particular region in Switerland.
It appears that the introduction of grain
legumes would have a positive impact on
the environment, in addition to reduce
imports.

Nemecek, T., Huguenin-elie, O., Dubois, D., Gaillard, G., Schaller, B., & Chervet, A. (2011). Life cycle assessment of Swiss
farming systems : II. Extensive and intensive production. Agricultural Systems, 104(3), 233–245.
doi:10.1016/j.agsy.2010.07.007
Neumann, H., Loges, R., Taube, F. (2007) Fördert der ökologische Landbau die Vielfalt und Häufigkeit von Brutvögeln auf
Ackerflächen? (in German) Berichte über Landwirtschaft 85, 272-299.
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Niggli, U., Fließbach, A., Stolze, M., Sanders, J., Schader, C., Wyss, G., Balmer, O., Pfiffner, L., Wyss, E. (2008). Gesellschaftliche
Leistungen der biologischen Landwirtschaft . Frick: Forschungsinstitut für Biologischen Landbau, FiBL.
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Landwirtschaft zur Umsetzung der Wasserrahmenrichtline, vol. 307. Braunschweig: Bundesforschungsanstalt für
Landwirtschaft.
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Paus, M., & Réviron, S. (2010). Mesure de l’impact territorial d’initiatives agroalimentaires. Enseignement de deux cas suisses.
Économie Rurale, 315(315), 28–45. Retrieved from http://economierurale.revues.org/2546

This study explores the way to measure the
impacts of new agro-food business with
regional incentives on the environmental,
social and economical dimensions.

18

Peacock, N., Camillis, C., Pennington, D., Aichinger, H., Parenti, A., Rennaud, J.-P., Raggi, A., et al. (2011). Towards a
harmonised framework methodology for the environmental assessment of food and drink products. The International
Journal of Life Cycle Assessment, 16(3), 189–197. Retrieved from http://link.springer.com/10.1007/s11367-011-0250-5

Joint EU and mutli-stakeholders research on a
methodology
framework
for
the
calculation of environmental impacts and
their diffusion to consumers.

Pelletier,N., Audsley, E., Brodt, S., Garnett,T., Henriksson, P., Kendall, A., Klaas Jan Kramer,K., Murphy, D., Nemecek, T. and
Troell, M. (2011) Energy Intensity of Agriculture and Food Systems. The Annual Review of Environment and Resources
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Frick: Forschungsinstitut für Biologische Landwirtschaft, FiBL.
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This article presents the environmental impacts of
food chains on the point of view of
retailers and compare many European
retailing companies, including the two
major swiss distributors. It mainly
explores what are the incentives for
retailer to innovate towards sustainability
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or not.
Shepherd, M., Pearce, B., Cormack, B., Philipps, L., Cuttle, S., Bhogal, A., Costigan, P., Unwin, R. (2003) An assessment of the
environmental impacts of organic farming . London: DEFRA, ADAS, Elm Farm, IGER.
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Synergisms between Compost and Biochar for Sustainable Soil Amelioration 42(2), 2345-2347.
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Sutter, M., Nemecek, T., & Thomet, P. (2013). Vergleich der Ökobilanzen von stall- und weidebasierter Milchproduktion.
Agrarforschung Schweiz, 4(5), 230–237.

Related to the same experiment as in article No 9,
this article elaborates further on the
comparison of environmental impacts of
different cow breeding systems.
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5.1.2 Policy documents, NGO reports, other policy sources

No

Source

Sphere

Comment

Agrarpolitik 2014-2017 . Bundesamt für Landwirtschaft, BLW.
http://www.blw.admin.ch/themen/00005/00044/01178/index.html?lang=de
Agrofutura (2011) Sojaimporte Schweiz: Möglichkeiten und Grenzen der Reduktion/Vermeidung von Sojaimporten in die
Schweiz.
http://www.greenpeace.org/switzerland/Global/switzerland/publications/Greenpeace/2011/Greenpeace_Sojaberi
cht.pdf
Agroscope (2013) Verbesserung der Nährstoffeffizienz
http://www.agroscope.admin.ch/gewaesserschutz-stoffhaushalt/00755/index.html?lang=de
BLW. Rapport Agricole 2005. Berne, Office fédéral de l’Agriculture. Bundesamt für Landwirtschaft, BLW
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European Commission (2013) Short Food Supply Chains and Local Food Systems in the EU. A State of Play of their
Socio-Economic Characteristics. Authors: Moya Kneafsey, Laura Venn, Ulrich Schmutz, Bálint Balázs, Liz
Trenchard, Trish Eyden-Wood, Elizabeth Bos, Gemma Sutton, Matthew Blackett. JRC scientific and policy
reports.
FAO (2014) Principles of Sustainable Food Value Chain Development (SFVCD) Practicioner handbook series, volume 1.
Federation Romande des Consommateurs. (2012). 1,3 milliard de tonnes, et moi, et moi, et moi !. Mieux choisir No 48

policy

Information
from
the
consummers’
federation
regarding
food
waste

policy

Information
from
the
consummers’
federation
regarding palm oil
imports and health
effects

Public/ market

Recommendations from the
NGO Greenpeace
about the swiss
milk production

http://www.frc.ch/magazines/no-48-mai-2012/

21

Federation Romande des Consommateurs. (2012). Une goutte d’huile de palme durable. Mieux choisir No 53
http://www.frc.ch/magazines/no-53-novembre-2012/#readMore

22

Greenpeace Suisse. (2008). Production laitière écologique en Suisse. Pertinence et faisabilité (pp. 1–5).

23

http://www.uniterre.ch/index.php/fr/dossiers

24

OECD (2012) OECD FOOD CHAIN ANALYSIS NETWORK: SUMMARY OF INAUGURAL MEETING AND WORK PLAN
PROPOSALS http://www.oecd.org/site/agrfcn/50053781.pdf
Office Fédéral de l’Agriculture. (2010). Agriculture et filière alimentaire 2025. Document de discussion élaboré par l’Office
fédéral de l'Agriculture en vue d'une orientation stratégique de la politique agricole.
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Website

policy

from
farmers’
union
for
sustainable
agriculture

Document for discussion of
the future swiss

90

agriculture policy
25

Office Fédéral de l’Agriculture. (2012). Rapport Agricole 2012. Berne, Switzerland.

Policy

Current agriculture situation

26

Office Fédéral de L’Environnement. (2006). Consommation respectueuse de l’environnement.

Policy/ market

Policy

propositions
sustainable
consumption

27

Office Fédéral de L’Environnement. Objectif Transparence. Environnement 1/2012, 1–64.

Policy

Public

information
on
market
transparency and
sustainability
assessments

28

Schmidheiny, S. (1992). Changing course: A global business perspective on development and the environment
(WBCSD).

Policy

Position

of the farmers’
union concerning
the “swissness”.

Policy

Position

of the Swiss
farmers Union on
the
import
of
concentrated feed

for

Schweizer Tierschutz STS (2013a) Tierschutz und Landwirtschaft. Tierwohl geht uns alle an (in German). Dr. Hansuli
Huber. Schweizer Tierschutz STS, Basel.http://www.tierschutz.com/media/pc2013/040213.html
Schweizer Tierschutz STS, (2013b) Ich will wissen, was auf meinem Teller landet - Ja zur Deklaration von Importfleisch
STS-Medienkonferenz vom 19. November 2013: Schweizer Fleisch: Die Illusion vom glücklichen Vieh.

http://www.tierschutz.com/media/191113/pdf/06_labelfleisch_referat_c_sciarra.pdf
Union Suisse des Paysans. (2008). Suisse garantie
http://www.sbv-usp.ch/fileadmin/user_upload/bauernverband/Downloads/fr/08_USP_Suisse_Garantie.pdf

29

Union Suisse des Paysans (USP) (2011). Renforcement de l’approvisionnement en aliments concentrés d’origine suisse.
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30

Union Suisse des Paysans (USP) (2012). Comment la Suisse se nourrit-elle ? Rapport de situation 2012.

policy

31

Union Suisse des Paysans. (2013). Audition sur le train d’ordonnances relatif à la Politique agricole 2014-2017.

policy

Union Suisse des Paysans (USP) (2014). Audition sur le train d’ordonnances relatif à la Politique agricole 2014-2017.

Policy

Position

WWF Suisse. (2009). Nos conseils pour préserver la forêt tropicale ainsi que les populations de singes et de jaguars.

Policy

Consumption advice to
protect rain forest
in other countries

33

WWF. (2011). Une alimentation respectueuse de la planète (pp. 1–5).

Policy

Information from the WWF
concerning
sustainable food.

34

WWF (2013) Foodprint of agriculture: Soy impacts. http://wwf.panda.org/what_we_do/footprint/agriculture/soy/impacts/

32

WEForum
(2009)
Driving
Sustainable
Consumption.Value
Chain
Waste.
World
economic
WEForum.http://www.weforum.org/pdf/sustainableconsumption/DSC%20Overview%20Briefing%20%20Value%20Chain%20Waste.pdf

Information of farmers on
the purchase and
food tendencies

of the farmers’
union concerning
the future swiss
agricultural policy.

Forum,

World Bank (2013). Social Capital. Retrieved from http://go.worldbank.org/K4LUMW43B0

WWF (2012) Lebensmittelverluste in der Schweiz – Ausmass und Handlungsoptionen. World Wide Fund For Nature WWF Schweiz
http://static.squarespace.com/static/50f52b94e4b09bfe914788f9/t/50fd3639e4b03aa4e2b858f8/1358771769571/12_10_04_
WWF-foodwaste-ch_final1.pdf
(WWF). 2014 Soil erosion and degradation.
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https://worldwildlife.org/threats/soil-erosion-and-degradation

5.1.3 Market reports and food industry sources

No.

Source

Comment

35

Aepli, M., & Jörin, R. (2011). Der Schweizer Lammfleischmarkt : Marktanalyse und
Wettbewerb. Zürich.

Analysis of the lamb meat market

36

BAKBASEL. (2012). Evaluationsauftrag Milchmarkt. Basel.

Evaluation of the milk market

37

Coop. (2012). Rapport sur le développement durable 2012.

Corporate sustainability report from the second biggest Swiss retailer.

http://www.coop.ch/pb/site/uebercoop/node/75526063/Lfr/index.html
38

Département Fédéral de l’Economie. (2010). Optimisation du système d’importation de la
viande.

Proposition of improvements for the imports of meat

Flury&Giuliani GmbH (2013), Regional economic importance of projects, firms and
sectors. retrieved from
http://www.flury-giuliani.ch/index.php/en/methods-atools/input-output-analysis
39

Gerber, A. (2010). Der Schweizer Milchmarkt zwischen den Paradigmen „ Plan und Markt
“. ETH Zurich.

A master thesis on the swiss milk market

LID (2013) Agriculture in the 21st century (in German: Die Landwirtschaft im 21.
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Jahrhundert) Landwirtschaftlicher Informationsdienst, LID.
http://www.landwirtschaft.ch/de/wissen/agrargeschichte/entwicklung-in-der-schweiz/21jh/
40

Migros, Rapport sur le développement durable 2012,

Corporate sustainability report from the biggest swiss retailer.

http://m12.migros.ch/fr/migros-br-rapport-dactivite-2012/rapport-sur-le-developpementdurable
Product

Board
MVO
(2011)
Fact
Sheet
Soy.
http://www.mvo.nl/Publicaties/tabid/97/language/en-US/Default.aspx, retrieved on
October 4th 2012.

41

Nestlé (2013). The Nestlé Policy on Environmental Sustainability. Vevey, Switzerland.

Corporate sustainability report of Nestlé, a major international food processing
company.

42

Porcher, N. (2011). L’agriculture contractuelle de proximité en Suisse Romande. Master of
Science.

A master thesis studying the market of “proximity agriculture” in French Switzerland.

43

SIPPO and FiBL. (2011). The Organic Market in Europe.

Analysis of the market of organic food

https://www.fibl.org/en/shop-en/article/c/market/p/1558-organic-market.html
44

Station de recherche Agroscope ACW-ART. (2007). Protéagineux & céréales fourragères,
Journée d’information en agriculture, Changins 1er février 2007.

Compilation of presentations concerning the market of feed crops

Stocker, T. (2007). L’industrie suisse des biens de consommation à l’heure de la
mondialisation. La Vie économique, 5, 35–39.
45

Union Suisse des Paysans. (2012). Comment la Suisse se nourrit-elle ? Rapport de
situation 2012.

Study about the consumption patterns in the swiss population

46

USP, 2009, Agriculture Suisse

General report about swiss agriculture

http://www.sbv-usp.ch/fileadmin/user_upload/bauernverband/Downloads/fr/01_USP_CHLandwirtschaft.pdf
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47

VSF

(2013). Besorgniserregende Kraftfutterbilanz
Schweizerischer
Futtermittelfabrikanten,
mills.ch/de/desktopdefault.aspx/tabid-114/,

(in

German). Vereinigung
VSF.
http://www.vsf-

5.1.4 Newspaper articles magazines

No.

Source

Sphere

Comment

Public

Economic conclusion on the swiss cheese exportation: after a decrease, the
year ends up with a positive balance.

20 minutes (September 29, 2013), Lidl Suisse payera ses salariés 4000 fr. au moins,
retrieved from
http://www.20min.ch/ro/economie/news/story/16013431
47

24 heures,06-02-2012, La chute des exportations de fromages a pu être stoppée
http://www.24heures.ch/economie/chute-exportations-fromages-pustoppee/story/10163985
Admin

(2013) Erosion bekommt ein Gesicht auf Google. Schweizer
Bundesverwaltung.
http://www.news.admin.ch/message/?msg-id=27376,
retrieved on 12th December 2012.

48

Alföldi, T. (2012). Milchproduktion ohne Kraftfutter ? FiBL präsentiert Ergebnisse.
Bioaktuell 3/12, 17.

Market

Presentatlon of milk production without concentrated feed

49

Berner Zeitung, 09.04.2011, Regional einkaufen ist nicht unbedingt ökologischer,

Public

Newspaper article

Public

Newspaper article

http://www.bernerzeitung.ch/leben/essen-und-trinken/Regional-einkaufen-ist-nichtunbedingt-oekologischer/story/15971149?track
50

Die Wochenzeitung, 12.06.2008, Thomas Gröbly, Global denken, lokal säen ,
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http://www.woz.ch/0824/ernaehrungssouveraenitaet/global-denken-lokal-saeen
51

Fédération Romande des Consommateurs, 05.04.2011, Barbara Penniger,

Public

Website news article

market

Presentatlon of milk production without concentrated feed

Public

Exhibition from the NGO Helvetas on global consumption

http://www.frc.ch/articles/y-a-plus-dsaison/
52

Frey, H., & Kunz, P. (n.d.). Es geht auch ohne betriebsfremdes Protein. Die Grüne,
(2), 14–17.
FoodDrinkEurope (2013) Possible causes of food loss and food waste.
FoodDrinkEurope.
http://www.fooddrinkeurope.eu/industry-infocus/foodwaste-toolkit/possible-causes-of-food-loss-and-food-waste/,
Foodwaste (2013) Foodwaste in der Schweiz: Fakten. http://foodwaste.ch/fakten/,

53

Helvetas, 02.05.2013. Wir essen die Welt,
http://www.presseportal.ch/de/pm/100000432/100737194/-wir-essen-die-weltwanderausstellung-von-helvetas-im-naturama-eroeffnet
Hirter, C. (2013) Milliarden für Schweizer Bauern. NZZ article, 5th December 2013,
Financial
News
(in
German).
http://www.nzz.ch/aktuell/wirtschaft/wirtschaftsnachrichten/milliarden-fuerschweizer-bauern-1.17869489#image:zoom_1-17869514,
Isopublic (2011) Schweizer wollen keine Kompromisse bei der Lebensmittel-Qualität
http://www.konsum.ch/_upl/files/MM_111017_Lebensmittelumfrage.pdf

54

http://www.bioaktuell.ch/de/zeitschrift.html

Public

Magazine on bio agriculture

55

http://www.lexis-nexis.de/

Public

Research tool in many Newspaper

56

L'express - 17-04-2013,

Public

Protests against the agrochemistry group Syngenta

http://www.lexpress.ch/fr/suisse/video-greenpeace-assiege-syngenta-pour-defendre-
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les-abeilles-566-1166837
57

La Côte - 04-01-2013

Public

Switzerland ist he first food importator in the world

Public

Waste, expensive costs and consequences on health of fast-food : consumers
association fight

Public

A ‘Food-Tech Cluster‘ in research for innovation would be necessary in
Fribourg

Public

A famous importation controversy

http://www.lacote.ch/fr/suisse/la-suisse-premier-importateur-de-nourriture-au-monde594-1097630
58

La Côte - 17-12-2012
http://www.lacote.ch/fr/suisse/consommateurs-contre-les-fast-food-et-l-ilot-de-chertesuisse-594-1089220

59

La Liberté - 07-05-2013
http://www.laliberte.ch/l-info-regionale/fribourg-ne-serait-pas-pas-assez-innovant

60

La Liberté - 24-04-2013
http://www.laliberte.ch/suisse/cassis-de-dijon-un-flop

61

La Tribune de Genève- 14-02-2013, http://www.tdg.ch/economie/nestle-affichebenefice-net-106-milliards-francs-2012/story/10630061

Public

Report on the food industry leader financial balance, Nestlé and ist local
consequences

62

Le Courrier - 08-05-2013

Public

Local control of animals and meat might be modified: consequenses on costs
for the Cantons

Public

Local decision making: farmers claim for expressing their opinio via a vote

Public

European horsegate also touches Switzerland

Public

Reflexion on the agricultural and food-industry models, what problems does
the global system develop?

http://www.lecourrier.ch/106970/une_viande_qui_risque_de_couter_cher
63

Le Courrier - 11-04-2013
http://www.lecourrier.ch/107664/des_paysans_veulent_un_vote

64

Le Courrier - 14-02-2013
http://www.lecourrier.ch/105943/la_suisse_se_retrouve_aussi_touchee

65

Le Courrier - 15-02-2013
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http://www.lecourrier.ch/105973/scandales_alimentaires_agriculture_bio_etc
66

Le Journal du Jura - 24-04-2013 (article payant) http://www.journaldujura.ch/les-deuxmilliards-se-sont-evapores

Public

Newspaper article

67

Le

Public

Comsummers habits and consequences: a huge waste of food.

68

Le Nouvelliste - 15-02-2013

Public

Sanitary consequences of the global commercialisation of horse meat

Public

Recent data on the global controversy about horse meet.

Public

Newspaper article

Public

Newspaper article

public

Magazine from the federal office of Environment giving information on global
and swiss food markets and their impacts

Matin
17-10-2012
poubelle/story/10098000

http://www.lematin.ch/suisse/2000-francs-an-

http://www.lenouvelliste.ch/fr/monde/viande-de-cheval-plus-de-45-millions-de-platsconcernes-risque-sanitaire-en-europe-481-1122223
69

Le Nouvelliste, 15.02.2013, Viande de cheval: plus de 4,5 millions de plats
concernés, risque sanitaire en Europe,
http://www.lenouvelliste.ch/fr/monde/viande-de-cheval-plus-de-45-millions-de-platsconcernes-risque-sanitaire-en-europe-481-1122223

70

Neue Zürcher Zeitung, 19.09.2012, Ein Begriff – zwei Auslegungen,
http://www.nzz.ch/aktuell/schweiz/ein-begriff--zwei-auslegungen-1.17623879

71

Neue Zürcher Zeitung, 19.11.2012, Kein Brot für die Börse,
http://www.nzz.ch/meinung/debatte/kein-brot-fuer-die-boerse-1.17805450
NZZ (2010) Die Schweiz braucht mehr Bio-Bauern. Neue Zürcher Zeitung.
http://www.nzz.ch/aktuell/startseite/bio-bauern-schweiz-absatz-bio-produkte1.5279017

72

Office Fédéral de L’Environnement. (n.d.). Objectif Transparence. Environnement, 1–
64.

73

Sutter, M. (n.d.). Vergleich Ökobilanzen von stall- und weidebasierter Produktion.
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Presentatlon of environmental impacts of milk production with and without
concentrated feed
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74

Tagesanzeiger, 06.01.2011, Das Essen wird knapp,

Public

Newspaper article

Public

Newspaper article

http://www.tagesanzeiger.ch/wirtschaft/konjunktur/Das-Essen-wirdknapp/story/10175215
75

Tagesanzeiger, 21.03.2013, Jean-Claude Wolf, Grosse Fragen: Tiere Essen,
http://www.tagesanzeiger.ch/kultur/diverses/Grosse-Fragen-Tiereessen/story/25132836

5.1.5 Blogs/Facebook/Twitter

No.

Source

Sphere

Comment

76

http://eaternity.ch/

Public

Interest group on sustainable food consumption

77

http://foodwastech.tumblr.com/

Public

Blog against the waste of food

78

http://www.acpch.ch/websites/acp/accueil/presentation

Public

Federation of “regional agriculture” website

79

http://www.foodle.ch/fr/denrees-alimentaires

Public

Information website to diffuse research results to a large public

80

http://www.raslafraise.ch/

Public/

https://twitter.com/intent/user?screen_name=Raslafraise

market

Association promoting the consumption of seasonal and regional produce and trying to put
pressure on retailers

81

http://www.slowfood.ch/Suisse.64.0.html?&L=2

Public

NGO active in sustainable food promotion

82

http://www.weidemilch.ch/index.php?id=2/
http://paturer.ch/index.php?id=2

Public

Interest group of farmers promoting pasture for feeding cows

83

https://twitter.com/FoodFocusGeneve

public

Interest group in Geneva diffusing information on food sustainability

https://www.facebook.com/schmitt.emilia#!/FoodFocus
84

https://www.facebook.com/groups/388345071242029/

Public

Interest group wanting to limit the influence of Monsanto in the region

85

https://www.facebook.com/SpekulationsstoppInitiative

Public

Interest group which launched a federal initiative against financial speculation on agricultural
products
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86

https://www.facebook.com/weact.ch

Public

Association for the promotion of sustainable lifestyle

5.1.6 TV Programmes:

No

Source

Sphere

Comment

87

A Bon Entendeur

Public

Many programmes dealing with food, consumption habits, quality,
ethics, etc

Faut Pas Croire - 09-03-2013

Public

Horse meat european controversy

Public

Cost of wheat

Public

Local production

Public

Farmers fight for consumers satisfaction

Public

Eating local vegetables

Public

Costs of milk

http://www.rts.ch/emissions/religion/faut-pas-croire/4614724-un-cheval-ca-trompeenormement.html
Géopolitis - 08-05-2011
http://www.rts.ch/emissions/geopolitis/3047300-prix-des-cereales-et-du-pain-versune-nouvelle-crise.html
88

Temps Présent - 09-06-2005
http://www.rts.ch/emissions/temps-present/economie/1305683-la-cruelle-fable-ducornichon-suisse.html

89

Temps Présent - 20-11-2008
http://www.rts.ch/emissions/temps-present/1361311-a-la-recherche-de-la-vacheparfaite.html

90

Temps Présent - 09-04-2009
http://www.rts.ch/emissions/temps-present/1233477-des-jardins-dans-nosassiettes.html

91

Temps Présent - 21-10-2010
http://www.rts.ch/emissions/temps-present/economie/2587279-prix-du-lait-oh-la-
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vache.html
92

36.9 - 20-12-2010

Public

Consequences on health of food making

Public

Cost of wheat

Public

Costs of basic aliments and consequences

http://www.rts.ch/emissions/36-9/2777160-le-sucre-une-poudre-blanche-qui-rendaccro.html
93

TTC - 14-03-2011
http://www.rts.ch/emissions/ttc/2959474-le-ble-ca-coute-du-ble.html

94

Géopolitis - 14-04-2013
http://www.rts.ch/emissions/geopolitis/4734789-riz-mais-et-ble-la-securitealimentaire-a-quel-prix.html

95

Temps Présent- 16-01-2014, http://www.rts.ch/emissions/temps-present/5426109paysan-une-espece-en-voie-d-extinction.html
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5.2 Texts extracts from references illustrating scores and attributes (previous list)
attributes

scores

Pollution
Air pollution

Gas Emission

Water quality - pollution
Water
preservation

Water use

Soil quality - organic and
chemical matter
Land
preservation
Soil degradation – erosion

www.glamur.eu

Texts
Le projet « Suivi des mesures d’accompagnement Environnement » (SMA-E) ainsi que d’autres relevés permettent de mesurer la
charge environ- nementale (pollution atmosphérique et pollution sonore) causée par le transit sur les axes nord-sud.
Les aliments pour animaux importés sont par contre en nette augmentation depuis le milieu des années nonante. A moyen terme, ils
devraient devenir la principale source d’entrées d’azote. Les dépôts atmosphériques ont diminué en raison de la baisse de la pollution
de l’air par des sources non agricoles (NOX
La pollution photochimique résulte principalement de réactions chimiques entre les oxydes d’azote (NOX) et les composés organiques
volatils (COV) sous l’effet de la lumière solaire. Cependant, le méthane (CH4) et l’ozone (O3) interviennent également dans cette
classe d’impact. Cette pollution se traduit par des niveaux élevés d’ozone et d’autres espèces chimiques toxiques pour l’homme, les
animaux et les végétaux.
Global warming potential heavily depends on Diesel und nitrogen fertiliser use; however the relationships are more complex
including direct field and farm emissions of nitrous oxide and methane as well as induced emissions of nitrous oxide from other
nitrogen loss paths.
A certain amount of N2O can be naturally emitted from soils, but emissions tend to increase according to the levels of nitrogen
added.
During the last decades, Lake Geneva has been subjected to various forms of pollution. For a long time, phosphate concentrations
were far above the limits defined by Swiss law.
« Mais le principe de précaution exige que nous prenions des mesures afin de réduire cette pollution des eaux, d’autant que de
nouveaux groupes de substances, telles les nanoparticules, ont été repérés dans les eaux usées et engendrent un défi supplémentaire
à la préservation des ressources en eau potable. »
The manufacture and application of textile dyes can be another environmental hotspot in the lifecycle of cotton textiles, depend- ing
on environmental management practices often related to location. Intense water pollution can arise from these processes unless
appropriate wastewater treatment is implemented.
L’utilisation rationnelle de l’eau et son recyclage doivent être promus sur site en accord avec les objectifs de performance
déterminés.
Water use for irrigation in southern Spain is a major problem. The environmental cost of water has increased through pollution of
groundwater and the need to provide more infra-structure to supply water. This appears to be a growing problem in the
Mediterranean basin.
The amount of N2O emitted from soils is again related to their chemical and physical struc- ture and to the extent of anaerobic
conditions in the soil(15).
On the other side there are higher impacts due to heavy metal emissions to soil in organic agri- culture which is mainly due to the use
of copper as a plant protection product.
L’érosion, la pollution par les engrais et les pesticides, ainsi que la diminution de la biodiversité résultent fréquemment de l’agriculture intensive.
Climate forecasting suggests a trend towards more vigorous precipitation events in winter over central Europe, including Switzerland
(OcCC 2008). These events in turn will increase risks of damage from flooding, erosion, debris flow and landslides (Fuhrer 2006).

Sources
BAFU, 2012. Ecobilans suisse
OFAG, 2012. Rapport agricole

OFEV, 2006. Consommation ecolo

ART, 2008. Conference proceedings
Edwards J.,2009. Local food
ART, 2008. Conference proceedings
BAFU, 2012. Ecobilans suisse
Styles,2012. Review EU retailers env.
improvement
Opl en suisse principes et objectifs,
2007
ART, 2008. Conference proceedings
Edwards J.,2009. Local food
Jungbluth, 2012. LCA food, Reduction
Potentials
Fiche d'information alimentation
vonGlasenapp, 2011. Swiss alpine
farmers resilience
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Land use

production
factors

impact of production factors

Construction of manure & wastewater purification plant can stop the environmental pollution from excess manure which is now left
on the field.
Certains effets écologiques importants, comme l’utilisation du sol ou la perte de qualité des écosystèmes, n’apparaissent que
rarement parmi les critères retenus.
Fuels, fertilisers and pesticides have an important impact on many environmental variables and careful selection of products can
reduce environmental impacts
L’érosion, la pollution par les engrais et les pesticides, ainsi que la diminution de la biodiversité résultent fréquemment de l’agriculture intensive.
Les sols des exploitations biologiques ne sont pas pollués par des pesticides ou des engrais chimiques, ce qui réduit clairement la
pollution des eaux et des sols.

ART, 2008. Conference proceedings
BAFU, 2012. Ecobilans suisse
Edwards, J., 2008. Local is best
Fiche d'information alimentation
Fiche d'information alimentation

efficiency/productivity

vegetable and fruit varieties

Biodiversity
wild life conservation

conservation surfaces

fossil fuel use
Energy use

transport
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Les volumes du marché pour les variétés de légumes et de fruits pouvant être cultivés en Suisse ont atteint 585 000 t et 174 000 t,
respectivement.
en cultivant d'anciennes variétés ou des variétés locales (difficiles à trouver dans la grande distribution), les initiatives ACP s'engagent
à favoriser et à maintenir la biodiversité, dans le but notamment de transmettre ce patrimoine génétique aux générations futures.
Il y avait cette année un net gradient est-ouest de la production, caractérisé par des quantités plus faibles en Suisse orientale et sur le
Plateau. Certains changements ont aussi été relevés dans les variétés. Gala, Golden Delicious et Maigold s’inscrivent en léger recul
chez les pommes, tandis que la variété Braeburn et les varié- tés Club enregistrent une légère progression.
The impact of apple production over local population and ecosystems was calculated per ha of cultivated land, considering that the
main impact categories were toxicity for human population, depletion and pollution of water resources and land use and occupation
for agriculture.
Many studies focus on environmental sustainability of agricultural production only, because environmental pollution is a side-effect
of agricultural food production. Production of milk by dairy cattle, for example, contributes to nutrient enrichment of the ecosystem,
climate change and acid deposition.
L’érosion, la pollution par les engrais et les pesticides, ainsi que la diminution de la biodiversité résultent fréquemment de l’agriculture intensive.
Part équitable de surfaces de compensation écologique1 : 3,5 % de la SAU dans le cas des cultures spéciales, 7 % pour le reste de la
SAU ;
Il faut que la tendance des incitations à étendre les surfaces de compensation écologiques sur terrains cultivables soit revue à la
baisse. Ces surfaces de compensation sont une concurrence à l’utilisation des surfaces consacrées à la production d’aliments
concentrés.
the energy was based on fossil fuels and the conclusion is that the energy dependence of agriculture on these energy sources should
be reduced by replacing them for alternative renewable sources in order to reduce the environmental impact.
Altogether, the fossil fuels needed for global transport account for about 65% of delivered energy, about 55% of primary energy, and
about 62% of CO2 release (KRAUSE 2008).
most environmental impacts are related to energy-related emissions
The glasshouses are typically heated, and they burn some form of fossil fuel in order to generate this heat.
Therefore the introduction of peas into the crop rotation (in this case) causes a signiﬁcant reduction in fossil fuel consump- tion. The
reduction of 14% is substantial, since we exchanged only one crop out of ﬁve (theoretical potential of 20%).
Compte tenu des émissions de carbone dues au transport enregistrées dans les pays industrialisés tels que la Suisse, les objectifs pour
ces pays sont très exigeants. Au minimum, les réductions d’émissions de carbone doivent être en accord avec l’objectif de réduction
de deux tiers de l’empreinte écologique suisse.

OFAG, 2012. Rapport agricole
Porcher, 2010. Master agriculture
proximité Suisse romande
USP, 2012. Alimentation suisse

ART, 2008. Conference proceedings

ART, 2008. Conference proceedings
Fiche d'information alimentation
Paus, 2010. Impact territorial
alimentaire CH
USP.Position fourrage CH
ART, 2008. Conference proceedings
ART, 2008. Conference proceedings
Edwards J, 2008. Local is best
Edwards J.,2009. Local food
Nemecek, 2008. Env. Impacts grain
legumes EU
Opl en suisse principes et objectifs,
2007
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High environmental impacts were also identi- fied for the greenhouse production of plant foods and for fresh products transported by
air.
Le fret aérien est particulièrement néfaste. Pour un poids donné, il dégage dix fois plus d’émissions de gaz à effet de serre par kilo
mètre qu’un camion et près de cent fois plus qu’un cargo.
Concerns about the environmental impacts of transporting food increasingly long distances prior to its consumption have focussed on
the notion of ‘food miles’
Les produits acheminés par avion entraînent une pollution disproportionnée, car d’énormes quantités de gaz à effet de serre sont
émises durant leur transport.
in glasshouse production, direct use of electricity for heating and lighting may represent the greatest energy input (Williams, Audsley,
& Sandars, 2006).
nearly CO2-free electricity production in Switzerland (60% hydroelectricity, 40% nuclear energy).
electricity use and waste

Food waste

Waste and
recycling

recycling in processing

packages recycling part

Origin

www.glamur.eu

Origin label

L’électricité produite en Suisse (60% hydraulique, 37% nucléaire), par exemple, présente un rapport de 2 gCO2/MJ, l’électricité
européenne un rapport de 20, tandis que les combustibles fossiles sont typiquement situés entre 60-70 gCO2/MJ. Il est logique que le
rapport pour la Suisse soit inférieur à celui de la moyenne européenne, car la part d’électricité d’origine nucléaire et hydraulique y est
élevée.
En 2013, une campagne d'information et de sensibilisation des consommateurs sera lancée. Les ménages peuvent jouer un rôle
important dans la lutte contre le gaspillage alimentaire, estime l'Alliance.
En Suisse, près de 2 millions de tonnes de nourriture encore mangeable finissent aux ordures chaque année.
QUELS SONT LES ALIMENTS LES PLUS POUBELLISÉS? Comme l’explique Pierrette Frey, porte-parole du WWF, les premières victimes
des «nettoyages par le vide» sont les fruits et légumes frais, les céréales et «produits de boulangerie». Dominique Kohli, sousdirecteur de l’OFAG, estime qu’«un fruit sur trois est jeté» tandis que «sur 40 kg de pain achetés annuellement par les Suisses, 13 kg
terminent à la poubelle».
Pour un ménage de quatre personnes, le gaspillage peut coûter «jusqu’à 2010 francs par année», note Anne Rizzoli, porte-parole à
l’OFAG. Une somme qui paraît faramineuse
Les engrais de recyclage ont également reculé, ceci grâce à l’interdiction d’utiliser les boues d’épuration dans l’agriculture.
La contribution pour les techniques d’épandage d’engrais de ferme et d’engrais de recyclage réduisant les émissions polluantes est
versée par hectare et par épandage.
la Suisse s’engage en outre active- ment sur le plan international pour le recyclage écologique des appareils élec- triques.
Organisation faîtière à but non lucratif, Swiss Recy cling défend les intérêts de tous les organismes spécialisés dans la collecte
sélective et le recyclage des déchets; elle se veut un interlocuteur compétent pour toutes les ques- tions en la matière et, par son
travail de communica- tion, œuvre à la sensibilisation de l’opinion publique. Une collaboration de longue date l’unit à Coop.
Enfin, l’élimination dans le respect de l’environnement, par voie de recyclage princi- palement, est un facteur important
d’amélioration du bilan environnemental global des biens de consommation
Reducing environmental impacts of packaging is based on four elements, namely to reduce materials used, use materials with low
environmental impacts (renewable sources), use recycled materials and encourage recycling.
Objectifs de SUISSE GARANTIE
2004: enregistrement de la marque de garantie des produits d’origine suisse contrôlée.
Origine suisse contrôlée Les produits doivent être entièrement produits et transformés en Suisse. Des exceptions peuvent être
consenties à certaines conditions, mais sur demande seulement.

Engels, 2010. Sustainability labels
food CH
BAFU, 2012. Ecobilans suisse
Edwards, J., 2008. Local is best
Fiche d'information alimentation
Edwards J, 2008. Local is best
Girod, 2010. GHG houselhold
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OFEV, 2006. Consommation ecolo

La Côte - 17-12-2012
Le Matin - 17-10-2012
Le Matin - 17-10-2013

Le Matin - 17-10-2014
OFAG, 2012. Rapport agricole
USP. prise de position politique
2014-17
BAFU, 2012. Ecobilans suisse
Coop, 2012. Rapport sur le
développement durable 2012
OFEV, 2006. Consommation ecolo
Peacock, 2010. Towards a
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Traceability

Local market

Local procurement
Local markets

Niche

Milk sector
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Ce type de filière comprend une approche territoriale des produits. Le terme de proximité est variable selon la région géographique
envisagée. Le lieu de production et celui de consommation sont pris en compte dans cette définition (contrairement à des produits
pour lesquels seuls le lieu et le mode de production sont identifiés, comme les appellations d'origine contrôlée). Le territoire est
également un lieu de consommation. La question qui se pose est comment la production locale satisfait quantitativement et
qualitativement la consommation locale.
Les fabricants de chocolat sont toujours plus nombreux à vouloir connaître l’origine du cacao qu’ils utilisent. Sa traçabilité leur permet
de remonter jusqu’aux paysans d’Afrique et d’Amérique latine et de garantir à leurs clients des produits respectueux de
l’environnement et socialement acceptables.
the Responsible Sourcing Traceability Programme which promotes transparency in our extended supply chains back to the farm or
feedstock, implementing our commitments on no-deforestation, responsible use of water, sustainable ﬁsheries and animal welfare,
and addressing other speciﬁc environmental aspects;
La traçabilité est garantie à l’aide d’une cer- tiﬁcation des produits tout au long de la chaîne de valeur ajoutée.
Le passeport phytosanitaire remplace le certiﬁcat phytosanitaire dans les échanges commerciaux de plantes et de produits végétaux
entre les Etats membres de l’UE. Depuis 2004, des accords bilatéraux permettent à la Suisse d’être intégrée à ce système de
passeport phytosanitaire. La qualité des plantes munies d’un tel passeport est garantie par des contrôles ofﬁciels effectués sur le lieu
de production. Par ailleurs, le numéro individuel qui ﬁgure sur ce document assure la traçabilité du produit.
Comme l'analyse Lamine dans son ouvrage sur les AMAP, "la traçabilité n'est plus matérialisée dans l'étiquetage [des produits],
comme dans les définitions officielles, mais dans la présence physique du producteur, sa vigilance, la continuité de cette présence et
de cette vigilance au long de la filière de production et même de commercialisation" (2008).
Le but est d’approvisionner la population en produits d’origine animale indigène, ces derniers répondant aux exigences des
consommateurs d’un point de vue à la fois éthique et quali- tatif, ainsi qu’aux impératifs de sécurité et de traçabilité.
Ce dernier demande donc une répartition du prix plus juste pour les paysans et un marché des produits alimentaires plus transparent.
Le Conseil fédéral met son tablier. Le Conseil fédé- ral avait déjà accordé une grande importance à la transparence du marché dans le
plan d’action de sa Stratégie pour le développement durable 2008–2011.
Le projet de l’OFEV est né de la décision du Conseil fédéral prise à l’automne 2010 d’améliorer la trans- parence écologique du
marché.
C’est pourquoi le cadre politique est important. Le marché seul ne règle pas tout.
Ce dernier demande donc une répartition du prix plus juste pour les paysans et un marché des produits alimentaires plus transparent.
Le Conseil fédéral met son tablier. Le Conseil fédé- ral avait déjà accordé une grande importance à la transparence du marché dans le
plan d’action de sa Stratégie pour le développement durable 2008–2011.
Le projet de l’OFEV est né de la décision du Conseil fédéral prise à l’automne 2010 d’améliorer la trans- parence écologique du
marché.
C’est pourquoi le cadre politique est important. Le marché seul ne règle pas tout.
Pendant que les principales sortes connaissaient une baisse des exportations supérieure à 2000 tonnes, les petites spécialités
enregistraient une «croissance remarquable» de plus de 3000 tonnes, soit 72,1%. Il s'agit là de produits de niche aux noms peu
connus, des fromages d'alpage par exemple, a précisé Peter Streit, «Monsieur Statistique» de TSM Fiduciaire.
In the organic and natural ingredients programme, SIPPO concentrates on niche products such as herbs, spices, vegetable and
essential oils, dried and deep frozen fruits and vegetables, nuts and mush- rooms.
organic farming remained a niche sector until the 1980s and organic products were sold only in health food and natural food stores.
Media are more critical towards organic produce compared to the pioneer phase. «Bio-bashing» has be- come fashionable for some
products, for example organic milk.
Cur- rently only around 20 percent of Switzerland’s total requirement for organic cereal is produced in Switzerland. There is no import
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of organic milk and milk products.
By 2011 Switzerland aims to liberalise the milk market which will result in market changes in the basic conditions for agriculture.

Meat sector

International market

There is a strong competition of non-organic label meat on the market. Swiss consumers appreciate Swissness, freshness and animal
friendly husbandry.
The efﬁciency of vegetarian products from harvest to ﬁnal consumption depends on the amount of food loss in the food value chain.
The efﬁciency of meat products, in contrast, ﬁrst depends on the ratio of caloriﬁc output of the animal products for human
consumption and the caloriﬁc input of the feed consumed by live- stock.
Au moment de l’achat, on constate une incidence prépondérante de l’excès de consommation de viandes sur l’impact
environnemental généré.
Les fabricants de chocolat sont toujours plus nombreux à vouloir connaître l’origine du cacao qu’ils utilisent. Sa traçabilité leur permet
de remonter jusqu’aux paysans d’Afrique et d’Amérique latine et de garantir à leurs clients des produits respectueux de
l’environnement et socialement acceptables.
the Responsible Sourcing Traceability Programme which promotes transparency in our extended supply chains back to the farm or
feedstock, implementing our commitments on no-deforestation, responsible use of water, sustainable ﬁsheries and animal welfare,
and addressing other speciﬁc environmental aspects;
Ainsi l'Emmentaler AOC, le fromage suisse le plus exporté avec un quart du marché, a dû faire face à un effritement de ses quantités
exportées de 9,4%, soit plus de 17'412 tonnes.
Nestlé (NESN 67.95 1.19%) a réalisé un solide exercice l’an dernier, en ligne avec les attentes du marché.
Consommez moins de viande: les aliments d’importation pour animaux sont en partie responsables de la destruction des forêts
tropicales.
Hausse des importations : Pendant que les fromages suisses s'exportaient un peu moins bien, les Helvètes consommaient davantage
de fromages étrangers, la balance commerciale demeurant à l'avantage de la Suisse.

size/compositi
on
of markets
Importations

Exportations
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L’importation et l’exporta- tion de bois durs de décoration constituent son cœur de métier, qu’elle pratique dans le respect des
normes du développement durable, comme le lui atteste le label du Forest Stewardship Council (FSC).
Dans les domaines de la logistique et du transport de marchandises, elle s’attache tout particulièrement à réduire ou à compenser les
importations par avion ainsi qu’à remplacer la route par le rail.
La priorité est donnée aux marques propres et aux labels de qualité durables, par exemple à travers des projets d’approvisionnement
d’importance stratégique comme l’importation directe de chocolat noble (Hon- duras) et de riz (Inde, Thaïlande), qui reposent sur
une production durable et des relations commerciales de longue durée.
Les émissions de CO2 dues aux importations par avion qui ne peuvent être évitées sont compensées par des projets de réduction.
Les importations de soja pour l’alimentation animale – principalement en provenance du Brésil – ont décuplé depuis 1990. Elles
s’élèvent désormais à 800 tonnes par jour, soit 300'000 tonnes par année! Les quantités ont encore augmenté de 21% rien que dans
les deux dernières années.
Les études qui se basent sur les inventaires nationaux présentent en général des valeurs inférieures par rapport aux études de type «
analyse de cycle de vie », car elles ne tiennent compte ni des importations, ni du transport aérien.
One studied aspect was the positive effects of exportation of agricultural products as the returns obtained by apple exports, with a
high market share and competitiveness.
An exporter from a non-EU member state must ensure that the chosen certiﬁcation body submits a Certiﬁcate of Inspection
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If the exported product is intended to be marketed under a private organic label, additional documentation may be required by the
private organic label organizations. This is, for instance, the case for Bio Suisse
A ce prix viennent s’ajouter 30 à 40 cen- times pour un litre de lait bio, qui doit encore répondre à d’autres exigences.
In this case the European milk price level represents the lower limit for the milk price in Switzerland.

Price

Margins

market fairness

Subsidies - subventions

Fairness – fair trade

market ecology
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Seasonality

En effet, le syndicat agricole français La Confédération paysanne dénonce que dans bien des cas, le prix payé au producteur ne
représente que 15% du prix de vente au consommateur (cité dans Jacquiau, 2000).
Dans certaines initiatives, le prix des produits est ainsi calculé et négocié par avance entre les consommateurs et les producteurs.
Depuis 2007, deux géants allemands de la grande distribution, "Aldi" et "Lidl", ayant tous deux des politiques de bas prix très
agressives, se sont installés sur le territoire national.
Cinq plaques de chocolat vendues permettent à Plant-for-the-Planet d’acheter un plant d’arbre. Le «Bon Chocolat» est une réussite
totale: en moins de six mois, plus d’un million de plaques ont été vendues. Revendeurs et producteur renoncent à leur marge au
profit de Plant-for-the-Planet.
The analysis per D gross margin 1 (ﬁnancial function) leads to slightly more favourable results for the grain legume crop rotations
compared to the analysis per ha and year.
La moyenne annuelle de la marge brute sur la transformation et la distribution a baissé de façon signiﬁca- tive par rapport à l’année
précédente, sauf pour la catégorie de viande de bœuf (+1,9 %).
La discussion a révélé encore des points com- muns entre les revendications des paysans et des consommateurs, dont un prix à la
pro- duction équitable et une juste répartition de la marge entre tous les maillons de la chaîne de valeur.
The government’s agro-environmental policy has promoted organic farming with subsidies, and the two dominant supermarket
chains, Coop and Migros, have broadly distributed their organic food labels, investing in their own product labels primarily to
differentiate themselves from discount retailers and boost their image (Salzman 1997).
the agri-environmental policy of the state government, which supports organic farms with annual subsidies;
Dans certaines branches de production, les contributions au bien-être des animaux font aujourd’hui partie intégrante des prix à la
pro- duction, de sorte qu’une augmentation des contributions pourrait conduire à une réduction des prix à la production. Il faut
impérativement couper court à cela, sinon les contribu- tions au bien-être des animaux pourraient se transformer en subvention des
acheteurs.
Due to lower productivity farmers in the higher regions are even more dependent on public subsidies than farmers in the lowlands.
For example, an issue of concern to some con- sumers is the impact that their purchasing decisions will have on individual farmers,
and also on the local and re- gional economies in which the farmer is located (witness the growth of Fairtrade produce).
The Fairtrade Labelling Organisation (FLO) standard, represented by the Fairtrade and Max Havelaar labels (Table 3), is stocked by
many retailers, but is limited to a selection of 20 prod- ucts including bananas, coffee, cotton, fresh fruit and vegetables, juices, rice,
sugar, and wine (FLO, 2011).
There is a seasonality associated with the production of many foods, e.g. cereals, potatoes, lamb, fruit and many vegetables. For this
reason, there is a need to store food in some way between the time of harvest and the time of consumption.
En raison de la saisonnalité due au système de pâture intégrale, les quantités de lait des vaches gardées au pâturage, ainsi que les
teneurs ont beaucoup varié au cours de l’année.
Lamine décrit même cette contrainte due à la saisonnalité de "sentiment de liberté retrouvée". Comme le dit la chercheuse, "ce
sentiment de liberté est associé au caractère naturel de la contrainte, tacitement opposé au caractère artificiel des contraintes
imposés par la grande distribution" (2008).
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Food Quality

Préférez les légumes frais aux plats préparés.
Acheter des produits frais plus souvent, de façon plus ciblée, au lieu de faire des provisions hebdomadaires qui seront jetées ensuite
local foods were also strongly associated with freshness, and 60% of respondents gave this as the most important reason for buying
local food.
Coop et Migros sont les deux principales enseignes sur le marché de la distribution en Suisse. A eux deux, ils commercialisent plus de
75 % des produits alimentaires frais consommés à domicile (produits laitiers, fruits et légumes...).
Dans le troisième scénario, « instabilité permanente », il devient toujours plus difficile de stabiliser la situation entre les crises et
d’anticiper les tendances alors que l’on assiste à une dégradation des moyens financiers.
En ce qui concerne la sécurité de l’approvisionnement, il s’agit de prêter une attention particulière à la stabilité de la production, afin
d’éviter des difficultés d’approvisionnement et d’améliorer, de surcroît, la protection du sol qui est une ressource limitée et
pratiquement non renouvelable, afin de préserver son potentiel de production à long terme.
Vu la stabilité de la demande, une diminution de la production animale indigène entraînerait une augmentation des importations de
denrées alimentaires.
The sector model depicts all the prevalent crop and animal production activities in Switzerland. These are all differentiated according
to organic and non-organic farming methods, whereby extensive production variants are also taken into consideration in the case of
cereals, rapeseed and grassland.
Environmental pressures arising from supply chains of these product groups are not so well addressed by mandatory regulations, but
are targeted by various voluntary regulations such as those relating to product ecolabels (EC 66/2010) or organic food labelling (EC
834/2007).
Organic certiﬁcation is not speciﬁcally an environmental standard, but is associated with signiﬁcant environmental beneﬁts
collecte, traitement biologique et réutilisation des eaux de pluie pour les toilettes, l’arrosage, etc. (mise en réseaux séparatifs des
eaux).
Il est également prévu de continuer à promouvoir les herbages dans le cadre de la production biologique, ainsi que de maintenir les
programmes éthologiques SST et SRPA. Il
the Bio Suisse label does make marketing substantially easier, as it is well known and highly appreciated on the Swiss organic market.
The Swiss organic production is strongly related to environmental protection, especially in the mountainous regions where organic
farming is an integrated part of the tourism strategy. Major parts of organic farmland are concentrated in those regions. Therefore,
84 percent of Swiss organic land is used as permanent grassland and grazing, only 15 percent of the land is used for arable crops and
for permanent fruit crops.
The organic honey volumes produced in Switzerland do not cover the actual demand. Therefore, organic honey is imported
Organic products represent a small part of the market, the size of which is constrained by consumers’ willingness to pay the price
premium usually associated with these products, and also farmers’ willingness to convert to organic management.
Et l’UE a introduit dans le domaine de l’ali- mentation un nouveau logo biologique visant, selon ses propres termes, à « garantir la
protection du consommateur et le respect de normes com- munes ».
S’il existe des labels reconnus pour les aliments issus du com- merce équitable et de l’agriculture biologique, les indications relatives à
l’impact des denrées alimentaires sont souvent maigres.
La prochaine étape consistera à intégrer les valeurs nutritives et à déterminer des indicateurs plus précis pour l’appellation biologique
et la donnée équi- table.
Coop Naturaplan Produits issus de l’agriculture biologique portant le Bourgeon de Bio Suisse, parmi lesquels diverses spécialités
régionales. Pour le bio sans compromis.
les nouveaux standards de qualité vont être précisés sous forme de recommandations applicables aux différents groupes de produits
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– aux denrées alimentaires par exemple.
L’objectif est de mettre sur le marché, à l’échelle de la région, une production constituée exclusivement de cacao biologique issu du
commerce équitable et re- connu pour sa qualité. Par des formations et des conseils, les paysans locaux sont incités à passer à
l’agriculture biologique.
Deux ordonnances ont une influence prépondérante sur la stratégie qualité : L’ordonnance sur la promotion des ventes des produits
agricoles et l’ordonnance sur la promotion de la qualité et de la durabilité dans le secteur agroalimentaire.
définition de la FAO : "la sécurité alimentaire existe lorsque tous les êtres humains ont, à tout moment, un accès physique et
économique à une nourriture suffisante, saine et nutritive leur permettant de satisfaire leurs besoins énergétiques et leurs
préférences alimentaires pour mener une vie saine et active".
Agriculture is vital to human welfare providing a range of products including food, textiles, fibres and fuels and giving employment
and livelihood to millions of people across the globe.
L’économie verte promet de préserver les ressources, de moins polluer l’environne- ment, d’assurer le progrès technologique, de
créer des emplois et d’accroître l’efﬁcacité.
En 2009, il y a un peu plus de 60'000 exploitations agricoles en Suisse, qui proposent environ 170'000 emplois, dont 44% à temps
partiel18.
In some cases, air-freight may be preferred over local production in heated greenhouses, particularly where employment is created in
developing countries.
Proportion de femmes dans l’effectif 56,2% Femme parmi les plein temps 43,9%
La présente enquête fait partie du plan d’action relatif à la « Convention de l’ONU sur l’élimination de toutes les formes de
discrimination à l’égard des femmes CEDAW ». D’autres projets en cours ou terminés depuis peu traitent également d’aspects en
relation avec le thème des « Femmes dans l’agriculture », tel le PNR N° 60 « Egalité entre hommes et femmes » qui comporte le
thème spécial « Genre, génération et égalité en agriculture » développé par l’Institut de hautes études internationales et du
développement de Genève, en collaboration avec Agridea et ART et l’étude « budget-temps » effectuée par ART en 2011 auprès de
plus de 300 ménages agricoles. L’étude est en cours. Les résultats de l’étude seront publiés en 2013.
Et il existe près de trente labels alimentaires distin- guant divers modes de production respectueux des animaux et de la nature, ou
encore des pro- duits issus du commerce équitable.
Commande à la Protection suisse des animaux PSA d’une étude sur le bien-être animal dans la pisciculture
Coop satisfont désormais au minimum aux critères du programme fédéral «Systèmes de stabulation particulièrement respectueux
des animaux» (BTS), plus sévère en matière de bien-être animal que la loi sur la protection des animaux elle-même.
Currently various national and international initiatives have been established, aiming at harmonised calculations and communication
rules of Product Carbon Footprints.
Dans la restauration, diverses initiatives prennent le chemin de la transparence. Deux exemples: le projet « Best » de l’Ecole hôtelière
de Lausanne, en cours de mise en place, et un autre déjà établi et organisé au niveau national, le label « Goût Mieux ».
An important tool for this initiative is improved market coordination and promotion of products that are particularly scarce.
L’impact territorial peut être défini ici comme l’ensemble des effets positifs et/ou négatifs produits par une initiative de mise en
marché de produits agroalimentaires sur son territoire (strictement défini comme dans le cas d’une AOC ou plus largement délimité
par les frontières nationales comme dans le cas de Natura Beef).
Qu’en est-il en Suisse? Les prix des biens et des services n’inté- grant de loin pas tous les coûts écolo- giques, nous avons aussi nos
subven- tions perverses.
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Organic action plans provide a framework for integrating policies and measures in order to encourage organic sector development.
Thus, action plans serve as a strategic instrument for govern- ments to achieve policy goals, particularly when multiple policy areas
(such as agriculture, environment, trade) and different levels of policy formulation are to be integrated (Schmid et al. 2008).
Policy and trade environment : The well-established market for traditional Swiss juices (apple, pear, etc.) is supplemented by organic
citrus juices and exotic fruit juices.
A dynamic simulation model is used for the simulation of future price and quantity developments in the milk and meat market under
differing basic agricultural policy conditions.
We educate all employees to live by the Nestlé corporate business principle on environmental sustainability We make Nestlé
resourceful and therefore, we: • train all employees on this policy;
Pour améliorer la compréhension des dates de péremption, l'Alliance s'est engagée auprès des consommateurs et est également
intervenue aux plans politique et administratif.
La gestion de la taxe au sac a été confiée à Vadec SA. Le nouveau système ne devrait pas coûter plus cher, sauf pour les habitants qui
ne joueront pas le jeu du tri et du recyclage.
Tout cela est réalisable, mais suppose un changement dans nos façons de penser. Sur le plan politique, mais aussi dans la tête des
consommateurs.

consumers integration

growth

Un choix écologique de produits par les consommatrices et les consommateurs: le comportement d’achat des consommatrices et des
consommateurs détermine ce qui est produit; ces derniers peuvent par exemple choisir des produits régionaux, avec un label bio,
renoncer aux produits surgelés et privilégier les fruits et les légumes saisonniers.
Les différentes enquêtes sur les conséquences des habitudes de consommation alimentaire sur l’environnement permettent de
formuler les recommandations suivantes, qui aideront les consommateurs finaux à adopter un comportement respectueux de
l’environnement.
Pour les denrées de provenance suisse produites selon des critères durables, les consommateurs sont prêts à payer un sup- plément.
Le grand pouvoir d’achat des consommateurs suisses leur permet littéralement de se réser- ver les meilleurs morceaux.
Bien que le prix soit le critère décisif pour beaucoup d’acheteurs, il existe un nombre croissant de consommateurs très conscients et
respon- sables qui préfèrent les labels chers, porteurs de valeur.
Les divers scandales alimentaires qui ont éclaté dans un passé récent ont, une fois de plus, montré que les consommatrices et
consommateurs attachent beaucoup d’importance à la sécurité et à la santé
In recent years, international trade of fresh fruits and vegetables has also increased due to market liberalisation and technical
development of agricultural practices, conservation processes and transport facilities.
Fidèle à ses objectifs, le groupe dit une nouvelle fois ambitionner un taux de croissance organique compris entre 5 et 6% en 2013, une
fourchette qui constitue le modèle Nestlé.
Bio Suisse, the Swiss organic farmer association, is of course not satisﬁed with the decreased number of organic farms and organic
area, as described above. It does not reﬂect the market potential and further growth in organic production that is needed in order to
satisfy the needs of the market
Swiss Organic Market : The growth was 7 percent from 2008 to 2009.
Increasing consumption levels leading to increased envi- ronmental impacts. Decoupling between economic growth and
environmental impacts has not yet been achieved;
Les ventes des produits bio ont progressé en 2007 de 7,7% alors que le marché des aliments conventionnels n'a connu qu'une
croissance de 3%. Environ 75% des produits bio ont transité l'an dernier par les caisses des grandes surfaces. En 2007, deux secteurs
ont enregistré une croissance particulièrement vigoureuse : la vente directe avec une hausse de 12% et les magasins biologiques avec
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près de 10%28.

Environmental
impacts

Agriculture and the food sector are responsible for a large share of the environmental impacts
integration into standard LCA studies to show the relevance of water use related environmental impacts.
direct environmental impacts from polluting water are generally considered by impact assessment methods for emissions,
the use of the machinery is important for many environmental impacts.
Field emissions are of decisive importance for many environmental impacts
There is currently no study which has quantiﬁed and map- ped the full range of environmental impacts arising from fruit and
vegetable production at a local, national or global level.
Debates around the advantages of local food are not restricted to crops and vegetables and several analyses have considered the
environmental impacts related to red meat production(1,37,38).
Life-cycle assessment (LCA) is a widely accepted methodology for assessing the environmental impacts of consumer goods
For the quantitative assessment of the environmental impacts of food purchases, Jungbluth (2000) has developed a modular LCA
method.
The results show that the modules product category (e.g., meat or vegetable) and product type (e.g., veal or poultry) show the
greatest environmental impacts.
Based on the life cycle inventories, the environmental inputs and outputs are converted into environmental impacts.
This implies that area-based indica- tors should include only the environmental impacts occur- ring at farm-level,
Eco-efficiency is defined as the digestible energy output produced by a farm divided by the amount of environmental impacts it
generates.
On average a farm could theoretically reduce its overall environmental impacts generation by 35.5 % without decreasing its digestible
energy output if the farm were to adjust its performance towards the most efficient farms in the sample.
global performance should be mea- sured by using product-based indicators reflecting the effi- ciency of environmental impacts
generation over the whole production chain
Nutrition accounts for 30 % of environmental impacts caused due to the final consumption of Swiss households.
Reflecting this demand for more sustainable food production systems, the focus of agrarian modelling in LCA and CF has changed
over the past five years, shifting from the debate on bio-fuels to an increasing requirement to better understand the sustainability,
especially the carbon footprint, of food supply chains.
PCA was applied to each set of indicators and aggregated indices were computed for each dimension of sustainability with the results
of the analysis. The selected indicators explained with good agreement the differences in sustainability between countries and the
synthetic indices ranked them all. Some of them showed a high relative sustainability, while other presented low values, due to low
environmental, economic or social sustainability values of the aggregated indices.
The sustainability rangeswere obtained through literature research and stakeholder interviews.

sustainability
Sustainability and sustainable development are complex concepts, running the gamut from “strong” or steady-state to “weak” or
capital-nature substitution sustainability (Pezzey, 1992; Daly, 1997; Neumayer, 2003 Although there is almost universal agreement
that sustainable development is a worthy goal, this agreement does not entail a straightforward prescriptive agenda.
The sector model depicts all the prevalent crop and animal production activities in Switzerland. These are all differentiated according
to organic and non-organic farming methods, whereby extensive production variants are also taken into consideration in the case of
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cereals, rapeseed and grassland.
integrate environmental sustainability into our products, and brand communication where applicable;
Communication on the topic of environmental sustainability is an increasingly important part of our corporate communication
strategy

Nestlé Policy on Environmental
Sustainability
Nestlé Policy on Environmental
Sustainability

5.3 Questions for interviews
Showed below, we present in this section (annex 3) the questions asked to different stakeholders. They are in French due to the fact that it is the
mother language of the totality of actors interviewed. Nevertheless, they are a reliable translation from English.
Section 1 – Informations de context
1. Pouvez-vous décrire votre travail en relation avec les filières agro-alimentaires?
(Can you please briefly describe your interest/work in food chains?)
2. Quel est votre domaine d’expertise concernant les filières agro-alimentaires?
(What is your area of expertise, in relation to the food chain?)
3. Comment décriveriez-vous votre engagement dans les problèmes des filières agro-alimentaires?
(How would you say you engage with food chain issues? [e.g., as an academic, policymaker, market analyst, producer representative])
4. Qu’en est-il de votre institution/département? Pouvez-vous donner quelques informations sur leur engagement ?
(What about your institution / department? Can you provide a little bit of background in terms of their engagement with food chain issues?)
Section 2 – Problèmes principaux des filières agro-alimentaires
www.glamur.eu
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1. Qu’est-ce que
considérez comme le challenge/problème principal en ce moment et pourquoi ?
(What do you consider to be the key food chain issues / challenges at the moment and why?)

vous

2. Y a-t-il de grosses différences de challenges entre les différents secteurs alimentaires ou sont-ils des challenges généraux?
(Do key supply chain issues differ between sectors / commodities (e.g. fruit and vegetables, grains, dairy, pork, wine) or are they generic
issues?)
Section 3 – Global VS local
1. Quelle est pour vous la différence entre le local et le global dans les filières agro-alimentaires?
(Can you please describe what you perceive as the differences between local and global food chains?)

2. Quels sont les avantages et challenges associés aux deux ?
(What advantages/challenges do you associate with each scale?)
3. Nous avons établi une liste de critères qui devront servir à définir la « performance » selon les 5 dimensions et en regardant d’abord dans la
littérature scientifique et nous aimerions aussi avoir l’avis des experts :
y a-t-il à votre avis des critères manquants ?
(Is there in your opinion some missing factors of performance in our list ?)
4. Pouvez-vous essayer de placer ces critères (mesures) par ordre d’importance/priorité (sur la feuille annexe)?
(Can you order our list of ‘indicators’ from the most important to the least important to measure the performance of food supply chains)?
Section 4 – Mesurer la performance
1. Etes-vous familier avec des méthodes ou outils pour mesurer la performance des filières agro-alimentaires?
(Are you familiar with any methods/tools to measure food chain performance?)
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2. Comment le
dans votre
organisation ? (par ex ISO, certifications, formation des employés)
(How do you measure supply chain performance in your organisation? (e.g. ISO 14001, certified sourcing, staff training etc).)

faites-vous

3. Y a-t-il des différences majeures avec les autres secteurs alimentaires ?
(Do we need to account for sector/commodity differences when measuring food chain performance?)
Section 5 – future
1. Qu’est-ce que vous attendez du future en termes de performance des filières agro-alimentaires s?
(What do you expect will happen in terms of the food chain’s performance in the future?)
2. Quelle sera la relation entre chaines locales et globales ?
(What will be the relationship between local and global food chains?)
Section 6 – commentaire final
1. Y a-t-il quelque chose d’autre que vous souhaitez ajouter? Ou y a-t-il des questions de votre part? (any other comments or questions ?)
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GLAMUR is a EU FP7 project that aims at integrating advancement in scientific knowledge
about the impact of food chains to practice, to increase food chains sustainability through
public policies and private strategies.
This general objective will be pursued through the following specific objectives:
To develop and validate a performance criteria matrix for assessment and comparison of
food chains operating at a range of geographical scales through analysis of how food
chain impacts are communicated in different spheres of society.
To build a database of quantifiable indicators of impact and a set of 20 case studies
aimed at understanding how impacts are generated within specific food chains.
To advance knowledge on methodological problems and trade-offs arising when
measuring and comparing the impact of food chains within and between sectors.
To assess how performance is perceived by stakeholders in different national contexts
through participatory assessment and multi-criteria analysis of the different typologies of
food chains.
To assess the actual and potential role of public and private policies addressing food
chains and to turn assessment into policy recommendations.
To build a network that turns the advancement of scientific knowledge into decision making
tools for domestic and public consumers, producers, citizens, scientists, policy makers, civil
society organizations.

To be quoted as:
Gonzalo Gamboa, Zora Kovacic, Tiziano Gomiero, Marta Guadalupe Rivera, Mario
Giampietro, (2014) National level report. Barcelona, UAB, ICTA
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S. 1 - Introduction to the national report, which should include the
methodology used
The main activities carried out within the WP2 were:
a) Literature review and text analysis to select the main attributes characterizing the
discourse about food system in Spain,
b) Interviews with experts to integrate further information to the text analysis and to carry
on a ranking exercise on the list of attributes,
c) Delphi exercise,
e) A literature review concerning methodologies used in the food system analysis in Spain
has been also carried out.
a) Text analysis: We reviewed the potential sources of information (news papers,
magazines, scientific journals, websites, blogs, TV programs, institutions) and selected those
most valuable and representative of different typologies of stakeholders (e.g. highly
followed blogs, important newspapers/magazines, and key institutional sources). A total
of 178 references concerning were collected so to cover the different aspects and spheres
of the food system (documents and links to relevant websites). The list of reference is
divided as follow:
•

Public sphere: 109 references (6 blogs, 7 website of main NGOs, 4 TV
programmes, 89 articles within newspapers and magazines and other institutional
publications),
• Scientific sphere: 34 papers,
• Market sphere: 18 documents,
• Policy sphere: 17 documents.
The list of the resources was organized in an excel file, taking notes of the main focus and
key words characterizing the documents.
We carried out a review of the available software programs for text analysis and
analysis of their characteristics. Two software were identified as useful for our work,
Atlas-T (a freeware for qualitative text analysis) and Alceste (performing hierarchical
descendent classification for text/context analysis). Results using Alceste and Atlas-T were
compared using a sample of the documents (work not presented in this draft). The
complete text analysis was then performed using Atlas-T. Attributed were ranked
according to their frequency and the most important were further analyzed.
We used two different approaches for the text analysis, the first according to the
indication of the manual, which is reported in the main report, and the second according to
a discourse analysis, which is reported in the annex 1.
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b) Delphi: A list of potential relevant participants was made. Eventually 8 experts
accepted to participate to the first round of interview representing experts from public
institutions, academy, farmer unions, and environmental organizations.
c) Interviews: A list of potential relevant participants was made. Eventually 14 experts
accepted to participate to the interview representing experts from public institutions,
academy, environmental organizations, producers, consumers.
d) Literature review methodology used in the food system analysis: An additional literature
review has been carried out concerning different methodologies employed in the analysis
of the Spanish food system (see Annex 3).
e) Spain food system: A review: A review of the main characteristics of the Spanish food
system was carried out relying on institutional and scientific documents (see S2).

S. 2 - National Context – brief description and analysis
2.1 Overview
Between the 1950s and the 1990s Spain underwent a large transformation that reshaped
the whole structure of the country. In 1950 agriculture represented 30% of GDP and
employed about 50% of the active population, while in 1990 it represented the 4.6% of
the GDP and 11% of the active population (Naredo, 2004). Figures for the 2011 are
2.5% of the GDP and 4.3 % of the active population in 2011(INE, 2012).
Compared with other European countries, agriculture in Spain has evolved differently. Two
main reasons can explain this differential evolution (Naredo, 2004): (1) the process of
agrarian industrialisation in Spain started later in the nineteenth century and was slower,
(2) the industrialisation process was halted by the Civil War and economic policy applied
immediately after the Civil War was based on a set of autarchic policies that did not
favour the process of agrarian modernisation. According to some authors (e.g. AAVV,
2013) the lack of services to rural community is still the true bottle neck concerning rural
development and life quality in rural areas.
Spain occupies a surface of 505,991 km2 and has 46.8 millions inhabitants (2011
census) (91.8 inhabitants per km2), with a increase of about 6 million in a decade (2001
census). Active population in 2012 was 23 million people, about 60% population (age 16
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and above). GDP at market price in 2012 has been estimated 1,049,520 million € (1.3% on 2011) 27,735 €/capita (-1.4% on 2011) (INE, 2013)
Spain accounts for the largest utilised agricultural area in EU, and plays a key role in the
production of Mediterranean crops (Table 1). Agricultural activities occupy 13.8% of the
surface, and are characterised for a great variety of crops, among which olive tree, wine,
citrus. Livestock production is characterised by pork (41.5%) and cattle (28.1%). Within
the EU, Spain is the second largest producers of pork and sheep and goat. Spain ranks
first in EU as fishery (992,650 tons live weight), and aquaculture, accounting for the 20%
of the EU aquaculture production (INE, 2013).
Spain has also the largest surface under organic agriculture in EU. According to
MAGRAMA (2012, 2013b), the surface under organic agriculture in 2011 increased by
11.8%, reaching 1.84 million ha, from the 1.65 millions ha in 2010.
Table 1. Main crops and animal products (data from MAGRAMA, 2011)
Crops

1000 Ton

Animal products

1000 Ton

Barley

8,328

Pork meat

3,469

Wheat

6,900

Poultry and other birds

1,373

Corn (grain)

4,150

Beef

604

Sugar beet

3,633

Sheep

132

Tomatoes (no conserve)

3,836

Rabbit

67

Orange

2,645

Cow milk (to industry)

6,160 (million litres)

Potato

2,361

Sheep milk

369

Mandarin

2,120

Goat milk

316

Olive oil

1,607

Eggs

1,000 (million of dozen)

Sunflower

1,084

Hot pepper

970

Rice

920

Wine and grape must

38,583 (1000 hl)
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Coming to the agri-food system, Spain ranks forth in EU as importance of the agro-food
system in the economy. Spain food system accounts for 8% of the GDP and 10.3% of the
employment (750,000 see Table 1), and represented also 16% of the total export of the
country (MERCASA 1, 2013). In 2012 the food and beverage industry employed 440,000
people, 20% of the industrial employees in Spain (MERCASA, 2013). The food service
sector is also of major importance for the country accounting for 12.1% of GDP and
employing about 2,000,000 people, about 11% of the total employees in Spain
(MERCASA, 2013). In 2012 the total value of the agriculture and livestock production
amounted to 43,151 million € (4.3% higher than 2011). Intermediate consumption
accounted for 21,230 million €, leading to a Gross Added Value 21,920 millions €. The
Net Added Value then, reached 22,722 million € (at current price) (MERCASA, 2013). The
role of the agriculture sector in the Spanish economy is summarised in the Table 2.

Table 2. Employment per sector and relative importance of the sector for the GDP,
(data for the 2012, from INE, 2012)
Sector

Employees

%

% GDP

(1000)

1

Total

17,282

100

100

Agriculture

753

4.3

2.5

Industry

2,431

14.1

8.4

Construction

1,148

6.6

15.6

Services

12,950

75

65.5

VAT on products

-

-

8.1

Mercasa is a public company belonging to the State Administration, that has as partners the

Sociedad Estatal de

Participaciones Industriales (SEPI) and the Ministerio de Agricultura, Alimentación y Medio Ambiente, through the Fondo
Española de Garantía Agraria (FEGA) <http://www.mercasa.es/nosotros>
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2.2 Flowchart of Spanish food system
Using data from FAO - food balance sheet for the year 2009 -, an attempt has been
made to describe the structure of the Spanish food system in terms of volume flow.
According to FAO’s food balance sheet for the year 2009 (data on Table 3), the main
cereals produced and imported in Spain were wheat (38%), barley (29%) and maize
(25%). Forty per cent of wheat is consumed as food and 54% was consumed as feed for
animals. A big proportion of barley (84%) and maize (84%) is used as feed.
In the case of fruits and vegetables, tomatoes account for about 12% of production. One
fourth of that is exported and the rest is consumed by households. Potatoes account for
10%, of which two thirds are produced in Spain and one third is imported and more than
80% is consumed as food. Also, sugar beet is an important crop, accounting also for 10%
of the category vegetables; all of that is produced in Spain and used to produce sugar.
Production and imports of oranges and mandarins accounts for about 12% of fruits and
vegetables, and about 40% is allocated for exports. Then, the production of grapes
accounts for 14% of the production and imports of fruits and vegetables, and almost 80%
is destined to the production of alcoholic beverages.
In the case of oil crops, soybeans account for about 23% of production and imports; and
all of that is imported and destined to food manufacture. Olives account for 63% of
production and imports of oil crops, and all of that is produced in Spain and destined to
produce olive oil; half of that is exported and the rest is consumed internally.
Wine accounts for 43% of the production of alcoholic beverages; half of it is exported
and the other half is consumed internally. Beer accounts for 47% of the production of
alcoholic beverages and almost all the production is consumed in Spain.
Finally, within animal products, pigmeat accounts for 15% of total production and imports,
and one third of that is exported. Milk outstands, accounting for 50% of production and
imports: 66% of that is produced in Spain, 62% is consumed as food and 28% is
consumed as feed for animals.
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Table 3. Production and consumption of food for Spain, year 2009 (in kt/year) (Source:
FAO food balance sheets)
Fruits &
Sector

Oil

Cereals Vegetables

crops

Oils

Beverages

Animal

& Other

products

Total

CONSUMPTION
Household

4,585

14,468

1,105

1,266

6,675

14,219

42,318

Agriculture

23,722

1,179

164

0

0

3,593

28,658

946

8,608

10,179

0

648

6

20,387

Other

1,177

843

8

1,385

436

893

4,742

Losses

534

2,376

67

0

76

17

3,070

30,964

27,474

11,523

2,651

7,835

18,728

99,175

0

0

Agroindustry

Internal
consumption
Stock variation

1,365

379

-498

-220

387

0

1,413

Exports

1,794

13,533

551

1,237

2,654

3,685

23,454

31,393

40,628

12,572

4,108

10,102

22,413

121,216

2,359

7,038

34,157

0

15,371

76,881

Total

SUPPLY
Imports

13,913

5,440

3,685

1,722

Agriculture

17,455

35,169

8,886

0

0

0

0

2,388

7,736

0

10,124

31,368

40,609

12,571

4,110

10,095

22,409

121,162

Agroindustry
Total

Figure 1 presents a different view of the data in the previous table. In this case, fruits,
vegetables, pulses, starchy roots and oil crops are under the category vegetables.
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Figure 1. Flow chart of Spanish food system (source: Own elaboration based on FAO food balance sheet
for Spain 2009).

Food production considers primary production and processing within the Spanish territory,
and it accounts for about 70% of the food delivered to the supply sector. It is worth
noticing that about 18% of the produced and imported food is processed to produce oil
(50%), sugar (25%) and wine (23%). Also, imports play a key role in supplying cereals to
the Spanish food system. Then, the supply sector delivers food for the hypercycle (about
one third) and for consumption (either internally or for exports). The hypercycle refers to
the food used as feed and seeds. As mentioned before, cereals play an important role in
feeding animal production. One third of food for human consumption is exported and two
thirds are consumed by the dissipative sector (e.g., households).

2.3 Main agriculture products
2.3.1 Cereals
Total cereal production (wheat, barley, oat, triticale, rye, corn, rice, and sorghum) in 2013
was 17.3 million tons (4 million less then in 2011) Table 4. Wheat and barley were only
5.1 and 5.9 million tons, when in 2011 production was 6.9 and 8.3 million tons. Corn was
13
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4.2 million tons (+1% on 2011), 48.200 tons of sorghum (+23% on 2011) and 881,100
tons of rice (-4% on 2011) (MERCASA, 2013).
Cereals (excluding rice) in 2009, accounted for a value of 3,216 million €, about 8.6%
agriculture production and 14% of the vegetable production (MAGRAMA, 2014a).
Maize, rye sorghum, 30% of barley (3.5 Mt) and 50% of wheat (3.0 Mt – soft wheat) are
used as animal feed (FEDNA, 2014).
Table 4. Data on cereal production in Spain, average 2008-2011 (data from
MAGRAMA, 2014b)
Average 2008-2011
Species

Surface

Production

Yield

(1,000 ha)

(1,000 ton)

(t/ha)

Wheat

1,912

6,162

3.2

Soft (spring) wheat

1,441

5,020

3.5

Hard (winter) wheat

471

1,142

2.4

Barley

3,062

9,398

3.1

Oat

526

1,104

2.1

Rye

128

273

2.1

Triticale

62

151

2.4

Total cereals autumn-winter

5,690

17,087

3

Maize

352

3,599

10

Rice

112

826

7.4

Sorghum

7.5

31

4.1

Spring cereals

472

4,455

9.4

Tot Cereals

6,162

21,542

3.5

Tot cereals excluding rice

6,050

20,717

3.4
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It has to be pointed out that there is notable difference among years. Data for wheat in
2008 are as follow: area in production 1.8 million ha, for a total production of 6.4 million
tons, and productivity of 3.6 t/ha; while in 2009 the land in production was 1.7 million ha,
the total harvest 4.8 million tons (-35%) with a productivity of 2.7 t/ha (-40%). Larger
differences for different years are reported for other cereals.
2.3.2 Meat
Spain is the second largest producer of pork and sheep and goat (Spain ranks first in EU
as fishery with 992,650 tons live weight of production, and aquaculture, accounting for
the 20% of the EU aquaculture production - INE, 2013). Meat production is a model with
strong territorial embeddedness, closely associated with (and limited by) the main
ecological characteristics of the Spanish agro-systems; the main limiting factor being the
availability of pastures and other animal foods that, in turn, depended on the disposal of
lands. Spanish cereal production and available grazing land could only sustain relatively
small livestock populations. Thus in 2005, 90.1% of the total establishments could be
considered big farms in the case of poultry and 46.2% in pig farming. However, with
cattle the situation was exactly the opposite, where small farms were dominant. In fact, in
2005, more than 83.1% could still be considered small or very small farms (García-Dory
et al., 1988; Langreo, 2007; Ríos-Núñez et al., 2013). Average annual meat consumption
per person grew from 11.7 kg in 1970 to more than 65 kg in 2005. Therefore, there has
been a sharp increase in the carnivorous component of the Spanish diet, parallel to the
growth in personal income (MERCASA, 2013). According to some authors (e.g. RiveraFerre, 2009), supply driven meat consumption may have played a key role in increasing
the consumption of meat products.
2.3.3 Pork
In 2012 pork represented 37% of the livestock production and the 14% of agriculture
value (6,061 million € + 11.7% on 2011). In Spain there are 87,272 stock farms
accounting for 25.2 millions heads, of which 10 million from intensive production. Export
amounts to 995,300 t (880,000 in the 2011), nearly all to EU. Import amounted to
88,000 t (8,000 more than 2010), and15,600 t of live animals (MERCASA, 2013).
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2.3.4 Beef
Beef production in 2012 accounted for 2,503 million €, 15.3% of the livestock production
and 5.8% of agriculture production. At the end of 2012 there were 5.812 heads, and
meat production amounted to 596,853 tons (-1.2% on 2011). Meat export reached
128,079 tons (fresh meat, frozen meat, meat based products) of which 91% to EU. Import
was 110,983 tons (+ 2.9% on 2011), 87.5% from EU (MERCASA, 2013).
2.3.5 Milk
In 2012 milk production (75% cow, 14% sheep and 11% goat) represented 15.8% of the
total value of animal production (2,653 million €) and 6.4% of total agriculture value
(MERCASA, 2013). In 2012 Spain accounted with 841,603 cows for a milk production of
6 million tons. Production of sheep milk amount to 500,000 tons and that of goat to
465,000 tons (MERCASA, 2013).
2.3.6 Fruit and Vegetable
The total production of fruit and vegetable in 2012 amounted to 18 million t, of which
about 2/3 are exported and 1/3 are for the internal consumption (Fruitattractionnews,
2014). In 2012 the value of Spanish production of fruit and vegetable (including olives
and potatoes) amounted to 13,792 M€ (+2% on 2011) (MERCASA, 2013).
The surface cultivated to fruit and vegetables amount to 800,000 ha, of which 151,000
ha are to vegetables (56,000 to potatoes), and 312,000 ha to citrus and 280,000 ha to
other species of fruits.
According to data supplied by the Departamento de Aduanas e Impuestos Especiales del
Ministerio de Economía, the export of fresh fruit and vegetables in 2012 increased by
13% in value, in comparison to 2011, reaching a total of 9,641 million €. The exported
volumen also increaeed by a 6%, reaching 11 million t (Fruitattractionnews, 2014). The
export of vegetables increased by a 11%, for a total of 3,904 million €, while the volume
decreased by 1%, for a total of 4.2 million t. The main vegetables exported are
tomatoes, accounting for 925 million € (+10%), pepper, 606 million € (+4%) and salad,
589 million € (+27%). About 90% of the export of fruit and vegetables has been
exported to EU, mainly in Germany, France, UK, and The Netherlands.
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An example of the performance of different types of production system is provided for
the case of tomato in Table 5.

Table 5. Different types of tomatoes production and relative performances (data from
Anon. 2013, InfoAgro.com, 2013, MAGRAMA, 2010, elaboration by the author)

Tomato –
average
Spain
Tomato in
Almeria*
Tomato
organic.
average

Area
under
cultivated
(ha)
54,900

Total
production
(t)

Productivity
(t/ha)

Price at the
farm gate
(€/kg)

Profitability
per ha
(€/ha)

Total value
(Million €)

4,051,620

74

0.4

29,600

1,580

10,232

958,462

94

0.56

52,547

538

860

44,720

52

0.8

41,000

35

(*) very high intensity - greenhouse production

2.3.7 Grapes and Wine
According to ESYRCE 2012 (2013), until 2008 the Spanish grape culture covered about
1.13 millions ha. Since then the surface constantly decreased to reach the present 0.95
million ha. The reduction affected the non irrigated grapes, who the irrigate culture
remained constant (accounting for 34% of the total in 2012, 84% of which in Castilla la
Mancha). About 50% of grape is found in the region of Castilla La Mancha, followed by
Extramadura region accounting for the 8.6% of the total, and a few other regions with
lower productive areas. When considering the relative importance of grape on the total
agriculture area, however, the region of Rioja leads with 30.6%, and in the Canarias
Island and Pais Vasco it reachs 16%, Castilla la Mancha follows with 12,6%. About 66%
of grapes are minimum tillage culture and 23% traditional tillage. In 2013, wine
production was 36.3 million hectolitres, much lower then in 2011 (MERCASA, 2013).
2.3.8 Olive oil
Spain has 282 million olive trees on 2.58 million ha, of the production 96% is for oil (1.3
million ton olive oil) and 4% for human consumption (Marques de Ávila, 2013). In 2012
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olive oil production was 613,000 tons much below the 1,607,100 tons produced in 2011.
In 2012 olive oil import was 81,400 tons and 825,000 tons were exported. It has to be
highlighted that in 2012, due to the Spanish low production, the total olive oil production,
at world level, reached 2,718,000 tons, a minus 700,000 tons from 2011. Of this volume
1,739,000 tons were produced in EU (MERCASA, 2013).
2.4 Food system: Industry, structure and ownership patterns
In Spain the agro-food industry is the main industry of the country. In 2009 it represented
20.2% of the product net sales, 22% of the rough matter buying, 16.7% of the industry
employment, 12.4% of investments and 15.5% of added value (MAGRAMA, 2014),
accounting for 17% of total net sales of the industrial sector and for 7.6% of the GDP of
Spain (ACES, 2008; Boccherini Bogert, 2010).
The food chain (primary sector, food industry, distribution and restoration) is also one of
the main sectors of Spain economy. Food industry alone accounts for a net sales of 83,294
million € in 2008, and 88,673 millions € in 2012 and 440,000 employees (MERCASA,
2013).
According to Gobierno de España (2013), the Spanish agrofood sector is characterised
by small and medium enterprises. In the food and beverage industry are operating
29,300 enterprises, of which about 99% are Small and Medium Enterprises (SME) with
less than 200 employers. Gobierno de España (2013) quoting Informe FIAB (2011),
reports the existence of 29,334 enterprises of which 96% are small enterprises (<50
employers), 3% medium (50-200 employers) y 1% large >500 employers). Further to
that, there are 3,900 agrarian cooperatives and 980,000 agricultural and livestock
farms.
According to Gobierno de España (2013) the dimension of the enterprises is a key factor
when coming to face global markets, and the capacity to export increase with the
increase of the dimension and the enterprise and number of employees. However,
although the Spanish enterprise are of good level concerning quality and food security,
present some structural weakness that limit their competitiveness such as (ACES, 2008;
Boccherini Bogert, 2010): small dimension, limited market orientation, insufficient
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managerial training, poor capacity to attract high quality managers, limited interest in
internationalization, limited willingness to invest.
2.5 Sketch of the predominant forms of food retailing, including the proportion of
food sales through supermarkets relative to direct sales
2.5.1 Food consumption
While in 1959 food expenditures accounted for 55% of family income, in 2008 they
represented only 14% (Boccherini Bogert, 2010). According to MAGRAMA (2013a), the
families total expenditures on food on 2012 amounted at 100,678 million € (-1,3% on
2011), of which 67,634 million € (67%) was food consumed at home, and 33,044 million
€ (33%) food consumed outside. Food consumed at home can be divided into 18,802
million € spent on specialised distribution, and 48,831 million € spent on organized
distribution.
2.5.2 Retailing and supermarkets
In the last 25 years transitional retailers have been largely substituted by supermarkets
and shopping moles and in 2008 the first five distributors accounted for 52% of the
market share (Boccherini Bogert, 2010). This concentration plays a key role in the power
structure of the food chain, increasing the negotiation power of large distributors over the
other sectors of the food chain, producers in particular.
White-label products are also increasing their share in the supermarkets, reaching in 2008
the 35.8% of the food products. For some distribution chains the share is even larger, e.g.
for some items Mercadona reaches 60%.
2.6 Levels of export dependency
Spain is the second most important exporter of agrifood products in EU after USA. EU
represents nearly 80% of the export market (ACES, 2008). In 2012 agro-food export
continued its constant positive trend, reaching 39.9 billion € (+9.3% on 2011). Import
accounted for 28.5 billion € (+1.6% on 2011 and 11% of the total value of import), for a
net gain of 6.1 billion € (+121%).
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Table 4. Most important countries for import and export per volume and value with
respect to Spain (from Ministerio de Economía y Competitividad, 2013, modified)
Export
Import
Country

Billions €

Million tons

Country

Billion €

Million tons

France

6.2

5.6

France

4.5

7.0

Germany

4.1

3.9

Brazil

1.8

3.7

Portugal

3.8

3.5

Argentina

1.1

2.0

Italy

3.8

2.5

Portugal

1.6

1.5

UK

2.8

2.3

Netherland.

2.0

1.4

Netherland

1.5

1.5

Germany

2.4

1.3

Belgium

0.9

0.7

UK

1.1

1.1

Poland

0.6

0.7

Italy

1.1

0.7

The import of agrifood products were worth 28,803 millions € and accounted for 34,6
million tons of products. Import by of volume (% for the five major suppliers): France
20.3%; Ukraine 13.9%; Brazil 10.6%, Argentina 5.9% and Portugal 4.5% (total 55.2%
of the import). Import by value (% for the five major suppliers): France 15.6%; Germany
8.2%, The Netherlands 6.8%, Brazil 6.2% and Portugal 5.7% (Ministerio de Economía y
Competitividad, 2013).
In 2012 the value of the food and fish export reached 36,107 million € (+9% on 2011
and 16% of the total Spain export), while the import was of 30,338 millions € (+1%),
with a plus of 5,769 millions € (+ 88% on 2011) (MERCASA, 2013). Among the exported
products, fruit was the most important with a value of 6,269 million € (+11%), followed
by vegetables with 4,350 million € (+8.7%), then meat, oils and wine (MERCASA, 2013).
Regarding the import, 1,574 million € (+2.8% on 2011) were from fruit, 2,974 million €
from cereals and 2,247 million € from oil seeds (MERCASA, 2013).
Concerning the whole food system the value of the export in 2012 reached 114,200
million € (+9% on 2011). Of that, 64% is accounted for elaborated and transformed
products. On the whole, export-import balance is positive and accounts for a plus 12,600
million euro (62% from 2011) (MAGRAMA, 2013a).
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2.7 Distribution of value added across the chain
A join monitoring by consumer and producer associations found that the distribution of
value along the food chain is highly unequal, with food prices reaching the consumer with
a price that is from 500% up to 1,000% higher than at the farm gate (Maté, 2011;
Cordoba, 2011). Cordona (2011) reports that on average an olive producers earn 0.36
€/kg of olives, while the consumer pays 3.87 €/kg. Mercasa, in its website
(http://www.mercasa.es/precios_origen_destino), reports, on weekly basis, the price of
products at the production stage, wholesale and retailer. Figures reported show that,
along the chain, prices increase from 3-4 times (more then 4 times for first quality beef) up
to ten times (oranges).
This unequal distribution of value can be visualized by the volume of sales volume of the
ten major groups in production, industry and large distribution. In 2009 the ten largest
cooperatives had a sales volume of 3,443 million euro, the ten largest food industries (six
of them foreigner corporations) 17,011 million euro, while the sales volume of the ten
major distributors reached 53,041 million euro (Maté, 2011). In 2009 the market share of
the five largest distributor chains reached 60% of the total sales.
According to the Spanish farmers association COAG (2013) the recently approved law on
the food chain does not help Spanish farmers to stand the confrontation with the industry
and large distribution. However, the law recognises the existence of the short food chain,
and this is a first step in a new direction.
2.8 Governance structure: Food safety, food quality assurance, food standards etc.
The identification and traceability of the food and feed product, as well as those of their
ingredients, is of primary importance for the protection of the consumers. The control over
food safety, food quality and food standard is implemented by the Agencia Española de
Seguridad Alimentaria y Nutrición (AESAN) (the Spanish Agency for Food Security and
Nutrition) (AESAN, 2009, 2014), recently converted into Agencia Española de Consumo,
Seguridad Alimentaria y Nutrición (AECOSAN). AECOSAN supplies information to
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consumers as well as economic agents and cooperate with the rest of the public
administration and concerned sectors.
The general principle of the Spanish legislation are established by the articles 5 and 10
of the Regulation (EC) No 178/2002 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 28
January 2002 laying down the general principles and requirements of food law,
establishing the European Food Safety Authority and laying down procedures in matters
of food safety (EC, 2002).
The regulation on the traceability of products establishes that the required commercial and
scientific information, method of production and place of production must be provided on
the label and/or other official documents. In the case of products sold directly to the
consumer all the required information must be provided on the label.
Specific regulations applied to: meat and related products, fish and seafood, milk and
diary products, eggs and Genetic Modified Organisms (GMO). The latter regulation
defines the traceability of GMO as “the capacity to follow the trace of GMO and product
containing GMO along the food chain and in all the production phases” (AESAN, 2009).
For the regulation on maximum limits of contaminants and other parameters of health
interest (pesticides, animal medicaments, material in contact with food) Spain refers to
National (animal medicaments), and European legal documents (pesticides, material in
contact with food) (ASEAN, 2014). At national level is present a network of food alert
that works through the Sistema Coordinado de Intercambio Rápido de Información (SCIRI)
(Cooredinated System of Fast Information Exchange) (AESAN, 2014).

2.9 Comment on any notable food sector differences/issues, especially in relation to
the five commodities of interest to GLAMUR
2.9.1 Regional differences and farming system typologies: An important issue that has to be
taken into account by agricultural policies
The geography and the ecological and cultural characteristics of Spain are rather
heterogeneous. Such diversity affected both the past and present characteristics of the
agricultural activities and in turn the structure and functioning of the food system, so that in
Spain large differences exist among regions about their agriculture characteristics
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(Naredo, 2004; Gómez-Limón et al., 2012). Large differences concerning agricultural
products, agricultural practices and agro-industrial development, are found among
regions, and also within the regions themselves. In turn, different farmer typologies can be
found, which have different cultural and technical background, management strategies
and goals (Annex 1).
In a study of agricultural activities in Southern Spain, Nainggolan et al. (2011), identified
6 types of farmers (1) older, low income landowners, (2) younger tenant farmers, (3)
younger educated specialised landowners, (4) older (age above 55 years) specialised
landowners, (5) established diversifiers, and (6) younger educated diversifiers. They also
found that certain types of farmers are strongly associated with particular agricultural
land uses as their main farming activities. The authors concluded that to be effective, the
design of agri-environmental schemes and other government interventions (e.g. specific
compulsory regulations on farming practices and associated water use) should carefully
take into account the characteristics of the farmers within the area of interest, their land
uses and the possible diversity of responses to policy and environmental drivers.
Franco et al., (2012) report that policy of subsidies has had on the sustainability of farms
in general, and of dehesa farms in particular, and holdings based on intensive systems - in
the sense of their use of natural resources (land and water), fertilizers, and pesticides are those receiving the bulk of the aid. Systems such as dehesas and others of high natural
value (for example, those included in the Natura 2000 network receive only a small
fraction of the EU budget earmarked for CAP subsidies.
2.9.2 Rural development
According to some authors (e.g. AAVV, 2013) lack of services to rural communities is a
true bottle concerning rural development and quality of life in rural areas. Young people
find it difficult to settle in rural areas, scarcity of jobs and their relatively lower appeal (in
particular concerning income and social perception), along with the mentioned reduced
services lead young people to look for a job in the cities. However, it has to be highlight
that the recent economic crisis is forcing young people to look for a job back in rural
areas.
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2.9.3 Food waste
A study carried out by HISPACOOP (2012), based on 3,454 interviews and a sample of
440 households in different Comunidades Autonomas (Autonomous communities-regions)
reported that food waste amounted to an average of 76.5 kg/yr per household, that
means about 2,7 kg per week per person, (0,7 kg per person per week) or 32 kg/yr per
person. Food waste was represented for 19% by bread, cereals and other products
(bakery), 17% by fruit and vegetables, 13% by milk, yoghurt, cheese, 13% pasta, rice,
pulses. Most of the food which ended up in the bin was left over from the meal, spoiled
because of badly preserved (70% of fruit and vegetable) and expired.
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S. 3 - Analysis of how food chain performance is currently assessed
Brief analytical overview of the discourses of food chain performance in your national
context.
In Annex 1 we present a slightly different approach to text analysis with reference to
what was required by the manual (that anyway will be provided later on). Concerning
methodologies for agriculture and food system assessment, a review of the technical
methodologies in use in Spain has also been carried out. An attempt has been carried out
to refer the works to the attributes found in the text analysis. The technical review is
provided in Annex 2. In Annex 3 we present an example of highly diverse farming system
that can be found in Spain.

Attributes – Detailed description
Attributes
Affordability
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Availability
Biodiversity
Competitiveness
Contribution to GDP/national
economy
Dependency
Employment
Empowerment
Energy consumption
Environmental impact
Food quality
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Merged keywords and codes / Extended definitions
The attribute refers to the purchasing power for the consumers
(how much they can afford to buy/have access different kind
of commodities).
The attribute refers to the possibility to have sufficient food
available for the market.
The attribute refers to the effect of food production on
biodiversity at different levels (e.g. species, landscape).
The attribute refers to the capacity of the producers/products
to compete in the market.
The attribute refers to the importance of the food supply chain
to contribute to national economy/GDP.
The attribute refers to the farmers’ dependence on public
subsidies.
The attribute refers to the potential for the food supply chain to
generate employment
The attribute refers to the uneven distribution of negotiation
power along the food supply chain.
The attribute refers to the impact of the food supply chain on
energy consumption.
The attribute refers to the overall environmental impact of the
food supply chain.
The attribute refers to the quality of food supply by a given
food supply chain.

12

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Food security

The attribute refers to the both physical and economic access to
food that meets people's dietary needs as well as their food
preferences.

Food sovereignty

The attribute refers local communities and higher levels, and
addresses the power of communities to exert a control and decide
about the characteristics of their food system.
The attribute refers to the effect of the food supply chain on the
production of GHGs.
The attribute refers to the possibility to find market/consumers

GHGs emission
Marketability
Pollution
Population growth
Productivity
Production sustainability
Profitability
Proximity

22

Publicity

23

Quality of life

24

Sociality

25

Traceability/Certification
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for the products.

The attribute refers to the overall effect of the food supply chain to
the pollution.
The attribute refers to the pressure exerted by the population
dynamic (e.g., growth, migration, ageing) to the food supply chain.
The attribute refers to the production per ha, per hr work, per

unit of capital, energy etc.
The attribute refers to the overall sustainability of the food
production process.
The attribute refers to the profitability of the enterprise for the
producers and other actors along the food supply chain.
The attribute refers to how close is the place of consumption to
the place of production, it include also the number of passage
the products have to go through.
The attribute refers to the possibility, for the actors in the food
supply chain, to inform the consumer about their activity and
products.
The attribute refers to the overall quality of life as perceived in
relation to different food supply chain.
The attribute refers to the food chain as a way to enhance
social relation.
The attribute refers to the possibility to trace back the origin of
the product and their passage along the food chain, and have
this check guaranteed by a certification process.

1. Affordability (purchasing power for the consumers)
Attribute
Affordability
Level(s) of the system •
to which it applies
(individual,
groups,
local
communities,
national,
global
ecosystems)
Priority given to the
•
attribute, both in the
range of media
accessed as part of the
desk-based analysis,
and by the experts
interviewed;

Individual consumers to national/international level

Differences between •
the four spheres

The attribute has been found in the Public, Scientific and
Market sphere.
Food affordability is of course of public concern, especially
in this critical period. A public issue is also how to rice the
power capacity of the consumers. It is also a matter of
concern for science which is should work to make food
cheaper and then more affordable. Affordability is also a
concern for the market as if food cannot be bought that is
a problem for the market itself.

•

Differences between •
the five dimensions
•

Differences between •
local
and
global
supply chains
•

It is given a high importance on average, but it presents a
high diversity of prioritization by different interviewees.

The attribute has been found in the Economic, Social and
Ethical dimension.
Affordability is, in fact, related to the whole economic
process (power capacity of the consumer, cost of
production, final cost of food). Affordability of food is also
major social and ethical issue, and stands at the foundation
of the very same social fabric and its capability to cope
with stressor events.
Global food chain may achieve to offer products which are
more affordable, at least until the price of fossil fuels allow
that.
The externalities issue should be considered, along with the
subsidies.

Discourse coalitions / •
alternative framings

There seems to be a wide agreement that food should be
affordable to guarantee a fair access to it by all the
consumers.

Dilemmas

Global food chain may be able to offer products that are
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and •

contradictions
Evidence of interactions •
with other attributes
and the significance of
this
Differences between •
the food sectors /
commodities examined

more affordable then those locally produced.
Affordability of food can be directly linked to Food
security, Quality of life and indirectly also to Environmtal
impact (externalities).
No particular differences among the different commodities.

2. Availability (sufficient food for the market)
Attribute
Availability
Level(s) of the system •
to which it applies
(individual,
groups,
local
communities,
national,
global
ecosystems)
Priority given to the
•
attribute, both in the
range of media
accessed as part of the
desk-based analysis,
and by the experts
interviewed;

The attribute refers to the production of sufficient food for
the market and its availability for consumers and applied
from individual to national level.

Differences
between •
the four spheres
Differences
between •
the five dimensions

This attribute has emerge only within the Market sphere

Differences
between •
local
and
global
supply chains

There is no specific mention to the issue of availability
across food supply chains. However, since most of the
producers involved in local supply chains produce and sell
seasonal products. This entails that consumers may perceive
that the availability of products in local food supply chains
is lower than in the global ones.

Discourse coalitions / •
alternative framings

Availability has been mentioned within the Market sphere,
only by the commodity discourse

Dilemmas
contradictions

According to some interviewees there is no problem
regarding the production of enough food for the market.
Instead, it seems that the problem is related to distribution
and price stabilization strategies. For instance, it is well
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and •

It is given a high importance on average, but it presents a
high diversity of prioritization by different interviewees.

This attribute has emerge only within the Economic
dimension

known the strategy of massively throw fruits to landfills
(and other crops) to avoid lower prices in the market. It is
also to be highlight that in developing countries a large
quantity of crops are turned in biofuels (in EU, canola,
maize, wheat).
Evidence of interactions •
with other attributes
and the significance of
this

The ability of the food supply chain to make food
available to consumers collides with the energy
consumption required for importing off season products
from abroad.

Differences
between •
the food sectors /
commodities examined
•

In global food chains, availability seems not to be a
problem for all types of products.
On the side of local food supply chains, mainly seasonal
products are produced and distributed. So their
availability depends on season and also on climatic
conditions (since most of these producers tend to avoid to
produce in greenhouses.

3. Biodiversity (effect of food production on biodiversity)
Attribute
Biodiversity
Level(s) of the system •
to which it applies
(individual,
groups,
•
local
communities,
national,
global
ecosystems)

Biodiversity refers to both wildlife and agro-biodiversity
(domesticated animals and crops).
The effect of agro-food system on biodiversity is a concern
at all levels, from individual and local farming system to
global food system and ecosystem.

Priority given to the
•
attribute, both in the
range of media
accessed as part of the
desk-based analysis,
and by the experts
interviewed;
•

Of very high importance, very relevant in the media (for
those resources concerned with the environmental impact of
the food system). Two different issues are addressed by
the media: the conservation wild biodiversity at different
levels, from species to landscapes, and the protection of
traditional agricultural varieties and animals breeds.
Average rank 9 in the interviews, with high consistency
among the interviewed (lower ranking given by a policy
maker and a supermarket manager). However,
biodiversity does not emerge as a key issue from the
question “What do you consider to be the key food chain
issues / challenges at the moment and why?” That may
indicate that the awareness appear when to topic is
explicitly risen.

Differences
between •
the four spheres

Biodiversity is found in the Public and the Scientific sphere,
indicating that the issue is a concern for both experts and
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•

lay people alike.
Biodiversity may also be considered part of the attribute
“Env. Impact” found in the Policy sphere.

Differences
between •
the five dimensions

In the matrix, Biodiversity is found only related to the
Environment dimension.

Differences
between •
local
and
global
supply chains

Local food chains are perceived as more concerned with
preserving local agro-biodiversity, especially in the case of
organic farming, or products likened to a specific region.
Local agricultural production are also perceived as directly
impacting to local wild biodiversity, and concern is
expressed both in the media and by the people
interviewed, for the development of sustainable
agricultural practices able to integrate production with the
conservation of the biodiversity, while reducing resource
consumption (e.g., energy, water).
Global food chain are perceive as a process that tends to
homologate and impoverish agro-biodiversity, leading to
growing the same varieties all over the words.
Concern is also expressed about the control of the seeds
(genetic agro-diversity) by large corporations (this issue is
also related to the attributes Food sovereignty and Food
security).

•

•
•

Discourse coalitions / •
alternative framings
•
•
Dilemmas
contradictions

and •

•
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Biodiversity is of high concern for environmentalist and
expert in the field of environmental management and
conservation.
Agro-biodiversity is of high concern especially to organic
farmers and farmers who are engaged in traditional
productions.
Among the people interviewed, this attribute have been
assigned the lower value by a policy maker and a
supermarket manager.
Both in the media and among the experts interviewed it
has been highlighting the importance of enhancing
agricultural productivity. That in order to provide an
income for farmers who are facing hard times due to le
low value of the products at the farm gate. That may
require increasing the use of inputs, such as fertilisers and
feeds (in the case of livestock production) and expanding
the areas under production at the expenses of wildlife.
On the other hand, the present economic crisis led many
farmers out of business and to give up with the
management of some grassland, which in turn are being

•

Evidence of interactions •
with other attributes
and the significance of
this

•
Differences
between •
the food sectors /
commodities examined
•

colonised by the native species. Notwithstanding that being
a natural process, still it leads to the reduction of
ecological niches and to the loss of landscape diversity,
and in turn to the reduction of biodiversity.
Concerning the expert interviewed, Biodiversity does not
emerge as a key issue from the question “What do you
consider to be the key food chain issues / challenges at the
moment and why?” That may indicate that the awareness
appears when to topic is explicitly risen.
Biodiversity may also be considered part of the attribute
“Env. Impact” found in the Policy sphere. Often, in the
media, “Environmental impact” is referred to as to indicate
a broad range of issues related to the effect of
agricultural activities on the environment, from chemical
pollution, GHGs emission, to the impact on the landscape
and biodiversity.
This may indicate that within the media there is the
awareness that agricultural activities lead to a broad
range of effects on the environment.
Large scale industrial farming system (e.g., cereals,
vineyards), are perceived as more threatening to
biodiversity that small scale integrated farming systems.
Agro-biodiversity is perceived as a more important issue
as related to the production of vegetables, wine and
animals (along with diary products). Cereals and other
industrial crops (e.g., maize) are of less concern as they
are mostly imported both for human consumption and
animal feed. Spain, in fact, does not have the proper
environmental characterises (e.g., soil quality and water
availability) to produce large volumes of cereals and other
industrial crops.

4. Competitiveness (capacity of the producers/products to compete in the market)
Attribute
Competitiveness
Level(s) of the system •
to which it applies
(individual,
groups,
local
communities,
national,
global
ecosystems)
Priority given to the
•
attribute, both in the
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Competitiveness applies to actors or products involved in
the food supply chain: whether they are able to position
and compete in the market.

It is given an high priority (i.e. important) by the commodity
discourse found within policy and market spheres

range of media
accessed as part of the
desk-based analysis,
and by the experts
interviewed;
Differences between •
the four spheres
•
•
•
Differences between •
the five dimensions
Differences between •
local
and
global
supply chains

Both in the policy, market and scientific spheres,
competitiveness is given a high importance as a mean to
make business profitable
Within the policy sphere, competitiveness is would be met
by increased human capital, larger farming lots and
product quality
Within the scientific sphere, innovation is key to enhance
competitiveness, sales and profitability.
The market sphere is focused around the efficiency and
competitiveness of the different firms entering the market
for food. In this context, company size is a key issue.
It is related only to the economic dimension.

•

Bigger companies, mainly participating in the global
supply chains, are seen as able to reduce costs and
innovate more rapidly
On the other side, innovation is not exclusive of any food
supply chain. Actors of different size and operating in local
and global food supply chains should be creative in
developing strategies to obtain a good positioning in the
market.

Discourse coalitions / •
alternative framings

It is mentioned only by the commodity discourse within
different spheres.

Dilemmas
contradictions

and •

Bigger companies are seen as able to reduce costs and
innovate more rapidly – in this sense, the performance of
producers is measured exclusively in terms of economic
performance

Evidence of interactions •
with other attributes
and the significance of
•
this

It is much related to innovative capacity of enterprises, to
increase sales and profitability
It is also related to company size, which is considered as an
important characteristic determining the performance of
individual firms.

Differences between •
the food sectors /
commodities examined

No particular differences among the different commodities.
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5. Contribution to national economy/GDP
Attribute
Contribution to national economy/GDP
Level(s) of the system •
to which it applies
(individual,
groups,
local
communities,
national,
global
ecosystems)
Priority given to the
•
attribute, both in the
range of media
accessed as part of the
desk-based analysis,
and by the experts
interviewed;

This applies mainly to the whole food system and its
contribution to the GDP, and the different stages making it
up.

Differences between •
the four spheres

The commodity discourse, within the policy and scientific
spheres, considers it as one of the most important
attributes.
Interestingly, it is not very much mentioned within the
market sphere.

•

The priority given to this attribute is high, and considered
important within the set of attributes.

Differences between •
the five dimensions

It is mainly mentioned as an attribute belonging to the
economic dimension.

Differences between •
local
and
global
supply chains
•

Food chains performance is evaluated according to their
capacity to increase the value added of the overall sector.
Usually, agro-industry is conceived as the main sector
contributing to GDP within the agricultural sector. Agroindustries operate mainly within the global food supply
chain.

Discourse coalitions / •
alternative framings

The contribution to the GDP has been prioritized
exclusively by the commodity discourse.

Dilemmas
contradictions

and •

Contribution to GDP is a key priority from the policy
sphere. It may lead to the design and implementation of
policies supporting agro-industrial sector, which is seen as
the man actor generating value added. This issue can be
counterproductive in supporting small and medium
enterprises.

Evidence of interactions •
with other attributes
and the significance of

There is a constant search for increasing the value added
of the products distributed across food chains. Some of the
strategies consider highlighting territorial characteristics of
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this

•
Differences between •
the food sectors /
commodities examined
•

products (e.g. protected designation of origin) and/or the
production techniques (e.g. organic). This relates
contribution to GDP to attributes such as environmental
protection and/or pollution
Other strategies consider offering processed food, which
would increase its convenience for the consumer.
It is usually considered that processing food generates
higher value added than raw products.
However, local food chains supplying organic and
“territorial” products may increase the value added of
unprocessed food.

6. Dependency (farmers depending on subsidies)
Attribute
Dependency
Level(s) of the system •
to which it applies
(individual,
groups,
local
communities,
national,
global
ecosystems)
Priority given to the
•
attribute, both in the
range of media
accessed as part of the
desk-based analysis,
and by the experts
interviewed;

Individual to local communities and national level.

Differences between •
the four spheres
Differences between •
the five dimensions

The attribute has been found only in the Public sphere.

Differences between •
local
and
global
supply chains
•

The attribute mainly related to local-national farmers in
developed countries who can benefit from public support
(e.g, CAP in EU).
It has to be pointed out that small local farmers are often
involved in productions, such as vegetable, that do not
benefit from subsidies (as for instance cereals or industrial
crops, and diary products)

Discourse coalitions / •
alternative framings

In this case there are two opposite perspectives. On one
side there is the belief that farmers should not receive
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It is perceived as important, but there are rather different
perceptions among different stakeholders.

The attribute has been found only in the Economic
dimension.

subsidies and should compete in the market. On the other
there is the awareness that subsidies can be necessary to
support farmers income, but should be provided on a very
different basis from what they are today, farmers should
be compensate for the service they provide in supplying
environment services, resource conservation and quality of
life to people (quality of food).
Dilemmas
and •
contradictions
Evidence of interactions •
with other attributes
and the significance of
this
Differences between •
the food sectors /
commodities examined

As the point above.
The attribute can be related
Environmental impact (externalities).

to

Food

security,

Some commodities directly benefit from subsides such as
cereals, industrial crops, livestock and diary products.
Others do not or in a much lower extent.

7. Employment (generation of employment)
Attribute
Employment
Level(s) of the system •
to which it applies
(individual,
groups,
local
communities,
national,
global
ecosystems)
Priority given to the
•
attribute, both in the
range of media
•
accessed as part of the
desk-based analysis,
and by the experts
interviewed;

The attribute refers to the agricultural sector by and large,
and it is used as a performance indicator at a high level of
aggregation.

Differences
between •
the four spheres

Employment is found only in the Scientific sphere, indicating
that it is used as a way to characterize the agricultural
sector from the point of view of economic analysis.

Differences
between •
the five dimensions

In the matrix, Employment is found only related to the
Economic dimension, suggesting that this attribute is
understood only as statistical information and does not give
information of qualitative aspects.

Differences
between •
local
and
global

Employment is an attribute used to describe the
performance of the agricultural sector and of the sub-
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It is perceived as important, but there are rather different
perceptions among different stakeholders.
Of high importance in the scientific literature as a means to
justify research and development in agriculture and the
relationship between the agricultural sector and the overall
economic process.

supply chains
•
Discourse coalitions / •
alternative framings
•

•

Dilemmas
contradictions

and •

•

Evidence of interactions •
with other attributes
and the significance of
this
Differences
between •
the food sectors /
commodities examined

sectors associated with the food chain. High employment is
seen as a positive factor stimulating economic growth and
a reason for paying attention to the agricultural sector.
The food chain is evaluated in terms of the employment
that it can generate. No uniform evaluation is given in
terms of local versus global chains.
Employment allows for coalitions between the academia
and policy makers, in as far as science is used to inform
and guide policy.
Employment can also provide a bridge between scientific
research and the market, with relation to firms, in the sense
that scientific data is extracted from the market, from the
data provided by private companies and corporations and
from statistical offices.
Among the experts interviewed the results are contrasting,
for some it is an important aspect of food system and
should be enhances by the Local food chain, while for other
is not very relevant.
This attribute is used to promote agricultural activities as
such, with relation to their contribution to the economic
process. As such it runs the risk of excessive reductionism
both in understanding the structure of food chains and in
comparing different chains.
The attribute employment is used, notwithstanding its
generalistic character, because it is easy to understand and
to communicate to other actors. It serves to legitimize the
analyst and their analysis.
Employment is correlated to GDP, and used as a
determinant of the latter, indicating the disregard for other
possible dimensions affected by this attribute.
It is used as an encompassing attribute, not referred to any
specific product.

8. Empowerment (uneven distribution of power along the food chain)
Attribute
Empowerment
Level(s) of the system •
to which it applies
(individual,
groups,
local
communities,
41
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The attribute applies
from individuals farmers and
consumers, from local to national level (local and global
communities)

national,
global
ecosystems)
Priority given to the
•
attribute, both in the
range of media
accessed as part of
the desk-based
analysis, and by the
experts interviewed
Differences between •
the four spheres
•

•
Differences between •
the five dimensions

•

Differences between •
local
and
global
supply chains
•
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Medium importance, it has to be noted that per perception
of the importance of such an attribute is highly affected by
the type of stakeholder speaking, with farmers and activists
much more concerned about this issue then other types of
actors.

The attribute is relevant in the Public, market and Policy
sphere.
In the Public sphere the attribute relates to the debate
going on within the consumers and producers movements.
Consumers are concerned about the price of the products,
while the farmers raise the attention to their poor earning
that make their life and work extremely difficult. Both
consumers and farmers point out that the distribution
represents a strong bottleneck, and appropriate of largest
share of the product value.
In the Policy sphere the attribute relates to the attempt of
the institutions to regulate the value chain (also due to the
pressure by the mentioned stakeholders).
The attribute is relevant in the Economic, Social and Ethical
dimensions, and refers to the value distribution along the
food chain (Economic), the social issue related to the cost of
food (Social), and the democratic and participative
management of the power in the society (Ethics).
Again it has to be pointed out that the importance is
relative to the type of stakeholder. It is worth to be
highlighted that a representative of a large distribution
stressed the fact that his company aims at guaranteeing a
fair price to all its suppliers, as the goal of the company is
to maintain a stable and safe network on the territory.
Further to that, due to the recent crisis, their ethical concern
for guaranteeing a fair income to the people working
along the whole food chain increased too.
Global food chains are perceived as exerting a strong
power over the suppliers and the consumers, then local
food chain.
Due to their global activity they can easily dictated the
price and the condition to producers and industries, as well
as conditioning the consumers by aggressive marketing

•

•

Discourse coalitions / •
alternative framings

•

Dilemmas
contradictions

and •

•

strategies.
Large distribution can pose a threat to local
distributions/companies by aggressive competition (e.g.,
special offers, lower prices) that can lead local enterprises
out of the market.
On the other hand, for Global food chains it is easier to
supply the national market with a stable offer of products
all year round, although the type of products can be
limited, or highly standardized, and quality lower then
local products.
In the Public sphere the attribute relates to the debate
going on within the consumers and producers movements.
Consumers are concerned about the price of the products,
while the farmers raise the attention to their poor earning
that make their life and work extremely difficult. Both
consumers and farmers point out that the distribution
represents a strong bottleneck, and appropriate of largest
share of the product value.
In the Policy sphere the attribute relates to the attempt of
the institutions to regulate the value chain (also due to the
pressure by the mentioned stakeholders). st share of the
product value.
Large distribution, by relying on Global food chains, can
be able to provide cheaper products all year round, as
they buy them on the global market, and take fully
advantage of the economy of scale.
On the other hand due to their global activity they can
easily dictated the price and the condition to producers
and industries, and posing a threat to local
distributions/companies by aggressive competition.

Evidence
of •
interactions with other
attributes and the
significance of this

It related to Profitability (e.g., farmers who may see their
income reduced by the pressure exerted by large
distribution chain that can get their supply from the global
market), Food sovereignty (e.g, control exerted by large
distribution chain over the food system of a country).

Differences between •
the food sectors /
commodities examined

Differences to not related to the specific attribute but on
the type of the food chain, people working within a local
food chain can have higher control over the food chain
itself, while people working within a global food chain
have much less control over the chain and are much more
depended on those actor controlling the key bottleneck
(e.g., distribution).
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9. Energy consumption
Attribute
Energy consumption
Level(s) of the system
to which it applies
(individual,
groups,
local
communities,
national,
global
ecosystems)
Priority given to the
attribute, both in the
range of media
accessed as part of the
desk-based analysis,
and by the experts
interviewed;

•
•

All levels (from the individual farm to global food system)
Energy consumption is used at the level of the various steps
of the food chain, allowing comparing every component of
the process to each other. In this sense it is one of the most
transversal indicators.

•

Energy consumption among the most important attributes
both in media and in the interviews (it ranks on top with
strong concordance among the experts).
The attribute Energy consumption, is used at the level of
production and transport steps of the food chain.
An important concern of actors in the public sphere is the
high energy consumption required by agricultural activities
(especially fertilizers) and transportation. High energy
consumption is seen as a negative factor, and highly
industrialised food chains are considered as problematic.

•
•

Differences between •
the four spheres
•

Energy consumption is present in the Public, Scientific and
Policy spheres. There are not major differences about the
importance of this attribute in the different spheres.
In the Public sphere the issue is addressed as an important
problem and related to GHGs emission. In the Scientific
sphere the attribute refer to analysis of the performances
of different food systems (again often related to GHGs
emission). In the Policy sphere the attribute is deal in term
of problem that have to be addressed and of policy that
be implemented to tacked the issue.

Differences between •
the five dimensions

The attribute Energy consumption is a key attribute in the
Environmental dimension, and concern the dependence on
fossil fuels and the effects on the GHGs emission.

Differences between •
local
and
global
supply chains

Global supply chain are perceived as performing worst
about this attribute (transportation). Some expert
interviewed, however, pointed out that also local food
chain can be highly energivours (e.g., storage in cellars).
Short food chains are perceived as less energy demanding
because of they require much less transportation, and as
such be more sustainable

•
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Discourse coalitions / •
alternative framings

This attribute is very import to all the actors. In the Public
sphere the focus is placed on raising concerns about our
current development and production patterns, and is
interpreted with loaded social values. In the Scientific
sphere Energy consumption the focus is to provide a more
“technical” assessment of environmental issues. In the Policy
sphere the focus is on proper policies to limit energy use in
the food system and increase energy efficiency.

Dilemmas
contradictions

For Spain both import and export of agricultural
commodities are very important economic activities.
Spain is largely depending on fossil fuel import too.
Consumers are sued to all kind of products all year round,
(among which meat that requires a very high amount of
energy per unit of product), and this contrast to the
possibility to limit energy consumption in the food system.

and •
•
•

Evidence of interactions •
with other attributes
and the significance of
this
•

Energy consumption directly relate to Fossil fuels
dependence, GHGs emission, Environmental impact and
Pollution.
Indirect it related to Productivity (e.g., fertiliser can boost
crop productivity)

Differences between •
the food sectors /
commodities examined

There are large difference among different commodities
and products. Meat production required a double
conversing process, so its requirement of energy is much
higher then other products. Livestock production also
required feeds to be imported and then meat to be
exported.
Fresh vegetable and fruit require to be presented in
cellars, which may require a lot of energy too.

•

10. Environmental impact
Attribute
Environmental impact
Level(s) of the system •
to which it applies
(individual,
groups,
local
communities,
national,
global
ecosystems)
Priority given to the
•
attribute, both in the
range of media
45
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Local communities, National level, Global food-ecosystem

Env. Impact is a very relevant attribute in the media, in
particular referring to institutional, scientific and ; it is also
one of the most important attributes for all the experts

accessed as part of the
desk-based analysis,
•
and by the experts
interviewed;

interviewed.
Referring to the food system, the attribute include a broad
range of issues, from the direct impact of farming activities
(e.g., land colonization, soil erosion, soil and water
contamination), to the environmental effects of the food
chain (e.g., energy use, GHGs emission, waste
management)

Differences between •
the four spheres

In the Public sphere Env. Imp. appears in the news, TV
programmes, blogs and address the multiple effects of
agro-food system on the environment. Env. Imp. is often
linked to Food quality via food contamination by
agrochemicals. The latter issue is of major importance for
concerned citizens, which try to rise awareness in the
population and pressing policy makers to take action.
In the Policy sphere, the attributes come into play referring
to institutional documents dealing with the elaboration and
implementation of policies. Such policies aim at reducing
the Env. Imp. of agricultural activities and the overall
resources use of the agro-food system.
In the Scientific sphere Env. Imp. is addressed to assess the
overall impact of specific food chains and products (e.g.,
via LCA, FP). The proposal of alternative, more sustainable,
food chains are also proposed within this context.

•

•

Differences between •
the five dimensions
Differences between •
local
and
global
supply chains
•

•

•
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Env. Imp. seems specific to the Environmental dimension
Concerning local food chain, the Env. Imp. concerns a
variety of problems, from the impact of the agricultural
activities to the resource use for food transformation.
Reducing the Env. Imp. of the agro-food system is a concern
for many social actors and stakeholders, in particular
referring to energy use, GHGs emission, soil land water
contamination and the use of agrochemicals.
Global food chain appears to be linked to a higher Env.
Imp., then Local food chain, in particular in relation to the
use of agrochemicals in the process of growing and
preserving the products, and with the production and
transportation (distribution) activities.
Both in media and from the interviews the Env. Imp. of
global food chain is strongly associated with energy/fossil
fuel consumption spent for the transportation of the good.
Some experts interviewed (from academy), however,
pointed out that also preserving local products out of
season results in a high consumption of energy/fossil fuels,

•

•
Discourse coalitions / •
alternative framings

•

•
Dilemmas
contradictions

and •

•

so it is not that simple to evaluate the real Env. Imp. of
local and global food chain.
From the interviews emerge a concordance among the
interviewed, in considering products coming from global
food chain as less healthy and having a higher Env. Imp.
than local products. It seems that the geographical distance
leads to a limited trust of the people on the quality of the
food and farming system practices.
The role of the subsidies, both at local and global level has
been raised.
Concerned citizens and scientists working in the field seems
having a rather similar discourse, which is focusing on the
need to better and properly assess the full Env. Imp. of
agro-food system.
Producers (local farmers) are also concerned about the
need to reduce the Env. Imp. of agricultural activities both
from a ethical (e.g., organic farmers) and economic point
of view. Producers are also concerned that commodities
produced abroad are able to compete with local products
due to the fact that in many foreigner countries, especially
in developing countries, the regulations about the Env. Imp.
of agricultural activities are much more relaxed.
Institutional literature (Policy makers) seems also concerned
find ways to reducing the Env. Imp. of the agro-food
chains.
There is the concern that reducing the Env. Imp. of
agricultural activities (and food system) may increase the
cost of products, and in turn to cause of problem of
affordability.
Policies (e.g., subsidies) are important tools to drive
resource use and determine the Env. Imp. of the agro-food
system.

Evidence of interactions •
with other attributes
and the significance of
this
•

Env. Imp. is directly related to other, more specific
attributes on the topic: GHGs emission, Energy consumption,
Pollution and Biodiversity.
Env. Imp. is also indirectly related to Food quality, due to
the concern for the residues of agrochemicals in the food
products.

Differences between •
the food sectors /
commodities examined

Env. Imp. is of high concern in all the commodities
examined, and related to both the production and
transformation phases.
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11. Food quality
Attribute

Empowerment

Level(s) of the system •
to which it applies
(individual,
groups,
local
communities,
national,
global
ecosystems)
Priority given to the
•
attribute, both in the
range of media
•
accessed as part of the
desk-based analysis,
and by the experts
interviewed;

Individual, community of consumers, national issue (e.g.
hygiene)

Differences between •
the four spheres

Food quality is present in each Spheres, indicating the high
relevance of the issue.
Different spheres address different issues: the consumers
demand for healthy safe products, the science behind the
food system which allow products to be safe and healthy,
the concern of the marked about the issue, and the role of
policy maker to enforce regulations on the different
aspects al the food production, transformation and
distribution.

•

Food quality is one the most important attribute with strong
concordance among the all the experts interviewed.
It refers to many different issues, such as: nutritional
content/value of food, its taste, freshness up to the cultural
identity and tradition.

Differences between •
the five dimensions
•

The attribute is refers mainly with the Heath Dimension
It is also found in the Social Dimension related to Market,
that in relation to the importance for Market to offer
products that meet the taste of the consumers and the need
to guarantee they quality and safety.

Differences between •
local
and
global
supply chains

Product provide through the Global food chain are
perceived as highly standardized (the same everywhere),
and of lower quality lower then local products.
Local products/Local food chains are perceived as
providing healthier and tastier products. The Health aspect
refers also the use of preservatives and chemical used for
ripening some products (e.g., fruit). It is perceived that
global food chain maker lager use of such chemicals.

•

Discourse coalitions / •
alternative framings
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There is a strong agreement among all the actors about the
important of this attribute. There is a high interest to raise
awareness about the health impacts of the food being
consumed and educating people about what defines the

•
Dilemmas
contradictions

and •
•

“quality” of food beyond its aspect, packaging or price.
The attribute “product quality” is used at the level of the
final consumer, seen as a strategic player capable of
influencing the whole food chain.
Quality of products often can be related to an increase of
their cost, which can affect the affordability from some
consumers. It can be also like to a reduced productivity
Local, however, does not mean by default of high quality,
sometime local products can be less controlled (heath and
hygiene issues) then those found in the global/large
distribution.

Evidence of interactions •
with other attributes
and the significance of
this

Food quality is related to Traceability (the possibility to
control the provenience of the products), Quality of life
(enjoyment of food and health of products), Proximity (in
the case of local products), Affordability (the cost of
quality).

Differences between •
the food sectors /
commodities examined

Products that undergo many industrial manipulations and
that are supplied by the Global food chain are perceived
as of lower quality and less healthy, than locally produced
and less sophisticated products.
Then the different may not refer to the type of the
commodity but rather to its production and transformation
process (e.g., conventional vs. organic fruit in relation of the
use of agrochemicals, or provenience; meat in can vs. fresh
meat, cereals consumed as bread or pasta vs. junk food).

•

12. Food security
Attribute

Food security

Level(s) of the system •
to which it applies
(individual,
groups,
local
communities,
•
national,
global
ecosystems)

Understood as including both physical and economic access
to food that meets people's dietary needs as well as their
food preferences.
It applies from individuals, to groups, local communities and
national economy. However, it is mainly used at the level of
society as a whole.

Priority given to the
attribute, both in the
range of media
accessed as part of the
desk-based analysis,
and by the experts
interviewed;

It is a very important attributes for all the actors, although
the perception of its importance differ from different
actors.
It has to be pointed out that the present crisis affecting
Spain resulted in reducing the access too food for a large
parte of the population, so that, now a days, this attribute
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•
•

appear to be very relevant, and of much public concern.
Differences between •
the four spheres
•

•
Differences between •
the five dimensions
•

Food security is present in each Sphere, indicating the high
relevance of the issue. In each sphere the attribute concern
the Social dimension,
Different spheres address different issues: Public sphere
concern with the need to stability food supply for the
society and to make the food affordable to consumers,
Scientific sphere address the technical issues (e.g.,
technology, resources use, health), the Market sphere
address the distribution and logistics, and the Policy sphere
the political and regulatory dimension (at different scales)
involved in guaranteeing food supply to the society.
The attribute is mentioned by the Right discourse within the
market, public and scientific spheres. And it is mentioned
by the Commodity discourse within the policy sphere.
The attribute concerns the Economic and Social dimensions,
in relation to the society at large, scientific issues, market
and policy.
The Economic dimension is related to guarantee the supply
and affordability of the products. The Social dimension is
related to the wide range of implication involved in
guaranteeing Food security.

Differences between •
local
and
global
supply chains

Food chains are evaluated according to their ability to
increase food security or to increase dependence on
international trade. Local food chains are perceived as
increasing Food security, that is to say more able to
guarantee resilience to external shocks, such as increases in
the price of inputs, shortages in the global food markets.

Discourse coalitions / •
alternative framings

Food security is perceived as a very important attribute for
all the actors.

Dilemmas
contradictions

Food security refers to the possibility to secure a stable
access to food (guaranteed supply and possibility for
consumers to afford it). However, Spanish is highly
dependent on import, and that reduce its food security. The
present economic crisis is also contributing to reduce food
security.
The Spanish food system is thus heavily criticised for its
dependence of grain imports.

and •

•
Evidence of interactions •
with other attributes
and the significance of
this
50
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Food security can be related to Quality of life, Availability
and Affordability, which concern with the possibility of a
guaranteed food supply of good quality all year round,
stabilised on the long term.

•
Differences between •
the food sectors /
commodities examined

13. Food sovereignty
Attribute

Food security is sometimes confused with Food sovereignty.
One of the main Catalan agro-industrial sectors is the one
of pork meat production and processing. This sector, as
well as other livestock sectors, is heavily dependent on
grain imports for animal feeding

Food sovereignty

Level(s) of the system •
to which it applies
(individual,
groups,
local
communities,
national,
global
ecosystems)
Priority given to the
•
attribute, both in the
range of media
accessed as part of the
desk-based analysis,
and by the experts
interviewed;

The attribute refers local communities and higher levels,
and addresses the power of communities to exert a control
and decide about the characteristics of their food system.

Differences between •
the four spheres

The attribute concern only the Public sphere, indicating that
the debate is mainly related to social movements.

Differences between •
the five dimensions

The attribute concerns only the Social dimension, mainly
related to social movements.

Differences between •
local
and
global
supply chains
•

Local food supply chain is perceived as better securing
food serenity.
Global food chains are out of control from the citizens, and
the economic strength of large corporation operation in the
global market can pose a threat to national food security.

Discourse coalitions / •
alternative framings

Food sovereignty relates to the right of the incumbent
society to choose and exert control over its food system. It
considers the right of citizens to participate in that decision.
Food security considers citizens as consumers able to
acquire food, and there is no participation in defining the
food system.
There is a strong agreement among the actors and the
media about the definition and the importance of the
attribute.
The concentration of companies, or the degree of

•
•
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It is a very important attributes, although the perception of
its importance differ from different actors.

•

Dilemmas
contradictions

and •

•

Evidence of interactions •
with other attributes
and the significance of
this
Differences between •
the food sectors /
commodities examined

14. GHGs emission
Attribute

As with Food security, also for Food sovereignty a key issue
concern the fact that Span is highly dependent on import,
and that reduce the possibility to exert a strong and
effective on Food sovereignty.
The critics raised by some people, on the fact that Spain is
highly dependent on grain imports, indicates that there is
little awareness about the constrains posed to food
production by local resource availability (e.g., land and
water availability, energy).
It seems that higher negotiation power of big firms
provides them with better access to market. Vertical
integration seems to play an important role in this regard
Meet production, replying to imported feed are more
dependent on international market. For the others
commodities there are not differences

GHGs emission

Level(s) of the system •
to which it applies
(individual,
groups,
local
communities,
national,
global
ecosystems)
Priority given to the
•
attribute, both in the
range of media
accessed as part of the
desk-based analysis,
and by the experts
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monopoly over a product or a production-distribution chain
of a certain food sector (e.g., fresh vegetables, meat,
dairy products, etc.) determines the structure and length of
the food chain, and affect Food sovereignty (the higher the
level of monopoly/oligopoly, the lower the Food
sovereignty).
Participation is seen as a means to improve and enhance
the capability of civil society to influence decision-making
and to express their opinions and preferences about food
production, quality, distribution, etc., and in doing so, to
exert more control over Food sovregnity.

The attribute applies from the individual farm to the
Global food-ecosystem

GHGs is a very relevant attribute in the media. GHGs is
also an important attribute for all the experts interviewed.

interviewed;
Differences between •
the four spheres
•

GHGs is directed linked to the Public sphere
GHGs can be also related to Env. Imp. in the Scientific and
Policy sphere, when include in the attribute Env. Imp.

Differences between •
the five dimensions
Differences between •
local
and
global
supply chains

GHGs is specific of Environmental Dimension

•
Discourse coalitions / •
alternative framings

•

Dilemmas
contradictions

and •

•

•
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In both media and interviews Global food chain is strongly
associated with higher GHGs emission due to the
transportation of the good.
Some experts, however, pointed out those also preserving
local products out of season results in a high consumption of
energy/fossil fuels and in turn to high GHGs emission.
GHGs is directed linked to the discourses made within the
Public sphere, in particular by associations of concerned
citizens, public organization etc. However, GHGs is also
present as part of the attribute Env. Imp., in the literature
found in the Scientific and Policy sphere.
GHGs has been considered as an important attribute by
all the experts interviewed. Given the wide difference of
the experts involved in the interview exercise (from
small/medium farmers to activists, from policy makers to
representatives of large distributions chains), it seems that
this attribute is of high concern for all types of
stakeholders.
Two main sorts of dilemmas are of concern for this
attribute: (1) one is related to the consumer demand for
products, and (2) the other to the socio-economic aspect of
food system as an import source of income for farmers and
all the people employed in the food system.
(1) improved economic conditions lead consumers to
increase the consumption of animal products, and that in
turn lead to double conversion (cereals as feed for
livestock, rather then food for people), that push the use of
agrochemicals, the consumption of fossil fuel and the
emission of GHGs both by the production side and the
livestock itself.
(2) trade of food commodities is an import aspect of the
sustainability of many countries’ economies. From many
developing countries exporting commodities represents an
important share of the GDP. That’s true for Spain as well.
For many countries importing food commodities is again a
crucial aspect of the sustainability of the national food

system and the only way by which a country can guarantee
its food security. Spain, again, need to import feed in
order to cope with its livestock production.
Evidence of interactions •
with other attributes
and the significance of
•
this

GHGs is also present as part of the attribute Env. Imp., in
the literature found in the Scientific and Policy sphere.
GHGs is directly related to Energy consumption (e.g., fossil
fuels), and Proximity as short food chains allow to reduce
GHGs emission due to the transportation of products.

Differences between •
the food sectors /
commodities examined

In the case of GHGs there are large difference among
different commodities and products. As mentioned, meat
production required a double conversing process, so its
impact to GHGs is much higher then other products.
Livestock production also required feeds to be imported
and then meat to be exported.
Fresh vegetable and fruit require to be presented in
cellars, which required lot of energy.

•

15. Marketability (possibility to find market/consumers for the products)
Attribute
Marketability
Level(s) of the system •
to which it applies
(individual,
groups,
local
communities,
national,
global
ecosystems)
Priority given to the
•
attribute, both in the
range of media
accessed as part of the
desk-based analysis,
and by the experts
interviewed;

This attributes refers to the access to market of producers,
distributors and products.

Differences between •
the four spheres
Differences between •
the five dimensions
Differences between •
local
and
global
supply chains

It has only emerged within the Public sphere
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It is considered an attribute of medium importance. There
are wide differences among the experts interviewed about
the perception of this attribute.

It has been associated with the Economic dimension
Local food supply chain is mainly characterized by the
participation of small producers and distributors, who have
difficulties to access to the large markets (e.g.,
supermarkets). They are mainly involved with local market

•

•

and direct selling. In the case of Catalonia, there is an
important increase in consumer groups and cooperatives.
Large distribution has also difficulty to accept small
farmers as suppliers due to the limited amount to products
they can supply and the high seasonally of their
production. At present the number of small producers and
food processors, involved in local food chains, are
increasing at a fast rate. This leads to higher competition
for the access to the market.
For the Global supply chains, it is much easier to enter the
market and distribute their products, due to the availably
of capitals and the possibility to conducts effective
marketing campaigns.

Discourse coalitions / •
alternative framings

There are wide differences among the experts interviewed
about the perception of this attribute. The problem is much
more important for small producer and distributors. Also
potential consumers of local product an be affected by
the lack of selling points on the territory.

Dilemmas
contradictions

and •

Large distribution has also difficulty to accept small
farmers as suppliers due to the limited amount to products
they can supply and the high seasonally of their
production.

Evidence of interactions •
with other attributes
and the significance of
this
Differences between •
the food sectors /
commodities examined

It seems that higher negotiation power of big firms
provides them with better access to market. Vertical
integration seems to play an important role in this regard

16. Pollution
Attribute

Pollution

Level(s) of the system •
to which it applies
(individual,
groups,
local
communities,
national,
global
ecosystems)
Priority given to the
•
attribute, both in the
range of media
accessed as part of the
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There are not differences among the different commodities.

The attribute applies to from local communities to national
level (it can also be extended to global ecosystems too)

It has been considered an important attributes by all the
media and the experts interviewed.

desk-based analysis,
and by the experts
interviewed;
Differences
between •
the four spheres

Pollution is found in the Public and Policy spheres. The
previous concerns the worries of citizens and consumers
about the potential effect of pollution caused by the
different activities related to the food system. The latter to
the policies that the public institutions adopt to deal with
the issue.

Differences
between •
the five dimensions
Differences
between •
local
and
global
supply chains

Pollution is found only in the Environmental dimension.

Discourse coalitions / •
alternative framings

Pollution has been considered an important attributes by
all the actors.
The right discourse, within different spheres, is the one that
highlights the need of sustainable practices within food
supply chains

•
Dilemmas
contradictions

and •

Evidence of interactions •
with other attributes
and the significance of
this
Differences
between •
the food sectors /
commodities examined

17. Population growth
Attribute

Spain is highly dependent on food import,
commodities export is an important economic sector.

and

Pollution is related to GHGs emission and includes in the
broad attribute Environmental impact. Indirectly is also
related to Energy consumption (fossil fuels)
There are not differences among the different commodities.

Population growth

Level(s) of the system •
to which it applies
(individual,
groups,
local
communities,
national,
global
ecosystems)
Priority given to the
•
attribute, both in the
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Global food chains are usually considered to cause more
pollution then Local food chain. That is due to the
importance of transportation over long distances and the
storage of large quantities of products.

The attributes applies to national and global level

It has been considered one of the less important attributes
(still relevant for the experts but among those lowered

range of media
accessed as part of the •
desk-based analysis,
and by the experts
interviewed;

ranked).
It is relate to both the population growth in general, and
the management and monitoring of demographic trends in
the rural areas, including the decreasing size of the rural
population, the ageing of rural population due to the
exodus of young workers towards other economic sectors
and towards urban areas.

Differences between •
the four spheres
Differences between •
the five dimensions
Differences between •
local
and
global
supply chains

The attribute is reported only in the Policy sphere

•
Discourse coalitions / •
alternative framings

•

Dilemmas
contradictions

and •

•
Evidence of interactions •
with other attributes
and the significance of
this
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The attribute is reported only in the Social dimension
Global food chain, by buying massively amount of
commodities in developing countries, may generate food
shortage of staple food in those countries, and contributing
to food price increase.
Local food chain is considered more helpful for what
concern supplying food to local population.
Population growth is a kind of hot and special issue. It
gathers contrasting opinions indifferently from the typology
of the stakeholder. That means in every sector (e.g.,
academics, environmentalists, policy makers, productive
system) there are people who consider Population an
important issue and other that do not. It has also to be
notes that population growth for many have an ideological
connotation.
It is also related to policy concerning the management and
monitoring of demographic trends in the rural areas,
including the decreasing size of the rural population, the
ageing of rural population due to the exodus of young
workers towards other economic sectors and towards urban
areas.
The present crisis leads Spain to loose population. This
concurs to reduce food consumption and result into a
problem for the market (e.g., distribution). Employment in
the food system is also affected.
On a more general frame, the increase of global
population can lead to problems of food supply and the
increase of the price of food commodities.
Population growth can relate to the cost of food and its
affordability

Differences between •
the food sectors /
commodities examined

The issue may be more relevant for staple food, such as
cereals, which are the main energy supply for the world
population, in particular in developing countries.

18. Productivity (production per ha, per hr work, per unit of capital)
Attribute
Productivity
Level(s) of the system •
to which it applies
(individual,
groups,
local
communities,
national,
global
ecosystems)
Priority given to the
•
attribute, both in the
range of media
accessed as part of the
desk-based analysis,
and by the experts
interviewed;

The attributes applies from individual farmers up to
national and global production level

Differences between •
the four spheres

The attribute is reported only in the Market and Policy
sphere. Concerning the Market, productivity is related to
the cost of the final products. Concerning the Policy,
productivity is related to the agricultural policies (e.g.,
subsidies, research, and technology) that can help to
increase productivity.

Differences between •
the five dimensions

The attribute is reported only in the Economic dimension;
increasing the productivity can help to reduce the cost of
production and be able to better compete in the market
and gaining higher profit.

Differences between •
local
and
global
supply chains

Global food chain, can get the commodities from both
where the system are highly productivity, or when the cost
of labour is cheapest.
This strategy is not possible for Local food chain. Local
food chain then, find themselves competing with Global
food chain, and that push LFC to increase productivity, or
reduce somehow the cost of products (e.g., by relaying on
foreigners and low paid manpower).

•

Discourse coalitions / •
alternative framings
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It has been considered one of the less important attributes
(still relevant for the experts but among those lowered
ranked).

For some stakeholders productivity should be constrained
by the need to limit the environmental impact of the food
system.

Dilemmas
contradictions

•

It has been pointed out for the Global food chain it is much
easier to externalise the environmental impact its generate,
especially when the commodities are produced in
developing countries.

and •

Local food chain are perceived as more sustainable but the
competitive pressure exerted by Global FC, push them
towards productive practices that just aim at increasing
productivity and reduce the cost of production.
When the choice of consumers is driven by the cost of
product, the pressure on LFC increase further.

•
Evidence of interactions •
with other attributes
and the significance of
this
•

Productivity can be related to Env. Imp., Energy
consumption, GHGs emission, Pollution, e.g., by a high use
of agrochemicals, machinery, water pumping.
Productivity can also be related to Affordability (low
productivity leads to high cost of food, if farmers’ income
has to be guaranteed) and Dependence on subsidies, as
they may be able to sustain farming system at lower
productivity.

Differences between •
the food sectors /
commodities examined

There are not differences among the different commodities.

19. Production sustainability
Attribute
Production sustainability
Level(s) of the system •
to which it applies
(individual,
groups,
local
communities,
national,
global
ecosystems)
Priority given to the
•
attribute, both in the
range of media
accessed as part of the
desk-based analysis,
and by the experts
interviewed;

Sustainable production and distribution practices are
applicable across the whole food supply chain, and are of
concern for the individual farmer up to national level.

Differences between •
the four spheres

Sustainability has been highlighted by the Right discourse
within the policy and public spheres. It is considered as the
overarching goal of public policies.
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It has been considered a very important attribute, and
ranked among the most important by the experts
interviewed.

Differences between •
the five dimensions

Usually, sustainability is related to Social, Economic and
Ethical dimensions. In this case, and due to the consideration
of voiceless actors (future generations, animals, plants), it
has been related to the Ethical dimension too.

Differences between •
local
and
global
supply chains

Local food chains are usually considered to be more
sustainable in environmental terms, due to less energy
consumption, less dependency on fossil fuels and less
pollution.

Discourse coalitions / •
alternative framings

The right discourse, within different spheres, is the one that
highlights the need of sustainable practices within food
supply chains

Dilemmas
contradictions

and •

Sustainability encompasses a wide range of contradictory
issues: e.g. economic performance, distribution issues, and
environmental care. It is a very broad concepts whose
ambiguity difficult its operationalization by means of using
indicators.

Evidence of interactions •
with other attributes
and the significance of
•
this

Sustainability is related to lower fuel consumption and
emissions. Also to reduce dependence on fossil fuels.
It is also related to the minimization of pollution and the
maintenance of soil quality.

Differences between •
the food sectors /
commodities examined
•

Energy intensive food production is considered less
sustainable than organic production.
In the case of tomato production, it is striking the high
energy consumption of greenhouses and the energy
consumption of transport from the south of Spain to the
global markets.

20. Profitability (for the producers and other actors along the chain)
Attribute
Profitability
Level(s) of the system •
to which it applies
(individual,
groups,
local
communities,
national,
global
ecosystems)
Priority given to the
•
attribute, both in the
range of media
accessed as part of the
desk-based analysis,
and by the experts
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Profitability is related to all the actor involved in the
supply/productive side of the food system

It has been considered an important attribute, with relevant
differences in the ranking, among the experts.

interviewed;
Differences between •
the four spheres
•
•

•

The attribute is found in the Public, Scientific and Policy
sphere.
In the Public sphere it relates to the final cost of the
products, as a higher productivity it is assumed to lead to
lower cost of food and increases the profitability.
In the Scientific sphere it relates again to the final cost of
the products, innovation and technological achievements
are supposed to increase productivity and reduce the cost
of products, as well as to increase the profitability.
In the Policy sphere it related to policies that can allow
investments in order to increase productivity or reduce the
cost of production (economic productivity) and increases the
profitability.

Differences between •
the five dimensions

The attribute in found only in the Economic dimension, that
because productivity is directly related to the cost of the
products and in turn to the possibility to increase the
profitability.

Differences between •
local
and
global
supply chains

Global food chains can be more profitable then Local food
chain, as they are able to buy large stocks of commodities
where they are less expensive all around the globe. In
doing so they are also less concerned with side effect of
the productive process (can externalise the environmental
costs).
The rise of energy costs, however, may make Global food
trade more expensive favouring Local food chains, which
are less dependent on fossil fuels.

•
Discourse coalitions / •
alternative framings
•
•
Dilemmas
contradictions

and •
•
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Profitability is of interest and concern to all the actors
involved in the food supply.
Conflicts rise due to the fact that often, profitability is not
fairly distributed along the chain, and some actors manage
to retain a larger share of the profits than others.
Producers are seen as carrying most of the costs of
production, raising the issue of inequality and asymmetric
power relations.
Consumers try to buy food at lower cost, while the actors
involved in the food supply chain try to increase
profitability of their enterprise.
Increase of profitability can be achieved at the expenses
of some other issues, for example increasing the

environmental impact and reducing food quality.
Evidence of interactions •
with other attributes
and the significance of
this
Differences between •
the food sectors /
commodities examined

It can conflict with Affordability, Food quality, and Env.
Impact
There are not differences among the different commodities.

21. Proximity (how close is the place of consumption to the place of production)
Attribute
Proximity
Level(s) of the system to •
which
it
applies
(individual,
groups,
local
communities,
national,
global
ecosystems)
Priority given to the
•
attribute, both in the
range of media
accessed as part of the
desk-based analysis,
and by the experts
interviewed;

The attribute applies to individual, groups, local communities

Differences
between •
the four spheres

This attribute has been found the Public and Policy sphere. It
related to Public because there is a higher and higher
interest by the consumers and citizens towards local
productions and short food chains, which they trust more,
especially concerning food health. The attribute relates to
Policy because an effective policy is important in order to
support the local food system economies in their effort to
develop and gain market share.

Differences
between •
the five dimensions

It relates to Economic as there is a concern about the cost of
the products locally produced. While in same case they can
be competitive in other they are not able to achieve process
competitive to those made by large distribution, which relies
on the global food chain.
It related to Health because there is a higher and higher
interest by the consumers and citizens towards local
productions and short food chains, which they trust more,
especially concerning food health.

•
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It has been considered a very important attribute, with high
concordance in the ranking, among the experts.

Differences
between •
local and global supply
chains
•

Proximity is associated local production and short
distribution chain; both in geographical term and in the
number of passages the products go thought.
It is also associated to rural development, and local
economy, with the producers concerned on offering a better
service and high quality products to consumers.

Discourse coalitions / •
alternative framings

It seems that the attribute is becoming of general interests,
consumers are increasingly interested in local products, and
small local farmers are also trying to find a new niche in
traditional local production and on the direct relation with
the consumers. Policy makers seem willing to support the
local farmers in their attempt. Large distribution is also
monitoring the new trend, and is straying to offering local
products to meet the new interest of the consumers.

Dilemmas
contradictions

Products of proximity still cannot meet the demand of large
distribution, and have to rely on small markets. In turn,
producers cannot achieve an economy of scale yet. This can
lead to products that are more expensive for the consumers.
The idea that local products are healthier of those coming
from the global market may sometimes be misleading.
Proper means of control are still needed in order to secure
the quality of products.
The belief that local products generate a lower
environmental impact, also has to be properly tested, as
there are case in which that may not be the case.

and •

•

•
Evidence of interactions •
with other attributes
and the significance of
this
Differences
between •
the food sectors /
commodities examined

The ability of the food supply chain to make food available
to consumers collides with the energy consumption required
for importing off season products from abroad.
There are not differences among the different commodities.

22. Publicity (the possibility to inform the consumer)
Attribute
Publicity
Level(s) of the system •
to which it applies
(individual,
groups,
local
communities,
national,
global
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The attribute applies at the level of the consumers, of the
producers, and also in reference to civil society at a higher
scale of analysis.

ecosystems)
Priority given to the
•
attribute, both in the
range of media
accessed as part of the
•
desk-based analysis,
and by the experts
interviewed;

It has been considered an important attribute, but not very
relevant. It has been ranked among the less important by
the experts.
Publicity is seen as a key tool in empowering consumers to
make autonomous and responsible decisions with respect to
the social, ethical and environmental consequences of their
choices.

Differences
between •
the four spheres

Publicity is found only in the Public sphere as it refers to the
problems of the general public to access information.

Differences
between •
the five dimensions

In the matrix, information is related to the Social and
Ethical dimensions. Information refers to the social
dimension in as far as it is directly linked to participation
and citizens’ empowerment. Arguments about consumers’
rights are typically associated with Ethical considerations
as a means to claim changes and/or new benefits.

Differences
between •
local
and
global
supply chains

Food chains are evaluated in terms of the ability of the
various participants (producers and consumers) to access
and share information about the quality of the food, the
production process, consumption habits, and so on.
In this sense, short circuit chains are seen as much better in
as far as they allow both producers and consumers to be
more informed and thus for production to meet demand
more effectively.
Food chains are evaluated indirectly, as the main focus is
on the final market and its connections (through
information) to the rest of the food chain. Local markets are
seen as better able to gather and convey information to
the consumer.

•

•

Discourse coalitions / •
alternative framings
•

Dilemmas
contradictions

and •
•
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Publicity is largely used by civil society organizations,
activists groups, NGOs as well as governments.
The popularity of the attribute suggests that it is used quite
ambiguously, as a buzz word that gathers approval for the
discourse in use but that has different meanings to different
actors.
There seems to be a generalized agreement on the need
for more information and more access to information.
A more precise definition of what is meant by “informing
the citizens” reveals that this attribute is seen both as a tool
for empowering the citizenry to challenge the existing food
production system and as a means to reduce

disagreements to diverging consumer preferences.
Evidence of interactions •
with other attributes
and the significance of
this
Differences
between •
the food sectors /
commodities examined
23. Quality of life
Attribute

Publicity is related to participation and to inequality
concerns, that is, it is associated both with enabling action
and with raising awareness.
The attribute is used as an encompassing attribute, not
referred to any specific product.

Quality of life

Level(s) of the system •
to which it applies
(individual,
groups,
local
communities,
national,
global
ecosystems)
Priority given to the
•
attribute, both in the
range of media
accessed as part of the
desk-based analysis,
and by the experts
interviewed;

The attributes applies to individuals, local communities and
national level.

Differences
between •
the four spheres

Quality of life is found only in the Policy sphere, because it
refers to the statistical information used by the government
to define its policies.

Differences
between •
the five dimensions

In the matrix, Quality of life is related to the Social
dimension. In the Social dimension the focus is on farmers’
perception and in the ethical dimension the focus is on rural
development.

Differences
between •
local
and
global
supply chains

Local chains are seen as a better means to preserve the
existing production structure, local markets and cultural
traditions.
The main policy priority to deal with the abandonment of
rural areas is to support rural development, understood as
promoting the use and occupation of the territory and
promoting the local culture, the environment, the local
economy. In this sense, food chains are evaluated
according to their ability to support rural development.
Global chains force farmers to change their production

•

•
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It has been considered an important attribute, but there
was a wide difference among the experts interviewed
about its ranking.

methods, adapt to different market demands and upsets
the existing social fabric of rural areas.
Discourse coalitions / •
alternative framings
•
•

Dilemmas
contradictions

and •

•

Quality of life is used predominantly by the government,
but it tries to capture the perception and discourses of
farmers and the rural population.
Farmers may not perceive their leaving the fields as a
negative step. Many different perceptions can emerge if
quality of life is defined by different actors in civil society.
Knowledge of this attribute is relevant to policy makers in
order to improve their understanding of the complexities of
the problem and design better responses linked to their
policy domain.
Both opportunities and bottlenecks for rural development
are seen to evolve around farmers’ perception.
Opportunities include the consideration of local needs and
perceptions in the design of policies, while bottlenecks look
at the limits imposed by traditional practices in adapting to
changing demands from consumers and global markets.
The need to support/sustain rural communities is seen as a
moral duty, a way to maintain the identity of the society
and of the territory. In this sense, government policies are
legitimised as defending cultural and social values of the
people they represent.

Evidence of interactions •
with other attributes
and the significance of
this

Quality of life does not interact with the attributes
identified in the Public sphere, suggesting that the data
and perceptions used by the government are not reflected
by public discourses.

Differences
between •
the food sectors /
commodities examined

The attribute is used as an encompassing attribute, not
referred to any specific product.

24. Sociality (food chain as a way to enhance social relation)
Attribute
Sociality
Level(s) of the system •
to which it applies
(individual,
groups,
•
local
communities,
national,
global
ecosystems)

The attributes applies to individuals, local communities,
national level.
Sociality refers both to individuals (with reference to the
personal enjoyment derived from social relations) and to
local communities (with reference to the preservation of
local ties and the identity of the community).

Priority given to the

Of high importance in the literature coming from social
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•

attribute, both in the
range of media
accessed as part of the
desk-based analysis,
and by the experts
•
interviewed;

movements and the public sphere. Sociality is seen to
strengthen the social fabric of civil society, and are
fostered as a means to empower civil society as a
stakeholder, by sharing values, concerns, goals and beliefs.
It has been considered an important attribute, but there
was a wide difference among the experts interviewed
about its ranking.

Differences
between •
the four spheres

Sociality is found only in the Public sphere, indicating that it
is a specific concern of stakeholders involved in this sphere.

Differences
between •
the five dimensions

In the matrix, Sociality is found only related to the Social
dimension.

Differences
between •
local
and
global
supply chains

The fostering and strengthening of social relations is
considered as a measure of the value of different food
chains.
This attribute is used as a normative evaluation of food
systems, defining circuits that favour contact and
relationships between producers, and between producers
and consumers as “good” – rather than a factor that
affects the performance or the quality of food chains in
varying degrees.

•

Discourse coalitions / •
alternative framings
•
Dilemmas
contradictions

and •

Sociality are of high concern for NGOs, local producers,
neighbourhood associations, and local communities.
Farmers are also mentioned in the literature as a category
benefitting from social relations, although they don’t speak
in first person.

•

This attribute reflect a distinctively normative evaluation of
food chains and thus it is not taken into account by the
Scientific or Policy Sphere.
This is a good example of non-monetary, subjective
valuations that compose the social capital of food chains
and is not generally considered (overlooked) in scientific
accounts.

Evidence of interactions •
with other attributes
and the significance of
•
this

Sociality is often coupled with participation, availability of
and access to information, traceability.
This suggests that social concerns are varied and diversely
articulated in the formulation of a plurality of attributes.

Differences
between •
the food sectors /
commodities examined

The attribute is used mainly to evaluate the relationship
between small producers and consumers and thus
necessarily refers to short chains.
It is used as an encompassing attribute, not referred to any
specific product.

•
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25. Traceability/Certification
Attribute
Traceability/Certification
Level(s) of the system •
to which it applies
(individual,
groups,
local
communities,
national,
global
ecosystems)
Priority given to the
•
attribute, both in the
range of media
accessed as part of the
desk-based analysis,
and by the experts
interviewed;

The attribute is used from the level of production, to
international level.

Differences
between •
the four spheres

Certification is found only in the Policy sphere, because it
refers to a specific policy adopted by the Catalan
government.

Differences
between •
the five dimensions

In the matrix, certification is related to the Health
dimension.

Differences
between •
local
and
global
supply chains

In terms of policy, health issues are dealt with through
certification, that is, public schemes aimed at the
accreditation of certain products or producers. Certification
is seen as a quality guarantee.
This attribute concerns the traceability of commodities and
their related production processes. In this sense, local chains
are favoured because it is easier to monitor them and
trace the production process.
Certification is seen as a synonym of local products, even
though commodities coming from other regions may also be
certified.

•

•
Discourse coalitions / •
alternative framings
•
•
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Of high importance in the literature as a policy tool and a
means to raise consumer and producer awareness. It has
been considered also a very important attribute by the
experts, who, however, provides different opinions about
its ranking.

Certification is mainly a concern of the local government,
implementing the scheme, and of producers, who have to
apply to certification and comply with the requirements.
Consumers are seen to benefit indirectly from certification.
The government acts on behalf of consumers in this case, by
enforcing health regulations of public interest.
Many campaigns are being promoted by the government

both about the food chain certified through this scheme and
about the certification scheme itself as a powerful new tool
to inform the citizenry.
Dilemmas
contradictions

and •
•

Evidence of interactions •
with other attributes
and the significance of
this
Differences
between •
the food sectors /
commodities examined
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Although certification is primarily a policy instrument, it is
used as an attribute in public communication and in
awareness raising campaigns.
The fuzzy distinction between policy instrument and
information instrument means that using this attribute is a
way of endorsing the government’s policies and monitoring
of food chains.
Certification is very closely correlated to product quality,
as it refers to the health dimension of quality.
The attribute is used as an encompassing attribute, not
referred to any specific product.

Multi-criteria matrix of food supply chain performance
Key attributes of food chains
Sphere / Dimension
ES Public

Economic

Social

Environmental

Health

Ethical

-Affordability
-Competitivity
-Contrib. to GDP
-Depend. on subsidies
-Efficiency
-Food security
-Marketability
-Profitability

-Affordability
-Contrib. to GDP
-Empowerment
-Food sovereignty
-Publicity
-Quality of life
-Social relations
-Traceability/Certifi.

-Biodiversity
-Energy consumption
-Environ. Impact
-GHGs emissions
-Pollution

-Food quality
-Food safety
-Proximity

-Affordability
-Empowerment
-Publicity

ES Scientific

-Affordability
-Competitivity
-Employment
-Innovation
-Profitability

-Employment
-Food security

-Biodiversity
-Energy consumption
-Environ. Impact

-Food quality

ES Market

-Affordability
-Availability
-Empowerment
-Productivity

-Food quality
-Food security

ES Policy

-Contrib. to GDP
-Empowerment
-Productivity
-Profitability
-Proximity

-Empowerment
-Food quality
-Food security
-Population growth
-Publicity
-Quality of life
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-Food quality

-Energy consumption
-Environ. Impact
-Pollution

-Food quality
-Food safety

-Production sustain.

4. Conclusion
4.1 General overview – import-export
The geography and the ecological and cultural characteristics of Spain are rather
heterogeneous. Such diversity affected both the past and present characteristics of the
agricultural activities and in turn the structure and functioning of the food system, so that in
Spain large differences exist among regions about their agriculture characteristics. Spain
ranks forth in EU as importance of the agro-food system in the economy. Spain food
system accounts for 8% of the GDP and 10.3% of the employment, and represented also
16% of the total export of the country.
Spain is the second most important exporter of agrifood product in EU (after U.S.A.). EU
represents nearly 80% of the export market. Spain is highly depend on import (e.g.,
feeds for animal and cereal), and on the economic side the export of agriculture products
represent an important share of GDP and in turn of employment generation.
The most important countries concerning import of agrifood products, by volume, are France
20.3%; Ukraine 13.9%; Brazil 10.6%, Argentina 5.9% and Portugal 4.5% (total 55.2% of
the import). The most important country by value is France with 15.6% of the market value.
Concerning exports, the most important products both in term of volume and revenues are:
pork meat, olive oil and vegetables. Concerting import the most relevant are: cereals and
feeds.
4.2 Local vs. global, a complex definition
What characterise a local vs. a global, and a short vs. long food chain cannot be defined
in a simple way. Of course, it is instinctive to associate “local” with a geographical
dimension. Anyway, a little thought help to realise that at present we are living in an open
society (that is becoming more and more globalised). So that a local producer can sell at
the local market a product from a foreigner variety, grown with imported fossil fuels (e.g.
fertilisers, machinery) and foreigner labour. Again, short is a tricky issue. A local product
that has been stored for months before being consumed has had a long life, or may have
gone through a long chain of passage (e.g. producer, a couple of warehousemen, an
industry or more and then a retailer or a supermarket).
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It has also to be highlighted

that for typologies of farmers (e.g. cereals growers) are completely dependent on
government subsidies. That again makes the food chain open to external “inputs”.
Different adjectives have to be used at the same time.

Local and short should refer to

local products produced with local resources and local labour, using only local material
(e.g. avoiding the addictions of synthetics preservatives), going directly from the producers
to the consumers (reducing for what it is possible the storage as well). Global and long tend
to refer to food chains that deal with food as a commodity, which means that what count is
to gain maximum profit from its management. Global is then more related to speculation,
exploitation, power control, and less to health (more preservatives, taste enhancers, etc.),
resource conservation and fair social relations. Of course in our present society a local and
short food chain is very difficult to achieve, and may not even be biophysically possible due
to the present population density and rate of consumption (and more some products may be
lost due to the simple fact that they cannot be produced in Spain). Anyway, that may be a
path towards which the society may look at in view to improve its environmental and socioeconomic performances as much as possible.
4.3 Local vs. global and food security and system resilience
High dependence on food import is perceived as a potential risk to national food security;
the higher the dependence the higher the risk. Risk is referred both to the effects on loss of
food supply at global level (e.g., climate events) and financial speculation. Although, at
present food is going through an increasing globalisation, we have to be aware that global
trade strictly depends on the availability of cheap energy (fossil fuels in particular). It has
also to be noted that global trade highly benefit from a number of direct and indirect
subsidies that hide both the true price and environmental impact of the enterprise. But that
cannot last much longer. Once the price of fuels starts to rise, the cost of global food will
rise along, and the international trade of food commodities will be inevitably affected. The
effects of sudden food price increase have already been experienced a few years ago.
Effective agriculture and food practices and policies have then to be worked out and put
into test, and then into practice, to deal with the future reduction of food import. Global
food trade, anyway, cannot be dimsieed altogether, as some products cannot be grown in
Spain and they need to be imported. What is important is that imported food be produced
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in a sustainable, environmentally and socially. Producers should receive a fair price for
their work and products. Long food chains are representing a risk in themselves, as having
many nodes implies that a problem in one of them can affect the whole chain. Shorter and
more localised food chains may better cope with these problems.
4.4 Environmental impact of food production
From the interviews conducted we may see that the issues relative to environment,
production sustainability and food security and sovereignty are perceived as those most
important (Table 5).
The focus is on the environmental impacts of agricultural practices, specifically: CO2
emissions, energy and materials consumption, soil pollution, disruption of ecosystems. The
high dependence of the sector on fossil fuels (for fertilizers, machinery) is highlighted.
Prices do not reflect the (increasing) environmental costs, especially for the case of the
products bought in the global market.
Proximity is seen as a solution, in terms of reducing the ecological footprint, supporting the
consumption of healthy and seasonal products, reducing transport. Interviewed ranked the
attributes referring to the environmental impact of food production among the most
important (Table 5), along with those related to food security.
4.5 Profit distribution in the agri-food chain
Distribution of value along the food chain is reported to be highly unequal, with food prices
reaching the consumer with a price that is from 500% up to 1,000% higher than at the farm
gate. Retailers are those that hold most the power in the agri-food chain. Large retailers
(many of which foreigners) keep increasing their market share at expenses of smaller
groups and local retailers. A few large groups form an oligopoly that poses high pressure
on producers, reducing their margin of profits. The large agri-food corporations buy in the
global markets so that they can easily control and determine food prices at national level,
and compete with local producers and distributors. Large distribution in order to maximise
profits may tend to standardise the products, ending up with a reduced offer to the
consumers. Balancing the power relations within the food chain is a main issue. Associations
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and cooperatives can play an important role in giving more bargaining power to weaker
and smaller actors of the food chain.
On the global scale food has become a strategic resource for financial benefits, or better,
profits, rather of being considered a basic good. Poor people across the world are the
most affected by financial speculation, since their food security decreases due to lack of
available and affordable food. They are also those more prone to be affected by the
effect of climate extreme.
4.6 Food health and food standards
Imported products tend to be perceived as less healthy than local, but that is not always the
case. There may be local producers, especially in the meat sector, that feed their animal
with imported feed (in Spain most of the case, as local feed production is rather limited).
The identification and traceability of the food and feed product, as well as those of their
ingredients, is of primary importance for the protection of the consumers. The control over
food safety, food quality and food standard is implemented by the Agencia Española de
Seguridad Alimentaria y Nutrición (AESAN) (the Spanish Agency for Food Security and
Nutrition).

AESAN supplies information to consumers as well as economic agents and

cooperate with the rest of the public administration and concerned sectors. The general
principle of the Spanish legislation are established by the articles 5 and 10 of the
Regulation (EC) No 178/2002 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 28
January 2002 laying down the general principles and requirements of food law,
establishing the European Food Safety Authority and laying down procedures in matters of
food safety. For the regulation on maximum limits of contaminants and other parameters of
health interest (pesticides, animal medicaments, material in contact with food) Spain refers
to National (animal medicaments), and European legal documents (pesticides, material in
contact with food). At national level is present a network of food alert that works through
the Sistema Coordinado de Intercambio Rápido de Información (SCIRI) (Coordinated
System of Fast Information Exchange). The integration of actors through the food chain
would also foster efficiency and transparency (e.g. labelling and traceability). On the side
of the right to know (i.e. access to information), direct sales can play an important role in
this regard, making available fresh products, with higher organoleptic characteristics.
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However, as the number of producers involved in direct sales increase, there is the need of
offering products with value added. Labelling and other certification schemes are good
tools to assure the quality of the production process, management and services.
It has to be heighted that different products have different problems and need to be dealt
with in a different way. Fresh products, for example, are much more difficult to manage
and need special precautions and control.
4.7 Some details on the attributes analysis
An attribute ranking exercise has been carried out during the interviews (list of 14 people
interviewed is provided in Annex 4), the results are reported in Table 6.
From the table we may see that the issues relative to environment, production sustainability
and food security and sovereignty are perceived as those most important.
It has to be highlighted, however, that for some attributes the variance is rather high,
indicating that they are evaluated markedly differently by different people. Attribute with
the highest variance are: Availability (sufficient food for the market), Dependency
(farmers depending on subsidies), Employment (generation of employment), Empowerment
(uneven distribution of power along the food chain), Marketability (possibility to find
market/consumers for the products), Population growth, Profitability (for the producers and
other actors along the chain), Sociality (food chain as a way to enhance social relation),
Traceability.
It is interesting to note that concerning the ranking exercise, for some attributes there is a
very high level of agreement among the experts interviewed. That notwithstanding the
expertise and role in the food chain of the experts involved widely differed. Among the
people interviewed we have: high level policy makers, researchers, small and medium
farmers (both organic and conventional), representative from consumers and environmental
associations, representative of small and large distribution (both of organic and
conventional products).
The results obtained from such the present exercise can supply some important indications
in view of the next activities of the project.
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Table 6. Level of perceived importance of different attributed by the participants in the
interview. In color the level of variance: yellow = low variance, brown = high variance,
white = very high variance. The level of variance indicates the difference of perception among
different respondents concerning a given attribute.
Attribute
mean
Energy consumption
9
Environmental impact
9
Food quality
9
9
Food sovereignty
Production sustainability
9
Proximity (how close is the place of consumption to the place of
9
Biodiversity (effect of food production on biodiversity)
9
Food security
9
Traceability
9
Pollution
8
GHGs emission
8
Affordability (purchasing power for the consumers)
8
Employment (generation of employment)
8
Profitability (for the producers and other actors along the chain)
8
Sociality (food chain as a way to enhance social relation)
8
Availability (sufficient food for the market)
8
Empowerment (uneven distribution of power along the food chain 8
Quality of life
8
Contribution to GDP/national economy
7
Competitiveness (capacity of the producers/products to compete
7
Dependency (farmers depending on subsidies)
7
Marketability (possibility to find market/consumers for the produc 7
Population growth
7
Productivity (production per ha, per hr work, per unit of capital)
7
Publicity (the possibility to inform the consumer)
7
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median
9
9
8,5
9
9
9
9
9,5
10
8
8
8
8
8
8
9
9
9
8
7
7
7,5
7,5
7,5
8

mode
9
8
8
9
10
9
10
10
10
8
8
8
8
10
8
10
10
10
8
5
9
7
5
8
8

var
1,1
1,3
1,2
1,3
1,1
1,9
2,4
3,7
4,3
1,6
1,9
3,2
3,8
3,9
3,4
8,0
5,9
5,9
3,2
6,4
5,5
4,4
5,1
5,9
7,1

min
6
6
7
7
7
6
6
3
4
6
6
4
3
4
3
3
3
1
4
1
3
3
3
1
0

max
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

ANNEXES
Annex 1. Discourse approach: General descriptions
1.1 Type of discourses
Commodity – The Commodity discourse is characterized by the use of economic variables
as measures of the performance of food chains, such as price, cost, profit and the needs of
the consumer. The evaluation of these factors varies across spheres, from seeing
profitability and productivity as policy priority, to considerations over the unfairness of
profit distribution and pricing mechanisms. The discourse is used at different scales of
analysis, including the local scale both from the point of view of producers and consumers,
the contribution of the agricultural sector to GDP and its competitiveness in the
international market. It is the most widely used discourse across spheres, thanks to the
ambiguity of the variables used (price can seen both as a reflection of value added and
as an unfair mechanism) and to its adaptability to multiple scales. It is the only discourse to
consider the entire food chain: production, transformation, distribution and consumption.
Right – The Right discourse focuses on two main stakeholders: the workers employed by
the agro-food industry and the consumers. Agricultural sector workers are seen as low
skilled and undervalued. On behalf of consumers, more information, transparency and
participation is advocated in order to ensure consumers are aware of what they buy, their
health, ethical and social considerations are taken into account, and so on. It also highlights
the right of people (consumers) to access food in adequate quantity and quality. This
discourse is predominant in the public sphere, and focuses on the local level (mostly
individual consumers).
Deep ecology – The Deep Ecology discourse brings attention to the environmental impact
of agricultural practices. The main focus is on production, transport is briefly mentioned. An
important issue raised is the high energy consumption of the agricultural sector in terms of
inputs and techniques, and the consequent environmental impacts derived from pollution
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and dependence on fossil fuels imports, which affects food sovereignty. The discourse
deals with production exclusively, both at the local scale (comparing organic to traditional
farming) and at the national scale (food vs energy security). The discourse appears
predominantly in the public and scientific spheres.
Livelihood – The Livelihood discourse is touched only marginally. The main issues raised
are the exodus of the population from rural areas, prospects for rural development and
the quality of life of farmers (linked to short food chains). This discourse has a slightly
more holistic point of view, as it encompasses both productive and non-productive
activities, working and non-working population and demographic concerns. The discourse
is applied at the local level (individual farmers) by the public sphere and at the level of
the agricultural sector by the policy sphere.
1.1.2 Discourses within spheres
Sphere: Market
Discourse: Commodity
This discourse focuses on the productivity of the agricultural sector, which is determined by
inputs costs, the quality of the production processes (modern management techniques,
market orientation, planning) and the level of innovation (more innovation and investments
lead to greater productivity), as well as the company size (bigger or more concentrated
companies enjoy economies of scale and more flexibility, have better access to credit and
more negotiation power in relation to the distribution). Price of the final product is an
important factor, linked to the number of intermediaries, to the number of competitors
(supply), to the logistics costs, and seen as a means to gain costumer loyalty. Attention is
also paid to the demands of the consumer in terms of quality of product, proximity of
points of sale, marketing strategies from the part of producers.
Attributes: Productivity, costs, access to finance, negotiation power, price, quality of the
product, availability.
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Discourse: Rights
The agricultural sector suffers from a shortage of skilled, highly educated workers and
managers, the industry does not invest in training. Market strategies are influenced by
consumers’ demands for quality and food security.
Attributes: Quality, food security, skilled workers
Discourse: Livelihood
Rural areas have suffered from an increasing exodus of workers, which threatens the
future of the sector and increases the average age of the rural population, undermining
rural development.
Attributes: Labour availability, rural development, rural ageing
Sphere: Policy
Discourse: Commodity
This discourse focuses on policy objectives. Enhancing competitiveness is a key policy
objective to be obtained through increased human capital, larger farming lots, product
quality. A second important concern is the contribution of the agricultural sector to GDP
(and of the Catalan agricultural sector to the national economy), determined by the
profitability of the sector, its productivity. Food security is seen as a key policy issue. At
the lower scale, the focus is on employment, farmers’ income and living standards,
cooperatives and associations. Certification is an important policy instrument in identifying
producers, informing consumers, increasing value added and promoting local produce
(“venta de proximidad”).
Attributes: Human capital (skilled workers), product quality, contribution to GDP,
profitability, productivity, food security, employment, farmers income, living standards of
farmers, information (Traceability/certification).
Discourse: Right
Employment is a key policy concern, where the agricultural sector performs better than
other sectors. Certification is the main policy instrument in ensuring healthy food, socially
responsible practices on behalf of the producer.
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Attributes: Employment, food safety (food quality), sustainability, certification, social
values
Discourse: Deep ecology
The main concern is pollution. Soil pollution is linked to the use of fertilizers, erosion and
the type of agriculture (organic agriculture is seen as less polluting). Water pollution is
linked to pig farming. Good practice standards are used as policy instruments.
Attributes: Soil pollution, water pollution, biodiversity
Discourse: Livelihood
The main problem is the abandonment of rural areas by the work force. Policies focus on
enhancing the value of rural culture, patrimony, the environment.
Attributes: Demographics (keep rural population), access to land, culture, rural
development
Sphere: Scientific
Discourse: Commodity
The focus is on economic variables such as profit, employment and contribution of the
agricultural sector to GDP. Innovation, market orientation and efficiency are seen as
important factors in enhancing profitability, etc. Increasing costs are seen as detrimental to
the producer, as well as dependency on fossil fuels imports in terms of outflows of money.
Attributes: Profit, employment, contribution to GDP, Innovations, Costs, Dependency on
fossil fuels
Discourse: Right
The main concern is the diet, where the abandonment of the Mediterranean diet is seen as
the cause of obesity and a more vegetarian diet is advocated as healthier.
Attributes: Food security, Nutritional value of diet
Discourse: Deep Ecology
The main issue is the high use of fossil fuels by the agricultural sector for fertilizers,
agrochemical treatments and animal feed, which is seen as negative because of its
environmental impact and the increasing dependence on imports. Organic farming,
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reducing meat consumption and investing in renewable energies (including biofuels) are
suggested as means to consume less energy and land. Embedded energy consumption is
the most widely used indicator.
Attributes: Energy consumption
Sphere: Public
In this case, the literature review is complemented with the review of newspapers. The
last was performed by applying Iramuteq software. The software has identified the
following five discourses within 72 articles from four newspapers.

•

Class 1: Rights

•

Class 2: Equity in market relations

•

Class 3: Quality and right to know

•

Class 4: Commodity (exports)

•

Class 5: Livelihoods

The emerging discourses related very much with the four predefined discourses.
Therefore, the statements from those discourses have been introduced in the four
predefined discourses used in the report as follows. Class 1 and Class 3 have been

included in the Rights discourse. Class 4 and Class 2 have been included in the Commodity
discourse and Class 5 in the corresponding Livelihoods.
The description of each discourse is at the end of this document.
Discourse: Commodity
The focus is on the makeup (of several orders of magnitude) of prices, where the
distribution retains most of the revenues while producers bear most of the cost, prices do
not reflect (increasing) costs and farmers are completely dependent on government
subsidies. The trends observed are the privatization of agricultural inputs, the
globalization of production and sales (increasing imports –especially of animal feed, sale
to foreign markets), unfair distribution of profits and power. Another line of argument
concerns consumers, particularly low consumer awareness on health standards and low
information on costs in general, high sensitivity to prices, and the potential improvement in
negotiation power on behalf of consumer associations.
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In a context of low prices (from the viewpoint of producers), exports become very
important to increase benefits. In this sense, the growth and development of the agroexporter sector is also creating new jobs. Despite the situation of crisis, that discourages
internal consumption, most of the subsectors within agro-food sector are economically
growing (mainly thanks to exports). In this sense, commercialization is becoming more
important than, for instance, the total surface of cultivated land in order to foster the
business.
However, the increase of VAT for energy and agricultural machinery will increase costs of
production, which will negatively affect producers.
The equity branch of the commodity discourse states that competitivity and growth can
be fostered by balancing the power relations within the food chain. Associations and
cooperatives can play an important role in giving more bargaining power to small actors
of the food chain. Also, the integration of actors though the food chain would foster
efficiency and transparency (e.g. labeling and traceability).
Commercial relations between producers and big distributors can be improved by means
of, for instance, eliminating regulatory barriers to small retail distribution, monitoring
unbalanced commercial relations, to write down contractual conditions of exchange, set up
a round table of producers and distributors to deal with conflicting situations (i.e. develop
food chain regulations). Also, it is necessary to consolidate its image of quality and
facilitate the access to distribution chain to the producers.
Attributes: Cost, Prices, Profit, Distribution of profit, Dependence on subsidies, Dependence
on imported inputs, quality of the product (health), information and transparency,
Negotiation power of consumers, efficiency (profitability), traceability, market share
(marketability)
Discourse: Right
The central issues are information and participation of the consumers in the organization of
the food chain. Local markets and direct social relations are seen to improve information
and offer opportunities for democratization. Global food chains are seen as more risky
and worsening food sovereignty.
In the line of the right to access food, the volatility of food prices fosters speculation, which
affects people in a context of economic crisis and in a situation of fragile food security.
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Food has become a strategic resource for financial benefits rather of being a basic good.
Poor people are the most affected across the world, since their food security decreases
due to lack of available and affordable food.
This discourse highlights the difficulties of people to access food in time of crisis, who tend
to reduce wasted food and consume from food banks. In the last case, there is the need of
increasing the quality and quantity of food delivered to people in need.
Policies should take into account social and environmental impacts, sustainability issues and
promote local produce. Also, to keep a low VAT for food is an adequate policy to help
people to access food.
On the side of the right to know (i.e. access to information), direct sales can play an
important role in this regard, making available fresh products, with higher organoleptic
characteristics. However, as the number of producers involved in direct sales increase,
there is the need of offering products with value added. Action focuses on consumer
awareness in buying, associations with producers (local markets, short circuit) in order to
bypass the distribution, information campaigns.
Denomination of origin schemes provides more information to the consumer, and increases
value added and differentiation of the food product. It facilitates and promotes
traceability, food safety (health) and animal welfare. Also, the administration promotes
local products in big supermarkets, highlighting the local taste of the food. Convenience
(easy to cook) and nutritional value are also emphasized. These characteristics, together
with traditional and environmentally friendly are important to transmit.
Labeling and other certification schemes are good tools to assure the quality of the
production process, management and services. They also assure food safety (in production
and distribution) and give value added to the products. It is important to notice that
certification should be made by independent actors and the quality criteria should be
established with the participation of the administrations, the consumers and producers.
Attributes: Information, participation of consumers, food sovereignty, affordability, food
security, wasted food, nutritional value of diet, quality of food (organoleptic), value
added of the product, traceability, food safety, animal welfare, convenience.
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Discourse: Deep ecology
The focus is on the environmental impacts of agricultural practices, specifically: CO2
emissions, energy and materials consumption, soil pollution, disruption of ecosystems. The
high dependence of the sector on fossil fuels (for fertilizers, machinery) is highlighted.
Proximity is seen as a solution, in terms of reducing the ecological footprint, supporting the
consumption of healthy and seasonal products, reducing transport.
Attributes: CO2 emissions, energy consumption, material consumption, soil pollution,
disruption of ecosystems, dependence on fossil fuels, Healthy food.
Discourse: Livelihood
Short chains improve the quality of life of farmers. Relations of cooperation and trust are
reinforced through direct contact between producers and consumers.

The Mediterranean diet is an heritage that should be preserved and promoted. As well,
periurban agriculture and agriculture in general should be protected against projects
negatively affecting the territory.
Public policies should consider the context in which they are applied (i.e. the territory).
There should be a strong regulation of the agrarian market in order to assure the social
role of land and to link subsidies to quality and the creation of jobs.
Cooperativism and associativism may play an important role in making the agrarian
sector economically viable and creating jobs. A system of agrarian insurances may help
the agricultural sector to be economically viable, for instance, by enabling farmers to deal
with increasing costs and freezing prices. Farmers should be economically viable to assure
food security, and policies should promote investment and transparency to avoid price
fluctuations.
The food chain (and the food system) has to be understood holistically. Their
performance is mutually dependent with the surrounding environment. This discourse
also promotes the participation of a wide range of actors in deciding about the food
chains.

Attributes: quality of life of farmers, nutritional quality, territorial compatibility, economic
viability (profitability), dependence on price fluctuations, participation, quality of jobs, use
of natural resources (energy, water), agro-biodiversity, soil quality (erosion).
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1.2 Matrix, Sphere and Dimension
1.2.1 Spheres
The Public sphere is the arena where the wider variety of actors/stakeholders come into
play, including civil society organisations, NGOs, activists, the media (included as both the
press, newspapers and TV programmes). As a consequence, a wide variety of discourses
can be found as well as a wide variety of attributes. Generally speaking, different
attributes are used by different actors so that there can be found a consensus on the way
each attribute should be evaluated within each dimension. However, some attributes are
repeated within this sphere (for example, information) as they are used differently in
different dimensions. This reflects the abundance of perceptions and possible
representations/evaluation criteria found in this sphere.
The Scientific sphere is characterised by the use of quantitative indicators and attributes
that are directly linked to the discipline of reference in each dimension. For example, the
economic dimension is considered through economic analysis, the environmental dimension
is considered from the point of view of ecological indicators, the health dimension is
considered from the point of view of nutrition. For this reason, the ethical dimension is
overlooked, as there is no quantitative “scientific” approach that covers this dimension.
The Market sphere is considered only in the economic dimension, indicating a clear
specialisation and homogeneity of discourses in this sphere. As a matter of fact, a large
number of the documents analysed belongs to this sphere and displays very similar
approaches and a strong collusion on the selection of attributes. The market sphere is
heavily dominated by the economic discipline, witch monopolises perceptions and the
definition of attributes to be used in this area.
The Policy sphere displays a very clear focus towards policy priorities: the most important
attributes in this sphere always refer to the government’s areas of concern or of action.
This sphere reflects most clearly the interests and identity of the social actors behind it, so
that it can be considered to coincide by and large with the government discourse. It is the
sphere that presents the least variety of stakeholders. The policy sphere is quite a
transversal sphere, considering issues belonging to all dimensions, and reflecting the view
of the government as the overarching regulator of human activity.
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The spheres that appear more often are the public and the policy sphere, which is due
mainly to the greater availability of documents referring to these spheres, than a value
judgement about the importance of the spheres.

1.2.2 Dimensions
The economic dimension presents a quite homogeneous discourse focused on producers
and consumers as the main actors in influencing the workings of the food system. All the
attributes used in this dimension are derived from economic analysis, presenting quite a
consistent disciplinary background and thus a relative ease in communicating with different
stakeholders. In other words, the economic dimension is widely used thanks to the fact that
is offers a common understanding/definition of the system under study and can be thus be
considered as a “common language” used across all spheres.
The social dimension is almost exclusively concerned with the civil society, the consumers
and final users, thus focusing on the final end of the food chain. This dimension is
predominantly used by (or found in the literature by) civil society organisations and
activists groups, however it is disregarded by the market sphere and only marginally
touched by the scientific sphere. This can be explained in terms of the wide use of
qualitative and normative attributes used, which offer little appeal to more technical
evaluations. The social dimension is of particular relevance in the public and policy
spheres.
The environmental dimension is considered both at the level of the whole
economy/society and at the level of the different steps of the food chain. This dimension
appears quite useful in characterising and comparing the different sectors composing the
food chain to each other. For this reason it is used by a variety of actors in different
contexts, ranging from the public, the scientific and the policy sphere. Environmental
indicators focus on the interactions between human systems and the environment either in
terms of the inputs required by humans or in terms of wastes, pollution, and environmental
loading.
The health dimension is considered exclusively in relation to human health, and as a
consequence it focuses on the final users, or consumers. The food chain as whole is
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evaluated only in relation to the effects that different agro-food systems can have on the
quality of the final product. The definition or evaluation of the food chain itself is not of
direct interest in this dimension. The health dimension is considered by different actors and
can be found in a variety of spheres, although it is not a central concern in any of the
literature examined.
The ethical dimension is considered predominantly in terms of rights, that is, at the level
of individual actors found along the food chain, including both producers and
consumers/final users. The ethical dimension is less developed than the other dimensions,
which can be explained in terms of the type of analysis conducted. Ethical aspects are
most prominent in the discourses of farmers (adopting a more holistic vision of agriculture
as a source of livelihood) and activists (whose claims are based on the concepts of justice,
equality, responsibility), which are underrepresented by the existing written literature.
The dominant dimensions used in the evaluation of food chains in Spain are the economic,
social and environmental dimensions. The predominance of these three dimensions reflects
the tendency to focus on more tangible (as opposed to ethics) and measurable (as
opposed to health) aspects, which is in line with the dominant discourse on sustainability
defined as economic-social-environmental. At the same time, the greater number of
attributes found in the dominant dimensions speaks more about the greater production of
documents by mainstream actors than about a lack of interest in the issue from alternative
perspectives.
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GENERAL MATRIX
Dimension
Sphere
Public

Scientific

Market

Policy

Economic
-Cost
-Access to market
-Concentration power
-Prices
-Profit
-Depend subsidies
-Market share
-Depend. Imported
-Efficiency
-Risk
-Affordability
-Value added
-Economic viability

Social
-Information
-Participation
-Social relations
-Distribution of profit
-Traceability
-Info for consumers
-Negotiation power
-Risk
-Affordability
-Value added
-Living of farmers
-Territorial compatibility

-Innovation
-Employment
-Profit
-GDP
-Costs

-Food security
-Employment

-Price
-Negotiation power
-Company size
-Productivity
-Costs
-Access to finance
-Negotiation power
-Availability

-Quality of product
-Food security
-Skilled workers
-Labour availability
-Rural development

-Proximity
-Contrib to GDP
-Skilled workers
-Profitability/distribution
-Productivity
-Farmers income

-Information
-Skilled workers
-Quality of the product
-Food security
-Farmers’ perception
-Demographics
-Employment
-Living stand. farmers
-Quality of jobs
-Labour availability
-Respect of territory (cultur
-Rural development
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Environmental

Health

Ethical

-Ecological footprint
-Pollution
-Energy consumption
-Wasted food
-CO2 emissions
-Energy consumption
-Material consumption
-Soil pollution
-Disruption ecosystems
- Fossil fuels dependence

-Proximity
-Product quality
-Consumption habits
-Nutrit. value of diet
-Food safety

-Information
-Distribution of profit
-Cost
-Animal welfare

-Fossil fuels consumption
-Energy consumption
-Land area

-Nutritional diet

-Quality of the product

-Soil pollution
-Fossil fuels
-Erosion
-Water pollution

-Certification
-Product quality
-Food safety

-Rural development
-Sustainability

Matrix concerning the “Right discourse”
Dimension
Sphere

Economic

Social

Environmental

Public

-Risk
-Affordability
-Value added

-Information
-Wasted food
-Participation of consume
-Food sovereignty
-Food security
-Quality of food (organo
-Traceability
-Convenience

Health

Ethical

-Nutritional value of diet -Animal welfare
-Food safety

-Nutritional value of diet

Scientific
-Food security
-Skilled workers
-Employment
-Quality of jobs

Market
Policy

-Quality of the product
-Food safety

Matrix concerning the “Commodity discourse”
Dimension
Sphere

Economic

Social

Public

-Costs
-Prices
-Profit
-Depend. on subsidies
-Depend. on import. input
-Efficiency
-Market share
-Profit
-Contribution to GDP
-Innovation
-Costs

-Distribution of profit
-Traceability
-Info. for consumers
-Negot. power consumers

-Productivity
-Costs
-Access to finance
-Negotiation power
-Price
-Availability
-Contribution to GDP
-Profitability
-Productivity
-Farmers income

-Quality of the product

Scientific

Market

Policy
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-Employment

-Skilled workers
-Quality of the product
-Employment
-Living standard farmers
-Information
-Food security

Environmental

Health
-Quality of the product

-Depend fossil fuels

Ethical

Matrix concerning the “Livelihood discourse”
Dimension
Sphere

Economic

Public

-Economic viability
-Living standards of farme
-Depend. on price fluct -Territorial compatibility

Social

Environmental

Health

Ethical

-Nutritional value of food

Scientific
-Labour availability
-Rural development
-Labour availability
-Respect of territory (cultur
-Rural development

Market
Policy

Matrix concerning the “Deep ecology discourse”
Dimension
Sphere

Economic

Public

Scientific

Social

Environmental

Health

-CO2 emissions
-Energy consumption
-Material consumption
-Soil pollution
-Disruption of ecosystems
-Energy consumption
-Land use

-Quality of food (healthy

Market
Policy
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-Soil pollution
-Erosion
-Water pollution

Ethical

1.3 Attributes description
Cost (production factors): Public sphere – economic dimension
The performance of food chains is measured through the cost associated with production.
Short food chains are favoured in as far as transport and storage costs are reduced, to the
benefit of the producer. The attribute “cost” has been placed in this cell because it is one of
the dominant attributes used in the economic dimension as a means to inform the general
public about the internal functioning of food production chains.
The attribute “cost” refers to the whole food chain level.
References: Ecolosfera 2013, VSF 2013
Quotes:
-

Apostar por alimentos cercanos significa reducir costes ecológicos de transporte y
apoyar las pequeñas explotaciones agrícolas que nos rodean

-

Prices are dictated by large firms and do not represent the cost of production.

Cost (inequality): Public sphere – Ethical dimension
Similarly to the previous attribute, cost is used to signal the unfair distribution of costs
among different actors along the food chain. Producers are seen as carrying most of the
costs of production, raising the issue of inequality and asymmetric power relations.
The attribute “cost” has been placed in this cell because is it used as a way to raise
awareness about questions of equality and fairness. As such it belongs to the ethical
dimension. This attribute is used in the public sphere as it makes the issue easily accessible
by the wider public.
The attribute “cost” is used at the level of the various actors composing the food chain, as
a means to compare their performance.
References: VSF 2013
Quotes:
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-

There is an unfair repartition of the benefice within the supply chain - producers are
disadvantaged

-

Costs of production are to high to enable a fair payment to producers.

Access to market (marketability): Public sphere – economic dimension
The structure of the food chain determines which type of firms (local producers vs
conventional producers), which type of product (seasonal vs standardised products) and
which distribution mechanisms (local markets vs indirect sale to restaurants and
supermarkets) have access to the market.
The attribute “access to market” has been placed in this cell because it is an attribute
referring to the economic dimension and it is used in the public sphere as an easily
understandable concept, which allows to explain the main problems the producers and
distributors face in interacting with the food chain.
The attribute “access to market” refers to the whole food chain level.
References: VSF 2013, Ecolosfera 2013
Quotes:
-

Restoration sector is submitted to the same dominant model - small producer, local
products have difficulties to get up through the restaurants.

-

The actual globalization of the processes of production, transformation and distribution
force the firms to look for access to resources and access to market at a global scale.

Concentration: Public sphere – economic dimension
The concentration of firms, or degree of monopoly over a product or a productiondistribution chain of a certain food sector (e.g. fresh vegetables, meat, dairy products, etc.)
determines the structure and length of the food chain. Different degrees of concentration of
firms are observed for different products/markets.
The attribute “concentration” has been placed in this cell because it is used in the economic
context in association with market concentration/degree of monopoly and it is used to
explain to the general public the characteristics of different food chains and food
commodities.
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The attribute “concentration” refers to the firm level at different stages of the food chain
(production and distribution).
References: VSF 2013
Quotes:
-

las semillas, la tierra y el agua. Ha existido (y existe aun con fuerza) un proceso de
privatización y concentración en pocas manos de cada uno de estos recursos

-

6 first enterprises of agroalimentary sector have a gain equal to the entire Ministry of
Agriculture - high concentration and control of prices.

Innovation: Scientific sphere – economic dimension
Innovation is considered the main driver of performance both of individual firms and
producers and of the agricultural sector as a whole. Innovation is seen to enhance
competitiveness, sales, profitability. At the same time, lack of innovation is seen as the main
factor holding back the development of small farmers, rural areas and resulting in low
efficiency and low opportunities for growth.
The attribute “innovation” has been placed in this cell because innovation is strongly
associated with economic productivity and efficiency in the texts analysed, and it is mainly
deployed in scientific studies as a means to assess the performance of firms and production
chains.
The attribute “innovation” refers to the firm level and to the agricultural sector as an
aggregate of firms.
References: Alarcon and Sanchez 2013
Quotes:
-

the influence of the innovation indicates its relevance to economic performance

-

assess the impact of market orientation, entrepreneurial orientation and innovativeness
on the financial performance and efficiency of Spanish agro-food companies

-

Innovation related to market and entrepreunarial orientations.

-

Firms have always to be pro-active in innovation to improve the position in the market.

-

Innovation capacity reveals part of the economic performance of the industry
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GDP (national accounts): Scientific sphere – economic dimension
The agricultural sector is analysed based on its contribution to GDP. In this context, food
chains performance is evaluated according to their capacity to increase the value added of
the overall sector. GDP is also often used to justify the interest in agriculture and related
activities. Different sectors of the food chain (production – processing – distribution) are
compared in terms of their contribution to GDP or creation of value added (component of
GDP).
The attribute “GDP” has been placed in this cell because it is one of the most common
indicators used in economic analysis and it was found predominantly in academic papers
defining and characterising the agricultural sector.
The attribute “GDP” is used at the level of the agricultural sector in this context.
References: Alarcon and Sanchez 2013
Quotes:
-

the sector accounts for the second largest share in regional gross domestic product
(GDP)

-

the agro-food industry is an important economic sector by employment and
profitability

-

The agro industrial sector account for the second largest share in regional GDP.

GDP (policy priority): Policy sphere – economic dimension
The GDP of the agricultural sector and of the local economy play an important role in
determining policy priorities. This is a category especially relevant for the Catalan
government in comparing the regional economy to the national economy and thus justifying
the adoption of specific policy objectives when different from the central government.
The attribute “GDP” has been placed in this cell because this economic indicator is widely
used in the policy sphere as a means to guide the definition of priorities and informing
policy makers. As a matter of fact, economic concerns seem to acquire an important role in
the government’s decision-making process.
References: Generalitat de Catalunya 2010; Generalitat de Catalunya 2012
Quotes:
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-

Important growth of Catalan agricultural sector in the last years in terms of activites
and total income.

-

The agrarian sector productivity has increase quicker from 1986 to 2002 than the rest
of the Catalan economy.

-

Catalan agriculture occupies an important place in the Spanish agroalimentary
industry.

-

17% of employees are working in the agroalimentary Catalan industry that detains
18% of Spanish PIB.

-

Essentially rural regions have a higher PIB grade than essentially urban areas.

Employment: Scientific sphere – economic dimension
Employment is another attribute used to describe the performance of the agricultural sector
and of the sub-sectors associated with the food chain. High employment is seen as a
positive factor stimulating economic growth and a reason for paying attention to the
agricultural sector.
The attribute “employment” has been placed in this cell because it is considered in economic
terms (employment rate of the labour force) –instead of from the point of view of individual
workers, for example- and is used in scientific studies to characterise and compare the
performance of the agricultural sector with other sectors of the economy.
The attribute “employment” is used at the level of the agricultural sector/whole economy.
References: Alarcon and Sanchez 2013
Quotes:
-

the agro-food industry is an important economic sector by employment and
profitability

Price (Affordability): Market sphere – economic dimension
This is the most used attribute in the market sphere. Prices are used on one hand to evaluate
the performance of the market, by considering that competition tends to lower prices while
monopolies (especially in distribution) tend to increase prices. On the other hand, prices are
associated with the length or level of integration of the food chain: local food chains
provide food at lower prices than global food chains due to increased logistics costs and to
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the larger number of intermediaries involved, more integrated food chains are able to
lower the prices.
The attribute “price” has been placed in this cell because the price mechanism is what
determines the equilibrium between demand and supply in economic theory, therefore the
behaviour of markets is described by prices.
The attribute “price” is used at level of the whole food chain and at the level of the final
consumer/point of sale.
References: Toribio et al. 2012; ACES 2008; Compra publica
Quotes:
-

en aquellos países donde la comercialización se realiza de forma más directa
(gracias a la labor de potentes cooperativas de productores que hacen llegar sus
productos hasta el consu midor), como es el caso de Suecia, Dinamarca, etc. (en
general países del Norte de la Unión Europea), los precios no resultan
desproporcionados

-

La creciente rivalidad se traduce en una presión a la baja sobre los precios de los
productos envasados

-

los costes logísticos siguen representando una parte significativa del precio pagado
por los consumidores

-

Exports are based on the good relation price-quality

-

All actors influence the final price by limiting it (competition), or by stabilyzing it
(retailers)

-

Very good relation price/quality of Spanish products destinated to exports

-

Competition diminishes prices to consumers.

-

Haciendo uso de un pretendido poder monopolstico, elevan exageradamente el
precio de los productos alimentarios en el Mercado

-

la poca variabilidad de los precios forma parte de la estrategia de los
distribuidores minoristas que fidelizan a sus clientes de este modo

-

productores integrados ofrecen sus productos a mejores precios y con unos
estandares de calidad mas altos apoyandose en uso de las nuevas tecnologías

-

Competition and concentration of actors (monopoly) inflate prices.
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-

Integrated enterprises can offer lower prices.

-

Otra manera de mirar lo mismo es observar el diferencial de precios de origen
(campo) a destino (mesa). Los primeros han llegado a multiplicarse hasta por 11 en
destino, de manera que existe una diferencia media de 390 % entre el precio en
origen y el final.

-

Precios en Origen y Destino de los alimentos (IPOD), que pone de relieve que los
diferenciales de precios en la cadena agroalimentaria se mantienen de media por
encima del 450 %

Negotiation power (Empowerment): Market sphere – economic dimension
The performance of different actors along the food chain, including producers, distribution
and consumers, is evaluated by looking at their negotiation power. Negotiation power is
articulated differently for different actors: producers’ negotiation power refers to their
ability to enter the market, distribution is seen to have a huge negotiation power in
determining the allocation of products, pricing and marketing strategies, consumers are
seen as having negotiation power with respect to final demand, although this does not
affect directly the producers.
The attribute “negotiation power” has been placed in this cell because it is used in
reference to different actors’ ability to influence and enter the market, within the context of
economic analysis – that is, in determining prices, marketing strategies, product offer.
The attribute “negotiation power” is used at the level of individual firms, or consumers, that
is, it considers the participants of the food chain.
References: ACES 2008
Quotes:
-

Bajo poder de negociación con clientes: plazos de pago excesivos

y

endurecimiento de las condiciones de suministro en general
-

Escaso poder de negociación frente a la distribución commercial

-

The very high concentration of large firms enables them to lead the demand and
orientate the primary production - fully access to market then and less liberty for the
others

-

Higher is the concentration of firms, bigger is the negotiation power.
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-

The concentration of firms (Mercas) is increasing the competition and enforcing their
negotiation power.

-

There is a poor access for farmers cooperatives into the red of Mercas due to their
poor negotiation power.

-

The atomization of the agro-industrial sector reduces its negotiation power.

-

Poor negotiation power from the part of groups and cooperatives of producers excessive payment periods and tightening supply conditions.

-

Poor negotiation power from the part of groups of producers against the commercial
distribution.

-

As the producers are the one that creates more value, their poor negotiation power
seems an important problematic.

-

Second grade cooperatives (horizontal and vertical integration) appear to increase the
negotiation power of small farmers.

Company size: Market sphere – economic dimension
The economic discourse in the market sphere is focused around the efficiency and
competitiveness of the different firms entering the market for food. In this context, company
size is taken to be an important characteristic determining the performance of individual
firms, as well as the structure and market share of the overall food chain. Bigger companies
are seen as able to reduce costs and innovate more rapidly – in this sense, the performance
of producers is measured exclusively in terms of economic performance.
The attribute “company size” has been placed in this cell because it is considered in its
ability to increase/decrease market players’ capacity to influence the market according to
economic parameters such as efficiency, competition, productivity.
References: ACES 2008, Toribio et al. 2011
Quotes:
-

motivos que condicionan la productividad de la industria son el coste de las
materias primas, las dificultades para incorporar mejoras tecnológicas, la escasa
capacidad de innovación y diversificación, y la reducida dimensión empresarial de
la industria española
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-

una mayor flexibilidad que se deriva de su mayor tamano y de su integracion con
otros productores e intermediaries

-

patron productivo y comercial tradicional. Estos productores, utilizan sistemas de
produccion anticuados y poco eficientes. Ademas, su escasa dimension y su limitada
orientacion al mercado perjudican a su posición competitiva dentro de su eslabon

Proximity: Policy sphere – economic dimension
The main concern for public policy is to support the local economy. For this reason food
chains, the agricultural sector and the food market are evaluated in terms of their ability to
promote the sale of proximity products. Proximity is associated with rural development,
territorial economic concerns and offering a better service to consumers.
The attribute “proximity” has been placed in this cell because it is used to evaluate the
impact of the structure and geographic location of different players in economic terms, both
for the players themselves and for the sector and region as a whole. Supporting local
producers is seen as a policy tool in stimulating the local economy.
The attribute “proximity” is used at the level of the producers and at the level of the whole
food chain. It is quite a transversal attribute in this sense, because it is one of the keys for
better integration of the various actors forming the food chain.
References: Generalitat de Catalunya 2010; Generalitat de Catalunya 2012
Quotes:
-

venda de productes agroalimentaris, procedents de la terra o de la ramaderia i/o
resultat d’un procés d’elaboració o de transformació que es realitza en favor del
consumidor o consumidora final, directament o mitjançant La intervenció d’una
persona intermediària,

-

Establir sistema d’identificació de les persones acreditades per realitzar la venda
de proximitat per tal d’informar-ne als consumidors

-

It is an example of public policy that encourage the emergence of short-circuit and
local consumption

-

To promote concept of proximity and sustainability
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Proximity (safety): Public sphere – Health dimension
Health is approach from the point of view of managing health risks and loss of information
along the production and distribution chain. In this sense, proximity is associated with
healthier products and better quality guarantees. Short food chains are clearly preferred in
order to avoid health risks.
The attribute “proximity” has been placed in this cell because it is seen as a characteristic
allowing to monitor better and more closely the health impacts of production techniques and
foods. Furthermore, this attribute is used by the public discourse as a way to inform
consumers about the advantages of local products and local markets, in as far as they can
have direct contact and information about them.
The attribute “proximity” is used at the scale of the consumers in this context.
Refernces: VSF 2013; Ecolosfera 2013
Quotes:
-

En relación con a la salud, no debemos olvidar que, en contra de lo que a veces
podamos pensar, cuanto más compleja y larga es la cadena alimentaria, cuanto
más se aleja de nosotros, más riesgo existe

-

Consumers' misperceptions about the fact that products from the industrial food chain
model are safer (inocuity) than the one coming from small farmers, artesanal
production, etc.

-

Consumir productos próximos suele ser sinónimo de salud

Skilled workers: Policy sphere – economic dimension
A lot of attention is paid to the quality of the rural work force in terms of education, wages,
level of specialisation and labour market flexibility. In general terms, policies encourage
training and accreditation of agricultural workers, as a way to increase the productivity
and profitability of the sector.
The attribute “skilled workers” has been placed in this cell because one of the government’s
main concerns is to evaluate and allocate funds for training and educational programmes.
In this case, such allocation of public funds is evaluated according to the economic benefits
that can be observed from it.
References: Generalitat de Catalunya 2010; Generalitat de Catalunya 2012.
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Quotes:
-

The agrarian sector productivity is higher than other sectors but still under the national
average mainly due to unspecialized employees.

-

The development of human capital through formations and workshops could encourage
competition and so, incomes of the farm.

-

Support for the producers to improve the conditions in which they transform and
process food products - more implication from the part of the producer.

Information (access to) (Traceability/certification): Public sphere – social dimension
Food chains are evaluated in terms of the ability of the various participants (producers and
consumers) to access and share information about the quality of the food, the production
process, consumption habits, and so on. In this sense, short circuit chains are seen as much
better in as far as they allow both producers and consumers to be more informed and thus
for production to meet demand more effectively.
The attribute “information” has been placed in this cell because it is considered an
important variable in public discourse, enabling people to participate and be more aware
of how food chains work and of how they are governed. Information refers to the social
dimension in as far as it is directly linked to participation and citizens empowerment.
The attribute “information” is used at the level of civil society, consumers and firms.
References: VSF 2013
Quotes:
-

Por lo que respecta a la información, los mercados locales tienen mayor capacidad
para la promoción de espacios de conocimiento y de educación sobre el sistema
agroalimentario, que permiten tomar decisiones de manera autónoma y responsible

-

Designation of quality is valorized by consumers – attractive

-

Local markets enable direct contact between producers where they exchange
knowledge and experiences

-

Short-circuit model is a way to transfert information on product quality to consumers.
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Information (consumer rights) (Traceability/certification): Public sphere – Ethical
dimension
The ability of different distribution channels to provide information about the food chain is
seen as an important factor in empowering consumers to make autonomous and responsible
decisions. In this case, food chains are evaluated indirectly, as the main focus is on the final
market and its connections (through information) to the rest of the food chain. Local markets
are seen as better able to gather and convey information to the consumer.
The attribute “information” has been placed in this cell because arguments about consumers’
rights are typically used in the public sphere as a means to claim changes and/or new
benefits. The rights discourse is also closely associated with ethical considerations.
The attribute “information” is use at the level of the whole food chain.
References: VSF 2013
Quotes:
-

Por lo que respecta a la información, los mercados locales tienen mayor capacidad
para la promoción de espacios de conocimiento y de educación sobre el sistema
agroalimentario, que permiten tomar decisiones de manera autónoma y
responsable

-

Very poor information for the consumer in relation to where the money of its purchase
is going.

-

Poor communication on cost of production.

-

Short-circuit model permits to re-equilibrate power within the food chain - exchanging
information on cost for instance

Participation: Public sphere – social dimension
The ability of producers and of consumers to participate in the governance and decisionmaking about food chains and production. In this case, food chains are evaluated with
respect to the degree of participation of the various actors that compose it in its
management and the degree of democratisation of such governance.
The attribute “participation” has been placed in this cell because it is one of the main
objectives, or concerns, of the public and it refers to social and cultural values of the society
to which it refers. Participation is seen as a means to improve and enhance the capability of
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civil society to influence decision-making and to express their opinions and preferences
about food production, quality, distribution, etc.
The attribute “participation” is used at the level of civil society, citizens and producers.
References: VSF 2013
Quotes:
-

la participación hace referencia a la capacidad de la gente de participar de
forma directa en el gobierno y la gestión de los múltiples componentes del sistema
alimentario y, en definitiva, democratizarlo

Social relations (Sociality): Public sphere – social dimension
The fostering and strengthening of social relations is considered as a measure of the value
of different food chains. This attribute is used as a normative evaluation of food systems,
defining circuits that favour contact and relationships between producers, and between
producers and consumers as “good” – rather than a factor that affects the performance or
the quality of food chains in varying degrees.
The attribute “social relations” has been placed in this cell because it refers to the social
dimension and it is often found in public discourse as a claim over citizens’ rights. Social
relations are seen to strengthen the social fabric of civil society, and are fostered as a
means to empower civil society as a stakeholder, by sharing values, concerns, goals and
beliefs.
References: VSF 2013
Quotes:
-

la relación, los mercados locales tienen más capacidad para potenciar el
conocimiento directo entre productores, elaboradores, consumidores y otros actores
que intervienen en la cadena alimentaria

-

Food alternative networks are base on the re-socialization producers-consumers, what
subserves re-equilibrating a little the power against the dominant chain.

Food security: Scientific sphere – social dimension
Food chains are evaluated according to their ability to increase food security or to increase
dependence on international trade. This attribute favours local food chains, seen as more
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self-sufficient and more resilient to external shocks, such as increases in the price of inputs,
shortages in the global food markets. The Spanish food system is thus heavily criticised for
its dependence of grain imports.
The attribute “food security” has been placed in this cell because it is used in scientific
analysis to refer to the impact of food production on national needs and on the
maintenance of society’s identity.
The attribute “food security” is used at the level of society as a whole, so that it includes the
agro-food system.
References: Amate et al. 2011
Quotes:
-

Another salient feature of the Spanish agrarian sector is its strong dependence on
grain imported from overseas.

Demographics (Labor availability): Policy sphere – social dimension
The central concern of policy is the management and monitoring of demographic trends in
the rural areas, including the decreasing size of the rural population, the ageing of rural
population due to the exodus of young workers towards other economic sectors and
towards urban areas. Demographic concerns threaten the very continued existence of the
local agricultural sector.
The attribute “demographics” has been placed in this cell because it is used to describe the
characteristics of the population, thus belonging to the social dimension. This attribute is
widely used in policy documents, reflecting the concern of governing bodies with the
characteristics and trends observed in the population over which they are presiding.
The attribute “demographics” is used at the level of society as a whole.
References: Generalitat de Catalunya 2010; Generalitat de Catalunya 2012
Quotes:
-

Despoblación del medio rural: el éxodo de la población del medio rural al urbano
motivado por la falta de infraestructuras y servicios, hace peligrar la supervivencia
del sector a future

-

Falta de relevo generacional: los agricultores tienen una edad media avanzada
que, junto con el envejecimiento demográfico y el éxodo de la juventud -que no
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contempla la gestión de la empresa agraria como una verdadera alternativa de
futuro profesional-, hace que numerosos agricultores se planteen el abandono de la
actividad
-

una población con clara tendencia al envejecimiento

-

There are socio-political actions to revitalize the rural regions where people have
tendency to move to city centers - occupation of the territory, valorization of rural
regions through economic activities, the patrimony, the environment, etc.

Skilled workers: Policy sphere – social dimension
The agricultural sector is seen as heavily limited because of its low skilled labour force and
the lack of training opportunities (higher specialisation) of workers. The low wages, low
productivity (compared to other sectors) are associated with the lack of skilled workers.
The attribute “skilled workers” has been placed in this cell because it is used to describe the
characteristics of the rural society and it is a relevant aspect in terms of policy measures
and governance.
The attribute “skilled workers” is used at the level of the society and of individual workers.
References: Generalitat de Catalunya 2010, Generalitat de Catalunya 2012
Quotes:
-

limitaciones importantes de la industria, condicionada a su vez por su dimensión y su
ubicación, es la falta de programas adecuados de formación continua y la escasa
cualificación del personal

-

Escaso nivel formativo: la escasa formación de los propietarios y la baja
cualificación de la mano de obra de la empresa agraria la sitúan por debajo de
otros sectores

Farmers’ perception (Quality of life of farmers): Policy sphere – social dimension
Both opportunities and bottlenecks for rural development are seen to evolve around
farmers’ perception. Opportunities include the consideration of local needs and perceptions
in the design of policies, while bottlenecks look at the limits imposed by traditional practices
in adapting to changing demands from consumers and global markets.
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The attribute “farmers’ perception” has been placed in this cell because it refers to
perceptions and values of the social actors involved in the analysis, which belong to the
social dimension. Knowledge of this attribute is relevant to policy makers in order to
improve their understanding of the complexities of the problem and design better responses
linked to their policy domain.
The attribute “farmers’ perception” is used at the level of individual producers.
References: Generalitat de Catalunya 2010; Generalitat de Catalunya 2012
Quotes:
-

Detectar e incorporar las preocupaciones, necesidades,
expectativas

sensibilidades y

de los agricultores como elementos de contraste, validación y

enriquecimiento de la información disponible en fuentes secundarias en forma de
estudios, informes, jornadas especializadas, etc
-

els establiments minoristes, lês agrupacions de productors agraris quan
comercialitzin productes que provenen de productors no associats, els establiments
de turisme rural, els establiments de restauració inclosos els de restauració
col•lectiva, quan venen els productes directament als consumidors finals

Ecological footprint (Use of natural resources): Public sphere – Environmental
dimension
The main performance indicator in the evaluation of food chains is the ecological footprint
associated both with production and transportation (distribution) activities. The ecological
footprint is understood as the environmental impact caused by food chains, and is loosely
used in the literature to point at worrisome issues. Local food chains and small size
production are associated with a smaller ecological footprint.
The attribute “ecological footprint” has been placed in this cell because it is a widely used
indicator to refer to the environmental impact of human activity associated with the agrofood industry. Thanks to its intuitive appeal, this indicator is used in the public discourse in
reference to both generalised environmental impacts and to the CO2 emissions equivalent
of human activity.
The attribute “ecological footprint” is used at the level of the production and distribution
steps of the food chain.
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References: VSF 2013; Ecolosfera 2013
Quotes:
-

los sistemas agroalimentarios son grandes consumidores de energía y materiales

-

un manifiesto que promueve el consumo de alimentos de proximidad por dos
razones

principales:

para

reducir

la

enorme

<http://ecolosfera.com/huella-deuda-ecologica-etiquetaje/>

huella
que

ecológica
conlleva

el

transporte de materias primas a miles de kilómetros y para incentivar la
gastronomía local y evitar así la extinción de determinadas especies vegetales que
dejan de emplearse por la invasión de productos extranjeros
-

The fragmentation and specialization of food system have lead to a breaking of
ecosystem cycles

-

Ecological cost

Pollution: Public sphere – Environmental dimension
Pollution is the most popular quantitative indicator used in numerical assessments of food
chains. Various forms of pollution are considered, including CO2 emissions, soil pollution,
water pollution. In this sense, food chains are evaluated according to their interaction with
the environment rather than to their internal functioning.
The attribute “pollution” has been placed in this cell because it is used as a measure of
environmental health/degradation due to human activity. This indicator is used in the public
to raise awareness about what type of impacts human activity has on the environment.
The attribute “pollution” is used at the level of production mostly, and very rarely referred
to at the level of distribution with relation to transportation.
References: VSF 2013; Ecolosfera 2013
Quotes:
-

Se calcula que el sistema agroalimentario llega a generar hasta el 50 % de estas
emisiones

-

Si estas pérdidas de materia orgánica del suelo se recuperaran, la cantidad de
CO2 que sería capturado desde la atmósfera por este nuevo suelo agrícola sería
de entre 220.000 a 330.000 millones de toneladas
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-

Agroalimentary industry generates an important quantity of greenhouse gas emissions

Energy consumption (drawback): Public sphere – Environmental dimension
An important concern of actors in the public sphere is the high energy consumption required
by agricultural activities (especially fertilizers) and transportation. High energy consumption
is seen as a negative factor, and highly industrialised food chains are considered as
problematic.
The attribute “energy consumption” has been placed in this cell because energy is a
common concern of the environmental dimension. Energy consumption is used with the
intention of raising concerns about our current development and production patterns, and is
interpreted with loaded social values, thus placing this attribute in the public sphere.
The attribute “energy consumption” is used at the level of production and transport steps of
the food chain.
References: VSF 2013; Ecolosfera 2013
Quotes:
-

Global market creates environmental disequilibria - distance of transport, dependency to
fossil fuel.

-

About the half of energetic expenditure are related to the use of fertilizers.

Energy consumption (performance): Scientific sphere – Environmental dimension
Food production is evaluated in terms of the energy consumption entailed by each step of
the food chain, from production to processing and from transportation to
cooking/preparation. The different steps are compared to each other in terms of
energy consumption, where transportation emerges as the worst performer, followed by
fertilizers. Short food chains are favoured because of their reduced need for energy.
The attribute “energy consumption” has been placed in this cell because it refers to the
energy inputs from the environment needed to sustain human activity. The accounting of
energy consumption in the various economic sectors is typically used in the scientific sphere,
as a way to describe and characterise different economies.
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The attribute “energy consumption” is used at the level of the various steps of the food
chain, allowing to compare every component of the process to each other. In this sense it is
one of the most transversal indicators.
References: Amate et al. 2011
Quotes:
-

Spain has a big deficit in terms of amount of energy used - strongly dependent of
primary energy imports

-

For each unit of energy available in the form of food, 6 units of energy have been
consumed in its production, distribution, transportation and preparation

-

Transport is the more energy demanding of the food system

-

Organic agriculture is seen a model that can reduce the energetic demand and the
impact on environment

Fossil fuels (consumption): Scientific sphere – Environmental dimension
The analysis focuses on the share of fossil fuels consumed by the agricultural sector,
compared to the rest of the economy, and on the end uses of fossil fuels within this sector.
Local food chains, and in particular organic producers, are considered to consume less fossil
energy and as such be more sustainable.
The attribute “fossil fuels” has been placed in this cell because it is widely used to study the
interactions between men and the environment, where the environment is seen as providing
the necessary inputs for society to function. The scientific sphere focuses on fossil fuels in
order to provide a more “technical” assessment of environmental issues.
The attribute “fossil fuels” is used at the level of the agricultural sector and at the level of
the food chain.
References: Amate et al. 2011
Quotes:
-

new forms of agrarian production were more inefﬁcient since they were increasingly
dependent on inorganic inputs derived from the use of fossil fuels, electricity or
agrochemicals

-

over 1400 PJ to satisfy the food requirements of the Spanish population, whereas
the energy contained in the food consumed barely reaches 235 PJ. In other words,
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for each unit of energy available in the form of food, 6 units of energy have been
consumed in its production, distribution, transportation and preparation
-

organic farming consumes less fossil fuel to obtain the same product

Fossil fuels (dependence): Policy sphere – Environmental dimension
From the policy point of view, the high dependence on fossil fuels of the agricultural sector
is seen as a negative factor raising concerns about food sovereignty and dependence on
imports.
The attribute “fossil fuels” has been placed in this cell because it refers to the interactions
between human society and the environment, yet it is a policy concern because fossil fuels in
Spain are entirely imported making the system dependent on foreign trade and subject to
trade balance deficits.
The attribute “fossil fuels” is used at the level of the whole economy.
References: VSF 2013
Quotes:
-

la petrodependencia de la alimentación industrial

-

5,51 MJ se asocian al consumo de fertilizantes en la finca. Esto supone el 47,7 %
del total del gasto energético

Land area (use of natural resources): Scientific sphere – Environmental dimension
Food production systems are evaluated according to their land requirement. In this case, the
determining factor seems to be the product (meat production requires more land than
vegetables) rather than the length of the food chain itself. This attribute is thus focused on
the first step of the agro-food system, revealing a specialised view in the environmental
dimension.
The attribute “land area” has been placed in this cell because land use is seen as a useful
indicator in characterising the interactions between men and the environment. This indicator
is used in the scientific sphere because it allows for a quantitative classification of coupled
human-land systems.
The attribute “land area” is used at the level of production, thus it focuses exclusively on the
initial part of the food chain.
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References: Amate et al. 2011
Quotes:
-

According to Carpintero and Naredo (2006), producing a kg of vegetables
requires an area of 1.7m2 whereas producing a kg of meat takes 7 m2

Soil pollution (Pollution): Policy sphere – Environmental dimension
The policy sphere focuses on specific issues related to the local reality. Soil pollution is seen
as the main source of worry because of the degradation of soils (especially in Catalonia)
due to intensive agricultural practices, overexploitation by farming and animal husbandry,
and the intensive use of fertilizers. Organic farming is clearly favoured as less polluting.
The attribute “soil pollution” has been placed in this cell because it measures the impact of
human activity on the environment. It is a policy concern in as far as pollution reduces
sustainability, that is, the ability to maintain the current production and consumption patterns
in the future due to the fact that a deterioration in soil quality would negatively affect
production.
The attribute “soil pollution” is use at the level of production.
References: Generalitat de Catalunya 2010
Quotes:
-

La aplicación de fertilizantes y deyecciones ganaderas, y la utilización de
productos fitosanitarios se pueden considerar las principales fuentes de origen de la
contaminación difusa sobre los suelos catalanes

-

la producción agraria ecológica y la producción integrada como unas de las
soluciones actuales para la prevención de este tipo de contaminación

-

agricultura y la ganadería pueden provocar erosión cuando las presiones que
ejercen sean superiores a la capacidad del suelo ya sea por explotación excesiva
o por aplicación de prácticas incorrectas

-

Organic and integrated agriculture appear as solutions to limit soil contamination

Product quality (consumer perception) (Food quality): Public sphere – Health dimension
An important factor for consumers when deciding what to buy is the quality of the product.
Health plays an important role in quality considerations. However, consumers’ perceptions
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about the impact of short and long food chains on the quality of products are mixed.
Different actors favour different food chains.
The attribute “product quality” has been placed in this cell because quality of food is
directly associated with health. For this reason, raising awareness and informing consumers
about the health effects of what they eat is at the centre of public discourse.
The attribute “product quality” is used at the level of final consumers.
References: VSF 2013; Ecolosfera 2013
Quotes:
-

Consumers have the perception that buying products from local market is a higher
guarantee of quality of products, what can have a positive influence on their health

-

Eating healthy pass mainly through food quality in terms of functional and fortified
aliments

Product quality (policy priority) (Food quality): Policy sphere – Health dimension
Policies focus on promoting high quality products and raising consumer awareness about
product quality and the health impacts of the products consumed.
The attribute “product quality” has been placed in this cell because policy focuses on
information and campaigns aimed at the citizenry as a means to raise awareness about the
health impacts of the food being consumed and educating people about what defines the
“quality” of food beyond its aspect, packaging or price.
The attribute “product quality” is used at the level of the final consumer, seen as a strategic
player capable of influencing the whole food chain.
References: Generalitat de Catalunya 2010; Generalitat de Catalunya 2012
Quotes:
-

Promote the quality of fresh, local, artesanial, sustainable production' practices
products.

-

Sensibilize consumers to eat healthy, fresh and local food products.
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Consumption habits (Seasonal production – Territorial compatibility): Public sphere –
Environmental dimension
Health is closely associated with consumption habits. This attribute clearly places the
consumer at the centre of the analysis, disregarding the food chain as a whole. Consumption
habits include the choice of seasonal food and local food over imported food.
The attribute “consumption habits” has been placed in this cell because health is seen as a
consequence of consumers’ behaviour and habits. In this sense, public discourse is used as a
means to educate consumers about how they can improve their health by adjusting and
changing their consumption habits.
The attribute “consumption habits” is used at the level of the final consumer.
References: VSF 2013; Ecolosfera 2013
Quotes:
-

Promotion of good consumption habits for the health: local and seasonal products.

Diet (Quality of food): Scientific sphere – Health dimension
With regards to health, academic papers focus exclusively on diet as the main determinant
of people’s health and by looking at how local diets are affected by changed in the food
chain. Diet is used both as an attribute and as a determinant of other processes. Local food
chains are seen as favouring the maintenance of the “healthy” Mediterranean diet and, vice
versa, vegetarian diets are seen as favouring local production.
The attribute “diet” has been placed in this cell because in the scientific sphere the issue of
health is approached by looking at the effects of different types of diet and food
preferences on human health.
The attribute “diet” is used at the level of the final consumer.
References: Amate et al. 2011
Quotes:
-

change in the diet of the Spanish population, which is increasingly moving away
from the virtues of the Mediterranean diet

-

change over to a more vegetarian diet, with the emphasis on seasonal products
produced locally
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-

The abandon of Mediterranean diet is responsible for about 40% of population
overweight

Certification (Traceability/certification): Policy sphere – Health dimension
In terms of policy, health issues are dealt with through certification, that is, public schemes
aimed at the accreditation of certain products or producers. Certification is seen as a
quality guarantee.
The attribute “certification” has been placed in this cell because it is seen as one of the main
policy tools in guaranteeing and enforcing health standards on the various players
(producers, processers, and so on) participating in the food chain, as well as a way to
strengthen the links between different players (distributors have to take responsibility for
the quality of the products they sell).
The attribute “certification” is used at the level of production, seen as an entry point to
influence the behaviour of the whole food chain.
References: Generalitat de Catalunya 2010; Generalitat de Catalunya 2012
Quotes:
-

Certification of quality of products (IGP, DOP, etc.)

-

There are 13 quality certifications in Catalonia (IGP and DOP).

Distribution of profit: Public sphere – Ethical dimension
This attribute is used mainly to signal the unfair distribution of profit among different actors
composing the food chain. In particular, it is claimed that farmers receive too small a
proportion of final profits, with respect to their fundamental role in the production of food.
The attribute is used to explore questions of justice and inequality.
The attribute “distribution of profit” has been placed in this cell because questions of
distribution and equality tap directly into ethical issues. These arguments are used in the
public sphere as a means to raise awareness and drive people’s attention towards the
“unseen” effects of the current system of production.
The attribute “distribution of profit” is used at the level of the various actors of the food
chain, as a means to compare their performance.
References: VSF 2013
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Quotes:
-

Farmers do not receive a fair part of the final price for their production.

Rural development: Policy sphere – Ethical dimension
The main policy priority to deal with the abandonment of rural areas is to support rural
development, understood as promoting the use and occupation of the territory and
promoting the local culture, the environment, the local economy. In this sense, food chains
are evaluated according to their ability to support rural development.
The attribute “rural development” has been placed in this cell because the need to
support/sustain rural communities is seen as a moral duty, a way to maintain the identity of
the society and of the territory. In this sense, government policies are legitimised as
defending cultural and social values of the people they represent.
The attribute “rural development” is used at the level of the society.
References: Generalitat de Catalunya 2010; Generalitat de Catalunya 2012
Quotes:
-

There are socio-political actions to revitalize the rural regions where people have
tendency to move to city centers - occupation of the territory, valorization of rural
regions through economic activities, the patrimony, the environment, etc.

Sustainability: Policy sphere – Ethical dimension
Sustainability is taken as an overarching goal of public policies. As a consequence, food
chains are evaluated according to their compatibility with the sustainable practices
promoted, although the latter are not specified.
The attribute “sustainability” has been placed in this cell because sustainability is considered
a responsibility of the government, in as far as it requires a higher level of governance and
of analysis. Sustainability is evoked on ethic grounds as a duty towards future generations.
The attribute “sustainability” is used at the level of the whole society.
References: Generalitat de Catalunya 2010; Generalitat de Catalunya 2012
Quotes:
-

Public policies have a central role to play for the promotion of sustainable practices
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Annex 2. Spain, Andalucia region and Almeria province: An example of highly diverse
farming system
Andalusia: the largest olive growing region worldwide
Within Spain, Andalusia region has a total surface area of 8.8 million hectares, 4 of which being
devoted to agriculture and 1.5 to olive cultivation specifically (Parra-López et al., 2008; GómezLimón et al., 2012), representing 60% of the total Spanish area of olive groves, 30% of the
European Union area and 19% of the world area (Gómez-Limón et al., 2012). Andalusia region is
by far the largest olive growing region worldwide.
Andalucia represent 80% of Spain olive production and about 26% of the Andalucia Agricultural
Final Production in 2002 (Parra-López et al., 2008; Gómez-Limón et al., 2012 ). Olive groves
generate 26% of agricultural production in the region and provide employment for about 32% of
the agricultural workforce, being the main income source in more than 300 municipalities, where
growing olive trees has become an economic monoculture (Gómez-Limón et al., 2012). It has an
average annual yield of 3.8 tons of olives per hectare (Gómez-Limón et al., 2012).
The case of horticulture in Almeria province
Within Andalucia region we have still large difference on land use and agricultural production, as it
is the case of Almeria province.
Almeria has a highly specialised agriculture characterised by intensive horticulture specialized in
several produce: pepper, tomato, cucumber, green bean, zucchini, eggplant, water melon and
melon. Almeria agricultural income account for 1.767 million €, versus a Spain agricultural income of
23.814 million €. Approximately 24% of the province’s GDP depends directly on agricultural
production, and agricultural employment represents 28% of the total; in both cases, these figures
are much higher than the national and European averages (Galdeano-Gómez at al., 2012).
The surface dedicated to horticultural greenhouse farming in the province has undergone
spectacular growth over the last 40 years, increasing from barely 3.000 ha in 1970 to around
27.000 hectares in 2010. Annual horticultural production reaches around 3 million tonnes, making
Almerıa the top vegetable-growing province in Spain, representing about 25% of the national total.
In recent years Almeria became the largest Spanish exporter of fresh vegetables, representing
about 30% of the national total (Galdeano-Gómez et al., 2012; Galdeano-Gómez et al., 2011). It
has to be pointed out that subsidies over income in Almeria is only 1.58 % while in Spain the ratio
reaches 13% (Galdeano-Gómez at al., 2012)
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In Almeria model of production is characterised by: (i) production based on many small family firms;
(ii) the role of cooperative entities and the development of social capital; and (iii) the auxiliary
industries that have sprung up locally, among which we should highlight in recent years firms that
specialize in environmental practices (Galdeano-Gómez at al., 2011).
An example of the very different model of production can be provided by the production of
tomatoes is provided in the following table.
Table 1. An example of different models of tomatoes production in Spain, and their
performance

Area (ha)

Spain average

Almeria

Organic production

(conv. Agric.)

average

average Spain

54,900

10,232

860b

4,051,620

958,462

44,720

Productivity (t/ha)

74

93.6

52

Price at the gate €/kg

0.4

0.56

0.8

29,600

52,547

41,000

1,580,131,800a

537,670,000

35,776,000

Production (tons)

€/ha
Total value

(a) Almeria accounts for 30% of the total using 20% of land
(b) Certified surface in 2010
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Annex 3. Methodologies of analysis of agriculture and food system
Different methodologies have been employed to carry on analysis of the food system in
Spain at different scales (e.g. farming system, whole food chain/productive system,
comparing organic and conventional FS). In Table 1, we list the methodologies employed in
Spain for agriculture and food chain performances, and they relation with the attributes as
found in the discourse analysis, as well in relation to the specific product and scale of
application (Table 2).
Table 1. Methodologies by which agriculture and food chain performances are currently
assessed in Spain, and they relation with the attributes as found in the discourse analysis.
Methodology

Attributes addressed
(in alphabetic order)

Standard cost/benefit analysis * Productivity (production per ha, per hr work, per unit of capital)
* Profitability (for the producers and other actors along the chain)
* Production sustainability
Standard methodologies used

* Affordability (purchasing power for the consumers)

in agriculture economics

* Contribution to national economy
* Employment (generation of employment)
* Empowerment (uneven distribution of power along the food chain)
* Marketability (possibility to find market/consumers for the products)
* Profitability (for the producers and other actors along the chain)
* Production sustainability
* Publicity (the possibility to inform the consumer)

Food policy

* Availability (sufficient food for the market),
* Affordability (purchasing power for the consumers)
* Competitiveness (capacity of the producers/products to compete in the market)
* Food security

Food health

* Food quality
* Traceability

Social indicator

* Food sovereignty
* Quality of life
* Population growth
* Sociality (food chain as a way to enhance social relation)
* Publicity (the possibility to inform the consumer)

LCA

* Energy consumption
* Environmental impact
* Pollution
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* Productivity (production per ha, per hr work, per unit of capital)
* Production sustainability
Energy efficiency Output/input

* Energy consumption
* Production sustainability

Multicriteria analysis

* Affordability (purchasing power for the consumers)
* Environmental impact
* GHGs emission
* Pollution
* Productivity (production per ha, per hr work, per unit of capital)
* Production sustainability

CO2 emission

* CO2

km travelled

* CO2
* Environmental impact
* GHGs emission
* Proximity (place of consumption - place of production)

Foot print (ha)

* Environmental impact - indirectly

Data Envelopment
Analysis
HANPP

* Biodiversity (effect of food production on biodiversity) - indirectly
* Environmental impact

Table 2. Methodologies and their specific application, according to products and scale of
analysis.
Methodologies
Life Cycle Assessment
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Product

Scale

local, regional, national, food
system

References

Cheese
Horticulture
Broccoli

Local farming system
Local farming system
Local farming system

González-García et al., 2013
Romero-Gámez et al., 2009
Canals et al., 2010

Lettuce

Local farming system

Hospido et al., 2009

Many products
Canned tuna

Local farming systems
Local farming systems

Heras López, 2010
Hospido et al., 2006

Milk
Milk

Local farming systems
Local farming systems

Hospido et al., 2003
Meneses et al., 2012

Horticulture
Wine production
Mussel processing

Local farming system
Regional
Regional

Antón Vallejo, 2012
Vázquez-Rowe et al., 2012
Iribarren et al., 2010

Many products
Many products

National
National

Spanish diet

National

Rieradevall y Antón, 2004.
Cooperativas agro-alimentaria de
España, 2012
Muñoz et al., 2010

Life Cycle Assessment (to
evaluate CO2 foot print)
Energy efficiency –
Output/input

Spanish diet
Boxes for wine bottle
Sheep farming/Lamb
production

National
System of production
Local farming system

Davis et al., 2010
González-García et al., 2011
Ripoll-Bosch et al., 2013

Olive production

Local farming system

Guzmán and Alonso, 2008

Many products
Local farming systems
Organic vs. Conventional System of production
(review of many products)
Many products
National

Heras López, M., 2010
Antonio and Guzmán, 2010

Many products
Packaging use in food
purchasing
Food production

National
System of production

Puntí, 1982
Sanyé et al., 2012

Regional

Cussó et al., 2006

Pork production

Regional

Comas Argemí et al., 2012

Analytic Hierarchy Process Olive

Regional

Parra-López,et al., 2008

CO2 emission

Global - Imported products (animal and Amigos de la Tierra, 2012
vegetable)
National, Many products
Pérez y Monzón, 2008
National
Duarte et al., 2013

Multicriterio analysis

Structural Decomposition
Analysis

Many products
Transport
Food demand

Carpintero y Naredo, 2006
Naredo, 2004
Naredo y Campos, 1980

km travelled

Many products

Global - Imported products (animal and Amigos de la Tierra, 2012
vegetable)

Foot print (ha)

Many products
Seafood

Global - Imported products (animal and Amigos de la Tierra, 2012
vegetable)
System of production
Vázquez-Rowe et al., 2013

Data Envelopment
Analysis

Organic wine

Regional

Aldanondo-Ochoa et al., 2010

HANPP

Appropriation of
aboveground net primary
production

National

Schwarzlmüller, 2009
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Annex 4. List of participant in the interview exercise
Name

Job Title and Organization/Firm

Relevant expertise

Domènec Vila

Director General - Alimentació, Qualitat i
Indústries Agroalimentàries
Departament d'Agricultura, Ramaderia, Pesca,
Alimentació i Medi Natural, Generalitat de
Catalunya

Food policy, rural development,
food security, food health

Felix Miguel
Pamirez
Juan Antonio
Caballero
Jiménez
Jana Sambola
Civit
Juan Antonio
Caballero
Jiménez
Rocio Monge

Technical director, Agriculture and fishery Dept.

Agricultural policy; Rural
development
Cooperative president; Olive oil
production; Dry fruits; Product
marketing; Trade
Farmer, Organic agriculture;
Vegetable production
Organic agriculture, Distribution

Enric Tello
Aragay

Prof. of Economic and agriculture history
Faculty of Economics and Business
Universitat de Barcelona; Catalunya

Such Marti
Xavier

Prof. of Animal production
Faculty of Veterinary - Universitat Autònoma
de Barcelona
Catalunya
Prof. of Genetic
Faculty of Veterinary - Universidad de
Córdoba
Andalucia
Prof. of Geograpphy, Departament de
Geografia.
Institut de Ciència i Tecnologia Ambientals,
Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
Catalunya
Institut de Ciència i Tecnologia Ambientals,
Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona; Catalunya
Spanish representative of the COST action
ES1106 “Assessment of EUROpean

Juan Vicente
Delgado
Bermejo
Martí Boada

Cristina
Madrid
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Anadalucia region
Farmer, President and Director of Olipe,
Cooperative of olive oil producers, Andalucía

Organic farmer; Vegetable production
Garrotxa, Girona; Catalunya
Organic farmer, Olive oil and dry fruits
President Organic Association Andalucia
Small livestock enterprise
Andalucia

Goat milk and cheese
production; Short chain
production (direct selling); Local
market
Agricultural Economic History;
Energy flows and material flows
of agricultural and urban
systems;
Livestock production; Ruminants;
Pastoralism, Rural development

Organic livestock production;
Animal health

Rural development, Land use
and land management, Cultural
heritages
Water and food system; Social
metabolism

Mar Garau

Xavier
Montagut
Pial Masdeu
Joan Gili
Saldaña_
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AGRIculture WATer use and trade under
climate change”
Consumer organization
Barcelona, Catalunya
Economist, President of an association of fair
trade
Barcelona
Director Supermarket Condis,
Vilanova i la Gertru
Public relation for Mercadona central –
Catalunya. Mercadona is the largest
distributors in Spain

Short food chain; Organic
products
Sustainable consumption

Large distribution
Communication about food
system issues
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Daniel Keech, James Kirwan, Damian Maye and Dilshaad Bundhoo
CCRI, University of Gloucestershire
2014

GLAMUR is a EU FP7 project that aims at integrating advancement in scientific knowledge
about the impact of food chains to practice, to increase food chains sustainability through
public policies and private strategies.
This general objective will be pursued through the following specific objectives:
•

•
•
•
•
•

To develop and validate a performance criteria matrix for assessment and
comparison of food chains operating at a range of geographical scales through
analysis of how food chain impacts are communicated in different spheres of
society.
To build a database of quantifiable indicators of impact and a set of 20 case
studies aimed at understanding how impacts are generated within specific food
chains.
To advance knowledge on methodological problems and trade-offs arising when
measuring and comparing the impact of food chains within and between sectors.
To assess how performance is perceived by stakeholders in different national
contexts through participatory assessment and multi-criteria analysis of the
different typologies of food chains.
To assess the actual and potential role of public and private policies addressing
food chains and to turn assessment into policy recommendations.
To build a network that turns the advancement of scientific knowledge into decision
making tools for domestic and public consumers, producers, citizens, scientists,
policy makers, civil society organizations.

To be cited as:
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Summary
This report represents the UK contribution to work package 2 (WP2), task 2.5, of the
project Global and local food assessment: a multi-dimensional performance-based
approach (GLAMUR).
The aim of WP2 is to analyse and align the multiple meanings that are attributed to
national food chains, having regard for the contexts involved, and to create a common
understanding of food chain performance that has been developed and substantiated by
scientific evidence.
Principal data sources for this report are 96 documents, complemented by nine interviews
with food chain experts and carried out during the summer and autumn of 2013. The
literature sources and interview respondents were drawn from across four spheres of
influence within which food chain performance is debated and which are of particular
interest for Glamur. These are:
(i) the public sphere (which is concerned with the public good);
(ii) the scientific sphere (which is concerned with the development of verifiable truths);
(iii) the market sphere (which is concerned with food commodities); and
(iv) the policy sphere (which is concerned with food-related policy).
Analysis of these data revealed the emergence of three main UK discourses associated to
supply chain performance, namely scientific-technological, oppositional and collaborative.
These discourses are described and discussed more fully in section 3.1 below. In short, the
three discourses relate to:
a) Scientific-technological innovation, which is perceived as necessary to increase
the UK’s contribution to food production in response to population rises, natural
resource limitations, and the global nutritional transition. Such innovation is
intended to increase the UK’s domestic food security through intensification,
genetic modification, nanotechnology and developments in logistical efficiency.
b) Oppositional alternatives, which foresee radical structural, cultural and
political reform as prerequisites for improving the current, unsustainable
performance of the food system. Focal points include greater domestic selfreliance, consumer behavioural change, tighter policing of regulation and
diversification of food chain governance structures.
c) Collaborative civic networks of a multi-stakeholder and cross-sectoral nature,
led by a more pro-active political establishment are advocated. Faith in
markets seems, so far, to have proved inadequate in reconfiguring the food
chain towards sustainability, despite efforts by the food industry. The UK must
work within international (especially EU) trade and political alliances to share
and expand good practice.
7
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A key task of the national-level report was to generate attributes which signify the
performance of food supply chains. In this context, an attribute is a quality or a feature
regarded as a characteristic or inherent part of something. Analysis of the data sources for
the UK report identified around 150 attributes which are used to articulate perceptions of
food chain performance across the five dimensions (economic, social, environmental, health
and ethical) of interest to Glamur. This initial list of attributes was eventually consolidated
into 25 attributes, which appear in the matrix in section 3.2 below, showing one or two
attributes most closely associated with food chain performance in each sphere and
dimension. There is representation across every dimension. Some of the attributes were
relatively straightforward to identify (e.g. affordability, waste, food safety), in the sense
that they reflect and are part of a strong discourse and national debate about improving
food security and supply chain transparency. The 2013 horsemeat scandal ushered in
renewed debate about food safety, for instance. Other attributes are less ‘mainstream’
(palatability, nutritional quality, sustainable diet, for e.g.) but signify important debate,
especially within the scientific sphere, about sustainable food production consumption. In
order to justify the selection and positioning of each attribute within the matrix, thick
contextual descriptions of the 25 attributes are provided.
This UK national report - in common with those produced within the project for Belgium,
Denmark, and the Netherlands and Spain - reveals a predominantly neo-liberal discourse
concerned with the security of the entire food system. In this respect, despite the
identification of three main discourses, current food chain performance is perceived
particularly in economic terms in relation to managing the risks of potential food supply
interruptions, and in maximizing environmental efficiency in response to the rising costs of
energy and finite resource such as oil and other agricultural inputs.
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S. 1 - Introduction to the national report
1.1 Introduction and report structure
This report presents the UK contribution to work package 2 (WP2), task 2.5, of the project
Global and local food assessment: a multi-dimensional performance-based approach
(GLAMUR).
The aim of WP2 is to analyse and align the multiple meanings that are attributed to food
chains, having regard for the contexts involved, and to create a common understanding of
food chain performance that has been developed and substantiated by scientific
evidence.
The structure of this report is as follows:
Section 1.2 outlines the methodology, describing the ways in which data have been
gathered and analysed.
Section 2 offers a short overview of the historical, structural and policy contexts of
the national food supply chain.
Section 3 provides thick descriptions and analysis of 25 food chain performance
attributes identified for the UK food system from the source data and represented
in the multi-criteria performance matrix (see section 3.2).
Section 4 summarises how food chain performance in the UK is currently assessed
and makes suggestions for how it could be assessed in the future.
1.2 Methodology
The methodology for assessing food chain performance is prescribed within Glamur, in
order to ensure a standard approach to data collection and analysis across a range of
partners working in 12 countries 1, and to facilitate comparisons between them.
Desk-based data have been gathered across four spheres, namely, public, scientific,
market, and policy. Public sources include NGO reports and campaign literature, blogs,
and newspaper articles. Scientific journals, market literature (including CSR policies) and
policy documents (including think-tank reports) were also scrutinised. To supplement desk1 Countries covered in GLAMUR WP2: Belgium, Denmark, France, Italy, Latvia, the Netherlands, Peru,
Senegal, Serbia, Spain, Switzerland and the UK.
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based data, interviews were carried out with experts within the four spheres. Table 1
below shows an overview of the data sources used for the UK report.
Table 1 - Overview of data sources used to inform WP2
Sphere
Number/type of sources
Scientific
27 peer-reviewed journal papers
Public
20 news articles
20 blogs/on-line articles
Policy
14 NGO/think-tank/government policy
documents
Market
15 reports/web-data by
companies/industry networks
Total literature sources
96
Interviews
9
3 from the public sphere
2 from the scientific sphere
2 from the market sphere
2 from the policy sphere
Total data sources
105
Sources were selected on the basis that they reflected aspects of food chain performance
associated with the five Glamur dimensions with reference also to local and/or global
food chain arrangements within a UK food system context.
The selection of both desk-based data and of interviewees was initiated via journal and
internet searches using key words and phrases such as ‘food supply chain’, ‘performance’,
‘global food’, ‘local food’, ‘sustainable food chains’ etc. To help expand search phrases,
three ‘pilot’ documents were analysed using the www.tagcrowd.com facility. This free
web-based tool allows users to run content analyses of electronic documents, subsequently
producing diagrams which show word clusters (‘tagclouds’), according to the frequency
with which key words occur in a document. In practice, this pilot exercise identified a
limited range of potential search phrases.
As for the document data sources, interviewees were also selected on the basis of
representation across the four spheres. Researcher knowledge of experts, for example,
based on previous research contact, also influenced selection and some of those contacted
provided onward referral to others (ie. ‘snow-balling’). The willingness of contacts to
participate was also another reason for selection.
Following the identification of sources, all documents were read and key issues
highlighted. Summaries were produced of longer documents, such as scientific journals and
policy reports. These sources/summaries were examined and key words were highlighted.
The identification of key words from selected sources generated a long-list of 153 baselevel codes linked to food chain performance. Base-level codes were then merged and
consolidated, through an iterative process of team discussions, to produce a shortlist of 37
10
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performance attributes. These attributes signified meta-level codes that expressed food
chain performance communication and discourse in a UK context.
Thereafter, all data sources/summaries and interview transcripts were imported into Nvivo
10 software. A coding framework of 78 Nvivo codes was established, comprised of the
37 consolidated performance attributes, the five performance dimensions, the four
spheres, the five Glamur commodity groups, and the analytical fields prescribed for
attribute description set out in the WP2 methodology and guidance document. After
further analysis and reflection, the list of 37 attributes was eventually consolidated to a
final list of 25 attributes for the UK report.
1.3 Summary
This report is the result of an in-depth and iterative research and analysis process, based
on desk-based research and complemented with food chain interviews. Systematic data
analysis was designed to show the ways in which local and global food chain performance
in the UK is communicated across particular spheres and dimensions. It makes suggestions
for how future assessments might be carried out, and is one of 12 WP2 national reports
which inform the comparative cross-country analysis and performance matrix.
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S. 2 - National Context – brief description and
analysis
2.1 The food supply chain in the UK – the waxing and waning of self-sufficiency
The food sector in the UK accounts for about 7.5% of national Gross Value Added (GVA)
and 14% (3.6 million) of jobs. The food industry has expanded modestly, by 0.7%
between 2002 and 2012, in relation to the rest of the economy (0.2%) (Defra 2014), and
despite the pressures of the recession that started in 2008. Figure 1 below provides an
overview of GVA within the UK agri-food sector. Agriculture’s contribution is relatively
modest compared to other parts of the food chain (for example, manufacturing and
catering). This pattern is similar to other developed market economies.
Figure 1: GVA - UK agri-food sector in 2006 (Source: Annual Business Inquiry, ONS and AUK, Defra)
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The UK has become increasingly dependent on international trade since the Industrial
Revolution of the early 1700s (Kirwan and Maye 2013), facilitated by extensive colonial
trading networks. The interruption of supplies during the Second World War led to
successive waves of post-war policy intervention in agriculture to increase domestic food
supply. Such policies were reinforced in the 1970s in response to increasing imports and
energy costs, leading to a rise in levels of agricultural self-sufficiency. From the 1980s,
market liberalization and World Trade Organisation agreements shifted the focus of UK
food supply towards global trade (Barling et al. 2010). By the 2000s, while
acknowledging the importance of domestic production, Defra’s (2006) policy document,
Food Security and the UK: An Evidence and Analysis Paper, emphasised that food supply
risks could be best managed by sourcing food from a variety of countries via global
markets, particularly the European Single Market.
This historical tendency towards globalization is reflected in import and export ratios.
Table 2, below, provides an overview of imports and export trade balances in food, drink
and feed at selected 10-yearly intervals.
Table 2: UK balance of trade for food, drink and feed at 2011 prices in £s (source: Defra 2012)
Imports
(£ Exports (£ million) Balance of trade (£ Self-sufficiency
Year
million)
million)
indigenous foods
1943

21,705

660

-21,045

n/a

1953

31,131

3,515

-27,616

n/a

1963

27,847

4,276

-23,571

54%

1973

30,736

7,728

-23,009

62%

1983

22,086

10,281

-11,805

76%

1993

22,991

13,652

-9,340

74%

2003

27,170

12,819

-14,351

64%

2011

36,715

18,159

-18,556

62%

in

The table shows a gradual rising in the economic importance of both imports and exports
over the period since the Second World War, with a peaking in the value of imports by
2011. This coincides with a period of gradually increasing self-sufficiency in indigenous
products since the mid 1950s from 47% to a peak of 78% in 1986, and a drop back to
62% by 2012, reflecting cycles of national agricultural and trade policy.
Meanwhile, social and structural changes began to take place from about the 1960s,
leading to the ‘industrialisation’ (Lang 2004) of the food sector, closely linked to the
emergence of vertically integrated supermarket chains and significant changes in
consumer behavior and food shopping patterns, as shown in table 3, below.
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Table 3: Food sector developments in the UK since the 1980s (source Dawson 2004)
The market
The consumer
-

Pre-eminence of supermarkets as the main
retail format

-

Pattern of reduction in % of income spent
on food

-

Increasing consolidation in supply chains

-

-

Technology (e.g. bar-coding, just-in-time
ordering, card-stored market intelligence,
internet shopping)

Shopping during other activities, for a
household with different tastes

-

Increase in car-based shopping

-

Intensification of price-competition

-

Increase in eating out & ’on the move’

-

Decline in the role of wholesale markets

-

Expectation of consistency of choice and
quality throughout the year

-

Reduction in number of independent grocers

-

-

Move of food offer from town centre, to
out-of-town, and back to centre.

Increase in demand for ethnic and precooked foods

-

Increased interest in healthy and ethical
eating

-

Diet-related ill-health now related to
affluence, not just poverty.

These historical and trade-related circumstances combined to frame the UK’s food system
as one associated with a significant degree of import reliance, with powerful retailers
acting as global and local supply chain gatekeepers. The main economic beneficiaries of
this balance of supply chain power, as Dawson (2004) reflects, are UK customers, who
have come to expect low food prices and high levels of product diversity and availability.
Within these contexts, potential insecurities posed to domestic food supply by the global
food price spike in 2007-08, underlined ‘our global interdependency and the political
and social importance of affordable food’ (Ambler-Edwards et al. 2009, p.5).
2.2 Negative externalities
A recent series of poor harvests in the UK, as well as very wet winters, have reduced
output from UK farms and further emphasized perceived risks associated with selfsufficiency at the national policy level. Moreover, the safety and transparency of the UK
food chain - domestic and global - continues to be characterized by health scandals,
especially within the livestock sectors. Contamination of eggs with salmonella in the 1980s
was followed in the 1990s with import bans on British beef as a result of BSE. The 2002
Policy Commission on Sustainable Farming and Food, which advocated greater market
orientation of agriculture and the rural economy, was a direct policy response to the
devastations of Foot and Mouth Disease. Blue-tongue, Swine and Avian influenza in the
2000s, and finally the horsemeat scandal of 2013, have combined to highlight the need
for greater transparency and traceability in the global meat chain. The recent horsemeat
14
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scandal was a reminder that transparency issues still persist, highlighting too the
complexity of food chain trading, especially between European partner countries.
Linked to consumer insecurity created by food chain safety crises, and the ability of major
food corporations to influence global food chains more effectively than national policy
(Wales et al. 2006), serious social problems have emerged within the food chain,
including a rapid rise in diet-related disease and obesity. Poor and dangerous working
conditions suffered by UK food sector workers, as well as those working in other countries
which export to the UK, have also been exposed (Lawrence 2013, Cross et al. 2009). In
particular the UK horticulture and meat sectors, rely on temporary, migrant workers.
Lastly, debates about the environmental externalities of the food system, including 25% of
the UK’s territorial C02 emissions, have been compounded by recent evidence that a large
proportion of the food produced is wasted: 3.9 million tonnes, of a total UK grocery
supply chain waste of 6.5 million tonnes (WRAP October 2013). Around a third of this
food waste is thrown away by consumers.
As a consequence of policies to mitigate supply chain risks, and the urgency of feeding a
growing world population, domestic production has again become an important
contribution to food security in recent years. Underpinning this approach is the need to
invest in scientific and technological innovation, including the adoption of nano- and
genetic modification technologies (Beddington, 201, Foresight 2009, Royal Society 2009),
creating a policy narrative termed ‘sustainable intensification’. Neo-liberal philosophies of
economic liberalization and global trade persist within policy-making (Barling et al. 2010,
p. 75). Officially, Britain’s continued food security lies in its diverse and global supply
chains (Defra 2010), most particularly its trading relations with the 90% self-sufficient EU,
from which most UK imports originate (Kirwan and Maye 2013).
2.3 The emergence of the local food movement
Renewed interest in local food emerged in the UK during in the 1980s and 1990s for a
variety of reasons, including concern about the environmental and health impacts of
conventional agriculture, as well as a political opposition to globalization (Sumberg
2009). A range of initiatives including farmers markets, short-chain public procurement,
Community Supported Agriculture (CSA) and increased self- and community-based short
chain provisioning models emerged under the initial leadership of the Soil Association’s
Food Futures programme. Support for the local food sector received a significant boost
after Foot and Mouth, given recommendations of the so-called ‘Curry Report’ (2002) to
shorten supply chains and support local producers. Support at this time was targeted
especially at farmers and rural communities. More recently, significant funding for local
food projects and enterprise development has come through the National Lottery,
including £50m for the Local Food fund, and £10m for the Making Local Food Work
programme. These recent programmes have tended to target more urban and communitybased schemes, set within a wider context about the need for local food to become more
affordable and accessible. Although the contribution of these schemes to national food
supply security remains negligible, local food should be understood as an important rural
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development contribution, given its potential to add value (Tregear et al. 2007), and for
generating business and social innovations in both rural and urban areas (Maye and
Kirwan 2010).
2.4 Summary
The UK food chain has, for at least three centuries, been highly globalized as a
consequence of early industrialisation and (post-) colonialism. Policy interventions,
especially after periods of crisis, such as the Second World War, and the 1970s oil
supply restrictions, have variously served to increase or dilute the contribution of homeproduced food to national food security. Cultural and structural changes in British lifestyles
and in the food retail market have resulted in a range of benefits, which include low
consumer prices, although prices have risen significantly recently, and a high degree of
food availability. On the other hand, environmental degradation, consumer concerns
about food chain transparency and a rise in diet-related ill-health have characterized the
negative effects of the UK agro-industrial sector. There is increased debate about
household food waste and a lack of access to healthy food for some sectors of society,
typified by the rise in food banks. While groups of citizen-consumers have mobilized
themselves to become more actively involved in local food chains, national policies
continue to build their faith in global markets and the ability of future scientific
advancements to increase yields.
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S. 3 - Analysis of how food chain performance is
currently assessed
3.1 Introduction: Dominant food chain performance narratives in the
UK
This section of the report provides a detailed overview of how food supply chain
performance is perceived in the UK. Performance is expressed in terms of 25 attributes,
thick descriptions of which follow below. Attributes characterize supply chain performance
in economic, social, environmental, health and ethical dimensions.
Before presenting each attribute, it is suggested that the master frame of food security
(Kirwan and Maye 2013) unites national discourses on supply chain performance. All
actors fundamentally view food chain performance via concerns about how to enhance
food security. This is evident across spheres, dimensions and scales. It is to be expected
that commentators disagree about the best method to enhance food security. We suggest
that three key narratives capture current opinions about the performance of UK food
supply chains at this time, in relation to how food security can be achieved:
(i) Scientific-technological narrative – Policy-makers and a range of policy-focused
scientific opinions suggest that technological innovation (GM, nano-technology,
sustainable intensification, advancements in logistical navigation planning
etc…) will make a vital contribution to future food security. This narrative is
closely associated with dominant neo-liberal market ideologies. Scientific and
technological advances promise to increase yields in response to global
population expansion, reduce waste in processing, and allow adaptations to
be made in the nutritional qualities of foods, for example by reducing fats or
increasing fibre content. If the UK assumes a leading position in scientifictechnical development, for example via world-class R&D and engineering
design, it is likely that the global competitiveness of a UK food industry and its
skilled labour-force will be enhanced along with national food security.
(ii) Oppositional alternative narrative – Standing in opposition to neo-liberal
perspectives, a second narrative insists that radical structural, cultural and
political re-organisations are necessary to transform the food chain. The social,
ethical and environmental externalities which characterize the modern food
chain in the UK, and most other economically advanced nations, are
unsustainable. New governance of the food chain is needed to diversify
production scales and business models, as is tighter regulation and policing. A
greater reliance on domestic and seasonal production is required, in parallel
with a transition from fossil-fuel dependency. Key to these processes is a renegotiation of food value chains and competition, in order that externalities
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are captured within food price and transparency is renewed. This will help
permanently change eating habits to improve health and reduce the current
levels of household consumer waste.
(iii) Collaborative civic society narrative – Between these two opposites, a third
narrative advocates cross-sectoral and multi-stakeholder alliances, led by a
more pro-active political establishment. No single sector can be expected to
face the food chain challenges ahead. Faith in market mechanisms over the last
decade or so has not adequately reconfigured the food chain towards
sustainability, despite innovations in energy efficiency, domestic sourcing and
nutritional quality within the industry. Indeed, the market feels over-burdened
with non-commercial responsibilities. The reductionist, facilitative role of the
state must be expanded to provide clear policy leadership in the public
interest. This could help provide a level playing field for market competitors
and frame a great role for civil society and academic stakeholders who have
helped develop and test business and policy innovation at small scales, but
which have the potential to expand. Finally, in acknowledging the decline in
Britain’s global influence, collaboratists indicate the need to work within
political and trade partnerships, especially with EU partners, to share good
practice.
Each of the three discursive groups can be understood as striving for different kinds of
innovation – technological, structural and connective – through which a common strategy
for tackling current uncertainties linked to food security can be achieved.

3.2 Multi-criteria performance matrix
In the methodology in section 1, it was described how 25 performance attributes have been
selected to represent characteristics of supply chain performance in the UK. Table 4, below, shows
how attributes have been allocated in each field of a multi-criteria performance matrix.

Table 4: Multi-criteria matrix of food supply chain performance
Key attributes of food chains
Sphere / Dimension

Economic

Social

Environmental

Health

Ethical

UK Public

Affordability

Availability

Biodiversity

Transparency

Labour relations

Trustworthiness

Resource use

Fairness/equity

Connectivity

Resource use

Nutritional
quality
Sustainable diet

Choice options
Palatability
Waste

Food miles
Efficiency
Sustainable
intensification

Food safety
Obesity

Animal welfare
Responsibility

UK Scientific

Technological
innovation

UK Market
UK Policy

Competitiveness
Reliability
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Power relations
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3.3 Attributes – Detailed description
Attributes
Affordability
1

Merged keywords and codes / Extended definitions
Description
Affordability relates to consumers’ ability to purchase enough food for a healthy diet
(FDF 2013). Affordability is an economic determinant of food insecurity and has been
the subject of particular debate since the introduction of welfare reforms. Food price
affects consumer perceptions of affordability and price remains a key focal point of
food retailer competition in the UK. Lately, the public and market sensitivities towards
affordability have been exacerbated by rising unemployment and food price inflation.
The affordability of food appears in a number of different debates, including about the
high price of a sustainable diet (SDC 2011), access to a healthy food (FDF 2013,
Interview AT), and the desirability of a culturally appropriate diet (Sumberg 2009).
Justification
Affordability is an on-going concern particularly within the public sphere because, even
though the UK is one of the richest countries in the world, a growing number of people
experience financial difficulty when buying food. Reasons for this include the relative
price of a balanced, nutrient-dense diet which includes high levels of fibre, fruits and
vegetables, compared to a filling but less nutritious diet high in sugars, saturated fats
and low-fibre carbohydrates (SDC 2011). Media reports have highlighted the rise of
social projects to tackle food poverty, while low-cost recipe ideas are appearing (Butler
2013, 2013a).
Levels at which the attribute applies
Affordability in the public sphere of the economic dimension is largely framed within the
level of the individual consumer or the household. The overall tenor of the debate
concerns the balance facing consumers between food prices and financial means. This
masks some variation in detail in the debates. Essentially, there are three main arenas
of debate around affordability which relate to the individual or household, the firm and
society more widely.
Firstly, debate concerns the level of, and means by which, individual consumers attain an
income commensurate with feeding themselves (MacMillan and Dowler 2012). Some
groups, for example trades unions, support direct economic redistribution, such as the
enhancement of wage levels (Interview BH). Philanthropic groups redistribute food to
those experiencing financial hardship. Environmental organisations redistribute food
nearing sell-by dates that retailers would otherwise divert into waste streams.
Secondly, at the level of the firm, food companies are conscious of the competitive
requirement to food prices to a minimum. Consumers tend to privilege of price over
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many other purchasing decisions. In general, there is a divergence between what value
claims people make about food, and the persistence of price as a key driver in food
purchase choices (Pearson et al. 2011). Environmental efficiencies linked to reducing
transport, packaging and water costs (Spedding 2013) can be passed on to the
consumer. However, so are enhanced costs linked to the implementation of
environmental regulation or ethical traceability such as fair trade (Scotsman 2010). It is
therefore the case that low-income consumers perceive goods produced within organic
or fair-trade supply chains as financially inaccessible, or of poor economic value.
Priority
As suggested in the preceding paragraph, affordability is given a high priority in the
public sphere, which is evident in the range of articles, blogs and campaigns devoted to
the effects of the recession on household food budgets (Butler 2013), the need for
consumers to pay more to ensure farmers are adequately rewarded (Doward 2013),
and the suggestion that retailers are “having to adjust to a poorer customer base”
(Interview VH) Interviews in the public sphere have also highlighted concerns about food
price, wage levels, public health and nutrition and the role of different formats of retail
in keeping prices affordable.
Differences between the four spheres
Affordability raises public debates about how people’s income levels affect their ability
to feed themselves. The attribute appears in different, if related ways, in the other
spheres.
For example, scientific sources debate which retail formats might be most competitive
(Pearson et al. 2011, Coley et al. 2011), the importance of price as a motivator of
consumer behavior (Kemp et al. 2010, Leat et al. 2011, Interview CPa), and global
issues linked to price volatility and the security of trade (Ingram et al. 2013, MacMillan
and Dowler 2012).
In the market sphere affordability is a key route to competitiveness (BRC 2012, FDF
2013) and dependent on the UK’s continuing global market power: it has been wrong to
assume that Britain could import everything it needed (according to the minister for
agriculture) and prices would rise dramatically if supermarket supplies suffered (Ross
2013, Interview VH).
Policy-makers and opinion-formers seek to maintain import supply flows and wish to see
domestic production increased, to make up for increases in global demand, with which
UK producers must compete. Ultimately, across the board, the persistence of rising food
prices is emphasised (Royal Society, Ambler-Edwards et al. 2009, Food 2020, Interview
VH), while household income remains affected by recession.
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Differences between the five dimensions
Affordability features strongly in all dimensions, not least because price has a major
influence on food chain performance per se. If consumers struggle to meet food costs,
personal health is likely to be affected (Scotsman, 2010). Such difficulties arise when the
levels of income of the poorest citizens – those on benefits or the minimum wage – are
inadequate “to allow people to eat reasonably and healthily’” (MacMillan and Dowler
2012). In addition, structural circumstances including the presence of local shops, the
availability of public transport and the relative price of healthy and unhealthy foods in
shops may affect the affordability of a healthy diet (Interview AB).
However, social debates indicate that cooking skills and knowledge are also needed to
be able to produce nutritious meals from scratch (Butler 2013a) and to reduce costly
food waste (SDC 2010). Wastefulness seems inherent in the national consumption
pattern (Swannell 2013, Doward 2009).
Questions emerge about the fairness of poorest in society being least able to afford a
sustainable diet (Interview AT, SDC 2011), leading to suggestions that “the quality of
food will increasingly be linked to personal income” (interview BH).
How might the market power of the largest food companies be harnessed to bring
sustainable food out of its current market and price niches (SDC 2010)? This is a
question for policy makers concerned with regulations to reduce pesticide use and to
improve animal welfare which are likely to include food price increases (Scotsman,
2010). State and market interventions linked to price (the minimum wage, price caps,
loss-leaders or agricultural subsidies) can help influence the affordability of some foods,
however, counter-arguments suggest that such market distortions are economically
undesirable and increases in productivity are favoured as ways to keep prices low
(Cabinet Office 2008).
Differences between global and local supply chains
Within retailing, local food has been ‘heavily romanticised’ (Interview CPa) but remains
more expensive than standard supermarket foods. On the other hand, supermarket
retailers foresee profit in local food quality premiums (Spackman 2009), while some
local (ie. neighbourhood) shops need help sourcing healthy foods (Interview AB). For
local food practitioners, therefore, one challenge is to reach scales and/or ranges of
operation so that local food is perceived as more affordable. Market penetration of
affordable, local foods is likely to come partly through links with conventional food
retailers (Spackman 2009).
Debate also focus on how food chains can be organised to ensure that consumers can
access affordable food, including calls for a greater understanding of the underlying
causes of food poverty (DEFRA 2013). Some foods are locally subsidised, such as school
or care home meals, because the nutritional welfare of the diners is socially prioritised.
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Many local food proponents have organized social enterprise or self-provisioning
approaches to remove local food from the volatility of the mainstream markets and
expand its accessibility (Sonnino and Griggs-Trevarthen 2013, Pearson et al. 2011)
Where the UK relies on global food chains, methods to avoid price volatility and
interruptions in import supply are evident. For example, technologies such as GM hold
potential to reduce some costs of production. Similarly, reversals of policies to produce
biofuels, combined with increases in domestic output and food stocks could increase
supply and stabilise prices in the UK. Curbs on global food futures speculation have
been advocated because food is a commodity with distinctive ethical dimensions
(Ambler-Edwards et al. 2009, SDC 2010).
Discourse coalitions and alternative framings
Global food chains facilitate access to a huge range of affordable foods, create
employment for millions and bolster the economies of trading nations. Collaboration
between NGOs and market actors has allowed the expansion of supply and therefore
the reduction in price of foods which are associated with sustainable food chains, such as
fair trade. Further technical solutions will be needed to meet the risks of food insecurity
associated with population growth, land availability and the protection of the
environment (Royal Society 2009). If the results of such solutions protect food prices, this
will benefit consumers, not least the poorest.
However, sustainable food is costly precisely because it internalises environmental
degradation and social inequality.
The dilemmas and contradictions that have emerged from the analysis
A key dilemma hinges on the additional costs which are associated with improvements in
food chain performance. The costs of sustainability have been discussed. In addition, the
persistence of food price remains a principal concern on UK discourse. The following
quotation illustrates this through the example of in the light of traceability in the meat
chain:
”The idea that you can check every supplier and every ingredient they are
supplying you with – it doesn’t compute. You can’t. It’s too enormous a task and
at odds with what everyone wants, which is cheap food” (Lucas t al. 2013).
Evidence of interactions with other attributes
In facilitating a responsible food industry, regulations may impose additional production
costs on manufacturers which are passed on to consumers through price increases.
Similarly, due to increases in food commodity prices, consumers may find that their
choice options are becoming restricted. The availability of foods of optimal nutritional
qualities may be restricted in certain neighbourhoods. Finally, strategies employed by
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supermarkets and caterers to improve their competitiveness include the promotion of
foods at low prices. Among foods promoted are some with nutritional qualities not
conducive to a sustainable/healthy diet – that is, they contain high levels of fat, salt or
sugar. A counter-argument to this is that the economies of scale commanded by the big
retailers and caterers helps them to keep prices down, enhancing the affordability and
accessibility of a wide range of foods, not least those which do support a healthy diet,
for example fruit and vegetables.
The differences between the food sectors / commodities examined
No specific correlations emerged from data sources which link affordability with
particular commodity categories. The only exception was a suggestion that:
In terms of security, the methods of trading of certain commodities are high-risk.
Index-linking wheat and corn prices to oil, results in the creation of enormous
profits from finite resources. This represents an unsustainable business model
and results in products which are unaffordable for many consumers. (Interview
CPr)

2

Technological
innovation

Description
Technological innovations represent the applications of advancements in scientific
knowledge. Emerging technologies, including those in farming, food manufacturing and
transportation, have significantly affected the performance of the food supply chain.
For example, genetic modification promises to facilitate crop production and disease
resistance in areas of marginal fertility; many food packaging materials have become
lighter and reusable, while enhancing food hygiene; and satellite technology can help
calculate optimal delivery routes, saving fuel. Technological innovation is a pre-eminent
scientific strategy to protect food security by extending the productive capacity of
nature, reducing environmental impacts of the food chain and helping consumers adapt
their dietary patterns.
Justification
Scientists grapple with three key narrative themes in relation to technological innovation.
Firstly, the consider how to expand the biological capacity of the global ecosystem to
meet future demands for food (Royal Society 2009). Secondly, questions arise about
how to transfer theoretical and technical knowledge into technological practice
(Foresight 2009). Both these questions relate to the core problem of feeding more
people by increasing food production, and include the breadth of debate on genetic
modification, fertility, water conservation and alternatives to fossil fuel dependency. A
third strand of interest in technological innovation addresses the climate: how can global
warming be arrested, or its effects be contained (Garnett 2011)?
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The combination of these three themes frames economic concerns about the ability to
secure UK food supply (Kirwan and Maye 2013, MacMillan and Dowler 2012).
Levels at which the attribute applies
Technological innovation in the scientific sphere appears mainly at the level of the
system. In that sense it is predominantly an attribute directed at the macro- or sector
level, rather than at the level of the individual consumer or firm. Examples of this include
discussions on the potential of GM technologies to enhance agricultural productivity or
of nano-technologies in food preservation and pesticides (Foresight 2009, Royal Society
2009, Ambler-Edwards et al. 2011). Partly, this broader-level discussion is attributable
to the evolving nature of the science.
Priority
Technological innovation is an attribute closely associated with the dominant narrative of
agro-ecological production - or sustainable intensification. This discourse is directed
towards the questions of how can the expanding global population be fed and,
specifically, how can British food supply remain secure? In this respect, technological
innovation is a key performance attribute because, firstly, the mainstream of British
policy and market positions support this discourse direction and, secondly, because
technological innovation is connected to one of Glamur’s underlying performance
themes, namely food security.
Differences between the four spheres
The public sphere concentrates predominantly on the controversies of GM technology,
revealing and reflecting opinions in favour of GM, or calling for an informed and
transparent debate (Ross 2013, Spedding 2013, Stones 2013, Doward 2009).
Scholarship reveals a gap between the public’s perception of the naturalness (AmblerEdwards et al. 2009, Pearson et al. 2011) of farming practices – for example cows
grazing in lowland meadows – with alternative practices which could generate more
output and manage methane emissions, such as intensive indoor systems. Meanwhile,
technological innovations alone may not alter the fossil-fuel dependence of the food
chain grounded in complex political and social structures (Marsden 2012). Some studies
highlight the high cost of operationalizing technologies, potentially requiring supply
chain collaboration (Salva et al. 2013, Mena et al. 2011, Smith 2009).
In the market sphere, technological innovations are an important way to develop
ingredient substitutions which could allow consumers to continue to enjoy familiar food
types containing reduced levels of fat, sugar and salt (FDF 2013, Wilson et al. 2012).
Market commentators also recognize that consumers value innovative products (Interview
CPa, BRC 2012), including technologically engineered novelties such as extruded snacks,
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or foods which have been enriched with nutritionally beneficial supplements, such as
margarine or high-fibre bread (FDF 2013).
Policy-makers are concerned that technological innovations can improve environmental
efficiency performances in the UK food chain, and that new skills become applied
swiftly through investment and knowledge transfer partnerships (DEFRA 2010). A
change in government and cuts in public spending have resulted in a stronger emphasis
on supporting industry-led innovation (Defra 2012).
Differences between the five dimensions
Technological innovations affect the economic dimension by introducing mechanization
for tasks which formerly relied on manual labour. This raises a social concern about the
strength and skills base of the labour market, especially in agriculture (Walmsley 2013,
Doward 2009), although without innovation the UK’s overall food chain skills base may
lag behind our competitors (DEFRA 2010). The time-lag between innovation and
application remains too long (DEFRA 2012).
Technological innovation, though helpful in addressing economic and environmental
challenges, will need to be socially acceptable (DEFRA 2013) because of continuing
ethical debates about technological applications and the costs of research and
development. Technological innovation curently supports the introduction of around
8,000 new food products a year in the manufacturing sector (FDF 2013). A proportion
of these products are market responses to perceptions of lifestyle, including consumers’
desire to eat healthy and/or convenient foods.
A range of technological applications have made a difference to the environmental
performance of the UK supply chain. Geothermal technologies, off-grid wood chip
heating and adaptations in refrigeration are all innovations which have helped UK
retailers to reduce CO2 emissions (BRC 2012). Linked to the application of such
technological innovations, scientists offer insights into the best ways to measure their
effects (Druckmann et al. 2008, Edward-Jones et al. 2008), and in which food sectors
such applications are most needed (Garnett 2011). Innovations may also relate to
logistics, such as expanding opportunities for rail transport to improve distribution
efficiency (BRC 2012).
The health potentials of new technologies have been discussed. Ethical debates include
GM technologies are to be governed (Royal Society 2009). GM discourse also raises
the difficult moral balance between this technology’s potential for improving crop
production and the possibility that GM crops could have adverse impacts on non-GM
biodiversity (Foresight 2009).
Differences between global and local supply chains
In the light of the systemic/sectoral emphases of discussion of technological innovation,
global debates tend to be connected with issues of increased demand for food in an
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uncertain climate future, while sectoral narratives emphasise the technological
requirements of the UK industry. The latter can apply to both local and global contexts.
Some sources suggest that there is an absence of technological innovation in small-scale
local chains, and that innovation is more likely to be social or entrepreneurial (Sonnino
and Griggs-Trevarthan 2013, Pearson et al. 2011, Clarke et al. 2008). Large retailers
who wish to embrace local food supplies will need to support local suppliers in adopting
high-tech sourcing procedures designed to ensure traceability and quality controls
(Booths 2012, Interview KD, Spackman 2009).
Technological innovation at the global scale is more abstract than at the local scale and
is especially linked to GMOs. This attribute appears in the context of extending yields
to tackle hunger and to meet growing food demand.
Discourse coalitions and alternative framings
The dominant discourse emerging in the UK is that technological innovation is very likely
to play an important part in securing national food security, specifically by contributing
to improvements in productivity. Despite the continuing public debates linked to hightech innovation, failure to keep up with technological innovations risks competitive
underperformance in a highly skilled sector (Defra 2013).
An alternative narrative concerns the extent to which technological innovation can be
expected to solve more inherent structural and cultural challenges in the mainstream
food industry, such as unsustainable consumption, underfunding of R&D (SDC 2011,
Foresight 2009) and the narrow range of food business models (Marsden 2012,
Ambler-Edwards et al . 2009, Garnett 2011, Morgan 2010, Stones 2013).
Dilemmas and contradictions
Dilemmas arise between the public acceptability and the functional performances of
technological food chain innovations. Examples include the improved carbon and waste
efficiency of indoor livestock systems and public expectations about the shape of the
countryside (Blacker 2013, LUC 2011) and public sensibilities about animal welfare
(Ambler-Edwards 2009).
Further controversies are encountered in public debates about the moral, ecological and
political desirability of GM technology. Within these, public opinion is commonly
cautious about GM while scientists are concerned that popular ambivalence does not
inhibit advances in knowledge (Foresight 2009, Royal Society 2009).
Interactions with other attributes
Technological innovation is debated in the scientific sphere in relation to its potential to
improve the environmental performance of the supply chain. The level of resource use
can be lowered if appliances used in the production, storage and transport of foods are
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made more energy efficient, contributing to a lower carbon footprint (BRC 2012).
The introduction of GM technologies in farming could reduce the need for pesticides,
possibly leading to reductions in biodiversity impact, though this is highly contested;
genetic modification stimulates ethical controversy. Restricted state-funded GM trials
are perceived by some UK farming groups as undermining their competitiveness
(Interview DC). On the other hand, control of GM seed sales to small-scale farmers
generates concern about the fairness and equity of corporate power distribution, and the
limits of national policy in global chains. While such controversies persist in the public
sphere, scientists increasingly advocate that the full potential of technological innovation
be examined in the quest to ensure the reliability of supply capacity.
Differences between commodity sectors
Sources indicate that glasshouse technologies can extend the UK horticultural season,
while new approaches to livestock production offer potential to reduce GHG emissions
and to improve slurry and manure management (Ambler-Edwards et al. 2009). GM
production has a particular resonance with global wheat production, not least as yield
growth has been slowing in recent years.

3

Competitiveness

Description
Competiveness (like affordability) is a relational attribute, describing the ability of
actors to attract commercial custom for their goods or services within the market. In the
UK, competition is especially acute between a small pool of retailers operating in a
finite national market where price remains a highly sensitive motivator of consumer
loyalty (Pearson et al. 2011, Interview VH, BRC 2012). Additionally, the relative
competitiveness of the national food industry as a whole is comparable with industries in
other countries. Competitiveness may depend on a range of factors linked to products
other than price, including, for example, quality standards and reliability.
Justification
Competitiveness is positioned at the economic/market interface in the multi-criteria
performance matrix (section 3.2). Key commercial questions relates to how competitive
the UK food industry is in a global food marketplace where demand is rising (BRC
2012), how the distribution of profitability along the individual parts of the chain
affects overall competitiveness (Interview DC, Smith 2008), and how the multiple costs of
regulation and assurance can the subsumed to protect the competitiveness of the UK
industry (Interview CPa).
Level
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At the national level, retailers are associated with an ingrained pursuit of short-term
commercial motivations which fail to reconcile competitive profits with the public interest
(Ambler Edwards et al. 2009, Jackson et al. 2006, Home 2013).
At the global level, the costs of subsidizing agriculture (Ward et al. 2008) and of
regulation along the chain may reduce the competitiveness of the UK industry in relation
to foreign exporters with, for example, lower labour costs (Ambler Edwards et al.
2009). The move to drive down costs in UK processing has also made imports more
attractive (Jackson et al 2006).
Priority
Competitiveness is a supply chain performance attribute of very high priority in the
market sphere. It appears as a prominent concern in all spheres of debate. In particular,
the competitiveness of the UK food chain becomes threatened if the sector cannot
maintain its profitability in the light of rises in operational costs. Attempts to work
collaboratively to keep prices low led to accusations of retailer collusion (Interview
CPa). Meanwhile, the challenge of driving sustainable growth is becoming more urgent:
“[t]he [retail] sector is striving to find more was to decouple economic growth from
resource consumption” (BRC 2012) because resources are becoming more constrained
and, therefore, subject to intensifying competition (Interview VH).
Increasingly, global competitiveness refers not just to the relative attractiveness of the
products of a British company compared to those produced elsewhere, but to the ability
of British retailers collectively to attract supplies to Britain. Thus, competitiveness in the
form of global market penetration has increasingly important connections to domestic
food security ‘in a resource constrained world where demand is going up’ (BRC 2012).
Differences between the four spheres
Commentaries from the public sphere suggest that shifting dynamics in global economic
power – ie. rapid economic development of populous nations – will place UK food
demand in heightened competition with other countries. Evidence cited includes the
truncation in the expansion of foreign direct investment by UK supermarkets alongside
the expansion of demand for food imports by China. (Interview VH). NFU opinion is that
an unprofitable farming industry presents fundamental difficulties to the competitiveness
the entire food industry and highlights the limitations on GM production as exemplary of
this (Interview DC).
A consideration in the scientific sphere seems to be the job of balancing competitiveness
against non-corporate factors. A critique of retailer perceptions of competition, for
example, is that it is too single-minded. It is suggested that the current ingrained pursuit
of short-termism must change within retailing and the balance of risk and reward
throughout the chain needs to be reviewed . More generally, understandings of
competitiveness should be expanded to include social and environmental externalities
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(Ambler-Edwards et al. 2009).
Market actors reflect on the effects of regulation (for example of food standards and
veterinary inspections) on production costs (Lucas et al 2013), suggesting that regulation
must be enforced and standardized otherwise poor practice can become a competitive
advantage.
Policy opinion is particularly concerned that the UK food chain must, remain highly
competitive (DEFRA 2010), and this will be achieved by enhancing productivity, making
the most of technological advancements and reducing costs, notably in relation to
resource use (DEFRA 2013).
Differences between the five dimensions
Economic considerations relate to price and quality differentiation within the market, the
ability of the national food industry to remain internationally competitive, and the effect
of externally imposed threats to competitiveness such as energy, material and
regulation costs which require structural improvements (Salva et al. 2010).
In the environmental dimension, attention is given to the potential commercial burden
associated with reducing pesticide use (Scotsman 2010) and the costs of environmental
regulation, although these are not always viewed as negative influences on
competitiveness (see also BRC 2012):
‘Sustainability presents a great business opportunity. Unilever’s carbon
footprint has fallen greatly and at the same time its profits have grown. You
can achieve both. It makes sense to use resources more efficiently, and there is a
clear moral imperative too.’ (Pring 2013)
A key method to improve environmental performance while lowering operational costs is
through energy efficiency, especially in fuel use on farms, energy and water use in
factories, packaging and planning in distribution and in refrigeration in manufacturing
and retail (Booths 2012, Smith 2008, Alder and Yates 2009). In this matter the preconsumer supply chain out-performs the consumer in terms of fuel used for shopping and
the generation of post-consumer waste (Coley et al. 2009, Swannell 2013).
Social and health dimensions are linked through the competitive use by retailers of price
promotions, which may discount the bulk purchase of unhealthy foods. Some consumer
groups suggest that it would be healthier to promote seasonal fruits and vegetables
and not to encourage over-eating (or food waste) through bulk promotions (Which?
2012, Alder and Yates 2009).
Labels which indicate signify ethical supply chains, such as fair trade, help provide
competitive advantages. Similarly, UK farmers indicate their high performance in terms
of animal welfare as a reason to buy British food (Interview DC, FDF 2013, Sainsbury’s
2013, Booth’s 2012).
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Differences between global and local supply chains
Competitiveness is a universal challenge facing local and global food companies.
Several sources see local firms as limited in their ability to compete with national or
global corporations (Interview BH, KD, Morgan 2010). Others are concerned that the
competitive strategies of global companies prevent smallholder local farmers from
being integrated into global food chains (Foresight 2011, Royal Society 2009).
Discourse coalitions and alternative framings
Dominant discourses emerging, particularly from market and policy sources relate to the
imperative that the UK food industry remains competitive along the whole chain. The two
key motivations behind this narrative are, firstly, the need for UK firms to be able to
prevail against other national competitors, particularly on the basis of quality, skills and
technical expertise (DEFRA 2013). Secondly, CAP reforms and public spending cuts
mean that public subsidy and R&D investment will be reduced.
Alternative interpretations come particularly from the local food sector, where direct
consumer-producer trading relations can cut out chain transaction stages and increase
the competitiveness of products (Pearson et al. 2011, Kneafsey 2011, Howard &
Winter 2011). Alternative views also include critiques of the short-term pursuit of profit
margins as the principal mechanism for enhancing competitiveness (SDC 2011).
Dilemmas and contradictions
Competitive dilemmas exist for UK food chain companies in three main respects. Firstly,
firms need to continue to produce a competitive consumer price while costs of materials,
regulations and technological innovations go up. The meat and dairy industries in
particular could become more cost and energy efficient through greater intensification,
though this rubs against animal welfare concerns. Regulations can thus represent
competitive disadvantage through the imposition of operational restrictions. Assurance
labels can offer competitive retailer advantage (Sainsbury’s 2012, FDF 2013, BRC
2012) and some companies have made a competitive virtue of their sustainability
policies (Spence and Bourlakis 2009). On the other hand, price stubbornly remains the
principal consumer motivation (BRC 2012, Pearson et al. 2011).
Secondly, global economic dynamics promise to alter the competitive influence UK firms
have over other countries in securing supplies and penetrating export markets. Although
current policy directions support UK export (Interview CPr), not all exporting nations
have a comparable level of expense or bureaucracy linked to regulatory transparency
(BRC 2012). Improving the competitiveness of the British food industry through price
mechanisms seems unlikely. Instead investment in technological R&D, farmer extension
and knowledge transfer are essential to enhance the distinctive competitive offer of the
UK food industry. However, these are areas of commercial and state under-investment
(Stones 2013, Royal Society 2009).
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Thirdly, policy-makers and academics suggest that competitive market activity alone
cannot deliver food security and sustainability (FEC 2013, Marsden 2012, AmblerEdwards et al. 2009). This will require additional cultural, commercial and political will.
Interactions with other attributes
Price has been repeatedly being underlined as a major influence on competitiveness.
Firstly, prices of the resources required to produce marketable goods represent costs to
firms. Secondly, the level at which such costs are reflected in consumer prices affects
profitability. In both respects, then, competitiveness is linked to affordability. Production
costs are also influenced by structural factors which frame economic activity. Regulations
and taxes – designed, for example, to minimise waste and carbon footprint, to ensure
equity and safety in labour relations, or to enhance supply chain transparency through
traceability - affect competiveness usually by increasing operational costs. Therefore,
reductions in cost, for example, through improvements in efficiency, or applying
technological innovations to reduce resource use, may enhance commercial
competitiveness. In some cases, firms achieve this by pioneering ethical or quality
branding, thereby helping to establish consumer confidence on the basis of the firm’s
corporate social responsibility (Spence and Bourlakis 2009), although not all brands are
reliable (Lucas 2013a). To mitigate the potential costs of such activities, corporate cooperation is evident at pre-competitive stages of operation, for example staff training,
joint-sourcing standards and administration (Smith 2009).
Sector/commodity distinctions
Branches of UK food production and manufacturing that depend upon imports need to
adapt to changes in competitive dynamics in the global market. For example a
withdrawal of subsidies for EU sugar beet producers will lead to lower EU beet prices
(Ward et al. 2008). On the other hand, these prices will lead to the exit of many EU
farmers from beet production, increasing the reliance of processors on imports.
Debates also position competitiveness in the supply chain as a trade-off between actors,
for example in the case of milk, where the low number of milk buyers in the retail
market has led to uncompetitive collusion between buyers at the expense of UK farmers
(Interviews AT, CPa). Some media commentators have blamed price wars within a very
narrow market as an indication of inadequate competitiveness resulting in highly
detrimental social results (Lawrence 2011).

4

Reliability

Description
A reliable food chain can be characterised as stable, consistent and trustworthy in terms
of its ability to supply a sufficiency and range of safe food. To achieve reliability, a
number of supply chain performances and external economic factors need to be co-
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ordinated. These include stable international trade relations between the UK and
countries from which we import, combined with an adequate supply of domestically
produced food. Consumers in the UK have also come to associate reliability with a wide
range of food choices and consistent, uninterrupted availability.
Justification of matrix position
Reliability is a key economic consideration for the policy sphere that depends on the coordination of four key achievements: stimulating an increase in domestic output
combined with securing trade relations, protecting the ability of consumers to purchase
the foods of their choice and, finally, improving the reliability of biosecurity. Reliability
is a key policy concern because the role of government is to protect the interests and
safety of its citizens.
Over last decade or so, policy-makers have regarded the market as the principal
mechanism through which food chain reliability is provided. This is informed by neoliberal ideologies which advocate limiting government expenditure and directing
interventions at market failures while supporting consumers’ opportunities to make their
own decisions (DEFRA 2010, DEFRA 2013, FEC 2013). This position, however, has not
shielded market actors from external factors such as consistently rising food prices.
Furthermore, there has been uneven progress in health and environmental outcomes
within the UK food system prompting interventions from policy makers.
Levels at which the attribute applies
Poor weather, seasonal scarcity or logistical efficiency (Interview AT) can affect the
reliability of supply to food outlets, which affects consumers. Similarly, because the UK
food chain depends on fossil fuel, sharp rises in fuel prices have occasionally affected
the reliability of national chain logistics. Farmers are often considered to suffer from
unreliable trading relationships with major retailers, which often switch their suppliers
(Interview CPa). The development of longer-term commitments between the parties can
help farmers plan their production more reliably (Smith 2008, Spence and Bourlakis
2009).
At the national level efforts are directed at investing in industry partnerships and the
encouraging market actors to embrace longer-term operational practices and cooperation to improve reliability of supply (FEC 2013).
Increasingly, national food chain reliability is envisaged as an integral aspect of global
food security (Kirwan and Maye 2013, Interview CPr, McMillan and Dowler 2012). This
hinges, however, on super-national influences such as global price mechanisms, or
competition from other countries (Interview CPa). In other words, the reliability of the
supply of food available to the UK can be affected by a range of issues not fully
controlled by UK actors.
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Priority
Reliability becomes a particularly high priority when framed within food security
discourses. The difficulties related to the just-in-time supermarket supply system,
combined with interruptions in imports, or the effects of weather on the productivity of
recent domestic harvests has led to calls for state-led stock-holding (House of Commons
2013, FEC 2013) as a contribution to enhanced food chain resilience (Interview AB).
Differences between the four spheres
Public commentators indicate opportunities to use the specifications of public
procurement to build supply chain security in the public interest (Interview KD, SDC
2011). Others concur with scientists that a national food chain dependent external
influences, such as oil price and global trading treaties risks becoming unreliable as
competition for resources increases (Interview VH).
Some scientific debates are played out within predicted future scenarios (AmblerEdwards et al. 2009, Ingrams et al. 2013, Royal Society 2009), in which food output
reliability could be improved by technological advancements and resource efficiencies,
and which argue that climate unpredictability and resource distribution uncertainties
already affect the reliability of food supply to Britain.
Markets seek to reassure consumers, following breakdowns in the reliability of food
safety structures. Branding and labelling are both ways in which consumer confidence
can be improved through perceptions of enhanced knowledge and integrity (Interview
CPa, BRC 2012a).
However, a challenge linked to state and market alliances lies in the reliability of
monitoring food chain interventions with non-commercial ends, for example:
”[It is] hard to judge what is success in government-business partnerships. For
example, one retailer reduced the fat in a ready meal, but increased sales
meant the calorie footprint had gone up. So success depends on whether
people were having something more calorific previously… So monitoring is
essential but must be sure it doesn’t create perverse incentives to do the little
things instead of the big things.” (FEC 2013)

Differences between the five dimensions
Economically, concerns emerge from producers and policy makers that food production
output should be increased, and that amassing national food stocks would improve
domestic self-reliance (Interview DC, FEC 2013). The adoption of industry baseline
standards in the food chain would significantly help to confer legal compliance and
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reliability across the chain (Smith 2008).
While social dimensions hardly feature, the reliability of metrics to assess environmental
supply chain performance is the subject of debates about the interpretation of food
miles (Howard and Winter 2011, Kemp 2011, Interview KD).
Consumer health advice has proved unreliable, with unclear information listed on food
labels, and inconsistent advice on the nutritional consequences of fats (Blythman 2013).
In the quest for a more ethical food chain, the reliability of a system which constrains UK
producers and suppliers in a weak position in relation to their retailer clients is
questioned (Spence and Bourlakis 2009, FEC 2013, Interview BH).
Differences between global and local supply chains
The gap between national and global spheres of influence indicates that national food
chain interventions or innovations have a limited impact in isolation. Food supply and
food security are increasingly synonymous in the UK. Yet the reliability of UK
participation in global, regional or bilateral trade agreements must also be regarded
in the light of developments such as foreign investments in land purchases, which by-pass
trade agreements (Ambler-Edwards et al. 2009, Interview VH).
Local and national scale production are therefore both needed to bolster supply chain
reliability, especially where local chains simplify, shorten or illuminate chain transactions,
or fill gaps between examples of industry good-practice.
Local food initiatives seek to harness reliability by attracting the commitment of
motivated customers (Sonnino and Griggs-Trevarthen 2013, Soil Association 2013)
rather than enforcing supply chain standardization upon local suppliers (Pearson et al
2011, Kemp 2010, Clarke et al 2008).
Some researchers suggest the need for spatial re-organisation of chains to enhance the
reliability of regional sourcing networks and to stimulate the diversification of business
models (Kneafsey 2011, Sonnino and Griggs-Trevarthen 2013; see also Interviews AB,
KD).
Discourse coalitions and alternative framings
A dominant discourse on food chain reliability advocates a combination of increased
domestic productivity, a reduction in resource use and the development of stable global
trading relationships. Meanwhile, the reliability and clarity of the food safety
framework must be reviewed to secure consumer confidence.
Alternatively, the reduction of exposure to external economic and environmental
influences is regarded as better, if more isolationist contribution to reliability (Sonnino
and Griggs Trevarthen 2013). Improvements are in the reliability of policing of food
chain traceability rather than in the regulations themselves (Ford 2013, Interview KD).
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Dilemmas and contradictions
The principal dilemma affecting reliability is the level at which the UK can secure its
influence over the food chain. On the one hand, reliance on imported resources and
foods can undermine national chain reliability. On the other hand, domestic self-reliance
seems unlikely and politically undesirable at this time (DEFRA 2010).
Interactions with other attributes
In general, the UK might be regarded as enjoying a reliable, well-functioning food
chain that offers most people a wide range of choice options when buying the foods
they prefer. Global price volatility and extreme weather, both at home and abroad,
affect affordability and prices continue to rise. Policy solutions include increasing
domestic output linked to diversification and sustainable intensification, reducing resource
use and waste to minimise costs. Finally, the complexity of some food chains has led to a
recurrence of serious scandals, with food safety and animal welfare implications, such as
BSE and FMD. The result is a cumulative undermining of the industry’s trustworthiness.
These scandals have proved traceability to be unreliable.
Differences between commodities
The pork sector stands out in the debates about reliability. This is because the meat
sector per se is complex and performs poorly in terms of trustworthiness (Ford 2013).
Similarly, the dairy chain is subject to conflicting public health advice on the dietary
effects of fat contained in butter (see Dilemmas, above) while the fruit and vegetable
market either at home (Cross et al. 2009) or in countries exporting to the UK (Lawrence
2011, Lucas 2009) rely on exploited labour.

5

Availability

Public sphere (1) - Availability
Description
In the UK, food availability can be understood in two main ways. Firstly, availability is
determined by financial or physical access to food: people need money to buy food in
shops that they can reach. In this respect food availability is closely related to food
access. Secondly, availability can also be associated with plenty, or conversely, with
scarcity. In this second respect availability is domestically determined by seasonal
limitations and by the reliability of continued imports.
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Justification of matrix position
In recent years, campaigners, charities and public agencies have illuminated national
discourse about food availability including, for example, the availability and quality of
school meals, the choice ranges of supermarkets and the profile of the national diet.
Public debate is also evident in relation to the availability of food in the challenge of
tackling global hunger. Availability is closely related to affordability and on-going
public concern about the relationship between income and diet has been renewed by
the circumstances linked to the recession. While affordability is predominantly an
attribute of the economic sphere, availability is strongly informed by social factors.
These include consumer preferences and expectations, or functions of local government
including the integration of public health and spatial planning, which feature in political
debates about food access. Finally, the social sphere is where many normative debates
about alternative food have taken place, specifically around how sustainable food can
become available to a wider segment of the population.
Levels of the system to which the attribute applies
The two principal levels at which availability is discussed in the UK are the
individual/household and at the national level.
In the case of the former, low income is affecting an increasing number of British citizens
as a result of recession, price inflation and welfare reforms (McMillan and Dowler
2012, Butler 2013). In some neighbourhoods, food availability is restricted due to an
absence of shops. In other cases the availability of affordable healthy food is limited
(Interview AB). Organic and local food availability is limited, partly on the basis of
perceived or actual cost. In addition, seasonal variations and, in the case of organic
food, declining UK output (SA 2013), make such foods less widely available.
At the national level, food policies are directed at protecting food availability per se,
but also the availability of the range of choice enjoyed by UK consumers. Further, UK
policy seeks to increase consumer confidence of food availability (DEFRA FCEP 2013).
Although these are the main levels of debate, availability also enters global food chain
discourse, especially in relation to arguments about the relative effectiveness of
increasing food output and improving food distribution as ways to make food available
to the hungry.
Priority
Ensuring availability is a high priority for policy-makers as part of a strategy to support
the British food industry, but also to reinforce public perceptions of food security, which
have been affected by rising prices and awareness of poor harvests in recent years.
Protecting choice availability also represents a competitive advantage for retailers.
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Differences between the four spheres
Public discourse includes a comparison of supermarkets’ progress in stocking seasonal
British fresh produce (Alder and Yates 2009) as a measure of environmental
performance. Press articles cover the three-fold recent increase between 2011 and
2012 in citizens who face financial barriers to food availability and who are turning to
food banks as a consequence (Butler 2013, 2013a).
Scientific commentaries warn of UK complacency over food availability, with some
suggesting that it is ‘highly likely’ that the UK will be affected by a food crisis (AmblerEdwards et al. 2009, Doward 2009). The dual reasons for the likelihood of a crisis in
availability are the increasing national reliance on food imports and the reduction in
domestic agricultural productivity.
In stark contrast, market views on availability suggest that British consumers are wellserved and that businesses are able to combine availability with affordability (FDF
2013, BRC 2012), in fact:
‘…consumers are used to eating whatever they want when they want, and
“food prices are at their lowest point in history ... household food budget in the
UK is tiny compared to many other countries, it’s about 11 or 12% which is
pretty ridiculous, … and yet there’s still this fight about nutrition and
accessibility and availability”’. (Interview CPa)
Local policy attention indicates the need for municipal planning to expand food
availability, especially where this can result in public health improvements (Interviews
AB, CPr, Morgan 2010). National policy sees the expansion of food availability as
synonymous with an increase in supply (DEFRA 2010, DEFRA FCEP 2013, McMillan and
Dowler 2012). While supply adequacy can go some way to balancing price inflation,
the intention is that UK consumers become well-informed enough to wish to choose
sustainable foods.
Differences between the five dimensions
The principal economic discourse relates to how household income affects food
availability. Disagreements about whether the situation is worsening or not have been
outlined (see spheres, above). Closely linked are the social debates about whether or
not consumers should expect the wide range and low price of foods to which they have
become used to continue.
Environmental discourses are linked to the seasonal limitations of domestically produced
food, and the decline in organic sales could potentially be understood as a
retrenchment to a niche position, following the previous decade of increasing sales (SA
2013). Public health is seriously affected by limited availability of foods which promote
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a healthy and/or varied diet. In some areas such foods are simply not present, or they
are more expensive or less attractive to local consumers than alternatives.
Finally, the principal ethical debates about availability concern the relationship between
poverty and poor nutrition in the UK, and about the extent to which subsidies bar access
to UK markets for exporting producers in developing economies (Foresight 2010). As an
extension of this, there is a debate between those voices who advocate scientifictechnological solutions to food availability, and those who suggest collaborative and
oppositional approaches, about the extent to which increased production output or more
equitable distribution will most effectively tackle global hunger (Ambler-Edwards et al.
2009, Foresight 2010, DEFRA FCEP 2013). However, it is also a matter of ethical
debate that sustainable food is not equally available to all sections of society in the UK
(Interview TC).
Differences between global and local supply chains
Local food availability is affected by a number of variables including its relatively high
price and by peaks and troughs in seasonal supply. Furthermore, the predominant food
chain structures are not well-designed to accommodate local food (Pearson et al. 2011,
Spackman 2009, IGD 2012). One consequence of this is that demand for local food is
not currently satisfied in the market, although some efforts to integrate local and locality
products into main supermarket and manufacturing channels are evident (Spackman
2009, Alder and Yates 2009, Spence and Bourlakis 2009).
The increasing dependence of the UK’s food chain on imports is a cause for concern
(DEFRA 2010, Ambler-Edwards et al. 2009, Foresight 2009) and the expansion of the
availability of local food could help strengthen self-sufficiency (Pearson et al. 2009)
and extend supply chain diversity (Mc Millan and Dowler 2012) to improve national
resilience. However, it is global sourcing that has led people to expect to eat what they
want and when (Interview CPa).
Discourse coalitions and alternative framings
The distinctions between local and global perspectives, above, can also be regarded as
a discourse coalition. Current market arrangements mean that demand for local food is
not fully satisfied (Pearson et al. 2009) although it remains high (IGD 2009), while
demand for other niche foods – notably organics – is falling. Dominant retailers may
find ways to better integrate more local foods into the range already on offer (Alder
and Yates 2009) if they perceive adequate consumer demand. This could reduce the
risks associated with import reliance and introduce new ethical and environmental
dimensions into food chain governance (Morgan 2010) in places where this works.
On the other hand, the plethora of local food projects represent alternatives, especially
as low-cost incubation platforms for businesses (Pearson et al 2009) serving motivated
consumers who collectively wish to work toward a restructuring of the chain in favour of
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sustainability over unlimited choice.
Dilemmas and contradictions
A key dilemma in debates about availability concerns the long-term viability of
consumers’ expectations around price and choice range. Most UK consumers take it for
granted that they are provided with a wealth of food that – despite growing concerns
about incomes and inflation – represents a relatively small proportion of their household
income. Food is expected to be easily and plentifully available at all times. The
environmental, commercial and social contexts of this situation seems likely to change in
the medium-term, where choice editing, more expensive food and competition for
imports should be planned for (Ambler-Edwards et al. 2009, DEFRA 2010, Foresight
2010, Royal Society 2009).
Should such changes lead to an increased demand for domestically produced foods, the
currently limited availability of local foods could be expanded, though seasonal,
geographical and infrastructural challenges remain to be addressed.
Interactions with other attributes
The availability and affordability of food in outlets near to consumers is a key
determinant of health, although a number of social and commercial factors may
influence the nutritional quality of foods on offer in certain places. One significant health
outcome of poor local availability of fruits and vegetables is obesity. Major retailers
succeed in operating competitive food offers with wide choice options, many of which
are produced within a manufacturing sector increasingly aware of the efficiency of its
water resource use. However, the consumer expectations which this system has created
are unviable and import dependent, and a sustainable diet remains elusive in the UK. In
attempting to meet demand for local foods, food miles continue to represent positive
environmental performance in the market and the public sphere, despite scientific and
policy doubts.
Differences between sectors/commodities
The discourses on availability do not mention commodity or sector types in any detail,
however, within manufacturing an important tangential discussion highlights the specific
need to secure the availability water (FDF 2012).

6

Trustworthiness

Description
Trustworthiness in the food chain relates to consumers’ confidence that the chain is
reliable, honest and dependable, and to market actors’ ability to verify this. Ideally,
trustworthiness is based upon the strength of supply chain relations and adherence to
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good practice. However, in practice, trustworthiness can be significantly reinforced
through the application of regulations, which in turn prove effective only as long as
these are trustworthy and rigorous. Trustworthiness is, as distinct from attributes with
quantifiable performances (for example availability or waste), principally a question of
perception, and those parties seeking to emphasise trustworthiness need to create and
protect public faith in the market, food products and regulatory procedures.
Justification of matrix position
In the UK, trustworthiness is a food chain attribute which appears in a large part as a
negative performance. This is partly a matter of timing as public feelings about the
food chain are characterized by lingering suspicions, informed by the horsemeat
scandal (horsemeat appeared in beef products), that the chain is opaque and corrupt,
ie. untrustworthy. Although there were no health risks, the incident exposed a convoluted
meat chain, inadequate controls and poor practices especially at the budget end of the
market. The result was a serious erosion of public trust in the international meat chain,
and in the effectiveness of regulatory checks.
Trustworthiness is a concern in all spheres, however, the main sense of outrage following
the scandal was expressed in the press and public opinion.
Levels of the system to which the attribute applies
There are two main levels at which this attribute is discussed, namely the
individual/household and the national industry level. These two levels are connected:
consumers’ convictions that sections of the food chain are untrustworthy remain to be
fully addressed by the industry.
Many citizens felt that the horsemeat event was a demonstration of the untrustworthiness
of the international meat chain. Affected consumers – who included supermarket
shoppers and children eating school meals – felt outraged about dishonest practices of
the meat industry and unconfident about the integrity of official checks and balances
which failed to pick up the horsemeat traces early enough.
The UK food industry, although it was blamed for the scandal, took measures to try and
reassure the public, while individual companies unaffected by contaminated meat were
quick to indicate their superior procedures (Arla 2012, Spence and Bourlakis 2009).
Priority
The importance of trustworthiness within the public sphere cannot be overstated.
Horsemeat is only the latest of a continuing list of problems which has eroded public
confidence, principally in the industrial livestock chain (Ford 2013). In particular,
trustworthiness has reopened debates about the provenance and origin of food
(Sainsbury’s 2012, IGD 2012). In general, trust that the food chain will reform its
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practices is low, especially among the public who sense profits and vested interests are
prioritized (Blacker 2013), that progress towards openness and trust is too slow
(Ambler-Edwards et al. 2009) and that watchfulness is needed so that parts of the
industry – particularly manufacturing – don’t ‘”slip back into old habits”’ (Briggs 2010).
Differences between the four spheres
Generally, public opinion on the matter of food chain trustworthiness reveals anxiety at
best, and outrage when linked to meat.
Scientists confine their discussions on trustworthiness to the rigidity of market structures
and the need to change practices more rapidly (Marsden 2012, Ambler-Edwards et al.
2009). Policy-makers are concerned that the need to stimulate scientific innovations in
the task of enhancing the UK’s food security should command public confidence. In
contrast to public views, ministerial priorities for the food sector are to ‘”adopt a
proportional approach to regulation and remove unnecessary regulation”’ (DEFRA FCEP
2013).
The market, affected by temporary loss of sales as well as public trust, shares public
anxiety and has re-examined procedures and tried to communicate commitments to
tackle food chain contaminations (Interview DC, Sainsbury’s 2012, Ford 2013). One
method for promoting trustworthiness has been to emphasise quality and integrity via
recognisable brands. Further, retailers, standing as gatekeepers to the food market,
have also tried to imbue corporate own-brands with trustworthiness.
Differences between the five dimensions
Economically, retailers and manufacturers face declines in sales if the trustworthiness of
their products is compromised and ways must be found to boost consumer confidence
and strengthen the procedures used to maintain trust. Branding is a key market method
to achieve this (Home 2013, Quinn 2013, Ford 2013).
Social discourses relate to the sense of frustration exhibited by consumers that breaches
in trustworthiness seem so widespread, and persistently hard to solve, alongside
suspicion that untrustworthiness is endemic and systemic (Blythman 2013, Briggs 2010).
However, the limited capacity, even reluctance, of people to be fully informed about
the complexities of the food chain are acknowledged, and some retailers seek to
embed trustworthiness in their operations, thus relieving consumers of the burden.
Health is not directly touched upon in debates, although the potential for serious health
implications of a contaminated and opaque meat chain are clearly discernable.
Trustworthiness is ultimately an ethical attribute [for discussion]. New ethical approaches
are need in current and future chain developments if trustworthiness is to become
renewed (IGD 2012, Pring 2013).
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Differences between global and local supply chains
In contrast with the food miles debate (see Food Miles attribute), the need for
trustworthiness has reignited enthusiasm among consumers and market actors. The crisscrossing of Europe by frozen meat, the illegal importation of tuna from Senegal (Ford
2013a), the mislabeling of Polish pork as British (Ford 2013), the global-scale
processing stages of cod (Lucas et al. 2013), unjust working conditions in foreign farms
and factories supplying the biggest UK retailers (Lawrence 2011, Lucas 2013) all
provide examples of a food chain which is so complex as to be almost impossible to
trust. Local and national sourcing has become a proxy for integrity and trustworthiness
(Sainsbury’s 2012), presenting excellent business opportunities and competitive
distinctions for UK market players (IGD 2012, Spence and Bourlakis 2009). Buying
British and local are being articulated as indicators of trustworthiness and quality, as
well as a serious contribution to UK food security (Interview DC).
Discourse coalitions and alternative framings
As suggested, a strong discourse coalition has been developed between trustworthiness
and spatiality and complexity. The emergence of local sourcing and trust as a reaction
to public anxiety is understandable. However, the nature of supply chain relationships is
also evident. Typically, relatively few retail buyers deal with tens a multitude of
suppliers. Category buyers are frequently rotated. This creates distrust because farmers
are faced with ‘mixed market messages’ and buyers cannot take suppliers at ‘facevalue’ (Interview CPa).
Alternatively, business practices which foster and deepen supply chain relationships are
needed (Interview BH, Sainsbury’s 2012, Smith 2008). Steps towards improved
trustworthiness need to be clearly communicated (BRC 2012).
Dilemmas and contradictions
The most prominent dilemma revolves around the dual questions of responsibility and
regulation. On the one hand, consumers have been shocked at the inability of existing
regulatory measures to anticipate or expose food chain contamination before it reaches
shops and kitchens. On the other hand, state policy is to deregulate the chain where
possible, in order to drive innovation and competition. Meanwhile, branding, product
testing, CSR and supply chain collaborations are helpful but, some of these activities
potentially fall outside the commercial scope of the market.
Finally, in relation to the renewed interest in local food, significant structural changes
are needed to integrate more local suppliers (for example Spackman 2009, Royal
Society 2009) and there is no particular guarantee that the close social connection
between consumers and producers in local alternative systems can be reproduced at
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national or even regional chains (Kneafsey 2010).
Interactions with other attributes
Trustworthiness is enhanced by food chains in which transparency is prioritized and
traceability is policed. Technological innovation may, on one hand, help achieve
improved traceability but may also add to supply chain obscurity through bureaucracy
and affect competitiveness. Scandals in the meat chain have contributed most to the
erosion of trustworthiness. They have raised questions about animal welfare and caused
great anxiety about potential compromises in food safety. Improvements in
trustworthiness may depend on improving reliability in food chain regulation, but also on
greater connectivity between food chain actors.
Differences between sectors/commodities
Discourses on trustworthiness, clearly, are most evident in the meat chain, including
problems of verifying the origin pork being sold as British.

7

Connectivity

Description
Connectivity can be understood in two main ways. Firstly, connectivity is presented as
qualitative attribute associated especially of local food chains. The involvement by
individuals in place-based food initiatives can enhance community cohesion and
facilitate direct, even personal relations between producers and consumers. However,
the philanthropic activities of global and national corporations also seek to enhance the
social connectivity, for example between the firm and the local populations from which
their employees are drawn; or the ethical connectivity between the firm and their chosen
‘good cause’.
Secondly, connectivity is also a measure of the complexity of global or national
commercial networks via the quality and quantity of the relations along the supply
chain.
Justification of matrix position
Connectivity is a major area of academic interest emerging from studies on local food.
While validity of food miles as an indicator of environmental sustainability has been
critiqued in recent years (for example Edward-Jones et al 2008, Howard and Winter
2011), the benefits of local food chains have been reframed as a method to generate
social objectives such as social innovation and community cohesion (Kirwan and Maye
2013). Local food systems rely on making connections between particular foods, places
and nature in ways which commodities cannot (Coley et al. 2009). In addition, scientific
studies have extensively researched the qualities of corporate CSR strategies, and how
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they relate to the operations and sustainability of the food supply chain in Britain (for
example Smith 2009, Salva et al. 2009).
Levels of the system to which the attribute applies
Connectivity applies principally at the community level. Although consumers can have
individual experiences of food chain connectivity, for example by joining a local food
scheme, or by taking responsibility for the ethical outcomes of food purchases (Jackson
et al. 2009), sources usually present connectivity as something that appears within
community groups. Community-level connectivity can materialize as the sharing of
spatial knowledge and experiences with like-minded people, or neighbours, who seek
alternative cultural-political values for food (FEC 2013, Coley et al 2009). Similarly,
more disparate individuals can become connected through a shared inspiration to
support particular, but unknown, producers on the basis of their territorial wisdom,
expert craftsmanship or because of the perceived qualities of their produce (Clarke et
al. 2008, Jackson 2009, LUC 2011). Many consumers are happy, at least in theory (see
Pearson et al. 2011), to buy local food because they feel it supports economic
development in their communities (Leat et al. 2011, IGD 2012). Individual food chain
companies sponsor a range of social and environmental schemes in the communities
where they have workers or plants, or in communities in countries where they have
export suppliers.
Priority
Connectivity is a high priority for some. Connectivity relates to perceptions of the
satisfaction and belonging which emerges from community activism or from involvement
in ethical supply chains. This is a very important debate for local food scholars and for
companies who wish to develop their ethical operations. However, policy opinion does
not seem to prioritise connectivity, partly due to the urgency of climate change and food
security debates (see Kirwan and Maye 2013 and McMillan and Dowler 2012), food
safety concerns (Blacker 2013, FSA 2011), and partly on experiences of the challenges
of aligning rural development, environmental stewardship and competitive enterprise
under schemes such as Eat the View (Jackson 2006).
Differences between the four spheres
Public perspectives on local food suggesting that it significantly enhances the
connectivity perceived between producers and consumers , not least because such chains
enable consumers to get to know producers (Interviews BH, VH, Spedding 2013). One
of the critiques of the global food system is that it has become too complex for such
connections to be possible (Swannell 2013).
Scientists suggest such efforts at connectivity can be misleading (Interview AT), as in the
case of labelling chickens in a way that excites imaginings of historical farm-scapes,
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rather than reflecting the industrial reality of modern table-bird production (Jackson et
al. 2006). Further interest is found in the ways in which locally knowledgeable
producers manage to expand their business without compromising the perception of
connectivity among consumers (Clarke et al 2008); or in ways in which consumerproducer connectivity can exist in dispersed spatial frameworks, such as UK consumers’
solidarity with New Zealand lamb producers who supplement seasonal UK supplies
(Kemp 2010); or in the contributions that social innovations can make to food security
(Kirwan and Maye 2013) and economic resilience (Sonnino and Griggs-Trevarthen
2013).
Market views indicate the personalisation of farmers’ identify, if not consumers’ personal
relationships with them, for example by showing in-store images of suppliers or naming
them on product labels.
Economic connectivity is seen as negative outcome of dependence on volatile global
markets, according to some policy commentaries, because UK citizens are affected by
import price rises, unpredictable weather and commodity speculation (Interviews AB,
AT). In response, the re-connection potentials of local and regional food networks need
to be disseminated to broaden their impacts and stimulate further activity (Kneafsey
2011, FEC 2012).
Differences between the five dimensions
The economic potential of local food lies in people’s continuing demand for it, based
partly on a desire to support the local economy in a time of recession (IGD 2012). The
proportion of people who say they buy local food has doubled from 20%-41% since
2010, perhaps because “[t]here is a premium on things that directly touch them and the
lives of their family, friends and community” (Sainsbury’s 2012).
Socially connected consumers can feel reassured by personal connections, may witness
food production at first hand, and can expect to share the business risk in some cases
(Interview BH, FEC 2012).
The loss of connectivity, for example between producers and their landscapes can lead
to changes in biodiversity and land use, as well as the loss of specialist rural skills (LUC
2013).
Connectivity as an attribute of supply chain health performance appears in the form of
corporate investments in public health projects and commitments of state-led health
initiatives (for example, Three Sisters 2013, FDF 2013). The ethics of connectivity are
evident in fair trade supply schemes.
Differences between global and local supply chains
The main distinction between global and local scale food chains appears to be that
larger, more extensive global scales are considered to be too complex to promote
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perceptions of connectivity between producers and consumers (Swannell 2013,
Sainsbury’s 2012), or to reinforce a sense of local identity (Kirwan and Maye 2013,
Kneafsey 2011).
Discourse coalitions and alternative framings
Connectivity is implicitly linked, via the narrative of complexity, to transparency and
trustworthiness. Local food systems, especially where personal relations with producers
and fewer chain nodes are evident, are more trustworthy:
“I feel almost as if I’ve grown it myself… I trust it implicitly because I know him
and because I know where the stuff has come from. Anything I get that comes from
a global food chain, I’m inherently suspicious of” (Interview BH).
An alternative narrative becomes evident through the frame of food security, which, for
some commentators, sees an over-empahsis on the benefits of local food as parochial,
conjuring up “a secular island of protectionism and food security just on this island”
(Interview CPa). In other words, the sense of community connectivity facilitated by local
food can seem unconnected to global food security considerations.
Dilemmas and contradictions
The ability to promote social connectivity at manageable and meaningful levels, namely
that re-inforce community cohesion and identity, seem hard to reconcile within global
chains. Instead food chain connectivity may need to be expressed culturally and
politically, for example through ethical consumption, cosmopolitan food networks and
political solidarity (Morgan 2010).
Interactions with other attributes
Connectivity is an attribute most explicitly associated with the benefits of a local food
system. However, consumers can also find connectivity to distant producers by
purchasing foods based on food chains of fairness and equity. Perceptions of the
trustworthiness and transparency of shorter and simpler food chains are valued, in
comparison to opaque and extended global operations. In some cases, socially
innovative local food schemes can deepen a feeling of local identity, for example by
highlighting the connections between locality, biodiversity and food. Even so, attempts by
food corporations to offer semi-personalised producer relations are also valued by
consumers, both where these promise support for UK producers with high levels of animal
welfare, or commodity chains based on ethical labour relations.
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Differences between sectors/commodities
Connectivity does not appear as a discourse with reference to commodity types, though
most sources highlight specific links between the two ends of the supply chain, namely
farmer and consumer.

8

Choice options

Description
In UK food chain discourse, choice options refer predominantly to the ability or
expectation enjoyed by consumers to select items from a range of food types. Certain
factors may constrain such choices, for example income, seasonality, the range being
offered for sale or consumer preferences, which may be linked to taste, habit or beliefs.
The opportunity to enjoy choice options, however, has consequences, which affect, for
example, consumers’ health or resource use. As a result, the presentation of choice
options is often framed so as to influence consumers, for example by restricting,
qualifying or informing choice.
Justification of matrix position
Two main arenas of discourse emerge on the matter of choice options: the one that
suggests choice options need to be protected, and the counter view that choice options
need to be restricted. The former position is especially evident in market and policy
sources (see Spheres, below). However, scientific opinion warns urgently of the negative
outcomes associated with maintaining high expectations of choice options, which
potentially include inequality, environmental degradation, waste generation and
adverse health impacts. Scientific scrutiny also reflects critically on the ability of
consumers to exercise their choice options in favour of sustainability outcomes.
Levels of the system to which the attribute applies
Two levels feature in discussions on choice options. The first of these is the
individual/household level. It is clear that consumers face a dizzying array of choice
options. Access to shops and other outlets is taken for granted (with some exceptions –
see Interview AB) and supermarkets commonly stock 20,000 items, of which many
contain 10-20 ingredients (Lucas 2012). Similarly, food manufacturers introduce around
8,000 new products a year (FDF 2013), contributing to the ”attractiveness of novelty
[and] variety… that piques people’s interest”. This situation has become normal for most
UK consumers who are used to a ‘”plethora of choices”’ (Ambler Edwards et al. 2009).
The ability of consumers to enjoy such a range of choice options is presented as a
significant achievement of the global-level food chain, where the second level of
discussion on choice options is played out. Global sourcing has helped to enhance choice
options by blurring seasons and keeping food prices down (Interview CPa).
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Priority
Choice options represent a high priority as a performance attribute in the social sphere.
Market and policy actors are firmly advocative of choice as a way to empower
consumers, frame competition between food outlets and influence consumer choice.
Promoting informed consumer choice is one of two objectives of the Food Standards
Agency (FSA 2011). Choice options can be exercised positively in the pursuit of
sustainability goals (for example Booths 2012, BRC 2012, Defra 2012). The
expectation of choice options is an accepted, if not unproblematic, characteristic of the
UK food chain. Increasingly, consumers are sensitive to the consequences of, and
opportunities linked to, their purchasing decisions (BBC 2012, FSA 2011, Kemp 2009).
In some cases, such consequences are complex, or contestable, and priority is given by
scientific and policy actors to the need to assist consumers in coming to a conclusion
about which food options they choose.
Differences between the four spheres
Public sources tend to emphasise the extent of choice options available to consumers,
and the opportunity consumers enjoy for experiencing new choices on an on-going basis
(Lucas 2012, Spackman 2009).
Scientists agree that such strategies can be effective (Ingrams et al. 2013). However,
strategies to improve the environmental performances of the food chain may prove
limited if consumers continue to presume that food choices will be as wide as they are at
the moment, and at such low prices (Alder and Yates 2009, Interview CPa). Greater
choices can, for example, lead to over-purchasing and require intensive energy usage
(Foresight 2009).
Market sources recognize the difficulty that some consumers face in making choices.
Market actors – to an extent – can guide consumer choices towards, for example,
healthy eating (Arla 2012, BRC 2012), sustainable fisheries (BRC 2012), or local food
(Booths 2012). Food product labels remain a key way of informing choice options, but
increasingly corporate actors demonstrate attempts to relieve consumers of the burden
of weighing up time-consuming choices as they shop (Booth’s 2012, Sainsbury’s 2012)
by developing comprehensive or selective sourcing strategies.
The policy sphere acknowledges these challenges, although it places consumers at the
centre of driving change towards food chain sustainability and strongly emphasizes
information and education as the way in which choice options are exercised (DEFRA
FCEP 2013, DEFRA 2012, DEFRA 2010, FSA 2011). The suggestion is that educated
consumers make better choices (Spedding 2013, Foresight 2009).
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Differences between the five dimensions
As suggested, UK consumers enjoy broad food choices at low prices. Unfortunately, low
price seems to be institionalised as a consumer expectation (Ambler-Edwards et al.
2009, Interview CPa), leading to poor supply deals for some farmers (Interviews DC,
VH). Low prices, including discount offers, can lead to over-purchasing (Garnett 2011),
over-consumption (Alder and Yates 2009) and consumer preferences for less healthy
foods (interview AB, IGD 2011). On the other hand, a greater willingness by retailers to
offer imperfect fruits cheaply (Sainsbury’s 2012), or to substitute unhealthy ingredients
within some processed foods, can extend or maintain choice options (FDF 2013).
Consumers are increasingly called upon to face up to their civic responsibilities, with
mixed results. A gap remains between the interests and actions of many ethically
informed consumers (Kemp 2010, SA 2012) and not enough social and commercial
demand currently exists to:
drive “the required transformation of the food system”. The problem is that
“business and government both look to consumers to lead the way on
sustainable consumption, but consumers don’t want to assume the responsibility”
(FEC 2013, see also Sainsbury’s 2012).
This leads to questions, especially in relation to health, about which combination of
informed choice, regulation and choice editing offer the most effective ways to achieve
changes in consumption (Foresight 2009, Alder and Yates 2009, Ingrams et al. 2013).
Finally, the range of existing choice options is associated with poor environmental
performance, being both energy intensive in production (Foresight 2009) and wasteful
(Swannell 2013). Proposals to restrict farm chemical use in the UK are critically
associated with higher costs of fruits and vegetables, based on the potential that a
reduced range and output would result from reductions in pesticide application (The
Scotsman 2010).
Differences between global and local supply chains
In general, the perception prevails that global chains lead directly to wider choice
options and that local chains reduce them (Interviews CPa, BH, Garnett 2011). Reduced
choices do not generate bad outcomes per se. Lower CO2 emissions are associated with
local chains, as well as with support for UK farmers (Booth’s 2012, Sainsbury’s, FDF
2013, BRC 2012a). Global chains increasingly offer sustainable fish (BRC 2012,
Interview CPa), thereby restricting access to threatened species while popularising less
known but more abundant varieties .
However, due to price premiums and limited availability of some local foods (Kemp
2009, Spackman 2009), consumer demand will need further encouragement through
both education and increased supply (DEFRA 2010, Foresight 2009).
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Discourse coalitions and alternative framings
An attribute coalition which reflects poor environmental performance emerges between
choice options and the price-related aspects of affordability. Where a wide range of
choice options is accompanied by low food price, waste and over-purchasing may result
(see Dimensions above). An alternative frame, therefore, is to either restrain demand
through choice editing or, at least, to attempt to limit demand for resource intensive
foods (Foresight 2009, Garnett 2009).
Dilemmas and contradictions
A key dilemma is for the UK food chain rests with the extent to which consumers can
exercise their choice options responsibly. On one hand, a globally inter-connected food
chain provides a wealth of choice options and the power to influence food chain
performances rests substantially within the purchasing choices that individual and
institutional consumers make. However, consumers don’t do what they say they wish to
(Kemp 2009, FDF 2013) and views are hard to influence, even for ‘informed’ customers:
‘”The green consumer wants free range eggs. But then tell them that battery
eggs are lower in carbon and they either won’t believe you, or they’ll be
confused and feel they’ve been misled. I don’t think we’ve got enough of an
understanding or literacy among consumers. It’s impossible to empower
consumers to do this. The level of detail, of understanding, the conflicts and
the compromises, is beyond someone standing in front of a retail shelf and
making a choice.”’ (FEC 2013)

Interactions with other attributes
Along with affordability, the enjoyment of a wide range of choice options is a taken-forgranted consumer expectation in the UK, associated with global food chains. Such
benefits, however, are linked to intensive resource use in food production and
manufacturing, the generation of waste and, in some cases, to over-consumption and
obesity. In fact, over-consumption may be a bigger future challenge even than supply
security (Ambler-Edwards et al 2009). To help consumers continue to enjoy choice
options in favour of foods with better nutritional qualities, technological innovation has
helped reduce the salt, fat and sugar contents of many items without detriment to their
palatability. Questions about the extent to which consumer choice is effective in driving
supply chain changes, reveal dilemmas about where responsibility for forging a more
sustainable food system lies.
Differences between sectors/commodities
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Restricted choice options, or at least choice substitutions, may need to be made in meat
products to improve environmental performance due to the relative resource inefficiency
of meat production (Interview VH, Booth’s 2012, Garnett 2011). Similarly, the bulkiness
of fresh milk means it could be less resource intensive to supply locally, not just
nationally (Booth’s 2012). Choice options for wines will gradually become extended to
include weaker selections as supermarkets respond to voluntary health guidance
(Sainsbury’s 2012).

9

Palatability

Description
Palatability refers to the responses by consumers to the organoleptic properties of
foods they eat. A food is palatable if the person eating it is happy with its taste. Social
factors, such as culture and religion influence palatability. Changes in diet to achieve
improvements in public health may rub against ingrained expectations of taste and
scientific techniques may be required to produce changes in the nutritional composition
of some foods without significantly altering the way their taste is perceived by
consumers.
Justification of matrix position
Although the taste qualities of food forms one, if not the most important, of its principal
attributes, the pre-occupation of market actors in the UK food supply chain is more
technically-oriented. Consumers have become more aware both of the pleasures and
political dilemmas associated with food in recent years (see, for example, BBC 2012,
Spedding 2013). Part of this development has taken place in parallel with public health
campaigns to address the rising incidence of diet-related illnesses including chronicheart disease, acquired (type-2) diabetes and particularly obesity. The UK food chain
has responded by attempting to maintain consumers’ expectation of eating according to
their existing preferences, while adjusting food ingredients. This adjustment has been
pursued through a combination of information, gradual change, and food ingredient
substitution. In this respect palatability is particularly associated with food and health
debates in the UK, rather than with a more gastronomic focus on taste.
Levels of the system to which the attribute applies
The levels at which the attribute apply are at the individual/household and at the level
of the national food industry, which includes manufacturing, retailing and catering.
Individuals have begun to change and broaden the kinds of food they demand (Kemp
2009, BRC 2012a) and have become used to enjoying a diverse range of options
within food outlets (Ambler-Edwards et al 2009). However, income levels, cultural
preferences, education and availability all affect consumers’ abilities to embrace
changes in the foods they eat.
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To assist, or influence consumers – even without their explicit knowledge – food
manufacturers have been researching, evaluating and introducing substitute ingredients
in order to adapt the nutritional qualities of processed foods and ready meals. It is vital
that this is achieved in ways which do not affect the palatability of the foods in question,
thus threatening sales. This is not to suggest that the adaptations are covert. Labels
which indicate and encourage healthy eating (Arla 2012, Sainsbury’s 2012) are a vital
tool in informing consumers about any changes in nutritional content, helping to frame
positive arguments for the change.
Priority
Palatability is a high priority as a performance attribute for all actors in the food chain,
although its technical aspects appear most prominently in the UK sources. This is because
all actors acknowledge that changes in the UK diet are required in order to improve
other supply chain performances, especially those that are health-related. Arguments
about how to achieve change are evident, for example about the extent to which
consumer education or industry regulation may be effective, but ultimately consumers
won’t habitually buy food they don’t enjoy.
Differences between the four spheres
By far the most discussion on the matter of palatability occurs in the market sphere, and
this is significantly because palatability is regarded as a predominantly technical
challenge within the market. Sources list a range of case studies where research and
innovation has led to the substitution of saturated fats, salt and sugar from prepared
foods (for example Arla 2012, BRC 2012a, DEFRA 2012, FDF 2013, Premier Foods
2013, Sainsbury’s 2012).
Policy opinion is supportive of such technical developments and is committed to
supporting further innovation, for example in nono-technology (Royal Society 2009,
DEFRA 2013). Such advances fall to scientists to conceive of (Ingrams et al. 2013),
among whom wider public concern is also evident that shifts in diet must happen
urgently, especially in relation to climate change and resource use impacts (AmblerEdwards et al. 2009, Garnett 2011). This contrasts with the incremental strategies
advocated by industrial experts who suggest that UK consumers may need time to
adapt their palates to the institutionalization of products with reduced salt content
(Wilson et al. 2012).
Differences between the five dimensions
Economic perspectives are implied rather than explicit, but it is clear that retaining
customer loyalty on the basis of tasty food is a key competitive priority for businesses
(FDF 2013, BRC 2012, Sainsbury’s 2012, Booth’s 2012). The underlying narrative
around ingredient substitution, for example, is that taste should not so seriously affected
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as to lead to a drop in consumer demand (Wilson et al. 2012).
Social influences on food palatability include low income, and recently celebrity chef
status has been achieved by individuals who can produce delicious meals from low cost
ingredients (Butler 2013). The technical challenge of reducing salt in foods is especially
difficult because it acts both as a flavor enhancer and a preservative and consistent
pressure from health experts to reduce salt content has led to industry concerns about
spoilage and the organoleptic consequences of substitutes. For example, the texture of
preserved meats and smoked fish becomes tougher with reduced salt, while baked
goods can be affected because salt is a yeast inhibitor. Monosodium glutamate
facilitates lower salt quantities to be used but has a perception of being unhealthy
among consumers and is thus socially unpalatable (Wilson et al 2012). Finally,
palatability is also evident in investigations in which consumers associate taste with
idealized, or pre-industrial type of mixed farming (Jackson et al 2009).
Beyond this imagined, ethical farm-scape, environmental concerns are limited to
technicalities about resource use for ingredient substitution, with the main arenas of
discussion emerging from the social and health spheres, as suggested.
Differences between local and global supply chains
Within the dominant context of how palatability is affected by alterations in food
content, there are no local-global distinctions. However, local food narratives sometimes
emphasis the taste qualities associated with regional specialties (Spackman 2009, IGD
2012)or of the special skills attributed to knowledgeable and embedded producers
(Clarke et al 2008).
Discourse coalitions and alternative framings
Clearly, palatability in the contexts presented is closely aligned to nutritional quality
and to healthy diet. Alternative framings can be discerned in consumer “yearnings” for
idealized imaginings of flavours produced in ways that do not conform to a highly
industrialised food chain (Jackson et al 2009). However, the ability to persuade people
to radically and urgently change their diets, for example towards less meat, remains
aspirational (Ingrams et al. 2013, Garnett 2011), and solutions such as increasing
dietary fibre content are framed within persistent consumer preferences for white bread
(FDF 2013).
Dilemmas and contradictions
As suggested above, discussion around palatability in the UK is particularly concerned
with technical and technological matters. Supporting changes in consumption with the
least inconvenience to consumers can produce, so it is argued (for example DEFRA
2012, FDF 2013), health improvements. This perspective however, fails to capture many
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of the sensual pleasures and social meanings with which food is embued and which,
perhaps, distinguish palatability from taste. It is inspiration and education which can
relieve the “tedium” of repetitive dining (Butler 2013), combined with the aspirations of
the food industry to offer palatability – or “great food” (Sainsbury’s 2012) – in
response to shifts in food culture.
Interactions with other attributes
Retaining palatability is a technical challenge for food industry actors who wish to offer
products with nutritional qualities that facilitate a healthy diet. Products with low salt, fat
and sugar and high fibre content can help reduce diet related ill-health such as obesity,
and have been developed succeeded with recourse to scientific innovations. Food
product ingredient substitutions must, however, remain palatable if consumers are to be
persuaded to buy them as part of an increased range of choice options.
Differences between sectors/commodities
For firms wishing to maintain or enhance the palatability of their products, specific
efforts to reduce salt in meat processing, and similar innovations to reduce the salt, fat
and sugar content in cheese products have presented technical and marketing
challenges.

10

Waste

Description
Waste can be defined in a number of ways, which helps to explain its prominence as a
discourse in UK food chain debates. Firstly, waste is a by-product which is surplus to
requirements. This definition may apply to food packaging once the food has been
consumed. Waste is also a resource because surplus by-products can be transformed
into energy or recycled and used again. Thirdly, waste is a measure of efficiency in that
some food chain operators or companies create more or less waste than their
competitors. In short, waste is usually understood as a negative environmental food
chain performance and efforts are made to reduce its generation or carefully control its
management.
Justification of matrix position
Waste appears in all spheres and dimensions but, currently, it remains a major concern
of the policy sphere. In contrast to many voluntary food chain performance frameworks,
such as reducing the sugar content of fizzy drinks or publishing corporate social policies,
waste is significantly regulated by the state. Regulation at EU and national level
combined with waste management at municipal and local levels have contributed to
reductions in waste generation in the past decade or so (Mena et al. 2011). In addition
to regulations, and in order to support food chain actors trying to meet them, the state
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has also helped establish specialist advisory and technical social enterprises, such as
WRAP and the Carbon Trust; and has been party to the brokerage of food industry
waste reduction campaigns, such as the Courthauld Agreement (DEFRA 2012). Food
waste management remains the ultimate responsibility of local councils (which are,
therefore, also known as waste authorities), and is funded through direct taxation.
Levels of the system to which the attribute applies
There are three main levels at which the attribute is discussed in the UK, namely the
individual/household, level of the national food industry and the global level.
Figures vary, but the UK food chain produces between seven and 15 million tonnes of
waste every year (Sustain 2012, Swannell 2013), while about 20% of the almost 40
million tonnes of food brought into the home is thrown away 2. Between 30-50% of
global food is wasted (House of Commons 2013). The household, as well as being a
major arena of food waste generation, is also relatively unregulated, because people
are free to make their own choices about how much they buy and what they eat.
Acknowledging this, the state, in partnership with industry (for example the Courthauld
Agreement to set industry targets to reduce household waste), offers citizens a range of
ways to reduce food waste, including public information (DEFRA 2012, Foresight 2009);
labels, information on packaging and recycling points (Alder and Yates 2009, BRC
2012, Booth’s 2012, Yeomans 2013); and a range of strategic activities which remove
elements of the responsibility for creating waste from the consumer.
Globally, food demand is rising as dietary expectations change and populations grow.
The potential, therefore, is that food chain waste will rise proportionally. Energy
efficiency is advocated as an effective way to reduce waste in agriculture (Garnett
2011) and supply chain logistics (Kruschwitz 2013, Mena et al. 2011). The global chain
should also move towards cleaner and renewable energies and lower resource use
(Garnett 2011, SDC 2011, Foresight 2009).
Priority
Waste is a key priority for the food chain. The combination of behavioural,
technological and political developments illustrates this, as does the cross-sectoral nature
of the debate. Some industry networks employ waste advisory experts and waste
policy analyists (Interview CPa). In general, a shared sense of urgency between food
chain actors is discernible (for exceptions see Dilemmas and contradictions below),
although different reflections on progress are evident.

Quested, T. and Parry, A. (2011) New Estimates for Household Food and Drink Waste in the UK.
WRAP, Banbury.
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Differences between the four spheres
Public opinion has highlighted the disastrous impacts and future challenges linked to
throwing away such a large proportions of food bought (Home 2013, Swannell 2013).
Concerns include that the wastefulness of the UK food consumer is exacerbated by
corporate policies (Interview VH, Spedding 2013).
Scientific contributions illuminate structural and moral challenges related to waste
reduction, as well as indicating the complexities of achieving waste reduction in
particular systems (for example Mena et al. 2011, Salva et al. 2010, Smith 2008).
The market can, however, indicate a range of improvements in recent years, including
major reductions in packaging use (Yeomans 2013, BRC 2012) and participation in
collaborative sourcing (Salva et al. 2010). Many of these measures are driven by
commercial considerations, for example the rising cost of landfill tax (Mena et al. 2011)
is leading many retailers and caterers to set targets to divert all food waste away from
landfill into alternative waste management systems by 2015 (BRC 2012, Premier Foods
2012, SDC 2011). Technological alternatives include bio-digestion, which creates heat
and energy for use in processing (BRC 2012, DEFRA 2010), composting (Swannell
2013) and feeding by-products to animals (BRC 2012a).
Policy opinion underlines, firstly, the relationships between waste, resource management
and competitive advantage when framing the waste reduction achievements of the
industry (DEFRA 2010, Cabinet Office 2008); and, secondly, implicates consumers in
taking more responsibility for their consumption levels and retail choices (DEFRA 2012).
Differences between the five dimensions
Recent progress in waste reduction and management in the commercial sector have
been achieved because waste represents an ever-increasing operational liability to UK
food chain businesses compared to other countries (Mena et al. 2011). Advances include
the marketing or processing by retailers of cosmetically imperfect fresh produce such as
frost-damaged apples (BRC 2012a). Regulation has also been a key driver for change.
However, commercial concern exists among processors and retailers that food waste
may increase as a result of attempts to improve consumer health through salt reductions,
where such reductions reduce palatability and shelf-life.
Behaviour change is evident from the reduction of the use of disposable shopping bags
in supermarkets (Alder and Yates 2009). However, more progress is needed, for
example in the case of consumer glass and plastic packaging recycling which, as unreclaimed resources, contribute significantly to the food chain’s carbon foot print (Booth’s
2012).
Environmental considerations relate to the need to reduce waste entering spatially
limited landfill areas, as well as to the pollution created by waste and waste products
(Interview DC, Mena et al 2011). A key environmental performance in relation to waste
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is resource use, especially how to minimize energy consumption in processing and
refrigeration (Smith 2008, BRC 2012a), how to reduce mineral (and thus finite) fertilser
waste in agriculture (Garnet 2011), and packaging reductions.
The policy perspective outlined above reframes waste as a possible indicator of health,
implying that over-purchasing or over-consumption creates food chain and household
waste.
Finally, ethical challenges emerge from the UK data set on waste. Firstly, these focus on
the morality of a food chain which creates vast amounts of waste while hunger and
starvation remain serious global problem (Mena et al. 2011). Secondly, by accepting
that waste and intensive resource use are characteristics of the food system they enjoy,
UK consumers are failing to shoulder the burden of responsibility for an unsustainable
food chain (Spedding 2013).
Differences between global and local food chains
Concern is expressed
demand and changes
chains are expanding
resource waste linked
2011).

about the dual challenges of the expansion of global food
in global dietary expectations. To meet these challenges, food
and becoming more complex, adding to the risk of food and
to spoilage, packaging, distribution and storage (Mena et al.

Discourse coalitions and alternative framings
Waste is most closely aligned to resource use and efficiency in the supply chain. More
efficient use of materials and resources, and a turn to using cleaner and renewable
energy is needed (Garnett 2011, Foresight 2009, BRC 2012). An alternative narrative
(although this is also a complementary narrative) is found in opinions that more UK
citizens must not just change their behavior, but should actually eat less (DEFRA 2012).
Dilemmas and contradictions
The need for major behavior change can rub up against opinions that market structures
are too rigid, and that policies to address waste, health and environmental matters are
not well integrated (Foresight 2009, Garnett 2011, Ambler-Edwards et al 2009). For
example, in farming and catering, a significant proportion of food and resources are
wasted before they reach the consumer (DEFRA 2012). The unpredictability of weather
and, therefore, of harvests means crop wastage estimates can be inexact, while
retailers tend to source packaging in advance, rather than ordering according to
specific need (Mena et al 2011). In particular, the linear nature of the food chain is
criticized for operating on the basis of “short-term partnerships [that are] independent
from the influences and interests of other members of the chain” (Home 2013). This
structure stifles innovation and constrains agricultural producers’ abilities to respond to
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fluctuations in supply and demand.
Interactions with other attributes
Although the UK food chain creates vast quantities of waste, scientific innovation and
improved efficiency help retailers and manufacturers to achieve promising
improvements. However, because chain structures create and institutionalize waste,
fairness and equity is undermined as distant others go hungry. At home, consumers buy
and eat too much, often in response to marketing strategies, which can increase food
waste and contribute to the incidence of obesity. The realisation of a food culture within
which consumers accept greater responsibility for their waste-generating behaviour will
require a radical range of market-based, social and political collaboration (Foresight
2009).
Differences between sectors/commodities
As described, in agriculture and catering, much waste is produced before food reaches
the consumer (DEFRA 2012). Potential also exists to reduce fertiliser waste in the UK,
and in countries which export to the UK (Foresight 2009, Garnett 2011).
Food scandals linked to the livestock sector, most recently the appearance of horsemeat
in beef products, have led to large-scale disposals (Swannell 2013) of, in this case,
essentially edible food.

11

Biodiversity

Description
Biodiversity appears as a performance discourse, firstly, in respect of the food chain’s
reliance on natural eco-systems and, secondly, in respect of its potential impact on the
diversity of species, natural habitats and landscapes. Farming and food chain processes
which affect land use, water courses and marine environments are particularly
implicated. A key point of discussion is the extent to which food production enhances or
undermines biodiversity.
Justification of matrix position
Biodiversity is an environmental concern prominent in the public sphere in two ways.
Firstly, NGOs play an important role in advising and supporting food businesses
including farmers, retailers and manufacturers in how to adapt their practices in order
to conserve wildlife, or protect fragile habitats, to best effect. Such alliances frequently
appear in corporate CSR documents (see BRC 2012a, Arla 2012). Secondly, public
opinion and high-profile NGO campaigns reflect continuing uncertainty about, or
opposition to, GM technology and its effect on biodiversity (DEFRA 2012, Stones 2013),
as well as about who controls the application of the science (Kneafsey 2011).
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Levels of the system to which the attribute applies
Biodiversity enters food chain discourse at three levels: firstly, individual consumers can
expect to see a range of labels indicating sourcing strategies that support sustainable
land use or fisheries (Pearson et al. 2011, Alder and Yates 2009). National companies,
secondly, also attempt to reveal their engagement in conservation by developing
practical partnerships with wildlife networks and farmers (See Justification, above).
Thirdly, global considerations such as extensive deforestation and over-fishing are
regarded as strategic and collaborative research programmes, where the central
objective is to ensure maximum genetic diversity to enhance food chain resilience (Royal
Society 2009).
Priority
Despite the importance of protecting biodiversity as a policy goal, and its value as both
an ecological resource and a source of food (Interview VH), it appears as a relatively
low priority in UK food chain discourse. Environmental debates express more urgent
concerns for the availability of energy resources and of land, and about the implications
of climate change. However, explicit mention of biodiversity is made usually in relation
to efforts by land managers and NGOs to protect particular species or habitats.
Differences between the four spheres
Public and market views are commercially aligned on GM: while the industry may not
share public suspicion of the technology (Interviews DC, CPa), companies adopt non-GM
sourcing policies (Sainsbury’s 2012, Premier Foods 2012, Two Sisters 2013) as proxycommitments to biodiversity and in response to consumer unease.
Scientific opinions are under-represented in biodiversity discussions beyond GM,
although some indicate the need to maximize genetic diversity (Royal Society 2009)
and the need to consider the effects of intensification not just on individual species but
particularly landscape-scale biodiversity which underpins rural multi-functionality
(Foresight 2011).
Policy opinion is supportive of extending GM development while acknowledging its
emotiveness (DEFRA 2012).
Differences between the five dimensions
Biodiversity does not appear as a quantifiable externality in the economic dimension on the contrary, proposals to limit pesticide use is estimated to add £12bn to the cost of
food (The Scotsman 2010). Rather biodiversity represents a commitment to social
responsibility for many firms. Biodiversity does not appear in the contexts of health or
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ethics, except indirectly, within global discussions on corporate control of GM
technology, the importance of wild foods in low-income economies (Foresight 2011) and
the ethics of enforced removal of landless peasants from areas deforested for soya
production (Interview VH).
Differences between global and local supply chains
Sources reveal a division between concerns according to scale. For example, interest in
regionally distinctive agricultural landscapes (LUC 2011), and in iconic species such as
bees, voles, red squirrels and otters (BRC 2012a), is revealed in positive practical
conservation interventions. Anxiety about supra-national threats, for example about
deforestation and the over-exploitation of fish stocks appear as public campaigns to
protect habitat ‘hotspots’ (Interviews VH, KD), including recommendations for spatially
designated marine zones (BRC 2012) and in agreements on international policy and
trade (Foresight 2011, Ambler-Edwards et al. 2009).
Discourse coalitions and alternative framings
Source data on the health of the UK bee population – vital in providing an estimated
£1.7bn worth of crop pollination (Interview VH) – reinforce the co-productive coalition
between commercial farming and nature. Sources disagree about where the point of
balance lies at which farming begins to erode biodiversity, with some advocating
technological recourse to drive ‘sustainable’ intensification (Ambler-Edwards 2009,
Royal Society 2009), while others suggest new patterns of consumption will be needed
to avoid large-scale ecological degradation (Garnett 2011).
Dilemmas and contradictions
Such debates create difficult dilemmas. For example: the continuing intensification of
agriculture is likely to disrupt the habitats of many terrestrial and marine species
(Interview TC); soya production for livestock feeds threatens the ecology of the
Amazonian rainforest (Interview VH); and pollinators are in rapid decline, possibly as a
result of pesticide applications. Meanwhile, public opinion reflects uncertainty about the
biodiversity effects of GM technologies (DEFRA 2012, Doward 2009, Kneafsey 2011),
even though these hold opportunities for reducing pesticide use (Royal Society 2009).
More knowledge is perhaps needed, although moratoria in GM research may inhibit
innovation (Interviews CPa, DC). It is notable that, despite its clear links to biodiversity,
the discourse on GM takes place principally within the context of climate change and
food security.
Farming has shaped the UK countryside, which serves multiple functions beyond food
production such as recreation and conservation (Foresight 2011). The intensity of
grazing (Farming UK 2012) and of pesticide usage both affect the landscape and
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biodiversity.
Interactions with other attributes
Biodiversity is a vital contributor to the productive capacity of the food chain, as well as
a direct source of food. Minimising adverse effects on biodiversity through
environmental pollution, including through and the poor management of waste and
unsustainable land use, relies on efficiency in resource use. Technological innovation may
be able to help secure food chains without denuding biodiversity, for example through
techniques such as GM and sustainable intensification; but these developments are highly
contested and may not necessarily facilitate much-needed cultural changes such as
embracing a sustainable diet and international policy-making which make governments
and corporations more fully responsible for enhancing biodiversity.
Differences between sectors/commodities
Sources single out the diary and meat industries as being where civil society and market
alliances are implementing practical measures to improve farm habitats (BRC 2012,
BRC 2012a, Arla 2012, Interview VH); attempts to institutionalize efficient water
resource use in manufacturing (FDF 2013a); and to broaden sustainable fish sourcing by
major retailers (Alder and Yates 2009, BRC 2012).

12

Resource use

Description
The food supply chain relies on a range of resources in order to produce and distribute
food. These include environmental resources, such as land, water, energy and
agricultural inputs, as well as economic resources such as capital and labour. This
description of resource use as a supply chain performance attribute will focus on the
environmental aspect. Most environmental resources are finite, including land and the
minerals extracted to produce fertilizer; while energy is predominantly gleaned from
finite fossil fuels. Combinations of resources are employed to achieve the functional
productive objectives of the food chain.
Justification of matrix position
Resource use appears in two spheres within the environmental dimension, namely the
public and the scientific spheres. In both cases, it is understood that the food chain needs
to focus specifically on three types of resource use efficiencies: energy, water and
waste. Such opinion is informed by data about the resource intensity of the food chain
(for example FDF 2012, Interview CPr, Swannell 2013). In particular concerns are
evident about how projected increases in global population will intensify the pressures
on finite environmental resources in the UK and elsewhere (Doward 2009, Spedding
2013, Royal Society 2009) as farming and distribution functions strive to increase
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output.
Levels of the system to which the attribute applies
Individuals receive advice from (for example, from articles and food companies) about
how they can reduce household resource use, by choosing energy efficient appliances
(Badasha 2012), cooking meals that take little cooking time to prepare (Butler 2013),
and by re-using waste water on the garden (FDF 2012).
At the national scale, food companies indicate efforts to reduce their resource
consumption, for example through the application of new technologies in efficient
refrigeration (Two Sisters, 2013, Alder and Yates 2009), through more efficient waste
management including the reduction and reuse of packaging (Arla 2012, Yeomans
2013, Sainsbury’s 2012) and developing strategic approaches with other chain
partners to reduce water usage and abstraction (BRC 2012a, FDF 2012). Such
environmental efficiencies are linked to commercial advantage because efficient
resource use will help companies save money (DEFRA 2010), in fact, “the sector is
striving to decouple economic growth from resource consumption by finding more
sustainable ways to grow” (BRC 2012).
Globally, concern is raised about the increase in demand for food from a growing
population. Particularly, the availability of suitable farm land per head of population is
shrinking “alarmingly” (Ambler-Edwards et al. 2009) and agricultural output growth has
fallen from 30% to 9% since the 1970s. Meanwhile, unless waste and dietary
expectations are addressed, between 70-100% more food output will be required to
feed global demand by 2050 (Ingrams et al. 2013).
Priority
Resource use appears as a performance attribute of great prominence in debates in the
UK and is consequently of the highest importance. The UK food chain must reduce the
levels of current dependence on fossil fuel energy, finite minerals and water to reduce
its exposure to future increases in resource price rises (Cabinet Office 2008, DEFRA
2013).
Differences between the four spheres
Public focus on resource has lately been dominated by the issue of domestic energy
prices. However, in relation to the food chain, much discussion has been on changing
practices to reduce household food waste (Swannell 2013) as a method for reducing
resource ineffiencies. In addition, broader debates about the resource requirements are
linked to population and dietary change, especially global competition for water, which
is being used faster than nature can replenish it (Spedding 2013). Repeated recent
experience of drought has occurred in some UK agricultural regions (Interview VH).
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A multitude of scientific sources reflect the urgency of the resource use debate,
indicating, in the main, the unsustainable nature of the current level of resource use by
the food industry. Specifically, demand for the most resource intensive foods needs to
be contained (Foresight 2009), and the geographical flow of resources between
dispersed regions is unsustainable (Kneafsey 2011) and the pressure on land raises
serious ethical problems (Marsden 2011).
Market actors are focused on practical measures to reduce their energy costs, including
the reduction of energy losses and coolant usage in refrigeration, technological
production efficiencies in manufacturing (Two Sisters 2013) especially in relation to
water (FDF 2012), or experimenting with longer lorries for more resource efficient road
transport (BRC 2012).
Finally, policy sources reflect interest in how the UK industry can improve its resource use
performance as a commercial objective (Cabinet Office 2008, DEFRA 2010, DEFRA
2013). The UK will need to play its part in contributing to food demand increases but
cannot expect to do so within current patterns of resource use and wastage.
Differences between the five dimensions
While some UK food retailers have become domestic energy providers in their own
right (BRC 2012), n new model of enterprise is advocated, involving strategic
collaboration along the supply chain (BRC 2012a). In addition, a closer relationship with
consumers is envisaged, many of whom need encouragement to change their purchasing
and eating habits (Alder and Yates 2009). Some parts of industry accept that a growth
model less dependent on the availability of cheap environmental resources is needed.
Such proposals may falter, if “well-established food interests [that] have viewed
sustainable development as potentially threatening” (SDC 2011), and although many
UK companies try to reduce their energy usage, the sourcing of renewable energy is still
not widespread.
Social discourses are very similar, in that they are played out within social responses to
the market: energy use and household waste must be reduced, but consumers need
extra help to introduce changes in food preparation. Food labels remain a key method
for communicating sustainable resource use, although, as the case of organic airfreight
shows, consumers may feel confused about the messages, which themselves may be
debatable (Morgan 2010).
Environmental discussions are principally linked to the levels of resource availability per
se (such as land), the proportional use of resources in the UK (Ambler-Edwards et al.
2009), the relative levels of resource use by sector (Booths 2012 Interview CPr), or the
need to develop targets for resource use limitations (Interview VH) and how to monitor
them (Lucas 2013, Sainsbury’s 2012, Yeomans 2013). The level of water usage in the
UK food chain is particularly singled out, representing 70% of the nation’s industrial
water footprint.
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Environmental debates also raise ethical and philosophical issues. Linear perspectives of
the chain assume that stocks of environmental resources are used to produce food and
that waste is discarded. However, resources are iniquitously distributed, which is an
indication of a dysfunctional food system (Interview TC, Spedding 2013). Land is
particularly ethically sensitive: arguments for sustainable intensification concentrate on
land use to produce the most commercially productive crops, not necessarily what is most
resilient, or which underpin agricultural diversity (Garnett 2011). Repositories of
ecological resources, such as the oceans and forests are “common goods that need to be
governed well and their use needs to be negotiated” (Interview KD). Meanwhile, moves
to replace oil-based fuels with bioethanol raise ethical debates about the availability
of food crops when hunger remains wide-spread (Ambler-Edwards et al. 2009).
Health discussions are limited and appear indirectly, in relation to the need for dietary
change among UK consumers. Eating habits can affect the risk of national food
insecurity, and exposures to resource price increases (Cabinet Office 2008).
Differences between global and local chains
Global concerns appear as ethical debates about land grabs (Garnett 2011, Interview
VH, Ambler-Edwards et al. 2009) and related to the challenge of sustaining agricultural
output at levels which match projections in population growth (Royal Society 2009).
Studies of food logistics expose inefficiencies in transport resource use. Some companies
have strategically located distribution depots close to motorway nodes, in order to
reduce food miles (Booths 2012). However, the discussion about minimizing distribution
distances continues to be difficult within a resource use context. For example, the food
industries in the UK and other western national food industries use proportionately more
oil that less developed nations for production, fertilizer manufacture, processing and
freight. Importing foods from countries which use less water and fossil fuels (for example
for heating glasshouses (Booths 2012)) remains a hot topic of debate (Morgan 2010).
Yet local food may offer a “framework for thinking about resource efficiency”
(Swannell 2013).
A way to synthesize global-local debates is to consider the extent to which scale helps
to increase resource use efficiency by closing waste and nutrient cycles; and what
governance structures are needed to support this.
Discourse coalitions and alternative framings
Clearly, then, resource use is related to efficiency in a variety of levels. Sustainable
intensification remains a key vision for producing more food without a creating a
greater call on environmental resources (Royal Society 2009, Ambler-Edwards et al.
2009, DEFRA 2013, Kirwan and Maye 2013). This could include high levels of
technological innovation, especially in livestock systems.
A clear alternative is represented via consumption changes which particularly include a
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reduction in meat consumption and household food waste (Interviews KD, VH, AmblerEdwards et al. 2009).
Dilemmas and contradictions
Much policy and scientific attention at the global level is given to how to better
integrate more of the world’s low-resource-use smallholders into industrial food chains
(Foresight 2009, Royal Society 2009, Ambler-Edwards et al. 2009.) Yet, technological
developments designed to increase resource efficiencies may prove inaccessible to
smallholders, or may not change the predominant structures of food industries (SDC
2011, Interview AT), as discussions on GM technology and biofuels reveal.

Interactions with other attributes
Improvements in resource efficiency and reductions in waste can help food companies
reduce their costs, and contribute to a national food chain less exposed to resource
price increases. Debates about food miles have begun to be reframed in this context.
Strategic approaches to water use, especially abstraction, can benefit biodiversity.
Moves towards articulating and adopting a more sustainable diet must accompany
technological innovations in food chain operations and in household appliance energy
efficiency. Sustainable intensification, especially GM technology, and changes in livestock
management may be needed if food output levels are to rise without further call on
finite environmental resources. However, the fairness and equity of these ideas are
questioned, especially in relation to land use governance.
Differences between sectors/commodities
Water and energy use is identified as being particularly high in food processing and
manufacturing, while the fuel needs of food logistics and farming remain high. Biofuel is
a controversial technology which reduces fossil fuel reliance. Retailing has made
significant steps in reducing packaging waste and refrigeration energy and coolant use,
not least in the light of increasing costs of raw materials, waste disposal and energy.
Meat (including pork) and dairy are especially associated with embedded water
(Interview CPr, Booth’s 2012, Foresight 2009, Ambler-Edwards et al. 2009), global
deforestation (Interview VH) and local landuse conservation (LUC 2011). The fruit and
vegetable sector also has high levels of water requirements, although the heating
requirements of UK glasshouse production remain a significant environmental and
economic cost of extending domestic seasons.
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13

Food miles

Scientific sphere (2) – Food miles
Description
Food miles is a well-established concept that is usually understood as a measure of the
distance between the point of production and the point of consumption of food. It is most
closely associated with environmental performance, the assumption being that fewer
food miles equate to better performance on the basis of lower requirements of
transport fuel.
Justification of matrix position
Although food miles have been critically examined over the past decade, and found to
be simplistic conveyors of environmental performance in the food chain, scientific
examinations of the concept continue. This is partly because the revival of interest in
local food has emerged within food security discussions (McMillan and Dowler 2012,
Kirwan and Maye 2013), and partly because the contexts of food transport methods
have been more precisely analysed, leading to a more detailed understanding of the
contribution of food transport to perceptions of sustainability.
Levels of the system to which the attribute applies
Interest in food miles appears within three levels. Firstly, many consumers are motivated
by local food and shorter supply chains and perceive food miles as an indicator of
these. However, in many cases, consumers’ stated interest in buying food that has not
been transported far does not match their purchasing habits; and sometimes there are
cultural and political reasons behind purchasing foods from one country over another
(Kemp et al. 2010).
Secondly, food companies use local sourcing as one way to reduce food miles and,
thereby, carbon emissions linked to certain products, especially fresh, in-season and
locally available meat or dairy products.
Thirdly, food miles are a subject of interest in global food chain discourse. Here
arguments are made that food miles can distract from debates about the shape of a
sustainable and socially just food chain, or that the details rather than the distance of
food transport need closer scrutiny.
Priority
Food miles are a relatively low priority in terms of measuring supply chain performance.
This is partly because the concept has captured the interest of many parties, which, in
turn, has led to the detailed scrutiny of food miles from several perspectives. Originally
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used as an indicator of environmental performance, studies of food miles have
suggested that the contexts of food distribution are more important that the distance
travelled. For example long-distance freight shipping may cause lower carbon emissions
per unit of food transported than shorter road transport routes (Howard and Winter
2011).
Differences between the four spheres
The public also seem enthusiastic about food miles, for different reasons. Many shoppers
privilege local food, despite its higher price, as a mark of quality, or an act of
solidarity with UK producers (IGD 2012). Repeatedly stung by food chain scandals that
resulted from convoluted, opaque chains with uncertain attention to animal welfare,
consumers are inherently suspicious of chain complexity and consider short and direct
supply chains to be more trustworthy and transparent (Interview BH, Swannell 2013).
The scientific sphere critically scrutinizes food miles, drawing conclusions that suggest the
contexts of food transport as more important as the distance between producer or
consumer. Debates about food miles have been reframed as part of the discourses on
social innovation and food security (Kirwan and Maye 2013, McMillan and Dowler
2012). Despite their limitations, food miles remain a powerful polemical tool in
sustainability debates (Howard and Winter 2011, Sumberg 2009, Coley et al. 2009).
The market has embraced local sourcing as a way to reduce waste, CO2 emissions and
transport inefficiencies (Booth’s 2012, Premier Foods 2012, Alder & Yates 2009), and
has introduced new low-emissions technologies while trialing longer lorries (BRC 2012).
Policy makers have largely abandoned food miles, regarding them as too simplistic a
proxy for environmental performance (Kemp et al. 2010).
Differences between the five dimensions
Food miles appear in the economic dimension as an articulation of the vibrant
commercial opportunity presented by local food, and as a symbol of quality and
trustworthiness (IGD 2012). Demand for local food is, if anything, unsatisfied in the UK,
potentially creating more food miles. However, it is not clear what scale is imagined by
local within the market, and several appearances of local sourcing as a measure of
environmental performance really apply generally to all British, or Scottish, foods
(Premier Foods 2012, Sainsbury’s 2012, Leat et al. 2011). Increased proportions of UK
sourcing in major supermarkets of seasonal, fresh produce (Alder and Yates 2009) have
not yet diminished the UK’s generation of the food miles needed for imports of over half
the country’s vegetable needs and nine-tenths of the fruit consumed (Kemp 2010).
Socially, consumer enthusiasm for minimising food miles signals a dedication to the
particularities of place and a willingness to innovate with new enterprise and
consumption models that exploit seasonality (Clarke et al 2008, Howard and Winter
2011). However, some commentators feel that over-attention on food miles risks
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positioning transport at the centre of debates that should cover more pressing
environmental and social challenges (Garnett 2011, Howard and Winter 2011) and
policy makers doubt that a growing planet can be adequately fed without extensive
international trade.
The environmental credentials of food miles have been critiqued, not least by refocusing
environmental performance on carbon emissions, which has shifted attention away from
production factors to distribution and consumption patterns (Coley et al. 2009).
Similarly, speed of delivery, rather than necessarily the distance from farm to consumer,
affects the nutritional qualities of foods, or their freshness.
Interest in food miles can however, illustrate the desire for a short, transparent food
chain (Jackson 2009), as an alternative to the untrustworthy and complex global chain,
and one over which closer controls of labour and animal welfare standards seem
possible (Morgan 2010).
Differences between global and local supply chains
Global and local distinctions are played out in the comparisons of the contexts under
which food miles are judged. For example, because road transport in the country of
origin influences a high proportion of GHG emissions, some foods will create fewer
emissions if they are imported in bulk by air or by sea (Howard and Winter 2011). This
has been the case when comparing the CO2 emissions linked to imports of onions,
apples and lamb from New Zealand with domestically produced equivalents.
Discourse coalitions and alternative framings
Efforts to realize low food miles are evident in increased local sourcing by supermarkets
and processors, despite the arguable scientific validity of food miles as an indicator of
environmental or ethical performance. Food miles are essentially a symbolic
performance attribute, representing visions of an efficient, trustworthy and
localized/national food distribution system. For example:
“Why would it be cheaper to source something from long supply chains rather than
here in the UK? Well probably because something else is being
compromised…when you are importing stuff from far flung parts of the world”
(Interview DC)
Alternative framings suggest that food miles can be a distraction, and that a better goal
should be a sustainable food chain (Sumberg 2009, Interview CPa, Edward-Jones et al.
2008). Furthermore, suggestions that low food miles and local sourcing can be
supported through trade tariffs are regarded as protectionist by some scholars and
global economic development organisations (Kemp et al. 2010, Interview AT).
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Dilemmas and contradictions
The argument that locally-sourced food is greener but potentially unfair, especially if it
is uncompetitive in relation to imports from economically developing countries, has been
an on-going dilemma for those advocating a food system of fewer food miles. In
reality, a hybrid food system which benefits from sustainable local and global sourcing
needs to be politically constructed (Morgan 2010). The signs of this happening are
contested, with retailers and other food market actors indicating, on the one hand, the
continuing market potential of local food and its contribution to a range of CSR targets,
and, on the other hand, the entrenched, neo-liberal, growth-based strategy of global
food corporations (Marsden 2011, Interview TC).
Interactions with other attributes
Food miles are closely associated with efficiency in fuel use and CO2 emissions linked to
food transport. Embracing limitations in food miles has become one strategy for framing
emissions reductions by many of leading UK food companies and remain a popular and
accessible concept for a growing segment of consumers. While seeking greater
connectivity with food producers, pro-local consumers also feel that a simpler and
shorter food chain is inherently more trustworthy and transparent.
Differences between sectors/commodities
Wine presents the case of a commodity with necessarily high food miles per unit if
transported by road. By contrast, the bulkiness and local availability of liquid milk
makes it an expensive and polluting product to transport very far (Booth’s 2012). The
20,000 miles that a Russian cod may travels to each processing stage before it is
consumed in the UK, seems to exemplify an inefficient and potentially unsafe food chain
(Lucas 2012a).
Supermarkets have made efforts to expand their ranges of fresh, in-season products as
a contribution towards lowering carbon emissions. ‘Fruit is […] low carbon per £ due to
the predominance of seasonally grown produce that is either local or shipped’.
Furthermore, the ‘stretching [of] the UK asparagus season, [has reduced] the need for air
freight from Peru’ (Booth’s 2012).

14

Efficiency

Description
Efficiency can be understood as a relative, measurable, quantitative ratio between
inputs and outputs. Inputs may include economic and environmental assets such as labour
or raw materials. Relative efficiency is achieved when the amount of inputs or effort can
be minimized in relation to the quantity of output. A key way to achieve efficiency in this
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respect is to minimize wastefulness.
Justification of matrix position
Efficiency is an important target for food companies, because its attainment may be an
important contribution to reducing costs and increasing competitiveness. However, in the
UK food chain, efficiency is increasingly understood as an environmental performance,
not simply a measure of the ratio between economic cost and profit. This is because
environmental inputs including water, energy and fertilizers are becoming more
expensive, partly through increased scarcity, and UK food chain businesses need to
protect themselves against uncontrollable external economic factors. As such, it is vital
that resources are used as efficiently as possible and that waste is minimized.
Levels of the system to which the attribute applies
Sources predominantly present efficiency within the level of the national food chain,
especially as it relates to individual firms or sectors, and at the global level. These two
levels present interesting contrasts. Within the former, improvements in resource
efficiency are indicated as being in progress and advancing operational improvements.
Examples include the adoption of low-emission or longer lorries creating an efficiency
saving in fuel consumption/CO2 output per food unit mile (BRC 2012), or the
development of producer groups and knowledge hubs to most efficiently spread good
practice and add value in agriculture (DEFRA 2012, LUC 2011).
In contrast, global level commentaries suggest that the farm sector could benefit from a
degree of consolidation (House of Commons 2013), that efficiency metrics need to be
redefined (SDC 2011, Sumberg 2009) and that some global chain practices are
structurally inefficient in their use of both environmental and economic resources
(Interview CPa, Home 2013).
Priority
Efficiency is a high priority, particularly because of the strength of commercial
arguments in favour of cutting costs and waste (Pring 2013). Policy opinion prioritises
efficiency as a route towards competitive distinctiveness, economic performance and
domestic resilience in a global market where energy prices are rising and access to
water, land and mineral resources is becoming stressed (Royal Society 2009, Interview
TC).
Differences between the four spheres
Efficiency plays a limited role in the public sphere, being a priority in the policy and
market spheres, although there is a perception that the adoption of best practice and
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more efficient knowledge exchange can benefit not just individual farmers but also “the
general good” (Defra 2012). Thus, the focus of the policy sphere is directed at
improvements in national efficiency performance as a whole.
Scientific insights are limited to warning against profligacy and inefficiency in the chain,
and offer analyses of supply chain collaboration to minimize this (Salva et al. 2011,
Mena et al. 2011, Smith 2008, Jackson 2006).
Market commentaries list a range of achievements by supply chain actors to reduce
inefficiency and to save money. These especially include using fruit and vegetable
grade-outs in processing, and feeding vegetable by-products to cattle. Retailers use
their market position to advocate closer and long-term collaborations with suppliers,
who are encouraged to integrate efficiency performance with retailer operations, and
to share experiences via the membership of producer groups (BRC 2012a, LUC 2011).
Similarly, manufacturers are encouraged to support changes in consumer practice
towards resource efficiency, for example through the use of energy efficient appliances
and by reusing waste water from household tasks such as washing vegetables (FDF
2012).
Differences between the five dimensions
Resource efficiencies are easy to justify commercially (Pring 2013) and minimizing waste
can reduce operational costs. Collaborative working can diffuse the cost of investment in
new technologies for farmers and manufacturers and lead to greater yields and outputs
(Defra 2012).
Social or health perspectives do not appear explicitly. Environmental insights, as
suggested, concentrate on the promotion of resource use efficiency. In addition, some
commentators argue for more strategic consideration to be given to where agriculture is
located, reflecting that some areas are likely to be more productive than others
(Interviews KD, CPa). The colocation of specialist farms it could also prove efficient
where they can share equipment, labour and input needs and distribution functions
(DEFRA 2012).
Ethical views on efficiency appear in relation to the inherent inefficiency of producing
meat, which contains high levels of embedded water, and within arguments against
redirecting grain production into the production of animal protein (Booth’s 2012,
Interviews VH, KD).
Differences between global and local food chains
Local sourcing of certain foods (especially liquid milk) are highlighted in market sources
as a valuable contribution to reducing food miles and thus increasing fuel efficiency
(Booth’s 2012). However, aspects of local sourcing remain a challenge, such as efficient
carcass utilization (Spackman 2013), while the potential for the small-scale multiplication
of sourcing, distribution and processing by individual local businesses can make local
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food systems appear inefficient (Interviews KD, VH).
Inefficiencies also exist in the global chain, exemplified in the wasteful but common
practice of packing material trucks and produce supply trucks passing each other
(Interview CPa).

Discourse coalitions and alternative framings
On the one hand, supply chain collaborations, the introduction and sharing of
knowledge about resource use efficiencies and progress towards internalisating social
and environmental costs associated with the food chain are forms of economic and
environmental efficiency towards which the food chain is progressing (for example
Krushwitz 2013).
Alternatively, the practice of chasing short-term profits and protecting existing power
dynamics in the global chain must be thoroughly reformed and concepts of efficiency
need to be redefined to take environmental externalities and well-being into greater
account (SDC 2011, Home 2013).
In short, efficiency frames include scientific-technical resource challenges linked to closer
industrial collaboration; or structural and socio-political challenges, which refinements in
isolated aspects of the bio-economy cannot adequately improve (Marsden 2011).
Dilemmas and contradictions
Efficiency is a performance attribute upon which many food chain actors agree, not
least because it is in the interest of all to reverse the profligacy with which
environmental resources have been consumed (SDC 2011). A key question, however,
remains: what relative priority should be given to productive efficiency within debates
about and sustainability, given the need to improve well-being, social justice and secure
ecological functions (Sumberg 2009, Ambler-Edwards et al. 2009)?
Interactions with other attributes
Efficiencies in the food industry can be secured through the reduction of waste and more
strategic and judicious resource use. Achieving this can help UK food companies remain
competitive and resilient, given the likely increases in raw materials such as minerals,
commodities and energy. One way to improve agricultural efficiency is through
technological innovation. The objective of increased outputs without the need for
additional inputs is the goal of sustainable intensification.
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Differences between sectors/commodities
Inefficiency is especially singled out as an inherent and unavoidable factor of the meat
chain (Interview VH, KD, Booths’s 2012) and within retailer practices for sourcing
packaging (Interview CPa). Retailers also face challenges in energy efficiency,
especially in relation to in-store refrigeration (Alder and Yates 2009, while sectorally
organized farmers can benefit from improved knowledge exchange (Jackson 2006,
DEFRA 2012).

15

Sustainable
intensification

Description
Sustainable intensification is a relatively new term which, put simply, articulates the
challenge of increasing agricultural productivity with minimal, or rather, reduced
environmental impact. The intensification of agricultural productivity has been
unsustainable in the past and created a range of negative environmental outcomes,
including pollution from agricultural run-offs, a decline in habitats and biodiversity, and
a move towards monoculture. Sustainable intensification thus aims to optimize
agricultural output (produce more food) within the ecological limits of the planet.
Justification of matrix position
Sustainable intensification is a prominent pre-occupation of the policy sphere in the UK
and illustrates the acceptance and promotion by policy makers of scientifictechnological solutions to global food supply chain challenges. Sustainable intensification
is also a cross-cutting policy theme, linked to national food chain competitiveness,
affordability, international aid, food security, resilience and climate change.
Levels of the system to which the attribute applies
Much of the emphasis at the global level of the debates around sustainable
intensification, relate, firstly, to predicted increases in global population (Royal Society
2009) and, secondly, the damaging effects on agricultural productivity of climate
change (House of Commons 2013). While both factors suggest the need for increases in
food production, a key contribution of the UK is to participate in international
partnerships and initiatives which stimulate advances in knowledge and practice of
sustainable intensification. The EU innovation partnership on agriculture is one example
of this (DEFRA 2012).
Domestically, similar initiatives with such as the Green Food Project aim to stimulate
supply chain sustainability “alongside increasing production” (DEFRA FCEP 2013), and
to better understand how to achieve sustainable intensification in practice.
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Priority
Sustainable intensification appears as a major priority within the policy sphere and,
when framed as an issue of reconciling the minimization of resource use with
competitiveness, also for the market. But it is particularly in the development of crossnational partnerships and agreements which expand sustainable agricultural
productivity that this attribute should be understood. This intrinsically global perspective
heralds a shift in UK food chain policy, from a neo-liberal stance of relying on national
wealth to secure UK supply via the commodity markets, to one of supporting the
development of British expertise in sustainable intensification which can be competitively
promoted. At home, a greater degree of domestic self-reliance is advocated (Cabinet
Office 2008, Royal Society 2009, DEFRA 2012).
Differences between the four spheres
Public commentaries reflect further, often ethical concerns, such as the effect of
sustainable intensification on the poorest citizens (Interview VH), how sustainability,
productivity and affordability can be achieved simultaneously (Doward 2013), and the
need to consider animal welfare, consumption levels and food justice in discussions about
increasing food output (Interview KD, McMillan and Dowler 2012).
Scientists are interested in the challenges and controversies of sustainable intensification,
including the continuing ambivalence of the UK public towards GM (Foresight 2009) and
its likely effects on the rural economy.
Having outlined the emphasis in the policy sphere, market perspectives become evident
in the need to secure the efficiency and competitiveness of UK firms. Innovations such as
feeding vegetable by-products to cattle (BRC 2012a) or experimenting with vertical
livestock farms (Blacker 2013) potentially help food chain businesses increase the level
of agricultural output without additional call on natural resources, as well as reducing
dependence on imported feedstuffs. However, such practices are, currently, still
experimental rather than commonplace.
Differences between the five dimensions
Specific economic discussions appear infrequently in the discourse on sustainable
intensification. Instead commercial factors are usually high-level and abstract. For
example, new technologies such as GM and nano-technology may alter the relationship
between food producers and commercial interests, because farmers will need to
broaden their understanding of what the objectives of agriculture are (Foresight 2009).
This will affect food chain governance. Commercial interests may need to be
negotiated, because currently GM production focuses on the most productive commercial
crops, not necessarily those which underpin agricultural diversity (Garnett 2011).
Investment in innovation, however, remains a crucial economic objective for the UK
(DEFRA FCEP 2013).
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Similarly, social and health perspectives are limited to demographic and dietary issues
and questions relating to how the outcomes of sustainable intensification can be
understood in Britain, for example in terms of food safety, resilience and environmental
impacts (Ingram et al. 2013). Essentially, public knowledge of sustainable intensification
is limited to global population and environmental factors.
These latter include how intensification could shape the UK countryside. Greater intensity
in livestock farming may mean changes in the appearance and management of familiar
landscapes, either by increasing grazing density (Farming UK 2012) or by reducing it
(LUC 2011), for example by moving stock indoors to capture waste and nutrient flows.
Where land has marginal fertility, such as in uplands, new plantings of forests or
biofuels could optimize productivity of land use but are likely to displace extensive
grazing, which will need to be intensified elsewhere (Garnett 2011).
Ethical challenges related to GM and animal welfare have been outlined. In countries
importing to the UK, such as Brazil and Peru, sustainable intensification is proceeding
apace, with controversial effects linked to the displacement of local smallholder
populations (ibid., Interview VH).
Differences between global and local food chains
No clear global-local distinctions appear in the sources, principally because sustainable
intensification is framed in global terms, or in national responses to it. These have been
described.
Discourse coalitions and alternative framings
The dominant discourse is one of scientific-technological innovations which enable
agricultural output to be increased without contributing negative ecological impacts. In
addition, the discourse is collaborative in that it foresees the need for commercial food
chain sectors, policy arenas and international partners to share good practice and
negotiate food chain governance.
Thus, the thrust of the alternative position is oppositional, at least in respect of the
proposed scientific trajectory advocated for sustainable intensification. In essence,
alternative views posit that sustainable intensification is unlikely to alter unsustainable
consumption, while the complexities of technological innovations could further distract
from this challenge (Garnett 2011) and fail to capture public support (Foresight 2009).
Ethical consequences remain uncertain and questions appear about the relative priority
which should be given to productivity and efficiency of agriculture in relation to the
broader social dimensions of sustainability (Sumberg 2009).
Dilemmas and contradictions
The development of marketable British expertise in sustainable intensification contrasts
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with decades of under-investment in agricultural research and extension, and a
reduction in the number of farmers (Royal Society 2009, Stones 2013, Walmsley 2013).
Difficulties emerge also in the need to encourage multifunctional land use and
agricultural diversity, while global deforestation and monoculture advance, partly as a
direct response to sustainable intensification (Garnett 2011, Ambler-Edwards et al.
2009).
Interactions with other attributes
Sustainable intensification is most closely associated with environmental resource use,
which the concept seeks to minimize, not least with recourse to technological innovation.
Through efficiencies in reducing pollution and recycling nutrients, biodiversity could
benefit, while the nutritional qualities of foods could be modified to improve health and
tackle hunger. The global and ethical nature of the discourse requires a high degree of
collaboration and connectivity between producers and retailers and between different
arenas of policy across national boundaries. An intention of sustainable intensification is
to increase food outputs, which may increase affordability, and promote competitiveness,
if producer costs on inputs go down. GM technology and land use raise important
questions about fairness and equity, especially in relation to power relations in food chain
governance.
Differences between sectors/commodities
Sustainable intensification is most particularly associated with primary food production –
farming – due to the emphasis on increasing the outputs of food while attempting to
minimize and reduce the associated inputs needed.
The livestock sector appears in UK sources, in discussions about waste and resource
flows, in terms of the geography of grazing and stocking intensity, and in terms of the
potential effects of ‘land-saving’ indoor systems on animal welfare.

16

Transparency

Description
Transparency is a measure of the openness of food chain operations to independent
scrutiny, and the clarity and validity of the assurances used to convey this. The need for
transparency emerges at the points of supply chain interactions, for example between
supplier and retailer, or caterer and consumer, where certainty about product and
operational integrity is important. Some supply chains appear to be overly complex
which creates perceptions of opacity, which, in turn, undermine confidence in that chain.
Consumers, in particular, require high standards of openness from the food chain in
order to feel assured that the food they eat is safe and trustworthy.
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Justification of matrix position
The UK food chain has experienced a number of scandals over the last 30 years
(Interview VH) which have eroded consumer confidence and created a surge in interest
in the ways that food is produced and marketed. Horsemeat is the latest of these
(Blacker 2013, Quinn 2013). Generally, many food chains have become regarded as
so complex that it is no longer possible for consumers to clearly know “what they are
eating, or whether it is safe” (Lucas et al. 2013).
Levels of the system to which the attribute applies
While transparency is a measure of trustworthiness per se, this performance attribute is
particularly desirable at the point of transaction between parties at different levels. For
example, individual consumers can make use of labels – assurance schemes, dietary
guidelines and nutritional composition – to discern a certain levels of detail about the
production techniques (Alder and Yates 2009).
National retailers, manufacturers and caterers require assurances from their suppliers –
usually via the same schemes used by consumers – that chain activities further down the
line conform to legal, safety and environmental standards. Corporations may publish
their own policies on supply chain transparency in order to enhance brand reputation
(Spence and Bourlakis 2009, Quinn 2013, Arla 2012).
At the national and European state level, government agencies define and enforce
regulations (or promote voluntary procedures) relating to industry compliance to
standardized guidelines. These compel food chain actors to provide details of
independently verified audit trails of sourcing, processing and business operations
(DEFRA 2013, DEFRA 2012, DEFRA 2010, FSA 2011). National governments strive to
share research findings about food chain performance across departments (Cabinet
Office 2008) and exert influence on international institutions (House of Commons 2013).
Priority
Transparency is a very high priority; a lack of transparency in the relationships outlined
creates serious breakdowns in trust along the chain. A recent example of this in the UK
and across the EU was the case of horsemeat entering the beef chain. While consumer
health was never at risk, the scandal revealed the complexity of the global meat chain
and the weakness of the regulatory system. It caused embarrassment and sales losses to
major meat suppliers and grocery companies and angered consumers, especially
because cheaper meat products were most directly affected (Pring 2013, Quinn 2013,
Ford 2013).
Differences between the four spheres
Public concern is, for these reasons, very high. Industry journals, newspapers and
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campaign bodies concentrate on how trust in food chain safety can be secured and,
crucially, simplified (Blythman 2013, IGD 2011, Lucas et al. 2013).
Scientific views suggest that transparency needs to be strategically addressed across
whole-chain partnerships involving a broad range of stakeholders (Ambler-Edwards et
al. 2009). Essentially, supply chains are narrowly framed in linear, commercial ways;
they are better conceived of as circuits (Jackson et al. 2006) within which complexity,
transparency and regulation are more fully captured.
Market responses have been to indicate compliance with standards through which
industry actors and consumers are provided with messages about food qualities and
supply chain operations. The integrity of these schemes is enhanced by their external
verification (Two Sisters 2013, Premier Foods 2013, Arla 2013, Sainsbury’s 2012).
Policy views broaden transparency discussions with recourse to food security.
Technologies designed to increase food output and agricultural resilience, such as GM,
require new forms of food chain governance. It is vital that these are transparent and
reflect public values (Royal Society 2009).
Differences between the five dimensions
Economic considerations of transparency include the potential costs to supply chain
actors (and ultimately consumers) of assurance schemes. The economic and reputational
damage caused by food safety scandals linked to poor transparency are severe and
require immediate remedial action (Ford 2013, Quinn 2013, Pring 2013). In this
respect, CSR policies and public openness about corporate procedures can help restore
faith in individual firms or brands (Spence and Bourlakis 2009), especially if good
industry practice can be shared (Interview KD).
More than half the UK consumers have become much more interested in where their food
comes from, how it is produced and what its health implications are – 56%, up from
34% in 2011 (IGD 2011, Interview VH, Quinn 2013). Knowledgeable consumers can
make better-informed choices, although this means that the information they use to make
judgments must be trustworthy and consistent (Foresight 2009).
Published details of environmental performance, such as carbon footprints, water usage,
country of origin or sustainable sourcing are important technical indicators of
transparency that are likely to require external scrutiny and expertise (DEFRA 2013,
FDF 2012). However, regulatory burdens on companies have become onerous and need
interpretation or simplification (DEFRA 2010, Interview CPA). This leads to industry
questions about who should bear the responsibility for an open and trustworthy food
system, especially if qualitative and ethical innovations offer competitive advantages
(Spence and Bourlakis 2009, Smith 2008).
Differences between global and local chains
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The UK depends on food imports and food chain transparency must cover international
trade. This can causes problems because not all nations have the same regulatory or
operational frameworks, especially with regard to environmental and labour-force
reporting (Interview CPa). Where compulsory measures are absent, voluntary
agreements can be helpful, although in some cases (such as MSC fish and sustainable
palm oil), schemes are context dependent, or bureaucratic (Interview CPa, Lucas 2013).
There is a clear suggestion that global supply chains are, in general, far too complex,
difficult and expensive to regulate, and include procedures which consumers don’t fully
understand (Lucas et al. 2009, Jackson et al. 2009). Locally, government cuts may
affect the ability of councils to illuminate food practices within their jurisdiction, not least
in the meat and catering chains (Interview KD).
The development of closer consumer-producer relationships at the local community level
can provide tacit transparency requiring no administrative structures (Clarke et al.
2008, Interview BH, Sustain 2012). In such cases transparency rests on personal
involvement or investment in the food chain and trust.
Discourse coalitions and alternative framings
There is strong agreement across the spheres that the food chain must be more
transparent. Consumer confidence, ethical chain governance and food security are all at
stake. There is, however, disagreement about how transparency should be secured.
Labelling is one route; its strengths and weaknesses have been discussed above.
National regulations cannot adequately cover global chains. Corporate actors see
economic advantages in improving traceability, but face a balance between sharing of
good practice and stakeholder engagement against the commercial pressures created
by a weakening of UK food chain influence at the global level (Interview CPa).
Alternatives include much stronger regulation, linked to increased food prices (Interview
KD, Ambler-Edwards et al. 2009, DEFRA 2010, Sumberg 2009) and the development
to more activist and/or shorter, and thus more transparent, food chains (Sustain 2012,
Interview DC).
Dilemmas and contradictions
Despite efforts to use both legal criteria and voluntary quality assurances to reveal
supply chain operations to improve confidence in the food chain, transparency or
market or penetration of schemes is not always effective: “At the end, consumers don’t
have a clue what standards mean… standards are less than 10% of the market in the
UK…” (Interview CPa).
Regulation helps to develop standardized procedures to improve traceability, although
organizational changes have dispersed the over-arching responsibility previously
invested in the FSA across Whitehall (SDC 2011). The importance of government as a
key influence on food chain transparency remains, especially in relation to health, and
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clear communications about diet are required as a counter-balance against contrary
messages promulgated by corporate vested interests (Foresight 2009).
Interactions with other attributes
Transparency in the food chain is vital in order to provide consumers with confidence
that the food chain is trustworthy, and that the food they buy has been assured against
responsibility criteria that mean it is safe to eat. Labels help to provide some assurances,
for example, that labour relations conform to standards of equity and fairness, or that
production processes do not damage biodiversity. However, labels may give limited or
misunderstood details of the full picture, and where voluntary certifications and legal
regulations incur supply chain costs, it may mean that food systems transparency may
affect affordability.
Differences between sectors/commodities
Meat is most closely implicated because of the legacy of food chain problems
associated with the livestock sector, of which horsemeat is the latest incarnation. The
complexity of the extended chain for meat and fish processing (Lucas et al 2013), also
means that intermediate post-farm gate/pre-retail sections are regarded as the least
transparent. In some cases, industry guidelines are understood in sectors, rather than
across the chain, leading to confusion in labelling (Wilson et al. 2012). Examples of this
include labelling of salt and sodium, or of best before and use by dates.

17

Nutritional
quality

Description
Concepts of nutritional quality refer to extent to which the nutritional composition of
foods enhances health and well-being. Foods may be understood to be of low
nutritional quality if, as in the case of products containing high levels of fat, sugar or
salt, these contribute to ill-health, especially if they are consumed to excess, or in
disproportion to foods which underpin a healthy lifestyle, such as fruits, vegetables and
foods with high fibre content. The latter can be understood as having high nutritional
quality.
Justification of matrix position
Public opinion is concerned with nutritional qualities for a range of social and health
reasons. These include lifestyle considerations, such as aspiring to avoid being
overweight. Consumers also desire clarity in understanding the health implications of
foods which emerge from complex, industrial or contested food chains, some of which,
such as the meat chain, have been subject to contamination. Some types of food chain
are intrinsically associated with particular claims about high nutritional quality.
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Levels of the system to which the attribute applies
Nutritional quality is of interest almost exclusively at an individual consumer level.
Narratives are largely confined to illuminating the nutritional qualities of foods in
relation to personal consumption.
Priority
Nutritional quality is of moderate priority, despite the level of interest among public
commentators. This is because, firstly, the nutritional qualities of some foods may be
contested (BBC 2012), or, secondly, other attributes of supply chain performance have
lately overshadowed this attribute. While nutritional quality is a key component of
attaining a healthy diet, recent food chain scandals and the recession have combined to
crystallize public concern around, for example, trustworthiness and affordability.
Differences between the four spheres
The public sphere presents discussions about the nutritional merits of consuming foods
which are, for example, low in fat (Blythman 2013), or indicates concern that “threequarters of the salt we eat is already in the food we buy” (Briggs 2010).
Scientific interest outlines the technological challenges and opportunities in enhancing
nutritional qualities, for example, by indicating the preservative qualities of salt (Wilson
et al. 2012), or suggesting that nano- and GM technologies need further investigation
within the context of food security (Ingrams et al. 2013, Foresight 2009, DEFRA 2010,
House of Commons 2013).
The market presents corporate efforts by retailers and manufacturers to develop foods
where nutritional quality has been enhanced, for example by adjusting livestock
feeding regimes to reduce milk fat content (BRC 2012), and by reducing saturated fat
in margarine while retaining omega 3 levels (FDF 2013). Consumers can, it is argued,
better identify nutritional qualities of foods when retailers display EU-standardized
regulations when labelling of Guideline Daily Amounts (GDA) (ibid.)
Policy documents emphasise the need to improve consumer-facing nutritional information
(Cabinet Office 2008).
Differences between the five dimensions
Taxation of foods with poor nutritional qualities have been introduced in other EU
nations, including Denmark, Hungary and France. Voluntary measures, such as the Public
Health Responsibility Deal (DEFRA 2013) are preferred in Britain where state
interference in the consumer market is not attractive among policy-makers (FEC 2013).
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There is concern that lower income groups eat foods of relatively poorer nutritional food
intakes (SDC 2011) either because nutritionally dense foods are dearer, or because
they are less available on some locales (Interview AB). However, careful shopping and
food preparation can make a difference (Butler 2013).
There are few debates that directly link nutritional quality and the environment
(although see livestock ethics below), the main associations being with personal health.
Ethical considerations are aligned to the opportunities or barriers of countries
experiencing hunger to access a nutritious diet (DEFRA 2010, Royal Society 2009).
Differences between global and local chains
Some sources reflect and critique assumptions that local and UK organic foods have
inherently higher nutritional qualities (Interview BH, Edward-Jones et al. 2008). In the
case of organics, this may be linked to an ultimately reduced consumer exposure to
pesticides given their restricted application in organic farming (BBC 2012, Soil
Association 2012).
Global discussions are associated with how technological innovations and product
development can tailor nutritional qualities in foods to the economic and cultural
circumstances of different countries (Arla 2013, House of Commons 2013). There is
marked concern about the ethical credentials of meat chains as they expand to satisfy
the global nutritional transition (Interview VH).
Discourse coalitions and alternative framings
Coalitions emerge from policy and market discourses which seek to identify methods for
informing consumer choice about food ingredients, and around the potential for
technological innovations to improve the nutritional qualities of many processed foods.
Alternatives include the need to identify and promote a sustainable and healthy diet, as
well as restricting (through legislation and taxation, if necessary) the promotion of
unhealthy food.
Dilemmas and contradictions
Dilemmas relate mainly to the reliability of food labels as a way to inform individual
consumers about sometimes confusing, or contradictory, nutritional advice and marketing
messages (Sustain 2013, Blythman 2013).
Interactions with other attributes
Nutritional qualities of foods which enhance health and underpin confidence in food
chain responsibility are highly desirable. While the UK food system is able to offer and
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adequate range of choice options to make it possible to consume a nutritious diet,
cultural, economic and geographical circumstances may make this hard for some people.
While technological innovations have led to improved nutritional qualities in foods which
are usually high in salt, fat or sugar, such products face challenges linked to consumer
palatability, or suspicion, as in the case of GM (Sustain 2013).
Differences between sectors/commodities
The dairy sector is particularly identified with nutritional quality, because of the difficult
nutritional balance to be struck between fat/salt and protein/mineral contents of many
dairy products. In this respect, nutritional quality is a particular concern in the
manufacturing sector, but also in retailing where labelling plays a vital role in informing
consumers’ perceptions of the nutritional qualities of their food purchases.

18

Sustainable diet

Description
A sustainable diet is distinguished by its absence, particularly in ‘western’ societies,
including the UK. A consensus of opinion is discernable around suggestions that the
western diet is wasteful, and not adequately balanced across food groups, being
weighted too heavily towards meat and highly processed foods to be healthy. A
sustainable diet should, therefore, be far less wasteful and include a healthier balance
of fruit and vegetable consumption compared to meat and products high in fat and/or
sugar.
Justification of matrix position
Sustainable diet is a goal which occupies all spheres, however, the articulation of what
such as diet comprises, the compromises needed to achieve it and the consequences of
failing to, remains a pre-occupation of scientists. This interest is fuelled by patterns in
global economic development which is driving rapid dietary change in countries where
the citizens are beginning to eat more meat and processed foods. Nationally, the
health-related consequences of exactly such a diet are creating an economic and public
health crisis linked to obesity. As such, most UK scientific debate is found in documents
and discourses linked to national food policy.
Levels of the system to which the attribute applies
Sustainable diet usually appears in relation to two specific levels, namely the individual,
and the global levels.
Individual consumers and households are encouraged by policy and market actors to
change their behavior in terms of the food they buy and eat. Public health campaigns
such as 5-A-Day are attempts by the state, in collaboration with markets and civil
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society, to directly encourage an increase in fruit and vegetable consumption. Retailers
use loyalty card bonuses in similar ways to promote increased fish consumption, or have
begun to offer cosmetically imperfect but cheaper produce in an effort to reduce waste
and stimulate fresh fruit consumption (Sainbury’s 2013). A range of NGOs have tried to
articulate what a sustainable diet is and how consumers might, in practice, adopt one
(Interview VH, Sustain 2013).
At the global level discourse focuses on the nutritional transition. As some populous
countries experience rapid economic development, the diets of their citizens have moved
away from being based on traditional staples, such as tubers, roots and vegetables,
towards higher intakes of meat, dairy products and refined foods made with oils, sugars
and fats. As an example, China represents more than half the rise in meat demand in all
developing countries Ambler-Edwards et al. 2009). Health outcomes of the nutritional
transition include higher incidences of diet-related diseases associated with rising
affluence, such as obesity, CHD and acquired diabetes (ibid.), while western-style
consumption patterns, including the high levels of food waste, extend the food chain’s
environmental impacts beyond the natural capacity of the planet (SDC 2011).
Priority
The promotion and adoption of a sustainable diet is regarded as a high and urgent
priority. Although UK consumers have shown rising interest in striving for better
nutritional health, progress is not quick enough (SDC 2011). This can be explained by
adherence to entrenched dietary patterns which are established early in childhood
(DEFRA 2010); in other cases, food choices which contribute towards a sustainable diet
are locally unavailable (Interviews AB, CPr) or more expensive (SDC 2011) than foods
which are considered to contribute to unsustainable diets.
Differences between the four spheres
Public commentators reflect little doubt that dietary behavior change is urgently
needed, for example:
“The real problem is that [if] we embed our practices in models of consumption
that are not sustainable, then whatever we do with production will collapse
eventually” (Interview VH).
This presents a challenging prospect if sustainable consumption is “in danger of being
obscured” by strategic policy and scientific interest in production (DEFRA 2013, SDC
2011, McMillan and Dowler 2012, Garnett 2011, Royal Society 2009).
Market discourse reflects, more pragmatically, a desire to support consumers’ efforts to
negotiate their way towards a more sustainable diet – that is one which is healthy and
has a low-impact on the environment (especially in terms of carbon) – given the
technological advances and social norms of the moment, while allowing consumers to
retain their expectation of food availability and product choice (FDF 2013, FDF 2012,
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Sainsbury’s 2012, Booth’s 2012).
Differences between the five dimensions
Fiscal stimulus to supporting dietary change should not be ruled out, such as taxing
unhealthy foods (FEC 2013, Foresight 2009) or ensuring that minimum income levels
match the cost of a sustainable diet (SDC 2011). Retailers can also help make
sustainable diets more affordable (Cabinet Office 2008) by promoting fish, fruits and
vegetables, rather than processed goods (Sainsbury’s 2013).
Socially, people will need consistent and on-going help in understanding clear messages
about how their food purchases can underpin, rather than undermine sustainability
(DEFRA 2010). These messages include help in reducing meat consumption and paying
closer attention to the circumstances under which meat is produced (Interview VH).
The environmental consequences of failing to promote more sustainable diets in the UK
include inefficient finite resource use and food waste (Interview VH, Sustain 2012).
Globally, dietary patterns such as those enjoyed in the UK are linked to increases in
levels of carbon emissions (DEFRA 2010, Garnett 2011) and the need to cultivate more
land, more intensively (Ambler-Edwards et al. 2009, Royal Society 2009).
Ideally, people should re-balance their diet in favour of healthy eating with a lower
environmental impact. This means prioritizing the consumption of fruits and vegetables,
followed by grain products such as bread, pasta and rice and starchy foods including
potatoes. Milk and dairy contain vital proteins but also fats, while meat, fish and eggs
and non-meat proteins should be consumed less often than is currently the case.
Processed foods high in fat and sugar should constitute only minor proportions of a
healthy diet. This hierarchy of consumption has been articulated by the government as
the ‘Eatwell Plate’ and its promotion is to be widely encouraged among market actors
(IGD 2011).
Ethical commentaries on sustainable diet are linked, firstly, to how the combination of
healthy diets, high animal welfare and the ending of hunger can be achieved
simultaneously (DEFRA 2010) and, secondly, the extent to which people are
dispossessed of their land through coercion in order to increase agricultural output
(Interview VH).
Differences between global and local supply chains
Global emphases, as described, centre predominantly on the nutritional transition
towards increased demand for meat and processed foods (see Ambler-Edwards et al.
2009).
Locally, public health authorities and civil society groups have tried to implement
sustainable food and healthy eating initiatives linked to attaining a healthy diet
(interview CPr), particularly in target consumer groups, such as those on low incomes and
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school children (DEFRA 2010). Interest in introducing a national ‘Healthier Food Mark’
(Cabinet Office 2008) have been adapted to encourage food manufacturers and
retailers to simplify food labelling, reduce household and commercial food waste and to
improve the sustainability performance of the food chain (DEFRA 2012).
Discourse coalitions and alternative framings
Dominant discourse framings suggest that consumers need to be adequately informed
about the health and sustainability implications of their food purchases and consumption
habits (DEFRA 2010, 2012, 2013). Commercial actors can implement strategies to make
foods healthier and to reduce the environmental impact of their operations (FDF 2013,
Sainsbury’s 2012, IGD 2011).
There is consensus that a reduction in dietary meat intake characterizes a more
sustainable diet, and one which is likely to support reductions in GHG emissions (Garnett
2011), although debate is evident about the level of and methods for realizing such
reductions. For example, taxing unhealthy products, combined with more direct market
intervention, such as through public procurement of food, can be seen as state
interference in consumer choices (Interview VH, SDC 2011), about which the post-2010
Coalition is more cautious than its predecessor (DEFRA 2012, FEC 2013).

Dilemmas and contradictions
Poverty remains a difficult problem at home and abroad. Sustainable diets based on
low impact production, good animal welfare and a balanced diet can be more
expensive than an unsustainable alternative (Sumberg 2009, SDC 2011). While
consumers need information to help inform choices, they also need enough money
(McMillan and Dowler 2012, SDC 2011, FEC 2013).
British commitments to Millennium Development Goals are designed to reduce the
number of people suffering poverty and hunger, partly through aid (DEFRA 2010), but
also through investment in sustained economic development, which should not exacerbate
the impacts of the nutritional transition.
Successive governments have considered it unhelpful to intervene in consumer choices or
market mechanisms. However, without some willingness to define what a sustainable diet
is, aspects of commercial supply chain operation (especially advertising and marketing)
remain “incompatible with achieving a sustainable food system” (FEC 2013).
Interactions with other attributes
A sustainable diet is urgently desirable in order that environmental and public health
crises can be avoided. For example, the high levels of food waste represents staggering
inefficiency in resource use, while some imported meat may rely on production systems
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such as deforestation and population relocations which affect biodiversity and exhibit
debatable fairness and animal welfare. Current consumption patterns contribute
significantly to rising levels of obesity and other diet-related diseases Blythman 2013,
FDF 2013). Attaining a sustainable diet, however, requires changes in eating that
challenge entrenched expectations of choice options and affordability. Retailers and
caterers will need to balance their competitiveness against the need to take more
responsibility for nutritional qualities of the foods they promote.
Differences between sectors/commodities
A sustainable diet has implications for meat and fresh fruit and vegetable commodity
chains. Most commentators agree that, firstly, a reduction in the consumption of meat is
essential (Foresight 2009), both for health and environmental reasons. Simultaneously, a
higher intake of fruits and vegetables is suggested (SDC 2011). In particular, livestock
should be fed on pasture, or in the case of pigs, on waste, (Interviews KD, VH). This
would “change the dynamics of the protein supply chain, potentially using it more for
feeding people” (Interview VH). Despite consensus, agricultural subsidies are
predominantly directed at meat, and not at fruit and vegetable production sectors
(Interview TC).

18

Food safety

Description
Food safety is ensured by minimizing or removing the risk of food becoming
contaminated with pathogens, which, when consumed, prove detrimental or dangerous
to health. Food contamination is usually the result of negligence and can result from poor
food hygiene in cooking, eating food of poor quality, poor storage, eating food past its
shelf-life or which has become contaminated through its packaging or handling.
Justification of matrix position
Food safety is a key concern of the market because it is one of the bedrocks of
consumer confidence (Cabinet Office 2008, SDC 2011). If consumers feel uncertain
about the safety of the food they eat, it will have a catastrophic economic effect on the
food chain.
Levels of the system to which the attribute applies
Food safety is a concern, firstly, for individuals and households. People must be fully
informed about how they can make purchasing decisions, store, handle, cook and eat
foods in ways which does not threaten their health. Consumers can take a range of
measures which help them understand and respond to food safety risks and thereby
minimize the likelihood of contracting food-borne diseases (FSA 2011, Sustain 2012).
These could include keeping food preparation surfaces clean, for example, and
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attending to food label guidance.
At the food industry level, technical interventions help food chain businesses minimize
food safety risks. These include internal good practice, such as period whole chain
audits (Premier Foods 2013) carried out by external specialists, as well as the
implementation of HACCP plans, ISO 22000 certifications, traceability controls (Arla
2013) and the employment of food safety specialists who can manage food allergen
safety and promote consumer awareness.
Nationally, specialist agencies of the state include the Food Standards Agency, which
works to protects consumer safety within the food chain, and is a national partner in the
Rapid Alert System, which is designed to communicate food safety incidents immediately
within the EU. At the local level, councils are responsible for implementing food safety
regulations through trading standards and environmental health services.
Priority
Food safety is of maximum priority in the market sphere, because of the very serious
economic and health risks which food safety lapses represent. A number of food safety
scandals have occurred in the UK in the past three decades, although BSE was perhaps
the most serious in terms of food safety. As well as exposing the terrifying transference
of BSE in cattle to CJD in humans, the crisis was a turning point which fundamentally
undermined consumer confidence in the food chain at the time (SDC 2011).
Despite the high priority of food safety as a food chain concern, thousands of people
are hospitalized due to food-borne illnesses, and in 2009 there were 500 deaths. The
economic cost of food-borne illness in that year was £1.9bn (Sustain 2013).
Differences between the four spheres
The public sphere suggests practical measures for consumers, such as buying organic
foods (Sustain 2012) which reduce exposure to some pesticides (BBC 2012), but also
lobbying of local councils to protect funding for food safety services (Sustain 2012,
Interview KD). Incidences of bad practice are recounted, such as the now banned
prophylactic use of antibiotics in poultry farming, which caused antibiotic resistance
among poultry chicken workers (Interview BH). Finally, some public concern raises the
apparently continuing incidence of food safety scares, in spite of regulations, voluntary
industry measures and consumer-focused information strategies (Quinn et al. 2013).
Scientific debates are less prominent, also emphasizing the dynamism of the food chain
and the need to be able to detect and prevent contamination by pathogens, including
those not yet encountered (Ingram et al. 2013) and the food safety implications of a
global increase in demand for meat (Ambler-Edwards et al. 2009).
Market actors attempt to reflect their close attention to food assurance to consumers
through labels, CSR statements and strategy documents (for example FDF 2013). The
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industry is also an essential partner in government-led food safety and health initiatives
which seek to identify and address the highest risk food hazards across the chain
(Cabinet Office 2008, FSA 2012).
Policy discourse equates food safety with supply chain food security and regards food
safety as the principal basis of consumer confidence in the chain (Cabinet office 2008).
The particular dynamism and innovation of the food chain justifies vigilance and
stringent regulation (Wilson et al 2012, SDC 2011)
Differences between the five dimensions
The result of ingesting contaminated food creates economic impacts in terms of lost
earnings and in the costs of treatment. The operational costs of implementing food
safety practices may be substantial and agencies seek to support businesses introduce
such measures (FSA 2012). Some firms make a virtue of this by operating their own
commercial food safety services which offer safety testing (Premier Foods 2012).
Food safety is a major UK public health concern, with food-borne illness causing
substantial temporary suffering, and in some cases death. Many such incidences are
preventable through better hygiene practices in factories and households (FSA 2012).
Targets for food safety programmes include reductions in listeriosis and campylobacter,
which are among the most virulent food-borne pathogens (ibid.).
Claims are made that processed foods can constitute proportionately higher food safety
risks than fresh foods, because the complexity of the food chain and the quality of the
ingredients are harder to control. Indeed, there is ‘a lack of clarity amongst ingredient
manufacturers around the need to conduct shelf-life and/or microbial challenge trials to
determine the safety and stability of new product formulations” (Wilson et al 2012).
There are, therefore, ethical and social implications of marketing junk foods to children,
a practice which campaigners feel should be restricted (Sustain 2013).
Differences between local and global supply chains
The food safety discourse is predominantly a national one, focusing on the importance
of managing food chain contamination by instituting risk management. Part of this
includes raising consumer awareness of risks inside the home and when dining out (FSA
2012, Cabinet Office 2008).
Global food chains are implicated as constituting higher risks of food chain
contamination because traceability may be more complex, food may be imported from
countries with different food safety standards to those in the UK (Interview DC), and
because the implementation of regulations may not always work.
The recent growth in local sourcing in supermarkets has led to the development of the
Safe and Local Supplier Approval accreditation, which is an industry-led non-profit
food safety assurance scheme, set up by the FSA, NFU, BRC and the British Hospitality
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Association.
Discourse coalitions and alternative framings
The main discourse framing is that vigilance is required by all parties – regulators, food
chain firms and consumers – and that whole chain procedures need to be implemented.
Furthermore, food safety assurance needs to be standardized and clear.
Other framings are equally precautionary, though with a slightly different emphasis.
They include consumer advice to avoid highly processed foods, or to eat organic
products that could reduce exposure to contaminant. However, even such suggestions
also include encouragements to consumers to be aware of basic food hygiene practices
(Sustain 2013).
Dilemmas and contradictions
Particular attention is given to attempts to balance food safety and public health
concerns in relation to salt. For example, “growth of lactic acid bacteria, as well as [the
prevention of] undesirable microbial growth” (Wilson et al 2012) are among the
valuable functions of salt in cheese. Therefore, careful attention to the potential loss of
these functions must be paid when salt substitution is advocated as a public health
intervention (Ingram et al. 2013). Similarly, the potential expense of food safety
assurance needs to be considered in terms of its impact on affordability (Interview CPr,
FDF 2013).
Another dilemma relates to the effectiveness of policing regulations. The Rapid Alert
System proved wholly inadequate during the horsemeat scandal (Quinn et al . 2013),
which happily had no direct food safety impacts. Meanwhile, there is a lack of industrywide guidelines, especially related to interpreting the food safety aspects of shelf-life
labels (Wilson et al. 2009).
Interactions with other attributes
Food safety is a key health concern for the chain, upon which its trustworthiness hinges.
Traceability and other assurance measures, labels, consumer advice, as well as
specialized technological innovations in microbiological testing can help make food chain
safety procedures more transparent. However, despite these measures, the reliability of
the food chain is not to be taken for granted, as the persistence of food safety scandals
proves. Efforts to encourage healthy and sustainable diets need to consider food safety
concerns if novel ingredients are involved as substitutes for salt, fat and sugar.
Differences between sectors/commodities
The manufacturing and the meat chains are especially highlighted by food safety
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concerns, not least because the potential for spoilage, the complexity of the chain, and
because the specialization of processing functions is geographically dispersed (Quinn et
al. 2013). Furthermore, campylobacter is predominantly a problem within the chicken
industry (FSA 2012). Because of this, however, advice and safety measures linked to
meat may be emphasized at the expense of other products including puddings and
canned fish (Wilson et al 2012).

19

Obesity

Description
Obesity is experienced by someone who is very overweight and with a high degree of
body fat. Obesity can be assessed clinically by measuring Body Mass Index (BMI),
which is calculated by multiplying a person’s weight in kilogrammes by their height in
metres squared. A BMI of over 30 signifies obesity. Thus, obesity can be understood as
the result of an unbalanced diet of foods which contribute to excessive body fat.
Justification of matrix position
Obesity is a key health policy concern in the UK. About one-fifth of the national
population is obese, and the annual social, economic and health costs associated with
obesity is currently £16bn. Estimates suggest both figures will rise, to 50% of the
population and £50bn a year, if current trends continue (FDF 2013). This is untenable,
especially as obesity is directly (though not exclusively) attributable to diet.
Levels of the system to which the attribute applies
Obesity features predominantly in national and global perspectives, even though it
affects individuals, because of the collective public health significance obesity carries.
Furthermore, the agri-food industry is implicated in contributing to causing it.
Nationally, a key challenge is to induce people to change their dietary patterns. If
diets matched official nutritional guidelines up to 70,000 lives could be saved a year in
the UK (FDF 2013).
At the global level, economic growth and urbanisation in hitherto developing countries is
creating a ‘nutrition transition’ (Ambler-Edwards et al. 2009). Increasing affluence is
associated with a move away from traditional, vegetable-based diets, towards a
western diet distinguished by higher intakes of meat and dairy products and refined or
processed foods rich in oils, fats and sugars. It is the expansion of this sort of diet which
led the UK Chief Medical Officer to warn of an ‘obesity time-bomb’ (SDC 2011).
Priority
Addressing obesity is of the highest priority for food-related UK health policy. As well
as creating serious current and future concern in its own right, obesity is also associated
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with other forms of diet-related ill-health, such as cirrhosis, chronic heart disease and
acquired diabetes. Continuing increases in the incidence of obesity would have serious
implications for public health. A number of policy directives, including 5-A-Day, the
Public Health Responsibility Plan and the Obesity Action Plan have been initiated, with
indications of modest success among children. This is cause for cautious optimism as
eating habits are usually set in early childhood (SDC 2011, FDF 2013, Interview KD).
Differences between the four spheres
Public sources comment on the scale of the obesity challenge and the need to educate
consumers from an early age - “educated consumers already eat healthier diets”
(Spedding 2013). Supermarkets are held partly responsible for facilitating over-eating,
generating much food waste (Interviews VH, DC) and operating competitive tactics such
as discount offers on cheap and unhealthy foods (Which? 2012, Alder and Yates 2009).
Scientific insights tend to warn of the potential consequences of the global nutrition
transition, but also juxtapose the real potential of rising hunger and food insecurity. A
result of the scientific contribution is therefore to present the paradox of the duel risks of
rising obesity in affluent economies and malnutrition in poorer nations (Ambler-Edwards
et al. 2009, Royal Society 2009).
Market actors are sensitive to their perceived role in undermining health and have
joined public health initiatives. The manufacturing sector in particular, from which ‘junk
food’ emerges, has used ingredient substitution, menu options and labelling in strategies
to try and encourage consumers to make healthier purchasing choices in ways which, the
industry hopes, people might find easy. The collective goal of the sector to grow by a
fifth by 2020 “must not be at any cost” but rather, commercial growth and healthy
eating should be integrated (FDF 2013).
Policy emphases indicate the need for multiple responses. Voluntary measures have
been implemented with industry collaboration, such as the ‘traffic light’ labels showing
simple summaries of salt, fat, sugar and calorie contents of food. However, many
campaigners would prefer more binding targets and regulations, including limits on
processed food salt content, the banning of trans-fats and stronger limitation on junkfood advertising to children (Which? 2012, Sustain 2013). Efforts to influence the
nutritional quality of public food, including school meals, offer potential to make stricter
nutritional quality stipulations in procurement specifications (Interviews KD, CPr).
Differences between the five dimensions
A concern which straddles both economic and environmental dimensions is the amount
and range of food which is available, but wasted. In general, food is affordable to
most Britons (Interview CPa). Yet the combination of choice, affordability and food
promotions in retailing and catering can promote over-purchasing of foods (Garnett
2011), significant proportions of which are subsequently thrown away (Mena et al.
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2011), and over-eating (Alder and Yates 2009).
While health concerns have been outlined above, the social dimension emphasizes a
higher proportion of obesity within poorer communities (McMillan and Dowler 2012,
SDC 2011). Simultaneously, however, some older people and young families in poverty
are affected by malnutrition (Interview TC, Butler 2013). In this respect obesity can be
regarded as one attribute of food inequality in the UK.
Finally, ethical questions arise about the efficacy of encouraging and educating
individual consumers via market mechanisms. Is obesity a sign of market failure (SDC
2011) which can only be addressed through population-scale interventions by state
regulation of the market and civil society activism (FEC 2013)?
Differences between global and local supply chains
Local policies to tackle obesity include working with local retailers and town planners to
build neighbourhoods where healthier foods are available at affordable prices
(Interview AB); to improve the quality and take-up of public food such as school meals
(Interviews KD); and to develop council-wide healthy and sustainable food strategies
(Interview CPr).
At the global level, rising obesity has been compared in its seriousness to climate
change because of the enormity of the social, economic and health externalities
associated with it. Obesity “expose[s] the post-war pursuit of cheapness and obesity as
a flawed policy” (SDC 2011).
Discourse coalitions and alternative framings
Multiple discourses surround obesity, and consequently it is difficult to identify dominant
discourse directions and contrasting alternatives. However, as a policy priority, obesity
is framed as a challenge which requires a range of interventions including consumer
education, voluntary market interventions including ‘choice editing’ and technical
solutions such as substituting ingredients in processed foods and reducing or phasing out
unhealthy ingredients over time (Wilson et al 2012).
Alternatively, surveys suggest that consumers themselves feel that voluntary measures
are inadequate and that stricter regulations need to target somewhat patchy
performance on tackling obesity (Which? 2012). This is perhaps unsurprising when
advice on what to eat is also inconsistent, especially in relation to the potential health
outcomes of saturated fat consumption (Blythman 2013), and the need for
complementary but non-food lifestyle choices.
Dilemmas and contradictions
A major dilemma revolves around the contrasting requirements of affordability and
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obesity. For example how obesity is to be tackled in the UK may need to be balanced
against the need to tackle food poverty (DEFRA 2012). Some sources see this as a
problem of income rather than of food price per se (McMillan and Dowler 2012,
Sumberg 2009), and one which, therefore, may conflict with market and state priorities.
Interactions with other attributes
Obesity could be regarded as a negative outcome of a food chain which has
institutionalized expectations of availability, choice options and affordability at the
expense of public health. The chain as a whole stimulates over-eating and produces a
lamentable attitude of responsibility, from consumers and the market, to waste and
resource use. While rising incidence of obesity is a cause for national concern, the
implications of a nutritional transition in highly populous emerging nations frame obesity
as a global challenge. It is increasingly evident that a sustainable diet needs to be
scientifically articulated and encouraged.
Differences between sectors/commodities
At the national level, manufacturers and retailers are strongly implicated in the
production and marketing of foods which are highly processed, and which contain
ingredients which contribute to obesity. However, as “the systematic nature of obesity’s
causation” (SDC 2011) becomes clearer, such actors can also be mobilized in
preventative measures.
In relation to the nutrition transition, the meat and sugar sectors are implicated as
citizens turn away from roots and vegetables towards meat and processed foods.

20

Labour relations

Description
The attribute of labour relations captures three main factors of food chain employment.
Firstly, domestic labour standards indicate the working (and, in many cases, the workrelated living) conditions of food chain employees such as farm labourers, cooks and
factory workers. Secondly, the level of the UK’s dependence on imports means that
global labour relations are directly affected by national retailers and manufacturers.
Thirdly, the UK food chain faces recruitment challenges in a number of food chain areas,
with the result that the shape of the future food labour market is uncertain. These three
issues – domestic labour standards, working conditions linked to trade, and labour-force
stability are combined within the performance attribute of labour relations.
Justification of matrix position
It is possible to understand labour relations in simple technical terms – for example, as
constituting a variable cost by the market, or a matter of regulatory enforcement by the
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state. However, the main ethical debates about labour relations are particularly evident
in the public sphere. A number of British NGOs, including Friends of the Earth, Oxfam,
the Fairtrade Foundation, and trades unions, argue for improvements in the relationship
between food chain workers and their employers. Press exposés of worker exploitation
have served to remind consumers of some of the implications of an affordable and
choice-rich retail system.
Levels of the system to which the attribute applies
Labour relations are affected by individual consumers who can, through their food
purchasing choices, support fairer deals for farmers in exporting countries. Such
decisions are informed through consumer labels, such as Fair Trade, and a variety of
equivalents.
Food companies produce and publish labour relation commitments as part of their CSR
policies. These may include ensuring that workers are safe in their place of employment
(Premier Foods 2013) or pursuing collective negotiation of pay and pensions with trades
unions (Interview BH).
Nationally, DEFRA is reviewing the work of the Gangmaster Licensing Authority, the
body which oversees seasonal and temporary agricultural employment and has
abolished the Agricultural Wages Board, in preference of the minimum wage (DEFRA
2013). DEFRA is also concerned about succession within agriculture, as well as in
professional and managerial levels of the food industry, indicating that almost 140,000
people need to replace retiring workers during the decade 2007-2017.
Priority
Labour relations are a very high ethical priority. Low wages are reported within global
export chains, while in developed countries low wages also characterize a seasonal
crop industry reliant on migrant workers (Ambler Edwards et al. 2009). Rising consumer
awareness of the social externalities of the cheap food system has inspired outrage
about social injustices: “you can’t have a food system that is delivered by the people it
impoverishes” (Interview CPr). However, labour relations are complex and controversial,
partly due to costs and enforcement procedures linked to good labour relations, and
partly because abuses of food chain labour appear at all scales and both across, and
within, national borders (Interview VH).
Differences between the four spheres
The public sphere includes organisations such as trades unions and fair trade charitable
networks which campaign to protect food workers’ interests and initiate redistributive
trade schemes. Union membership among UK food workers is usually organized into
public or private sectors, dividing the bargaining strength of the collective workforce. In
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addition, the food industry is regarded as hard to influence, due to its highly dynamic
and profit-chasing nature, exacerbated by the recession:
“People are having to work with huge economic insecurity – recent debate about
zero-hours indicates this. There have also been reduced wage claims over several
years due to food price rises. …people feel insecure about the prospect of
company mergers or relocations. A result is that workers’ pay at [grocery firm] is
not at the level of the living wage recommended by the Joseph Rowntree
Foundation or the Greater London Authority” (Interview BH).
Scientists, in common with public commentators, indicate the instability of the agricultural
sector, which is shrinking everywhere, with some exceptions in sectors linked to fresh
produce exports from developing to developed countries (Ambler-Edwards et al.
2009). Comparative studies of worker health have underscored the suggestion that the
fresh produce agricultural sector has a particularly poor record of labour relations
(Cross et al. 2009).
Market commentaries try to reflect commitments to good practice, including the welfare
of workers and their families (FDF 2013), access to externally validated training
(Premier Foods 2013, Sainsbury’s 2012) and supporting women’s rights or humanitarian
NGOs (Arla 2012).
UK policy attention highlights barriers to entry in UK farming, including the difficulty of
securing start-up investment. DEFRA supports CAP reform proposals to front-load
subsidy in the early years of business (DEFRA 2013). Policy recommendations include the
stimulation of a small-scale and part-time farm sector, and the promotion of better
business skills for small food companies (SDC 2011).
Differences between the five dimensions
As suggested, UK labour relations often hinge around pay arrangements for workers,
which are not rising in comparative proportion to boardroom bonuses (Interviews BH,
CPr). This is problematic in the long run if “the issue of poor labour relations is a
symptom of a system that isn’t working right” (Interview CPa). Claims are also made that
without new entrants into the farming sector, “the value of food production in this country
could fall by 10%” (Walmsley 2013). Meanwhile post-farm employment currently
represents 13% of all UK jobs.
In exporting countries such as South Africa, AIDS has severely reduced the pool of food
chain workers (Ambler-Edwards et al. 2009). Closer to home “the exploitation of
thousands of migrants [in Spain] needed to grow salad vegetables for British
supermarkets [exhibits] abuses [which] meet the UN’s official definition of modern-day
slavery” (Lawrence 2011). Physical and mental health problems are linked to migrant
worker exploitation in the EU, with comparative health studies show fresh produce
workers in the UK at the bottom of a list of case study countries including Spain, Uganda
and Kenya (Cross et al. 2009). The latter performs best, especially on farms linked to
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export to the EU, revealing the complexity of the ethics of labour relations.
Environmental aspects of labour relations are closely linked to the implementation of
good practice in farming and resource use (Arla 2012, FDF 2013, Interview VH) and
policies of positive support for smallholders (House of Commons 2013).
Key ethical considerations relate the dependency of the UK fresh produce sector on
migrant labour (Lawrence 2011) within a political context of restrictive immigration
policies (Ambler-Edwards et al. 2009); and the welfare of fresh produce and
manufacturing workers in countries that export to the UK (Lucas 2013).
Differences between global and local supply chains
Despite suggestions that community-led food initiatives can support better labour
relations by deepening social cohesion (Kneafsey 2011, Sustain 2013), ethical
distinctions between local and global scales in relation to labour standards are not
clear. Abuses have taken place nationally and globally (Interview VH). Furthermore, the
key critique of under-representation of workers is as likely to apply to smaller-scale
firms as to larger corporate counterparts (Interview BH).
“Mainstream global trade often discriminates against the poorest people in the poorest
countries”, and labour relations outside ethical frameworks is characterized by poor
working and living conditions, poor healthcare, harassment in the workplace and underrepresentation (Sustain 2013). Concern is also evident that food chains inadequately
benefit local workers: “[t]he vast profits generated in the food sector do not equally
benefit all actors, including many of the 13% of [this borough’s] workforce who are
employed in food” (Interview AB).
Discourse coalitions and alternative framings
Public discourse of labour relations is often critical, highlighting the injustices of power
imbalances between retailers and producers, the conditions endured by farm workers in
exporting countries, and by migrant agricultural labourers in the UK. The security and
stability of the UK food sector as a whole is also a cause for concern for those who
foresee medium-term recruitment challenges and emergent skills gaps (Walmsley 2013).
A counter-argument suggests that the influence of global and UK corporations are
directly responsible for working conditions in export markets that compare favourably
to those in domestic markets (Cross et al. 2009), while corporate CSR policies attempt
to support commitments that sector growth “must not be at any cost” (FDF 2013).
Dilemmas and contradictions
A key dilemma lies in balancing the cost of good labour relations with profitability. It
must be noted that, in common with recent food safety scandals, some of the worst
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abuses of workers has occurred within the regulated EU labour-force, including in
Britain. Supermarkets are blamed for driving down consumer prices at the expense of
producers facing production cost increases:
“They have no choice but to cut wages, which is the one element of their situation
they can control. Farmers trying to employ people legally, and at the proper rate,
find it hard to compete or make a profit” (Lawrence 2011).
Interactions with other attributes
By keeping the cost of labour down, food companies can enhance their competitiveness.
Methods for achieving this include technological innovation and improved efficiency.
However, many areas of the food chain profitability are achieved thanks to abuses of
fairness and equity, which illustrate persistently unequal power relations, often between
seasonal and unskilled labourers and their employers. Corporate and consumer
responsibility in the form of ethical food chain initiatives can help, although they are still
marginal.
Differences between sectors/commodities
The fruit and vegetable sector of agriculture is particularly identified as relying on
migrant labourers who suffer poor working conditions, low wages, under-representation
and sub-standard accommodation (Lawrence 2011, Interview BH). Low wages are also
a feature of the unskilled segments of manufacturing and retail sectors (Interviews BH,
AB).

21

Fairness/equity

Description
Fairness and equity are supply chain attributes that characterize honest and just
dealings between trading parties. They are also qualities of associated with ideals of
humanity and equality between people. In the specific context of the UK food chain,
fairness and equity are usually related to the power imbalance in the trading relations
between retailers and farmers; or to the difficulties faced by people on low incomes in
attaining a nourishing diet.
Justification of matrix position
Fairness and equity are areas of concern in the public sphere, where NGOs and
journalists campaign to secure social justice for people on the losing end of the food
chain. These include farm labourers who are poorly paid and exploited, both at home
and in countries exporting to the UK (Lawrence 2011, Cross et al. 2009) and, more
fundamentally, people who suffer from hunger and malnutrition. Despite its benefits, not
everyone benefits equally from globalization (Foresight 2009) and fair trade schemes
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have been established under NGO leadership, which redistribute greater proportions of
retail value to producers, however fair trade products remain a consumer niche (SDC
2011).
Levels of the system to which the attribute applies
While food chain fairness and equity can be enhanced by individuals buying fair trade
goods, most sources regard fairness as a systemic national or global challenge.
Nationally, food inflation and the recession have led to increased food poverty. The
economic situation has heightened price sensitivity in the market. However, the “cheap
food disease” (Sumberg 2009) which characterizes the UK food chain, unfairly affects
those who are already disadvantaged (SDC 2011).
Global concern rests with the likelihood of increased social division around a nexus of
climate-related, demographic and productivity challenges. An important aspect of this
discussion is the ability of the UK to influence the equitable performance of global food
chains (Interview VH, Morgan 2010).
Priority
Fairness and equity are issues which create much interest in the food chain, but they
remain moderate priorities. Despite a high degree of public sympathy for farmers,
many consumers fail to live up to their own expectations and remain motivated by price
(Pearson et al 2011). Similarly, despite many years work on food access (Interview AB,
MacMillan and Dowler 2012), a rising number of UK citizens have turned to temporary
food banks to feed themselves.
Differences between the four spheres
Public commentators are concerned about how global north-south inequalities can be
tackled, which are exemplified by nutritional extremes including obesity epidemics in
the north, a nutritional transition in economically growing nations, and the stubborn
persistence of hunger in many areas of the south (Interviews VH, TC, Foresight 2009).
Scientific sources raise concern about the potential for worsening social inequality and
social divisions as food prices rise and social tensions result from global environmental
challenges, dietary transitions linked to economic growth, and population growth
(Ambler-Edwards et al. 2009, Royal Society 2009).
Market commentaries are fewer than those in the public arena. Some, notably CSR
policies, indicate commitments to fair dealings with suppliers and employees (Two Sisters
2012, Arla 2012, FDF 2012). In other cases, irritation is evident that UK food
companies are expected to negotiate a raft of food chain externalities, including
fairness and social justice, in the absence of clearer regulation: “Voluntary measures can
help provide assurance in countries where there is no regulation at government level. …
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Heaven forbid a connected [food] policy at some point!” (Interview CPa).
Policy views have characterized the food chain as being an unfair balance between
strong retailers and weak farmers in recent years. This has led to a number of statecommissioned inquiries, including on supermarket competition practices, gangmaster
licensing and a code of practice on grocery supply, among others (SDC 2011).
Differences between the five dimensions
Economic concerns about fairness and equity relate to the need to ensure that the profits
of the global chain are shared (Foresight 2009), both across the globe and across the
food chain workforce: “the benefits of the food chain rest with shareholders and
corporate CEOs, while efforts to negotiate a living wage with [retailer] were rejected
by the management” (Interview BH, see also Interview AT).
Food poverty remains an important determinant of social inequality in the UK, with some
areas poorly served by food that is affordable and healthy (Interview AB). Concerns
are evident about the relatively high cost of sustainable food and that poorer people
disproportionately eat poor quality or unhealthy foods (McMillan and Dowler 2012,
Interview BH, SDC 2011, Butler 2013a).
From an environmental perspective, questions arise about the fairness of EU plans to
reduce fossil fuel dependency, which include a target of 5% of renewable energy to
come from biofuels by 2020 (House of Commons 2013). This represents a diversion of
land use from foo d to fuel production.
Consumers in the developed world need to radically reduce their high levels of meat
consumption. However, promoting a low meat diet at the global scale may be
inappropriate and unfair, because almost three-quarters of the world’s “extremely
poor” farmers rely on livestock for their livelihoods (Garnett 2011).
The economic imperatives of the commercial food chain can over-ride the ethical case
for changing practices: “We need to have a functioning and equitable food system, but
we don’t have it. Why? We have the knowledge, skills, technology and evidence to
create one. (Interview AB).”
Differences between global and local supply chains
Some commentators recognize that the local-global discussion becomes complicated in
relation to fairness and equity, suggesting that the social benefits of fair trade need to
be considered alongside (rather than in opposition to) the environmental performance of
local food (Interview CPr, Morgan 2010).
Nevertheless, a strong seam of opinion links unfairness with global chains. “Mainstream
global trade discriminates against the poorest countries” (Interview KD), for example
through unfair trade rules, and unfair working conditions which include harassment and
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low wages (Interview VH).
Discourse coalitions and alternative framings
Public and, to a lesser degree, policy opinion has blamed large multinationals and
supermarkets for the injustices in the UK food chain. The labour conditions related to low
supplier margins have been described. Sourcing relationships are also variable, with
smaller suppliers finding themselves hamstrung by restrictive supply contracts (Spence
and Bourlakis 2009). Supermarket buyers tend to switch suppliers in order to follow the
best deals, meaning trading relationships cannot be relied on: “…you are frequently
sourcing elsewhere. If you’re [retailer] you could have upwards of 30,000 [suppliers] at
any given time.” Such dynamic trading relationships can be unfair if farmers plan their
crops around supermarket specifications, and evidence has come to light of buyer
collusion on fixing milk prices (Interview CPa).
Alternatively, retailers and manufacturers have the potential to improve the fairness of
equity of the chain precisely because of their power, and some have negotiated longerterm supply contracts which help UK farmers plan their outputs more precisely (Spence
and Bourlakis 2009, Smith 2008).
Dilemmas and contradictions
The main dilemma is the balance of profitability against fairness within the chain.
Because the food sector is so competitively structured, it may be against the interests of
shareholders to strive to improve fairness and equity if this threatens profits. However,
because brand reputation is a facet of competition which does not fully hinge on price,
some companies have been innovative in approaches to make sourcing practices fairer,
or have responded to government encouragements.
Supply chain governance structures seem to be crucial and the UK is particularly
disadvantaged, it is suggested, by narrow market structures in comparison to the
greater diversity of co-operative arrangements in the EU, which offer producers fairer
and more stable margins (Stones 2013).
Interactions with other attributes
Fairness and equity are attributes associated with food chain power distribution and
labour relations, especially in agricultural sectors. When dealing with more powerful
wholesalers and retailers, individual farmers may operate on very fine margins due to
low supply prices and contractual arrangements (where these are offered at all) which
can be characterized by their unreliability. Some retailers acknowledge the equity
challenges linked with securing their competitiveness and offering affordability in their
stores, and are developing CSR policies and responsible sourcing codes of practice
(Alder and Yates 2009).
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Differences between sectors/commodities
Particular attention is given to fairness and equity in meat and horticultural production
chains. Both these commodity areas have been associated with serious environmental
and labour injustices (Interview VH, Lawrence 2011, Lucas et al 2013).
Positive progress is reported in the form of progressive public sector catering where, in
many cases, sustainable food sourcing has been introduced which includes fairly traded
products (Morgan 2010, Interview KD).

22

Power distribution Description
Significant power within the UK food supply chain rests with a small number of retailers
who use their strong commercial positions to act as market ‘gatekeepers’ for the rest of
the chain, with a variety of consequences. This distribution of power is linked to the
retailers’ attractiveness to consumers, who benefit from supermarket strategies in the
form of low price. In general, farmers are identified as victims of supermarket sourcing
policies, and buyers face accusations of uncompetitive collusion to drive down supply
prices. A secondary discussion of growing importance concerns the relative power which
the UK supply chain exerts at a global scale.
Justification of matrix position
The consolidation of market power is an accepted strategy used by corporate actors to
win competitive advantage. Within the UK food chain, a sector, rather than an
individual company has become dominant, namely retailing. Consumers spend around
three-quarters of household grocery bills with nine retailers. The commercial advantages
of this are, however, set against major ethical concerns, including the undue influence of
a small number of individual retail buyers over what is grown and when (Interviews AT,
TC, KD), the wastefulness of a margin-chasing retail sector (FEC 2013, SDC 2011), and
the challenges faced by millions of small-scale food producers and manufacturers when
trying to access retail markets (Kirwan and Maye 2013, Spence and Bourlakis 2009).
Levels of the system to which the attribute applies
Power relations essentially feature at three levels. Firstly, sub-national (ie. regional or
local) firms remain “highly skeptical” about dealing with larger, national and
multinational retailers and food manufacturers. Partly, smaller actors find it hard to
secure investment needed to satisfy standardized sourcing policies of large firms (DEFRA
2010, SDC 2011), or don’t produce adequate quantities of consistent enough quality.
The corporate retail strategy of securing low prices for shoppers may mean that small
producers struggle to turn a profit if supplying supermarkets.
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Nationally, some evidence indicates that retailers and manufacturers are aware of their
power at the top of the food chain, as it were, and will use this to try and drive quality
improvements and implement good practice (FSA 2011). Examples include helping
suppliers with new product development (Spence and Bourlakis 2009), offering
advantageous finance for investment in energy efficiency (BRC 2012, Interview CPr)
and funding food chain research (DEFRA 2013). Despite this, the supermarket ethic
remains controversial, as the following voices from large UK retailers and caterers
suggest:
“The big problem is to get people to think beyond the next 12 months.”
“ … there is a tendency to take the environment for granted, people as collateral
damage and profit as an end in itself.” (FEC 2013)
Globally, the picture of UK retail domination becomes inverted. The sector is seen as a
weak global player because of the relatively small scale of its market, which reduces its
power of influence in ethical arenas:
“There are some really well-intentioned things we would like to do, but as individual
retailers in the UK, the purchasing power is slim on a global scale… it’s a speck.”
(Interview CPa)
Priority
Power distribution is a key ethical priority and there is clear concern that food
businesses make excessive profits thanks to their disproportionate power (FEC 2013).
Scale divergence between most farmers and retailers, nationally and globally,
forebode a power distribution scenario where the producers retain slim shares of retail
margins (Lucas et al. 2013), while the terms of retailer engagement lead suppliers to
become “more or less captives” (Spence and Bourlakis 2009) in the supplier-buyer
relationship. As global corporate actors begin to dictate the range of, and genetic
patents for crops grown (Ambler-Edwards et al. 2009), and become involved in land
ownership (Interview VH), risks to UK food security grow (McMillan and Dowler 2012).
Differences between the four spheres
Public views are largely critical of corporate power imbalances. Concern is expressed
about the ethics of corporate food chain influence over food commodities which affects
billions (Sumberg 2009, SDC 2011). There is further concern that the lack of UK power
within trade negotiations reduces Britain’s capacity to promote our own ethical
standards - namely those to which UK and EU food chain actors are subject – in favour
of “narrow interpretations of food security” (Kirwan and Maye 2013) based on
unsustainable growth, neo-liberalism (Interviews TC, CPr), and the influence of capital on
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consumption (Jackson 2006).
References indicate that scientists share similar concerns, especially at global levels.
Britain’s food chain is globally integrated and “[where] the UK has demand for, and
command over, resources in other parts of the world, how can associated ethical …
impacts be addressed?” (Ingrams et al. 2013). Some scholars are concerned that
government refusals “to intervene to address market failure and distortion [results in] an
increasing consolidation of monopoly power.” (Interview TC).
Market voices agree that retailers have the power to “affect thousands of livelihoods”
(BRC 2012) through their sourcing strategies, and that these should not undermine the
standards of UK farmers, including in relation to animal welfare, food safety and
environmental practice (Premier Foods 2012).
Policy perspectives see global and UK corporations as highly adaptable, and likely to
broaden their sphere of dominance into production and processing if food inflation
continues in the long-term (Ambler-Edwards et al. 2009). Thus it is vital to ensure that
farmers, and especially smaller-scale producers, are offered voices on national food
policy fora. An area of rising interest in ethical policy and scientific debates about
sustainable agriculture and catering is the neglected but vital role of women (Foresight
2009, Interview CPr).
Differences between the five dimensions
The likelihood of UK retailer consolidation is presented as an economic likelihood in the
medium term, both in wholesaling and retailing (Interview CPr), leading the companies
remaining to take “excessive risks and over-consolidate to try and cut costs” (Interview
BH), resulting in greater shareholder power.
Social implications of power imbalances are expressed in territorial, not just sectoral
terms, for example by suggesting that illegal migration to the EU from Senegal is linked
to food chain power distribution:
“The EU [food industry] has more or less put Senegalese tomato producers out of
business, then we’ve scooped up most of the fish of the west coast … so what are
they going to do? They’re going to come straight back to us. So these food chain
issues are fundamental to other social and economic issues other than simply
supplying us with food.” (Interview AT).
Import reliance in certain products carries potential health implications if aspects of
production are carried out in exporting countries. For example, UK efforts to reduce
national salt consumption have no influence on the salt content of brine in canned fish,
which is predominantly sourced abroad.
Closer to home, ethical and health controversies have centred on the working conditions
and particularly vulnerability of migrant labourers, especially in fisheries and
horticulture, who are under-paid, under-represented, suffer poor living conditions and,
in some cases in England poor health and depression (Cross et al. 2009), hunger and
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even death.
Environmental discussions on power relations are limited, and mainly cover global
dimensions of food sovereignty where the UK is particularly implicated in the soya chain
(Interview VH, Ambler-Edwards et al. 2009, Ingrams et al. 2013), for example:
“[There are] some very real and very well-recognised disadvantages of largescale production, including large-scale deforestation and loss of civil rights as a
result of corporations taking over the supply chain.” (Interview VH).
Differences between global and local supply chains
A limited number of sources indicate the effectiveness of local food in rebalancing the
producer-retailer power distribution. Farmers’ markets and community supported
agriculture are two methods for achieving this by capturing greater retail margins for
the producer and creating closer connections between consumers and producers
(Sonnino and Griggs-Trevarthen 2013, Kneafsey 2011). The progressive ethical
approaches of some local food initiatives remain hidden and exceptional (Interview AB).
Global discourse around power relations is heavily weighted towards the unfair
influence of corporations over farmers and how the UK food chain is implicated such
relationships. While market players indicate the limits of their global influence – for
example over sustainable sourcing of imported fish or palm oil (Interview CPa), the
eclipse of the UK’s global economic position poses potential problems for competition
for mineral resources and food imports (interview VH).
Discourse coalitions and alternative framings
To a certain degree, all spheres of discourse acknowledge advantages in the
prominence of UK retailer power, whether these be low consumer prices or the ability to
influence environmental performance from the top of the chain.
However as much concern is evident about the powerlessness of farmers and food sector
workers in a food chain dominated by a small number of corporate buyers with
predominantly commercial objectives.
Dilemmas and contradictions
A key dilemma relates to the scale differential between small producers and large
corporate retailers. While long-term contracts with supermarkets have been indicated
as good ways to develop stable trading relations with suppliers, these may benefit
retailers more than farmers, and small players are “more or less captives” in the buyer
relationships (Spence & Bourlakis 2009). SMEs in particular remain skeptical of
relationships with supermarkets.
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A contradiction emerges from the ambivalence about power distribution between
suppliers and retailers in the UK, with the much more shared opinion that UK market
influence on the global scale is small and shrinking (Interviews VH, CPa).
Interactions with other attributes
The power distribution within the UK food chain is held disproportionately by a small
number of retail companies. This allows the companies in question to offer consumers
affordability, food safety, reliability and wide choice options when shopping. Such
tremendous advantages, however, also create excessive waste and resource use and
create producer relationships of debatable equity and fairness, especially in relation to
farmers. Modern food chains have failed to institute sustainable diets, and hunger
persists (including in Britain), partly due to vested corporate interests. Globally, the UK
food chain faces ethical dilemmas in the need to remain competitive while ensuring its
international interests do not threaten biodiversity or cause poor animal welfare. Solving
this dilemma comes at a time of waning global market influence.
Differences between sectors/commodities
The meat and fish sectors are identified with global power distribution imbalances which
have detrimental environmental and civil rights implications, such as deforestation,
water-course pollution and forced resettlements. Although the UK chain is not directly
linked to such processes, UK imports of soya and fish create indirect connections. The UK
horticulture industry is, however, infamously dependent on migrant labour which is
unfairly engaged both at home (interview BH, KD) and in other EU countries which
export to Britain (see Lawrence 2011,). Retailers, caterers and NGOs have, however,
successfully introduced fair-trade initiatives for imported commodities such as coffee,
tea, cocoa and sugar, which seek to redistribute retail value and involve small-holders in
global supply chain governance, although these schemes represent a small proportion of
commodity sales.
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Animal welfare

Description
Animal welfare relates to the quality of life that animals experience in the food chain,
principally cattle, pigs, sheep and poultry. The meat of such animals is eaten, and they
are also be specifically kept for their non-meat products such as eggs and milk. Animals
are sentient beings and require special care to ensure they are healthy, clean, fed and
adequately sheltered. Poor animal welfare, as well as being ethically unacceptable,
may reduce productivity and compromise food safety.
Justification of matrix position
Animal welfare has been the subject of scientific concern since the advent of industrial
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British agriculture transformed meat from an expensive treat into a daily staple
(Jackson et al. 2009). The negative consequences of cheap meat include poor animal
welfare – especially for indoor-raised pigs and hens – intolerable distribution conditions
for live animals, and serious food safety collapses due to cost-cutting in feeding. British
consumers have become very sensitive to animal welfare performance and welfare
labels have appeared alongside fair-trade and environmental schemes on the shelves.
Obesity can be linked to excessive consumption of saturated fats, including meat
products. Interest in breed quality, arguments for a reduction in overall meat
consumption and raft of animal welfare legislation make this attribute a topic of
intensive debate.
Levels of the system to which the attribute applies
Animal welfare appears linked to three levels: the individual consumer, the national
level and the global level. As suggested, consumer interest in animal welfare standards
is the subject of familiar debate around the price and accessibility of food. NGO
labelling schemes such as RSPCA Freedom Foods seek to indentify good welfare
practice and redistribute food expenditure to farmers with higher animal welfarerelated production costs.
British agriculture makes claims for itself that welfare standards are higher than in other
EU partner countries (Interview DC, Lucas et al. 2013). While this is open to debate,
policy sources advocate improvements in welfare as a strategic national food chain
objective (DEFRA 2010, DEFRA 2013).
Global nutritional transitions have major implications for levels of meat demand and,
therefore, animal welfare (Ambler-Edwards et al. 2009, Royal Society 2009, Foresight
2009, Garnett 2011).
Priority
Animal welfare is a moderately high priority for many parties – consumers, retailers
and policy-makers. However, it is overshadowed by the dietary and environmental
implications of rising meat consumption, which including obesity, GHG emissions, the
availability of feed protein and the complex ethics of food poverty.
Differences between the four spheres
Public discussions on animal welfare concern the merits of traditional and technically
innovative intensive systems (Blacker 2013, Interview KD), to which policy-makers seem
increasingly open in the light of food security debates.
Market actors indicate proactive measures to stimulate research and practice change,
such as improvements in farrowing conditions, or the welfare benefits of recreating
canopy cover as a simulation of the natural environment for free-range chickens (BRC
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2012).
Scientific interest scrutinizes how consumers and retailers co-construct bucolic perceptions
of the traditional, semi-natural environment of chickens raised on mixed farms, while
the scale of the poultry industry “desensitizes” consumers from the industrial realities of
the “modern broiler world” (Jackson et al. 2009). Such a world is set to expand as
global demand for poultry and other meat rises and techniques such as genetic cloning
in larger animals is considered (Foresight 2009, Royal Society 2009).
Differences between the five dimensions
Discussions on the price and accessibility of meat, especially chicken appear. Efforts to
certify animal welfare represent increased costs to food chain actors. Although interest
in UK and locally-reared meat persists (IGD 2012, Interview DC, Spackman 2009),
partly on the basis of positive welfare perceptions, global sourcing has led a number of
importing countries to adopt EU welfare standards, reconfiguring the competitive basis
product distinctions (Jackson et al. 2009).
Changes in global food culture in favour of meat, including processed meat products,
could have a significant impact on dietary health, especially if less healthy meat
products remain cheap and become regularly consumed (DEFRA 2012, Ambler-Edwards
et al. 2009). Whatever system of husbandry is employed, the intensification of industrial
animal husbandry is more likely to exacerbate welfare concerns.
The environmental and ethical impacts of expanding animal husbandry are significant
and no less controversial. Deforestation and land-grabbing (Interview VH) to produce
animal protein, and the need to manage GHG emissions associated with ruminants
present major challenges of food chain governance and resource efficiency (Booth’s
2012, Garnett 2011).
Differences between global and local supply chains
Debates on animal welfare are mainly divided into national and global arenas. UK
policies to develop sustainable intensification have stimulated the development of a
small number of so-called livestock ‘mega-farms’. These high density indoor systems
have closed nutrient and waste cycles, offering efficient environmental performance per
unit of food output. However, the stocking densities of up to 1,000 cattle and 25,000
pigs (Blacker 2013) contrast with recent EU legislation to phase out battery hen
husbandry (Interview AT). Indoor dairy farming, furthermore, breaks with the familiar
rural image of extensive grazing (Ambler-Edwards et al. 2009).
The reach of EU welfare policies to eradicate battery hen systems has effectively
mainstreamed free-range eggs. However, table birds are still largely reared “behind
closed doors” (Jackson et al. 2009) and the liquid and powdered eggs used in many
catering and manufactured products come from non-compliant countries beyond the EU’s
borders (BRC 2012). In this respect, at least, buying British fresh meat and EU eggs
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offer a degree of ethical control for consumers. Finally, the motivations of consumers
who favour local foods are significantly informed by perceptions of higher animal
welfare in short food chains (Kemp et al. 2011).
Discourse coalitions and alternative framings
The dominant public narrative is that, by and large, UK farming supports better animal
welfare. For example, “consumers know that UK farmers look after the landscape, they
look after their animals, they look after food safety..” (Interview DC). In addition, UK
farmers claim they are “unilaterally adopting animal welfare rules that raise production
costs … a Danish sow’s living conditions are a lot less bucolic but her bacon is much
cheaper” (Lucas et al 2013). Earlier debates about such claims have stimulated calls for
a strategic veterinary review of UK farm animal welfare (SDC 2011).
An alternative possibility is to eat less meat and pay more for positive animal welfare
and pasture-raised meat (Garnett 2011, Ambler-Edwards et al. 2009). Some suggest
that the environmental benefits of closed mega-farms could be recreated in extensive
systems for pigs if swill feeding were reintroduced (Interview KD).
Dilemmas and contradictions
Principal dilemmas relate, firstly, to how the livestock sector can adapt in ways which
enhance the perception that UK welfare is superior, while global competition intensifies
and global demand for meat rises. Secondly, contradictions arise between the ethical
and environmental considerations of livestock production, for example:
”The green consumer wants free range eggs. But then tell them that battery
eggs are lower in carbon and they either won’t believe you, or they’ll be
confused and feel they’ve been misled. I don’t think we’ve got enough of an
understanding or literacy among consumers. It’s impossible to empower
consumers to do this. The level of detail, of understanding, the conflicts and
the compromises, is beyond someone standing in front of a retail shelf and
making a choice” (FEC 2013)

Interactions with other attributes
Animal welfare is a complex and highly emotive attribute in the UK chain, and one that
hinges almost as much on consumer perceptions as it does on the details of husbandry.
The expansion of the global meat market has enormous environmental implications which
affect biodiversity and resource use. To manage these, technological innovation can help
the UK remain competitive and reduce environmental impacts. While such developments
may support the affordability and accessibility of meat and animal products, the welfare
of industrial systems is too often poor. Ultimately, the adoption of a sustainable diet,
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which includes less meat and dairy consumption, is likely to benefit animal welfare in the
UK as well as reduce the incidence of diet related ill-health such as obesity. Finally, the
consumption of a broader range of meat cuts may reduce food waste but require, as
would a reduction in meat consumption, a more flexible approach to palatability.
Differences between sectors/commodities
Clearly, the meat and dairy sectors are closely linked to issues of animal welfare,
particularly farming, where animal husbandry and the initial transition from livestock to
meat, milk and eggs takes place.
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Responsibility

Description
Responsibility refers, firstly, to the accountability of food chain participants for the
consequences of their actions. This may include, for example, the extent to which
industrial polluters are forced to change their practices, or the public approbation
linked to unethical working conditions in agriculture. Secondly, a heavy ethical burden of
responsibility weighs on the food chain to become sustainable, in the broadest sense, in
order to avert looming crises in food security, environmental degradation and social
justice. Where the responsibility for supplying the vision and direction for this should
rests is a highly contested arena of debate.
Justification of matrix position
The challenges facing the national and global food chains are so pressing and
significant, that solutions will only emerge from multi-stakeholder collaborations framed
by coherent policy and political leadership (FEC 2013, SDC 2011, Sumberg 2009). The
policy sphere bears a special ethical responsibility in providing leadership and vision,
without which the varied motivations of food chain actors may conflict. A notable
discourse suggests that, in the UK, more responsibility for sustainable food chain
performances should be assumed by the state, due to the limits of the market.
Inadequate demand exists to drive “the required transformation of the food system”
(FEC 2013) and “[a]lthough food is a policy issue, the government mostly wants to leave
it to the market” (Interview KD).
Levels of the system to which the attribute applies
There are multiple levels at which responsibility emerges within the data sources.
Individuals have been subjected to a range of messages which link their purchasing and
eating habits to particular responsibilities, for example for eating a healthy diet, or for
buying products which enhance animal welfare and biodiversity. Citizens must
understand that ‘civic responsibilities are carried over into our food purchasing decisions’
and are as important in shaping the future as the “party choices in elections” (FEC
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2013). The collectivization of such decisions by interest groups has proved effective in
some cases, for example for organic food.
At the national level, retailers work across the chain (Interview DC, FDF 2012), and
within government-led initiatives such as the Green Food Project and the Food Chain
Emergency Liaison Group (BRC 2012) which reflect the important responsibilities food
companies have beyond their commercial interests, specifically in terms of food sourcing
and influencing consumers.
Globally, the UK food chain bears some responsibility for the consequences of imported
foods, most particularly sugar, soya, fish and palm oil (Interviews AT, KD, DEFRA 2012),
which have significant social and environmental externalities. The UK, as a rich nation,
must also play its part in efforts to reduce global hunger (Foresight 2009, House of
Commons 2013).
Priority
Responsibility is a high priority in food chain performance discussions, although this is
partly because of the contested nature of the debate. The key point of discussion is
focused on where the weight of responsibility lies for achieving particular ends, or for
making connections between areas of responsibility, for example between trade policy,
food security and social justice.
Differences between the four spheres
Public opinion turns around three forms of responsibility: firstly, the need to help
consumers change their habits; secondly to introduce more coherence in and connections
between food policy areas (SDC 2011, Interview KD, BRC 2012); and, thirdly, to hold
to account parties responsible for poor practices – for example through regulation, or
restrictions on advertising junk food (FEC 2013, Sustain 2013).
Scientific views are less prominent, highlighting the limitations of self-reporting in supply
chain environmental performance (Salva et al. 2010), and that retailers and
manufacturers are increasingly expected to take responsibility for the actions of their
suppliers (Smith 2008).
This leads to suggestions across the scientific and policy divides that market actors
should be more proactive in developing choice editing, rather than relying on consumer
behavior, which is influenced by a wide range of complex considerations (Foresight
2009).
Many market actors acknowledge that the effects of their operations reach beyond
commercial boundaries and into public and environmental arenas (e.g. BRC 2012, FDF
2012, Arla 2012). Questions arise about “how far does the retailer’s responsibility go
in the supply chain? When do you draw the line? How much investment are you
supposed to make when you are frequently changing and sourcing elsewhere?”
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(Interview CPa).
Differences between the five dimensions
For businesses, adopting a CSR framework can mitigate the risk of sustainable supply
chain management by sharing the responsibility for good practice and commercial
reputations (Spence and Bourlakis 2009).
Key social responsibilities include ensuring that people have the means to eat, including
financial or physical access to food. In the UK, local food banks are increasing the
number of people they serve with temporary emergence supplies, while the government
“provides a safety net for essentials like food” (Butler 2013). Globally, this extends to
“revitalizing moves to end hunger” (Foresight 2009), which is exacerbated by
commodity speculation (Interview CPr, FEC 2013).
Health commentaries outline, on the one hand, the need for undiscriminating consumers
(Smith 2008) to better understand the dietary consequences of their food choices
(Foresight 2009). On the other hand, “it is no longer acceptable to accept loosely
regulated markets and then place the burden of responsibility on the shoulders of
individuals to ‘choose health’, ‘eat well’ or use their spending power to ‘nudge’
companies towards more responsible social and environmental behavior” (Sumberg
2009).
Ethical and environmental supply chain performances are closely linked through the idea
of shared responsibility for the quality of environmental assets: “…if you are fishing to
extinction, or chopping down forests, that’s not acceptable, those things are common
goods and resources that need to be governed well and their use needs to be
negotiated“ (Interview KD).
Differences between global and local supply chains
The blame for food safety and traceability weaknesses in the meat chain has been
directed at unscrupulous non-local and convoluted supply chains (Quinn 2013). As
consumers seeks reassurance, the idea behind the policy of the ‘Big Society’ – that
individuals play a bigger part in shaping the quality of life and social cohesion at the
local level – risks an abrogation of leadership responsibilities from state to citizen, not
least at the level of international negotiations, such as within the EU or the WTO.
However, global trade agreements and procedures do not seem adequate for
institutionalizing responsibility for the negative consequences of food chain. This is shown
through the persistence of subsidies for UK and other ‘developed economy’ farmers
while trade barriers exist for imports (Foresight 2009, Jackson et al. 2006).
As global corporations increasingly lead technological innovation in sustainable
intensification and food security, including GM patenting, new governance of the
agricultural sector should offer greater responsibility and influence to small farmers
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(Royal Society 2009).
Discourse coalitions and alternative framings
It is difficult to identify a truly dominant discourse around responsibility - opinions are
divided. Demands are made of the market to embrace sustainable sourcing (DEFRA
2012) and to provide clearer consumer information (Blythman 2013, DEFRA 2010,
Foresight 2009). The state, however, should unify commercial actors within an ethical
framework which they may otherwise struggle to justify to shareholders, and because of
the limitations of voluntary agreements (Interview CPa). Yet supermarket practices have
been held responsible for producing excessive food waste (Interview VH), poor working
conditions (Lucas et al. 2013, Lawrence 2011) and food safety fears (Quinn 2013).
In this respect, perhaps, shared concern exists across market, public and scientific
spheres that government should shoulder more responsibility in leading and framing
supply chain ethics. The alternative position would be to place such responsibility with
consumers acting through commercial mechanisms.
Dilemmas and contradictions
A principal dilemma in responsibility debates is the extent to which the UK government
will or should embrace leadership responsibility in driving change. The government is
faced not only with significant budgetary constraints, but also with broad faith that the
market will offer individuals the opportunities to make responsible choices (DEFRA
2012). However, such faith is “facile” (SDC 2011), because consumers cannot fully
grasp the complexities of food chain performance through the banal process of
shopping (FEC 2013, Marsden 2012, Interview CPa).
Interactions with other attributes
Responsibility in the food chain needs to be shared among a range of actors.
Consumers, need to accept that their choice options have consequences and that a
sustainable diet would minimize ecological and health food chain externalities. Food
companies also need to consider their responsibility in allowing consumers to expect
diverse choice and affordability as a matter of course, especially where this leads to
resource use inefficiencies, increased waste and obesity. The government in the UK must
provide far stronger leadership in progress towards a more sustainable food system,
especially in relation to enforcing regulations designed to provide fairness in labour
relations.
Differences between sectors/commodities
In the search for responsibility in the chain, national supermarkets in particular have
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been blamed in the press for generating excessive levels of food waste. UK
supermarkets are also held responsible by salad farmers for squeezing profit margins
to the extent that poor labour-force wages are the outcome.
Historical responsibilities are evident , through support from the UK importing industry,
originally built on colonial slavery, to support the sugar farmers of Swaziland become
more globally competitive since the preferentially enhanced prices paid to
Commonwealth exporters were scrapped (Interview AT).
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S.4 Conclusions
4.1 Introduction
This report has presented an analysis of how food chain performance in the UK is
perceived and debated across particular contexts by parties from the public, scientific,
market and policy spheres. Attributes of performance have been drawn from an analysis
of extensive data sources and presented in the form of a multi-criteria performance
matrix.

4.2 Glamur themes
A key objective of Glamur is to share scientific knowledge of global and local food chain
performance, and to apply this knowledge to make food chains more sustainable. In
addition to the national performance attributes outlined in the multi-criteria matrix, three
specific additional contexts of food chain performance are scrutinized within Glamur,
namely: real costs/benefits, security and resilience. These three underlying Glamur themes
frame the concluding comments.

4.3 Concluding remarks in relation to food chain assessment in the
UK
The current UK food chain discourse is in a position of flux and uncertainty, at the centre of
which lie a series of debates about how to achieve food security. Analysis reveals that:
(i) The continued reliance of the wider UK food chain on imports from the global
market suggests that: firstly, the national agricultural sector is not functioning as
well as it might; and, secondly, that as a result, factors which affect national food
security are substantially beyond national control.
(ii) The stimulation of agricultural productivity through scientific innovation is likely to
challenge familiar public perceptions of a ‘natural’ and multi-functional
countryside, as well as raise concerns about animal welfare, biodiversity and food
safety. The potential benefits of scientific innovation, such as greater energy
efficiency, productivity and waste reduction, face public ambivalence which is
emerging from a lack of transparency, which in turn can be linked to competitive
confidentiality in financing technological developments.
(iii) The dominance of neo-liberal market ideologies and constrained public finances
seem likely to prevail in the medium term, reinforcing the externalization of health
and environmental costs, shifting them from the market to the public sector.
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(iv) Organizational food chain innovation has been substantially stimulated at a local
level. Although the scale of output is currently small, local initiatives represent
human-scale responses to food chain performance anxieties. Initially, such
responses were politically motivated, although increasingly they resonate with
mainstream concerns, notably about food supply chain trustworthiness and
territoriality. When this is linked to persistent consumer demands for foods with
territorial qualities, it seems desirable to re-imagine the global vs. local rhetoric
and consider how a greater range of scales and food chain actors (including noncommercial or part-time participants) can be effectively legitimated and actioned
within national food chain resilience strategies.
(v) Finally, an integrated national food policy and clearer political leadership –
following some initial developments at city and county levels – are needed from
the state. Without this, the food industry is constrained by its commercial interests in
engaging in horizontal supply chain collaborations, or developmental research
which provides wider public benefit. Suggestions that national approaches need to
be closely tied to our EU partners, due to the interdependence of EU and UK food
chains, are widespread but politically sensitive.
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General is a research project that integrates advancement in scientific knowledge
about the impact of food chains with application of knowledge to practice to increase
food chains sustainability through public policies and private strategies.
This general objective is pursued through the following specific objectives:
• To develop and validate a performance criteria matrix for assessment and
comparison of food chains operating at a range of geographical scales through
analysis of how food chain impacts are communicated in different spheres of
society.
• To build a database of quantifiable indicators of impact and a set of 20 case
studies aimed at understanding how impacts are generated within specific food
chains.
• To advance knowledge on methodological problems and trade-offs arising
when measuring and comparing the impact of food chains within and between
sectors.
• To assess how performance is perceived by stakeholders in different national
contexts through participatory assessment and multi-criteria analysis of the
different typologies of food chains.
• To assess the actual and potential role of public and private policies addressing
food chains and to turn assessment into policy recommendations.
• To build a network that turns the advancement of scientific knowledge into
decision making tools for domestic and public consumers, producers, citizens,
scientists, policy makers, civil society organizations.
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This is Latvia national report (WP2) of project “Global and Local food chain
Assessment: a MUltidemensional performance-based approach” (GLAMUR). Title of
WP2 is ‘Scoping / framing: Analysing the communication of food chains and their
performance’ and it has three main objectives:
• Conduct a systematic analysis of how both ‘local and global food’ and the
‘performance of food chains’ are perceived, defined and communicated in the
public, scientific, market and policy spheres across a range of dimensions
(economic, social, environmental, health and ethical).
• Assess how each of these dimensions is framed in different contexts, and to
identify the dilemmas and contradictions within each, as well as the interaction
between them, that potentially affects attitudes and behaviour in relation to food
chain performance.
• Develop a matrix that catalogues ‘local and global food’ performance across a
range of criteria including real costs and benefits, as well as resilience and
security.
The national report is based on literature analysis and expert interviews,
complemented with key synthetic data extracted from national databases, research
economic institution reports and industrial sector sources.
For this report 13 in-depth interviews were conducted. We interviewed: 4
representatives of farmer and processor organizations; 2 farmers; 2 researchers
(representing separate research traditions as well as institutes); 3 NGOs (1 related to
municipality making, 1 organizing soup kitchen, 1 lobbing anti-GMO laws); 2 policy
representatives (1 representative from MoA, 1 representing MoA service). All the
interviews have been gathered starting from July year 2013 till November year 2013.
Data obtained in interviews is used through all the report.
Also in the basis of this report is analysis of literature sources. We have selected line
of materials that was used to analyse attributes and five performance dimensions
(economic, social, health, environmental and ethical) used in various spheres (within
this project we use the term sphere to delineate between different communication
practices). We have analysed: Market reports and food industry sources (23
documents); Scientific / academic sources (30 documents); Policy documents, NGO
reports, other policy sources (18 documents); Press articles (more than 150 articles).
Results of literature source analysis have been used to inform all chapters of this
report. Most of analysed materials are less than five years old. However, some of
materials might be older.
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S. 2 - National Context
•

Brief history of the food industry, structure and ownership patterns
Latvia food industry cannot be explained without a short historical overview.
Political regimes of last century have left agriculture fluctuating between high
decentralization (with many small farm owners) and concentration of agriculture in
small number of huge producers. Meanwhile, regardless of the agriculture ownership
pattern, farmers have always been encouraged to modernize and become more
productive: we can observe such claims at the end of 19th century (see Grīnberga
1999; Bērziņš et al 2000, 102-129)1 and also now (see Zemkopības ministrija, 1996).
Same claim of modernization can be also attributed to food processing enterprises
(see Zemkopības ministrija, 1996; IZM, 2010, 10). It is expected to modernize, to
produce more and to become more competitive.
Often main problems of agriculture are associated with heritage left by Soviet Union.
Agriculture as well as food processing enterprises in Soviet Union was highly
centralized. Also mainly intensive agriculture methods were used (characterized by
narrow specialization, growing mechanization and extensive use of chemicals
(Šūmane 2010, pp.114-115)). Evaluation of Soviet Union effectiveness differs
depending on time span analyzed. However, analysts have shown that problems with
production organization, logistics as well as shortcomings in agriculture practices were
reasons why Soviet Union were not able to provide goods in sufficient level
(Clairmonte 1989; Krūmiņš 2009). Mentioned regime is well known with its collective
farms. After collapse of Soviet Union collective farms were de-collectivized and
privatized. This process led to rapid drop in average farm size and increase in farm
number that resulted in further drops of productivity. Previously mentioned processes
along with sudden access to Western agriculture practices strengthened interpretation
that agriculture should be intensified and that open competition is a solution in order to
improve agricultural practices. This idea was pursued for next decades. The same
process took place in food processing industry. State owned factories were privatized
and often left without market where to sell produced goods. Some of the actors
successfully adapted to the situations while some struggled to overcome obsolete
practices and declared bankruptcy. Yet for some other producers their brand
1

Official publication issued by Department of Agriculture in year 1924 starts with text: “To
produce a lot and cheap!” (Vītoliņš, 1924, 3).
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recognition in Post-soviet republics was their strongest benefit - they managed to
overcome obstacles they encountered and enjoyed to benefits of newly created
market.
Meanwhile, there has always been a small scale agriculture that was distributing its
yields through short supply chains in Latvia. For example allotment gardens have
always been a mechanism that has helped urban citizens to survive during famine.
Also urban inhabitants of Latvia have always had strong ties with rural population. This
ensured that unofficially produced goods were circulating in networks of extended
families and friends. Even now these networks are still operating.
Table 1: Commodities produced
Latvia Top Ten commodities production Latvia Top Ten commodities production
quantity 2011
value 2011
Commodity

1

Quantity [t]

Commodity

Value [1000
Int$]

1

Milk, whole fresh cow

230520

2

Wheat

97351

3

Wheat
937000
Milk, whole fresh
841702
cow
Potatoes
499000

3

82744

4

Barley

236700

4

219100
120900
76400

5
6
7

61204

8

Meat indigenous, pig
Meat
indigenous,
cattle
Rapeseed
Potatoes
Eggs, hen, in shell
Meat
indigenous,
chicken

53826

9

Carrots and turnips

9639

41890

10

Cabbages and other
9159
brassicas

2

5
6
7

Rapeseed
Oats
Rye
Cabbages and
8
other brassicas
Meat indigenous,
9
pig
Eggs, hen, in
10
shell

73121
53918
46246
34743
32610

Source: FAOSTAT, FAO of the UN. http://faostat.fao.org/site/535/default.aspx#ancor;
http://faostat.fao.org/site/342/default.aspx

Currently food industry is one of the Latvia’s most important production industries and
it is recognized by the state as sector of high priority. Bureau of statistics estimate that
food and drink output value creates 23% of overall output of processing industry
(CSB) (or according to MoA around 3.5% from national GDP). This level of output
makes food and drink industry to be the biggest processing industry in Latvia.
However, not all regions are similarly represented in the industry. In fact most of
production is concentrated around Riga (capital of Latvia) (CSB, statistics on
production regions).
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In recent years processing industry has been heavily influenced by economic crisis
that resulted in sharp decrease of revenues in year 2009. However, since then it has
been recovering and some sectors have already reached pre-crisis level. Also crisis
has introduced changes in importance of sectors of processing industry.
Agriculture, hunting and fishing formed 4.1% of total Latvia’s GVA in year 2010 (EC,
2013). Most of agriculture output was formed by cereals (32% from overall output) in
year 2012 (often mentioned as untypically productive year for cereal producers).
Cereal products are followed by dairy products (18% of overall output) and Rapeseeds
(12%) (CSB, 2013, 15).
•

Sketch of the predominant forms of food retailing, including the proportion of food
sales through supermarkets relative to direct sales
Last decades has introduced important changes in food retail structures. Mainly such
statement should be attributed to consistent development of retail chains. Currently
market is dominated by two competing retail chains – Rimi (Rimi and Supernetto
(chain owned by Rimi) together operates 113 shops) and Maxima (owns a chain
consisting of 141 shops). Estimations of market share these two chains’ holds differs.
Pancenko et.al (2008) estimates that in year 2007 both chains together held 47% of
the market. In year 2011 Competition Council states that market share of each of the
two biggest retail chains exceeds 30% (in same document Council states that joint
share of 4 biggest chains could be around 79%) (Competition Council 2011).
However, some critics suggest that real share of market leaders is much higher.
Dominance of few retail chains has led to a situation, where mentioned chains
concentrate in their hands power over producers. Competition Council states that such
dominance cause producers’ and processers’ dependency on biggest retailers and
competition stimulation might be beneficial both for enterprises supplying goods for
shops (Competition Council 2011) and for consumers (Competition Council 2012).
Turnover in food retail in the last decades has grown. Data from Latvia’s CSB (Central
Statistical Bureau) indicates that in January year 2000 overall retail turnover in nonspecialized shops mainly selling food (NACE 2. 4711) was 49 million EUR. In January
year 2013 turnover in same shop category reached 183 million EUR (CSB). However,
the described development has not been homogenous. Recent years and so called
economic crises has brought significant drop in retail turnover. In January 2008 retail
turnover even reached 194 million EUR and dropped as low as 152 million just two
years later in January 2010. Same conclusions about growth of food market can be
illustrated by Eurostat data on household expenditure. We can observe increase of
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household expenditure for food in last decades with a sharp decrease in year 2009
followed by continued increase (Eurotstat, Final Consumption…). Food consumption
patterns of various households differ. Populga and Melece suggest that income is
main factor explaining consumption patterns (2009). However, since their research
does not pay any attention to several other aspects (possible explanations) this
suggestion should be approached with caution. Statistics indicate that although
household share of expenditure for food has decreased in last decade, it remains one
of the highest in EU 27 – 19.2% in year 2012 (Eurostat, Final Consumption…). Here
we should note that Eurostat comparison of consumer price levels between states
suggests that prices of food and non-alcoholic beverages in Latvia are 87% of EU27
average in year 2012 (Eurostat 2013) (Yet this does not mean that Latvia’s society is
spending much more on food – these numbers indicate lower average salaries).
Decline in consumption during crisis came with several new discussion topics in all
four spheres. Most visible dilemma discussed by Market and Policy sphere was how
to protect local enterprises (most radical and populist suggestions came from some
group of politicians who suggested that state should use its power to reduce the
market share of retailers). Also conflict between retailers and producers suddenly
became more tangible – both retailers and producers started to penetrate the media in
order to show their side of the story. Finally – public sphere started promoting local
consumption as well. This often also involved support to shortening of food chains. We
could suggest that economic crisis stimulated strengthening of short food supply
chains.
Although retail market is dominated by retail chains other initiatives are emerging and
forming. We could call these new initiatives - alternative food chains. Not all of these
initiatives are new – some of them have existed for decades. They were just
revitalized by new ideological interpretations. Crisis forced enterprises and farmers to
search for new retail channels. This offer was met by sudden support to local
consumption. For example, Riga Central Market is an important actor in Riga’s food
system. Also allotment gardens have at least partly regained their popularity. Number
of small specialized food shops is increasing. Also new initiatives are emerging (as
direct buying, or slow food movement, urban bee-keeping, Straupe market (for
information on Straupe market see Sumane 2011), etc.). Short food supply chains are
becoming more popular. However, they cannot match the influence that is
concentrated in the hands of the major retail chains. Still, because of this popularity
even retail chains have introduced lines of produce that is meant for customers
supporting organic or local food.
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•

Levels of export dependency; distribution of value added across the chain
Several documents state that Latvia food production in all levels needs to be
modernized. Often experts claim that production has low efficiency and that
enterprises need to invest more in research and development. Yet these are
arguments that are used to describe production in Latvia in general (they are not
unique for food chains). Furthermore, despite these claims often we can find
innovative examples of food production in Latvia.
Latvia exported food and agriculture products with total value of 1398 million euros in
year 2011. Overall agriculture and food product import was 1658 million euros in the
same year (CSB, import/export). Both export and import in last decade has almost
constantly grown.
Table 2: Aggricultural product self-sufficiency

years
milk

grain

potatoes

eggs

meat

vegetables

Source: Radžele-Šulce et al. 2012, 66

•

Governance structure: food safety, food quality assurance, food standards etc.
Main institution governing food related enterprises is Ministry of Agriculture (MoA).
Despite the fact that we can identify an institution that is responsible for food policy,
we can suggest that in overall there is no such thing as food policy. Food is a matter
that is distributed between lines of various policies (for example agriculture policy,
economic policy, welfare policy, etc.). Still, we can describe main directions allowing
guiding overall food chain interpretation. Main areas that are considered as important
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are described in the law “On the Supervision of the Handling of Food”. Purpose of this
law is to “ensure handling of food, which is qualitative and harmless to human health,
life and the environment, the elimination of risks, the promotion of trade and the
protection of the interests of consumers.” (Saeima 1998).
Ministry of Agriculture is positioning itself as an actor controlling and monitoring the
market. The ministry holds subordinate institutions responsible for food quality control.
Together they issue policy documents regulating food quality and organize controlling
activities. This control covers food chains in all levels (except household
consumption).
Additional aspect that is underlying documents analyzing various food production
sectors is ensuring greater competitiveness of involved market actors. Simple idea
underlying this direction of action comes from wider interpretation explaining how state
should organize its relations to producers. On the one hand, MoA is uninvolved in
market and its only duty is to ensure that all actors follow same rules of food quality,
same ecological considerations, etc. On the other hand, market should become more
competitive and more efficient. Although state is uninvolved it is forced to search for
the ways how to support farmers and food processors in order to promote their
competitiveness. Meanwhile, farmers and processors are uniting in professional
organizations demanding states help and discuss quality regulations. Therefore,
although officially MoA is detached and uninvolved, unofficially it serves as an
instrument to ensure successful intensification.
From food quality perspective main policy documents describe allowed farming
practices, food quality requirements as well as packaging and labelling requirements.
However, to promote higher quality several quality schemes are developed as well.
MoA promotes all of EU quality schemes. However in schemes that indicate some
geographical origins Latvia’s products are almost absent. Most visible national product
quality scheme is “Zaļā karotīte” (Green Spoon). Main requirement to fit this quality
scheme is that at least 75% of ingredients used have to be obtained in one
geographical region. This illustrates that main consideration under this scheme is to
promote local products. MoA has been actively lobbing this scheme during the last
decade and it has become an official label to recognise a local quality product (for
example, currently discussed public procurement policy involves idea that product
quality will be judged by the fact is the product a member of any national quality
scheme. This means that product needs to be participating in Green Spoon in order to
succeed in local procurement). However, market actors often describe this quality
scheme as controversial. Despite the fact that there are national quality scheme
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almost every sector have developed its own quality branding as well. Yet most of
these initiatives are small and almost unknown.
Important aspects related to actors, products and processes are also introduced by
other governing actors. Ministry of Health is attracting actors (for example doctors, diet
experts, etc.) to lobby health aspects and more strict production limitations.
Municipalities (as well as NGOs) are issuing policies (and introducing practices) that
are attracting various local actors in order to transform food into matter of welfare.
Competition Council is considering market relations between biggest of food chain
actors. Food chains become a space, where various policies meet and can be
realized.
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S. 3 - Analysis of how food chain performance
is currently assessed
Dominating interpretation that is in the basis of most of the texts generated to describe
food chains and food related issues are presupposing the need for market to develop.
Although there are various aspects how such development could be explained, the
one dominating is suggesting the need of greater economic efficiency – need to
intensify food chains and to become more competitive on global scale. All matters that
are discussed in texts analysed are in a one way or another coming back to
suggestion to become more efficient and subsequently to estimation how the issue at
hand can be related to greater competitiveness, to faster development. In other words,
health issues, questions concerning market monitoring, questions of ecology and
localness are interpreted with one question in mind – will it support faster economic
development of national food market. And this does not mean that all decisions made
will be based just on economic considerations – there are a lot of examples showing
the opposite. Yet, no matter, what is the subject matter discussed, arguments of
economic development will be of major importance.
Food in this perspective is just one aspect of national economy. Therefore, it is
interpreted in a light that is used to describe optimal direction on how various sectors
should develop – from a perspective of free market and the need to expand. This and
a neo-liberal ideology, which becomes more and more popular, explain position of the
main regulating body (MoA). It is detached from market and just keeps simple track
over processes – ensuring that food is of certain quality and once in a while solving
various conflicts between enterprises involved. However, the pressure to develop and
to ensure higher competitiveness forces MoA to participate in more involved way.
Market players are expecting more – they want more support and more protection.
Growing power of market players and their possible influence on national market
forces MoA to listen and ensure some of the support requested by market actors.
We can observe clear support to greater development in all four spheres. We just
described how Market and Policy sphere sees these questions. Both of these spheres
see at least some support in science and suggest that science could be an important
assistance in development process. And – Science sphere does not reject such status
– in most cases it is considering itself as a tool that could be used to secure faster
development. Also in public sphere we can observe mainly supportive attitude towards
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this interpretation. Media is filled with various interpretations and worldviews that in a
first glance seems to be unrelated to intensification and faster economic growth (for
example diets, lifestyles, even shortened food chains). Yet it is constantly representing
economic struggles of local enterprises, actively following and cheering for their
achievements in global markets and comparing prices of local enterprises with global
counterparts. These are just few examples, yet they illustrate the point of view media
supports.
On the other hand, one cannot ignore that there are voices rejecting dominance of
development argument. As in the case of dominant interpretation, these alternative
voices can be found in all four spheres – they represent small cohort that is relatively
week but which often manages to get their message through. Still their current
achievements are relatively small. This alternative interpretation is not consolidated
around one clear point that should be supported. Even more, most of these actors do
not consider that shortened food chains would be their main goal. More often they are
claiming that food chains and food related issues should be considered in a broader
context: they are claiming that dominating interpretation have forgotten some aspect
that is important. Yet their actions and belief that they are searching for something that
is absent in the dominant food chains have generated fruitful soil where new, smaller
shops can emerge, where food chains can be shortened, and where new
interpretations of agriculture can be found. Even more, we can observe that in some
cases their common interpretation of opposition can be a reason for them to unite and
to become a force lobbying their interests and achieving important policy changes (for
example wide support to “Free from GMO” initiative).
More elaborated - alternative food interpretation becomes even more and more
popular. The growth of alternative ideas has become an invitation for actors
representing dominating perspectives to pay more attention to this alternative market.
We can observe that, for example, some of processors are starting to produce organic
products while retailers are selling produce of small local home producers, etc. This
illustrates how the idea of economic development suddenly becomes more flexible
and how it observes alternativeness transforming it in to the forms fit for conventional
– long food supply chains.
Without just described opposition we have to mention additional aspect that should be
taken into account, when Latvia’s food system is analysed. Lots of ideas are brought
in from sources, which do not have natural connections to food chain interpretation. In
spite of the fact that often these ideas are well fitting to already existing interpretations,
they do not have local background. Yet other of such overtaken ideas remains totally
detached from overall national food chain interpretation.
www.glamur.eu
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Following is the matrix of dimensions and spheres. The matrix is followed by short
description of every attribute which is then followed by thick description. Thick
description addresses all the main aspects that should be related to the attribute. Also
it illustrates cognitive position of the attribute in the discursive space. In overall we
have identified nineteen attributes.

Multi-criteria matrix of food supply chain performance
Key attributes of food chains
Sphere / Dimension
Public

Economic
Affordability
Efficiency
Embeddeness

Scientific

Efficiency
Knowledge
Cooperation

Market

Support
Economic
development
Efficiency
Identity
Information
accessibility
Knowledge
Origins
Export
Competitiveness
Labour force
Support
Economic
development
Efficiency
Embeddedness
Procurement
Information
accessibility
Cooperation

Policy

Social

Environmental

Health

Affordability
Consumer
habits
Embeddeness
Information
accessibility
Affordability
Consumer
habits

GMO
Embeddeness

Diet
GMO
Origins
Risks

Identity
Origins

Information
accessibility

Diet

Support
Labour force
Procurement
Information
accessibility
Control

Information
accessibility
Control

Diet
Information
accessibility
Control

Ethical
Affordability
Labour force

Diet

GMO
Control

Multi-criteria matrix of food supply chain performance
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Attributes – Detailed description
1

2

3

4

5

6

Attributes
AFFORDABILITY

SUPPORT

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

LABOUR FORCE

DIET

CONSUMER HABITS
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Merged keywords and codes / Extended definitions
The attribute connects price, social context and purchasing
power. It involves public price monitoring, discussions about
price levels in various levels of food chains, public guesses
how the price is formed and household purchasing.
Attribute merges following codes: price, expenses,
affordability, price formation, household purchase,
The attribute illustrates the expected form of interaction
between market and policy sphere in national market.
Attribute merges following codes: support, payments,
subsidies, Leader, support systems, mutual policy making,
market interests, improved chain structures.
‘Economic development’ is an attribute that as a logical
principle explains (and often justifies) line of other attributes
(for example support, efficiency, competitiveness, etc).
Attribute comes from wider ideological interpretation and
should be perceived as an overall ideological influence that
has been translated to explain practices within food system.
Common interpretation is that enterprise development will
eventually lead to state development.
Attribute merges following codes: development, investments,
growth, economy, added value
Attribute describes employees’ characteristics, market
expectations and needs for employees as well as
employees’ interaction with other actors.
Attribute merges following codes: employment, employees
qualification, labour force, wages, employees, labour
conditions, professional education,
Attribute ‘diet’ represents discussions about nutritional value
of everyday meals citizens have. Also it represents
nutritional value of citizens’ food consumption habits. In
attribute’s core are health claims and discussions about
optimal meal structure that would ensure people health.
Attribute merges following codes: nutrition, body weight,
nutrition policy, nutrients, vitamins, healthy meals, public
health
Attribute ‘consumer habits’ refers to consumers’ food
consumption practices and interpretation behind these
practices. As such attribute incorporate links to social
demographic characteristics that can be associated with
specific consumption practices and associates consumption
with lifestyle of the groups.
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7

8

9

10

11

EFFICIENCY

GMO

EMBEDDEDNESS

IDENTITY

PROCUREMENT
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Attribute merges following codes: consumption practices,
changing consumerism, ideological consumption, habits,
selection, food expenditure, consumption, value chains,
values, consumers
‘Efficiency’ is an important attribute in all analysed spheres.
Furthermore this attribute is an important argument that is
used to justify reforms (or absence of reforms) and overall
policy. Common interpretation states that efficiency is in the
basis of enterprise (being efficient is a way how one can do
business) and therefore as an argument this attribute does
have more strength as most aspects. Although there are
various ways how this attribute can be represented it is
mainly interpreted in the light of improved competitiveness
and higher level of revenue.
Attribute merges following codes: added value, profits,
losses, efficiency, modernization, mechanization, costs,
automatization,
productivity,
amounts,
production
technologies, production productivity.
‘GMO’ is relatively small attribute mainly discussed by civic
sector. It represents the threats of GMO and lobbies these
ideas through the food chains.
Attribute merges following codes: GMO
The idea that products are embedded in various local
institutions is comparatively marginal yet it occurs in several
documents and interviews. In general this attribute relates to
cases when document and respondents mention specific
local characteristics to describe one product. Mainly this is
done when local food chains are discussed.
Attribute merges following codes: local values, unique
production, historical production, local knowledge
This attribute is not used as a central aspect to analyse food
chain performance. Yet this attribute pops up as something
that is forming background of narrative both in analysed texts
as well as in interviews. In the simples form this attribute
overlaps with ideas that are common to marketing –
products, producers, processers and retailers do have to
have customer recognition and represent certain ideas in
order to be successful.
Attribute merges following codes: identity, identity
construction, uniqueness, values represented, recognition,
marketing
This attribute became more recognized after local authorities
realized that organizing local procurement is a way how they
can try to influence shape of food systems. Currently in a
centre of this attribute are several municipalities one of which
(Tukums) has participated in project Foodlinks. Currently
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12

13

14

INFORMATION ACCESSIBILITY

KNOWLEDGE

ORIGINS
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these municipalities could at least partly be perceived as
unofficial centre for procurement policy development.
Meanwhile there are also other actors who play significant
role in popularizing local procurement. Public procurement
has always been a part of public policy. However, here we
use the attribute to signify the move towards local
procurement – form of procurement that is organized in a
way that favours local entrepreneurs.
Attribute merges following codes: procurement, procurement
policy, school fruit, school milk
One of the simplest attributes we have identified is
‘information accessibility’. This attribute indicates need to
ensure constant flow of information and actors need to
access information in order to function in specific market.
Information access is seen as a basis to start improving
enterprise effectiveness. Enterprises in all levels claims that
they need to be more informed about possibilities,
restrictions and other important aspects that influence
market.
Attribute merges following codes: information, lack of
information
‘Knowledge’ is an attribute that is slightly similar to attribute
‘information accessibility’. Attribute ‘information accessibility’
indicated the need of structure how information is accessed.
Attribute ‘knowledge’ deals with the content of information
distribution structure. As such this attribute is closely related
to most of others attributes. However, this attribute is diverse
on its own – there is huge diversity of aspects that are
directly articulated as part of knowledge system. Yet it is
even more complicated with this attribute – although actors
tend to mention knowledge as an important aspect they
claim importance of different aspects of knowledge.
Attribute merges following codes: education, education
quality, science, knowledge, competencies, research,
practices.
‘Origins’ are a controversial attribute that in simplest
interpretation covers aspects associated with products place
of production. In a more complicated interpretation it is
associated with questions of import and export of ingredients
and capital, with national market and ways how producers
are fighting for greater influence within food chain.
Attribute merges following codes: local capital, local
producer, regionals products, food origins, Latvia products,
local products, localness, state, do not buy foreign, local
market, countryside, delivery distance
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EXPORT

COPMETITIVENESS

CONTROL

COOPERATION
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Attribute ‘export’ covers narrow spectre of ideas and is
relatively simple. As it is already indicated common
interpretation presupposes that normal development of every
enterprise involves growing that eventually leads to need to
export (to integrate into global markets). Food export is seen
as a possibility to strengthen enterprises and to strengthen
state’s economic performance as well.
Attribute merges following codes: distribution channels,
distributors, retail chains, Moscow, retail, export of raw
materials, export, Russia, Western-markets, import
Attribute ‘competitiveness’ originates in wider ideological
world view. National planning documents state that Latvia
should become more competitive. Also business literature as
well as public interpretation states that enterprises should
improve their competitiveness. Several of involved actors
(experts, scientists, etc.) offer line of possible solutions how
to do this. ‘Competitiveness’ is a common interpretation
underlying market analysis – enterprises should become
more competitive and prove that they can function in market
economy. As such it is important aspect explaining
processes within food system – it could be described as a
factor that explains overall movement.
Attribute merges following codes: competitiveness, market
performance
Attribute ‘control’ helps to understand states role in Latvia
food system. As in a case of competitiveness we would like
to suggest, that this attribute is not a unique characteristic of
food system. Rather it is a part of wider interpretation
presupposing that state should secure welfare and safety of
its citizens. This means that we should speak about the ways
how this wider believe have transformed into certain aspects
influencing food chains. Importance of this attribute is
illustrated by one of the interviewed civic activists. He states
that people in general believe in state. And in general, if
state have approved that product can be sold; it means that
it is good and they should not ask any further questions. This
example illustrates that citizens expect of state that it will
secure that only good products will reach their table.
Attribute merges following codes: competitiveness, market
performance: regulations, requirements, control, controlling
body, violations, registration, taxing systems, restrictions
‘Cooperation’ is a solution that has been offered to improve
situation (competitiveness) of producers. This attribute
simply reflects on solution that has been considered to solve
several problems of market actors as well as of the market.
Attribute merges following codes: collaboration; cooperation;
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cooperatives
19

RISKS

In its narrowest sense attribute ‘risks’ is a fear for quality of
produce that reaches consumer. In various food chain levels
processes can take place that may reduce foods quality.
Media is often representing food as a source of potential risk.
Food is an object that has to be related to high level of
regulation and that has to be consumed with caution. It is not
only that producers might produce harmful product. It is also
a need to follow diets, be aware that some food might cause
some long-term side effects, and to recognize other possible
threats.
Attribute merges following codes: risk, threat

Attributes – Detailed description
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Attribute 1 – AFFORDABILITY
Product price is frequently discussed matter. We have chosen this attribute because it
represents discussions of two spheres (Public and Policy). Also the attribute illustrates
(educates) how food chain interpretations overcome national borders and draws
connections to context. On the one hand, attribute ‘affordability’ is about ongoing
events and changes in product prices. On the other hand, it is a discussion about
social (in-) equality. In both cases ‘affordability’ directly and/ or indirectly concerns
questions of what people can afford and what they will be able to afford in the future.
Both of these aspects connect food systems to wider social context (there is an overall
agreement that some context elements can be used in order to explain observed
fluctuations, for example – global or national yields, fuel prices, legislation, etc.
Fluctuation explanations represent price as extremely global element).
As in case of other attributes ‘affordability’ could be positioned in several cells of
attribute matrix. We have put this attribute in Public/Economic, Public/Social and
Science/Social cells. We have also position attribute in cell Public/Ethic.
There are significant differences how the question of price and affordability is
represented in four spheres. Although there can be sudden media interest in
inequalities once in a while in general media chooses to pursue more shallow and
descriptive stand. In overall media articles analyses recent price fluctuations (mainly
paying attention to historical trends, geographical differences and cross-sectorial
comparison) (see TVnet Apr.04, 2013; Feb.27, 2013; Feb. 7, 2013; Apollo Jun.10,
2013; Jun.21, 2013) and gives possible price predictions for the future (mainly
sectorial predictions are given) (see Dienas Bizness (DB) Nov.2, 2011; Sept.27, 2007;
Diena Sept.6, 2012; Delfi Jul.23, 2013; Panorāma Dec.7, 2013).
Despite the fact that academic sphere analyses price fluctuations too its main interest
lies in inequality (and food security). For example Latvian State Institute of Agrarian
Economics have dedicated several articles to discuss the matter (Popluga & Melece
2009; Melece 2009; Vilciņa & Kārkliņa 2004), also agencies related to Ministry of
Health have approached these question (for example Gobiņa et al. 2007). Authors’
state that diets (here attribute ‘affordability’ overlaps with attribute ‘diets’) of groups
with differing income differs. These researches conclude that diet of social groups with
lower income is less sufficient and can be a cause of medical problems (for example
see Vilciņa & Kārkliņa 2005). To lesser extent same opinion can be observed in texts
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of NGOs, other governing actors, market actors as well as some media articles. In
some cases these sectors has gone even further and have evolved with initiatives
ensuring food security (for example Soup kitchen, initiative For Fed Latvia (Paēdušai
Latvijai), etc.). Science is also actively participating in discussion how prices of final
product could be lowered (or how value of final product could be raised) (here attribute
‘affordability’ overlaps with attribute ‘efficiency’). Several researchers from Latvia
University of Agriculture have addressed this question paying special attention to
almost all sectors and all levels of production.
Picture 1.

Picture is retrieve from article stating that some inhabitants cannot afford food (TVnet Nov.14, 2012).
Text informs: “Not enough money even for bred”. Article, as in most similar articles, does not address
food security, but poverty in general. Food in this case is used just as a metaphor for extreme poverty.

Once in a while media do summarizes which groups can afford what types of goods.
However, more often ‘affordability’ and price is approached in a light of actual events
and problems. These articles does not analyse what people can afford but how their
possibilities will change after one or another event. For example current question of
interest is how prices are changing before and after introduction of Euro. Media is
publishing price differences from month to month speculating what will happen after
official introduction of Euro (see DB Jan.31, 2013; Delfi Sept.12, 2013; Diena Oct.1,
2013). After Euro has been introduced media follows how shops convert prices and
are keen to publish articles about cases where price calculations seem to be
dishonest (see DB Feb.11, 2014; Apollo Feb.14, 2014; Delfi Feb.8, 2014). Once every
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while media gets interested in overall inflation and illustrates how it influences
everyday shopper. Additionally media shows interest in ways how price of separate
products changes over time paying special attentions to explanations what have
happened (why prices has risen). This way media becomes an instrument that warns
about possible changes. Yet it also indirectly explains how various food chain actors
influence prices of an end product – they illustrate amount of actors who are involved
in production, logistics and retail. For example they link global fuel prices, stock
speculations, global weather conditions summarizing these aspects in price consumer
is forced to pay for products analysed (see Apollo Jul.21, 2011).
Market and Policy spheres are avoiding discussions on affordability. Yet both spheres
once in while refers to overall price level of products to illustrate market context.
Mainly this is because of recent economic crisis (year 2009) is associated with steep
fall of retail prices. This is associated with lower competitiveness and bankruptcy of
processers, farmers and retailers. Years after the economic crisis are described as
normalization. This is considered to be an important context to describe current events
(to draw background for attributes as ‘competitiveness’, ‘export’).
This attribute can be associated both with local and global food chains. Yet it takes a
little bit different form in case of local food chains. In global chains media discuss
overall prices in general. In case of local food chains actors (especially in interviews,
yet in some public texts as well) acknowledge that products are little bit more
expensive and this may be a reason that limits some groups accessing these products
(higher price is often justified with an argument, that local produce is of higher quality)
(Sestdiena Mar.28, 2013; Latvijas Avīze (LA) Aug.27, 2013).
Although the attribute is often represented in public texts (and could be named as one
of the most important attributes in media texts) it is less often mentioned in interviews.
In only one of the interviews (with representative from NGO) respondent discussed
possibility of various groups to afford food. Yet when discussion is specifically about
SFSC or local products respondents often mentions that local produce are more
expensive and may not be accessible to everybody.
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Attribute 2 – SUPPORT
Attribute ‘support’ is not the main aspect that defines interpretation of food system.
However, attribute is important aspect to explain overall attitude towards local actors
participating in food chains. Also attribute helps to explain relations that emerge
between state and market actors. Attribute is more elaborated in Market and Policy
sphere. It is also used in Public sphere.
We have positioned attribute in cells Policy/Economy, Policy/Social and
Market/Economy. This has been done because ‘support’ is seen as a mean how
national economy can be improved. Market sphere actors see that states support
could ensure enterprises security and economic growth. State sphere associate local
enterprises both with economic goals and with social possibilities.
‘Support’ is frequently mentioned attribute that describes the need to support local
actors of food chains. Main explanation underlying this attribute presupposes that local
actors participating in food chains cannot be competitive on their own. Actors claim
that strong food chain actors originating in local market are beneficial to state and
therefore national state should offer support to these specific market players. State as
an actor should search for new ways how it could support local actors (this includes
attracting funds from EU, creating its own mechanisms of support, developing
marketing schemes and informing customers, etc.). Despite the differences in
interpretation how in every case state should support local producers, in general,
market actors acknowledges that state should involve more in supporting local
entrepreneurs. Quotation of former minister of agriculture illustrates the point:
““In order to ensure growth of food industry Latvia should use reasonable
protectionism”… said minister of agriculture Laimdota Straujuma. “Main directions that
producers should develop and ministry should support are production of competitive
products, raise of added value, as well as growth in inner and export markets.” (Apollo
Jul.19, 2012).
In texts originating in market sector as well as in interviews we frequently observed
argument that other states are much more involved in supporting (protecting) local
producers. This protection was represented both as a state’s obligation and as
indication for state’s professionalism. Seemingly one of the loudest cases that can be
associated with this attribute is beer production companies “Aldaris” decision to move
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its factory to Lithuania and Estonia. Without going into complicated details of this
process we can comment, that in local media it was represented as states inefficiency
to support local entrepreneurs. These accusations were made even louder by the fact
that lot of Latvia citizens considered that Aldaris is a national company that in a way
presents national history (Aldaris literally translates as Brewer). General interpretation
following this case was that state should ensure conditions that are pleasing to big
national enterprises.
For this attribute EU plays an important role as well – it is simultaneously perceived as
an actor that limits local possibilities (as regulations and directives) and as a source of
opportunities (as access to funding). States effectiveness often is represented as its
ability to bend EU directives according to national interests (interests of local
enterprises). And vice versa – states unprofessionalism is expressed through blind
following the EU regulations. One of recent examples for such conflict is forming
around smoked meat and smoked meat products. According to regulations producers
should reduce the amount of benzo(a)pyrene and sum of benzo(a)pyrene,
benz(a)anthracene, benzo(b)fluoranthene and chrysene by year 2014 (EC 835/2011).
Regulations caused laud discussions from producers claiming that state does not
protect interests of national producers (Zemgales Ziņas (ZZ) Janv.23, 2014; Apollo
Janv.21, 2014; Diena Feb.5, 2014). The point producers are making suggests that
because of these initiatives several enterprises producing well known produce will be
forced to stop production. Meanwhile state claims that state representatives are
involved in a discussion with producers and EU and that problem is misunderstood
(Diena Janv.27, 2014; ZZ Janv.23, 2014). Some quotations from articles illustrate the
point more accurately:
“In this process again we can observe, that responsible institutions has not taken care
of protection of Latvia producers’ interests. How could they forget to inform us that
these regulations will hit local market?” (ZZ Janv.23, 2014)
“Dūklavs, who is returning to the post of Agriculture Minister, did nothing in 2011,
when the EU adopted the scandalous regulations. He remains silent even now. “This
problem is inflated. In 2009, producers knew there would be new standards to meet…”
said Jānis Dūklavs - Latvia’s Agriculture Minister in the period of 2009 – 2011. He was
often criticized by farmers during that time. This sympathy was mutual: the minister
was also generous with criticisms in other cases as well – it is not the ministry to
blame, but pig farmers, dairy farmers or even all farmers.” (Baltic News Network
(BNN) Feb.6, 2014)
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Reasoning behind claims for support is quite vague. Main argument used by market
actors is inability of actors to overcome all possible barriers on their own and therefore
their difficulties to grow. This suggestion is connected to interpretation that bigger
enterprises are better than smaller and inevitable outcome of development are
transforming small enterprises into bigger ones (dominating discursive interpretation is
that these are enterprises we should consider important. Small scale enterprises do
exist, however these enterprises represent marginal group). Underneath this first claim
there is lack of clear reasoning. It is argued that state needs bigger local enterprises
because such enterprises will pay back more in taxes; bigger enterprises will
strengthen local production and local development; other states support their
enterprises and therefore enterprises in Latvia deserve same treatment; enterprises
deserve support just because they are local.
Mainly state agrees that it should support its market actors and in most cases
governing actors think they do support local entrepreneurs. However, as have been
illustrated in smoked meat case, interpretation of what is support can differ. Still we
can suggest that state does look for ways to support local enterprises (Apollo Jul.19,
2012; LVportals Jan.17, 2013).
This attribute should be related to Market and Policy spheres. Slight differences
between two spheres can be identified. Policy documents stresses need to follow EU
guidelines while market texts accuse policy makers in following EU directives too
strictly. However both spheres claim that market sphere needs the support. We can
conclude that Public and Science spheres are poorly participating in this discussion
(still, they are participating (see Populga & Sproģis 2009)).
In general bigger enterprises are involved in discussion how state could help local
entrepreneurs. Despite this general interpretation some NGOs, scientists as well as
smaller producers states that smaller local producers should be supported too. We
identified documents that are suggesting that state should direct more support to
smaller enterprises yet this is rare and much weaker opinion. However, recent
discussions suggest that this interpretation may become more popular.
Attribute ‘support’ is mainly associated with Economic and Social dimensions.
Attribute is seen as an aspect that condition possible development. Market actors also
tend to relate this factor with possible social gains. Illustrated logic is simple – without
support local enterprises will disappear and possible job positions will perish along
with enterprises. Lack of support, therefore, weakens labour market, it weakens local
economy and states political strength. However, in some cases ‘support’ is also
represented as a question of cultural heritage. For example, smoked meat is
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perceived by some actors to be culturally rooted food product. This makes the conflict
even deeper.
Mainly attribute stresses greater level of competitions. However, in some cases this
attribute can be associated with local food supply chains as well. It is discussed that
local producers need help in accessing local market or that local producer (farmer) in
order to be able to compete with global produce should receive additional
informational support or should be supported with other mechanics (frequently
procurement is mentioned as an option). Recently as good example joint co-ops
between municipalities and farmers / home producers are mentioned. Such co-ops are
considered to secure mutual benefits. Also support illustrates linkage between local
and global food chains - it’s a possibility for small enterprises to scale up. These
enterprises usually are not picky and often do not consider ideological ideas when
applying for funds.
As was mentioned before, local enterprises (no matter of what scale) needs to be
supported so that they could be more successful when competing with participants of
global food supply chains. However, next step for local enterprise is to compete in
global scale (to grow). This main interpretation does not distinct between local and
global chains. It sees everything as united/ global market. Enterprises can grow,
strengthen their positions and export in this market. In this interpretation local
enterprise just need to be geographically positioned in Latvia. All the other aspects are
of secondary importance – for example raw materials can be imported or enterprise
capital may come from abroad, etc. Therefore considered food chains interpret
localness not in a sense of length of food chains but in a sense where this enterprise
is located and whom it employs.
We can observe that there is a distinction between various actors in access to states
support. However, as was mentioned, small enterprises are not picky - they often
pursue what they can get, not what they really need.
Attribute ‘support’ can be related to several other attributes. First of all it has strong
connections to attribute ‘economic development’. Support is represented as one of
possible ways to promote economic development. Also it is related to attributes
‘export’ and ‘competitiveness’. Export and competitiveness are seen as goals which
‘support’ helps to achieve.
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Attribute 3 – ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
‘Economic development’ is an attribute that as a logical principle explains (and often
justifies) line of other attributes (for example ‘support’, ‘efficiency’, ‘competitiveness’,
etc). Attribute comes from wider ideological interpretation and should be perceived as
an overall ideological influence that has been translated to explain practices within
food system. Common interpretation is that enterprise development will eventually
lead to state development. This interpretation creates strong links between various
attributes and positions them as a prerequisite for successful future.
Quotation from one of analysed texts may useful to understand linkages between
various attributes:
“If we take into account that food industry is the sector of biggest industrial processing
than it is clear that ambitious (BSC: national) goals should be attributed to this
industry. It means that food processing enterprises to increase productivity should
invest in technology and human development during next years.” (Valsts Izglītības
attīstības aģentūra, 2012, 21).
We have positioned this attribute in cells Policy/Economy and Market/Economy. Some
hints of this attribute can be found through all Social and Economy dimensions.
However we have selected only two mentioned cells to stress the importance of both
spheres as well as strong economic considerations that underlay the attribute.
‘Economic development’ is simultaneously an overall direction and goal of food chains
– enterprises involved in various stages of food chains needs to become bigger,
produce more and generate more profits. This is an idea that is frequently repeated in
all sorts of documents (in descriptions of situation within specific sectors (see LLKC
2012a; 2012b; Šolks 2011), in suggestions for further actions, in texts criticizing
current actions (see, for example, LAP 2013). Also these ideas are repeated by almost
all respondents (with exception of those few respondents who have strong ideological
support to short food supply chains – yet even in this case ideas of ‘economic
development’ can be heard through texts).
Overall interpretation underneath this attribute presupposes two things – that
development is the only possible outcome for successful enterprise (as well as for the
state) and that becoming bigger is natural process in global food systems. It is seen
that eventually everything becomes bigger in scale and the only way to be involved in
global food systems is to participate in this growth process. On other side, underneath
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ideas of growth are ideas that we have to protect local products (an unclear pool of
products that are associated with Latvia). In opposition to what one would expect this
attribute stresses the importance of products localness: economic development is
seen as important as long as it is somehow connected to local (usually connection is
location). In order to improve market performance and to promote locally produced
products once in a while public campaigns are issued (by governing actors or by
NGOs (for example, campaign “Don’t buy foreign”)) or media publishes series of
articles explaining why one should consume local products.
Development is seen as a constant and ongoing process.
“Latvia’s food industry has developed in recent years and has become second biggest
processing industry in Latvia. Industry produces 20% of added value of processing
industries as well as creates job positions for more than 25 000 of Latvia’s
inhabitants.” (Valsts izglītības attīstības aģentūra, 2007, 13)
“Enterprises producing dairy products own several factories in Latvia. Geographical
location of these factories is comparatively even and this is an important prerequisite
for successful further existence and development of the industry.” (Šolks, 2011, 4)
Tensions associated with this attribute emerge when we consider its practical
implementation in various spheres. For example, although every enterprise needs to
grow, in some interviews experts mentioned that co-ops in grain sector have become
too big and currently are too strong force in the state policy making. This is perceived
as possible threat for other sectors. Yet for milk sector scaling up is seen as an only
solution. Also this attribute can be associated with other tensions – in some cases
higher sells are associated with higher quality, yet more often development is
associated with some losses in quality level. Also growth can become an aspect that
forces to question localness of produce.
‘Economic development’ is seen as an important aspect in all four spheres (less so in
science and public sphere). Market sphere analyses possibility to access new markets
and claims growth is a natural aspect for enterprises development. Policy sphere
analyses sizes of the sectors, estimates annual growth and suggests, that bigger
enterprises that are more integrated in international food markets are more resilient
and economically beneficial to state. For Public sphere this attribute is associated with
some controversy. In the simplest interpretation in this sphere glorification of ability to
grow and penetrate global markets can be observed as well (for example popular
weekly magazine “Ir” publishes series of articles called “Success” that mainly
illustrates how enterprises have grown and later on penetrated global markets (see, Ir
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Jul.18, 2013; Jul.25, 2013; Oct.10, 2013). As in case of Policy sphere, here ability to
grow is strongly related to resilience). However Public sphere witness more
controversy – here also NGOs lobbying other interests can be found. Some of them
are rallying for more support to small enterprises, others tries to show gains of
shortened food chains, even other discuss ecological impacts of large scale
production, logistics, etc. Public sphere is also the scene where conflicts between
various actors can be observed. For example, media was platform where conflict
between health ministry promoting healthy diets and producers promoting lower
regulations for food producers were presented. Also media was platform that was
used to promote conflict between big retail chains and producers. Media was a
communicator illustrating how some of successful food chain enterprises were
exploiting or cheating their employees. Importantly, these issues have been
mentioned in interviews with experts yet very few documents from other spheres cover
these issues. Mass media is only tool that illustrates these ongoing tensions.
Therefore, we could suggest that Public sphere illustrates relativity and multidimensionality of food chain characteristics. It illustrates how attributes can be
contrasted on to each other and also the sphere creates new pairs to contrast.
Science sphere is diverse in its evidence. However, mainly it covers questions of how
to develop efficiently – it serves as an instrument that searches for more efficient ways
of development.
‘Economic development’ should be associated with Economic dimension. Indirectly it
is also associated with Social dimension. Also attribute is represented as an aspect
that secures resilience – operating on the larger scale ensures that in case of any kind
of problems enterprise more likely will be able to overcome them. In negative way
attribute may be also related to Health and Environment dimensions.
As was mentioned attribute mainly should be related to global food chains – important
part of ‘economic development’ is related to enterprises ability to penetrate global food
market. However more precise it would be to say that development is linking both
levels and even small scale local initiatives often are expected to grow and eventually
penetrate global market.
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Attribute 4 – LABOUR FORCE
Documents from several spheres identify labour force availability as an important
aspect of food chain structure. The attribute has been mentioned spontaneously in
several interviews and is mentioned in line of analysed documents. Aspects that can
be associated with this attribute can be observed in most of policy and market
documents (analysing in wider context this attribute has been commonly mentioned in
public discussions as well).
We have positioned this attribute in cell Policy/Social, Market/Economic and
Public/Ethic. Attribute has been used in all spheres. However, Policy sphere
seemingly interprets that search of labour force is one of the ways how it should
support enterprises and its citizens. Therefore, this sphere generates most of
documents that analyse labour force accessibility and its quality. We positioned
attribute in Social dimension because state represents attribute as citizen oriented:
attribute does correspond the needs of enterprises, yet it is oriented towards
improving citizen possibilities in labour market. We positioned this attribute in cell
Public/Ethic because it represents and interesting case how public interest can be
mobilized around questions of labour ethics.
Overall this attribute is used to describe the common food chain situation and to
describe aspects important for development. As such it combine several main themes
most important of which are labour force qualification and labour force wages. It is
argued that any development (no matter global or local) cannot be implemented
without qualified labour force or, to be more precise, without labour force as such. For
example, in one interview respondent claims that it is hard to improve positions of
biological produce because biological farming is dominated by farmers representing
older generation which does not show initiative to change and does not have
knowledge that would be needed to succeed. Rural development programme claims
that all kind of development can be possible only if knowledge of labour force would
be improved (and again – age of labour force is seen as an aspect that hampers
farmer willingness to study) (LAP 2013). Lack of qualification is considered to be a
reason for low level of innovations and low productivity. Farmers and producers would
need a qualified workforce to improve their effectiveness. On the other hand – several
other documents claim that food industry lack unqualified workers. Farmers, producers
and retail chains claim that in Latvia is a shortage of unqualified workers (this
discussion also is suggesting that local workers are having inadequate wage
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expectations). This group suggests that use of immigrant work force would be an
answer (an idea that is strongly opposed by society). Given arguments illustrate that
enterprises have inconsistent view of what is the major problems with accessible
employees. Also we could suggest that arguments given suggest mismatch between
employers’ expectations, needs and the accessible pool of employees. Meanwhile
market actors accuse state of low quality education and in production of graduates
that does not fit the market needs. State has taken these accusations seriously and
have conducted several researches that had to identify labour market needs (see
VIAA 2012; 2011; 2007). However, real changes in education system can be slow and
in some interviews experts indicate that it might be too late to improve the education –
it might be so that there are no experts left who could actually teach.
One of the conflicts that are related to attribute is question who should be responsible
for ensuring that enterprises have access to labour force. State has searched for the
solutions how to educate, attract and relocate labour force during last years. Some of
the enterprises suggest that state has not done enough. Yet some of respondents
claim that enterprises should be more involved in search for their employees.
Enterprises should be more open to search for needed experts early, to pay for their
education and later on to pay them a competitive salary. Obviously, this can be a
solution for big enterprises. Enterprises not as successful, smaller enterprises or just
enterprises that prefer to blame the state stick to the interpretation that governing
actors are to blame.
Other conflict that gained recognition in national media was concerned ethics in
workplace. In beginning of year 2013 The Baltic Centre for Investigative Journalistics
Re:Baltica published an investigation originally called “Low Sallaries” (Re:Baltica
Apr.23, 2013; Apr.29, 2013). Investigation followed two students applying to work to
low wage positions. Both places by the accident represented food industry –fish
packaging and retail. Articles claimed that salaries were smaller that promised, that
employees were forced to work in unhygienic working conditions, that they are denied
their rights, and – that after short period of work both students had health problems. In
order to draw contrasts article also stressed that entrepreneurs owning these
companies were lobbying more open legislation for immigrant employment. This
investigation quickly got popular and was republished or commented by most of
Latvia’s newspapers. Despite the fact that original article was about enterprise wage
policies it also became a discussion about employees’ rights in food system. The
question about employees’ rights has been addressed several times since.
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Picture 2.

Quote from Re:Baltica investigation: “I am sitting in a draught. My oil-soaked fingers are cold. I’ve cut
my fingers three times on the sides of the cans: one of the cuts is deeper, and it bleeds quite freely. I
run off to put my finger under running water. Aina comes up and puts a rubber “cap’’ on my finger,
which reminds me of a condom. «When it’s full of blood — I’ll give you another» she says.” ((Re:Baltica
Apr.23, 2013)

Attribute should be related to Policy, Public and Market sphere (these spheres
mentions attribute most often). Policy defines need to educate labour force and
discusses problems that emerge from lack of labour force. Market identifies needed
groups of workers and positions them within food chain. On a wider context – as an
issue of labour force in general lack of employees is addressed in Public media as
well. However, often attribute it is just considered to be a part of labour market without
real references toward food chains. This indicates that labour force availability as an
attribute can be associated with other – wider labour force discourse that is used by
the industry and policy to explain common characteristics of food chain performance.
The attribute is practically absent in Scientific sphere. We positioned the attribute in
cells Policy/Social and Public/Ethic.
From the perspective of dimensions attribute should be associated with Social, Ethical
and Economic dimension. Employment and qualification of labour force is a social
matter and therefore it can be related to social dimension. However, in most of texts
aspects of this attribute are related to sectors or enterprises successful development.
Lack of employees with right qualification level can be an important limitation. Yet it is
not only improvement of qualification that is mentioned in documents. Several market
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documents mentions over-qualification of labour force and need of employees that
could execute technical work.
Attribute is related both to global and local food chains. In both cases lack of
qualification is seen as a limitation that can reduce ability to successfully develop. Yet
the links how this attribute is linked to development differs. In case of global food
chains it is perceived that more competent workers would ensure more efficient
production process and would ensure cheaper produce. For local chains the
qualification needed differs. It is expected that higher qualification will allow farmers
and producers to penetrate market more efficiently.
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Attribute 5 – DIET
Attribute ‘diet’ represents discussions about nutritional value of everyday meals
citizens have. Also it represents nutritional value of citizens’ food consumption habits.
In attribute’s core are health claims and discussions about optimal meal structure that
would ensure people health. Yet practices that are suggested as optimal diets vary
depending on spheres that have generated text and actor whose ideas are
represented in specific document.
We have placed attribute in cells Policy/Health, Public/Health, Market/Health and
Science/Health. Main argument behind the attribute ‘diet’ is claim that proper nutritious
intake can improve health. However, what is to be considered proper nutritious intake
differs depending on sphere we analyse. Furthermore selected four spheres differ in
how they promote supported ideas.
In Policy and Science spheres this attribute is represented as citizens (mainly from
lower SES) need to obtain sufficient amount of nutrition. In Science sphere this need
is articulated with suggestions that insufficient diet may lead to reduction of human’s
capabilities (some texts uses this argument to link diets with economical dimension)
(see Melece 2009; Populga & Melece 2009; Vilciņa & Kārkliņa 2005; 2004). Also
researchers tend to analyse how ‘diets’ and ‘consumption habits’ have changed over
time (in this case attribute overlaps with attributes ‘affordability’ and ‘consumer habits’)
(see Kunkulberga & Seglins 2011; Eglite 2011; Dzene et al. 2012). In Policy sphere
attribute is mainly represented by Ministry of Health (MoH) (see MoH 2003). In this
case health itself becomes main argument to promote specific diets (healthy diets).
Despite the fact that MoH is practically absent from organizing and regulating food
chains it has become a central access point how food concerned groups can influence
food chain regulations. In the shadow of the MoH a network of NGOs and specialists
discuss the health problems and later channel them to MoA as claims to secure
healthy diets. This results both in research commenting on optimal diets (see Gobiņa
et al. 2007; Pudule et al. 2012) and media articles discussing nutritional intake of
society and specific groups of society (see Delfi Sep.21, 2011a; Sep.21, 2011b;
Mar.13, 2012; Mar.11, 2012). This is also an opinion that is supported by society –
64% says that main aspect of health is balanced nutritious intake (DnB 2012).
Topic that has caught wide media interest is healthy diets for children. This theme has
also initiated discussions about quality of school meals. In fact these discussions are
reoccurring with certain regularity and usually they tend to generated public conflict
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(illustrate contradictions) between producers (see Delfi Sep.9, 2011; Apollo Sep.12,
2012), school caterers (see Apollo Feb.10, 2011; Jan.24, 2007; LA Sep.10, 2011) and
child rights or health representing institutions (see Delfi Aug.24, 2011; TVnet Nov.1,
2012; Mar.11, 2013; Apollo Jan.16, 2013).
Some analysis of nutritional value of meals people are having has been done also by
Food and Veterinary Service. These studies and studies coming from Science sphere
and from Policy sphere usually comes to similar conclusions: for several groups food
intake habits may be described as unhealthy. Policy support to healthy diets, on the
one hand, allows it to attract new actors in analysing food quality (for example doctors,
nutritionists, concerned parents, etc.). Yet, on the other hand, wide engagement
facilitates that involved groups are ready to intervene in various food chain levels:
protectors of healthy diets have intervened in policy regulating public catering, retail,
production, etc. Practices deriving from claims of healthy diet may be an important
source of conflict between actors pursuing healthy products and actors representing
market. In case of Policy sphere attribute can be also associated with Ethical
dimension. This can be clearly illustrated by discussions about school meals that are
represented partly as a health issue, yet partly as an ethical action. Also discussion
about school meals illustrates how nutritional value of meals pupils have can put
policy actors (MoA) in a middle of conflict: on the one hand, MoA represents policy
actors (together with MoH) who are willing to improve meal quality; on the other hand,
MoA is the actor whom producers address when they are in a search for help (for
‘support’). Higher quality requirements for school meals are seen by at least some of
market actors as a threat to their business. To protect their interests they are lobbying
their interests in MoA and promoting these ideas in press. All these discussions are
actively followed by media.
‘Diets’ are also discussed in texts of Public sphere. In this sphere attribute overlaps
with attribute ‘lifestyle’. Discussions on diets in this sphere are addressing health
issues. However, interpretation of health here is much wider including spiritual health
as well. Here often importance of local and organic food is stressed.
Attribute can be associated with both local and global food chains. However there are
differences how it is represented in both. In case of global chains it is a matter for
discussions and regulations – citizens need to choose right products to remain
healthy. Yet local produce is automatically associated with appropriate diet –
healthiness is characteristic of localness. Local products are in general better for
healthy diet. Such statements have some obvious flaws and sometimes it is obvious
that local products are of low quality. However, somehow local low quality products
usually are not discussed (local low quality product is not seen as local). Furthermore,
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what is the distinction between local and global food chains may be quite vague in
case of this attribute.
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Attribute 6 – CONSUMER HABITS
Attribute “consumer habits” refers to consumers’ food consumption practices and
interpretation behind these practices. As such attribute incorporate links to social
demographic characteristics that can be associated with specific consumption
practices and associates consumption with lifestyle of the groups. In a sense attribute
is close to attribute ‘diet’. Difference between two is that in case of attribute ‘diet’ food
intake is mainly interpreted from aspect of nutritional value and ingredients used in
product. Also discussions related to attribute ‘diet’ is usually taking place in macro
level – as a discussion between policy makers and market actors. Yet in the case of
‘consumer habits’ considerations (value orientation) taken from social reality plays
major role. Attribute describes lifestyle driven consumption habits. This point (and
logic underneath it) is clearly articulated by explanation of food consumption habits
given by document originating in Scientific sphere:
“Having snacks between meals is widespread between school-aged kids. Often these
snacks are unhealthy – as chips, candy, etc. One of the reasons why they are having
snacks is adolescents desire to belong to peer groups. Popularity of these choices is
created by food producer advertising that constantly targets school-aged kids.”
(Gobiņa et al. 2007).
We have positioned the attribute in cells Public/Social and Science/Social. In both
cases attribute also could be related to Health, Environment and Ethic dimensions.
However, these dimensions are represented by just some specific lifestyle practices
while social dimension in this case incorporates all these dimensions.
Overall interpretation is that consumer habits are constantly changing. To explain
these changes references to several contextual events are made. Also social
demographic characteristics have become an important part of explanation. For
example household income and purchasing power is used as an aspect that explains
both individual factors – how healthy family members eat and what aspects influence
their food selection and macro factors – why some enterprises succeed yet other fail
(see Melece 2009; Populga & Melece 2009; Vilciņa & Kārkliņa 2005; 2004;
Kunkulberga & Seglins 2011; Eglite 2011).
This attribute illustrates that in local food systems consumer is recognized as an active
participant. Other involved actors are trying to predict or create his needs and
practices. For this purpose they attract context aspects as economic crisis, political
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history, lags in development, etc. Some researchers have both tried to explain
consumption patterns as well as explain how important various value statements are
when selecting food (Dzene & Yorulmaz 2011). These aspects become reasoning
behind food chain efficiency. For example “economic crisis” changed way how citizens
were doing their groceries and what they actually bought. This in order to improve
their position had to be taken into account by retailers, producers and farmers. One of
respondents recalled how during economic crisis diary producers were searching for a
way how to connect consumer interest in more natural products with cheaper prices
and possibility to shop in retail chains. The solution suggested was to sell raw milk.
This project never came into action.
Meanwhile reasons outside these context aspects are recognized as well - consumer
habits are generalized referring to lifestyles and popular trends. This stresses irrational
part of consumption – share of sells’ that cannot be explained just by good offer.
Documents from Public sphere often offer discussions about what we could call
“lifestyle diets” giving its readers suggestions how to consume (newest diets or trendy
diets (see Apollo Aug.6, 2013; Jul.31, 2012; TVnet Feb.18, 2014), healthy products
(see Apollo Jul.9, 2013; Jul.17, 2013), trendy practices (see Apollo Jul.30, 2013)).
Also media is keen to unfold “myths” about healthy products that often results in
controversial suggestions. For example, in some cases food additives are represented
as threat to avoid (see Apollo Jul.9, 2013; Jul.17, 2013) and simultaneously as
something natural or unavoidable (see TVnet Mar.14, 2013); ecological consumption
can be presented both as healthy and as practice that does not hold any health
benefits (see TVnet Aug.12, 2009), etc. Also previously mentioned conflict of steamed
meet receives such controversial reflection: Producers represented new regulations as
a threat to cultural values and as a threat to consumption of products that are
ethnically important (regulations threaten local identity). However, some analysts point
to health issues behind new regulations stressing the need to develop healthy lifestyle
and – healthier diets. This point is also illustrated by the fact that 69% of Latvia’s
inhabitants think that food is a main element to remain healthy (DnB 2012). In overall,
these comments illustrate how attribute ‘consumer habits’ are directly linked to line of
other attributes (‘diets’, ‘economic development’, ‘effectiveness’, etc.).
Three from spheres analysed – Policy, Science and Market approaches lifestyle rather
similarly. It is an aspect that helps to explain consumption. These spheres mainly relay
on social demographic data and gives clear explanations how, for example, household
income can influence market structure. Yet even in these texts commonly more
abstract ideas emerge on what consumers like, what are their needs, etc. Market
sphere in this case differ from other two because it uses references to consumer
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lifestyle and needs much more often. Also it is introducing categories like branding
and advertising suggesting that these could change overall consuming habits.
Most elaborated this attribute is in public media. Mainly this is because media
unofficially have taken the role to educate people about possible lifestyles. Texts from
Public sphere stresses line of aspects that could be significant. Media discusses
various diets for various needs and for various moments of life (recommendations can
differ from what to eat when you have a lot of work till the recommendations what
products are better during spiritual search). Less often more specific interests are
discussed (as SFSC, ecological food). Furthermore, in these texts ideas tend to
overlap creating mix of statements (in these texts, local may support (or may be
equated with) spirituality, may be equated to ecological, etc.).
Interesting differences can be observed between local and global food chains. From
perspective of all spheres ability to participate in SFSC is associated with higher costs
and therefore – not for everyone. To buy local products consumer have to achieve
some level of wealth. However, same argument works vice versa as well: life in
countryside is cheaper because you can grow what you need for yourself and if you
ran short on some products you can get involved in barter. Therefore SFSC can be
expensive as well as cheap simultaneously.
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Attribute 7 – EFFICIENCY
‘Efficiency’ is an important attribute in all analysed spheres. Furthermore this attribute
is an important argument that is used to justify reforms (or absence of reforms) and
overall policy. As a goal attribute can be used to reduce weight of other arguments (or
attributes) – for example ‘efficiency’ can be given as a reason to reduce number of
employees; or to close factory; or to openly criticize suggestion to raise wages,
improve labour conditions, stricter health regulations, etc. Common interpretation is
that efficiency is in the basis of enterprise (being efficient is a way how one can do
business) and therefore as an argument this attribute does have more strength as
most other aspects. Although there are various ways how this attribute can be
represented it is mainly interpreted in the light of improved competitiveness and higher
level of revenue.
This attribute is related to all spheres and Economic dimension. We have chosen to
position this attribute in four cells because in all spheres efficiency is seen as a major
argument that can be used to ground any ideas. Furthermore, when new ideas are
brought into public debate, they have to be able to translate themselves in terminology
of ‘efficiency’ (for example NGO driving anti GMO campaign in order to lobby against
GMO use for forage ordered a research estimating economic efficiency (costs) of
forage containing GMO and without GMO).
Attribute is mentioned both in interviews and documents and it is represented as one
of central elements enterprises pursue. Good example of this is discussions about
development of rural territories (as well as Rural Development Programme). These
discussions commonly see that important aspect of rural failure is inability of
agriculture and food processing industry to raise its efficiency. Also in interviews
several respondents were pointing out that efficiency should be approached as an
aspect for enterprise evaluation. ‘Efficiency’ is also an aspect that is commonly
represented in public annual accounts about sectors and agriculture in order to
describe enterprise or sector in general (Šolks 2011; LLKC 2013a). To lesser extent
‘efficiency’ is also mentioned as an aspect that should be measured when farmers and
processors are supported – support should improve efficiency. Furthermore, most of
actors agree that currently actors involved in food chains (with some exceptions) are
not efficient (mostly this is said about actors producing and processing – these
comments are not attributed towards retail enterprises).
Following quote illustrates how competitiveness is represented:
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“We can observe how agriculture field is developing with every next year. Still,
compared to other states our competitiveness is relatively low. In taking in to account
current conditions, it is important to find our main production problems and
opportunities. By understanding, removing or using current situation we could improve
agriculture – to increase production efficiency and competitiveness. Current
estimations of agriculture production show that Latvia has the lowest or almost lowest
indicators among EU member states.” (LLKC 2013b, p.4)
‘Efficiency’ can take shape through various arguments: in some cases it is
represented as a need to use more modern technologies, in other it is about use of
knowledge, yet in even others efficiency is about size of enterprise (about scaling up),
or it can be about innovations or even about diversification.
Quote from article in local business magazine illustrates this diversity or arguments:
Current situation request to search for innovative ways, how to reduce product and
service prices in order to secure high enterprise profits. Meanwhile we all are aware
that this is a time of the client – client more than ever before evaluates more than just
a price. He also evaluates product’s or service’s quality. What does it means
“effectiveness” today?... Effectiveness is a skill to rationally use all of accessible
resources – both yours’ and the client’s.” (DB Apr.15, 2009)
In case of global food chains ‘efficiency’ is stressed in all spheres and associated with
all involved actors. ‘Efficiency’ both in local and global food chains is something that
can be always improved. Yet questions about improvement of efficiency are more
interesting in case of local food supply chains – to be truly efficient they have to cross
the barrier and involve themselves in global chains. In some cases it is possible to
observe that local enterprises who have managed to enter global food chains are
considered to be more important. Also it is possible to observe how local enterprises
claiming to represent ethnical local values are struggling to penetrate global markets
(for example “Liberts” birch sap or “Austras koks” egg pasta, or enterprises
representing new trend to make apple wines and ciders). Decision to penetrate global
markets for these small enterprises seems logical – local market is relatively small and
purchasing power of citizens is comparatively low. It is highly likely that for high quality
niche products Latvia market is too small. We do not have statistics but our
observations suggest that often this problem of small market leads to bankruptcy of
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these enterprises. In order to improve efficiency actors can make decisions that
otherwise would be considered controversial.
In case of local food chains interpretation differs. Bigger players from market sphere
suggest that small local producers and farmers are inefficient. These enterprises
should scale up and become more competitive. If they will not follow these rules, they
are artificial formation that deforms market. Also municipalities and other local actors
interpret that local food chain participants should become more competitive. Yet their
support for bigger enterprises is set by their interest to improve local economy.
There are differences in what does efficiency mean in global and local food chains. In
global it is ability to compete and be profitable. Yet in local it is often not about profits
but about being able to survive without help from outside, being self-sufficient. In
market conditions where small market initiatives tend to die off being able to survive
and being self-sufficient is already an achievement. For example, in recent conference
dedicated to social enterprises one of sessions was led by owner of probably the
oldest shop of local organic products. Despite the fact that her original intention was to
make profit from her enterprise, she was invited to participate as representative of
social enterprise. Furthermore, at the end of the main discussion question emerged –
how social enterprise could start to make profit? This discussion sent a clear message
– most of these enterprises where social because they were not able to find a way
how to make profit.
As was told ‘efficiency’ is associated with all four spheres. Simplest representation of
this attribute comes from Public sphere. It illustrates efficiency as annual growth of
enterprises. Also in this sphere attribute ‘efficiency’ is presented as line of logical
market decisions that will improve production process. For almost all news that is
associated with food system additional explanation is given on ‘efficiency’ of described
enterprise: such articles usually end by explaining the turnover of the mentioned
enterprise and how important this enterprise is for national economy.
Yet more complicated interpretation can be observed in case of other spheres. Of
course also in other spheres can be observed interpretation similar to one observed in
Public sphere. However, additionally to simple retrospective analysis how every
enterprise and sector has done comparing to other food system players, these
spheres also speculate about possible improvements. They are discussing policy
improvements, discussing possible improvements in collaboration between involved
actors, and possible improvements in production process. So efficiency in this case is
something hypothetical that needs to be discussed and planned.
In case of global food chains attribute is primarily associated with Economical
dimension. There are important links with other dimensions as well. However, all these
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links are created just to gain better understanding of how ‘efficiency’ can improve
economic development. Situation differs in case of local food chains. Here links to
Economic dimension remain strong. However, links to Social dimension gains greater
importance – development of local producers are considered as possible way to
improve local welfare level.
Attribute overlaps with several other attributes. For example directly it is related to
attributes as ‘support’, ‘economic development’, ‘competitiveness’, ‘export’. Indirectly it
is related to ‘labour force’ availability and ‘knowledge’ - aspects that are commonly
mentioned as blockages for improving efficiency.
Although attribute is extended to all food sectors possible solutions how efficiency
should be improved differs. Usually grain sector is represented as a good example. A
usual recommendation for other sectors is to pursue greater cooperation. This is
supposed to restructure power relations (between farmers, producers and retailers)
what would lead to more efficient and equal relations. However, opposite argument is
given when vegetable sector is analysed. Analysts say that sector has difficulties to
develop because it is dominated by two huge competing cooperatives.
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Attribute 8 – GMO
‘GMO’ is relatively small attribute mainly discussed by civic sector. Attribute blurs
borders between local and global. As such it is an overall aspect that should be taken
into account. However, groups supporting anti-GMO policies in their other activities
are working on shortening of food chains as well. Therefore, despite the clear
distinction between attribute “GMO” and length of food chains we could say that in
reality it is critique coming from short food supply chains and that it is criticizing actors
from long food supply chains (and the ideas behind it). However, this is not always the
case.
We have positioned the attribute in cells Public/Environment, Public/Health and
Policy/Ethical (this cell we selected to represent huge involvement of municipalities to
prohibit ‘GMO’ in their territories). We have positioned this attribute in these cells
because the attribute has been created by the activities of civic initiatives. However,
later on thanks to activities of NGOs’ interest in GMO related problems have grown.
The GMO related issues have become widely presented in mass media. However,
‘GMO’ as an attribute has penetrated food chains as well. Survey conducted in year
2010 reveals that 67% of inhabitants would not buy a product that contains GMO (and
only 15% would buy such product if it was cheaper) (DnB 2010). Meanwhile,
trademark “Free from GMO” (created by civic activists) is used by farmers, small
retailers, restaurants (and even restaurant association). Also several big retail chains
have shown support to anti GMO campaign. And finally – most of Latvia municipalities
have accepted policies prohibiting growing GM plants.
Although attribute has existed for years, for wider public it has been introduced by
civic sector just in 2010. Active lobbying has forced policy and market sphere to
represent this attribute in their discourse. Still NGOs and public media are main actors
that are building comprehensive explanation how GMO should be perceived (see
TVnet 25.Jan, 2013; 13.Nov, 2012; 22.Jan, 2013; Apollo Apr.23, 2008; Neatkarīgā
Rīga Avīze (NRA) Oct.1, 2012). Interpretation these actors have created is critical and
stresses dangers of GMO usage. Their rhetoric suggests that they are overturning
myths created by global corporations. However, because of wide public support it
seems that market sphere is taking these accusations into account.
Up to now their activities have been fruitful – activists have managed to attract
partners from all levels of food chains. Separate shops, retail chains, producers and
farmers are announcing that they are supporting GMO free produce. Still they are not
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participating in shaping of general food discourse. Needless to say that involved
NGOs remains highly motivated in shaping importance of this attribute also in future.
Currently “GMO free” movement relays on arguments from Environmental and Health
dimension. Documents claim that it is impossible to predict GMO influence on
environment and health. Yet, to make their claims stronger they are also trying to
translate their claims in to economic terminology (they are translating their fears into
possible reduced efficiency). Activists are continuing to pursue this goal.
Picture 3.

One of the visualisations of GMO used by media. Title states – “Tomato with fish gene”. (TVnet 25.Jan,
2013)
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Attribute 9 – EMBEDDEDNESS
The idea that products are embedded in various local institutions is comparatively
marginal yet it occurs in several documents and interviews. In general this attribute
relates to cases when document and respondents mention specific local
characteristics to describe one product. Mainly this is done when local food chains are
discussed. In case of global food chains actors use attribute ‘embeddedness’ as
hypothetical aspect to consider. For example they are discussing that Latvia does not
have any products for which ‘embededness’ could be used as a competitive edge to
improve its position in global market. Yet other actors claim that unique characteristics
of Latvia (or some of its regions) could serve as basis to show uniqueness of Latvia’s
products globally. However this discussion is rather theoretical and although most of
actors recognize necessity to come up with competitive edge that would allow
competing in global market it cannot be supported with real examples.
The attribute is positioned in several cells – Public/Economic, Public/Social,
Public/Environmental as well as in Policy/Economic. We chose cells representing
public sphere (dimensions Economic, Social and Environmental), because most of
discussion related to this attribute is based in Public sphere as well as because the
idea of unique place characteristics mainly derives from public interpretation. Policy
sphere we have chosen to illustrate political interest in the attribute. Commonly these
embedded products are seen as a historical pride. However, it is more likely that
policy sphere (especially in municipal level) will see such products as a source of
possible economic gains.
In the case of local food chains embeddedness is commonly discussed and it is
mentioned in documents generated in most of spheres. However, most these
discussions are hypothetical and are based on believes – these discussions lack real
examples or action. Only Public sphere goes into depth to analyse possibilities to use
embedded products to strengthen food chains (good example of this are activities
taken by Latvia Rural Forum (Latvijas lauku forums) – NGO conducting research,
consulting and organizing seminars about local possibilities to strengthen local
products (for example see Latvijas Lauku forums 2012) (lots of local products never
reach the official market – they are penetrating local grey chains and can become an
object of barter. However, since these products never reach the market it is hard to
estimate to what level they are embedded in local institutions). NGOs suggest that
local values could become important aspect to drive consumer habits. Also they claim
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that locally produced products and local skills may be a way hot to improve local
(municipal) economies (at least partly this is a discussion about food sovereignty).
These NGOs claim that municipalities should search for their local small scale
producers and search for way how to improve their abilities to reach the market (some
of these claims are also supported by science sphere). First of all, these NGO’s think
that support to small scale producers may be beneficial to local economy. Second
argument they use is that currently local consumers (as well as other small producers
and even the municipality) aren’t informed about locally produced products that often
are made according to local traditions. Third argument used is that these local
characteristics of food may become an important aspect to improve products
competitiveness in regional, sometimes national level (in some cases this discussion
may cross national border). These ideas are becoming more popular recently. Food
non-related enterprises see that shortening on food chains might be beneficial to local
producers, local municipalities and other local actors. Therefore, these ideas have
attracted partners from unexpected sectors.
Same ideas recently have been discussed by some municipalities and scientists.
Municipalities who do refer to product embeddedness use somewhat similar
arguments as NGO – small local producers have something unique to offer yet they
are unknown and lack access to market. This suggests that municipalities should
search for a way how to support these producers. This line of thinking has led to
founding co-ops uniting municipalities and producers that help small producers to
reach the market (for example “Beverīna co-op”). Additionally this has led to first steps
in elaboration of procurement policy.
However, the attribute is used by bigger producers as well. When regulations or lack
of states support forces to change some aspects of products with pronounced history
(or just well-known product), producers commonly translates this act as an attack on
national heritage, identity, etc (translation is public – it is represented in public media).
This has been the case in two examples that has been already described here –
smoked meat products and “Aldaris”. However, same arguments has been used in
several other cases – by one of the leading pastry producers when it was accused in
low quality production, by canned sprats producers, etc. These enterprises tend to
reinterpret what embedded means in order to gain support and to exploit society’s
national feelings.
This attribute is related to several others attributes. For example as has been already
shown, it is related to interpretation of product ‘identity’, to ‘economic development’,
also it is related to ‘procurement’ and ‘cooperation’.
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Strongest relation of this attribute is to Economic and Social dimensions. However this
attribute is also associated with other dimensions as well. For example, traceable local
product with strong relations to local value systems and cultural heritage is always
presented as healthier as other products. Also such products are always non-critically
considered as less or non-harmful to environment. Support to embedded produce also
is represented as an ethical choice as well it is represented as resilient choice.
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Attribute 10 – IDENTITY
One of the attributes that should be mentioned here is “identity”. Attribute pops up as
something that is forming background of narrative both in analysed texts as well as in
interviews. In the simples form this attribute overlaps with ideas that are common to
marketing – products, producers, processers and retailers have to have customer
recognition and represent certain ideas in order to be successful.
We have positioned the attribute in cells Market/Economic and Market/Social. Despite
the fact that attribute could have been positioned with all spheres we chose to
associate it with the one witch has practical reasons for meaning construction. Also we
could have positioned the attribute Policy sphere – state and state institutions are
often involved in order to help enterprises to penetrate certain markets and build
certain identities. In some cases national origins becomes a valuable aspects of
identity (in these cases attribute ‘identity’ overlaps with attribute ‘embeddedness’).
One example for mentioned situation is Latvia trade with states that used to be part of
Soviet Union. Certain products, as for example sprats, are associated with Latvia.
Even now canned sprat in oil producer origin country plays significant role to motivate
the customers.
The need for distinctive products’ identity is well recognized. ‘Identity’ in this case is a
set of characteristics that are articulated to specific product. This is associated both
with active construction of product’s characteristics as well as exploiting already
contextually created characteristics. As one of interviewed persons (a major
beekeeper) stated – because of natural characteristics of Latvia’s fauna, it is
impossible to sell Latvia’s honey in Germany for price that would be acceptable for
Latvia’s beekeeper. However, this can be solved by unique branding – by promoting
interpretation that Latvia’s honey has specific characteristics. Same beekeeper
mentioned example that honey from Finland in Germany is branded and sold as a
Santa honey. This example illustrates interpretation of branding – of modern brand
construction strategies (marketing). This is also recognized in other texts. For example
food producers suggested that for Russia’s market brand that would allow recognizing
products from Riga is needed (Latvijas Pārtikas uzņēmumu federācija 2009).
Also the importance that sectors and producers attach to product marketing can be
illustrated by the fact that almost every product group has its own quality schemes/
branding. However, at the end the quality schemes are so many that they lose specific
values they represent (they could often be described as empty signifiers).
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In some cases ‘identity’ is articulated to products point of origins (‘embededdness’). In
these cases characteristic used most often is hybrid interpretation of nationality that is
bound only to territory. It is another way to redefine local attaching much stronger
emphasis on connections between consumer and territory. For example main product
quality scheme is often referred to as “national quality scheme”. Or in some interviews
respondents claim that Latvia’s historical or just local produce is better than global
products. Same bound between product and person living in territories is also drawn in
municipal or even smaller territories. However, identity is also a wittingly constructed
piece of knowledge that connects ideas with experiences (products, shops, territories,
etc.). From this perspective entrepreneurs speak of marketing arguing that they need
to develop strong visual identities, high recognition, communicate values, etc. This is a
purposeful process that is expected to raise competitiveness and allow any enterprise
to compete in global or local market more efficiently.
Attribute allows observing difference between short and long food chains. In short food
chains consumers recognize the produce by its producer (or by the channel the
product has been acquired). The shorter the chain gets, the more this is true. For long
food chains product is recognized by brand it carries. In first case product is
personalized and persons own history and believes becomes a main characteristic
how people recognize product or chain. In case of global food chains branding is
impersonal and abstract. Some of NGOs suggest that in order to scale up local
producers should unite and create second type of identity.
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Attribute 11 – PROCUREMENT
This attribute became more recognized after local authorities realized that organizing
local procurement is a way how they can try to influence shape of food systems.
Current ‘procurement’ interpretation is a result of long discussion about rights of local
municipalities to put any restrictions on what produce they are buying for their
institutions (are municipalities allowed to support specific products in procurement).
After long discussions and some examples how procurement can support local
products, procurement have become a solutions (or perceived solution) for local
authorities to develop local economies. Currently in a centre of this attribute are
several municipalities one of which (Tukums) has participated in project Foodlinks.
These municipalities could at least partly be perceived as unofficial centre for
procurement policy development. Meanwhile there are also other actors who play
significant role in popularizing local procurement.
Public procurement has always been a part of public policy. However, here we use the
attribute to signify the move towards local procurement – form of procurement that is
organized in a way that favours local entrepreneurs. We have currently positioned this
attribute in the cells Policy/Economy and Policy/Social. The attribute is also
represented by civic activists from Public sphere. These activists are connecting the
attribute with all five dimensions. However, despite the fact that these actors are
becoming more involved and more recognized, their influence is still relatively weak.
Municipality along with some national governing institutions remains main drivers of
the policy.
Discussions about possible outcomes of improved procurement procedure are still
comparatively marginal. Partly we could explain this lack of enthusiasm with the fact
that current suggestions how to improve procurement procedure cannot be associated
with major producers and their interests (lack of major lobbyists). However,
procurement is seen as a possible solution to improve situation of smaller local
players. As such it has found supporters in all spheres: there are scientists working
with the idea (for example recent attempts to evaluate economic returns of local
procurement); there are municipalities and government departments that see benefits
from local procurement (some examples include Tukums involvement in Foodlinks
project; current interest in local procurement from Latvian Rural Advisory and Training
Centre; Latvian Association of Local and Regional Governments search for experts
and expertise on the matter); there are NGOs as well as small producers who request
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more support in defining possible market for local products (for example Latvijas
Lauku forums 2012). Yet often these actors are failing to make themselves heard.
From first steps and first attempts to introduce local procurement, it has been
perceived as a powerful tool which is not easy to implement. Main object of discussion
has always been the question do EU regulations allow any sort of classification of
products basing on their origins. However, experience gathered while trying has
illuminated several other problems that had to be solved in order to introduce
functioning local procurement policy (for example, how to motivate farmers, how to
structure procurement, how to ensure needed amount of produce, etc.). Because of
the problems identified every practically functioning example is presented as huge
achievement (for example School fruit programme). Even more – because of many
problems faced local procurement has become to be a policy that is associated with
need to acquire knowledge, information and to form new collaborations with new
possible partners. This has led to collaboration and to exchange of information
between spheres. Therefore, although we can suggest that this attribute should be
associated with Policy sphere (because of its clear relations to municipal policy
making), reality is much more complicated: lines between spheres are blurry and it
would be more precise to say that support is coming from group of actors that
represents all spheres which support food chain perception that differs from
dominating food chain interpretation.
Despite the current interest in local procurement there are few real achievements in
the field. Currently most of activities end with discussions and with a search for clear
directions where one should start. There have been several suggestions how one
should proceed (see MoA 2013a; 2013b; Cimermanis 2013) yet none of them detailed
to the level that would allow possible involved actors to feel secure about procedure.
In Policy sphere attribute ‘procurement’ is associated with economic welfare. Some
departments have even stepped in to calculate precise value that can be gained
through local procurement. This clearly illustrates that motives behind development of
procurement are mostly economic – it is a way how municipality can help local farmers
and food producers. The fact that economic considerations are the key element
behind the policy is illustrated by following quote:
“(Representative from municipality) explains that lunch is prepared by cooks hired by
municipality. The cost of one portion is 35 santims (BSC: 0.50 EUR). For this money
kids receive three meals – soup, main course and a drink or tee. Schools are afraid
that by choosing possibly better, yet more expensive products amount of kids who do
have meals will fall. Citizens ability to pay is very low.” (LA Aug.27, 2013)
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It also may seem that this quote illustrates social considerations. However, what this
quote does conceal is that often the municipality is the actor who pays for school
meals. So at the end it is not only about wealth of parents but also about wealth of
municipality.
There are ways how this attribute is connected to Social dimension as well. Some
actors argue that attribute “procurement” can influence Social dimension through
creating jobs and ensuring that people are not leaving rural areas. Also resilience is
considered as an important aspect for this attribute. This attribute is related to some of
other attributes – for example ‘economic development’, ‘origins’, ‘information’,
‘cooperation’.
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Attribute 12 – INFORMATION ACCESSIBILITY
One of the simplest attributes we have identified is “information accessibility”. This
attribute indicates the need to ensure constant flow of information and actors’ need to
access information in order to function in specific market. ‘Information accessibility’ is
seen as a basis to start improving enterprise effectiveness. Enterprises in all levels
claims that they need to be more informed about possibilities, restrictions and other
important aspects that influence market.
We have positioned attribute in several cells. We did this to illustrate that mutual
information exchange is perceived as one of the basic aspects that on the one hand
allows enterprise to function. Yet, on the other hand, information accessibility about
the market practices allows everybody to monitor and participate in both food chain
structures and control.
Request to receive more information is not addressed to one specific actor. It is
addressed to all system that should share all important information about aspects that
could be used to improve market performance. In most of interviews with market
actors they suggest that they would like to be better informed. Actors also stated
several reasons what blocks their access to information. First of all, there is thin line
between information that should be shared (publicly accessible information that could
improve overall market performance) and information that grants one player higher
competitiveness (one which should be protected) (this problem does not exists if we
analyse public information). However, more often respondents talk about lack of
information in general and need to create channels that would allow accessing it. For
biggest market players this is not such a big problem. These actors claim that in case
of a need they can consult with Ministry of Agriculture (for example in case of
questions concerning legislation). These actors have constant access to information
and listening ears in MoA. Still they identify the information need as crucial
prerequisite for success. Smaller players (especially representatives of short food
chains) claim that they often have problems searching for relevant information. For
these actors search for information is an important aspect of their business that can
ensure their development (Information exchange can be a reason to create or join
networks).
Attribute is important both in context of local as in global food chains. Furthermore,
attribute is important in points where both food chains overlap. This means that
information accessibility is an important aspect for enterprise to function within system
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it has used to. However, it is even more so when enterprise tries to step out of its
comfort zone. For example when retail chain decides to collaborate and sell homeproducer produce it is left to question how it can do that legally. Although usually
information exists it might be hard to access. Therefore in interviews respondents
suggest that access to information should be improved.
Furthermore, it could be suggested that information could be associated with certain
possibilities of inequality. It seems obvious that enterprises who can access
information are in better position that those who cannot. Yet this is just one aspect of
the issue. Quality of specific accessible information should be mentioned as well. For
example respondents claimed that quality of consultations offered Latvian Rural
Advisory and Training Centre differs depending on region one is consulted. Also
biggest actors suggested that quality of these consultations is too low for them.
Therefore they hire their own consultants. This shows that access to information
differs. Also it seems that in short food chains more often informal ties to gather
information are used.
Additionally we should mention here, that because it is considered that information
access is important institutions are created that help actors to access information.
Latvian Rural Advisory and Training Centre is such an institution that can be used to
access information. Yet several other state institutions as well as associations, co-ops
and NGOs organize seminars and other forms of information exchanges. Ensuring
information access has become an important aspect of all institutions that are involved
in food systems.
It is hard to associated information accessibility with one dimension. Some enterprises
mention that being informed allows them to notice new opportunities. One farmer
explains, how its success can be explained through constant gathering of information
and ensuring that she has several information access points. She gathered
information about possibilities to sell produce, about consumer needs, about overall
market situation. She explained that because she was informed she were able to use
here resources more efficiently. So at the end most of information can be associated
with Economical dimension. This is main dimension how state and market spheres
see this attribute. Yet other dimensions are important as well.
Although both local and global food chains are in a need of information more often the
need was expressed in local food chains (and by smaller actors). Most likely global
food chains are in similar need of information accessibility, however, we can assume
that information channels there are more elaborated and access to information is more
intangible – information just comes to enterprise (as for example consultants from
global agriculture enterprises addresses biggest farmers). Yet in case of local food
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chains the need of information is more obvious and more pronounced. Furthermore,
ability to access information sources can be crucial to improve viability.
Yet actors representing food chains are not just information consumers. They have to
submit information about their performance and practices that is used for states
control as well as for public monitoring. Therefore, information flow is double sided.
Attribute should be primarily associated with Market and Policy sphere. Yet once in a
while some sort of aspects that could be related to this attribute appears in Public
sphere as well. In Public sphere we can identify that information accessibility is
discussed in context of Health, Ethical and Environmental dimension. In case of
Scientific sphere we can observe that it is and it is expected to be an information
access point on its own.
Attribute “information accessibility” can be associated with attributes ‘cooperation’,
‘knowledge’ and ‘competitiveness’.
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Attribute 13 – KNOWLEDGE
‘Knowledge’ is an attribute that is slightly similar to attribute ‘information accessibility’.
Attribute ‘information accessibility’ indicated the need of information access. Attribute
‘knowledge’ deals with the content of information distribution structure. As such this
attribute is closely related to most of others attributes. However, this attribute is
diverse on its own – there is huge diversity of aspects that are directly articulated as
part of ‘knowledge’. Furthermore, although actors tend to mention ‘knowledge’ as an
important aspect they claim importance of different aspects of knowledge.
We positioned the attribute in cells Science/Economic and Market/Economic. We
could have positioned the attribute also with Policy sphere. This would have illustrated
expectations enterprises have towards the state that it will prepare educated
employees or guarantee knowledge market needs. Also this would illustrate the
thought that state should invest in science so there would be a highly competent
scientists that market could use. Yet we avoided mentioning the Policy sphere in order
to put a main stress to the distinction between knowledge generators and knowledge
consumers.
Wide variety of aspects can be associated with this attribute. On the one hand, it is
often associated with professional knowledge accessible to stakeholders. This goes
hand in hand with factors describing education systems and professional qualifications
of available labour force. On the other hand, ‘knowledge’ is associated with knowledge
creation. This means involving science to create new ways how to deal with issues –
being able to use newest scientific discoveries is often interpreted as being
competitive. There has been a wide amount of expert conclusions suggesting that
Latvia enterprises are not competitive because they lack knowledge how to use most
modern instruments and ideas (see for example LAP 2013). Additional aspect that can
be associated with this attribute is knowledge use. This is associated with
competencies to make knowledge based improvements – innovations that help
specific enterprise to secure its position with food chain. Interestingly, in interviews we
often heard indirect comment that best examples how to use knowledge for enterprise
needs comes from enterprises that have attracted (hired) their own experts (and do
not relay on state experts). This show that state offered knowledge systems are of
lower quality than private consultants. However, additionally it shows that those
enterprises why are willing to pay are in a better position.
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All of the mentioned can be associated both with local and global food chains.
Furthermore, knowledge is an aspect that connects both chains and frequently ideas
are carried from global to local food chains or vice versa. Good example for this is
farmer, who as a home producer sells her produce directly to consumers (through
groups of direct buying). She explains that she has managed to succeed and become
so popular between her clients just because she has followed same food quality
principles as retail chains: she washes and packs her products and she removes
products that are not in a right shape or colour. Vice versa example is when retail
chains founded co-ops with farmers in order to sell local organic food in major
shopping malls. This was done because people analysing consumption habits were
able to recognize that there is market for these specific goods. Other similar cases
illustrate how retail chains are searching for specific locally produced products to sell
in their regional shops. This is done because analysis of market reveals that there are
local peculiarities of consumption. This knowledge is used to improve market position
of every specific shopping mall. So partly we are speaking about technological
innovations that require knowledge. Yet we are also pointing out the importance of
market knowledge. Attribute ‘knowledge’ combines these fields of knowledge.
Both in case of local and global food chains attribute is seen as a solution that can
strengthen enterprises position within market and chain. Yet it is presented in
contradictory light. For example, education is seen as a tool that could improve level of
efficiency and it is also seen as a system that fails to produce necessary level of
competency. Education is failing to produce professionals that would fit the needs of
truly modern market (this is a part of larger national debate that is perceived to
influence industries operating in Latvia). State is constantly trying to improve
professional education system claiming that it has to be transformed so it would fit
market needs (see VIAA 2011; 2007; also current reforms of professional education).
States interest in this matter can be illustrated by several documents (see VIAA 2011;
2007; LAP 2013). Same arguments can be used to describe consultation system that
is set up for farmers’ needs. It is perceived controversially. While state is trying to
prepare experts and grant expertise that would fit market needs some of the
interviewed food chain actors claim that they can be successful only in the case if they
prepare their experts on their own. It is common that involved actors suggest that state
is failing to secure knowledge actors forming food chains’ need. Furthermore, some
respondents claimed that this knowledge is already lost (due to lack of experts and
absent research traditions) and therefore local producers will not be able to compete
with their global competitors.
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Knowledge creation should be analysed separately. Again, we can state that
everybody recognizes the need to create new knowledge and need to involve science
in information creation process (this idea is perceived as common sense). Science is
seen as a source to improve organizational efficiency, yields, breeds, etc. In global
food chains science is perceived as a mean that can ensure that produce is cheaper,
enterprise is more efficient, innovative and that it is able to compete in global market.
Furthermore, this is what at least part of scientists in Latvia are doing (especially those
representing Latvia University of Agriculture). Controversy starts when question: Who
should be responsible for knowledge creation is discussed? Governing actors blames
enterprises for low investments in science. Market actors use same arguments to
blame the state. Yet once in a while some good example is revealed and retold by all
participants. Success of science and of ways how new knowledge can be
implemented is a topic that is represented in media as well. However, several actors
claim that we lack proper scientists and therefore at least in some sectors local
scientists will not make discoveries. Science is considered to be an important mean in
knowledge creation. Yet science is silent when it comes to commenting in its role in
food supply chains.
In case of local food chains ‘knowledge’ often is associated with opportunities.
Successful and profitable participation (or even participation without huge losses) from
actors representing short food supply chains is described as hard. To achieve
something you have to be locked in the information systems. Yet you have to have
knowledge over market and ways how you can penetrate it. Therefore, you have to be
informed (attribute “Information accessibility”), yet you have to have knowledge to
reinterpret this information in a way, that improves your position within market. Also
question what and how is produced in local food chains is often associated with some
specific local knowledge. It means that specific knowledge of food, its production and
ways it could be produced is precondition how one can involve herself in local food
chains.
Here we should mention that knowledge as a mean to achievements and development
is not a characteristic that is unique to food system. It is on its own a wide discourse
that defines how we perceive development. Also ‘knowledge’ as a factor underlay
several official papers describing Latvia’s development (NAP 2012; Saeima 2010).
This explains how this attribute has penetrated food chain interpretation.
As has been shown, this attribute can be associated with both local and global food
chains. Also it was shown that mainly Market, Science and Policy spheres are
associated with this attribute.
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Attribute 14 – ORIGINS
‘Origins’ are a controversial attribute that in simplest interpretation covers aspects
associated with products place of production. In a more complicated interpretation it is
associated with questions of import and export of ingredients and capital, with national
market and ways how producers are fighting for greater influence within food chain.
We have positioned the attribute in cells Market/Economic, Market/Social and
Public/Health. As in other cases – these are not the only cells we could position the
attribute. In Public sphere texts we can find elements indicating to all five dimensions.
Still, Public sphere mostly is concerned about local products and therefore covers only
a part of discussions related to this attribute. Despite this critique link in this sphere to
Health dimension is particularly strong and therefore we decided to stress it.
Most common distinction that can be associated to this attribute is difference between
local and foreign (global) products. Yet how these terms are interpreted differs from
case to case. In case of local policy making within municipalities and in case of local
procurement local is perceived as within borders of municipality. In case of national
policy local is perceived in the borders of state. Both cases have different scale of
interpretation yet both have same logic that is in the basis of their interpretation – local
is used as a tool to secure economic interests and ensure that there is a fixed basis
market where local enterprises can raise the level of their competitiveness.
Somewhat similar interpretation is used by enterprises. First of all we have to mention
that idea of locality is used only by enterprises that can find a way how to prove their
connections to local territory. Usually to prove local origins producers discusses
consumers’ knowledge about the brand and the fact that product at least partly is
produced in territory of Latvia. This rather simplistic interpretation is one that unites
actors that are involved in global food chains. Also this simplistic interpretation is used
to put “local” enterprises as opposing to “global” enterprises.
Enterprises who are associating themselves with these characteristics are positioning
themselves in a way that suggests that they should benefit from this relation. In other
words – enterprises expect that just described connection with territory should grant
them some specific benefits. There are several examples how this can be illustrated.
For example in several interviews local producers stress that state should grand
greater protection for local enterprises (attribute ‘support’). Furthermore state should
be willing to economically support local enterprises while it should be more demanding
to enterprises coming from abroad. Advertising campaign “Don’t buy foreign” (“Nepērc
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svešu”) illustrates another aspect of this interpretation of local. Campaign was
explaining that consumption of foreign products can be equated to surrender to silent
occupation. This partly illustrates that these enterprises consider that they have sort of
natural rights to local consumers. Interestingly enough, but some of most active
enterprises who uses idea of localness has been involved in several scandals related
to food quality and enterprise transparency (this link is particularly strong in meet
sector).
Some ideas described in previous paragraph can be illustrated by local quality
scheme “Green spoon” (“Zaļā karotīte”). This quality scheme interprets that local
product is a product that has at least 75% of its ingredients originating from specific
region. Brand owners (non-governmental organization) plans to create spin-off brand
that would allow up to 50% of foreign ingredients. This just illustrates the point that
interpretation of local is simplified and even enterprises that have relatively weak
connection to local could still be interpreted as local.
Question of ‘origins’ have been an important aspect in explaining the power struggle
between retail chains and producers and farmers. Conflict represents local produce in
disadvantaged positions when competing with global products. According to
processers shopping malls are dictating rules that local processors cannot fulfil which
leads to dominance of global products. Some of respondents commenting on the
matter reminded that shopping malls represent foreign interests. This does not mean
that shopping malls are supporting foreign products (although – there have been hints
that it might be so). More often suggestions that retail chains are of foreign origins are
made to remain possible foreign power structures that strong retail chains represent: it
is suggested that Latvia by losing strong local retail chains have lost some of possible
strength to influence food chains.
Also origins have an important association with product quality – certain places are
associated with threats (often former states of Soviet Union). Yet some others – are
associated with high quality produce. Interestingly enough, which place is representing
what can change from comment to comment.
Different interpretation is used to illustrate the attribute ‘origins’ in context of local food
supply chains. Here interpretation relay on much wider pool of arguments. Simplest
interpretation used again is the geographical space. Yet much more sophisticated
characteristics are given to describe specific place relation – its distance from
consumer, ways how in particular place food is produced and even production
heritage food has. Last aspect is often represented not as specific traditions but
related with an idea that place has been making some kind of specific food. Also
traceability comes into the play and personal relations between producer and
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consumer – place does not hold the traditions yet it signifies the product. In overall – in
this case ‘origins’ is a source of mutual knowledge and historical roots.
In case of local food supply chains actors use the term “local” too. And here again it is
mainly associated with borders of the state. However in this case to explain this
interpretation documents and respondents uses line of arguments. Usually result is
that much smaller producers are granted the title – local enterprise. However, at the
end it still remains unclear why borders of local fit borders of state. Best guess is that
idea of local has to link together several aspects: legislation, some cultural patterns,
national aspects, etc.
Attribute can be associated with all four spheres. However more often it is used by
Market and Public sphere. It is much more complicated to conclude which dimensions
should be related to this attribute. In case of global food chains we can talk about
resilience, Health, and Economic as well as Social dimension. In case of local food
chains we can find linkages to Social, Health, resilience and Ecological dimension.
Despite this diversity we would like to suggest that main linkages are to Economic
dimension. Also strong linkages are with resilience.
We can observe that in various sectors importance of this attribute differs. In dairy
sector importance of origins of ingredients, place of production and place where
product is sold is important. This is so because of long discussions how to interpret
struggle of dairy processors to compete with Lithuanian processors.
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Attribute 15 – EXPORT
Attribute ‘export’ covers narrow spectre of ideas. As it is already indicated common
interpretation presupposes that normal development of every enterprise involves
growing that eventually leads to need to export (to integrate into global markets). Food
export is seen as a possibility to strengthen enterprises and to strengthen state’s
economic performance as well. Option to stimulate export seems tempting to several
market participants and therefore wide discussion underneath this attribute is located:
for example, there is a discussion concerning question could introduction of label that
would distinct produce from Latvia help Latvia’s producers to penetrate Russia’s
market better; also often the need to create shops selling Latvia’s produce abroad is
discussed; or it is discussed that prices to enter retail chains abroad might be too high
(in this case owning some of smaller shops is seen as an answer).
We have positioned the attribute in cell Market/Economy. From perspective of Policy
sphere in might be also associated with resilience.
There are several discussions that could be related to this attribute. One of them
discusses how much state should help private enterprises to penetrate foreign
markets. In relation to this discussion representatives of the state mentions global food
exhibitions as well as other official attempts to help enterprises to increase exported
share of their produce. However, often producers expect greater state’s involvement.
Other visible discussion is concerning export directions – West or East (or as some
actors suggests - Europe or Russia). Discussions about the possibility to penetrate
Russia’s market with products originating from Latvia are common. Willingness to
penetrate Russia’s market is not accidental – the historical connections to this state
are seen as an important aspect that would grant higher level of competitiveness in
this market (this gives an example how historical connections can create advantages
in current food chains: we can observe how current export channels are built on
specific historic experiences and connections). Despite historical connections Russia
is seen as an unstable collaborator that can quickly change its mind about its business
partners. Experience gathered in last decades allows concluding that Russia uses
appeal of its market to impose its political agenda. Last decades have illustrated that
views of global politics that contradict Russia’s interests may lead to product bans (as
for example several Sprat bans, recent Lithuania’s milk ban, etc.). Therefore export to
single market (especially if it is only Russia’s market) is also seen as a threat. Ability to
export to several unrelated markets is considered to be a way to improve resilience.
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Also selection of export direction is represented as an ideological matter. Ideological
aspect of this discussion appears in Public sphere.
However, export market diversification is not always the only, optimal solution. Other
specific limitations should be taken into account as well. For example honey producer
illustrates that its best option to raise sells is to grow local market or to export to other
two Baltic States. He elaborates that honey is a product which taste will differ
depending on local nature. It is a reason why distant markets will not recognize honey
produce from Latvia to be a proper one (of high quality). Bee keeper could probably
export his honey to distant markets but then the price for his product would be
significantly lower – so by exporting it would lose its value. This shows that some
products (we can suggest that mostly natural products) have specific local
characteristics that might tie product to specific geographical region and might limit the
area of products possible market (as has been shown before - an identity construction
might be the answer). Also it shows that natural products may be connected with taste
expectations that simultaneously might be advantage and disadvantage (in local
market taste of real honey grants possibility to claim higher price).
However, discussions we have described here present only one side of the attribute:
there are other important interpretation that relates export to overall development and
level of profits. Common question that is asked to start this discussion is – what is the
product we want to export? It is considered that to export final product (or even better
– high quality product) is better than to export ingredients. However, even for such
simple logic there might be exceptions. For example grain sector is seen as selfregulatory and strong. Because of these characteristics it is considered that it has the
strength to oppose the global market and get the best price for its products. Sector is
seen as good example (there are several media articles illustrating their success (see
Ir Oct.10, 2013; Oct.31, 2013)) and the fact that they are exporting ingredients are not
considered to be disadvantageous. Yet in case of dairy sector fact that many farmers
are selling milk to milk processers from Lithuania are seen as a possible threat and
incomplete use of local resources. It is argued that later on same processors import
milk to our retail chains. Therefore critics argue that we buy milk from Lithuania that
we could have produced it locally. In this case export of ingredients is seen as
possible threat to local market.
This attribute is mainly used by market and governance sphere. In some cases good
examples of who exports, what is exported and where is commented in public sphere
as well. In these cases media takes a stance that is close to just described – higher
share of exported products will improve overall quality of life for everybody and it is
more profitable to export high quality produce (export is represented as success).
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Along these lines media tells stories of good examples and often of state failures. Also
public sphere hints on threats and ideological aspects of export (as already mentioned
case of export to Russia).
This attribute is mainly related to Economic dimension. Export is seen as a mean to
improve local situation. However it is represented also as a way how state can
become more independent and stronger. So it could be associated to resilience
dimension as well. This ironical interpretation presupposes that in order to become
more independent state should be more accommodating towards big enterprises.
The attribute ‘export’ is mainly used in global food chains. Some of the actors currently
working in short food chains (small home-producers selling their produce in markets,
internet and separate local shops) see that their future aim would be to expand and to
export. In these cases current location in short food chains should be seen as an
inability to penetrate global food chains. Also from perspective of actors of global food
chains actors representing local chains should eventually scale up and start to
compete for global market. It partly can be seen as a contradiction between two
systems.
Following quotation illustrates how several of attributes are easily tied together. Also it
illustrates that export is seen as an advisable development scenario for everybody.
Representatives of sectors and associations suggest that in future years collaboration
will have an important role in ensuring development of small enterprises. Especially
this is true in case of rising export share.” (VIAA, 2012, 21).
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Attribute 16 – COMPETITIVENESS
Attribute ‘competitiveness’ originates in wider ideological world view. National planning
documents state that Latvia should become more competitive. Also business literature
as well as public interpretation states that enterprises should improve their
competitiveness. Several of involved actors (experts, scientists, etc.) offer line of
possible solutions how to do this. ‘Competitiveness’ is a common interpretation
underlying market analysis – enterprises should become more competitive and prove
that they can function in market economy. As such it is important aspect explaining
processes within food system – it could be described as a factor that explains overall
movement. Attribute have close connections (or even explains reasoning behind)
several other attributes – for example ‘economic development’, ‘export’, ‘efficiency’,
‘knowledge’, etc.
We have positioned the attribute in the cell Market/Economy. We have done this
because it is most common interpretation how competitiveness is interpreted – it is
associated with enterprises possibility to successfully function in the market.
Competitiveness is a goal that should be reached by all involved actors. There a just
few explanations what competitiveness actually mean. We can presume that this is
because it is perceived as common sense that does not need any additional
explanations – everybody should know what competitiveness is. However, there are
bunch of suggestions how greater competitiveness can be achieved (these
explanations can help understand what competitiveness is). Typical suggestion would
be that enterprise can compete with price. However there are several documents
suggesting that produce produced in Latvia cannot (and should not) compete with
price (also there are voices that suggest that local products should not choose to
compete with prices). Arena of price competition brings together actors otherwise
unlikely to be compared. For example it is represented that processers (producers)
are forced to compete with prices set by retail chains. Most visible conflict between
retail chains and processers emerged in first years of so called economic crisis (year
2008-2009). It took place as discussion in public sphere where local producers
claimed that foreign retail chains are enforcing prices that are too low and by doing so
retailers are pushing Latvia’s producers into bankruptcy (also hinting that foreign
retailers promote foreign products). In same discussion retail chains were claiming
that local producers should learn how to produce their products cheaper and
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collaborate with retail chains. Both sides accused each other in greediness and lack of
interest in consumer needs.
There are other suggestions how enterprise or market could become more
competitive. Producing products of higher quality is probably the answer given most
commonly. Often such statement does not come with any deeper explanation. It just
states, that Latvia’s local characteristics are so unique that produced product definitely
will be better than the one produced anywhere abroad. This is interesting point where
geographical traits of place create interpretation of product.
In some cases there are more elaborated explanations of how to improve quality. For
example to improve export to Russia it is suggested to create branding of products
from Latvia. Reasoning behind this suggest that people from republics of former
Soviet Union recognizes quality of Latvia’s products. Therefore common branding
would remind consumers of quality they are buying. This suggests that strong
branding may be considered an advantage (and sign of quality). However in reality
question how well Latvia’s brands are recognized in markets abroad are discussed
rarely and often when these questions are discussed discussion is based in emotional
consideration (no facts are given). Unique quality is also associated with small
producers.
Another way to improve competitiveness is use of knowledge. Knowledge is seen as a
way to improve production process and to come up with new solutions. In some cases
this would mean collaboration with scientists and targeted movement towards
innovations, yet in other cases it may mean just following up new trends in the market
and being willing to improve. Knowledge may give enterprise an advantage. One of
the claims from state is that local enterprises are often uncompetitive because of low
investments in science.
In case of this attribute we can clearly distinct between local and global food chains.
Even more – we could consider that the attribute partly explains relations between the
two. In one of the interviews respondent representing huge producers claimed that it is
not fair that state is much more lenient toward home-producers – after all, at the end
everybody is competing for same customers. In a same way people organizing direct
buying expresses point that shortened chains are competing with retail chains – it is a
question of how convenient and what produce you can get in one or another. Also
almost all materials mentioning short food chains states that shop directly from
farmers almost always will be more costly. However, in these cases other aspects are
brought into discussion to make competition more equal. Most visible of these aspects
are questions about quality and health. However in case of local other arguments are
used as well – as environmental aspects, social aspects, often aspects concerning
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lifestyle, ideological and ethical aspects, etc. This illustrates that local food supply
chains relay on much wider circle of characteristics that should improve produces
competitiveness.
Representatives of global food supply chains are often criticising actors of short food
supply chains. Yet actors of short food supply chains recognize the fact that they are
not competitive. In open competition with representatives of global food chains most
likely actors representing local chains would lose. Owner of local organic shop
explains that despite the fact that she owns most recognizable eco shop in Riga, she
still cannot manage to profit from it. Her shop is a social enterprise and it exists only
because she is willing to invest her work as well as her private contacts.
No matter which interpretation is taken, ‘competitiveness’ in all cases is related to
Market sphere. In a lesser extent, yet still strongly, it can be associated with Policy
sphere. And finally, it can be associated to both Public and Science sphere as well.
From perspective of dimensions this attribute is mainly related to Economic
dimension. Yet the attribute is interpreted in a light of resilience too.
Given quotation at least partly illustrates how ‘competitiveness’ is interpreted:
“Ministry of agriculture defines that one of the desirable tendencies of development
would be vertical integration. It would secure greater competitiveness of Latvia’s
enterprises. Also small enterprises should cooperate. For small and medium
enterprises cooperation would increase amount of exported produce.” (VIAA, 2012)
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Attribute 17 – CONTROL
Attribute ‘control’ helps to understand states role in Latvia food system. As in a case of
‘competitiveness’ we would like to suggest, that this attribute is not a unique
characteristic of food system. Rather it is a part of wider interpretation presupposing
that state should secure welfare and safety of its citizens. This means that we should
speak about the ways how this wider believe have transformed into certain aspects
influencing food chains. Importance of this attribute is illustrated by one of the
interviewed civic activists. He states that people in general believe in state. And in
general, if state have approved that product can be sold; it means that it is good and
they should not ask any further questions. This example illustrates that citizens expect
of state to secure that only good products will reach their table. Obviously this is not
always the case.
We have put the attribute in cells Policy/Social, Policy/Environment, Policy/Health and
Policy/Ethical. We have done this to illustrate states overall interest in all dimensions.
Also our selection should illustrate expectations that state will regulates all dimensions
that food systems cover. Despite the positioning we have choose for this attribute, it is
also often noticed in other spheres. For example NGO’s representing Public sphere
comes up with their own quality schemes illustrating quality of products or they are
lobbying stricter production (or any other) regulations. There are also cases when
Science sphere starts testing product quality without a real paid demand (for example
recent case when local pastry producer was accused of producing products with
exceeding level of fatty acid (see TVnet Jun.20, 2011; Kas Jauns (KJ) Jun.20, 2011).
We have also observed cases when market sector (often retailers) creates systems
for quality control. Sometimes in these cases it is hard to distinct between control and
elimination of competition.
As an attribute that cover all food system in can be at least partly related to all
involved actors in all levels of food chains. Also it can be related to all other attributes
described here. Control can take various forms addressing product and production
process. Also control can be concerned with restrictions for logistics, or specific
requirements for retailers, or limitations of agreements between actors involved. It also
means controlling market share enterprises have. Last factor mentioned can be
illustrated by the rumors (mentioned by respondents) that state should pay more
attention to the combined market share of two biggest retail chains. This is a hint that
two biggest retailers distort competition and state should search for a ways how to
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protect rights of enterprises that need to collaborate with these retailers. From this we
can conclude that there are two ways how to perceive control – as care for produce
healthiness and as need to ensure that actors interact in a way that is not forbidden by
law.
Picture 4.

This illegal vegetable producessing factory was discovered in Riga in year 2013. Food and Veterinary
Service (FVD) claims processing factory is not registered. During control several violations were
discovered: use of inadequate space, unhygienically conditions, violations of labour force regulations,
use of illegal substances, etc. (photo retrieved from Apollo Jun.11, 2013).

State is expected to control other food system aspects as well. Such a control is a
source of discussions and controversy. Media is paying close attention to every case
when low quality food is discovered. In recent years there have been several scandals
– horse meet (see Diena Apr.18, 2013; Mar.4, 2013; Delfi Mar.22, 2013), shops selling
produce with old expiration date (see Apollo Jun.9, 2008; TVnet Dec.7, 2012; Dec.6,
2012), food with unknown origin (Delfi Mai.12, 2013; Apollo Jun.11, 2013), etc. In
cases like these responsible institutions are claiming that they lack resources to
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ensure proper comprehensive control. Additionally these cases illustrate how
enterprises in condition of high competition are searching for new ways how to raise
their competitiveness and reduce costs. Overall situations like these are commented
with suggestion that more accurate control is needed. Here often market actor
greediness is seen as an issue.
Little bit different opinion on the matter is expressed by enterprises operating in food
system. Their common claim is that state is too aggressive with its controlling policy.
From perspective of enterprises market actors are just willing to produce quality
products that would fit all state regulations. State should not just fine enterprises. State
should be more responsive and suggest how identified shortcomings could be
corrected during controls. This reveals that from enterprise perspective state should
be more of a partner that supports its attempt to grow and to become more
competitive. Respondents are suggesting that mostly small enterprises are suffering
from states abuse of power. Their argumentation is that larger enterprises are
powerful and can influence states decisions (they have founded a way how to
negotiate).
Enterprises claim that some of these norms does not even make sense, are outdated
and should not be applicable for situation of Latvia. Enterprises states that
government have not been critical in its policy making and accepts rules that puts local
participants of food chains in disadvantageous position. These claims go together with
a claim that local enterprises expect that local government will protect their interests.
Both in interviews and in articles it is often stressed that foreign governments do more
for their enterprises and are ready to collaborate with market sector. One of comments
that can be mentioned here and which fits this line of argumentation is proposal to
stress more control of imported products while avoid controlling products that are
intended for export.
Government policy has become a field of conflicts between various involved groups.
Actors form networks and lobby new laws and regulations. This is also a field where
food non-related actors can often be observed – environmentalists, doctors,
representatives of educational institutions, etc. This is also a level where interests of
local and global food chains clashes.
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Attribute 18 – COOPERATION
Cooperation is a solution that has been offered to improve situation (competitiveness)
of market actors. This attribute simply reflects on solution that has been considered to
solve several problems of market actors as well as of the market. Simple logic
underneath this suggestion is that main problem of small farmers and processors are
their size. Fastest way to grow is to start cooperation with similar producers. This
statement also suggests additional idea that small producers should not consider each
other as competitors. Instead they should approach each other as potential
collaborators. ‘Cooperation’ is seen as a solution by all involved actors representing all
spheres.
We have placed the attribute in cells Science/Economy and Policy/Economy. We have
chosen these cells because these two mentioned spheres represent main voices
promoting cooperation.
‘Cooperation’ is seen as a fast way of scaling up. It is also seen as a safe way how
small farmers can gain voice in discussion with huge processors or retail chains. This
is a way how small enterprises can quickly gain power that is needed to be heard.
Also this is a way how to lobby interests more efficiently in every level of policy
making. On the one hand, cooperation offers a way how small farmer can participate
in the market more efficiently. Yet, on the other hand, it is an option for way how to
compete with global actors. So partly this could be considered a way how farmer can
move in the more global food system (or at least to be able to oppose global players).
Bigger enterprises and global enterprises are dependent on small local producer and
farmers. Yet, while small producers are fighting among themselves bigger enterprises
can dictate prices and other conditions (they can easily stop collaboration with
dissatisfied producers because there are always others willing to supply). The power
positions changes if small producers manage to protect their interests collectively
(cooperate).
Yet there are other merits from ‘cooperation’ as well. In interviews some respondents
have mentioned that it is easier to communicate with regulated body of producers than
with every farmer individually. Cooperatives as well as other regulated bodies
(associations, producer NGOs etc.) are legal entities that allow joint communication
with whole group.
Whenever example for successful collaboration is needed respondents mention grain
sector. Dominated by two huge cooperatives grain farmers have managed to build
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biggest agricultural sector and are still growing. On the other hand, as a weak
example dairy farming is mentioned. It is often explained that lack of strong
cooperatives in this sector has impaired positions of farmers.
Most commonly ‘cooperation’ is mentioned by experts analyzing market structures.
Therefore we could suggest that this attribute comes from Science sphere. Yet Policy
sphere recognizes this argument. This attribute can be associated with Economic
dimension. Yet it is also related to Social and resilience dimension.
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Attribute 19 – RISKS
In its narrowest sense attribute ‘risks’ is a fear for quality of produce that reaches
consumer. In various food chain levels processes can take place that may reduce
foods quality. Media is often representing food as a source of potential risk. Food is an
object that has to be related to high level of regulation and that has to be consumed
with caution. It is not only that producers might produce harmful product. It is also a
need to follow diets, be aware that some food might cause some long-term side
effects, and to recognize other possible threats. Of course market can be associated
with other risks as well. Yet we do not consider market related risks in this attribute.
We have positioned this attribute is cell Public/Health. This attribute should represent
public concern about food related risks.
Citizens have to be aware of consequences of wrong diets, products with old
expiration date, products of unknown origin, etc. Additionally to these potential treats
there is a line of aspects that can be identified only by professionals or just by
consuming these products. Media is constantly reminding of possible threats forcing
people to be aware of possible dangers that can be related to food. Additionally
groups of actors (NGOs and governing actors) reminds of recent scientific discoveries
(often controversial) of real or hypothetical reaction of human body to specific types of
food. Ministry of Health, international organizations and local NGOs publishes
information on health problems that can be related to consumption habits that does
not secure scientifically acknowledged nutritional level. Just to illustrate the case we
can give some example of potential threats: media can suggest that local food might
be harmful (see Apollo Jan.29, 2009); with certain regularity media returns with claims
that retail chains sell old products (see Apollo Jun.9, 2008); also people are warned
against dangers of GMO (see Apollo Apr.23, 2008), dangers of insufficient nutrition
intake (see TVnet Mar.11, 2013), possible threats of food supplements (see Apollo
Jul.9, 2013). The total list of threats is much longer.
Most of articles describing threats are commenting on food products that are available
in the market. Therefore within this attribute there is a constant conflict between
groups illustrating threats and actors operating within food system that has to defend
itself. These are actors coming from all parts of food chains. In interviews as well as in
public media they are claiming that in reality these risks and misinterpreted. In several
interviews producers, representatives from retail chains claim that “zeal” of actors who
criticize products accessible is reducing competitiveness of enterprises operating in
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Latvia. Also they suggest that these comments on food system force to raise product
prices – higher quality measurements ends up in more expensive products. Therefore
we can link this attribute to several others – as for example ‘competitiveness’,
‘affordability’, ‘control’, ‘diets’ and ‘consumer habits’, ‘origins’.
Attribute is most visible in Public sphere. It can be mainly associated with Health
dimension. Yet it also associated with Economic dimension (for example Vicliņa &
Kārkliņa 2005; 2004), Ethical dimension, and Environmental dimension. It is used
without distinction between local and global food chains and therefore we can state
that it is equally important in both levels. However, often in interviews term local is
associated with food more fitting to specific culture, less harmful (in all senses), more
qualitative. So we could suggest that when discussion is about local – food is
considered to be less risky, more appropriate. Yet this does not mean that local food
chains should be perceived with less caution. They too should approached as a
potential source of risks.
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Summary tables for each of the attributes
Attribute 1

Affordability

Level of relevance

•

In Public sphere attribute is mainly related to
individual level. It is informative. Yet Science sphere
also uses this attribute from perspective of larger
social demographic groups. Attribute is recognized
as relevant yet more so through other attributes.…

Priority

•

Average priority. Discussed in Public and Scientific
sphere. In Market and Politicy sphere used to
illustrate context for other attributes.

Differences between
the four spheres

•

Media sphere uses simplified descriptive approach to
reflect on the prices.
Also it attracts experts to explain structures
influencing price level. By doing so they illustrate
global aspects of prices.
Science sphere illustrates how affordable various
products are for groups representing differing socioeconomic status.
Several NGOs stresses ethical aspect of affordability.

•

•

•
Differences between
the five dimensions

•
•

Differences between
local and global
supply chains

•
•

•
Discourse coalitions •
/ alternative framings

Particularly important in the social dimensions and
economic dimensions.
Yet attribute is used also as part of health dimension.
In general discussions distinction between SFSC and
GFSC is absent.
When issue is discussed in context of SFSC actors
state that produce from short chains may not be
affordable to everybody (it will always be more
expensive).
Price of local products are explained by suggesting
that these products are of high quality
Especially during economic crisis price became
source of conflict between retailers and processors.
Two interpretations emerged that tended to describe
which actors within food chains are making unfair
profits.

Dilemmas and
contradictions
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Evidence of
interactions with
other attributes and
the significance of
this
Differences between
the food sectors /
commodities
examined

•

This attribute is linked to competitiveness. However,
it is also linked to line of other attributes.

•

Affordability has been a sensitive question in all food
sectors.

Attribute 2

Support

Level of relevance

•

It is mainly discussed in a level of enterprises and
market. However, attribute is relevant to Market and
Policy spheres.

Priority

•

Of secondary importance. Attribute
relations between state and market.

Differences between
the four spheres

•

Attribute is of importance in policy and market
sphere. Yet discussion of both spheres is actively
followed by media.
Some of NGOs and scientists are participating in the
discussion as well.
In some cases attribute is used to promote SFSC.

•
•
Differences between
the five dimensions

•
•

Differences between
local and global
supply chains

•
•

Discourse coalitions •
/ alternative framings
•

Dilemmas and
contradictions

www.glamur.eu

•

describes

Particularly attribute is related to economic and social
dimensions.
In discussions other dimensions are mentioned as
well. Yet these are just arguments to strengthen main
points.
Seen as a possible option how to move between
both food supply chains.
More often we hear from actors participating in global
food supply chains.
Serves as an glue that unites entrepreneurs to gain
more weight in discussions with the state.
Yet may be also a splitting point between actors
supported and those – who does not receive any
kind of support or consider that they are cheated.
Can serve as an instrument to criticize actors of local
food supply chains.
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•

Can be a source of conflict between state and market
spheres.

Evidence of
interactions with
other attributes and
the significance of
this
Differences between
the food sectors /
commodities
examined

•

Attribute is related to other attributes as economic
development, export, competitiveness.

•

Support has been a sensitive question in all food
sectors.

Attribute 3

Economic development

Level of relevance

•
•

Priority

•

•

Differences between
the four spheres

•
•
•
•

Differences between
the five dimensions

•
•
•

Differences between
local and global
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•

Connects food system to wider ideological
interpretation.
As such attribute is highly relevant because explains
major development direction.
Important aspect that serve to explain importance of
several other attributes. Legitimates characteristics of
existing food system.
Any alternative ideological interpretation that would
want to become acknowledge would have to argue
against this attribute.
Mainly discussed by Market and Policy sphere.
In policy sphere seen as a possibility to secure better
functioning of the state.
In market sphere seen as a natural process
In other spheres attribute can be associated with
more diverse interpretation. It can be even source of
conflicts
Particularly attribute is related to Economy
dimension.
It is represented also as a part of Social dimension
and Resilience.
In negative way attribute is also related to health and
environment dimensions.
All enterprises should grow, become bigger and
therefore economic development is seen as attribute
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supply chains
•
Discourse coalitions •
/ alternative framings
Dilemmas and
•
contradictions

•
•

•

covering both supply chains.
Local eventually will become global.
Attribute supported by majority of actors.
Often development is associated with lower health
requirements. On the other hand – more strict health
requirements are seen as a blockage for
development.
State control may be represented as an aspect
hampering development.
Some enterprises have developed and have become
too big. They are seen as a threat for development of
sector (-s).
Interpretation how to promote development differs.

Evidence of
interactions with
other attributes and
the significance of
this

•

Attribute is in a centre between several other
attributes – it serves to explain their importance. It is
connected to attributes as support, efficiency,
competitiveness. Also it can be related to
information, control.

Differences between
the food sectors /
commodities
examined

•

Grain sector is represented as good example. Yet
other sectors mention that co-ops operating in this
sector have become too big.

Attribute 4

Labour force

Level of relevance

•
•

Highly relevant attribute
Often mentioned to explain achievements and
success.

Priority

•

Attribute is often mentioned in policy and market
documents. It is used to explain problems emerging
both in local and global food supply chains.
As such it is of high priority to ensure future
development.

•
Differences between
the four spheres

•

•
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Policy defines need to educate labour force and
discusses problems that emerge from lack of labour
force
Policy analyses market in order to correspond the
needs better.
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•
•

Differences between
the five dimensions

•
•

•
Differences between
local and global
supply chains

•

•

Discourse coalitions •
/ alternative framings
Dilemmas and
•
contradictions
•

•

Market identifies needed groups of workers and
positions them within food chain.
Public sphere discusses aspects already mentioned.
However, public sphere also identifies ethical
problems that are related to this attribute.
Mainly should be interpreted as a part of social
dimension.
Attribute is represented in a light of development and
economic achievements. Therefore it can be related
to economic dimension as well.
In cases when low skilled job positions are discussed
ethical dimension can be noticed as well.
Lack of labour force is seen as a problem both in
global and local food supply chains. However,
characteristics of labour force needed differ.
Both in local and global highly motivated, educated,
younger employees are seen as a possible way to
improve the current situation.

One of questions that actors try to solve is who
should be responsible for preparing labour force.
Some of groups claim that Latvia lacks unskilled
workers. One of solution suggested is to promote
immigration of unskilled workers.
Enterprises employing low skilled workers are once
in while accused in unethical labour conditions.

Evidence of
interactions with
other attributes and
the significance of
this
Differences between
the food sectors /
commodities
examined

•

Attribute 5

Diet

www.glamur.eu

•
•

Economic development. Access to labour force is
seen as a possibility to improve development.
Attribute is related to attribute “Competitiveness”.
In several interviews respondents mention that
sectors who manage to educate their labour force
themselves are better off. This is observed in grain
sector, yet also in honey chains.
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Level of relevance

•
•

Priority

•
•
•

Differences between
the four spheres

•

•
•
Differences between
the five dimensions

•
•
•

Differences between
local and global
supply chains

•

•

Attribute illustrates how groups unrelated to food
chains can be involved in food chains.
Also attribute has been associated with food chain
efficiency.
Attribute can be a source of conflict between spheres
Attribute is of high priority for non-producing food
chain participants and observers.
For producing part it can be an important limitation/
blockage.
Attribute is approached by actors from policy sphere.
Interest in this attribute comes from actors who are
not involved in organizing the food systems.
Market sphere sees this attribute (at least in a way
how it is currently presented) as a possible threat.
Discussions about healthy diet are actively followed
by public media.
In policy sphere this attribute is interpreted as part of
health dimension.
In public and science sphere this attribute is
represented from perspective of health dimension.
In market sphere attribute is illustrated as a part of
economic sphere (as a possible threat to economic
efficiency)
Produce coming from short food supply chains in
general are considered to be better than the one
coming from global food chains.
However, there are no differences between food
chains of both levels in policy description.

Discourse coalitions •
/ alternative framings

Nutrition as a concern is brought into consideration
from actors otherwise uninvolved in food chains
(doctors, nutritionists, concerned parents, Ministry of
Health). These actors redefine factors important
about food (as defined by market sphere).

•

Attribute puts Ministry of Agriculture in contradictory
position – it pushes ministry to choose between
health and support to local enterprises.
Attribute is a source of conflict between market
actors and network of actors lobbying stricter food
quality regulations.

Dilemmas and
contradictions

•

www.glamur.eu
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•

Also attribute forces to rethink question – is the
cheapest option best. This is especially important in
context of school meal (schools are claiming that
they cannot afford better meal).

Evidence of
interactions with
other attributes and
the significance of
this

•

In public sphere attribute is partly related to attribute
“Consumer habits”.
In market sphere attribute is closely related to
attribute competitiveness.
Also attribute could be related to attributes as
support, procurement, and affordability.

Differences between
the food sectors /
commodities
examined

•

Attribute 6

Consumer habits

Level of relevance

•

•
•

•

•

•

Priority

•
•

Differences between
the four spheres

•

•
Differences between
the five dimensions
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•
•

Mostly the attribute does not distinct between various
sectors.
However, most often meat sector is criticized.

Attribute is relevant because it shows individual level
of consumption
Attribute illustrates various interpretations that
motivates various consumptions and allows
explained interpretative controversies related to food
chains.
Also it illustrates field where products are connected
to individual interpretation (where products are
marketed)
Attribute can be important in order for product to
succeed in the market;
However, it is of low importance when considered in
context of food chains.
Public sphere serves as an actor explaining
consumption habits. Also it introduces new habits
and confronts various believes.
Market sphere uses attribute to lobby their interests.
Attribute is representing social dimension.
To lesser extent it could be related to health, ethical
and environmental dimensions as well. However,
these dimensions are just some discussions that can
occur while defining habits.
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Differences between
local and global
supply chains

•

•

Discourse coalitions •
/ alternative framings
•

Dilemmas and
contradictions

•
•

Distinction between local and global food supply
chains is perceived as one possible option that can
form specific consumption habits.
However, despite the fact that both chain types are
mentioned,
their
importance
is
frequently
overshadowed by other ideological aspects.
The coalitions and ideas represented changes
quickly.
Field of Consumer habits are constantly reshaped
because market actors are constantly trying to shape
it according their needs.
Consumer habits are contradictory on their own –
there are often contradictions even in individual level.
Attribute is contradictory in its basis.

Evidence of
interactions with
other attributes and
the significance of
this
Differences between
the food sectors /
commodities
examined

•

Attribute overlaps with several other attributes –
Control, Affordability, Diets, Identity.

•

Mostly the attribute does not distinct between various
sectors.

Attribute 7

Efficiency

Level of relevance

•

Attribute is highly relevant and is used both to assign
greater importance to some attributes while reducing
importance of other.

Priority

•

Attribute explains means of food chains. As such it is
highly important.
Attribute “Efficiency” is in a bases of most of
restructurings, fund distributions, etc.

•
Differences between
the four spheres

•
•

•
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Attribute is present in all four spheres
Public sphere uses attribute as comparative measure
that ensures context of news. Attribute is used both
to illustrate characteristics of both – separate
enterprises and of sectors.
Other spheres supplement attribute with suggestions
how to improve efficiency. These suggestions
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connect “Efficiency” to line of other attributes.
Differences between
the five dimensions

•

•
Differences between
local and global
supply chains

•

•
Discourse coalitions •
/ alternative framings
•

Efficiency is seen as an aspect of economic
dimension. Higher efficiency should improve
economic state of enterprise, sector and state.
Yet in case of short food supply chains efficiency
could be related to social dimension.
In case of global food supply chains efficiency is
perceived in economic terms. More efficient means
higher profits. This can be achieved in several ways.
For local food supply chains attribute often means
ability to be self-sufficient.
Need to be efficient is idea coming from top. It is
partly a result of a lobby of huge enterprises.
However, small enterprises (even those which
originally have been locally oriented) are often forced
to follow idea of efficiency. This is because of small
national market.

Dilemmas and
contradictions

•

Common perception is that local food chains cannot
be efficient. Question is – can this interpretation be
overcomed.

Evidence of
interactions with
other attributes and
the significance of
this

•

Attribute is related to attributes as Support, Economic
development, Competitiveness, Export.
Indirectly it is related to Labour force availability and
Knowledge that commonly are mentioned as
blockages for improving efficiency.

Differences between
the food sectors /
commodities
examined

•

Attribute 8

GMO

Level of relevance

•

•

•

•
Priority

www.glamur.eu

•

Usually grain sector is represented as a good
example. This is because of sectors strong co-ops
that have managed to compete in global markets.
However, opposite argument is given when
vegetable sector is analysed. Here rivalry of two
huge co-ops is seen as a major drawback.

Small attribute that describe activities relevant to
some groups involved in food chains.
Despite the fact it is often represented in media, it
was rarely mentioned in interviews.
Relatively unimportant attribute. However, NGOs
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have managed to push GMO related restrictions in
municipality policies.
Differences between
the four spheres

•

•

Differences between
the five dimensions

•

•
Differences between
local and global
supply chains

•
•

Attribute is mainly used by public sphere. Content of
attribute is created in this sphere. Use GMO is
represented as potentially dangerous practice.
Other spheres copy texts generated in public sphere.
These spheres do not generate original content. In
these spheres less explanation is given.
GMO is associated with environmental and health
issues. It is presented as potentially harmful practice.
Actors state that it is impossible to predict outcomes
of GMO usage.
Public sphere is trying to translate their arguments in
economic terminology.
In general there is no distinction between local and
global in texts.
In practice attribute often can be perceived as a
critique of global food chains (greater intensification).

Discourse coalitions •
/ alternative framings

Huge group of participants claiming their support to
anti-GMO movement are involved just superficially.
In reality only small group of activists may be really
active about questions concerning GMO.

•

Because of these questions NGO have introduced
distinction between good and bad scientists. This
distinction shows ways how knowledge can be
interpreted.
Also GMO has introduced a social group outside of
formal food chains that is trying to introduce new
aspect that should be taken into account.

Dilemmas and
contradictions

•

Evidence of
interactions with
other attributes and
the significance of
this

•
•

Attribute could be related to attribute “Control”.
Also
it
is
related
to
“Efficiency”
and
“Competitiveness”. However, in this case it is claimed
that civic activities may harm successful food sector
development.

Differences between
the food sectors /
commodities
examined

•

NGO has successfully lobbied against use of GM
seeds in agriculture.
Still they have not managed to convince that GMO
should not be used as forage. Civic activists are still
working on this.

www.glamur.eu

•
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Attribute 9

Embeddedness

Level of relevance

•

Attribute has become more popular relatively recent.
It has gained its popularity because it is considered
that it can improve local (municipal) economies and
generate truly unique products.

Priority

•

Attribute with low priority. Is not considered by the
main actors representing food chains. However, it is
important in case of local food supply chains.

Differences between
the four spheres

•

Mostly used by public sphere. Public sphere uses
this attribute in much broader sense than it is used in
other spheres.
Also used by other spheres. However in other
spheres it usually less elaborated. Also in other
spheres one can observe that attribute is used just
by few actors.

•

Differences between
the five dimensions

•

•
Differences between
local and global
supply chains

•
•

In public sphere attribute is mainly associated with
social dimension. Yet relations to economic
dimension are strong too.
To lesser extent attribute is associated with all other
dimensions (including resilience).
Mainly considered as an option for shortened food
chains.
Hypothetically involved actors speculate about using
this attribute in global chains. However this
discussion is hypothetical and are not associated
with real practices.

Discourse coalitions •
/ alternative framings

This attribute is strongly related to possible small
scale rural development (it is seen as an option for
rural municipalities). Because of this coalition
(consisting of municipalities, NGOs supporting
embeddedness and representing municipality, and of
local producers) emerge. This coalition is in a centre
of discussions that concerns this attribute.

Dilemmas and
contradictions

•

Interest in embeddedness might be temporal. This is
because some of core actors are searching for way
for economic development – their main aim is to
scale up when possible.

Evidence of
interactions with

•

Attribute has strong relations to attribute “product
identity” and to attribute “procurement”.

www.glamur.eu
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other attributes and
the significance of
this
Differences between
the food sectorss /
commodities
examined

•

However, it is also related to the idea of development
and increased competitiveness.

•

Most of sectors consider that they do have some kind
of embedded products.

Attribute 10

Identity

Level of relevance

•

•

Considered relevant for better performance. Yet
rarely discussed (once a while actors mention this
attribute)
Most often represents enterprises individual efforts to
improve.

Priority

•

Relatively low priority. Still it is important for
successful food chain functioning.

Differences between
the four spheres

•

Most clearly articulated in market sphere. Product
identity is seen as a one aspect that can help to
succeed.
Yet considered in all other spheres as well.

•
Differences between
the five dimensions

•

It is interpreted, that well-constructed brand identity
can ensure success. Therefore it can be connected
to economic dimension.

Differences between
local and global
supply chains

•

In global food supply chains more abstract identity
constructions are typical.
Local food supply chains recognize more personal
interpretation of product or chain.
In both cases it is seen that food chains could
improve something by burrowing interpretation of
opposite structure.

•
•

Discourse coalitions •
/ alternative framings

We can suggest that around every product identity
idea forms a group of enterprises claiming their rights
on states support and originality of their claim.

Dilemmas and
contradictions

•

There is a huge amount of various quality schemes
claiming to represent true product identity and
quality. Holders of these schemes are aware that
some of them are overlapping. Yet they are not
willing to merge or to disband one of these schemes.

Evidence of

•

Attribute can be related to embeddedness, consumer
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interactions with
other attributes and
the significance of
this
Differences between
the food sectors /
commodities
examined

habits, origins.

•

Attribute 11

Procurement

Level of relevance

•
•
•

Priority

•

•

Differences between
the four spheres

•

•

Differences between
the five dimensions

•
•

•
Differences between
local and global
supply chains
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•
•

Local procurement is important for connection
between local territory and its farmers and producers.
However, municipalities are slow in developing
procurement policies favoring local entrepreneurs.
Attribute is gaining popularity
Local procurement is important to some actors. They
see this attribute as a possibility to improve rural
economic situation.
Yet large enterprises and national government is
neutral and uninvolved in problems concerning local
procurement.
Attribute should be primarily related to policy sphere.
After all, procurement is seen as a decision made by
governing actors.
Yet it should be also related to all three other
spheres as well. Actors from these spheres are
participating both in discussions and in organizing
practical peculiarities.
In general local procurement is seen as an option to
improve local economy.
It is also related to social dimension. It is common
opinion that local procurement will create jobs and
ensure welfare of at least some people.
In some texts local procurement is also related to
other dimensions.
Most of participants of global food supply chains are
not interested in questions concerned procurement.
Participants of local food chains see local
procurement as a way to ensure their access to
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market.
Discourse coalitions •
/ alternative framings
•

Because the development policies are developing
slowly some private schools have developed their
own ways how to buy locally.
Also – whole policy is mainly supported by network of
actors that are willing to create locally oriented food
market. As such, much of this attribute is opposition
to dominating food system interpretation on its own.

Dilemmas and
contradictions

•

Practical implementation of local procurement has
always been an issue in Latvia.

Evidence of
interactions with
other attributes and
the significance of
this
Differences between
the food sectors /
commodities
examined

•

Attribute can be related to line of other attributes like
“economic development”, “origins”, “information”,
“cooperation”.

Attribute 12

Information access

Level of relevance

•

•

•

Attribute is highly relevant. It secures successful food
chain functioning.
Also it ensures that public and governing sphere can
monitor the processes in market.

Priority

•

Attribute “Information accessibility” is of high priority.
Most of respondents as well as analysed documents
directly or indirectly underline the importance of this
attribute.

Differences between
the four spheres

•
•

Mainly used by market and policy spheres.
Attribute can be associated with two remaining
spheres as well. Yet in case of these spheres
aspects that are presented differs.

Differences between
the five dimensions

•
•

Attribute is mainly associated with economic sphere.
Access to information grants business opportunities.
However as an important aspect that allows following
dimension development it can be associated also
with other dimensions.

•

Both local and global food supply chains use this

Differences between
www.glamur.eu
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local and global
supply chains

•

attribute.
It seems that there is a difference how information is
approached. Local supply chains uses informal while
global food chains use formal channels to gather
information.

Discourse coalitions •
/ alternative framings

Search for information can be a reason to form
informal information exchange networks.

•

Seemingly there is difference in information quality.
This could be a source of inequality between
enterprises.
Although, the bigger the enterprise gets the more
information access channels it has. Smaller
enterprises
from
this
perspective
are
in
disadvantaged situation.

Dilemmas and
contradictions

•

Evidence of
interactions with
other attributes and
the significance of
this
Differences between
the food sectors /
commodities
examined

•

Attribute 13

Knowledge

Level of relevance

•

Highly relevant. Considered to be key attribute to
improve practically everything.

Priority

•

High priority. Knowledge is associated with various
levels of enterprise development and in all
development levels is seen as an important
prerequisite of success.

Differences between
the four spheres

•
•

Mainly used by market and policy spheres.
Strongly related to science sphere. Science sphere is
seen as an important knowledge generating
institution.

Differences between
the five dimensions

•

Attribute is mainly associated with economic sphere.
Knowledge is seen as an important aspect of
success.
Also this attribute is at least partly related to other

•

•
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Attribute is related to several attributes – knowledge,
cooperation, competitiveness, development.
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dimensions. Knowledge is generated to describe
efficiency in all dimensions.
Differences between •
local and global
supply chains
Discourse coalitions •
/ alternative framings

Both local and global food supply chains use
knowledge.

Dilemmas and
contradictions

•

The main question that splits the involved spheres
and actors are – who should pay for knowledge
generation and maintenance. Every group claims
that other groups should involve more themselves.

Evidence of
interactions with
other attributes and
the significance of
this
Differences between
the food sectors /
commodities
examined

•

Attribute is related to several attributes – information
accessibility,
cooperation,
competitiveness,
economic development.

•

Science is more actively involved in generating
knowledge in diary and grain sector. Also fruit sector
is involved in knowledge generation.

Attribute 14

Origins

Level of relevance

•

In some spheres more relevant than in others. Yet
overall relsevance of this attribute is average.

Priority

•

With high priority in local food supply chains. Yet less
so in global food supply chains. Still for some actors
attribute is important also in context of global food
supply chains.

Differences between
the four spheres

•
•

Mainly used by market and public sphere.
More often used by policy sphere. Here it is
associated as a possibility to grant local enterprises
safe ground for better competitiveness in larger
markets.

Differences between
the five dimensions

•

As in many other cases this attribute can be
associated with economic dimension.
Yet in this case several actors (including ones

•
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We could discuss that there is oppositional
interpretation of modernization and historical values.
Yet later is represented by small amount of actors.
Yet both interpretations believe that practices should
be based on some specific knowledge.
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representing policy sphere) connects attribute to
resilience.
Differences between
local and global
supply chains

•
•

Most simplistic interpretation of local is similar both in
local and global food supply chains.
Yet local food supply chains have elaborated a much
more detailed interpretation of aspects that can be
related to local.

Discourse coalitions •
/ alternative framings

Meanings of local tend to differ. For some enterprises
it is just location, yet other enterprises use more
complicated interpretation.

Dilemmas and
contradictions

•

In global chains attribute is mobilized as a marketing
tool that is oriented towards eliminating competition.
In local – same attribute has ideological meaning.

Evidence of
interactions with
other attributes and
the significance of
this
Differences between
the food sectors /
commodities
examined

•

Attribute is related to attribute embededness.

•

We can observe that in various sectors importance of
this attribute differs. In dairy sector importance of
origins of ingredients, place of production and place
where product is sold is important. This is so
because of long questions how to interpret struggle
of dairy processors to compete with Lithuanian
processors.

Attribute 15

Export

Level of relevance

•

Attribute is seen as an important aspect of
development and as a natural direction of successful
enterprise.

Priority

•

Attribute is considered as of high priority. It is seen
that being able to export proofs success and raises
competitiveness (as well as resilience). However,
other attributes are definitely considered more
important.

Differences between
the four spheres

•

Used by market and policy sphere. Both spheres
approaches attribute in simple matter suggesting that
export is good.
Also used in public sphere. Here attribute represents

•
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more vide spectrum of interpretation.
Differences between
the five dimensions

•

•

Export is an important aspect to improve economic
performance. Therefore is should be related to
economic dimension.
However it has strong connections to resilience.
Export can secure enterprise against economic
threats. Yet in some cases it does precisely the
opposite.

•
•

Export is associated with global food chains.
Yet even from smaller local enterprises it is expected
that eventually they will move into global markets. So
export is one of the aspects that is considered to be
a goal of all enterprises.

Discourse coalitions •
/ alternative framings

In opposition to imports and exports is the group of
civic activists promoting ideas of food sovereignty.
This group popularizes shorter chains and local
product consumption.

Dilemmas and
contradictions

•

There is a group of enterprises that have a strong
export share in Russia that lobby that state be
friendlier to Russia’s politics.

Evidence of
interactions with
other attributes and
the significance of
this
Differences between
the food sectors /
commodities
examined

•

Export is related to several attributes as – economic
development, information, support, etc.

•

Sectors producing localized products might have
problems to export.
Sectors strength might influence overall attitude
towards export.

Attribute 16

Competitiveness

Level of relevance

•

Highly relevant attribute. It defines main goal of
enterprise. As such it is commonly mentioned in all
spheres.

Priority

•

Attribute is of high priority. High competitiveness
grants enterprise better outcomes in the market.

Differences between
the four spheres

•

Mainly competitiveness is related to market sphere. It
is seen that enterprises competing should become
more competitive.

Differences between
local and global
supply chains
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•
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•

•

It has been discussed by policy sphere as well.
Policy sphere sees this attribute as a possible way to
improve resilience.
Public and science spheres are involved in attribute
too. Yet their discussions could be considered as
marginal.

Differences between
the five dimensions

•
•
•

Attribute is related to economic dimension.
However, there are connections also to resilience.
In case of local food chains other dimensions are
used as a mean to raise competitiveness.

Differences between
local and global
supply chains

•

The general interpretation is that everybody should
be competitive.
Yet attribute is more often used to describe aspects
of global food supply chains.
Often short food supply chains are described as
uncompetitive (artificial and functioning just because
supported).

•
•

Discourse coalitions •
/ alternative framings

This attribute is close related to attribute Support.
Respondents discuss, that foreign enterprises are
more competitive because their receive greater
support from state.

Dilemmas and
contradictions
Evidence of
interactions with
other attributes and
the significance of
this
Differences between
the food sectors /
commodities
examined

•

Attribute 17

Control

Level of relevance

•

Highly relevant attribute. Often used by involved
actors to describe role of the state.

Priority

•

Can be with high priority. Almost every actor has had
some disagreement with state. Yet outcomes of such
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•

Competitiveness is related to several attributes as –
economic development, information, support, etc.

•
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disagreements differ.
Differences between
the four spheres

•

•

•

•
Differences between
the five dimensions

•
•

Differences between
local and global
supply chains

•
•
•

•

Discourse coalitions •
/ alternative framings
•
Dilemmas and
contradictions

•
•
•

Evidence of
interactions with
other attributes and
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•

Mainly used to describe functions of policy sphere.
Actors of policy are expected to organize control over
food system.
Often attribute is used by public sphere. Here food
threats are represented. NGOs comes with their own
claims what state should control
To lesser extent attribute is used in market sphere.
Sphere often is accusing state in lack of interest of
enterprises.
In market sphere control also is a tool to eliminate
competition.
Health is a major concern in policy and public
sphere.
State is also paying attention to relations between
involved actors and overall market situation.
Everybody is considered to be an object of states
control.
In case of short food supply chains actors often
manages to avoid state control.
Local food supply chains claims that state is
disinterested in their development – state is to harsh
when it comes to fining.
Main contradictions can be observed in global food
supply chains. Here control takes most diverse form
and most diverse consequences.
Attribute can be used to attack enterprises and to
eliminate competition.
Also there are private quality control systems that do
not relate to state control system.
The major dilemma is how to balance between
control and development of new chain forms.
Also the question is, how to overcome the issue that
control are used for personal gains (by enterprises).
How state could incorporate or collaborate with
private control systems.
Attribute is related to attributes risk and information.
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the significance of
this
Differences between
the food sectors /
commodities
examined

•

Attribute 18

Cooperation

Level of relevance

•

Attribute of secondary relevance. It is seen as a
quick way to raise competitiveness.

Priority

•

Seen as an important prerequisite for development of
smaller farmers and enterprises.

Differences between
the four spheres

•

Mentioned in all spheres. Serves as a common
interpretation how specific problems of small farmers
could be solved.
More often used by experts who represent science
sphere and by actors representing policy sphere.

•
Differences between
the five dimensions

•
•

Differences between
local and global
supply chains

•
•

Discourse coalitions •
/ alternative framings
Dilemmas and
•
contradictions
•

Evidence of
interactions with
other attributes and
the significance of
this
Differences between
the food sectors /
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Several respondents claimed that meet sector needs
more control than other sectors. General believe is
that this sector is using more illegal practices than
others.

Mainly cooperation is seen as a part of economic
dimension.
Yet it is also seen as a possibility to improve
resilience.
Attribute is associated with small local enterprises
operating on a local scale.
Yet it can be a mean to step in to global food chains.

It is said that cooperation is way how small local
farmers could obtain voice.
However, often real situation shows different picture:
governing actors and choose to communicate with
organized structures simply because it is simpler.

•

Attribute is related to attributes competitiveness and
economic development.

•

Whenever example for successful collaboration is
needed
respondents
mention
grain
sector.
99

commodities
examined

Dominated by two huge cooperatives grain farmers
have managed to build biggest agricultural sectors
and are still developing. On the other hand as a weak
example dairy farming is mentioned. Lack of strong
cooperatives in this sector has impaired positions of
farmers.

Attribute 19

Risks

Level of relevance

•

Attribute is relevant to food consumers.

Priority

•

Attribute is of high priority in public space. It is also
important as a marketing idea. However, attribute is
poorly discussed in other spheres.

Differences between
the four spheres

•

Most often mentioned in public sphere. It keeps
customers informed about possible food related threats.

•

Various actors from other spheres form alliances and
discuss what should be perceived as harmful and should
not.

•

Previous examples illustrate that we can relate this
attribute to health dimension.

•

Yet once in a while food related risks are associated with
other dimensions as well.

•

There are no particular differences between two
levels of food chains.
It is common to interpret that local food is healthier.
Still local chains are criticized in a same way when it
comes to possible risks.

Differences between
the five dimensions

Differences between
local and global
supply chains

•

Discourse coalitions •
/ alternative framings

What is considered as risky consumption may differ
from time to time. This is because the attribute is
constantly changing and is related to current food
perception.

•

Often accusations are stereotypical, generalized and
are harmful to unrelated actors.

•

We can link this attribute to several others – as for
example competitiveness, affordability, control, diets
and consumer habits, origins.

Dilemmas and
contradictions
Evidence of
interactions with
other attributes and
the significance of
this
Differences between
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the food sectors /
commodities
examined
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S. 4 - Conclusions
Our report presents main themes describing local food chains. Some of these
attributes represents wider field of ideas while some are smaller than other.
However, all of these attributes are represented in texts spheres generate and
illustrate some specific aspect of food chain performance. Our analysis illustrate
economically oriented food chain interpretation – all main attributes are
associated with economic benefits and the need to become more visible
(competitive) in public economic arena. Also our analysis illustrates that several
of attributes originates in broader worldviews – they represent general ideological
development of 20th and 21st century in the West and can be associated with
common claims what the optimal relations between all involved actors are.
However, in case of food chains these ideas are reinterpreted and filled with food
chain specific content.
Next to these wider ideological ideas representing general development
directions we have also located new trends that have emerged in food industry
only. More elaborated food interpretations continue to emerge and it seems that
these new food chain manifestations will recognize greater diversity of aspects
that could be related to food chains. Greater support to short food supply chains,
new multifunctional food initiatives, new food distribution channels and many
other initiatives are part of this new interpretation. Furthermore, we can observe
that of these new ideas forces classical interpretation to reinterpret them. These
competitiveness driven classical interpretations are forced to chain if they are
willing to remain competitive. Food chain assessment interpretation changes
have changed the consumer. And we can observe that classical food enterprises
follow: more and more often we notice that not only new food interpretations
emerge, but that enterprises representing conventional approach introduce some
aspects of these new interpretations.
Conducted research allows concluding that all four spheres are united in their
support to more competitive food chains. These chains are expected to exceed
national borders, to become more competitive and produce effective. This food
chain interpretation mainly lies within Economic and Social dimensions. This
illustrates that in the core of food systems lies well developed and strongly rooted
discourse. In spite of its dominant positions the discourse is also a battle ground
for actors willing to reshape food interpretation, willing to introduce new rules and
new aspects to be taken into account. For example, here we can see how MoH is
fighting new grounds for health regulations and MoA creating new market
regulations. These changes tend to make insignificant changes in the discourse,
but create significant movement of the actors reproducing the discourse. During
these clashes we can observe how general arguments are reproduced.
However in the margins of the dominating discourse one can observe emergence
of new food interpretations. In various forms promoted by all spheres, yet
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especially by Public these changes transform actors functioning in conventional
discourse. Also these ideas create a totally new spectre of interpretations that
reduce the importance of Economic dimension and push forward all other
dimensions.
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National-level Report - Denmark (Task 2.5)
Anne Nymand-Grarrup and Armando Perez, Aalborg University Copenhagen

2014

GLAMUR is a EU FP7 project that aims at integrating advancement in scientific knowledge
about the impact of food chains to practice, to increase food chains sustainability through
public policies and private strategies.
This general objective will be pursued through the following specific objectives:
To develop and validate a performance criteria matrix for assessment and comparison of
food chains operating at a range of geographical scales through analysis of how food
chain impacts are communicated in different spheres of society.
To build a database of quantifiable indicators of impact and a set of 20 case studies
aimed at understanding how impacts are generated within specific food chains.
To advance knowledge on methodological problems and trade-offs arising when
measuring and comparing the impact of food chains within and between sectors.
To assess how performance is perceived by stakeholders in different national contexts
through participatory assessment and multi-criteria analysis of the different typologies of
food chains.
To assess the actual and potential role of public and private policies addressing food
chains and to turn assessment into policy recommendations.
To build a network that turns the advancement of scientific knowledge into decision making
tools for domestic and public consumers, producers, citizens, scientists, policy makers, civil
society organizations.
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Executive summary

This document is the Danish National Report on the debates surrounding the performance
of food chains at both global and local levels. This is a part of Glamur Project’s Work
Package 2 (WP2) that aims to capture the perceptions and representations of food chain
performance in five selected spheres, namely public, market, scientific and policy, and
how they cross-cut with the economic, social, environmental, health and ethical dimensions.
As result a multi-criteria matrix of food supply chain performances was generated. The
study consisted of three main tasks: a desk research of grey literature, popular press and
the Internet, a systematic review of peer-reviewed papers and in-depth interviews with
Danish food experts. The main findings of this report can be summarized, as Danes would
give high importance to localness and sustainability when they act as citizens, but in
practice, their purchases simply follow the market rule of price.
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S. 1 - Introduction to the national report
The food industry within Denmark is an important economic player, particularly in the
sector of meat and dairy. These two chains have different roles in each of the dimensions.
From a health perspective, the Danish food industry has strong challenges and may play a
potential important role in the prevention of food-related chronic non-transmissible
diseases (e.g. new product formulations in the meat sector due to the carcinogenesis of red
meat and processed meat); within the environmental dimension, animal production
contributes to green house emissions, and contributes to pollution of air and water, also by
transporting living cattle and processed products to other countries within and outside
Europe. Food produced in Denmark would be enough to feed the country’s population, but
overproduction is encouraged as a source of income, and constitutes XX% of the GDP. In
the social dimension there is a growing focus on the origin of food, many food-related
initiatives searching for democratizing food access, increase food literacy and to get
people more involved in the whole food system, however, such initiatives may only affect
people with an already existing interest in food, but have little or negligible effect at a
larger scale.
The main issues on the assessment of the chain performance in Denmark are for example
the technological burden needed to provide information such as food miles, which is
expensive and difficult to obtain in a precise manner, in order to facilitate informed choice
at consumer level. Societal trends towards nearness such as the revaluing of the Nordic
Diet or a return to the Palaeolithic diet are among the food trends within Denmark and
might be in detriment even of the importance given to the newest nutrition
recommendations. Therefore, an in-depth understanding of how spheres and dimensions
cross-cut each other in Denmark was needed. Consequently, this report will provide a brief
description of the Danish food systems and their assessment, an overview of the
methodology applied for data collection and analysis, and the attributes description
resulting from it.

S. 2 - National Context
The Danish food system, past and present:

The nineteenth-century industrialisation radically transformed the preparation of food and
industrial technology gradually removed cooking in home kitchens to distant factories. The
factory system transformed the workplace from being the “self made” agriculture to the
making of a machine. Teams of proletarian workers that performed repetitive tasks
8
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replaced the skilled craftsmen. Over the following century, this same process happened to
many other industries such as bread, beer, canned fruit and frozen vegetables. Mass
production increased the quantities of food (Pilcher. 2006). The global and local food
systems have to a great extent been affected by the industrialization, which has opened
up for new possibilities, such as new production methods, import and export of foods and
crops. Todays Danes are eating apples from Argentina, drinking red wine from Australia
and many Danish consumers are shopping at their local Turkish greengrocer, while the kids
are drinking cola and eating doughnuts – the Danish diet has become a global diet
(Nielsen. 2003). Danish agriculture is today producing food for 15 million people,
approximately 3 times the amount of the population size. Agriculture is a central industry
within Denmark, and since farming is taking up two thirds of the total acreage, it likewise
plays an important role regarding culture and landscape. In the 1930’s the total acreage
constituted 76 per cent, and was then at its highest. The reduction of acreage has
happened due to the urban development, and meanwhile happened greater changes in
the structure of the performance. Changes in the method of management led farmers to
focus on solely one branch of livestock production, which resulted in less farms but a
greater livestock production per farm. Likewise has the production of pork increased with
25 per cent since 1995, and the milk production has slowly increased since the mid 80’s. In
the same period livestock of cows was reduced by half, this due to the fact that the
performance of each cow doublet (Den store Danske 2014).

S. 3 - Analysis of how food chain performance
is currently assessed
Assessment of the food chains in Denmark
One of the main challenges about the food supply chains to day is that they are becoming
more complicated. While interest in knowing the origin of food is increasing, interest in
cheap distribution methods are growing is as well. Some production of foods is placed on
the other side of the globe, this due to the inexpensive energy flow, which makes this a
cheaper economical solution, comparing it to a production in Denmark. Making food
supply chains more effective is an important research field, which could lead to guiding
systems addressing issues in how to handle foods transported over greater distance. This is
important, since the foods need to be ripe, fresh and safe when they reach the consumers,
which call for a thorough assessment of the food systems (appendix 1). Presently
businesses are applying the ISO systems, concurrent with intern systems as well (appendix
10). As an example is the dairy Arla, which has developed a quality program, called
“Arlagården”, outlining the rules for the co-operative members delivering milk to Arla
9
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Foods. The four main focuses are following: composition of the milk, food safety, animal
welfare and environmental considerations. The program is an important element in the
strategy of Arla. It is a way for Arla to take responsibility regarding how their products
are produced, focusing on high quality and today’s demands. It is continually updated and
it is important that all members of Arla are living up to the demands, which will make it
strong and competitive (Arla 2013).
Currently when focusing on traceability, research on data processing is carried out. This is
centred on how you can get a data flow in the food systems and how to make this
automatic, and easier to communicate information about foods to the consumers (Appendix
1).

Methodology and results
Desk based research
Data were collected in order to identify the main themes related to local and global
chains, both in Denmark and through the Internet. It included two main activities:
1. The screening of published documents (grey literature, newspapers, magazines,
blogs, websites), in order to identify the main issues at hand, the discourses and the
actors involved in the local-global discussion within the five Glamur dimensions
(Economic, Social, Environmental, Health, Ethical).
2. A systematic review of the scientific publications related to the assessment of chains
in Denmark was also performed following the strategy shown in Table1. Searches
were performed in Scopus and Web of science. Furthermore, a specific review of
the health aspects of the Glamur selected food items (meat, milk & dairy, berries,
asparagus, wine) was carried out (Appendix 2).
Table 1: Search strategy for identifying scientific papers
GLAMUR – scientific sphere
Web of Science
Scopus
Topic
TS= ((local AND (food OR ((local AND (food OR diet
diet OR nutrition)) OR OR nutrition)) OR (global
(global AND (food OR diet AND (food OR diet OR
OR nutrition)) OR (glocal nutrition)) OR (glocal AND
AND (food OR diet OR (food
OR
diet
OR
nutrition)) OR (food AND nutrition)) OR (food AND
chain) OR (sustainab* AND chain) OR (sustainab* AND
food) OR (food AND food) OR (food AND
procurement) OR (food procurement) OR (food
10
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Denmark

Five dimension

AND produc*) OR (organic
AND (food OR diet OR
nutrition)) OR (conventional
AND (food OR diet OR
nutrition)))
CU= Denmark OR TS=
(denmark OR scandinavia
OR nordic OR danish OR
copenhagen
OR
københavn)
TS= (econom* OR social
OR
health
OR
environment* OR ethic*)

AND produc*) OR (organic
AND (food OR diet OR
nutrition)) OR (conventional
AND (food OR diet OR
nutrition)))
(denmark OR scandinavia
OR nordic OR danish OR
copenhagen
OR
københavn)
(econom* OR social OR
health OR environment*
OR ethic*)

Interviews with experts:
Eleven experts within the food field were interviewed in Copenhagen and Århus. Two
interviews were carried out in public cafés and 9 at the workplace of the experts. The
interview guide was standardised by Glamur Project and translated from English into
Danish. All interviews were carried out in Danish, and translated from spoken Danish into
written English in order to guarantee comparability of results within Glamur. The
translation process was difficult due to either having one word in Danish for several
meanings in English e.g. økologie that is used with the meanings either of organic or
ecologic. Decisions had to be made on the right word to be used in English based on the
context of each interview. In total XXX pages of transcripts have been obtained.
Coding and analysis of text documents and transcriptions

Theoretical framework of reference
The study is not set out to set out to check out a hypothesis or theory, but set out to
generate theory grounded in data. Therefore, all data available was considered
important, and useful for uncovering the relations between the spheres and dimensions of
analysis.
The coding was carried out using f4analysis software, which was not entirely based on
premeditation, but there were room for spontaneous and reflective activities, which
broadened the perspective and made room for changes and new codes in the process. To
capture the perceptions and representations of food chain performance in the different
spheres both desk- based data and interviews were coded following the same procedure.
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In order to strengthen the validity of the study, the coding process was triangulated,
ensuring that in every step of the process the context was systematically taken into account
in the construction of knowledge, and hence the effect of the researcher was minimized.
One researcher carried out the primary coding while two other researchers reviewed the
coding independently hence creating the triangulation.

Pre-understanding/Preconceptions:
Researchers who performed the analysis have backgrounds in the overlapping fields of
consumer science, public health nutrition, nutritional epidemiology, food technology,
development economics and food sociology and integrated food studies. Two of the team
members do question the health impact of organically produced foods (Am J Clin Nutr.
2010 Jul;92(1):203-10).

Results

As result of the desk-based data collection, approximately 40 main themes were
identified through a review of the collected data. Moreover 11 interviews with experts in
the field of food were carried out. Experts from the public and private sector were
represented in the interviews, which might broaden the perspective within the field and
add depth to the results of the interviews and overall goal of the project.
In Denmark, global and local food systems are very interlinked and awareness about both
systems was evident all through the four spheres. In the public sphere, represented by the
consumers, products are chosen based on qualities and not as much on weather a product
is local or global. Some consumers might choose at certain product if it is traceable, or
choose to shop in a supermarket branding themselves on food waste reduction, or buy
certain products because they are ecological, not focusing on the origin of the products
(appendix x). A contradiction on this matter could be the limited levels of information the
consumer’s are basing their choices on in the shopping situation. Furthermore it can be
argued that some information might mislead the consumers, this due to means of
presentation, such as labels providing limited information about a product, leaving the
responsibility to the consumer, only having a minor effect in the end. Moreover printed
text or a storytelling are represented on food products as well, where some might play on
feelings, whereby irrational choices might be made.
The price (budget, economy) was as well evident as one of the main indicators of the local
and global food system. Referring to demand and supply, supermarkets strive to supply
great quantities and a varied selection of foods, especially when it comes to fruit and
vegetables. For instance imported fruit and vegetables correspond to the largest amount
of intake among the Danish population, which is putting pressure on the national farmers,
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who cannot compete due to their production costs. Meanwhile Danish consumers are
demanding for more Danish produce (localness), but evidently not supporting the market
with their purchases (appendix x). This raises the question whether the citizen’s values a
given person may have will be translated into purchases when this person is acting as
consumer. Citizens might show an interest in environmental issues, ecology or traceability,
but this will not affect their choices as consumers in the supermarkets, they simply choose to
buy what is most convenient or cheaper, which is creating a gap between the values of the
citizens and action of the consumers.
The price competiveness in between the national and the global producers is moreover
intensified by the lower point of sale costs of imported foods resulting from cheaper
production methods, low wages in foreign countries, and a cheap distribution chain.
Additionally, large quantities of meat are produced within Denmark, especially pork and
duck, which are transported to abattoirs across the borders to be slaughtered and
transported back to the Denmark to be used by the meat industry and sold in
supermarkets. Another example is provided by Danish turbots that are exported and sold
at food markets in Paris, where Danish producers are forced to buy them, as they are not
to be found in Denmark (appendix 2). This issue makes it challenging for the local
production to be competitive due to the high cost of labour within Denmark, and makes it
difficult to be competitive on the international market. The issue has led to a greater focus
on the role of environmental cues of the local Danish food products, which is reflected in a
range of the attributes such as environmental sustainability, food waste, traceability and
food miles. Consumers have grown accustomed to the cheap prices, and might not be
willing to change their usual purchases if it means an increase of prices.
The local system is generally connected to sustainability, food literacy, season/freshness,
traceability, short food miles and even ecology. The alternative movements within the food
trends are often focusing on the local and nearby. Food initiatives have started, many
focusing on the attributes mentioned above (appendix 11). The food trends and initiatives
tend to focus on a specific food interested segment, what we today would call a “foodie”.
It can be argued that this is a segment already interested in food are higher educated
and the segment actually not having a gap between their citizen/consumer values and
purchases. When reaching a segment already interested in food, it can be argued that
these food trends or food initiatives might not change the market or affect the general
consumers.
The future perspective on food chains performance is often depending on their area of
competes. Experts within the area of local and small-scale food systems tend to think that
the local food chains will get stronger. Anne Hjernøe journalist and public figure states it
like this:
13
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“I think their will be an increased focus on how the food is made properly, grown closer to us
and not transported that far” (appendix 2).
Another perspective taken into consideration of some of the experts, are how the cheap
energy flow, which currently is affecting the lower prices on global product sold in Danish
supermarkets, might change in the future. If the prices on energy increases it wont be
economical sustainable to import fruit from the other side of the world, which might affect
and enhance the local market. Furthermore the level of the wages might rise in the Asian
countries and Africa as well, which will affect the food systems in a future perspective, and
fish might not be transported out of the country and back again for fileting. This might not
happen in the near future and it is further indicated that is does not seem as though the
systems are about to change, but are moving towards even more globalisation. Martin
Merrild head of “Agriculture and Food”, is commenting on this matter:
“And then I think we will keep seeing the tendency that great volumes will be traded globally.
And it will increase. And the development in traceability and documentation will promote
these tendencies” (appendix 4).
Additionally, it is mentioned how the one system will affect the other, and how they are
depended on each other. This has been seen in the past, with e.g. the potato, rice and
pasta, which has become an integrated part of the Danish kitchen. The global foods are
seen serving as inspirational and beneficial for the Danish food systems.
The complexities of the food systems are evident all through the data collection. To tell the
full backstory 19 key attributes associated with food chain performance at both a global
and local level were defined. They will be thorough described in the following chapter,
together with an identification of important issues, debates and methods used to analyse
food chains, along with a description of the discourses surrounding them.
The complexities of the food systems are evident all through the data collection. To tell the
full backstory 19 key attributes associated with food chain performance at both a global
and local level were defined. They will be thorough described in the following chapter,
together with an identification of important issues, debates and methods used to analyse
food chains, along with the discourses surrounding them.
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Key attributes of food chains
Dimension

Economic

Social

Environmental

Health

Sphere
DK Public

Price

DK Scientific
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Traceability
Consumer information
Social innovation

Food trends

Consumer information
Traditions
Food trends

Food Trends
Ecology

Environmentalsustainability
Food waste

Organic foods
Food safety
Food security

Ethical

DK Market

Food quality
Price
Competiveness

Food quality
Nearness
Food security

Price
Seasonality/Freshness
Food miles

Seasonality/Freshness
Food safety

System regulation
Food waste

DK Policy

Food waste
System regulation

Responsibility
Food literacy

Environmentalsustainability

Responsibility

Tradition

Multi-criteria matrix of food supply chain performance
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Attributes – Detailed description
Competiveness

Competitiveness is generally linked to the impact, which the levels of pay and the product
prices have within Denmark. Level of pay is higher in Denmark compared to other
countries, which affects the cost when producing foods, and finally influences the product
prices.
At the moment a variety of low cost products are available in the Danish supermarkets.
Danish farmers find it challenging to be price competitive with the international producers,
also selling their products in the Danish supermarkets. Imported food is for the most part
sold less expensive than the local products, which has called for new initiatives focusing on
the local products. Moreover the supermarkets are competing with one another and are
taking use of innovative branding tools to stand out.
Justification
Market – Economy
The market is working towards a global development, and due to the free global market,
this is stressing Denmark and the ability to make money, which will affect the Danish
developmental possibilities (Appendix 4). Foreign fruit and vegetables constitutes to the
largest amount of intake among the Danish population, which is putting pressure on the
national farmers, and indicates a greater demand for foreign fruit and vegetables.
Pernille Bech is emphasising the issue in the following comment:
“Then you could say, the whole system surrounding which foods the retailors chooses to have
on the shelves is a whole other problematic, which the farmers see as the greatest problem,
that there aren’t room or time for them to be heard by the retailors, which are selling their
products, and the place where all the Danes do their daily grocery shopping.” (Appendix 9).
Level
At the moment the Danish supermarket chain SuperBrugsen is running a campaign focusing
on the local community in general. This includes supporting local initiatives, taking use of
local suppliers for their supermarkets and running TV adds focusing on social cohesion.
Nationally competiveness is seen when trading food across the borders. Wholesalers are
tempted to order their foods from large-scale producers from other nations instead of
supporting the local farmers, which cannot live up to the competitive prices. Global
ecosystems are effected by the price competiveness within Denmark, when exporting fish
around the globe to be filleted in China and then transported back to Denmark, for the
one reason that this cannot be done to a competitive price within Denmark (Appendix 1).
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Priority
Competiveness is for retailers and producers valued high. In the interview with Martin
Merrild, Head of Agriculture and Food, was stated:
“The lack of understanding that globalisation means new opportunities for us, no doubt about
that, but it also means that the competition is fierce and the we are being pressured on our
ability to make money”. (Appendix 4).
This indicates that the producers and retailers are under pressure when having to sell their
products for competitive prices.
Difference between the four spheres
In a market perspective, competiveness has stood out due to the problematic regarding
the imported foods, which is traded for cheaper prices than the local and national
products. This has challenged the local and national producers to increase their export
(Hedevang. 2013) and motivated to the use of new branding tools when promoting their
products (SuperBrugsen 2013).
Policies regarding agricultural subsidies are made to secure viable agricultural industry
across the EU. If competiveness were to be seen in the scientific sphere, it would be in how
to ensure sustainable supply chains, which would secure longer shelf life, and make the
foods fresher, which could imply higher competiveness. Finally competiveness will to some
extent affect the prices and quality of the products ending up on the supermarket shelves,
which will influence the purchases done in the public sphere.
Difference between the five dimensions
Competiveness will influence the prices and/or quality of the products in and outside of
Denmark. This is seen for instance when Peruvian asparagus is sold in Denmark for
cheaper prices than seasonal Danish asparagus (Appendix 6), which undoubtedly will
challenge the sale of the Danish asparagus. Further it is discussed what effect it will have
on the life of the Peruvian farmers, if Denmark were to stop the import of asparagus, and
if this would be ethical correct. Again import of foods will to some extent effect the
environment and even the health of the population in Denmark and foreign countries from
which we import our foods.
Global vs. local
“That is one of the very clear challenges that we face every day. The lack of understanding
that globalisation means new opportunities for us, no doubt about that, but it also means that
the competition is fierce and the we are being pressured on our ability to make money”
(Appendix 4).
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The free global market will put pressure the local farmers and challenge their price
competiveness, which might not be the parameter on which they should or will compete.
For the local production chains there will be possibilities to compete on parameters such as
nearness, locality and seasonality, which are parameters in which the global producers will
find it challenging to compete on.
Discourse coalition and alternative frames
Discourses on competiveness, which are influenced by the different food chains, are
reflecting the role which price has on the market and for the end consumers. Imported
foods sold for cheaper prices has led to focusing on other parameters for the local
producers, and indicates the need for other parameters, which the local producers can
compete on.
Alternative frames are seen in the way some supermarkets choose to brand themselves by
focussing on the local community, taking in products from local producers and all over
contributing to a stronger local cohesion in the area (SuperBrugsen 2013). Other
supermarket chains are focusing on being competitive when focusing on waste reduction
and not have upselling as “five for less”, but only have “one item for less” sales. This might
indicate how other parameters will be in focus when competiveness is in focus.
The dilemmas and contradictions
The global and local food systems are affecting one another, which is clearly seen when
focusing on the prices. Here the global suppliers are mainly challenging the local suppliers,
due to their possibility to sell the cheapest products, because of cheaper production
methods and wages (Appendix 1). Interviewing Pernille Bech, marketing coordinator at
Season for Good Taste, she stated:
“The challenges are, taking the perspective of the farmers, then it would be the
prices, when you enter a retail store, they are constantly competing with
somebody that can do it cheaper, and you wont ever be able to do it cheap
enough in Denmark, if you have to compete with the south of Europe or the
Netherlands, which isn’t all that far away, but they have some systems they are
able to produce really cheap products in comparison to Denmark. Uhm, it is
unfortunate, that if you aren’t willing to pay for what is unique, then you
choose the foreign cucumbers for 5kr. At any rate if you cant figure out what
the difference is” (Appendix 9).
This might be an indication of how quality could be a competitive parameter, which the
local farmers could take into use in this problematic. This though opens up for other
challenges, which Pernille Bech expresses further:
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“The other thing, which is complicated regarding fruit and vegetables, is that
they are really generic. Like if the cucumbers are placed next to each other,
you can’t tell the difference, if you in any other way aren’t able to give people
the picture, or brand the Danish rather then the other, then I do understand that
people wont pay for it” (Appendix 9).
Even though a greater focus on season might raise awareness on quality of the products, it
is a challenge to communicate the good taste.
Interactions with other attributes
Competiveness is clearly linked to some of the other attributes due to the way it is under
the influenced by different parameters and how these can be used within a market
perspective. Food quality and seasonality/freshness are two attributes closely connected to
competiveness. Both of them are parameters which supermarkets and local farmers are
focusing on in competing with other foods on the market. Another is environmental
sustainability, and how competiveness in this sense is motivated by import of foods
transported from distant parts of the world. Responsibility is important to mention in
connection with competiveness as well. Taking a responsibility on local and global scales is
challenging when the competition is clearly challenging prices, food quality and the
economy.
Difference between commodities
Fruit and vegetables stands out in the debates about competiveness. This is due to the
growing focus on what is in season, seasonal initiatives and the great difference in price,
which are to seen in the supermarkets. The dairy chain Arla has started exporting milk to
China due to the drop of sale in Organic milk the past years. The milk can be sold to
higher prices in the Asian countries.

Consumer information

Description
Consumer information to be understood as the range of food related information, which
has become easy assessable for the consumers. Some of it is to be found online, where a
multiple of webpages offer a range of food related information (Arla. 2013). It might
inform the consumers about the origin of the food, seasonal food, or why they should
choose organic. Moreover, articles about current challenges regarding sustainability in
and out of Denmark and alternative food diets are likewise to be found online.
Additionally, information about food is almost unavoidable when consumers are doing
their grocery shopping. Information about the food they have purchased will to some
degree be available on the packages. This information could be a health claim stating
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that what they have bought is either low-fat, whole grain or less salty (God Adgang.
2013). If a health claim is not to be found, there could be some sort of story about the
product printed on the package, a health claim or it might just be information about the
content of the product.
Justification
Public – Social
Consumers are a part of the public sphere and this is where they are given or seeking
information as well. Consumer information is shared among consumers, and to what extent
the consumers apply the information given, is reflected in the way they do their purchases
and in general actions. Some of the so-called relocalisation initiatives have raised focused
on the lack of knowledge the consumers might have regarding seasonality, local food or
health, and would like to educate the consumers and broaden their perspective on these
topics.
Public – Health
The consumers are each day faced with a range of information, which could affect their
general health. A study made on the effect of anxiety on information search during food
choice, showed that this increases information search, especially for the consumers that has
a less favourable attitude towards nutritional claims on the product label (Hansen et al.
2011). The TV chef Anne Hjernøe draws attention to the approach her food program has
when communicating about health and educating the viewers:
“Our point of departure is, that we know that clams are healthy, but why? Well that’s
because of this and that, and then what can we do about them and so on, where out point of
departure is in food…” (Appendix 2).
Levels
Consumer information is affecting different levels of the system. Individually this is
reflected in the purchases done in the supermarket. A food scandal will have some effect
on the consumers when doing their grocery shopping. In the time after the horsemeat
scandal many consumers choose not to buy prepared foods, especially the ones from the
brand “Findus” or “Nestle” which were some of the brands having used horsemeat in their
products (ritzau/DR nyheder. 2013). This was information given on a national and global
scale. Knowledge about local producers and initiatives where supermarkets are selling
local products might affect consumers’ purchases as well.
Priority
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It could be argued that consumer information is of a high priority due to the affect given
information will have on their purchases. This will affect the market and the overall health
of the consumer.
Differences between the four spheres
The public sphere is where consumers are acting upon the information given, and the
sphere in which consumer information stand out. Information shared with the consumers will
have an affect on the market, which to some extent is the receiver of their actions.
Consumer information is pressuring the market in the way it will affect the demands from
the consumers as well. The market is sender as well as receiver, and has the power to give
and share information with the consumers. Businesses are branding themselves in different
ways, which will indicate some direction of information about what they stand for, and
what the consumers gain by purchasing their products. The political sphere is the one
setting the agenda for what can be communicated to the consumers and legislation of how
it may be communicated as well. This is for instance seen in labels, health claims and TV
commercials.
Difference between the five dimensions
Consumer information is to be seen though out the different dimension. Economically this
might affect the way consumers do their purchases, although it is not always be the case.
Martin Merrild, head of Agriculture and Food in Denmark stresses the issue when talking
about expensive information systems, which will affect the product prices, and leave some
products only to be purchased by the higher social classes within the Denmark (Appendix
4). Information about environmental issues might affect the consumers purchases to a
certain extent, again this will depend upon the product prices. Health wise consumer’ do
know that fruit and vegetable are healthy, but still they do not eat the daily
recommended 600g. Pernille Bech, project leader at “Season for good taste” a project
founded by the EU, is stating it like this:
“We could discuss from now until, and we can easily agree that fruit and vegetable aren’t
expensive, but a lot of people do find it expensive” (Appendix 9).
This again point to the focus on price. Even though the information is available, the
consumers necessarily act up on the information provided.
Global vs. local
The global market has contributed to the great variety of foods in the Danish
supermarkets. This has opened for practical information and experiences with global
foods. Moreover it has contributed to confusion about seasonality and local foods, which
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has made it difficult for the consumers to distinguish between Danish and imported fruit
and vegetables (Appendix 2).
Discourse coalitions and alternative frames
A discourse on consumer information is to be seen in the interest consumers show when they
are seeking information about food products, and the multitude of webpages with
consumer information about food related topics. Producers would like to give consumers
information about their products, this seen in the printed information on the products and
product webpages.
An alternative frame could be the project “Season for good taste”, where seasonality is in
focus. The project has been running for three years, and through out the season’s
food/health communicators are visiting a great number of Danish supermarkets, where
they cook simple salads or warm dishes, providing the consumers with advice and
information about the seasonal fruit and vegetables (Sæson for god smag. 2013).
Dilemmas and contradiction
The information search done by the consumers is relying upon the information shared by
the producers. Not all information is easy to come by, and the producers moreover have a
certain degree of freedom when choosing what information is public available. Some
producers might print a specific label, picture or text, claiming that the product is healthy
or of a certain quality, just as a branding tool. Consumers might be misled in their
information search, and an informed choice might not be simple to make. This is moreover
seen when producers are branding their products by being Nordic, which media wise has
been referred to as being especially healthy and of better quality (University of Cph.
2013).
Interaction with other attributes
Consumer information is linked to a range of the other attributes. This could be food
safety, food waste and seasonality, what information about these topics is shared with the
consumers and how the consumers choose to act according to the information given. System
regulations will set the agenda for what and how information is shared with the public.
Food literacy is a tool to how the public could be informed about food in general, which
would broaden knowledge on the subject.
Differences between the food sectors
Meat has been in focus due to the horsemeat scandal, which has given consumers a
broader knowledge and interest on the matter of the origin of meat in processed food.
Furthermore are fruit and vegetables in focus, when focusing on consumer information
(Haar. 2013). Many consumers find it difficult to know the exact difference of imported
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and the seasonal fruit and vegetables, which in many cases might lead them to choose the
cheapest products available (Landbrug og Fødevarer. 2013).

Environmental sustainability

Description
Environmental sustainability is reflected within a food system on different levels. It is a
broad term, which is seen in many of the discussion within Denmark and often mentioned
when discussing elements within the food systems, that either needs to be more
environmental friendly (sustainable) or are working towards a better environment.
Sustainability is about securing the present human needs, without deteriorating possibilities
for future generations.
Sustainability is connected to economy as well, which is reflected in what products are
economical sustainable, and therefor sold or not to be sold in the supermarkets. Anne
Hjernøe, journalist and public figure is referring to this issue:
“…then you can get two kinds of strawberries when they are in season because
the others are to fragile and difficult to grow, and if you pick them in the
morning you have to sell them the same day, and it might be some of the really
good kinds but it isn’t sustainable because they rot easily, so nobody are
interested in growing them and none is interested in selling them” (Appendix
2).

Justification
Policy – Environmental
Policies are setting the agenda for what and how foodstuff is to be transported, and to
what extend the industry can export and import food. Great amounts of meat are
produced within Denmark, and especially pork and duck are transported to abattoirs
across the borders to be slaughter after which they are transported back to the Denmark
to be sold to the industry and supermarkets. Furthermore Danish turbots are exported and
sold at food markets in Paris, where Danish producers are forced to buy them, as they are
not to be found in Denmark. They are then transporting them back to Denmark where they
are sold to Danish restaurants (Appendix 2). At present this way of productions is
economical sustainable, but if it is environmental sustainable is a debate well worth taking.
Scientific – Environmental
Studies have shown the great environmental impacts the food waste within and outside of
Denmark has (Stop spild af mad 2013). Moreover an environmental valuation of the
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management of organic household waste has been conducted. Additionally, is the OPUS
(Optimal well-being development and health for Danish children though a healthy New
Nordic Diet) project, which is aiming to study the health benefits of a New Nordic daily
diet, branded as environmental friendly, as it is based on Nordic ingredients (Mithril et al.
2013).
Levels
Initiatives focusing on sustainable, local, seasonal food with limited transportation have
grown the last years within Denmark. Individuals may join these initiatives, either as
volunteers or as paying costumers. Local food markets have likewise become popular, and
enabling the public to have a community with foods in focus. Still import and export are
great which is affecting the market and may strain the ecosystems.
Priority
Environmental sustainability is often mentioned within the discussions interlinked with
environmental issues, and the use of sustainable production methods are highly prioritised
within Denmark (Appendix 8).
Differences between the four spheres
Environmental sustainability has become a grown focus within the public sphere. This is
reflected in the demand for accessible information systems, when purchasing their foods
(Haar. 2013). Policies are made to ensure the environmental sustainability. To mention
some, it can be policy regarding the use of pesticides the farmers may or may not use,
which is regulated differently in and outside of Denmark. . “The Danish products have been
known for being “clean” products without pesticides, or at least not as much as in others”
(Appendix 99.
Difference between the five dimensions
Environmental sustainability is reflected in the economical dimension, which is affected by
the public and market interest in specific foods, and the shelf life of the products. If a fruit
or vegetable has a short shelf life and costumers are not familiar with the product, it will
not be produced. This will put pressure on how and if it is environmental sustainable to live
up to the specific demands. The demands can be seen in a social context, where certain
things might have become popular, and the demands therefor will increase (Appendix 6).
Economical sustainability might have an effect on the general health in countries Denmark
is trading with. This could be the health of the Peruvian farmers, from which great amounts
of asparagus is imported all year round. And if Denmark were to contribute to solutions
regarding the environmental sustainability, it could be discussed if focusing on the local
would be the most environmental sustainable solution (Seeberg et al. 2012).
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Global vs. local
In a global perspective environmental sustainability is connected to the great import and
export in which Denmark is contributing to. Locally it would be connected to the raised
awareness on the issue, which has led to a greater focus on the seasonal and local food
within the country (Appendix 4).
Discourse coalitions and alternative frames
Discourses on this matter are reflected in the raised awareness on environmental friendly
solutions of farming and transporting. Businesses are moreover branding themselves on
taking an environmental stand regarding their products and production methods. The
supermarket Rema 1000 is known for their focus on food waste. Yet Denmark still has a
great export market, which to some extend does affect the environment (Appendix 4).
Consumers are more likely to make demands regarding their foodstuff, which might
indicate a greater awareness on the matter.
An alternative frame could be “Aarstiderne”, from where you can order a box of organic
food, and have it delivered at your doorstep. They have a great variety of organic
seasonal food, but are offering global organic foods as well, which they emphasise have
been imported by boat and not flight (Aarstiderne A/S. 2013).
Dilemmas and contradiction
When operating with environmental sustainability, dilemmas and contradictions will occur.
The great focus on transportation and how this is having environmental impacts has raised
focus on the local production within Denmark. It is discussed whether it would be
environmental sustainable to have a food market solely dependent on local foods. This
would naturally decrease the transporting of foods, but other environmental issues are not
taken into account in this discussion. A life cycle analysis measuring greenhouse gasses has
for instants shown, that transportation only is to be counted for as 4% of the total
environmental impact. Where as the method of cultivation is to be accounted for 83%
(Andersen, et al. 2012). Furthermore, how we prepare our food, has a great impact on
the environment as well. Contrary the Danish ministry of Food, Agriculture and Fisheries
are meanwhile encouraging the public and industry to buy more local product, since only
a small amount of purchases is done on local businesses (Baltzer, 2013). It can be argued
that the Danes might have specific opinions about environmental sustainability as citizens,
which might not be expressed in their actions as consumers.
Interaction with other attributes
Awareness regarding the environmental sustainability has become greater, and how this
implicit is affected by price, which due to the inexpensive energy flow, great amounts of
food is now transported back and forth, and back again. Moreover is price connected to
the consumer’s willingness to pay for certain products. This indicates that the market is
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competitive. Danish producers are not just competing with the national market, but the
international as well, which might affect the choice of production methods. The long food
journeys indicate a great amount of food miles. The abundance of food available in
Denmark, might lead to a greater food waste, which in some way will affect the
environment. It can be argued that a great food waste will demand for more products,
which will mean more transportation of food.
Differences between the food sectors
Meat and fish are the food sectors that stand out in regards to this attribute. These sectors
are contributing to he great transport of foodstuff, which to some degree will affect the
environment, and in the longer run might not be sustainable, if environmental friendly
production methods are note taken into use.

Food miles

Description
When concentrating on food miles within a food system, food miles indicates the distance
the food has been travelling, from where it has been grown to consumption by the end
user. A grown focus on this might be a result of the industrialization and productivity, which
has led to the possibility of producing large amounts of food, and transporting it across
boarder’s worldwide. Import and export of foodstuff has grown which has had an effect
on the Danish food systems. Denmark is exporting large amounts of bacon and the dairy
industry is exporting great amount as well. Some foodstuff is even exported out of
Denmark after which it is imported back to the country and sold in the Danish
supermarkets. Moreover we are importing great amounts of fruit and vegetables, which
have put pressure on the Danish farmers. This might be one of the reasons for a
demanding consumer segment, which are expecting a wide range of product availability
all year round.
Justification
Environmental – Market.
The inexpensive energy flow has a great impact when food is transported around the
world. If this were to change radically, food miles on products would either decrease or
the prices on the products would increase. Denmark is exporting and importing large
amounts of foods, which play a great role for the general economy in the country.
Transporting livestock out of the country to be slaughtered has meant for loss of
workplaces and has caused for massive lay-offs in specific businesses.
Levels
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Different levels are affected within the food system when focusing on food miles.
Nationally the focus on food miles is indicating to what extend food is imported and
exported, which affects the food market within Denmark. The possibility of exporting
foodstuff has effected the food production and put pressure in the local communities. Eco
systems are pressured when food is transported across the world, which is a result of the
growing demand of the consumers.
Priority
Food miles is seen as important in a Danish context, although other attributes connected to
this might take more focus in the discussions.
Difference between the four spheres
In the public sphere a growing consumer demand for food products not available all year
round in Denmark, which for this reason has to be imported into the country, will affect the
distance of food miles and moreover food production in distant countries. Policies are
setting the agenda for rules to be followed in and outside of Denmark when transporting
food across countries. Moreover the market is influenced by the inexpensive energy flow
and low wages in other countries. This makes it possible to export Danish livestock to
foreign abattoirs, after which to import them back into Denmark to be sold.
Difference between the five dimensions
The distant of food miles are influenced by the economy and at this moment inexpensive
energy flow.
“This is solely the wages that is causing this, because it is worth spending energy on
transporting it out and then back again. It is due to the price, as far as I can see” (Appendix
1).
The health and social well being of farmers in distant countries, is affected by the
demands, which we in Denmark have. It is discussed whether greenhouses growing
tomatoes all year round in Denmark is better for the environment, than transporting food
across the world.
…”it might be more environmentally friendly eating tomatoes from Spain, even though you
have to transport them to Denmark. This is if the alternative is to have a heated greenhouse,
then it is worth it, transporting them all the way up here. So you can’t say that global food is
only bad for the environment” (Appendix 1).
Difference between local and global
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In local perspective food miles is indicating a short distant in which the food has travelled.
This is not always the case for Denmark though. In the interview with Anne Hjernøe,
journalist, writer and TV cook, were expressed following:
“I never quite understood the system regarding the keeping of animals in
Denmark, and then shipping the animals out of the country to be slaughtered
and then transporting them back again…”(Appendix 2).
This implies that the food systems are a complex matter. The global perspective on food
miles is discussing whether if transport of food always is the element having the greatest
impact on the environment compared to other elements such as production methods, e.g.
the use of greenhouses for fruit and vegetables during the winter.
Discourse coalition and alternative framings
Discourse on food miles is reflecting the growing attention on how food may affect
environmental issues and meanwhile an increase in of interest in the origin of food.
Dilemmas and contradictions that
One of the dilemmas of food miles would be that it solely focuses on the distance in which
food has travelled, where after this will be the main indicator of the environmental impact
the product will have. This focus leaves out other factors such as production methods, which
to a greater extend will have an effect on the environmental impact as well. Furthermore
it might be difficult for the ordinary consumer to see through the food miles of Danish pork
and duck, which both is exported to abattoir across the boarder to be slaughtered, after
which it is imported back to Denmark.
The evidence of interaction with other attributes
Denmark is a country with a great market in the export of food, which many businesses
are relying on. This has raised awareness on sustainability, and as to which degree
transport is actually playing a part on the impact on the environment. Food miles is
interlinked with Sustainability, which might encompass a greater view, and challenge the
focus on food miles as an indicator for how sustainable a product might be. Price as well is
linked to food miles, since the inexpensive energy flow, is affecting the distant and amount
of which food is traveling. Finally Nearness is connected to this attribute as well. It can be
seen as an opponent to food miles, and awareness about Nearness might affect consumers
in what purchases are done in the future.
The difference between the food sectors
Some food sectors are naturally more connected to this attribute than other. Two main
sectors within Denmark connected to food miles are pork and milk. Denmark has a long
history of producing and exporting pork, and is known for the great export of bacon.
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Moreover Arla, the Danish dairy are stating: “We are to a great extend focused on export,
Denmark is actually a small market for us” (Appendix 10).

Food quality

Description
Food quality is connected to fresh, good, clean and tasty, localness and season, where as
longer transportation and mass production is connected to low food quality.
When food quality is discussed in regards to local and global food systems, many aspects
have to be considered. Consumers might connect high price with quality, whereas farmers
might connect it with a product made of the finest ingredients with a long shelf life. Some
farmers are not aware of the technical qualities of their products, such as which grains are
preferable for baking.
Justification of position
Market – economy
Food quality in a market perspective is connected to quality judgement systems, by which
it is possible to document the origin of the products throughout the entire system, from “dirt
to table”.
Moreover the Danish government and the Red-Green Alliance have signed a three year
agreement on 15 million DKK for organic food counselling, this to strengthen farmers and
smaller organic businesses in developing new organic quality products for the market
(Kjeldsen. 2013).
Market – social
Consumers are demanding quality food, and the market is taken use of the term food
quality to brand their products or concepts. This has led to a market for initiatives focusing
on some of the terms connected to food quality, which have appeared during the past
years.
Level
What makes up high quality food will vary across the different levels. For individuals it for
some is connected with transparency, seasonality and freshness of the products. The local
farmers will brand their products on quality due to localness, and the almost non-existing
food miles. National food quality is moreover connected to seasonality and Danish
products, where it in a global context is connected to quality judgement systems of the
foods.
Priority
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Food quality is in a market perspective highly prioritised, it has to be secure and the
constancy of the quality has to be high. Citizens are talking about food quality, but they
do not always act upon their consumer demands.
Difference between the four spheres
The public sphere is where demands are raised and purchases are being done. If there
has been a violation regarding the quality of a food product, the consumers will simply
choose not to buy it. Policies are made to secure the quality of the food products.
Difference between the five dimensions
Food quality is within the five dimensions distinguished by different attributes, which helps
define the concept, which per se is broad defined.
Economical food quality is likely to be connected to the price of the product, the higher the
price the better quality. It can be argued that products with a high level of available
information, might be more expensive to produce, and awareness of the ingredients and
production methods has been comprehensive, and are affecting in the final price.
In a social sense initiatives connected to the local and seasonal have gotten popular,
especially for the conscious consumers. Some of the initiatives have a social aspect
connected to it as well, where it is required to take an active part interacting with other
participants.
Food quality is moreover connected to health, which often is connected to high price
products. It can be argued that a quality product as outlined above, has been more time
consuming, taken more considerations in the process of the making, and therefor be more
healthy.
When connecting food quality with ethics, this could be the growing focus on fair trade
with the farmers and fair working condition of the employees, in and to a great extend
outside of Denmark. This has led to the fair trade label, which ensures fair pays to the
farmers and workers at farms in Africa, Asia and South- and Central America. Again this
requires a transparent system, which might be expensive to develop, and the product
prices will be higher on these final products.
Local vs. global
In a local context the quality of a product is the concept of it being local in it self, which
for many local products to a certain extend indicates a degree of transparency. You
might be able to visit the farmer if you would like to, you might even know the producer,
or you will be able to go buy the product at the farm. In a global perspective mass
produced foodstuff without any specific characteristics are mentioned, which implies that
food quality might not be highly prioritised in mass production.
Discourse coalition and alternative frames
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Discourses on food quality are reflected in the different approaches the public and
market has on this take. Certain products might be linked to food quality more because of
its popularity and price, than the actual ingredients and production methods. Thomas
Rhode, restaurant owner and public known health figure within Denmark is stating it like
this, when talking about the concept and popularity regarding the New Nordic kitchen:
…now the industry and the industrialisation has gotten a hold of it, and now it kind of, like
just because they are writing New Nordic on a really bad food products, then it is good for
all of us, and it really isn’t…”. Moreover there is a tendency to view mass produced
product as being of a lower quality than the ones produced at the local farmer. Claus
Tingstrøm owner of the canteen Claus Tingstrøm A/S, is commenting on this:
“…a lot of them are very naive and scared about the idea of a larger
production, they have this idea about, the greater volume the less quality, then
when I am telling them that the worlds largest car producer is Toyota, and I am
of the opinion that they are the ones having the least visitors at their repair
shops…” (Appendix 8).
This might indicate a lack of consumer knowledge, since many perceived quality products
such as French cheese and wine, which are made under complete controlled conditions, in
great amounts and are not viewed as being of a lower quality.
Alternative frames are presented by the focus on the multiple of judgement systems that
indicated different parameters of the product quality. One system could be food miles,
another could be the fair trade label and one more the organic label, which all indicates
something about the production methods. This might make it easier for the consumers not
only to shop according to a specific brand, but to a specific judgement label or system.
Dilemmas and contradictions
Dilemmas regarding food quality might be the lack of consumer knowledge when
shopping. Consumers might choose specific products believing these are of a certain
quality, just because they are marked with a Danish flag. Numerous meat products have
Danish flags tagged on them, which supposedly should indicate that the products are of a
better quality. The very same products do not entail any other information, such as
production methods or food miles, which would make the consumer aware that the animal
has been transported out of the country and back again, in order to be slaughtered for
less prices than we can offer within Denmark.
Interaction with other attributes
Food quality is linked to vary of the other attributes. As the description outlines there are
many approaches with different definitions of food quality. Some of the quality systems,
which are main attributes in the Danish context as well are, traceability and food miles. A
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high quality product is connected with responsibility regarding food safety. Ecology is
connected to quality as well. More over the branding of a product as a high quality is
used when competing on the market. Higher quality product, due to extra expenses are
often sold to higher price when sold in the supermarkets. Consumer information might not
be broad enough to see through the labels, prices or other information, which might
indicate why some products should be preferable rather than others.
Difference between the food sectors
Fruit and vegetables are discussed when focusing on quality. Much fruit and vegetables
are imported into Denmark, which in many cases are sold for cheaper prices than the
Danish produced. It is discussed how Danish farmers could benefit from a better branding
method, which could raise focus on the Danish fruit and vegetables.

Social innovation

Description
When food is in focus, social innovation in a Danish perspective is playing a role. The
attribute refers to concepts and ideas that are meeting the different kinds of social needs,
such as working conditions, community initiatives and health. Local food initiatives often
focus on social innovation, where the public has the possibility to be included in the process
of either making the food (Appendix 3) or as volunteers taking part in setting up local
markets. Urban gardening and “Bybi” (City Bees) as well have aspects of social
innovation, where a former homeless is now a bee keeper, who is passing on his
knowledge to school children (Bybi. 2013). Discussions on food waste, as well has an
aspect of social innovation, and is moreover trying to connect the public and industry as a
joint group in decreasing waste of food.
Justification
Public – Social
Social innovation stands out within the public, where it through a variety of initiatives,
generally are focusing on the social aspects. Danes are concerned by the inequality within
the society, and local supermarkets would very much like to be seen as providers for
social innovation by offering organic, fair trade, local produce and enabling the consumer
to take an alternative choice.
Moreover citizens can either take active part in the projects, or consumers have the
possibility to ask “food communicators” questions while shopping in the supermarkets
(Appendix 9).
Levels
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The different levels within the systems generally are reflected more or less within social
innovation. On an individual level, people in general would like to be included within the
whole meal situation, in which socialising with other people usually takes place. This goes
for children in kindergartens, siblings within a family or employees at a place of
employment (Appendix 8). Local food initiatives are focusing on the communities, which
are centred on the inclusion of the citizens and producers, and to some extend bringing
these closer. The New Nordic every day food has been well discussed nationally, and a
greater study has been carried out, studying which health affect a new Nordic diet may
have. This concept is emphasising on being everyday food, which should be for the whole
population to eat, again an aspect of social innovation (University of Cph. 2013).
Priority
Social innovation indicates how local produce is included within the local procurement in
Denmark. This can be seen in the way many local initiatives, where local supermarkets
would like to be seen as providers for social innovation (SuperBrugsen. 2013), which is not
reflected in discount supermarkets.
Differences between the four spheres
Social innovation is mainly seen in the public sphere, where local food initiatives emerge
and are apparent. A good example on businesses being aware about the positive effects
this might lead, is the way some supermarket chains are branding themselves. Some are
focusing on their variety of local products and others on limiting their food waste and their
interest in school gardens.
Difference between the five dimensions
Focus on food waste has been growing the past years and initiatives including the public
and industry, giving advices as to how food waste can be limited have occurred. It can be
argued that this might relieve the pressure on the environment in a future perspective. The
social aspect regarding food will either be inclusive or exclusive. The local initiatives are
focusing on being inclusive, not just farmers and consumers in the supermarkets, but the
social community is affected by some of these initiatives as well (SuperBrugsen. 2013).
Having social innovation as a focus, may often lead to ethical correct decisions.
Andreas Lloyd, partner in Copenhagen Food Fellowship (a member based and member
driven food co-operative), is telling about his experience with being an active member in
the food fellowship:
“I feel that I enter a partnership. I meet people that actually want to be there,
who are engage in it and creates a cosy atmosphere, and that gets the same
products as I do. It quickly becomes a local partnership both because you live
in the same neighbourhood and you get that connection of talking about the
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same food products, which I both find cosy but also activates thoughts about
what vegetables that are available” (Appendix 3).
It can be argued that focusing on social innovation when dealing with food might have a
beneficial effect on the general health of the ones involved.
Global vs. local
Social innovation is closely linked to the local food system it supports local production and
therfor local communities. Furthermore social innovation is including individuals in the
different steps of the food chain. For instants, citizens may be included in the packaging
process, the cooking or by talking to the producers at the farmers market, which is difficult
to do on a global scale.
Discourse coalitions and alternative frames
Discourses on social innovation are reflected in the interest in local initiatives, which often
are characterised by having an inclusive aspect in their strategy. Consumers and the
farmers are both interested in being a part of these initiatives. Consumers might feel
closer to nature, and the farmers might see this as a good way of branding their products,
and including the consumers in various parts of their food system. A clear example would
be the dairy Arla, which for an extended period has been running their “Closer to nature”
campaign (Appendix 10).
An alternative frame could be farmers opening up their farms a couple of times a year,
where consumers a welcome to visit the farm. This is done when the cows after a long
winter are being let out to grass.
Dilemmas and contradiction
How exactly to work with social innovation, what segment to target and which initiatives
are appropriate might be one of the dilemmas when working with food systems. The event
“United against food waste” was a great event, targeted both consumers and the industry
in one event, and might not have had such a great affect due to the broad target group
(United against food waste. 2013). The New Nordic kitchen is meant to be targeted the
ordinary Dane, which the concept has received some critic for, might be seen as selfcontradictory. Through out the interviews comments as these were typical, when the New
Nordic was the topic:
“The last years the focus has been on creating a “New Kitchen” the “New Nordic Kitchen” and
through that create a demand for these products, and I have to say I think this is hot air”…
– Claus Tingstrøm (Appendix 8)
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“I actually think that this “New Nordic” is something that has resulted in a greater focus on
vegetables in the media. The New Nordic kitchen contains more vegetable, but for the
ordinary Dane, which we would like to reach, then I don’t think it means a thing.”
– Pernille Bech (Appendix 9)
Furthermore it can be argued if solely focusing on the local food system is sustainable,
since this in the long run will exclude supporting farmers on the other side of the globe.
Interaction with other attributes
Social innovation is to be seen in connection with some of the other attributes. When
raising focus on Food waste, taken use of methods, which have a point of departure social
innovation, might indicate that this approach does have an effect. The New Nordic, local
food markets, school gardens, urban gardens or one of the many other initiatives, having
a social innovative approach, might all be a part of the new food trends within Denmark.
Finally when social innovation is focusing on meeting the different kinds of social needs,
such as working conditions, community initiatives and health, this clearly interlinks with
Responsibility as well.
Differences between the food sectors
Specific food sectors are affected by social innovation. It is mainly seen when it comes to
fruit and vegetables, which are simple sectors in which citizens and consumers can be
included in.

Nearness

Description
Nearness is about being closer to the nature, farmers and production. Nearness is standing
out when local and global food systems are discussed within Denmark. A growing focus
from both consumers and the market on the local and “the near” has grown the past years.
This is reflected in the multiple of the local food initiatives all over Denmark. Food markets,
including the local community has appeared, food coops are branding themselves on the
local selection in the stores and projects raising focus on seasonality is in focus as well.
Justification
Market – Social
Retailers have been engage in using the “nearness” cue to promote local products, which
have had a social impact in Denmark. For instants is SuperBrugsen one of the main
supermarket chains within Denmark is taking use of nearness as a branding tool. They are
including local producers as suppliers all over the country. Moreover they have a social
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aspect, when raising awareness on the local community and supporting local initiatives in
the specific areas surrounding SuperBrugsen all around the country (Dahlager. 2013)
Levels
Nearness is reflected though out some of the different levels in the system. On an
individual level it is to be seen in the growing interest in the origin of the foods purchased.
Danish consumers are demanding for traceability systems, which will make it possible for
them to make an aware choice when doing their purchases (Haar. 2013). Numerous of
personal food blogs has appeared, where the origin of the food, localness, taste and
nearness on the whole is in focus. A Facebook group has been organised, where only food
bloggers may join, and topics regarding food trends is discussed. Local communities are
starting doing food markets, focusing on the products that are produced by local farmers
near by. National projects with point of departure in social innovation are running, this to
raise awareness on seasonality informing the consumers what they can buy and when and
how to use it. Greater focus on nearness might spare the global ecosystems in regards to
transportation, if general food consumption consisted of food bought from the local
farmers.
Priority
The industrialisation has removed cooking in home kitchens to distant factories and the
making of a machine now produces what was before known as “self made” agriculture
(Pilcher, 2006). This might be one of the reasons for the raised focus on nearness, which
indicates an interest in the origin of the food and what is available nearby and how to
cook it. This is evident for both consumers and the industry, and moreover prioritised in the
daily shopping and the way producers are branding their foods.
Differences between the four spheres
The concept of nearness is reflected in the public sphere, this though citizen interest and
initiatives, such as urban gardens and moreover the possibilities to visit farmers markets, or
take part in local food festivals. A market has been established for the softer and to some
extents immaterial values, which are connected to nearness.
Studies show that climate changes, newly found deceases among bees and the
intensive agriculture, are all factors influencing the life of insects. This has made honeybees
dependent on fostering of humans. Bringing the bees to the city will raise the production of
urban nature (Bybi 2013). Moreover, policies are developed and discussed in relation to
urban gardening and how produce should be grown in the cities.
Difference between the five dimensions
Nearness is clearly seen in the economic and social dimensions. Supermarkets taken use of
the producers nearby is obviously a branding tool, but nevertheless it will raise focus on
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the local products, which might stand out from the other regular products. In the interview
with Thomas Roland, Head of department, responsibility at Coop Denmark, he stated it
like this:
…”We are a channel for the local food producers, this gives just a bit more life to some of
the shops that usually wouldn’t be able to survive with a regular assortment of products, like
any other shop in the country” (Appendix 6).
Thomas Roland continues by explaining the relationship established between the retailer
and farmer:
…”Most co-op managers knows the producers by name and have seen them, this is something
very different, you feel that you have the possibility to go visit him on the farm or at the
production site” (Appendix 6)
Nearness has raised focus on seasonality, and given local farmers the possibility to stand
out. It could be argued that awareness on the seasons will increase the consumers’
purchases within fruit and vegetables and raise the general intake of this. Furthermore the
use of local farmers as permanent suppliers for the supermarkets, might be ethical correct
instead of importing products available 50 kilometres from the shop.
Global vs. local
Nearness is to a great extent connected to the local systems. Martin Merrild states it like
this:
…”local food systems, you can draw out other benefits, other immaterial benefits, such as
nearness, origin etc” (Appendix 4).
It is difficult to connect nearness with global, but it could be argued that the global
systems, making a great variety of products available at all times, has caused for a
greater interest in nearness.
Discourse coalitions and alternative frames
Discourses on nearness in reflected in the interest in localness and the “nearby”. The global
food systems has opened up for at great variety of food at all times, which has brought
consumers further away from the origin of their foods and this might have caused for the
interest in the concept of nearness. Businesses are branding them selves on being local and
have increased their collaboration with suppliers from the local regions.
Alternative frames could be the way citizens to a certain point have initiated to some of
the local initiatives such as urban gardens and becoming beekeepers.
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Dilemmas and contradiction
Farmers markets, Urban gardening and Copenhagen Food Fellowship, a non-profit
supermarket, might experience a challenge in starting up new initiatives involving food.
Rules and regulations are strict within Denmark when it comes to food safety, which might
complicate the upbringing of new initiatives. Thomas Roland, Head of department,
responsibility hos Coop Denmark, is in the following quotation drawing attention to this
dilemma:
“…the local suppliers and their readiness for the market. They might have a standard sale on
some good ice cream, but they maybe they haven’t developed a labelling or declaration on
their products, which needs to live up to certain standards we require of such a declaration.
(Appendix 6).
Additionally, many Danes lost their cooking skills, finding it difficult to use what is nearby
and seasonal, which might be a result of the industrialisation.
Interaction with other attributes
There is not doubt that nearness all over is connected to the local food system. In order to
be local it has to be in season, which again nearness is concentrating upon. An apple in
season has not travelled long before it ends up in the supermarket. Food literacy, informing
the public about the origin of the food, is somehow interlinked with nearness in the way
nearness indicates being near to the origin of the food, which might give knowledge about
food in general, and can be seen as a part an social innovation. It is moreover connected
to traceability and environmental sustainability, in focusing on the use of what is available
nearby.
Differences between the food sectors
Meat, fruit and vegetables are closely connected to nearness. These are products, which
are imported in great amounts, and awareness about exactly where the animal is from or
at which Danish island the apples has grown is typically seen or reflected in the name of
the product.

Price

Description
Product prices have a great impact on the consumers’ behaviour when doing their
purchases. Comparing prices of similar products might seem simple at first sight, but the
actual difference of a Danish cucumber and one from the Netherlands, might not be that
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simple to figure out at all. This leads the consumers to choose the cheapest fruit and
vegetables when doing their purchases, maybe due to lack of information about the
difference of e.g. quality or the environmental impact transport may have. Price
competiveness has resulted in a pressure on the Danish farmers, which find it hard to be
competitive in this perspective as well. Public canteens are in some cases buying the
cheapest products when having to convert their produce from conventional to organic, not
considering if it is local or national products. This is putting a pressure on the Danish
farmers, who find it difficult to be price competitive with the imported global foodstuff.
Additionally food is shipped out of the country and back again, due to the low wages
outside the country and the inexpensive energy flow, which has made this a possibility,
which is having environmental impacts.
Justification
Market – economy
The market will undoubtedly have an affect on the product prices. If there is a consumer
demand for certain products this will be in the supermarkets, and if the consumers aren’t
critical, they will chose the cheapest products available, which makes it difficult for small
scale farmers to be price competitive.
Market – environment
The interest for Danish foods internationally has demanded for a great export market,
which to some extend will affect the environment. The Danish dairy Arla states it like this:
…”this is how the farmers should produce their milk, and there is a lot of different
parameters, and what we do now is that we have gotten climate and environmental
parameters as well, as something new” (Interview with Kasper Thormod Nielsen). This
indicates how the greater Danish businesses, which are exporting great amount to the
international market, are focusing on a range of parameters, regarding their food system,
when producing foods.
Level
Price is in a higher degree connected to many of the levels within the systems. On an
individual level, price would refer to the consumers, and how food prices are affecting his
or hers purchases. An analysis with the head title “The Danes are good at purchasing
organic”, shows that 79% of the respondents would increase their purchase of organic if
the prices dropped. If this actually would be the case is difficult to say, but it does
indicate the role of price. In the interview with Thomas Roland, head of department,
responsibility at Coop Denmark, stated: “At the moment we are in communication with some
political actors, as far as what we can do before the coming National Budget negotiations, in
proportion to getting some resources to support local food producers and local sales outlet”.
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This might be an indication as far as how small scale farmers are pressured in price, and
might just be able to continue if they are supported by national subsidies.
Priority
Price is of high priority within Denmark. Everything is dependent on the prices, and if the
market in Denmark is decreasing, the products if possible will be exported. Some products
such as Danish bacon can to some extend be difficult to track down in Denmark, because
of the great demand for this internationally.
Difference between the four spheres
Price in the public sphere reflected in the product availability and the cost of products.
This is an outcome of the national and global market, which has allowed for an
inexpensive energy flow, making it possible for the national market to exported fish and
meat, to be slaughtered or filleted in other countries, where after they are imported into
Denmark to be sold. Policies regarding use of methods, the wages in Danish versus the
wages outside of Denmark, are affecting the final food prices.
Differences between the five dimensions
Products are to a great extent exported and imported, which will put strain on the
environment. The great export and import is done due to the inexpensive energy flow,
and the low pays outside of Denmark, which makes is possible to keep the prices low,
despite the long distant foods are being transported. Price is reflected within the social
dimension, which is to be seen when prices are dividing up segments in the society.
Copenhagen Food Fellowship (a non-profit supermarket), is emphasizing how they want
good, healthy, organic quality food to be available to all segments within the society
(Appendix 3).
Global vs. local
The global and local food systems are merged with price. When global foodstuff is
imported to Denmark, and sold for cheaper than what the Danish farmers are able to, this
strains the Danish farmers, which are finding it difficult to sell their products. The global
system is connected to large-scale producers, which would like to produce more for less.
“Season for good taste”, an initiative made to raise awareness on the seasonal products,
might increase awareness about the Danish fruit and vegetables. Other initiatives such as
bringing local products into the supermarket chain SuperBrugsen, is another initiative
trying to raise focus on and promoting the local producers. These initiatives might lead
some consumers to pay a little extra, either to support the local community, or for them
selves to make a quality conscious decision.
Discourse coalition and alternative frames
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Discourse on price is reflected in a great focus on competiveness, which is reflected in the
multiple of product availability in the supermarkets and moreover often low product
prices, which the consumers have gotten accustomed to. This might pressure the producers
and make it even harder to be competitive; especially small-scale producers find this a
challenge.
An alternative frame is presented by discourses raising awareness on a fair trade/fair
prices with the small-scale farmers. Copenhagen Food Fellowship (Københavns
fødevarerfællesskab) is one of these initiatives. It is a member based and member-driven
food co-operative in Copenhagen and is an alternative to the ordinary supermarkets
chains. Andreas Lloyd from Copenhagen Food Fellowship states it like this: “So we wanted it
to be locally grown organic foods in season that had been transported as sustainably and
environmentally friendly as possible. And then sold for a price that was fair towards us as
members and towards the farmers that produced the food”.
The dilemmas and contradictions
The price competiveness in between the local and the global producers is intensified by
the cheap distribution, production methods and low wages in foreign countries, which
together is reflected in some of the cheap global products in the Danish supermarkets. A
case in point is that it is not possible to buy seasonal organic CO2 neutral asparagus from
the Danish city Holbæk, cheaper than the ones imported from Peru. Regardless of the
shorter and cheaper transportation than the asparagus shipped to Denmark from Peru, the
ones from Peru are still cheaper. Moreover consumers are demanding for traceability on
their products, which will call for a traceability system that might be expensive and
reflected in the product prices, and in the end, these products might be unaffordable for
the main group of the consumers.
Interaction with other attributes
Clearly price is connected to competiveness. This is due to the free market trade and the
ability for global producers exporting cheap foodstuff to Denmark. Seasonality/freshness
is interlinked with price as well. Some retailers might even choose not to sell Danish fruit
and vegetables in season due to the higher prices and possibility of a decreased sale.
Due to the inexpensive energy flow, which is the foundation for transporting food for
longer distance, Food miles is also connected to price
Differences between the commodities
Fruit and vegetables are sticking out when focusing on price. The great import of fruit and
vegetables is challenging the Danish farmers, and challenging the Danish consumers when
doing their purchases. Consumers having to choose between a Danish cucumber and one
from the Netherlands for half the price, it often ends up with choosing the cheapest one.
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Some consumers has expressed that they would like to choose the seasonal fruit, but find
them difficult to trace in the supermarkets.

Responsibility

Description
Responsibility is a broad term nevertheless it is well connected to the food systems and the
way the systems are taken into use. Discussions on who is responsible for e.g. the
environmental impact or well being of the factory workers in third world countries, is much
debated in a Danish context. Consumer responsibility is referred to in the context of how
their actions, such as what they purchase and demand, will have consequences in a larger
scale. Social responsibility is referring to how businesses needs to act global and social
responsible, e.g. by taking climate, work conditions and social conditions into account. How
consumers and the industry should take an active responsible part, is well debated:
“There is a great insecurity linked with the import of foodstuff, meanwhile it is
difficult to do without, and at the same time you feel obligated to support some
of those countries, which are growing some of these things. Like coffee, we
wouldn’t like to live without that either (…) and is probably from a small
village in the mountains in Guatemala, where hopefully the farmer is earning a
fair price for the beans, which will make him able to survive and feed his kids.
We need to recognise that we have a task in that way, both concerning the
consumer, but we too are obligated to keep the economic wheels spinning in the
world” (Appendix 2).
This comment highlights some of the discussion issues when relating responsibility to the
food systems. Responsibility is complex and how it should be dealt with, is an on going
discussion.
Justification
Policy – Social
The policies made within the food systems, will affect the population, and the choices
made of the consumers. Labels, such as the key whole or the organic label used on food
products is made to reassure and inform the consumers, that what they are purchasing are
living up to specific policies and standards, which likewise reflect transparency of the
products. By enforcing labelling through regulation, the system provides for better and
improved informed choices at the population level.
Policy - Health
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In the summer of 2011 a new “fat tax” was introduced in Denmark. The tax was put on
butter, meat and cold meat, containing saturated fat. The aim was to get the population to
eat healthier and less fatty foods. Sadly it did not have the wishful effect, and was
eliminated in the end of 2012. This is though an example of how the state is attempting to
design responsible health regulations, in order to increase the health within the population.
Another attempt is the official dietary advices, which were revised in the autumn of 2013,
which in general are encouraging the Danes to eat a balanced diet and being physical
active (Ministeriet for Fødevarer, Landbrug og Fiskeri. 2013).
Market - Ethical
Supermarkets brand themselves on their responsibility approach, whether if it is, by a
decrease of food waste, supporting local initiatives, for them to remain, or the use of local
farmers as suppliers. Furthermore, Aarstiderne (the seasons), an online organic
supermarket, has started “Haver til Maver” (Food to Stomachs), which is a school garden
project, teaching children about the origin of food, how to grow it and finally how to use it
in the kitchen. Restaurants with an entirely responsible approach have occurred. One is
Rub and Stub (lock, stock and barrel), which is the first restaurant in Copenhagen, in which
the menu is based on the use of wasted food, as in food the industry is not selling. The
initiatives described include an aware responsibility approach in how to do business and is
likewise closely interlinked with ethical factors.
Levels
Consumers are demanding for specific foods, and the industry would like to live up to the
demands and concurrently be price competitive. This might lead to an overproduction of
products and irresponsible production methods.
“…we today see an enormous interest in selling cheap foodstuff. How can you make it
inexpensive, some are placing their production on the other side of the globe, because the
price is important to day” (Appendix 1).
In this regard, individuals, groups and the national systems could be held accountable for
the strain the overproduction and food waste will have on the ecosystem (Stop spild af
mad. 2013).
Priority
Responsibility lies implicit in the discussions about the food systems. When figuring out
whom to hold responsible for a bad working environment in Chinese factories, or the
import of forage for the great amount of livestock within Denmark, which is putting strain
on the local community in Africa (Bishop-Larsen. 2013), or general production methods, it
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clearly is difficult to find a simple answer. This indicates the complexities of the discussion,
which for the most part is of highest priority within the policy- and market sphere.
Differences between the four spheres
Studies and market analysis conducted about general health, consumer behaviour and
their food choices, could be seen as an expression of responsibility, while knowledge is
acquired, and might result in solutions to some of the challenges met. Furthermore personal
food bloggers are blogging about responsibility when making food choices. Dansk
Supermarked (Danish supermarket), one of the larger supermarket chains in Denmark has
the slogan “Your food our responsibility”, which is a statement clearly relating to this topic.
Difference between the five dimensions
Responsibility is somehow interlinked with all five dimensions, each with a different
approach to the subject. The economy will indeed affect how the systems are put together
and carried out. The inexpensive energy flow has given Danish producers the possibility
place their production on the other side of the globe, or ship their fish out of the country
and back again, simple due to low prices and low wages outside of Denmark (Appendix
1). Taking use of these systems might indicate that a social ethical responsible choice is not
taken into consideration. The great pork production within Denmark is requiring for great
import of genetically modified forage, which is having great environmental impacts within
South America (Bisschop-Larsen et al. 2013).
Global vs. local
“We don’t have a global system taking the responsibility, because everybody wants to see
growth. It’s a great knot. I can't see how it is to be solved”. (Appendix 11).
The global system and a lack of responsibility are connected in this quotation. Demands
from consumers and the industry are one of the complexities when dealing with
responsibility. As opposed to the global system the local system is connected to
responsibility:
“We as well define local commodities, where the distant between point of production and
where they are sold and used, as a part of our responsibility approach, just as we are doing
it with organic foods or ethical, fair-trade commodities.” (Appendix 6) Thomas Roland,
head of responsibility Coop Denmark.”
Discourse coalitions and alternative frames
Discourses on responsibility are reflected in newspaper articles on the subject,
supermarkets, which are using responsibility as a method of branding and the local
initiatives centred on their awareness regarding responsibility.
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An alternative frame could be the rising of school gardens, and the political interest in the
new way of learning in an outdoor learning environment. Research has shown that Danish
children in general are lacking skills regarding nature and science, which among others
are the focus in the school gardens. This could create a good foundation for the pupils
when they in future studies will work on topics regarding organic growth, environment,
conventional faming and sustainability, and maybe this will lead to more responsible
citizens in the future (Malberg. 2013).
Dilemmas and contradiction
Dilemmas regarding responsibility circle around the issue of whom the responsibility
actually belongs to, and who is to blame. When this is the attention of the discussion, it can
be debated if much change will happen. Meanwhile Supermarkets and public figures are
trying to make statements regarding the issue, as outlined above some supermarkets are
stating this through their slogans. Anne Hjernøe, public figure, TV chef and journalist gave
the following comment when reflecting upon her own role regarding this issue:
“…I have a responsibility, because I have the possibility to affect a large group of people,
by my own opinions. If you have valid reasoning then it’s simple to convince followers that
support the same opinions. I think that more and more people are becoming aware that in
order for the human race to survive as mankind in the longer run, then we need to take these
things serious” (Appendix 2).
Local food is often connected to sustainability and responsibility, but studies show that is
not necessarily the case. If consumers only were to buy locally grown fruit or vegetables,
this would have a great impact on farmer on the other side of the world (Augustesen.
2013).
Interaction with other attributes
Responsibility is connected to numerous of the other attributes. Attributes connected to
food judgements systems, such as food miles and traceability can be seen as expression of
how responsible choices can be made in practise. Raised focus on food waste and food
security are again to some extend motivated by issues regarding responsibility. Social
innovation referring to concepts and ideas that are meeting the different kinds of social
needs, such as working conditions, community initiatives and health, is connected with
responsibility as well.
Price will affect how systems are developed, and which methods may be used within the
global market trade in one way or the other will affect the environment.
Differences between the food sectors
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Export of meat and fish are the two sectors that to a certain extend are linked with
responsibility. This due to the strain transportation is putting on the environment, and the
working condition for the employees across the boarders.

Traceability

Description
Traceability has become an important factor when dealing with food in Denmark. With
the industrialization our food systems have become more complex. The industrialization
has radically transformed the preparation of food and Industrial technology has
gradually removed cooking in home kitchens to distant factories. The factory system
transformed the workplace from being the “self made” agriculture to the making of a
machine. Teams of proletarian workers that performed repetitive tasks replaced the
skilled craftsmen that carved meet from freshly butchered animals, while having the
costumers waiting. Meat today is often canned or refrigerated and send of to distant
markets. Over the following century, this same process happened to many other industries
such as bread, beer, canned fruit and frozen vegetables. Mass production increased the
quantities of food (Pilcher. 2006). This has led to, that both consumers and the industry
find it challenging to trace their foods, which has raised awareness on the matter of
creating traceability systems, which will secure their food and make it easier to make
informed choices when doing purchases.
Packaging design and labels are likely to include information about the origin of the food,
the production methods and even a story, which was dedicated to wine labels earlier.
Moreover national labels have been developed, which will ensure that the consumers will
get the necessary information about the product, which includes content, nutrition, shelf life
and origin.
One of the attempts designed to make it easier for the consumers to trace their food, and
for the producers to brand their products, is the development of “Food Tag”, an
application for smart phones. It is covering all types of foods and presents trace
information from primary producer to retail store (Foodtag. 2013). This makes it possible
for the consumers in a shopping situation to scan their foods and get information about the
producer, production methods and origin of the product. Producers can sign up and be
integrated in the application.
Justification of matrix position
Market-Economic
The matrix shows that Traceability is placed by market and economy. The reason for this
placement is due to the market interest in traceability. Much trade is being handled on a
global scale, and consumers are interested in knowing that there are the same demands
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for the fruit they buy from the local farmer as the ones imported from Morocco. This
demands for a traceability system, which will assure this demand.
Public-Social
Traceability has become a growing public issue. Some consumers demand traceability due
to past food scandals, which has created mistrust and a feeling of being very far from the
origin of the food. Other consumers find it difficult to trace their food in a shopping
situation. A market analysis shows that the Danes in general would like to buy Danish
produce, but found it difficult to make an informed choice while shopping (Landbrug og
fødevarer. 2013). The public in the sense of consumer demands. Some consumers are
demanding traceability regarding their food, which among others has led to the
development of a smartphone application, in which you can trace your food when doing
purchases. Producers have the possibility to assign to this application, and some might use
this as a branding tool to reach a specific consumer segment. Moreover
Level
Traceability affects several levels within the food system. At an individual level it is
connected to interest and economy, is there at all an interest in food in general, and if so
is the foods sold for affordable prices (Appendix 4)? If one were to focus on the local
community this is connected to nearness and connectedness (Appendix 3). Nationally it has
demanded for traceability systems such as labels, which will guide the consumers while
doing thee purchases. When dealing with traceability on a global scale this has much to
do with food safety, and being able to trace the food from the beginning to end, without
have a brakeage in the supply chain.
Priority
Traceability, which includes available information about the foods and the supply chain,
which across the borders has not been broken, is seen as high priority within Denmark.
Differences between the four spheres
In a market perspective there is an interest in delivering safe foods, which can also be
used as a branding tool for the individual producer or retailer.
Scientifically it is shown that the consumers find it difficult to make a well informed choice
while doing their purchases, which could be improved by the development of simple
traceability systems, which labels might seen as a part of. In the policy sphere the focus is
on making sure regulations, which secure the foods are followed (Ministeriet for
Føedevarer, Landbrug og Fiskeri. 2013).
Differences between the five dimensions
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Within the five dimensions it becomes clear that transparency has become a growing issue
both in a local and global context within the Danish food sector. Consumers are
challenged while shopping foods and the industry is challenged when making use of trace
systems, that are to be economical sustainable, which refers to the first dimension.
Environmental issues are not greatly discussed in the Danish context, when dealing with
sustainability. When focusing on health, in this context is highly connected to the absence
of disease, which is in connected to the previous food scandals (Appendix 9). The social
aspect is clear when dealing with traceability on a local scale. This is seen in some of the
initiatives within Denmark, eg. Local food markets or consumer driven coops.
Local vs. global
In the interview with Thomas Roland, Head of department, responsibility at Coop Denmark
he states:
“Traceability once again, there are different definitions of the term, depending
on whether you are looking on local or global systems. The local would be;
“can I trust the man, and can I see the place of production”, and the global it
would be more in line with if there are any lacks as for as the control chains
being intact and verified all the way through, which gives the potential of
tracking the product if I’d like to. This is a demanded traceability from above,
whereas it lies implicit in the values of the other production chain” (Appendix
6).
In another interview Claus Tingstrøm, CEO and owner, Claus Tingstrøm A/S expressed:
“Traceability is exiting, but I might see a lack as far as why it is so important, I don’t really
care if the cow is called Marren, Trine or if it is from farm A or B, I would rather prefer for
them to define the product” (Appendix 8).
Traceability within the local system is often connected to the concept of nearness,
closeness, connectedness and almost knowing the name of the cow, as stated by Claus
Tingstrøm. This might be basis for trust as we read in the first quotation. It is also referring
to a personal interest in the matter as well. It might be connected to feelings, and the “feel
good factor” might be high prioritised when focusing on traceability on a local scale. This
is reflected in the Danish TV programs such as “Kanon Føde” (Great Food) or “Nak og
Æd” (Hunt and Eat), which both are focusing on the feel good factor. The programs are
staging food with a local perspective, where either a visit at the farmer is a part of the
program, or the host hunts down the food by himself.
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When seen in a global context it is much more referring to legislations and regulations
which are to be followed when trading food on a larger scale with longer supply systems.
The aim is to deliver secure commodities, which have been transported from one part of
the world to another by the means of a supply chain that has not been violated. The
consumers are the end of the chain, and in order for them to purchase the imported food
in the supermarkets, a communication strategy visualising the traceability of the product
has to be taken into use.
Traceability and its discourse coalition
Interest in traceable foods is approached from the consumers and the industry. Consumers
are calling for information about the origin of the products, production methods, nutrition
etc. Being able to trace their foods on a local scale might be connected to closeness and
connectedness, which leads them to feel closer to the nature and the food ending up at the
plate. The industry is interested in delivering secure foods, delivered from a supply chain
that has been unbroken and is moreover using traceability as a branding tool.
The dilemmas and contradictions that have emerged from the analysis
In order to live up to the demands for traceable foods, traceability systems are required.
The cost for these systems will be reflected in the price of the products at the supermarket
shelf. This raises the question rather it will be possible to sell the products in the
supermarkets. In the interview with Martin Merrild, Head of Agriculture and food in
Denmark stated the problematic like this:
“Will that increase in demand for foods then end up in a secondary market
where people cant afford to have those demands? And where the products are
turned over for a lower price without documentation and demands? That is
gonna be interesting. If you don’t have any money and you are hungry then
you probably don't care about where that cow that produced this milk powder
used to live” (Appendix 4).
Will it be possible to live up to these demands to affordable prices? Will this dilemma
result in products that are cheap, untraceable and manufactured by the means of low
standard methods? This too raises the question about which consumer segments traceability
refers to. Is it the higher social classes, which has the energy and the financial freedom to
buy exactly what they prefer?
Interactions with other attributes
“And on that note also safety and safety and traceability is highly connected etc.” Martin
Merrild
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Food safety and traceability are very much connected. Some of the food scandals have
caused for a growing focus on traceability, such as the horsemeat scandal and the
cucumber crises regarding remains of intestine bacteria found in the cucumbers.
Price and traceability is connected regarding the dilemma of developing traceability
systems, which will have and effect on the price of the products in the supermarkets. High
price products will only be bought by a specific segment, which means that the possibility
of tracing your foods, will not be for the broader consumer segment.
Consumer Information will be including in traceability as well. Traceability systems such as
labels provide information to the consumers about the purchased products.
The differences between the food sectors
Traceability on meat and vegetables has been in focus the last years. This is due to a
range of food scandals including these food groups, which for a limited period has led
consumers to decrease their purchases on specific product within these sectors.

Tradition

Description
Tradition within Denmark is connected to the cultural background and social position, which
is closely connected to the traditions regarding food. This will affect the food choices and
habits, which finally will affect the food systems as well. To mention one traditional dish,
“Brun sovs med kartofter” (brown gravy with potatoes) consisting of pork, potatoes and a
specific brown gravy, is and has for a very long time been a Danish traditional dish.
Traditions might vary from individuals, families, regions or workplaces. Being traditional is
indicating that individuals or groups are holding on to how things have always been done.
A longing for the traditional might be growing within the Danish public, which might be
triggered by the feeling of being far away from the origin of food and the changes in the
food system, which the industrialisation has brought.

Justification
Public – Health
Our traditions regarding food will be reflected in the public health. Our food traditions
set the agenda for what is eaten in the every day life, likewise what will be eaten during
the holidays. Especially the high-energy food traditions during Christmas, indicates that
many Danes have a high fat diet during the Christmas season, which often leads to weight
gain, and to some extent will affect the general health. Many families might have a
tradition for having meat as the centre of the dish, which naturally will let vegetables
stand in the background.
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Levels
Our traditions will be reflected in our habits, which affect what ends up in the shopping
basket while grocery shopping. When eating together we will to some extent be affected
by one another, or the given food tradition at a place of employment, depending on
workplace and type of work (Appendix 8).
Priority
Tradition is mentioned in the discussion on food systems within Denmark, but it is not one of
high priority. This might be due to a change in the traditional dishes, which are still to be
seen, but slowly are changing for the younger generation, and moreover influence by the
global food systems.
Differences between the four spheres
Food traditions are distinct in the public sphere, where citizens are making their food
choices. This will affect how the industry will manage the production, and what will be
available on the market.
…”Our food habits are changing. This means I think that the demands are more widely
spread, there will be a greater spreading”… (Appendix 8).
“Well, and then there is the consumer that keeps getting new habits and globally in there
eating trends” (Appendix 4).
The two statements indicates that changes in habits or so called traditions might occur, and
if this is the case, then this will require for other market demands.
Difference between the five dimensions
Changes of traditions will demand for new market products. This has been seen in the
interest in non-dairy products and gluten free products as well. Economical this will affect
the market and what is produced within Denmark. There will be traditions within specific
segments as well. Studies show that men have a greater intake of meat and women a
greater intake of vegetables. This is reflected in the canteens at workplaces where mainly
men are working. Claus Tingstrøm, owner of the canteen business Claus Tingstrøm A/S, is
telling about how the excusive boss is emphasising how the menu in the canteen has been
for years, and is expected to continue.
“Then they start, and I am use to this no nonsense, just like our chefs would do it, “well we
come to work around 5 or 5.30 in the morning, and then we need this and this and this. This
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includes rolls, and nothing with bran, it needs to be regular bread rolls, and if you are
wondering it is from that specific baker, he has the ones we prefer” (Appendix 8).
Global vs. local
Tradition is to a high degree connected to the local food system. Food tradition is
connected to what is close and nearby. Of course these traditions can change, which more
and more is to be seen within Denmark. Changes are often triggered by the global food
system, which has opened for the possibility to taste foods from other cultures (Appendix
2).
Discourse coalitions and alternative frames
Discourses on tradition are reflected in the focus on food habits and food culture affected
by the traditions either within a family, workplace or country.
Alternative frames could be some of the new food trends, which for some are taking point
of departure in the traditions, as the New Nordic kitchen aims to and others such as the
Paleo diet taking point of departure in meat consumption and going back to the roots
(Hjort. 2013).
Dilemmas and contradiction
One dilemmas regarding tradition could be the barrier for change in the systems. The
great demand for pork within the country might be difficult to change and might take the
place of vegetable consumption, and the recommended daily intake might not ever be
reached.
Interaction with other attributes
Tradition is connected with something familiar for the individual or the group, and could to
some extent be connected to nearness, in how the feeling of nearness though a tradition
will be reinforced. Eating a traditional dish within a family likewise has an aspect of Social
innovation. During the last decade a variety of Food trends has occurred and some are
taking point of departure in the traditions within the country, bringing some of the
traditional dishes back to the plates, maybe just with new twist.
Differences between the food sectors
Meat and especially pork stands out within the Danish traditions. Where China has rise
Denmark has potatoes, and for the elderly generation a meal without potatoes is not
classified as a meal.
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Food waste

Description
The world’s food waste is approximately 1/3, and Denmark is struggling with the issue as
well. Respondents understand food waste as food that is thrown out, which could have
been eaten. This is refers to different levels, such as in homes, restaurant, canteens,
supermarkets and the industry.
Within the house hold wasted food is seen as the leftovers, food that has not past the
expiration date, forgotten food in the fridge, which all ends up in the dumpster. Within the
industry wasted food could be boxes of tomatoes or cans thrown out, due to one bad
tomato or one can of beans that has gone bad. In cafés, restaurants and canteens
leftovers from e.g. the buffet ends up as waste, because the volume was not adjusted to
the number of visitors (Stop spild af mad. 2013). The Danish NGO “Stop Food Waste”
has inspired restaurants to introduce the “doggy bag”. Supermarkets have started selling
odd-looking cucumbers. Another NGO under the name “The Food Bank”, are giving out
surplus food to homeless and socially marginalized. These initiatives show a social
awareness and responsibility regarding the resources.
Justification
Policy – Economic
Legal framework for the disposal of food waste has economical aspects for the retail
sector. Søren Ejlersen, owner of Aarstiderne, is pointing to the issue:
.”Food waste isn't anything that "is" it's just some bad links that the state should regulate.
There should be a kind of food tax on all the waste there is in the supermarkets, in that way
they wouldn't be able to afford the waste. This is very simple” (Appendix 11).
Expiration dates on foodstuff might mislead the consumers, and lead them to believe that
some foods are inedible. This has led to the new EU legislation, regarding the sale of food
products that has passed their expiration date, which will become effective from
December 13th 2014. The legislation is made to decrease the great food waste the world
in general is facing. It should not be harmful to health, but the food might be less tasty
(Lindevall. 2013).
Scientific – Environmental
The study made on “the Danes food waste behaviour, willing to change and
recommendations and initiatives”, reveals that a general Danish family with two adults
and two children are wasting food comparable with approximately 1340 EUR a year
(Forbrugerrådet. 2012). Other studies made on food waste, show that this has great
environmental impacts. For instance is 14% of the environmental impacts of food, deriving
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from food waste (Stop spild af mad. 2013). Meanwhile there is an interest in developing
environmental friendly technologies, helping in solving these issues.
Market – Ethical
The market influences the great food waste within Denmark. Consumers are demanding
great varieties of food in the supermarkets, and the retailers are doing their best to live
up to the demands. Foods that are looking odd such as apples that have a scratch or if the
packaging is fractured, they are thrown out. Meanwhile another consumer segment is
struggling to pay for food to the daily household. It can be argued if the way we are
dealing with food, and the overwhelming variety available, is ethically correct,
considering inequality in food security within Denmark. Segments in the population might
be food insecure, which might lead them to take unhealthy choices when doing their
purchases.
Levels
Food waste is reflected in many levels of the system. Individuals are throwing edible food
in the dumpster, many of them well knowing that it is still edible. Others are struggling to
get food on the table, and some are choosing to go dumpster diving in the supermarkets
containers, in which great amounts of edible food that are to be found. Local communities
are creating systems to reduce their food waste, and new restaurant concepts have arisen,
which are basing their menu on food, which greater supermarkets would have thrown out
(Spisehuset Rub&Stub. 2013). Other restaurants are focusing on using the whole animal
from Nose to tail, not wasting anything (Nose2Tail. 2013). Nationally supermarket chains
have started branding themselves on a reduced food waste and are more likely to sell
products cheaper the day they expire. Reducing the food waste within Denmark might not
ease the strains on the global ecosystems, yet a general decrease of food waste
worldwide might!
Priority
Food waste is very discussed within Denmark. The discussions are taking place local and
national, and are of a high priority.
Differences between the four spheres
Food waste has been reflected in all of the spheres. Individuals are controlling the food
waste within the household, and at the same time are the ones demanding for specific
products, and greater variety, which the market has grown the consumers accustomed to.
“In a standard canteen around 20% is food wasted, this is connected with the
great variety of foods, and you never precisely know what people will choose,
and there is a lot of complaints if anything is sold out, and that is why you try
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making enough of everything. It isn’t all food that can be saved and not all
food is allow to save, when it has been on the buffet, you have to through it
out, which means that around 20% becomes waste…”(Appendix 8).
The markets are both wasting food, and starting initiatives, which might reduce the food
waste within Denmark. A study on management of organic household waste (OHW) was
performed from a life cycle perspective taken use of the waste-life cycle assessment (LCA)
model EASEWASTE. It is concluded that impacts of home composting is generally low.
Based on LCA of the management of OHW in Denmark, it is concluded that home
composing is a suitable waste management option for some OHW (Andersen et al. 2012).
Difference between the five dimensions
A reduction of food waste will mean that less food will be bought and sold, which will
affect the economy, either on an individual level or for the businesses. Social
phenomenon’s such as dumpster diving has made its way from California to Denmark.
Regular people are going out to the supermarkets after opening hours, looking through
their dumpsters to find good edible food (Kamp 2012). Food waste within Denmark is
straining the environment, and a reduction might have environmental impacts. When some
people are wasting good edible food, others are in lack of food, not able to buy what is
needed to get their daily nutritional amounts covered.
Global vs. local
It can be argued which affect local initiatives against food waste will have on a greater
scale. Local initiatives might create awareness on the matter, but if food waste is to be
reduced, initiatives on a global level are to be done. This could be done through policies
or change of legislation, such as the one regarding exceeding the expiration date in the
2014.
Discourse coalitions and alternative frames
Discourses on food waste have been found in newspaper article, TV commercial and
supermarket slogans “meget mindre madspild” (much less food waste). Different initiatives
are raising awareness on the issue. Stop food waste in Denmark, created the event
“United against food waste” in October 2013, which gathered both industry and
consumers in one event, with the focus that all have a responsibility in decreasing the food
waste within Denmark. Private restaurants are starting up, with the focus on decreasing
food waste, cooking from either leftovers from the industry or taken use of the whole
animal, including parts normally not seen in Danish restaurants.
Dilemmas and contradiction
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Some of the dilemmas regarding food waste are to be seen when supermarkets are
starting to lock up their waste, putting locks on the dumpsters. In this way people
interested in “dumpster diving” cannot get hold of any food in the dumpsters after closing
hours. Moreover people are throwing out good edible food, which has exceeded their
shelf life, this due to lack of judgement regarding their foods.
Interaction with other attributes
Food waste and food security can well be interlinked. Denmark is wasting great amounts
of food while people other places within and outside of the Danish borders are in lack of
food. A reduction in food waste might give possibility for another group of people to get
the food they are in of. Furthermore food safety might be a worry for some people and
businesses, and lead them to throw out good edible food. Some might see food waste as
just a trend that will pass and not have any long-term affect on a larger scale. Finally it is
connected to responsibility, in which both consumers and the industry are taking part of.
Differences between the food sectors
Fruit and vegetables have been in focus within food waste. Odd-looking vegetables have
been thrown out, likewise are whole packages of tomatoes or grapes are thrown out, if
just a few in the package have gone bad. Additionally, meat has been in focus, this due to
the great waste of cuts of animal, which normally is not used within Denmark.

Seasonality/Freshness

Description
Seasonality/freshness are attributes closely connected, which in a Danish context has been
characterised as one single attribute. The Danish seasons has been watered down both by
farmers, which are trying to stretch the seasons by the means of different methods of
cultivation, such as tunnels over the raspberries and strawberries in the greenhouses.
Furthermore a constant availability of fresh international products is making a great
variety of foods assessable all year round. (Appendix 9). Supermarkets are offering a
great variety of foods from all parts of the world, and maybe due to the cost of some of
the Danish seasonal vegetables are deselected (Appendix 3). Retailers might choose to
offer German green beans, which are cheaper to purchase and thereby sold for cheaper
prices, than the seasonal Danish green beans. Consumers are not aware of when specific
foods are in season, and the availability of foods from all over the world, might not
encourage their knowledge about the Danish seasons. Despite of the great variety of
foods, a growing interest in the origin of the food has occurred. Closeness, and also being
more aware that certain foods are seasonal is in focus. Moreover initiatives stressing
seasonality and freshness have occurred the last years. Copenhagen Food fellowships is
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one example, where all food is delivered from farmers nearby, and members are
receiving a back of vegetables of what is available in the season, or even just this week
(KBHFF. 2013).
Justification
Market – Environment
The market is demanding for great variety of products to be available at all time. This
will to some extend strain the environment in the different way of production and
transportation of foods. Interviewing Pernille Bech, project leader at “Season for good
taste”, she elaborates on this:
“You could say that the famers would like you to use the seasonal concept in
choosing some vegetable and deselecting others, but at the same time they
would like to be able to deliver to the retailors, so they in that way wont be on
the side-track in a great part of the seasons, because there apparently has to
be strawberries all year round, so if you can extend the season for
strawberries, of course this is beneficial for the farmers”. (Appendix 9)
Market – Health
In the supermarkets vegetables from Denmark in season are most likely to be found
between imported vegetables. If a costumer has to choose between a Danish cucumber
and one from the Netherlands to half the price, many are likely to choose the cheapest
one (Appendix 9). If the Danish one is healthier than the one that is imported, can be
argued, but often the market is using health as a branding method connected to the
seasonal/freshness. Thomas Rode, TV celeb and restaurant owner stresses the issues:
…”While a carrot that you are digging up by Lammefjorden (an hour from Copenhagen)
and eaten in Holbæk (a city close to Lammefjorden), it has to be more fresh and contain
more vitamins, it has to be healthier for me, it has to be a sensory better because it is more
juicy and nothing is lost”. (Appendix 6)
He is connecting the seasonal with health and freshness, due to the short distant from dirt
to table. It can be argued that a fruit harvested before it is rife, never reaches it full
potential as the fruits harvested when they are rife, after which they immediately are
eaten.
Levels
Seasonality/freshness is to be reflected in different levels of the systems. Consumers are
finding it difficult to track their foods in the supermarket, which leads them to choose
foreign fruit and vegetables. Initiatives raising awareness on seasonality/freshness have
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occurred. One is the School garden, which educates children about the origin of the food,
and gives them the possibility to cook of fresh seasonal food. Local producers are
increasingly being used as suppliers all over the country, this to stress the seasonal foods.
A greater use of foods in season might have a positive effect on the global ecosystems in
a future perspective.
Priority
Seasonality/freshness is highly prioritised. An increased interest about the origin of the
food has grown the past years, making this attribute on the topic when local and global
food is discussed.
Differences between the four spheres
Seasonality/freshness is to be seen across the different dimension. The consumers are
demanding for a great variety of products, which the market is trying to live up to. Some
supermarkets are moreover using the seasons as a branding tool, where other
supermarkets are deselecting certain Danish vegetables, maybe due to the prices and
lack of sale (interview with Andreas Lloyd). Studies on what influences the consumers in the
supermarkets have been conducted, showing that the consumers would like to be guided in
the shopping situation, in order to make better and healthier choices (Hvem styrer
indkøbsvognen). EU legislations are making demands on how and what may be
communicated, when they are funding projects, which in food related project is a
challenge if the Danish fruit and vegetables are to be promoted. Meanwhile is the EU
Hector project, which is focusing on healthy eating out (Hector 2010), suggesting the
catering sector to change their monthly offer to what is in the market, which might be
beneficial for the concept of eating according to the seasons.
Difference between the five dimensions
Environmental issues are clearly relevant when focussing on seasonality/freshness.
…”at the same time they would like to be able to deliver to the retailors, so they in that way
wont be on the side-track in a great part of the seasons, because there apparently has to be
strawberries all year round, so if you can extend the season for strawberries, of course this is
beneficial for the farmers” (Appendix 9).
Extending the seasons for fruit and vegetables, will be done taking use of technological
innovation, which in one way or the other will put strain on the environment, yet this might
make the national farmers economical competitive with the international market. The
demand for the great variety of products can be seen as part of a social dimension,
where consumers have grown accustomed to the multitude of product availability, where
choices are made on aspiration values and expectations. Retailers are responding to the
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increased demand, and striving to be competitive with other supermarkets. Which health
effect, eating according to the seasons has, is an on going discussion within Denmark.
Studies show that there are greater remains of pesticides to be found in foreign fruit and
vegetables, than in the ones produced in Denmark. This might be due to the use of
biological pest control used in Denmark, and moreover the restricted amount of pesticides
permitted in Denmark (Landbrug og fødevare. 2013).
Global vs. local
Seasonality/freshness is often linked to the local food systems, where the supply chain is
shorter and the foodstuff will be in season and fresh when reaching the consumer.
…”because when you eat local, then you cant avoid eating after the seasons, what there is,
they are close to each other these two.” (Appendix 2).
Seasonality/freshness is to be seen in the global systems as well. Danish foods have a
season just as foreign foods, which means that there will be seasons for kiwis, oranges and
melons as well, even though these are not Danish.
Discourse coalitions and alternative frames
Discourses on seasonality/freshness are reflected in the growing interest in the origin of
the foods, which is to be seen in local and national initiatives with this focus. Moreover
there is a tendency for supermarkets to brand their foods on seasonality/freshness, and
taking use of local farmers as suppliers. It can be argued that this discourse is ethnocentric,
and used to support the consumption of seasonal food.
An alternative frame could be the school gardens around the country. This is an outdoor
learning space, where children are part of the whole food chain. They take part in
growing the vegetables, the harvesting and finally cooking and eating.
Dilemmas and contradiction
The growing attention on the origin of the foods and the dilemma and contradictions
following, is expressed by Martin Merrild, head of Agriculture and food, in the following
quotation,:
…”origin and “closeness” and knowing and being closer, and also being more aware that
certain foods are seasonal, which kinda goes against the fact that you can get everything at
the same time (Appendix 4).
It is stressed that the Danes in general would like to know more about the food they are
eating, and meanwhile there is abundance of varieties all year round in the supermarkets.
Retailors are branding their stores on localness, but national farmers simultaneous are
finding it difficult to sell their products.
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…”the whole system surrounding which foodstuff the retailors chooses to have on the shelves
is a whole other problematic, which the farmers see as the greatest problem, that there aren’t
room or time for them to be heard by the retailors, which are selling their products, and the
place where all the Danes do their daily grocery shopping” (Appendix 9).
Fresh is not necessarily connected to seasonal foods, which again is an indicator for the
complexities regarding this attribute. Apples from Argentina are sold fresh in Danish
supermarkets, as well as Peruvian asparagus, moreover are both foods sold less
expensive than the ones from Denmark. The industrialisation and development of new
transportation methods has made this possible.
Interaction with other attributes
Seasonality/freshness is interacting with a range of the other attributes. The Danes would
like to get Nearer to their foods, which is debatable as being just another Food trend that
might pass. Fresh foods in season are most likely to be connected to the local and might
be more Environmental sustainable than foods that have travelled a long way with a great
amount of Food miles. Competiveness and Price is connected to what is available in the
supermarkets, and the final product prices. Furthermore Food literacy might be a tool to
inform the public about what is in season, which is done by the means of school gardens.
Differences between the food sectors
Seasonality is most likely connected to fruit, vegetables and fish. A market analysis shows
that the pubic would like Danish vegetables to be available in the supermarkets, but find
it difficult to find (Landbrug of fødevarer. 2013). Some seasonal fish are not available
within Denmark, because it is sold and exported out of the country.

Food Trends

Description
Food trends are to be described as tendencies related to food, which are questionable to
last, and many consumers/citizens for a specific period choose to follow. Many might not
deeply reflect up on why it is followed, but are simply following the trends of the time.
One of the great food trends within Denmark is the New Nordic kitchen, which is focusing
on eating food consisting on produce only from the Nordic countries. This trend has
brought awareness about the seasonal and local food. Other food trends are the
different range of diets, such as Paleo and Raw food. It is argued whether traceability is
to be seen as a trend, where individual interest in knowing the name of the farmer or farm
supplying the foods, or even the name of the animal, which is to eaten. A story about the
origin of the food is often printed on the packages, and moreover used as a branding
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tool. Organic is mentioned as a food trend as well, something that people choses to buy,
without having an exact reason, but just an overall opinion about.
Justification
Scientific – Social
The New Nordic kitchen has had a great focus within Denmark the last years. Private
partners and the university of Copenhagen have been working together in the OPUS
project (university of Copenhagen). This is a five yearlong study, focusing on displaying
the health benefits of only living on a New Nordic diet. Private families and 9 public
schools have taken part in the project, and the results came out December 2013, which
are discussed and viewed from many different angles.
Public – Environmental
Food trends are often connected to environmental issues, such as food waste, traceability,
organic and the New Nordic kitchen. It can be argued that consumers might choose to
follow a specific trend believing it has beneficial environmental consequences. Pernille
Bech draws attention to this issue in the following statement:
“…food waste, of course this is important in a political view, but it can become a kind of
trend, like ecology, if you talk to a lot of the consumers, they don’t really know why they are
buying organic, because this is just a trend now.” (Appendix 9)
Public – Health
Food trends are frequently connected to health claims. This could relate to organic or local
foods, branded as being healthier than other foods. A study was made aiming to address
what the main factors explaining Danish consumer’s choice of organic vs. non-organic
foods. Results of the study showed that a range of factors lead consumers to buy organic
products, among these were health concerns (Hjelmar. 2001). The health-benefits of
neither local nor organic hav been scientifically proven.
Levels
Different levels of the systems play a role when dealing with Food trends. The growing
public interest in foods and its origin might have created room for the many food trends. It
can be argued that consumers are defining themselves though trends and personal eating
habits. Individual trendsetters such as Clays Meyer (founder of “the New Nordic kitchen”)
and Thomas Rode (front figure for “the Paleo diet” within Denmark) are some of the public
figures, facilitating food trends within Denmark. NGO’s such as “Copenhagen food
fellowship” (a non-profit supermarket) and “Stop waste of food” are some of the trends,
which are developing Nation wide.
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Priority
Food trends are broadly defined and using the term might be ambivalent. For some a
trend is positive, and something that will bring focus to a specific issue, whereas for others,
it might not be worth mentioning, because it too will pass. If it is of a great priority is
thereby difficult to tell. Some food trends are although part of setting the agenda for the
public focus regarding food and its many systems.
Differences between the four spheres
Food trends are primary to be seen in the public and market sphere. The market take part
in creating trends, whereas some are followed by the public. The consumers might be
puzzled by the contradictions within the trends and the dietary guidelines.
Additionally, the market awareness about the new trends is being used as market tools in
reaching specific consumer groups.
Difference between the five dimensions
The five dimensions are more or less all connected to food trends. Some trends might
relate to the environment and economy, such as food waste. Where others might have a
social aspect, in the identification with a specific group following certain trends. Again
there is to be seen a health aspect in many of the trends, such as the New Nordic kitchen.
For this case the larger project OPUS Optimal well-being development and health for
Danish children though a healthy New Nordic Diet) has been carried our, investigating the
health benefits of this specific diet (Cph. Univercity. 2013). Ethical issues are likewise
reflected in a range of the food trends, or food trends are using an ethical approached in
their branding methods.
Global vs. local
The global systems are having an affect on the food trends within Denmark. A need for
traceability might be motivated by the industrialisation, which has led to a greater distant
between the consumer and the place of production. Likewise it might have affected the
great food waste in and outside of Denmark, or the growing focus and trend regarding
local foods.
The trend is to use local than global, ethnocentric,
Discourse coalitions and alternative frames
Discourses on food are reflected in the range of newspaper articles, TV programs and
initiatives focusing alternative approaches to food, such as the Paleo diet and the New
Nordic kitchen. Some are very positive towards the trends while others find the trends
either unsustainable or not making a difference in a future perspective. Respondents are
expressing their view on the New Nordic diet as a trend that might not last:
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“New Nordic food is with all due respect, a trend that will pass” (Appendix 5).
“The last years the focus has been on creating a “New Kitchen” the “New Nordic Kitchen” and
through that create a demand for these products, and I have to say I think this is hot air…”
(Appendix 8).
Alternative frames could be seen as the rising of the school gardens, which are occurring
all over Denmark, or the increasing of the member based and member driven food coops,
which is an alternative to the profit driven supermarkets, focusing on delivering organic,
affordable
biodynamic
and
seasonal
vegetables
to
their
members
(Københavnsfødevarefællesskab 2013).
Dilemmas and contradiction
The dilemmas and contradictions regarding food trends are seen in the different
approaches and contradictions within the trends. Some might have a specific health
advices regarding meat, such as the Paleo diet, advising the public to mainly base their
diet on protein and fat and staying off carbohydrates based on bread and potatoes
(Appendix 6), whereas other trends such as the raw food- or vegan diet, have a whole
other health perspective. Alongside the various food trends are the Danish food traditions,
consisting of rye bread, potatoes, pork and gravy. Moreover the official dietary
recommendations, which are advising the public to have a balanced diet, not containing
too much fat and a maximum of 500g prepared meat per week (Ministeriet for
Fødevarer, Landbrug og Fiskeri. 2013). If 500g of prepared meat health wise is
recommendable is debateable, and it can be argued if this has been lobbyist by the meat
industry.
Interaction with other attributes
Food trends are highly connected to Consumer knowledge, which is affecting the approach
the consumers have to a certain trend, and why this is chosen to be followed. Other
attributes are for some seen as trends in themselves such as food waste, traceability and
ecology.
Differences between the food sectors
The food sectors are expressed in different ways within the food trends. In the Paleo diet
there is a great focus on meat and fat, and the absence of grains and potatoes, which is
beneficial for the great meat sector within Denmark. Other trends such as food waste and
the New Nordic kitchen has a broader perspective and are focusing on a multiply food
sectors.
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System regulation

Description
System regulation refers to the body of regulation, guidelines and policy, dealing with
each component of the system and through out the system. For example regulations
systems can be seen for instance as the fair trade label, which among others ensure that
farmers in the developing world would get a fair pay and price for their products
(Fairtrade 2013). Other systems could be regulation system of production methods, the
use of pesticides, which the farmers, large- and small-scale need to live up to, or
traceability systems, which makes it easier for the consumer to track their foods.
Additionally, there are regulation systems within public institution.
Justification
Policy – Economy
System regulation is based in policy and affected by or will affect the economy to some
extent. New demands will call for new regulations, for instants farmers, which are
converting from conventional to organic. The farmers need to live up the rules, whether it
entails a new production- or transport method. This might be challenging for small-scale
producers with lower budgets, which are almost in charge of the whole business them
selves, not having experts on specific areas within the business (Appendix 8).
Market – Ethical
By December 2014, a new legislation is hoping to be able to decrease the great food
waste Denmark is facing, and will allow products, which have passed their expiration date
to be sold (Lindevall. 2013). It could be argued that it will have an affect on the market,
and likewise it reflects an awareness regarding ethical issues. The market needs to have
available products, which are assessable for the consumers. Concurrently the products
need to be of a high and ethical standard. Other regulations with this focus are reflected
in the Fairtrade label and different traceability systems, which both indicate that their
products to some extend are transparent.
Levels
Decisions regarding system regulation are primarily taken place on a national level, and
small-scale producers are striving to live up to the systems required, which might be
difficult to meet with a small production. The regulations are affected by the discussions on
the subject and challenges the society is facing. Due to the multitude of religions within
Denmark, the Islamic religion has increased as well. This has led to the on going discussion
regarding the serving of pork within kindergartens, where some groups in the society are
requiring specific rules on the topic. This can be an example of a discussion that might
lead to regulations on the area, which although has not happened (Appendix 8). The
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producers are responding to the new societal demands and halal slaughtered meat is
easy assessable within Copenhagen.
Priority
System regulation is highly prioritised within Denmark. Product demands are leading to
new regulations, which need to be followed, this to ensure safe food systems for the
consumers.
Differences between the four spheres
Producers are striving to live up to specific regulations regarding the production chain,
which do not vary according to the size of the production. This might not be appreciated in
all aspects of the market, especially not by the small-scale producers, whom need to be
able to deliver systems, which might not be easy to come by with a small production.
Nevertheless the policies are although to be followed.
Difference between the five dimensions
The economic and ethical dimensions are primary in focus regarding system regulations,
which are basis for norms and regulations affecting the social trends. Many butcher’s shops
within Copenhagen are having signs in their window, telling the customers that their meat is
halal, and larger canteens are starting to have meat only from halal productions. Health
wise, nutritional recommendations are set up by the government, informing consumers
about how a preferable diet should be.
Global vs. local
System regulation is predominantly connected to the global food systems. Regulations
about production methods have not just to live up to Danish rules, but are to follow
international rules on the area as well.
Discourse coalitions and alternative frames
Food policies are affected by discourses in regards to consumers demand, the general
health among the public, a multicultural society and new coming food trends. Nonscientifically food labels such as the key whole and organic label, the growing interest in
the origin of food and a multicultural Danish society, are clearly a reflected within the
regulation systems in Denmark.
Alternative frames can be discerned in the focus on relocalisation initiatives, opening up
for shorter food chains, and other regulations regarding the production chain.
Dilemmas and contradiction
Regulations should as starting point be made to secure the food system. As mentioned
some regulations systems, might exclude small-scale producers and make their business
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bothersome and complex. Moreover is Denmark a great producer of pork, and the export
of pork has great positive economical influence within the country. Denmark has grown to
a multicultural society, and political correct Danes do not want to offend neither Muslims
nor Jews, and debates with pork as a topic has increased pork meat in certain institutions.
Interaction with other attributes
System regulations is connected to all attributes because this is what set up the rules, and
are to be followed all though the food system.
Differences between the food sectors
System regulation is important all through the food systems, but some categories might not
be as strickily regulated as other. The meat sector might be most affected by the system,
but import of tropical produce are affected to a high extent as well.

Food safety

Description
Focus on food safety within Denmark has increased during the last years. It is generally
connected to the food scandals, by which Denmark has been affected. People within
Denmark has felled ill as a consequence of eating unsafe food. Food safety systems are
meant to ensure that all food is as safe as possible, and the systems need to cover the
entire food chain, from production to consumption. Vegetable and meat scandals, has
motivated the Danish consumers to demand for traceability systems, which will make it
possible for them to track their foods (Haar. 2013). Within the industry, establishments of
business forums have occurred, these with a focus on sustainable production and
awareness regarding food safety (Pedersen et al. 2013).
“What I see as typical at the moment in Denmark is that there is a general lack of recognition
about the global challenges with food delivery systems and food safety. Food safety and the
safety of the foods has been key to us and on the agenda for many years.” Merrild
Justification
Policy – Health
The ministry of food is formulating and enforcing rules, which should give the Danish
consumers safe food, from dirt to table. This means that there has to be coherent
legislation all the way from the farmer to the consumers shopping baskets. This should
ensure their health and prevent food bourn illnesses.
Claus Tingstrøm refers to how food safety is a part of the political agenda as well:
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“…because some politicians have come to know that it can be life threatening to be food
minister if the food safety isn’t in control…” (Appendix 8).
Market – Health
Awareness about food safety has increased, and if something is to go wrong, the market
is held accountable. Their processes has to be documented independent of which position
they hold in the food chain. The past years a range of food scandals has occurred. Some
caused by the global market, others cased by the national market, which both have
resulted in illnesses among Danish consumers, and made them question the credibility of
the supermarkets and specific producers (Ritzau/DR. 2013).
Levels
Food safety has become a growing focus for individual consumers, which are demanding
for traceability systems, to ensure that their foods are safe (Haar. 2013). Nationally,
regulations are made to secure the food, which might challenge the small-scale producers,
which do not have a greater specialised system (Appendix 7).
Priority
The priority of food safety is placed within the middle of the attributes. Considering the
focus within the public sphere often is connected to a food scandals in- and outside of
Denmark. After which the scandal has passed the focus and awareness about the origin
and production of food often decreases. Within the market sphere food safety is highly
valued. Kasper Thormod states is like this: “Food safety is alpha omega for somebody as
Arla”. (Appendix 10). Thomas Roland likewise emphasises what it would mean for the
supermarket chain Coop, Denmark: “if there is an issue regarding food, that would probably
be the greatest disaster for us”… (Appendix 7).
Differences between the four spheres
Food safety is especially reflected in the public and market spheres, which are depending
on one another. As mentioned, costumers will deselect foods, if mistrust about this is to be
found. This calls for the market to create systems, which will secure their products.
Difference between the five dimensions
If there is a breach of trust regarding food safety this will have consequences within the
different dimensions. Economical the sale of cucumber dropped remarkably during and
after the cucumber scandal the summer of 2011. During this scandal 14 Danes got
infected with the VTEC-bacteria and in Germany 1200 people got infected and 14 died
from the infection, which shows that low food safety standards may have severe health
affects (Ritzau. 2011).
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Global vs. local
When dealing with the global systems, there might be a greater mistrust connected to
these, which can be connected with the range of food scandals occurring. Anne Hjernøe
stresses the issue: “There is a great insecurity linked with the import of
foodstuff…”(Appendix 2).
On a local scale food security might moreover be connected to a personal interest in the
origin of the food (Appendix 2).
Discourse coalitions and alternative frames
Efforts to develop food systems, which will ensure the food safety, has clearly become
more visible for the public the last years, this probably due to the consumer demand and
increase of interest in the origin of foods. Although it is arguable if focus on food safety
has been evident for an extended period within the focus of the industry, which Martin
Merrild is referring to in his interview:
“Food safety and the safety of the foods has been key to us and on the agenda for many
years. But the recognition of the challenges about securing the food delivery to the global
adult population is missing in the society”. (Appendix 4).
Alternative frames are suggesting that information on the origin about food safety for the
consumers has come easier to come by, this through labelling and traceability systems. It is
argued whether the Danish consumers might act hysterical when hearing about a specific
food scandal (Ritzau. 2011).
Dilemmas and contradiction
Demanding consumers are requiring specific systems regarding the safety of food, and
they might lack the understanding of developing these systems, and how long the market
has actually worked to secure the food. When food safety in a local perspective rather
has become an individual interest in the name of the cow, and not much about whether
food is safe, food security issues might be lost (Appendix 2).
Interaction with other attributes
Food safety is closely connected to traceability in this being a tool for securing the food,
and making it accessible for the consumers to know the origin of their foods. Responsibility
connected to food safety as well, this due to a shared responsibility for safe food all
through the food chain.
Consumer information plays a role in how insecurity about food is dealt with, when
experiencing one food scandal after another (Ritzau. 2011).
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Differences between the food sectors
The main focus when dealing with food safety is especially on animal production, meat,
fish and milk. Thorkild Nielsen describes it like this: “Well, it is clear the food safety,
especially when it comes to animal products, it is very central, and this can be regarding
remaining the cold chain steady” (Appendix 1).

Ecology

Description
In a Danish context “Økologi” is the word used, which both covers organic and ecology,
there is no distinguishing between the two terms in Danish, which clearly in the English
languish covers two difference definitions. Ecology within Denmark entails a stand on how
the production should be handled, e.g. no pesticides and is as well focusing on animal
welfare, the environment and healthy foods (Okologi. 2013). Organic farmers often take
up a responsibility beyond the actual requirements, which is indicating a holistic approach
to their production.
Justification
Scientific – Social
Studies about ecologic food are often connected to a social aspect, such as how ecologic
school meals, eaten in a social context, is affecting healthy eating habits (He et al. 2013),
or studies examine why consumers choose organic food products, or finally how they are
affected when an environmental friendly feature is added to the product.
Levels
“Økologisk landsforening” (The national ecological association), is an association for
farmers and consumers, which together are working towards strengthening and
developing a strong ecological agriculture within Denmark (Okologi. 2013). Local
initiatives are often focusing on ecology, for instance “Copenhagen food fellowship” (a
non-profit supermarket), which is not just focusing on local products, but local and
ecological products (Appendix 3). Ecological products are imported into Denmark as well,
and it is debateable if import of kiwis and apples from Argentina will stress the eco
systems.
Priority
Ecology is valued high in Denmark. It is based in a holistic approach towards nature, and
generally perceived positively.
“I would probably place Ecology highest, because this is a way of production, that is emerge
from the intensions, to make it more sustainable. It isn’t ideal, they haven’t cracked the code,
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but it is a way of production, that is based on the longing to make it more sustainable, and
have succeeded in communicating this story to the costumers, which are shopping according
to this”…(Appendix 7).
Differences between the four spheres
When ecological products are purchased within Denmark, consumers might not in detail
know why they are choosing these over others. Pernille Bech refers to this in the following
comment:
“…food waste, of course this is important in a political view, but it can become a kind of
trend, like ecology, if you talk to a lot of the consumers, they don’t really know why they are
buying organic, because this is just a trend now (…) without exactly knowing what is it in
detail, but just the thing about if you buy organic, then you have done something good, for
you and your children” (Appendix 9).
Policies are requiring all public institutions within Denmark, to convert 60% of their foods
to ecological by the year 2020. This has opened up for an organic market, and raised
even more attention on its approach towards production methods (KBH Madhus. 2013).
Difference between the five dimensions
When public institution has to convert into organic, the economy will play a role. Scientist
are arguing if wholesalers might chose to order their products from international largescale producers, since this might seem as the simplest and cheapest solution. Additionally,
the dairy Arla is exporting great amounts of milk, and whether this is fostering the
environment or not is debateable.
Ecological (Økologisk) is within Denmark based on animal welfare, environmentally
friendly production and healthy foods, indicating a focus on health and ethics as well.
Global vs. local
When ecology is to be placed in relation to either the local and global system, this bring
up questions and complexities in regards to the origin of the concept, and how it through
the years has developed. Thorkild Nielsen, professor at Aalborg University Copenhagen,
raises awareness on this issue in the following quotation:
“…if I should relate to how organic is a part of local and global, then this would be a really
interesting question, because we are in this talking about the central regarding the
development of organic or the systems regarding this, where ecology to start with was driven
by the consumers to be, or hippis who started it, and produced it in an alternative way,
because they were critical towards the established system, and now it is worldwide, it is sold,
and we are importing organic kiwis from New Zealand, and we, so in relation to this ecology
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is really interesting to discuss, to say where do we place organic in this discussion in the
global and local…” (Appendix 1).
In the public sphere there might be a tendency to relate the concept to the local system,
without having any deeper knowledge about the concept (Appendix 9).
Discourse coalitions and alternative frames
Health is often connected to discourses on ecology, whether it is to increase health among
Danish school children through an ecological diet, or the fact that health is one of the main
reasons for consumers to choose ecological products in the supermarkets. Moreover
discussions are related to whether ecology and quality is to be connected. Claus Tingstrøm
stresses the issue:
“…ecology isn’t a quality, no one can taste the difference from a organic or a conventional
carrot. Ecology is a way of production that some people would like more of including myself,
but it isn’t certain that this would heighten the quality”… (Appendix 8).
Alternative frames could be studies regarding how an organic diet might raise health
among school children or how the ecology movement has manage to be branded with a
strong health status compared to conventional products.
Dilemmas and contradiction
Claus Tingstrøm stresses the issue regarding the use of pesticides or fertiliser, which are not
to be used in the ecological production:
“Ecology as I’ve talked about, I find this really positive, 98% positive, with reservations, I
find that it makes good sense to use pesticide or fertiliser, I think it is hard to prove that a
moderate use of fertiliser is harmful to someone or something, but I find it understandable
that the ecological movement has come and if it wasn’t for this, I would have been concerned
whether where we would have ended up, it works as an important corrective for the
conventional food production…” (Appendix 8).
Finding a bridge between the ecological production and conventional production might not
be possible, but the two production methods might benefit from a better collaboration in a
future sustainable perspective. Additionally, the Danish word “økologi” is encompassing
both organic and ecology, which some consumers are not aware about, and make their
“økologi-choices” based on fragmented knowledge.
Interaction with other attributes
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Studies show that if the prices on ecological products were to decrease, consumers would
be more likely to choose these. Additionally, wholesalers might tend to purchase
international large-scale ecological products, instead of supporting the local organic
farmer, again due to prices.
Consumers tend to choose ecological products based on very little knowledge, and maybe
due to the facts that this is a food trend within Denmark. Ecology is moreover connected to
responsibility in taking an active responsibility in their basic values.
Differences between the food sectors
Due to a decrease in sale of organic milk within Denmark, the dairy Arla has chosen to
exported great amounts out of the country. Denmark import great amounts of foreign
ecological fruits and vegetables.

Food literacy

Description
The Danish word for food literacy is “maddannelse”, and could also be translated as
“food establishment/foundation”, and is to be understood as having an active aspect
connected to it. The learning aspect, which food literacy also is indicating, is in a Danish
context including practical skills and experiences, which the children and adolescents will
acquire when food is explored and prepared. It will entail knowledge and technical
methods and skills, which are tools that can be used in their daily day.
Justification
Policy – Social
The social aspect is very apparent within food literacy. School gardens are occurring
around the country, which have caught political attention. They are starting to see the
great need for change in food habits, and view the school gardens, in which food literacy
lies implicit, as a tool in creating this change. This has led politicians to visit different school
gardens within the country.
Levels
Improving food literacy within Denmark will hopefully have consequences and is reflected
within all the different levels of the systems. Children and adolescents will get the
opportunity to learn in an authentic learning environment. The local communities have a
change to get involved, local producers and organisations can be used as platforms in
creating these authentic learning environments. “Haver til Maver” (“Food to Stomachs”,
school garden) has been granted 10 million Danish kroner (approximately 1400000 EUR),
for them to expand the school gardens nation wide (Appendix 11).
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Priority
Food literacy is of high prioritising within Denmark.
“…School garden is really essential and important, when it is about the next generation of
children, how they perceive food, so if the perspective is the future, then the school gardens
should be, it could change our perception of what food is, then the school gardens are really
important” (Appendix 1).
As stated, the school gardens might have a positive effect in a future perspective, this due
to the factor that learning about food and its origin, may influence the general health
among the Danish population.
Differences between the four spheres
Clearly food literacy is connected to the public sphere, which is being affected by the
growing focus and interest in food literacy, and how this should be a part of the public
institutions. The attribute is connected to policy as well. Policies are setting the agenda for
the amount of hours children should spend in the public schools pro week, and moreover
how these hours should be spend. This has brought a growing interest in alternative
learning tools political wise (Ny Nordisk skole 2013). Moreover it can be seen in the
market sphere as well. Local farmers have the possibility and are encourage being
partner in school gardens (Dyg. 2013), which might also be used as a branding tool for
their business.
Difference between the five dimensions
When working with food literacy, the social aspect will stand out. Søren Ejlersern, the
founder of “Haver til Maver”, is drawing attention to this:
“The power of the social coherence became very clear to me in a collaboration I had with
DPU (The Danish pedagogic university), when you are taken out of the regular classroom…”
(Appendix 11).
Moreover topics such as environment and nature are in focus. It could be argued that a
greater knowledge about food and practical skills and experiences with food, will have
positive health and environmental effects, in a future perspective.
Global vs. local
Schools gardens and urban gardens are located in the nearby environment, and are both
potential tools, which can be used working with food literacy. Being in the nearby nature
learning about food, indicates that food literacy is based in the local system. The learning
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skills and experiences might give a greater knowledge about the global systems and how
they work.
Discourse coalitions and alternative frames
Food literacy often lies implicit within the discussions about how the population has moved
away from the origin of food, and are lacking fundamental skills about food and cooking
in general. TV programs about food are reflecting an aspect of food literacy as well.
Many food programs are taking place outdoor, where outdoor kitchens are set up, and
the cook is cooking from ingredients either found nearby or an animal that has been
hunted down as a part of the program (“Nak og Æd”/“Hunt and Eat”. DR 2013).
Alternative frames could be the growing focus on learning about food in an authentic
learning environment, such as the urban gardens or school gardens, or just by visiting the
farmer for a day.
Dilemmas and contradiction
Some of the dilemmas about food literacy could be the lack of knowledge about the
potential, which lies in the school- and urban gardens, and how some are viewing these as
trends that will pass, not taking them into consideration as potential learning tools in food
literacy. Food literacy is moreover focusing on children and adolescents, which might leave
out the whole group of adults, likewise in need for food literacy.
Interaction with other attributes
Using what is nearby (Nearness) is a natural focus when working with food literacy.
Additionally, social innovation will be in focus, when having the children and adolescents
taking active part in the learning process.
Differences between the food sectors
As far as food sectors, food literacy aims to include all sectors within food. A general
knowledge and experiences with food is the goal.

Food security

Description
If there is enough food, and if the food within the country is available and accessible for
the whole population, is the focus of food security. A lack of food security might lead to
poor health within some groups of the society. Social, economical and cultural factors play
a role in this context. More over, Danish production methods and food consumptions might
affect food security in countries beyond Denmark.
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Justification
Market – Social
Due to the Danish pig industry, Denmark has a massive import of genetically modified
forage, which is having an adverse impact on the environment and the local population in
South America. The import of forage has been on going for years, but the increase of
livestock has demanded for more forage, which has demanded for more land for growing
soy, used as fodder. This is having an effect on the decrease of the rainforest, savannah
and general health for the locals (Bisschop-Larsen. 2013). This is a market issue, which is
affected by and affecting social matters in and outside of Denmark.
Scientific – Health
During the last years it has become a trend to shop for local food and to focus on the New
Nordic Kitchen. Life cycle analysis measuring greenhouse gasses has shown, that
transportation only is to be counted for as 4% of the total environmental impact. Where
as the method of cultivation is to be accounted for 83%. Furthermore, how food is
prepared, has a great impact on the environment as well. Developing countries has a
more CO2 friendly production, and consumers can make sustainable choices, still
supporting the developing countries, and to a certain extend by local products (Baltzer.
2013). If the consumers only were to buy locally grown fruit or vegetables, this would
have a great impact on the life and food security of farmers and their families on the
other side of the world (Augustesen. 2013).
Levels
Food security is clearly connected to the actions of the national food system, which will
affect individuals and groups within and outside Denmark. Systems developed to secure
food might only target the higher social classes, due to increase on price for specific
products, which might leave out certain groups in the society (Appendix 4).
Priority
Awareness and knowledge about food security is in the general population low, and it is
not of a high priority.
Differences between the four spheres
Production methods are moreover affecting food security within Denmark. Cheap and
often imported global products are the ones chosen by the public, and it can be argued
that this will be reflected in their intake of nutrition, and whether this will live up to the
official diet recommendations within Denmark. Pernille Bech is pointing to this issue:
“When I look at the global, I see it as cheap and it is possible to produce very large amounts
of products, this is what many will choose, due to the economic situation, where people has
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been economical stressed, you can see this on the sale of fruit and vegetables, this is what
people often skip because they find it expensive” (Appendix 9).
Difference between the five dimensions
The economy plays a role when specific production methods are taken into use. The
inexpensive energy flow has made it possible to export fish and meat to be filleted or
slaughtered, and afterwards import it back to the country. This affects the environment,
and it can be argued whether it is ethical correct to take use of these methods. Again, if
they were not to be used, this might affect the health for workers in for instance China,
which would be unemployed, not being able to support their families.
Global vs. local
The global systems have open up for specific production methods, which might affect the
food security for local citizens.
Discourse coalitions and alternative frames
Discussion regarding production methods and how these are affecting people beyond
Denmark are debated within newspaper articles. Again, the demand for cheap prices and
the possibilities for placing the production out of the country, for it to be sold cheaper
within Denmark are straining the producers, which would like to be competitive on the
market.
Ecological methods are having a holistic take on the issue, focusing on the environment and
health, and it is argued if these methods might be preferable in this context, and might be
seen as an alternative frame, when taken use of other production methods.
Dilemmas and contradiction
The growing focus on the origin of the food and its nutritional content, has demanded for
systems, which will secure the food and make it easier for the consumers to know what
they are buying. Martin Merrild, Head for Agriculture and Food, draws attention to an
issue regarding this:
“Will that increase in demand for foods then end up in a secondary market where people
cant afford to have those demands? And where the products are turned over for a lower
price without documentation and demands? That is gonna be interesting. If you don’t have
any money and you are hungry then you probably don't care about where that cow that
produced this milk powder used to live” (Appendix 4).
If the systems developed to secure the food only are payable for the higher classes, which
might not be in the target group, when raising the general health, it can be argued if the
systems are having the attended effect.
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Interaction with other attributes
The market is much controlled by the prices and competiveness; consumers tend to choose
the cheapest products available. Thomas Rode, public figure and restaurant owner is
stressing this issue:
“If you are standing with the two asparagus in Super Brugsen, one of them is 52 kr. a bundle
and the other one is 15 kr. a bundle, then which one are you going to choose, which one
would most people chose?” (Appendix 6).
Differences between the food sectors
The pork industry is largely main factor when it comes to how a Danish production can put
strain on food security outside of the country. Within Denmark it might be fruit and
vegetables, which often are perceived as expensive and for this reason not bought.

Attributes
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
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Merged keywords and codes / Extended definitions

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
18
19
20

Conclusion
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Awareness about local and global food is evident all through the 4 spheres:
public, scientific, market & policy.
Local food is generally linked to what is nearby, being lose to its origin, high
quality, something unique and small-scale farming
Global Food is linked to vast transport, standardized products on obscure systems,
untraceable systems, mass production on a large-scale farming.
Consumer choices are often based on qualities of the products and not as much
weather the product is local or global.
Consumers/citizens are demanding for information systems, which might be
expensive, however, consumers might not be willing to pay for in the end.
Price competiveness in between local and the global producers is moreover
intensified by lower distribution costs, which results of lower production costs,
particularly low wages in foreign countries.
The low energy prices might increase in the future, which will have an impact on
the global trade and the end prices of the products.
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food chains operating at a range of geographical scales through analysis of how food
chain impacts are communicated in different spheres of society.
To build a database of quantifiable indicators of impact and a set of 20 case studies
aimed at understanding how impacts are generated within specific food chains.
To advance knowledge on methodological problems and trade-offs arising when
measuring and comparing the impact of food chains within and between sectors.
To assess how performance is perceived by stakeholders in different national contexts
through participatory assessment and multi-criteria analysis of the different typologies of
food chains.
To assess the actual and potential role of public and private policies addressing food
chains and to turn assessment into policy recommendations.
To build a network that turns the advancement of scientific knowledge into decision making
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Summary
The research aims to identify main differences between local and global supply chains
in the secondary sources as well as in perception of experts interviewed in Serbia. The
secondary data on food chain performance in the country were collected from
different sources (journals, books, web-sites, market research, public information
guides, government and NGO documents, newspaper articles, TV programmes,
magazines and blogs). The cross-check of results obtained by the literature review was
done using the primary data collected by in-depth interviews.
Totally sixteen attributes were selected as the most relevant for description of the food
supply chain in Serbia. Some of the key attributes simply reflect the European approach
to sustainable food chain development (food safety, competitiveness, rural development,
multifunctionality, sustainability, public health, natural resources management and high
value added food). The other are result of strong influences of transition (food security,
regulation, accessibility, food demand transition) and globalization processes (food chain
structure, standardization, GMO). Responsibility appears to be the highly relevant
attribute provoked by the public debates in the country regarding identified
characteristics of the food supply chain.
The rank of attributes significantly differs among our experts. For example, the public
policy makers insist on standardization, competitiveness and high value added food.
On the other hand, the business sector experts consider sustainability and
competitiveness as the most important attributes. The particular attention was paid on
Food safety, Food security and Sustainability by scientists included in interviewing, while
food supply chain experts in the public funded institutes consider Natural Resources
Management and Rural Development as the most important attributes. The common
agreement among all experts exists only when Multifunctionality is concerned.
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S. 1 - Introduction to the national report,
The research aims to identify existing tools and methods commonly employed to assess
food chain performance in the country, as well as to discuss the range of discourses
and controversies involved in the supply of food. Particular attention is paid to main
differences between local and global supply chains among different sectors.
The secondary data on food chain performance in the country were collected from
different sources (journals, books, web-sites, market research, public information
guides, government and NGO documents, newspaper articles, TV programmes,
magazines and blogs). These sources cover four spheres - public, scientific, market and
policy, as well as the five dimensions (economic, social, environmental, health and
ethical). The list of sources with short description is given in the Annex of the report. The
key words were selected based on the content analysis of different sources. Initial
codes / key words were identified using Tagcrowd. In the Serbian case study, 246
initial codes were identified. The initial key codes were grouped and 78 second level
codes were selected for the further analysis (Table 1). Finally, based on the second
level codes, 16 high level codes were identified (food chain performance attributes
described in the part 3 of the national report).
Table 1: Key words (second level codes)
Public Sphere
Economic
dimension
Agricultural investments

Social
dimension
Rural areas

Food export
Policy
Government
Agricultural cooperation
Development fund
Subsidies

Environmental
dimension
Standards (ISO,
HACCP)
Regulation
Land

Health
dimension
Aflatoxin

Ethical
dimension
GMO

Quality
Health

Safety
Certification
Responsibility

Scientific Sphere
Economic
dimension
Food production

Social
dimension
Rural development

Environmental
Dimension
Protection

Health
dimension
Functional food

Ethical
Dimension
Sustainability

Cooperatives

Social policy

Supply chain

Multifunctional
development
Social
responsibility

Waste
management
Environmental
protection
Agricultural land

Quality
standards
Health
safe
foods
Food
safety
management
(Food) labels

Sustainable
development

(EU) directives
Incentives
Food export

Environmental
pollution
Organic production

Competition

Ammonia Emissions

Food with N&H
claims
Food quality

Logistics

Ecological crisis

Dietary change
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Traditional food

Market share
Tourism/sectors
development
Innovations
Subsidies
Low productivity
Agricultural investments
Market development
Food choice motives
Food demand
Market Sphere
Economic
dimension
Food production
Finance

Social
dimension
Rural development

Environmental
dimension
Protection

Health
dimension
Functional food

Ethical
dimension
Sustainability

Rural development
/ development

Organic agriculture

Quality

Quality

Export

Unpolluted

Support

Trade

Sustainable

Traditional

Competitiveness

Value chain

Import

High
added

Accessibility - Price
WTO,
Free
agreements
Policy Sphere
Economic
dimension
Food production
Processing
Development
Agricultural policy
EU policy
Sector
Costs
Markets
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trade

Social
dimension
Rural development

Environmental
dimension
Organic

Agricultural
household

Ecological
awareness

Health
dimension
Quality

Ethical
dimension

value

The cross-check of results obtained by the literature review was done using the
primary data collected by in-depth interviews. The interviews were conducted during
November-December 2013. The interview took from 25 to 45 minutes. Totally twelve
representatives were included in interviewing - two policy makers, six producers and
traders, two academics and two market analysts (the full list of interviewees and their
affiliations is given in the Annex). The interviewees are experts in their fields, able to
provide insights into local/global, as well as security and resilience issues in food
supply chains within the country. The initial list of attributes was tested, ranked and
debated. Each attribute signify a general characteristic that is important in terms of
how global and local food chains are perceived and represented in the country.

S. 2 - National Context – brief description and
analysis
Serbia has approx. 7.2 million inhabitants with a territory of 88 361sq. km. The total
area of agricultural land is 5,097,000 hectares with around 80% arable land.
Approximately 55% of the population live in rural areas with around one third of the
active population relying wholly or partly on agriculture for their livelihood.
A variety of different favourable natural conditions result in a high diversity of
agricultural production. There are three broad agricultural regions that can be
distinguished in Serbia on the basis of geography and climate, land quality, farm
production systems, socio-economic development and political and administrative
boundaries, namely: Vojvodina, Central Serbia and Southern Serbia. Serbian terrain
ranges from the flat and rich lowlands of Vojvodina in the north for crop farming and
vegetable production, to hilly terrain in central Serbia and high mountains on the
eastern, western and southern borders of the country, suitable for sheep and cattle
breeding, and fruit and wine production. Agricultural production is based on privatelyowned farms. The farm structure is dominated by small private households. Private
farms cultivate approximately 89% of agricultural land, or 80% of arable land.
However, the most important producers are large privatized or privately owned farms,
also representing the important input sector for the large processing capacities in the
country. The small farms are faced with problems of the vertical coordination within the
food chain (Sevarlic et al, 2012).
The agro-food sector is the most important single sector in the Serbian economy
(ARCOTRASS, 2006). The relative importance of agriculture was the highest during the
1990s accounting for around half of GDP (it was a period of generally low economic
activity not only in Serbia, but also in the Western Balkans - WBC). The share of food
chain activities in GDP is still high compared to the EU and other WBC. If the
downstream and upstream activities associated with agriculture are added to primary
production, agriculture, in this wider sense, was the largest single sector of Serbian
economy, with around 20% of GDP during the last ten years (Figure 1).
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Figure 1: The Republic of Serbia GDP in the local currency (mil RSD)
and share of the food chain in the total GDP, 2001-2011.
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Source: Calculated based on The Statistical Yearbooks (2003-2013), The Republic of
Serbia Statistical Office.
The Serbian integrated food chain analysis (from farm to fork approach) has been in
the research focus since 2000. It is important to notice that share of the agricultural
sector (only primary production) was evaluated before 2000. The project financed by
the Ministry of Science and Technological Development - The Institutional Reforms and
Transition of the Agribusiness Sector in Serbia put particular attention to the
importance of the integrated food chain analysis in the country (Zakic et. al, 2002).
On the other hand, supply chain management is often seen as "the new business
philosophy that includes strategically positioned and much wider scope of activity in
comparison with its “older brother” – management of logistics" (Acimovic, 2006).
Based on available data from the official statistics, the share of upstream, agricultural
and downstream sectors within the food supply chain significantly differ. The upstream
sector has been extremely weak. The share of this sector in the GDP was around 0.2%
during the observed period (2001-2011). The primary agricultural production accounts
for 6% of the total GDP, while the downstream sectors play significant role in the total
economy with the average GDP share of 15% (Figure 2).
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Figure 2: GDP - Upstream, Agricultural and Downstream sectors, 2001-2011.
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Source: Calculated based on The Statistical Yearbooks (2003-2013), The Republic of
Serbia Statistical Office.
On the other hand, rising importance of specific approach with focus on different food
sector's (such as wheat, milk, organic, fruit etc.) has been evident in the literature
recently. The sectors in the focus are specific as they present food chain activities of the
essential importance for food security, food safety, and export potentials.
The food sector is the second largest FDI sector in Serbia. During the transition process
more than 2.6 billions of Euros of FDI came in the Serbian food sector. The competitive
advantage is usually seen in possibility to cover SEE, as well as Russian market (SIEPA,
2013). However, the most of the investments were oriented toward downstream sector
giving the favourable position for employment in food industry and trade.
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Figure 3: Investments and employment in the food chain in Serbia (average, 20012011)

Source: Calculated based on The Statistical Yearbooks (2003-2013), The Republic of
Serbia Statistical Office.
Figure 4: The largest investors in the food industry in Serbia

Source: SIEPA (2013): Investing in Serbia 2013.
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There are many reasons that agribusiness continuously attracts interest of foreign
agribusiness companies, especially in food and beverage production, where some of
the leading global companies have already discovered potentials of Serbia in this
regard (Figure 4). A good business climate and opportunities for investment are
assisted in particular through state subsidy programs for foreign direct investment. In
financial terms, grants are offered for both green field and brown field projects in
agricultural and food sector. It is important to emphasize that In the structure of GVA
generated from the food supply chain agricultural production still dominates (Figure 5).

Figure 5: Structure of GVA within the food chain in Serbia, 2001-2011.

Source: Calculated based on The Statistical Yearbooks (2003-2013), The Republic of
Serbia Statistical Office.
Agriculture in Serbia plays a significant part in the overall foreign trade, with 21%
/share in total exports and 6% to 8% share in imports during the observed period.
The key and most important trade partner for Serbia is the European Union.
Additionally, Serbia enjoys the privilege of being the only country in the region that
has signed the Free Trade Agreements with the Russian Federation, Belarus and
Kazakhstan. Moreover, the Republic of Serbia also signed the Free Trade Agreement
with the Republic of Turkey (applied since 1 September 2010), which provides
preferential access to Turkish market to a number of products by way of preferential
tariff quotas. The literature review showed that different agro sectors were analyzed
mainly based on their role in export contribution. For example, the viticulture and wine
production were observed as the most important industries in most of the countries who
have signed CEFTA agreement, including Serbia (Vlahovic et al., 2011). However,
large body of research was dedicated to dairy, as well as to fruit and vegetables
sector.
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Table 2: Food commodities export from Serbia, 2011
Serbia Top Ten commodities
Serbia Top Ten commodities
Export quantity
Export value
Value
Commodity
Quantity [t]
Commodity
[1000 USD]
1
Maize
1630891
1
Maize
455504
2
Sugar beet
432552
2
Fruit
318552
3

Wheat

323419

3

Sugar Refined

160142

4

Sugar Refined

191827

4

Sunflower oil

114041

5

Fruit

168928

5

Wheat

97626

6

156309

6

153812

7

8

Beet Pulp
Beverage
Alcoholic
Apples

130182

8

Pastry
89018
Beverage
Non86085
Alcoholic
Food Prep Nes
82775

9

Flour of Wheat

121949

9

Beer of Barley

10

Beer of Barley

114794

7

Non-

79562

10
Chocolate Prsnes
67324
Source: FAOSTAT, FAO of the UN, Accessed on August 30, 2013.
http://faostat.fao.org/site/342/default.aspx
Dairy sector in Serbia was analyzed by milk price transmission on formal milk market
for important product categories such as pasteurized milk, white yoghurt and cheese
(Popovic & Radovanov, 2010), dairy farm sector structure and its influence on the
supply chain (Draskovic et al, 2010, Bogdanovic et al., 2012), food chain structure stakeholders analysis from farm input suppliers, dairy farms, dairy processing sector,
retail distributors, food processors, to food service and consumers (Popovic, 2008),
structural changes (Popovic, 2009) and intensity of competition and concentration in
the dairy industry (Loncar & Ristic, 2011). The Serbian dairy sector was also in the
focus of the public debate regarding food safety issues during 2013 - aflatoxin
incidents (see journals sources in the list of the literature) as well as of particular
relevance for the market sphere (sees market reports and industry sources).
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Table 3: Food commodities import in Serbia, 2011
Serbia Top Ten commodities
Serbia Top Ten commodities
Import quantity 2011
Import value 2011
Value
Commodity
Quantity [t]
Commodity
[1000 USD]
1
Bananas
52435
1
Coffee, green
102566
2
Oranges
48156
2
Food Prep Nes
93793
3

Coffee, green

32401

3

Cigarettes

64027

4

Apples

32311

4

61038

5

Food Prep Nes

31641

6

Barley

31008

7

Sunflower seed

30492

6

Rubber Nat Dry
Tobacco,
un manufactured
Bananas

8

Tomatoes

24698

7

Wine

35681

9

Wine
Tangerines,
mandarins, clem.

24438

8

Chocolate Prsnes

34905

9

Pastry

29469

10

22953

5

10
Oranges
Source: FAOSTAT, FAO of the UN, Accessed on
http://faostat.fao.org/site/342/default.aspx

45985
39273

28617
August 30, 2013.

The present marketing system of fruits and vegetables in Serbia is characterized by a
long, fragmented supply chain, high post-harvest wastages and it does not foster
competitiveness. The system is also deficient in providing a fair share of consumer price
to the producer and in ensuring high quality and hygiene of the produce. Serbia plays
an important role in the world raspberry production, giving a 1/5th of the yearly
production of this soft fruit. However, this sector has been faced with numerous
problems: inadequate varieties and quality of planting material, insufficient
knowledge about foreign markets and lack of knowledge about new production
technologies aimed at prolonging the production season (Vlahovic et al., 2011). It is
estimated that Serbia is losing 30-40% of its produce annually at various post harvest
stages (Neel & Bonar, 2009, Jemric & Ilic, 2012). To increase quality, production,
profitability and exports, it is essential to maximize cooperation between producers,
processors, wholesalers and retailers (Radosavljevic, 2008). There’s an absence of
stable and long-term relationships with export markets due to lack of export
association (Acimovic, 2006). The potential of fruit sector was also analyzed in the
context of income generation and employment in the specific regions of Serbia
(Simovic et al., 2010).
All of the mentioned articles and sources were oriented toward economic (market)
dimension of food chain analysis. In a broader concept the value chain of organic food
in Serbia was analyzed in order to identify concrete strategies and measures for
promotion of organic food as possible promoter of agriculture and rural development
in Serbia (Curic & Ceranic, 2011). The traditional food chain was analyzed in the
same context (Stojanovic & Ognjanov, 2012).
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The food chain development was in the wider scope of multifunctional development of
agriculture and rural areas in Serbia (Zakic & Stojanovic, 2004; Bogdanov &
Vasiljevic, 2011). The structural connections were particularly emphasized between
agricultural production, rural areas and tourism development (Lovreta et al., 2013).
The concept has been promoted mostly in the scientific and political sphere without
clear explanation or interpretation as well as mechanisms of its implementation.
Serbia’s rural space is heterogenic and devastated in different extent, and therefore
extremely complicated for planning of multifunctional development. Partially, it is a
consequence of the Soviet model of industrialization applied as the main economic
model in development strategy of the former Yugoslavia (Rikalovic et al., 2012). The
environmental dimension of food chain development in Serbia was discussed only in a
few papers, mostly provoked by scientific research founded either by the national or
the EU sources of the financing (Kováč & Jelinek, 2010, Miltojevic et al., 2011).

Table 4: The key triggers for recent change in the food chain
No. Policy document
Year
1
The Law on Privatization
200, 2003, 2005, 2007, 2010
2
The Strategy on Agricultural and Rural
2005
Development
3
The National Sustainable Development
2008
Strategy of the Republic of Serbia
4
The Stabilisation and Association Agreement
2008
with the EU
5
The Law on Agriculture and Rural
2009
Development
6
The Food Safety Law
2009
7
The National Strategy for the inclusion of
2009
Serbia in the Clean Development (Kyoto
protocol)
8
The Trade Law
2010
9
The Law on Organic Production
2010
10
The Law on Geographic Indications
2010
11
The Waste Management Strategy for
2010
period 2010-2019
12
The National Programme for Environmental
2010
Protection 2010-2019
13
The Strategy on Biodiversity of the Republic
2011
of Serbia for the period 2011-2018
The silent part of the food chain was organization and role of consumer’s organization
in Serbia. In the last few years several papers were published regarding the main
consumer driven triggers for the food chain development in the country. The research
conducted between 2008 and 2011 in the course of the FP7 founded FOCUSBALKANS project gave an excellent database for exploring recent changes and trends
in food consumption not only in the Serbia but in WBC region (Barojlle et al, 2013).
The most important factors of food choice are sensory appeal, purchase convenience,
and health and natural content; the least important are ethical concern and familiarity.
The ranking of food choice motives across WBCs was strikingly similar (Milosevic et al.,
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2012). The main conclusions concerning the major evolving markets for health claim
products, fruits, organic products and traditional food and findings on food choices of
Western Balkan consumers were elaborated (Zezelj et al., 2012; Giraud et al, 2013;
Sijtsema et al., 2012). Policy makers and the supply chain should take differences in
consumer preferences regarding different food products into account in order to
develop specific market strategies. Particular attention should be paid to changing
regulations (adjustments of the national to the EU legislation) and supply chain activities
(Stojanovic et al, 2013).
Finally, based on the policy documents analysis, the key triggers for change of the
food chain in Serbia are selected in the table above. It is expected that food chain will
be governed toward sustainable development in the future more than it was in the
past.

S. 3 - Analysis of how food chain performance
is currently assessed
Serbia’s agricultural sector is dominated by private farms utilizing more than 80% of
available agricultural land. The farm structure is composed of Agrokombinats (AKs) formed from 1953 onwards as the state confiscated or otherwise acquired land (so
called “social enterprises”). Most of the AKs have by now passed through a
preliminary stage of privatisation, in which they have been transformed into
shareholding “mixed enterprises”, with the state still remaining the majority
shareholder, while some of them were privatized by private companies.
Serbia has a long tradition in cooperative production, dating back to the second half
of the 19th century. The Cooperative Farms (CFs) in their current form stem from stateled collectivisation over the period 1948-54. The CFs have many of the same problems
of management, under-investment and over-manning, and face similar challenges
along the road to profitability.
Private agricultural sector is composed of subsistence and commercial farms. According to the Census (2012) there are about 680000 private farms with
unfavourable structure (less than five hectares farms dominate). Because of their small
size, most of these farms produce for their own household consumption and market only
a small proportion of their output. Consequently, many farming families are heavily
dependent on non-farming sources of employment and income. Within the private
farming sector there is an emerging group of commercial farms, which produce
primarily for the market. Among these producers are two distinct groups: the first
group is composed by those farmers that own larger estates and are primarily
oriented to farming, the second group is composed by those that own just a few
hectares but are dedicated to the production of high quality fruit and vegetables. The
first group is mainly located in the north part of country (the region of Vojvodina),
while the second dominate on the south of Serbia.
Farmers in Serbia have small market power (Popović, 2013). The primary sector is
generally fragmented, small scale production dominate along with huge lack of
awareness for cooperation within the food chain. Consequently, a large part of the
primary agricultural sector operates out of the commercially oriented food supply
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chain (Berkum & Bogdanov, 2012). They belong to so-called peasant economy or
traditionally oriented farm sector (Zakić & Stojanović, 2008). The problems related to
the weak farm sector were emphasized in different documents adopted at the national
level aiming to support agricultural and rural development (see the list of policy
documents). These findings were also confirmed during the interviewing.
Typical statements
"Around 47% of farms cultivate land up to 2ha. I would like to ask you: are they truly
able to achieve the competitive position by single farm activity? As a matter of fact, our
agricultural production is not cost effective. If we count also on those whose land
ownership goes up to 5 ha, they form 76% of total number of farms in Serbia. It is a
huge problem; there is no possibility to develop intensive agricultural production."
(Agricultural and Food Industry Association, Serbia)
"Our agriculture suffers from an unfavourable land structure. The average household is
around 3 ha. The small households could not employ labour efficiently, as well as
agricultural machinery. They could not hire additional land for cultivation. This problem is
particularly evident after the privatization of large socially owned agricultural companies
(the state ownership that could be landed is limited, giving an impulse for increasing of
land price which are not acceptable for most of agricultural producers in the country)."
(Producer, Serbia)
"The family farm prevails as the micro, small and medium size enterprise. They are mostly
oriented toward primary agricultural production, and the main point for them is how to
achieve the processing or specific services? How they should be organized? - it is the basic
question according to my opinion." (Scientist, Serbia)
"Low quality of warehousing system for primary agricultural products in Serbia is a
particular problem. Agricultural producers are not able to build up their own capacities,
and they are forced to accept unfavourable conditions given by specialized storage
companies (price of primary agricultural products, quality of the products cannot be
checked by independent laboratory etc.)." (Producer, Serbia)
"The food chain is not efficient. The chain is consisted of numerous small scale producers.
The coordination between stakeholders within the food chain does not exist which
significantly influence possibility to answer on all requests at the international market (due
to quality standards, food safety etc.)." (Public research institute, Serbia)
"The most of our products could not be exported... traders are those who are oriented
toward export within the food chain, and income generated by farmers is extremely low."
(Producer, Serbia)
However, the traditional producers ("rural-world") supply the local markets with low
processed food thus contributing to the local food chain development. Due to small
scale of production they cannot provide the market efficiently. There are also many
doubts related to the food safety issues due to technology applied and hygienic
standards. For example, the importance of hygienic and veterinary standards for the
market development was confirmed by The Study on Kraljevački kajmak (Kajmak of
Kraljevo) under the SINGER-GI project (Paus & Esteve, 2007). The lower level of trust
in the system of control over products sold on green markets in Serbia was also
emphasized in the study conducted under the FP7 FOCUS-Balkans project on
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traditional food (Stojanović & Ognjanov, 2012). To meet new market requirements,
further cooperation among entrepreneurs will be needed. Such cooperation could be
institutionalized through cooperatives. Local producers should be supported to establish
cooperatives to strengthen their market position and promote their food products
(Stojanović et al., 2010). Out of the economic context, the activities of traditional food
producers are often valorized in the complementary social and environmental context.
This is particularly evident in the public and policy sphere.
Farmers and processors within the local food chain trade mainly through spot market.
Contract farming has not been widespread in Serbia (Berkum & Bogdanov, 2012).
Vertical coordination occurs only in those sectors acquiring high processing stage such
as industrial crops and livestock production. If the contract agreements exist, they are
mainly set between larger producers and processors within the country (ALC, 2010).
Some branches of food industry are perceived as old fashion, not innovative, low
specialized and with traditional processing facilities while other are considered as upgraded, modernized and export oriented (Bogdanov, 2010). Processing industry of
industrial crops, confectionery industry, fruit and vegetables processing industry, and to
some extent bakery and milling industry are perceived as competitive, while later are
identified in fresh fruits and vegetables, poultry, dairy and meat production. The
sectors with good export potential, as well as those entered by foreign investors, are
regionally or global oriented. Foreign investors contributed to the sector transformation
and further food chain development.
The most popular retail format in Serbia is small grocery store accounting around two
thirds of formal food market. According to the Household Budget Survey 2012, almost
43% of household income was spent on food and non-alcoholic beverages in Serbia.
Flows in kind from rural to urban areas additionally contribute household consumption.
Simply, the informal food market still exists with strong relationships between rural and
urban population based on family relationships.
Supermarket and hypermarket format is developing in the large cities, while the
largest supermarkets are owned by the foreign companies. Particularly, the global
food chain is usually identified with the large retail companies or foreign food
processors entered at the Serbian market after 2000. Strong perception among our
respondents also appeared regarding the global food chain identity - they are simply
nominated as the large foreign retail chains in Serbia.
Serbian agribusiness is changing for the better, pursuing new supply chain models
linked to hypermarkets, value-added products, and modern business practices. The
new Law on Trade was adopted in 2010. As in the previous Trade Law, trade is
divided into wholesale and retail sale, but Serbian legislation for the first time
classifies trade according to the format of the trade (sales) outlet (The Law on Trade,
2010).
Typical statements
"Quality performed by local food chain is better than of global one. On the other hand,
the local food chain is not able to offer a large quantity of food and, consequently, price
of food is still high. Hypermarkets are also present. However, their development is not
equal in each part of the country (their role highly depend on their location and buyer
power). They are probably more influential in the large cities, while in the other parts of
the country the local food chain still dominates." (Policy maker, Serbia)
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"Local food chain is more flexible in general; their representatives are more familiar with
food consumer’s motivation and buying behaviour in the particular region. On the other
hand, global food chain is more efficient. International companies supply larger markets
with large quantity of food putting more attention on price sensitive consumers (they offer
cheaper food products)." (Wholesaler, Serbia)
"Consumer confidence is generally higher for the local food chains. Consumers usually buy
food on the open/green markets from producers/traders present all over the year. The
confidence is significantly lower for food offered by global food chains in Serbia." (Local
retailer, Serbia)
"Only a limited number of our agricultural producers are able to export products that
meet the international standards" (Researcher, Serbia)
"High presence of imported food products at the domestic market is noticed. During the
last ten years large international retailers entered the market. They want to sell their own
products, produced in their country. Their goal is not to support our agricultural producers
or food processors. They just fight for the market share. They use even the opportunity to
pay tax on profit in their countries." (Scientist, Serbia)
"I think that global and local food chains will merge. Some day it should be one system.
Currently, the large differences still exist. As a matter of fact, structure of the agricultural
producers will be changed. The people will come and buy land, they will invest in the
production. It will be modern agricultural production based on the international standards.
Traceability will be a key word as the large retailers are asking for it. It will be one
system - local and global. Local food chain will be integrated within the global one."
(Agricultural and Food Industry Association, Serbia)
"According to their characteristics, local food chain will be similar or even same as global
food chain in the future. They will differ only by territory they cover." (Scientist, Serbia)
Foreign direct investments in Serbia are focused primarily on development of
downstream sector. Food trade network has been in the focus of investors since 2005
(Božić, 2009). For example, a Belgium based grocery entered the Serbian market
recently through acquisition of Delta Maxi group (the largest grocery and supermarket
chain owned by domestic capital). Food chain in Serbia is considered as a part of
global food chain also in the context of suppliers in the up-stream industries. Suppliers
are traders (importers) of seeds, pesticides and other chemicals, as well as agricultural
equipment / machinery. This is a particularly silent part in the literature. Even when it is
taken into account, for example in the policy documents, the main conclusions are
derived regarding potentials of agricultural productivity growth. It is also important to
emphasize that the Serbian agriculture is low-input oriented due to high share of the
traditional oriented farmers.
Based on the research performed within the WP2, the food chain (both global and
local) attributes are defined as follows: food security, competitiveness, government
regulation, multifunctionality, rural development, sustainability, natural resources
management, standardization, food safety, food demand transition, public health,
GMO, high value added food, responsibility, accessibility, and food chain structure /
vertical & horizontal integration. Key attributes address different dimensions and
spheres. Description of the attributes is given in the tables below (Tables from 3 to 19).
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1. SUSTAINABILITY
How is the attribute perceived in the literature and by the experts interviewed?
National Sustainable Development Strategy defines sustainable development as targetsoriented, long-term (continuous), comprehensive and synergetic process with impacts on
all aspects of life (economic, social, environmental and institutional) at all levels.
Sustainable development is focused on developing models which provide quality
response to social-economic needs and interests of citizens, and at the same time
eliminating or significantly reducing impacts which are a threat or damage to the
environment and natural resources. The concept of sustainability is more in the focus of
the policy makers. The public officials are concerned only about the adoption of the EU
legislative in this area. In the practice, sustainability is more global concept as it implies
necessity for global action related to climate change, ozone, CO2 emissions, waste
and other issues which could not be resolved by any of isolated actions at national
level.
Typical statements
"Sustainability - the weakest point in our practice." (Researcher, Serbia)
"Although very important, sustainability is mentioned only in the policy documents and
regulations." (Financial expert, Serbia)
Description:
Table 3: SUSTAINABILITY
Attribute 1

Sustainability

Level of relevance

•

Global and local (National
development, 2008).

Priority

•

Highly ranked by the experts interviewed.

strategy

of

sustainable

Differences between the •
four spheres

Widely discussed in policy and scientific spheres.

Differences between the •
five dimensions

Strongly related to Ethical, Environment, Economic and Social
dimensions 1.

1 Three pillars of sustainability are: Environment, Society, Economy. In addition Ethical dimension follows
from the definition of sustainability and sustainable development (see e.g. National sustainable
development strategy, United Nations General Assembly, March 20, 1987: Report of the World
Commission on Environment and Development: Our Common Future; Transmitted to the General Assembly
as an Annex to document A/42/427 - Development and International Co-operation: Environment; Our
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•

Placed in the Environment dimension being frequently linked
to environmental protection, waste management, and
ecological awareness.

Differences
between •
local and global supply
chains

Global and Local supply chain are interrelated.

Discourse coalitions
alternative framings

/ •

Importance for a nation is clear. Therefore, it is implemented
in many policy papers (laws, strategies, national programs).
Widely discussed in scientific papers because it is recognized
as essential condition for further global development path
(limitations and possibilities).

and •

It is important to distinguish between short-term results from
the long-term well-being - that is most affected by growth,
employment, structural adjustment and creation of intangible
resources, and the proper disposal of the material and nonrenewable resources.

•

Sustainability is also related to the overall national
development - territorial differences in Serbia are
increasing; results of primary education in Serbia - measured
with the PISA test – are well below the European average;
poor health status of the population as a consequence of
conflict in former Yugoslavia, international sanctions, NATO
bombarding; it is necessary to build a modern and efficient
public administration, or a system of institutions; low level of
education of the average employed labour force and
population, and the low quality of human capital; high level
of corruption (National strategy of sustainable development,
2008).

Evidence of interactions •
with other attributes and
the significance of this

Connected with responsibility in general – future generations
right to have at least equal opportunity as current
generation 2. Frequently ranked by our experts in the same
line with food safety and food security (strategic concepts).

Differences between the •
food
sectors
/
commodities examined

Generally is the same, but needs to be adjusted because of
specificities of food sectors / commodities 3.

Dilemmas
contradictions

Common Future, Chapter 2: Towards Sustainable Development; Paragraph 1". United Nations General
Assembly).
2 Follows from the definition of sustainability and sustainable development.
3 Interviews (in general).
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2. RESPONSIBILITY
How is the attribute perceived in the literature and by the experts interviewed?
The absence of responsibility has been the main issue. The lack of responsibility is
evident. Decision makers are responsible for the food chain development starting from
the state, regional or local policy levels, to the individual stakeholders - producers,
processors, traders etc. The incident with aflatoxin in milk during the last year in Serbia
confirms total absence of any kind of responsibility for the food chain strategic (longterm) development.
The responsibility is perceived as a more qualitative concept. However, it is also highly
linked to the governance structures and highly present in the public debates regarding
food chains development in Serbia.
Typical statement
"The evidence of food export and import - it is a huge problem in the country. We do not
know who exporters, for example, of raspberries are. Raspberries producers are
constantly asking for governmental support. The same situation is in dairy production.
Who is responsible for the foreign companies control - we do not know as consumers the
quality of imported food, is it GMO or not, is it organic or not, etc. We simply do not
have the data about it... The food market is uncontrolled and nobody takes care to
improve the situation in the practice." (Researcher, Serbia)
Description:
Table 5 - RESPONSIBILITY
Attribute 2
Responsibility
Level of relevance
• Individuals and communities (National sustainable
development strategy and Waste management strategy).
Priority
• Manufacturers, importers, distributors and sellers of the
product are responsible for their actions. Manufacturer is the
most responsible for influencing the composition and
properties of the product and its packaging, waste reduction,
development of recyclable products, etc.
Differences between the • It does not bring income, and usually brings additional costs;
four spheres
not primarily economic motivated. Due to high importance for
society, it is mostly addressed in the policy sphere, as
activities framework.
Differences between the • High responsibility of producers, and therefore mostly
five dimensions
present in the ethical sphere (e.g. environmental protection,
recyclable products). Related to other four spheres,
particularly environmental.
Differences
between • Should be equally important issue in case of both local and
local and global supply
global supply chain. Definition and standardisation may
chains
differ depend on their specificities.
Discourse coalitions / • Purpose is to protect society, consumer and environment and
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alternative framings
Dilemmas
and •
contradictions

Evidence of interactions •
with other attributes and
the significance of this
Differences between the •
food
sectors
/
commodities examined

to provide safety and sustainable production.
The level of environmental awareness in Serbia is very low.
Average citizens of Serbia do not have a developed positive
awareness of the need to reduce pollution, establish rational
use of energy and non-renewable resources (see e.g. Policy
documents - strategies, laws, programs).
Highly related to sustainability, government regulation, food
safety and standardization.
General concept, not related to any of sectors particularly.

3. MULTIFUNCTIONALITY
How is the attribute perceived in the literature and by the experts interviewed?
The employment structure in rural areas of Serbia is similar to those in other transitional
countries (the unfavourable age and education structure of rural employees, the high
rate of unemployment of the active rural population, employment is high in primary
and low in tertiary sector etc). Multifunctionality is often seen as a concept of rural
economy diversification. The economic structure of rural areas of Serbia largely
depends on the primary sector. Agricultural employment shares are among the highest
when compared to the EU. About 1/3 of the active population in rural areas is
employed in agriculture. Other activities in rural areas are not diversified. It results in
the lack of alternative employment and income opportunities for rural population.
Multifunctionality is related to the different business opportunities "in and around the
agriculture" (the stage of so-called agricultural rurality).
Typical statements
"Multifunctional agriculture - it is the main topic of recently published papers in Serbia. It
addresses the European model of agricultural development, but, although it seems to be
highly relevant, it could not be stated that we were completely able to implement the same
model in our practice." (Researcher, Serbia)
"Serbia is approaching the definition of national priorities in the social, economic and
ecological area. The priorities are guided by multifunctionality as the generally accepted
model of the wider environment (the EU ones)". (Producer, Serbia)
"As far as multfunctionality is concerned, it is an important topic, but I do not believe in
diversification of activities in most of our rural areas. Simply, people do not see
perspective in the villages. They will decide rather to live in the suburban area. The
villages in south of Serbia are devastated. If you go on the north of the country, the
situation is different. The concept of multifunctionality is simply more visible in Region of
Vojvodina." (Agricultural and Food Industry Association, Serbia)
"Local food chain should be in favourable position as it covers a wide range of activities
in rural area (multifunctionality). It produces the food widely accepted in the local
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population. It facilitates local economy development. The multinational companies do not
have in their focus development of the local community or some village in a developing
country. Local food chain also contribute to cleaner environment in terms of transportation
and CO2 emission (particularly in fresh food produce and trade." (Policy maker, Serbia)
Description:
Table 5: MULTIFUNCTIONALITY
Attribute 3
Multifunctionality
Level of relevance
• Highly important because it represents benefits that
agricultural policies may provide for a country/region.
(Pejanovic & Vujovic, 2008).
Priority
• High, multifunctionality is based on the European model and
requests specialization (agricultural, industry and services
sectors in the rural communities) (based on interviews).
Differences between the • A relevant presence across the Policy and Scientific sphere.
four spheres
Differences between the • Particularly relevant in Economic dimension, connected with
five dimensions
Social dimension, as well as Environmental dimension.
Differences
between • It is more relevant issue in case of local supply chain, because
local and global supply
it represents direct benefit to society, culture, a national
chains
economy as a whole.
• Mutifunctionality and related policies are important issue in
discussion at the global level regarding agricultural sector
support. 4
Discourse coalitions / • Governments may correct market failures with policies
alternative framings
defined to either encourage or discourage a certain practice.
The experience of developed countries shows that the
degree and nature of state support is a crucial factor in the
development of small and medium-sized enterprises,
manufacturing and food processing industries in the country.
Dilemmas
and • There are broad discussions about the new tasks that farms
contradictions
should perform for society, and therefore importance of the
analysis of multifunctionality.
• Agriculture produces jointly a number of commodity and noncommodity outputs; some of the non-commodity outputs
exhibit the characteristics of externalities and public goods,
with the result that markets for these outputs do not exist, or
function poorly. 5
Evidence of interactions • Generally associated with the social dimension – it is
with other attributes and
important for rural development through higher rural
the significance of this
employment; also plays important role for food security, and
environment protection. (Pejanovic & Vujovic, 2008)
Differences between the • There are differences between food sectors / commodities
food
sectors
/
according to different degree of non-commodity products.
commodities examined
4
5

http://www.oecd.org/tad/agricultural-policies/multifunctionalityinagriculture.htm
http://www.oecd.org/tad/agricultural-policies/37634589.pdf
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4. GOVERNMENT REGULATION
How is the attribute perceived in the literature and by the experts interviewed?
Level of the government involvement in the food supply chain functioning is measured
both by direct and indirect support. Direct forms of support are related to different
forms of subsides and government programs financed/supported by the agricultural
budget. On the other hand, broader context of the government involvement is related
to the institutional support (definition of laws and regulations, overall business
environment, as well as institutions important for the food chain functioning).
Government regulation is widely elaborated in the literature in the context of trade
liberalization (WTO).
Typical statement
"Everything what was done in terms of adoption and implementation of the new
regulations in our practice is in favour of the so-called import lobby. It addresses both
import of inputs for agricultural production and final, processed food. Local food supply
chain is completely neglected in our practice." (Agricultural and Food Industry
Association, Serbia)
Description:
Table 6: GOVERNMENT REGULATION
Attribute 4
Government regulation
Level of relevance
• This attribute is important for all stakeholders of the
production chain in the agricultural sector (from primary
producers to manufacturers of processed food products), but
also for the community as a whole since the food
expenditures have significant share in the average
household budget in Serbia.
• Government regulation serves to correct deficiencies of
market mechanisms that are manifested in this sector with the
aim of preserving the surplus of consumers and producers
and to control spillovers of surplus among them.
• The scope of regulation is much wider then commonly
association on price regulation followed by subsidies to
producers. Government regulation also serves to solve the
issues of production standards, process and product quality
and other conditions under which agricultural products are
produced. It is evident that the market mechanism in this
sector would not be able to provide sufficient quality of
food and, at the same time, to enable prosperity of supply
chain.
Priority
• One of the key aspects of the discussion with regard to the
food supply chain in Serbia (belongs to the list of top 5 of
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•

Differences between the •
four spheres
•

•
•

•

Differences between the •
five dimensions

Differences
between •
local and global supply
chains
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the selected key attributes according to the frequency of
keywords in the list of references that form the content of
this attribute, and also according to the content of conducted
in-depth interviews).
It becomes particularly significant with the start of the global
crisis and with getting Serbia closer to the process of
negotiations for accession to EU. Following Serbia's
acceptance as a candidate for EU membership, its
agriculture and rural issues will receive major attention as
agriculture is an important activity in Serbia, especially in
the low-income rural areas (Berkum & Bogdanov, 2012;
Volk 2010).
It is the subject of special attention in the public, scientific and
policy spheres.
In the public sphere high pressure of themes such as
regulation of prices of primary agricultural products with
subsidized production, and the establishment of
development funds that may constitute elements of state
intervention. Topics related to the regulation of production
of GMO products followed by the need for product
certification is also present (see newspaper and
Blogs/Facebook/Twitter sources in the list of literature).
It seems that certification issues in Serbia are not sufficiently
regulated and adequately controlled [interviews].
The focus in the scientific sphere is on the regulation in the
field of environmental protection and quality control of food
with setting standards for their production. Adopting of
certain international quality certificates (ISO and HACCP,
GlobalGAP) provides much better position in international
trade and easier obtaining of other specific certificates
(Popovic, 2008; Sevarlic & Veljkovic, 2012).
In the policy sphere in terms of issues related to agrarian
policy, it is obvious that Serbia needs to adjust its
agricultural policy in order to be compatible for the EU
integration. Topics that concerns quality are also very
frequent and closely related to the need for government
regulation. (Popovic, 2009; Bogdanovic et el., 2012; Zezelj
et. al, 2011).
The content of this attribute is dominantly present in the
economic dimension (e.g. issues like price, subsidies,
agricultural policy, the implementation of EU directives). To a
lesser extent this attribute is present in environmental, health,
social and ethical dimensions.
It's equally in relation with both local and global food
supply chain due to the need for establishing EU standards
of production which is a basic requirement for food
exporting, and for raising local population awareness
towards food safety and sustainable agricultural
development issues. Both local and global tendencies

•

Discourse coalitions
alternative framings

/ •

Dilemmas
and •
contradictions
Evidence of interactions •
with other attributes and
the significance of this
Differences between the •
food
sectors
/
commodities examined

towards necessary greening of agriculture are compatible
with the generally accepted development model –
sustainable development (Miltojevic et al, 2011; Babic et
al., 2012; Djorovic et al., 2012; Sevarlic et al., 2012).
In addition, price regulations with production subsidizing and
general assistance to agriculture are important factors for
both local and global aspects of the chain. Otherwise it is
not possible to provide a sufficiency of quality food at
affordable prices for the actual living standard, and it is
also impossible to complete so called trinity of quality,
quantity and continuity of production which is necessary
prerequisite for the successful food export (from newspapers
sources and interviews).
Coalition of agricultural economists, experts for international
standards implementation and policy makers of various
professional profiles that are not directly related to the
food chain is a common example when it comes to this
attribute in Serbia.
Standard dilemma relates to the possibility that this sector is
left to the free market forces.
It is primarily related to sustainability as well as food security
and food safety. Obviously government regulation is used to
eliminate the negative external effects that would occur if
food production chain would be left to the free market
mechanisms.
Most records of this attribute are in the domain of primary
farming, fruit production and production and processing of
milk (according to some expert opinions milk market is one
of the most regulated among all agriculture products)
(Popovic, 2008).

5. COMPETITIVENESS
How is the attribute perceived in the literature and by the experts interviewed?
Competitiveness is in Serbia perceived as an ability of the sector to achieve the highest
level of efficiency to meet challenges posed by foreign rivals at the international
markets (competitiveness at industrial level). Competitiveness is also analyzed at the
firm level - in that case it implies the ability to make production at lower costs and
higher quality. The so called sustainable competitiveness (defined as the set of
institutions, policies, and factors that make a nation remain productive over the longer
term while ensuring social and environmental sustainability) is perceived as an
important concept in the practice. Additionally, the effectiveness enhancers has been
considered as the most important factors of the Serbian food chain competitiveness
(with innovation rarely mentioned and only in the area of technology improvement).
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Typical statements
"The flexibility of the primary and other sectors within the food chain does not exist. The
structure of agricultural production is inadequate... Only a few agricultural producers
have positioned as suppliers for the large retailer's chains. The largest part of agricultural
production has been purchased at the green (open) and wholesale market." (Trader,
Serbia)
"The evidence of production cost does not exist. Simply, agricultural producers in Serbia
are not obliged to keep the records about the production. They even do not know their
costs per unit of production." (Agricultural and Food Industry Association, Serbia)
"Competitiveness is mostly discussed as a general concept. It is perceived as an activity
supported by the government (subsidies for the agricultural production). It is common
opinion of primary sector stakeholders. Due to low level of direct support, they are not
able to compete at international markets. As a matter of fact, the agricultural production
is not standardized, low input technology dominates, productivity is at very low level etc."
(Policy maker, Serbia)
"We will not be able to achieve international competitiveness even in organic production.
The organic sector in Serbia is still in its infancy. We just have to ask ourselves - when we
achieve the larger involvement of agricultural producers in the organic production, where
will than be Austria or other EU countries? There is no chance to be competitive even in
this area." (Producer, Serbia).
Description:
Table 7: COMPETITIVENESS
Attribute 5
Competitiveness
Level of relevance
• The issue of competitiveness of the agricultural sector
products is of the great relevance, especially when it comes
to the global food supply chain (food export).
• Because it is a complex and multidimensional phenomenon,
this attribute incorporates and synthesizes a number of other
terms with significant frequency of appearance within a list
of relevant references, which is the reason that initially drew
attention to its relevance.
• Various aspects of competitiveness are in the circulation from
competitiveness of the sector as a whole in the international
framework to the competitiveness of its individual parts
(Simovic et al., 2010).
Priority
• It can be said that this is the one of the main attributes with
quite similar level of priority as government regulation.
Based on the results of expert interviews the majority of the
respondents put this attribute within the upper part of the list
of priorities.
Differences between the • Fact that the competitiveness should be considered as the
four spheres
complex phenomenon makes this attribute present in all four
defined spheres (public, scientific, market and policy). Indeed,
it is evident that this attribute and the key words and
concepts that form it are significantly more frequent in the
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field of science and market then in the other two spheres.
Predominantly occurring terms in the scientific sphere
connected to the competitiveness are: competition,
innovation, food exports, low productivity, production
standards and food quality. (Popovic & Radovanov, 2010;
Babic et al., 2012; Djorovic et al., 2012; Sevarlic &
Veljkovic, 2012).
In the market sphere beside the frequently used term
competitiveness in different meanings from competitiveness
of products to the competitiveness of particular aspects of
the food supply chain, there are other aspects of this
phenomenon such as: export, prices, sustainable production
and high value added food products. (MATFWM, 2011;
USDA Foreign Service, 2011).
This attribute is largely occurring in the economic realm.
Certainly, it also appears in the other dimensions, but less
directly.
By definition, the competitiveness in this context implies the
possibility of different branches to generate sustainable and
profitable growth which leads to the market shares increase
at both the local and international markets (AgriPolicy,
2011).
It seems certain that issue of competitiveness is more related
to the global supply chain than with local, because only in
collision with foreign competition it can be know to what
extent the production process and resulted products could
be recognized as competitive. Evidently entering into the
stream of more and more liberal trade that is imposed by
the rules of international trade and aiming at survival,
Serbia will have to increase the level of competitiveness of
food from Serbia up to a significant extent (Sevarlic &
Veljkovic, 2012).
Improving of the competitiveness of food products need
orchestrated activity of different professional branches such
as agricultural economists, agronomists, ecologists, economic
policy makers, technologists and others. Because it is a
multidimensional phenomenon, it is impossible to observe it
from just one side, so its improvement requires the
orchestrated activity of many different professions.
Deliberately or accidentally lacking of distinction between
the concepts of competition and competitiveness, and
believing that strong competition among producers on the
same level of supply chain will immediately intensify
competitiveness of agricultural production, which turns out to
be incorrect.
For example, in the domain of primary agricultural
production the fact is that the land holdings of the vast
majority of producers are relatively small, so they can only
take prices as given, which means that the production is
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•

mainly based on the technical optimization for a given
product and factors prices. Under such conditions it is very
problematic to speak of the existence of competition and its
intensification, while the issue of raising the competitiveness
of production may be quite legitimate.
Competitiveness is primarily associated with attributes:
sustainability, multifunctionality, food safety and food security.
It sporadically appears in the same rank with the specified
attributes or received rankings adjacent to them. [interview]
The issue of competitiveness of production should not be
neglected and it should be pursued despite the fact that this
sector could not be able to exist in a liberalized
environment, without government regulation. [interview]
The issue of competitiveness of production and its narrower
units is present in all sectors, but it is especially important for
those products that are intended for export (conventionally
produced crop cultures, raspberries, apples, long lasting milk
and other dairy products). For example, a number of studies
focused on the dairy sector states unsatisfied level of
competitiveness of production and processing of milk in all
parts of the supply chain, which significantly limits the export
of the milk based products. (AgriPolicy, 2011)
Also, in the last couple of years more intensive became
debate about how organic food produced in Serbia can be
competitive in international markets, parallel with the fact
that domestic market is quite narrow and without sufficient
buying power for that sort of food. (SIEPA, 2012)

6. FOOD CHAIN STRUCTURE
How is the attribute perceived in the literature and by the experts interviewed?
Food chain structure is formally covered by regulations in the area of antimonopoly
(competitiveness enhancers) acts. Having in mind the agricultural sector characteristics,
on the other hand, the outdated Law on Cooperatives imposes the food
sector organization to significant obstacles. The former socialist agribusiness companies
were not replaced by the integrated food systems in the practice yet. It makes
significant difficulties particularly for the large urban food markets, both in terms of
food safety and security.
Typical statements
"The food sector has been faced with a huge problem. For example, if you just have a
look at the agricultural price formation in our country, you will see, that even in the case
of highly fungible commodities (those traded on the exchange), the large players have a
significant influence at price formation. They simply negotiate and make arrangements.
For example, Serbia was faced with a huge problem connected to the sunflower price last
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year. The large producers and traders easily made an agreement about the price, while
other producers were not able to influence on it. They were simply forced to accept the
price." (Agriculture and Food Industry Association, Serbia)
"Simply, we cannot wait for structural changes any more. The key word is horizontal and
vertical integration within the food chain. As far as the agricultural producers stay out of
the integrated food system, they would not be able to build up preferable position
regarding downstream sector stakeholders." (Producer, Serbia)
"Small primary agricultural producers are not able to export without middleman. They are
constantly compromised." (Producer, Serbia)
Description:
Table 8: FOOD CHAIN STRUCTURE
Attribute 6
Food chain structure/horizontal and vertical integration
Level of relevance
• This attribute involves a chain of activities "from farm to
fork" and it has two-dimensional perspective: horizontal
(producers at the same level of the supply chain and
different final food products) and vertical (from producers
to the final consumers). In this regard structure optimization
implies adjusting of the both dimensions.
• It is certainly a relevant attribute according to the responses
of the conducted in-depth interviews.
Priority
• It is one of the 10 selected attributes based on relevant
references and information obtained from the expert
interviews. Notwithstanding, it cannot be said that this
attribute belong to the top of the priority list, because it
mainly belongs to the second half of it. [interview]
Differences between the • The presence of this attribute is dominantly related to the
four spheres
spheres scientific and policy.
• In the scientific filed frequent terms are “supply chain” and
“food demand”, which defines the need for the
establishment of adequate food chain structure. In this sense,
the main strategic goal is to build up a sustainable and
efficient agricultural sector which can compete in the global
market. (Acimovic, 2006; Popovic, 2008)
• Term "sector" frequently appears in the policy sphere, which
indicates significant focus of conducted agrarian policies to
the structure of the food supply chain and sectorial
approach of these policies.
Differences between the • Dominant presences in the Economic dimension through the
five dimensions
terms supply chain, food demand and sector.
Differences
between • When it comes to this attribute differences between local
local and global supply
and the global supply chains is evident, and it is mainly
chains
related with the mismatch of the demanded production
standards for two specified levels. [interview]
• Local – relatively low production standards, global significantly higher, which often block the export of domestic
products due to the inability to link quantity with quality and
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continuity. [interview]
Ecology experts, health professionals and farmers when it
comes to the production of organic food.
The structure of the supply chain should evolve and adapt to
the market needs according to the quality and volume (a
rarity and high price of organic food production,
unprofitable conventional production and GMO disapproval
– makes this statement contradictory at a glance). [interview]
Vertically observed Food chain structure is directly
interacting with the food safety, responsibility, public health,
food security and indirectly through demand transition with
the high value added food (the opposite of GMOs).
Food supply chain passes a number of stages and
operations – the most important is to preserve the quality
and safety of the product from the time of manufacturing to
the final consumption. [interview]
Shelf life of products which belong to the different parts of
the supply chain (inputs and final products) and therefore
the possibility for their storage represent a key difference in
horizontal dimension of the food chain structure. These
differences determine the export opportunities (e.g. fresh
and long-life dairy products, inability of raspberries export
without adequate refrigerator storage etc.). [interview]

7. FOOD SAFETY
How is the attribute perceived in the literature and by the experts interviewed?
The Food Safety Law was adopted in Serbia in 2009. The regulation "shall be to
provide high level of protection of human life and health and protection of the
consumers’ interests, including the principle of honesty and scrupulousness in the food
circulation, taking into account whenever possible the protection of the health and
well-being of animals, as well as the health of plants and environmental protection".
(Food Safety Law, 2009) It may be concluded that the food quality is perceived as the
main concept within the food safety attribute, and observed separately from animal
health and well-being, animal nutrition, plant health and environmental protection in
Serbia. In the practice, due to food incidents the main food safety issues were related
to the consumer protection (aflatoxin in milk, pesticides use etc.)
Serbia is a member of the International Organisation of Standardization (ISO) and is a
member of the Codex Alimentarius Commission. Serbia envisages further harmonization
with the EU acquis in the food safety area by adopting a number of laws,
implementing relevant to Animal Disease Control. Issues of protection of human health
in general and in particular from food-borne risks, which come under the SPS
Agreement, are dealt with by the Law on Food Safety (2009), the Law on Animal
Welfare (2009), the Law on Health Protection from Infectious Diseases (2004), Law on
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Sanitary Surveillance (2004), the Law on Veterinary Matters (2005/10), the Law on
Plant Health (2009), the Law on Plant Protection Products (2009), Law on Consumer
Protection (2005) and the Law on Technical Requirements for Products and Conformity
Assessment (1990). Requirements for placing dietetic products on the market are
provided by the Rulebook on Health Safety of Dietetic Products (2011). The quality of
individual groups of products is subject to specific Ordinances that are in line with the
EU Regulations (e.g. Quality of Meat and Meat Products (2004), Quality of Milk and
Milk Products (2009), Quality of Beer, (2005), Quality of Fish and other products
(2004), Quality of Fruit, Vegetables and Mushrooms (2005) etc.)
Typical statements
"Regarding food security and food safety issues I want to say that Serbia will never suffer
from hunger, but on the other hand, food safety has been constantly under the question
mark. The situation in this area is not perceived well by the large majority of consumers."
(Scientist, Serbia)
"There should not exist any of differences regarding this issue in global and local food
chains. However, the legislative is more tolerant in our practice than in the EU. For
example, the use of antibiotics in pork production is highly regulated in the EU, and our
producers cannot export their meat products." (Producer, Serbia)
"I think that food safety is the most important. Quality of food is determinant of quality
of life and consumer health - without food safety the other attributes are marginal,
second range food chain attributes." (Researcher, Serbia)
Description:
Table 9: FOOD SAFETY
Attribute 7
Food safety
Level of relevance
• Individual and national.
Priority
• Very important. One of the broadly discussed attribute in
public, among interviewed persons and in literature review.
• Food has to be acceptable for consumption by the end users.
Standard systems have versatile functions and they provide
safety of consumers in terms of quality and safety of food
that is consumed.
• The food safety system implementation and support to the
development and promotion of organic production were
introduced by the Agricultural Budget of Serbia in 2006.
• From the political aspect the most significant was the Law on
Agriculture and Rural Development (“Official Gazette of the
Republic of Serbia“ no. 41/09) and the most significant from
the aspect of food safety aspect was the Food Safety Law
(“Official Gazette of the Republic of Serbia“ no. 41/09).
• Approximation with the standards of the developed
countries in healthy food production (GLOBALGAP, HACCP,
Hallal, Kosher, …) leads not only to enhancing of export
performances of Serbian agriculture and food industry but
also to raising of the level of quality and control in
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agricultural production of processing of agricultural-food
produce designated to the domestic market.
Serbia also needs to further improve its record on
implementing food safety, veterinary, phytosanitary and
agricultural and rural development policies.
Of particular importance in the public, policy and scientific
spheres.
The market sphere is responding to policy actions.
Particularly important in the health, economic and ethical
dimensions.
Associated to both local and global food supply chains.
Local food chain is inefficient, with a large number of
intermediaries, still present grey market, poorly organised
agricultural producers, weak consumer influence, nonoptimized assortment and packaging.
Food safety and quality within local supply chains needs to
be improved. Better education both of consumers and
producers is requested.
Local food chain improvement is a precondition to global
food chain development and export of locally produced
food.
Due to non homogenized agricultural production, it is hard to
introduce standardization.
Also, producers face the lack of food storage and capacity
for distant transportation and export.
There is a public pressure for better consumers’ protection
and food safety standards implementation.
Policy dilemma concerning the introduction of GMO products
as a precondition for broader access to international
markets (WTO negotiations).
Ongoing Aflatoxin and pesticides usage issues are of high
relevance for overall consumer perception of food safety in
the country (see newspaper sources in the list of literature).
Food safety is linked to food chain structure that is nonhomogenized and unstable, and also to food security in
terms of quantities supplied, i.e. supply instability.
It is linked to responsibility and government regulation.
Additionally, attribute of food safety is linked to the public
health issues and agricultural competitiveness.
Food safety issues are more tackled in the fruit and
vegetable chains.
Lower level of standardization in meat and dairy chains.

8. FOOD SECURITY
How is the attribute perceived in the literature and by the experts interviewed?
Food security is often analyzed based on data on quantity produced. Therefore the
food security is ensured when the following three conditions are simultaneously
satisfied: (1) Food availability - seen as the quantity requested for the minimum nutrition
status of the population; (2) Food accessibility - addresses the policy issues such as "the
weakest households should have access to the essential food"; (3) The health value of a
single food product (food products free of any substances harmful to health, e.g.
residues of pesticides, antibiotics, dioxins, and harmful colorants, as well as poisonous
substances and pathogenic microorganisms) and quality of nutritional status (the
adequate proportions of nutritive components dependent on age, sex and type of
work). Food security is particularly emphasized by the policy makers but mostly in the
domain of food availability. Food accessibility is separately addressed in the policy
documents related to the poverty reduction. In the practice, the health value of food is
jointly controlled by the Public Health Institute (under jurisdiction of the Republic of
Serbia Ministry of Health) and different inspections bodies (under the jurisdiction of the
Republic of Serbia Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Water management, and the
Republic of Serbia Ministry of Trade).
Typical statement
"It is common impression that our food production is self-sufficient, and that food supply
is adequate. On the other hand, the government role in the food security improvement is
essential. The food security could be higher if the government, and generally society,
changed their attitudes and actions related to the improvements of primary agricultural
production in Serbia." (Producer, Serbia)
Description:
Table 10: FOOD SECURITY
Attribute 8
Food security
Level of relevance
• Individuals, local communities and national.
Priority
• Of high importance. One of the most discussed attribute of
the food supply chain in Serbia.
• High number of farms, small scale production and shortage
of awareness for cooperative action makes this aspect in
whole supply chain the weakest.
• Food supply chain is instable in terms of quality and quantity
of goods supplied (interviews).
• Producers are often not part of supply and distribution
networks that results in non-homogenized and irregular food
supply.
• Often high level of investments in fixed assets results in high
costs. These costs could not be covered if the producers are
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faced with the unstable position at the market (the high costs
could be only overwhelmed by safe, long-term contracts
with retailers).
It is necessary to establish the local partnership and
cooperation at all levels.
Of particular importance and concern in the public, market
and scientific spheres.
Particularly important in economic dimension. Food security
also influences export and import of food.
At this moment predominantly associated with local supply
chain. The foreign companies role is often seen in the context
of regular supply of food within the global chains entered
the market. The lower price of food is nominated as their
most important competitive advantage over domestic food
chains.
High awareness of the connections between the local and
global supply chains exist. Homogenized and stabile local
supply chain is a prerequisite for the development of the
global supply chain for the products for which Serbia still
holds a good competitive position .
o Due to the lack of equipment for longer period of
food storage, the solution could be to put the focus
on the localization of the global technology and
adaptation to local conditions.
o Increased orientation to local products while reducing
the large geographical distances of supply (because
it raises the question of the risk of food and
transport costs).
Food affordability is related to quantity, quality and price.
Existence of monopolistic behaviour of importers, exporters,
wholesalers and other intermediaries currently is affecting
availability and price of products.
Food security is predominantly linked and dependent on the
food chain structure.
It is becoming more and more dependent on the health and
standardization issues covered by the food safety attribute.
Small-scale production and processing of meat, milk, fresh
vegetables and a number of other agricultural products for
various reasons is unable to reach a global market
(inconsistency and lack of systematic control of consistency
with veterinary, hygiene and environmental standards, low
competitiveness in price and quality, lack of continuity in the
delivering due to high variability in production and yields
and unorganized purchase, etc.).

9. HIGH VALUE ADDED FOOD
How is the attribute perceived in the literature and by the experts interviewed?
High value added food is analyzed mostly from the economic point of view. Income
growth provokes the analysis of food consumption by different categories in different
household income quintiles in the market sphere. However, it is also important for the
rural economy development, social renewal of the rural areas and, overall public
health in the country. Currently, it is assessed by large body of texts related to the
traditional food production, organic sector development, functional food (particularly
in the dairy sector), food with N&H claims etc.
Description:
Table 11: HIGH VALUE ADDED FOOD
Attribute 9
High value added food
Level of relevance
• Individual, national, global ecosystems.
Priority
• Is getting more importance. One of the important aspects of
the modern food supply chain.
• The functional food with novel ingredients can be seen as an
opposite to the traditional food. It may be considered as a
much more global food, based on the needs of the urban
consumers oriented toward healthier lifestyle (Stojanovic et
al., 2011). Simultaneously, there is an increasing importance
of health aspects in the food choices. The concept of novel
food gains in importance with rising international competition
within a country strongly exposed to transition processes
(Zezelj et al., 2011).
• The Serbian market of so called novel food (mostly
considered as functional food) was initiated during mid
1990`s – first in diary and than in other sectors of food
industry. (Stojanovic et al., 2010).
Differences between the • Highly present in the scientific sphere, debated in the public
four spheres
and policy sphere also.
• The market sphere is responding to public concerns
(particular attention is paid in the public sphere – different
media address different issues related to the high value
added food production).
Differences between the • Particularly important in the health, environmental and
five dimensions
potentially economic dimension.
Differences
between • It is a global trend that is becoming interesting for the local
local and global supply
market too.
chains
• Local chains are perceived to be ‘healthy’ (Stojanovic &
Ognjanov, 2012).
Discourse coalitions / • Export orientation of Serbian agricultural-food production at
alternative framings
the international market cannot be provided via their
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quantity (except for raspberry according to export and
production of which Serbia takes the first, namely second
place in the world, as well as plum), but rather via quality,
namely health safety and price competitiveness of those
produce. Having in mind food safety issues, it is highly
debatable how to achieve this objective
At the present state of the food chain development in Serbia
there is an open question is there an economic rationale for
production of more functional and organic food, although
some initiatives have emerged.
Dilemmas about production of more expensive high value
added products vs. GMO products that are cheaper but
with open health and ethical costs/issues.
High value added food is becoming more and more related
to the public health issues, and also food safety
improvements in terms of standardization and quality
control.
The advantage should be certainly given to the production
of quality and healthy food, taking into account that organic
agriculture represents an unused potential for Serbia.
But the increase in production of high value added products
demands restructuring of the local and global food chain
and higher level of specialization in order to become
economically viable.
More evidence in diary chain, fruit and vegetable chain,
and lately in crop and meat chain as well.

10. STANDARDIZATION
How is the attribute perceived in the literature and by the experts interviewed?
Standardization is perceived as the process of criteria definition which food must fulfil
to be suitable for distribution or sale. Serbia is a member of the International
Organisation of Standardization (ISO). Among international standards, ISO standards
were the first to be implemented in Serbia. ISO standards that are implemented in
Serbia include: Quality Management System – ISO 9001; Environmental Friendly
Management System – ISO 14001; Food Safety Management System – ISO 22000;
System of Protection and Safety at Work – OHSAS 18001 (Babic et al., 2012). ISO
22000 standard systems refer to production of food and it can include all
organisations that participate in that chain. A new ISO 22000:2005 standard is based
on HACCP system principles and it is compatible with that system. The data of the
Ministry of Agriculture show that 800 companies have submitted applications for
certification, and around one half of them have got the HACCP certificate by 2010
(Sevarlic & Veljkovic, 2010). Standardization is particularly emphasized as a food
chain attribute from the industry point of view.
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Typical statements
"As far as our members are concerned, they are trying to follow standards. They are
large producers, companies and processors. They have to do it as they have been exposed
to the constant inspections within the external control system. The leading companies are
from tobacco and confectionary industry. However, some producers were not able to
follow all regulations regarding implementation of the quality standards mainly due to the
lack of financial resources. Investments in the new production capacities and technologies
was extremely low, so some of them were forced to close down production lines."
(Agricultural and Food Industry Association, Serbia)
"In our warehouses we apply advanced equipment for the input quality control. Standards
are clearly defined. However, they are still not fully harmonized with the EU legislation
and practice. The improvements are still needed in order to facilitate export of our
products." (Policy maker, Serbia)
"Export oriented food chain in Serbia is not efficient. The small producers do not
cooperate, their activities are not coordinated. Therefore it is not possible to answer on all
requests of the international markets in terms of quantity of food and quality, HACCAP
standards implementation etc."(Researcher, Serbia)
Description:
Table 12: STANDARDIZATION
Attribute 10
Standardization
Level of relevance
• Global and local.
Priority
• Ranked high in market and policy sphere.
Differences between the • Highly relevant for education of producers and traders, and
four spheres
therefore mostly present in the market sphere (producers
organizations, trade associations etc.). Also present in the
policy sphere. Addressed in the scientific sphere during
1990s and 2000s.
Differences between the • Strongly related to Economic, Health & Environment
five dimensions
dimensions.
Differences
between • Global food chains are better equipped, and can meet
local and global supply
international standards. However, local are perceived to
chains
have healthier food supply by local consumers. It particularly
refers to the short food chains of high value added food.
• Scientific area argues about more environmentally friendly
oriented production systems, mainly addressing global
sphere rather than local one.
Discourse coalitions / • Standardization is required for inclusion of local food
alternative framings
suppliers in long food supply chain and export.
• It requires both technology improvements and environment
protection.
Dilemmas
and • Possible conflict between economic, ethic and environment
contradictions
dimensions.
Evidence of interactions • Standardization is related to food safety and health
with other attributes and
dimension.
the significance of this
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It also influences on the economic sphere and innovation brings important improvements in productivity, price and
affordability.
Standardization in production of high value added products
might influence social dimension as well – rural economy
revitalization and development.
Small-scale production and processing of meat, milk, fresh
vegetables and a number of other agricultural products that
for various reasons is unable to reach a global market
(inconsistency and lack of systematic control of consistency
with veterinary, hygiene and environmental standards, low
competitiveness in price and quality, lack of continuity in the
delivering due to high variability in production and yields
and unorganized purchase, etc.).

11. ACCESSIBILITY
How is the attribute perceived in the literature and by the experts interviewed?
The accessibility is perceived as the purchasing power of a consumer/household
(access to food in general, in the country particularly address consumer perspective on
prices). It depends on income and food prices as well as the prices of other goods and
services (the concept of food demand elasticity). On the other hand, accessibility is also
analyzed from the trade sector point of view as a variety of food offered in food
stores.
During the literature review, accessibility showed as the highly relevant attribute of the
food chain. However, it appears to be not equally important for experts interviewed.
Accessibility is usually positioned in the same line with food security or even understand
as the second level concept within the food security.
Description:
Table 14: ACCESSIBILITY
Attribute 11
Accessibility (price)
Level of relevance
• Important at consumer level, particularly for vulnerable
groups.
Priority
• A key element of living standard in less developed countries.
While consuming food, consumers mostly make food choice
based on information about price (Milosevic et al., 2011).
Differences between the • A relevant presence across the four spheres, particularly in
four spheres
Economic, Policy and Public sphere.
Differences between the • Obviously linked to the Economic dimension. Ethic and Health
five dimensions
dimensions are also concerned.
Differences
between • Generally positively associated with global chains - more
local and global supply
consumer oriented, wide range of products are easily
chains
accessible to consumers in the large centres (capital and
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regional) (Market reports).
In Scientific “Local” consumer orientation, understanding of
consumers’ motivations and buying behaviour are still weak
and therefore consumer satisfaction must be addressed more
aggressively in the future.
Local food supply chains struggle with the market closeness,
non-transparent and complex chain structure and low
productivity, efficiency and investment potentials. Therefore,
they are not price competitive.
Importers, exporters, wholesalers and other market
intermediaries currently are very influential actors in value
generation due to its unduly high bargaining power in supply
chain.
Affordability is related to quantity, quality and adequate
price (covers food security and safety issues as well).
Generally associated with the Social dimension – price is
important for basic food and vulnerable groups; also plays
an important role for higher added value products and rural
population living standard. It is specifically controversial for
less developed countries.
Influence the places of purchase, the types of foods they are
buying and cooking and their ability to eat healthily and
make more sustainable food choices.
Connected with seasonal effects and climate change
(Environmental dimension).
Particularly important for basic food and vulnerable groups
(wheat and dairy).
More often mentioned recreantly regarding F&V and meat
products in the country (food demand transition).

12. RURAL DEVELOPMENT
How is the attribute perceived in the literature and by the experts interviewed?
Rural development is highly relevant topic. It is mostly related to the policy and
scientific sphere. Economic and social issues are overrepresented in comparison with
other dimensions when rural development is concerned. This attribute is provoked by
the European model of agricultural development and related policy adjustments of
agricultural and overall economic and regional development in the country.
It is often emphasized that Serbia needs to invest further in improving the social and
economic conditions in rural areas. Investing in the broader rural economy and rural
communities are vital to increase the quality of life in rural areas. Making rural areas
more attractive also requires promoting sustainable growth and generating new
employment opportunities. On-farm diversification towards non-agricultural activities,
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assistance for off-farm activities, and strengthening the links between agriculture and
other sectors of the rural economy play an important role in this. It is obvious that
Serbia still seeks for rural development based on agricultural and other related
activities of rural economy (the first phase in rural development).
Typical statements
"Rural development is related to the natural resources management and the policy makers
take responsibility for sustainable use of natural resources". (Trader, Serbia)
"Global food chains will take more care about rural development in the future. They will
be more oriented toward local products. The geographic distance between points of
production and consumption should be changed due to different risks in food safety as
well as in costs of transportation." (Scientist, Serbia)
Description:
Table 14: RURAL DEVELOPMENT
Attribute 12
Rural Development
Level of relevance
• Local.
Priority
• Highly ranked both in the literature reviewed and by the
experts interviewed.
Differences between the • Widely discussed in policy and scientific spheres.
four spheres
Differences between the • Strongly related to Social and Environmental dimensions.
five dimensions
Expanding of employment opportunities in the rural areas is
seen as a main objective in the social dimension (related to
identification of new sources of income for rural population)
(Bogdanov, 2007). Having in mind high unemployment rate
of the rural population in Serbia, as well as lower living
standards for rural households, rural development policy is
strongly oriented toward social goals. However, it is also
related to utilization of rural areas natural resources and
environmental protection.
Differences
between • Related exclusively to local supply chain. Rural area in
local and global supply
Serbia is defined as an area whose main physical and
chains
geographical characteristic is the primary use of the land for
agriculture and forestry (agricultural ruralism). Agriculture is
still the predominant activity and major economic contributor
in terms of food, incomes, public goods and services in the
rural areas of Serbia. Therefore, it emphasizes importance of
the local food supply chain mainly related to traditional
food. As a result, more attention has been paid to local food
chain development in Serbia recently.
Discourse coalitions / • Important at national and local level. Therefore, it is
alternative framings
implemented in many policy papers (laws, strategies,
national programs) (MAFWM, 2009). Widely discussed in
scientific area in terms of comparisons of the EU rural
strategy and the national strategy for rural development.
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Dilemmas
contradictions

and •

Evidence of interactions •
with other attributes and
the significance of this
Differences between the •
food
sectors
/
commodities examined

Rural development is often seen as an important part of the
regional development strategy and social cohesion. Relevant
for overall economic development in Serbia linked with the
so-called reindustrialization process. Rural development
objectives are targeted toward reduction in disparities in
economic and social indicators.
Improving market efficiency and applying the EU standards
is defined as priority axes 1 of rural development in Serbia.
It is connected with economic aspects while not responding
fully to environmental prerequisites and sustainability.
Being frequently linked to multifunctionality and
sustainability.
Related to the so-called local food concepts. Generally meat
and milk products, while F&V products and wine are present
too. Specific local activities in different sectors are
emphasized in the local development strategies (local
development plan).

13. PUBLIC HEALTH
How is the attribute perceived in the literature and by the experts interviewed?
Public health has been analyzed in the context of primary health care and insurance in
the policy documents. In the public sphere, it was emphasized in the context of
different food related incidents (e.g. aflatoxin, pesticides use etc.). Diet related issues
were addressed only in the scientific sphere. It is general impression that public health
is not perceived as an important topic from the policy point of view. The researchers
advocate for better understanding haw the food chain development has influenced
public health in Serbia (particularly related both to food born diseases and noncommunicable diseases).
Typical statements
"Public health - it is often mentioned in the media when food incidents are concerned. The
interest for this topic has been showed by different stakeholders. However, it is still not
properly understood, implemented, or even sufficiently present in our practice." (Scientist,
Serbia)
"Food chain will be in the function of food security (in the context of quantity), while
quality (products such as organic), will not be important, although quality of food
influence positively public health and human well-being." (Producer, Serbia)
Description:
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Table 15: PUBLIC HEALTH
Attribute 13
Public Health
Level of relevance
• Local.
Priority
• Highly ranked in the health dimension.
Differences between the • Widely discussed in the public sphere.
four spheres
Differences between the • Although strongly related to health dimension, also important
five dimensions
for the economic and ethical dimension (standards and
responsibility). Producers are forced to take care about
production standards, while contributing to the overall public
health improvement. However, they are not capable to
answer to all requests related to the standards
implementation due to old, technology and lack of
investments. It is particularly important for the local food
chain. The smaller enterprises and households experienced
numerous problems even in introducing HACCP based
systems with factors such as awareness of the legislation and
requirements, costs of implementation, and availability of
systems and training (Djekic et al, 2011, Tomasevic, 2013).
Differences
between • In spite of the previous elaboration, the local food chains are
local and global supply
perceived healthier than global ones (based on interviews).
chains
There is evidence that consumers do not take a lot of care
about health motive while consuming food in Serbia (FCQ).
The primary motives are price and taste (Zezelj et al, 2012).
Therefore, the significant demand driven pressure on the
public health improvement do not exist, or in the best case, is
very weak.
Discourse coalitions / • Public health aspects are significantly important for the
alternative framings
recognition of the local food chains and their inclusion in the
global food supply, and therefore important for the
economic dimension. Currently recognized as a strong
limitation of Serbian agriculture.
Dilemmas
and • Relations between GMO and public health have been widely
contradictions
discussed topic in the public sphere.
Evidence of interactions • Strongly linked to food safety (Note IP/A/ENVI/NT/2013with other attributes and
16&17; 2013). While both MAFWM and MoH are
the significance of this
responsible for the development of food safety legislation
and practice, only MoH takes care about Public health. The
food industry is exposed to strong regulation on nutrition
labelling, while health claims are not regulated at all. This
makes consumers in many cases mislead (Stojanovic et al.,
2013). The consumer protection is very weak.
Differences between the • Important for all sectors. Particularly connected with specific
food
sectors
/
incidents such as aflatoxin presence in milk at the beginning
commodities examined
of 2013. Under the early system of detection, it was even
suggested in December 2012. that the content of mycotoxins
in maize might cause further problems within the milk food
chain (based on texts in the newspapers and journals
analysis, as well as by MAFWM Plant Protection
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Directorate).

14. GMO
How is the attribute perceived in the literature and by the experts interviewed?
GMO has become frequently mentioned attribute during the last ten years,
particularly in the public and policy sphere. In order to join the WTO, Serbia must
change a 2008 law which prohibits producing or trafficking genetically modified
foods on its territory. Public opinion remains still strong against GMO. For example,
producer interviewed did not want to rank GMO as an attribute at all, because it is
not relevant term as far as the company production concept is concerned. The company
considers to be responsible for public health and human well-being, although "he knows
that the company will be faced with negative implications related to the profitability".
(Producer, Serbia). It is expected that Serbia’s legislation would be aligned with the EU
legislation in this area, the most restrictive in the world regarding this issue.
Description:
Table 16: GMO
Attribute 14
Level of relevance
Priority
Differences between the
four spheres
Differences between the
five dimensions

Differences
between
local and global supply
chains
Discourse coalitions
alternative framings

Dilemmas
contradictions
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/

and

GMO
• Local and global.
• Highly ranked in the ethical dimension.
• Widely discussed in the public sphere (newspapers and
magazines). Also important in the context of legislation
(policy sphere).
• Strongly related to the economic and health dimension.
Reference to GM is removed from the Law on Food Safety in
Serbia. The Law on Genetically Modified Organisms bans
the commercial growing of GMOs and the placement on the
market of GMOs and GM products. However, it is not
consistent with the WTO Free Trade Agreement or with EU
legislation in this area.
• Locally produced food is GMO free. Under legislation
implemented in Serbia, the production is completely free of
GM components and inputs. However, products at the market
are placed from other countries from the region
implementing the EU legislation on GMO.
• Highly debatable related to economic dimension. The
Serbian producers, particularly those in meat sector, are
placed in the worse position related to the other meat
producers from the region and the EU. More public attention
is paid to this aspect recently in the public and policy sphere,
• Highly relevant question in the political context. According to
the WTO regulation, Serbia will be faced with further
liberalization and implementation of the widely accepted EU

Evidence of interactions •
with other attributes and
the significance of this
Differences between the •
food
sectors
/
commodities examined

regulation related to the issue.
Strongly linked to food safety, responsibility and government
regulation.
Important for all sectors. Particularly relevant for the crop
production (corn and soybeans).

15. FOOD DEMAND TRANSITION
How is the attribute perceived in the literature and by the experts interviewed?
The dietary changes are provoked both by transition and globalization-driven changes
(privatization, income growth, urbanization, and employment). These processes in the
food system alter the amount and quality of food available for consumption in the
country. Changes in the food demand were often discussed topic, particularly in the
scientific sphere, and related to transition of former socialist model to a marketoriented economy and food sector. On the other hand, household consumption
responded to price and real income changes. Food demand transition, influenced by
changes in disposable household income, has influenced also changes in the food
supply (in terms of quantity, quality, different sectors development etc.). However, it
also significantly has influenced overall public health state in the country. Changing
lifestyle along with food demand transition are processes that should be carefully take
in consideration in developing countries. The food demand transition becomes also
important topic under the economic crisis. Although strategic goals, similar to a healthy
diet for a health life in the EU, were incorporated in the strategic documents in Serbia,
problems in food demand transition toward healthier diet has been evident in general
and particularly among the vulnerable groups. Food assistance programmes are not
developed (the institutional support is neglected).
Typical statement
"The consumer role for the food chain has been constantly underestimated. Retailers
located near to schools offer children everything that they cannot sell otherwise."
(Scientist, Serbia)
Description:
Table 17: FOOD DEMAND TRANSITION
Attribute 15
Food demand transition (Nutrition transition)
Level of relevance
• Local and global.
Priority
• Highly ranked in the economic dimension.
Differences between the • Discussed in the scientific sphere. Food demand transition is
four spheres
linked to GDP growth and consumption of the basic, more
expensive and food with high value added.
Differences between the • Strongly related to the economic and health dimension.
five dimensions
Increase of consumption of high value added food is at the
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Differences
between •
local and global supply
chains

Discourse coalitions
alternative framings

Dilemmas
contradictions

/ •

and •

Evidence of interactions •
with other attributes and
the significance of this
Differences between the •
food
sectors
/
commodities examined

moment affected only by the high income groups’
consumption in Serbia (Stojanovic & Cvetkovic, 2011). Due to
unhealthy eating habits, the so-called non-communicable
diseases (related to food consumption such as cardiovascular diseases etc.) are constantly increasing their
negative influence on the overall public health in Serbia.
Local food chains take more care about supply of high value
added food as it also influence income in rural (local) areas.
On the other hand, global food chains differentiate their
offer in order to better catch up with demand changes in
developing countries. Local food chains are more flexible
regarding this issue. Consumers perceive local healthier than
global food giving more attention to the well known and
established national brands (Butigan et al., 2013). Food
consumers, particularly those from lower income classes, are
highly pricing motivated (Milosevic et al., 2011).
Highly questionable related to economic dimension. Due to
income changes and demand transition, areas under cereals
in the total arable land should be lowered in favour of areas
under more expensive food production e.g. feed crops, fruit
and vegetables etc.
The public health officials advocate for better eating habits
without any considerations related to the economic aspects in
the country. Demand transition as a phenomenon is not even
mentioned in any of the public documents. The eating habits
of the population have been separately analyzed apart
from household income and consumption.
Strongly linked to accessibility, public health, responsibility,
and high value added food.
Important for all sectors. Particularly relevant for production
of so-called high value added food - fruit and vegetables
and meat.

16. NATURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
How is the attribute perceived in the literature and by the experts interviewed?
Natural resources management as an attribute of food chain in Serbia addresses two
main topics. The first is related to the protected natural assets. PNS contribute to the
preservation and enhancement of: biodiversity, the phenomena of geo heritage,
landscapes, environmental quality, and durability and quality of natural resources. The
second addresses different issues of intensive agricultural production and influence on
the quality of natural environment. Public discussion regarding GMO also addresses
broader context of quality of natural environment and sustainability of food
production systems.
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Description:
Table 18: NATURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
Attribute 16
Natural resources management
Level of relevance
• Local and global.
Priority
• Highly ranked in the environmental dimension.
Differences between the • Discussed in the scientific and policy sphere.
four spheres
Differences between the • Strongly related to the economic and social dimensions.
five dimensions
Differences
between • Locally produced food systems are more oriented toward
local and global supply
environment protection and rational use of the natural
chains
resources contributing to the sustainability of the agricultural
systems. Global food supply chains are not perceived
positive in the context of the good natural resources
management practice.
Discourse coalitions / • Highly debatable related to economic dimension. The wide
alternative framings
range of programs oriented toward support of the producers
with good natural protection practice (such as implemented in
the developed countries) was not significantly developed in
Serbia yet. It gives the important limitations to natural
resources management improvements in the country.
However, the local production systems are often recognized
as the extensive (characterized with significantly low
implementation of the modern technologies and inputs). Thus,
the soil quality is high, giving an important precondition for
the high value added food production, such as organic.
However, there are different factors on the global level that
influence quality of water, soil and other factors of
agricultural production. High interrelation of the global and
local food chains is requested in order to facilitate further
quality based exploitation of the natural resources on the
behalf both of current and future generations (the concept of
sustainability).
Dilemmas
and • In the context of the good production practice development
contradictions
and support to the less favoured areas, natural resources
management is under wider policy considerations,
particularly having in mind the EU policy in this area and
requested adjustments of the national policy.
Evidence of interactions • Strongly linked to sustainability, responsibility, government
with other attributes and
regulation and rural development.
the significance of this
Differences between the • Important for all sectors. Particularly seen as relevant for the
food
sectors
/
wild collection and organic production.
commodities examined
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S-4. Conclusions
During the secondary sources analysis totally sixteen attributes were selected as the
most relevant for description of the food supply chain in Serbia. The rank of attributes
after the interviews conducted with selected experts in Serbia is summarized in the
table 21. The attributes were also ranked according to frequency of the key words
that explain the second level attribute (rank in the brackets in the first column).
Some of the key attributes simply reflect the European approach to sustainable food
chain development such as food safety, competitiveness, rural development,
multifunctionality, sustainability, public health, natural resources management, high
value added food. The other are result of strong influences of transition (food security,
regulation, accessibility, food demand transition) and globalization processes (food chain
structure, standardization, GMO). Responsibility appears to be the highly relevant
attribute provoked by the public debates in the country regarding identified
characteristics of the food supply chain.
Table 20: Rank of the attributes in Serbia
Attributes
(the rank based on desk research)
Food safety
(6)
Sustainability
(3)
Competitiveness
(5)
Standardization
(1)
Gov. Regulation
(9)
Responsibility
(11)
Multifunctionality
(10)
Food security
(12)
Rural development
(7)
Food chain structure
(13)
Public health
(14)
Accessibility
(2)
Natural resources management (4)
High value added food
(15)
Food demand transition
(16)
GMO
(8)

Rank
(interviews)
1
1
3
4
5
5
5
8
9
9
11
11
13
14
15
16

Sum of points
92
92
91
87
84
84
84
83
81
81
78
78
69
67
63
61

The experts were also asked to add attributes not included in our list if they
considered them important. The following attributes were added by four out of twelve
experts interviewed:
1. institutional coordination (the private initiative in the agriculture has faced with
strong obstacles related to the previously applied forms of the agrarian reforms
during the socialist period - land maximum was abounded eighteen years ago, in
1996, the model of agricultural development was based on the so-called socialist
model of cooperation between large scale socially owned farms and privately owned
small scale households etc.; the food chain stakeholders philosophy was totally
changed without good approach to the reforms of institutions and institutional
coordination - bottom-up instead of top-down approach in development has been
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promoted without any change in the business philosophy and institutional environment
important for the food supply chain development);
2. Subsidies - the producers representative insisted on this term as very important
attribute for the domestic production ("We can not be competitive in comparison with the
EU agricultural producers without an adequate support");
3. Economic Sustainability - particularly addresses the agricultural farms income
stability in the country (it can be, according to the expert opinion, included in the
competitiveness as the second level attribute);
4. Vulnerable groups and diet - considered as the sub-attribute of the public health
(however, in the specific country context, it seeks to be separately analyzed according
to the expert opinion).
Figure 6: Differences among experts interviewed based on median rank of attributes

Finally, the rank of attributes significantly differs if stakeholders opinion is concerned
(Figure 6). Public policy makers insist on standardization, competitiveness and high
value added food. On the other hand, the food chain stakeholders included in
production and trade (the experts from business sector) consider sustainability and
competitiveness as the most important attributes. Having in mind the agricultural sector
structure in Serbia, it can be explained as a reflection of the family farms sector
position within the food supply chain. The week position of the privately owned family
farm sector (in terms of land use, equipment, land ownership, access to credit etc.)
dominantly influenced the expert opinion in this area. The family farm sector
sustainability also have a large impact on regional and rural development in Serbia (in
terms of social cohesion). On the other hand, having in mind the agricultural sector
structure, it is hard to find out the best strategy for competitiveness improvement. It will
certainly be influenced by different local development strategies based on high value
added food promotion.
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The particular attention was paid on Food safety, Food security and Sustainability by
scientists included in interviewing, while food supply chain experts in the public funded
institutes consider Natural Resources Management and Rural Development as the most
important attributes. The common agreement among all experts exists only when
Multifunctionality is concerned.
The local food supply chain development strategy should be based on the
cooperation, horizontal and vertical coordination, particularly in the area of
agricultural production. Local food processors will be progressively faced with the
problem of standardization (both in terms of production process and quality of
products) in order to achieve higher competitiveness on domestic and international
markets. As far as global food chain is concerned, the priority should be put on
localization of globally applied technologies and their adaptation to the local
conditions (the local resources and production). Serbia policy makers strongly
advocates for agricultural competitiveness improvement and, from the theoretical point
of view, the effectiveness enhancers are in the first line to be applied in this context.
The acceptable geographical distance between production and consumption, including
food safety control and sustainability of social system, will be the main advantages of
the local over global food production in the future.
It is important to emphasize that ranking of the attributes by experts strongly relays on
their objective knowledge about the food supply chain. However, we cannot avoid the
fact that such ranking might reflect also their individual preferences. Based on the
performed analysis, it can be concluded that different stakeholders have got different
opinion regarding the main characteristics as well as different dilemmas concerning the
food supply chain development in the future.
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Multi-criteria matrix of food supply chain performance
Key attributes of food chains
Sphere
/ Economic
Dimension
Government
SRB
regulation
Public
SRB
Scientific

SRB Market
SRB
Policy

Competitiveness
Food chain
structure./ Vertical
and horizontal
integration
Food demand
transition
Government
regulation
Competitiveness
Accessibility
Food security
Government
regulation
Food security
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Social
Rural development
Rural development
Multifunctionality
Responsibility

Environmental
Standardization
Government
regulation
Natural resources
management

Health
Public health
Food safety
Food safety
Standardization
Food demand
transition

Rural development

Sustainability

Food safety

Multifunctionality

Sustainability

Food safety

Ethical
GMO
Food safety
Responsibility
Sustainability
Responsibility

Food safety
High value added
food

Attributes – Detailed description
Attributes
Sustainability
1
2
3
4

5
6

7

8

9
10
11

Responsibility
Multifunctionality
Government regulation

Competitiveness
Food chain structure

Food safety

Food security

High value added food
Standardization
Accessibility
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Merged keywords and codes / Extended definitions
Targets-oriented, long-term (continuous), comprehensive and
synergetic process with impacts on all aspects of life
(economic, social, environmental and institutional).
Qualitative concept highly linked to the governance structures,
present in the public sphere.
Related to different rural business opportunities "in and
around the agriculture".
Direct and indirect government support to the food chain
development. Direct forms of support are related to different
forms
of
subsides
and
government
programs
financed/supported by the agricultural budget. On the other
hand, broader context of the government involvement is
related to the institutional forms of support.
An ability of the sector to achieve the highest level of
efficiency to meet challenges posed by foreign rivals at the
international markets (competitiveness at industrial level).
A chain of activities "from farm to fork" with two-dimensional
perspective: horizontal (producers at the same level of the
supply chain and different final food products) and vertical
(from producers to the final consumers). Includes different
relationships between food chain stakeholders.
Protection of human life and health in the context of
consumers’ interests, including the principle of honesty and
scrupulousness in the food circulation, taking into account
whenever possible the protection of the health and well-being
of animals, as well as the health of plants and environmental
protection
Considered positive when following three conditions are
simultaneously satisfied: (1) quantity of food available at the
market is sufficient; (2) "the weakest households have access
to the essential food" (vulnerable groups nutrition); (3) high
health value and nutrition content of food (healthy diet).
Organic and specifically labeled food. Related to the public
health issues and food safety improvements in terms of
standardization and quality control.
The process of criteria definition which food must fulfill to be
suitable for distribution or sale.
The purchasing power of a consumer/household (access to
food in general, in the country particularly addresses
consumption dependence on prices).

12

13
14
15
16

Rural Development

On-farm diversification towards non-agricultural activities,
assistance for off-farm activities, and strengthening the links
between agriculture and other sectors of the rural economy.
Sustainability is also included.

Public health

Mostly provoked by the different food related incidents (e.g.
aflatoxin, pesticides use etc.). Diet related issues were
addressed only in the scientific sphere and public documents.
Locally produced food is GMO free. Under legislation
implemented in Serbia, the production is completely free of
GM components and inputs.
The dietary changes are provoked both by transition and
globalization-driven changes (privatization, income growth,
urbanization, and employment)
Related to the protected natural assets (contribute to the
preservation and enhancement of: biodiversity, the
phenomena of geo heritage, landscapes, environmental
quality, and durability and quality of natural resources) and
different issues of intensive agricultural production..

GMO
Food demand transition
Natural resources management
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Annex 1. List of experts involved in interviewing in Serbia
Food chain stakeholder/
expert
Affiliation
Q: How would you say you Q:
What
about
your
engage with food chain institution / department?
issues?
Policy maker

Policy maker
Producer representative
Producer representative
Banking sector representative
Trader representative
SIEPA
Analyst/Researcher
Analyst/Researcher
Scientist/Academic
Scientist/Academic
Scientist/Academic
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Ministry of Agriculture,
Forestry and Water
management Republic of
Serbia, Belgrade, Serbia
Indemnity fund, Vojvodina
Wheat producer, Zrenjanin
Fruit and vegetables
producer, Vranje
Agrobanka, Belgrade
Trader, Vojvodina
Serbian Export Promotion
Agency, Belgrade
Institute of Economic Sciences,
Belgrade
Faculty of Economics,
University of Belgrade
Faculty of Agriculture,
University of Belgrade
Faculty of Agriculture,
University of Belgrade
Scientific Society of Serbian
Agricultural Economists,
Belgrade

Main area of expertise
Q: What is your area of
expertise, in relation to the
food chain?
Agricultural and trade policy

Agricultural trade and
warehousing
Production and cooperation
Production and cooperation
Agricultural financing and
investments
Wholesale and retail
Agricultural export promotion
activities
Fruit and vegetables market
analysis
International trade of
agricultural products and
food
Rural development
GMO, Cooperatives
Agricultural policy, Rural
development and
Cooperatives
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National level report, Peru
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GLAMUR is an EU FP7 project that aims at integrating advancement in scientific
knowledge about the impact of food chains, to increase food chain sustainability through
public policies and private strategies.
This general objective will be pursued through the following specific objectives:
To develop and validate a performance criteria matrix for assessment and comparison of
food chains operating at a range of geographical scales through analysis of how food
chain impacts are communicated in different spheres of society.
To build a database of quantifiable indicators of impact and a set of 20 case studies
aimed at understanding how impacts are generated within specific food chains.
To advance knowledge on methodological problems and trade-offs arising when
measuring and comparing the impact of food chains within and between sectors.
To assess how performance is perceived by stakeholders in different national contexts
through participatory assessment and multi-criteria analysis of the different typologies of
food chains.
To assess the actual and potential role of public and private policies addressing food
chains and to turn assessment into policy recommendations.
To build a network that turns the advancement of scientific knowledge into decision making
tools for domestic and public consumers, producers, citizens, scientists, policy makers, civil
society organizations.
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Summary
ContextPeru is a resource rich country. After the pain of structural adjustment reforms in

the 1990s the following decade has been more promising for Peruvians. The opening of
markets through diverse free trade agreements, incentives for foreign and domestic
investments and increased demand especially for minerals from China and India have
brought a rapid economic growth. In addition to mining, exports of agricultural products
have also been promoted and supported. Incomes have risen and a new middle class,
even if still vulnerable, has consolidated. Urbanisation has progressed and people’s
aspirations of a better future have changed. But there is much concern from Civil Society
Organisations and parts of academia about the viability of the growth model based on
exports. This is particularly the case regarding agriculture and food where the economic
growth model that the liberalization process has established, is under scrutiny. The
viability of the model is questioned in a context of growing resource scarcity (land and
especially water) and the livelihoods of a large unskilled rural population which still relies
in part on small-scale agriculture. What is at stake for many is poverty reduction, food
security, the health of national and local economies and also people’s health and nutrition.
It is around those criteria that the performance of local and global food chains (exports
and imports) is measured and compared.

Local versus global food chains? It all depends

Since the early 2000s agro-food exports have been growing and diversifying both in
terms of products and markets. Economic growth and rapid urbanisation has also
increased domestic demand for more varied food. Changing consumption patterns have
boosted the food processing industry. Imports of seeds, fertilisers, machinery and inputs
for basic consumption products (wheat, maize, oils) have also increased. Exporters and
food processors have engaged in contract farming in many localities to ensure supply. The
government is promoting food chains for exports but also for the national market. In this
context narratives and debates around the performance of local and global food chains
vary. The national debate regarding agriculture and food show the disagreements but
also the convergence of views of the different actors involved. Food availability and
affordability as key components of food security, contribution to national and local
economies, and contribution to people’s health are the key attributes - closely interrelated - around which food chain performance is assessed at present and which set the
frame for their future assessment.
The economic contribution of agro-exports is praised but also contested on its poor
environmental performance (land concentration and water over-consumption) and social
performance (poor labour conditions). Local chains are perceived as more economically
and socially sustainable but many state that small-scale farming is not viable. Ideology
and political positions play an important role in the perceptions of different actors in the
public, scientific, market and policy spheres.
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For many academics and NGOs local food chains and short circuits are perceived as a
better option to ensure food security while global chains (exports and imports) are
perceived as a growing threat. One of the main arguments is the concentration of land
and water in the hands of few big export companies which also impact negatively the
environment. The other argument is the growing dependence on imported food ingredients
for processed food. From the exporters’ point of view their contribution is supported in
terms of employment creation and increased incomes – thus contributing to local economic
dynamism, and on the taxes they pay to the government. Food processors and importers
state that they contribute to lower prices for consumers while ensuring food safety as they
comply with all norms, something that small local food chains, mainly informal, cannot
guarantee. As for the government, efforts are concentrated in supporting global and/or
local chains as long as they contribute to economic growth and income generation while
trying to promote healthier food.
Current policy and business and even farmers’ organisations may support both local and
global food chains depending on business opportunities and better incomes and returns.
Environmental and ethical considerations, even if acknowledged in narratives, are not
major issues in practice. Consumers are now getting better incomes and women are more
deeply integrated into the workforce spending more time out of home; quantity of food
and consumption convenience is highly valued. Quality and health seem to be, as of now,
a secondary concern. Industrial food processing companies are adapting to satisfy this
emergent but powerful national market.

Assessing food chains in the future

Environmental and social performance will matter for economic and business sustainability.
Water and labour scarcity in agriculture is already pushing the government and
companies to rethink their practices. These changes may be market driven as some
importing countries are requesting compliance with the preservation of biodiversity, the
environment and with good labour standards from their suppliers.
Inclusion of small-scale farmers will certainly be an issue to scrutinise when assessing
performance of local and global chains. Safety issues are being cited to exclude smallscale farmers even from public food procurement programmes. The agro-food processing
industry is interested in increasing national production to avoid dependence on imports but
a fairer distribution of value all along the chain in contract farming is still to be realised.
For governments and policy, small-scale farmers, local chains and open markets are
considered and treated as a cost, always needing financial support for very low returns.
Big companies and food chains, agro-exports and imports are considered as an
investment as they pay taxes and expand the tax base, which is a key to ensuring public
services and infrastructure. The issue of informality has thus become central for the
government but also for formal food chains claiming unfair competition.
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1 - Introduction to the Peru national report
Peru is a resource rich country (mining, agriculture, fishery, timber) benefiting from a wide
variety of ecosystems in its three main natural regions: the Coast, the Andes and the
Amazon. Society and the economy have fundamentally changed over the last twenty
years. After the 1990s structural adjustment reforms coupled with a decade of violence
that cost 70,000 lives mainly in rural areas, the 2000s decade has been more promising
for Peruvians. Political stability after the capture of the head of the terrorist movement,
opening of markets through diverse free trade agreements, incentives for foreign and
national investments and increased demand for minerals from China and India have
brought a rapid economic growth. Exports not only of minerals but also of agricultural
products have been promoted and supported. Incomes have risen and a new middle class,
even if still vulnerable, has consolidated. Urbanisation has progressed and people’s
aspirations of a better future have changed.
Despite the statistics that show the amazing change in the country (box 1) there is much
concern from Civil Society Organisations and parts of academia about the viability of the
growth model. This is particularly the case regarding agriculture and food. Performance
of local versus global (exports and import food chains) is measured against poverty
reduction, food security, their contribution to the national and mainly the local economies
and also to people’s health and nutrition. What is at stake for many is the economic
growth model that the liberalization process has established, and its viability in a context
of growing resource scarcity (land and especially water) and a rural unskilled population
which still finds part of their livelihoods in small-scale agriculture. There are divergent
rationales for acknowledging and supporting this population of small-scale farmers: as the
guardians and providers of Peruvian biodiversity that underpins the boom in gastronomy;
or as suppliers to agroindustry for modern domestic and export markets.
The aim of this report is to provide insights on how local and global food chains are
perceived and communicated in a middle-income, rapidly developing country, Peru. It
synthetises a large quantity of related literature from different sources (academic, NGOs,
media, market, policy) both Peruvian and foreign. At an initial stage of this research more
quantitative data collection with tagclouds was used to identify key themes, but was set
aside as the important themes appeared quite soon. A more classical literature review
and analysis of the various types of sources allowed for a better understanding of
narratives and discourses and to ‘read’ the attributes in between the lines. Only the most
significant documents and other materials consulted have been referenced.
This report also integrates reflections and perspectives gathered in ten days of field work
in December 2013 and a series of fourteen interviews with key actors in different sectors.
Interviews have been a major source of information to gain insights into the tensions,
controversies but also the aspirations of the actors in the different spheres, and have
contributed to confirm the attention given to the economic and social spheres.
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Chapter 2 explores Peru’s context and sets the background to understand how food chains
evolve in a young emerging country with high economic growth, where food matters for
exports and a growing and changing domestic market but where also important levels of
poverty and inequality still prevail. Chapter 3 analyses the dominant discourses and the
different actors’ perceptions that legitimate their interventions in food chains. Many minor
attributes on how the performance of local and global food chains is perceived are
clustered in three groups, described in detail and synthetized in a matrix. Finally, Chapter
4 sums up conclusions and points to some elements on how food chains could be reassessed
in the future.
BOX 1: Peru in numbers
Population
- 30,469,221 million in 2013
- 75% urban – 25 % rural in 2013
Growth, development and poverty
- 6.4% average growth per year since 2002: 9% in 2009; 6.8% in 2011
- GDP per capita USD 3,936 in 2011 compared with USD 1,698 in 1999
- Ranked 36th out of 183 countries in Doing Business 20115
- Ranked 80th of 187 by UN Human Development Index (HDI) indicators, and considered
a country of high human development in 2011
- 23.7% of the total population living in poverty in 2012
- 250 banking and finance institutions present in rural districts in 2011 compared to 91 in
2001
- Middle classes have increased from 15% of the total population in 2003 to 20% in
2011
Agro exports
- 21% growth in the agro-export sector between 2001 and 2011
- 3% out of 5 million hectares of agricultural land dedicated to agro-exports
- 10% contribution of agro-exports to the country’s total exports
Business structure
- 98% of businesses are micro and small enterprises and account for: 40% of GDP, 76%
of the working population. 75% are informal
- 2% are medium and big firms and account for 60% of GDP – they are all formal,
contribute to 98% of exports, 100% of the direct taxes collected by the state (10% of the
top companies contribute to 71% of total taxes)
Source: based on Apoyo Consultoría 2012, Peru21 2011, World Population Review 2013, CEPAL 2013
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- INEI 2011.

2 - National Context
Peru’s economy stabilized after the Latin American debt crisis in the 1980s. During the
1990s, inflation was kept below 5 per cent thanks to structural reforms, deregulation,
fiscal restraint, and international loans (The Economist Intelligence Unit, 1997 and 2008).
Also, the Government of Peru created a business- and investment-friendly environment
with its 1991 Foreign Investment Promotion Law, which legalized unrestricted private
foreign land ownership and investment and outlawed discrimination between foreign and
domestic investors. This law and the Government’s campaign of privatization in the fishing,
mining, telecommunication, energy, and finance sectors were successful in attracting
foreign investors. In 2007, Peru’s net foreign direct investment was close to US$5.3 billion
(World Bank, 2009). This favorable business environment and relaxed land ownership
rights have supported producers and agricultural entrepreneurs who have adopted stateof-the-art technology and organizational standards.
Economic growth, rapid urbanisation, and an increased demand for food quantity, quality,
and diversity have attracted more businesses into the agro-food sector. Over the last
decade in Lima, new competitors in both the wholesale market and street retailing have
appeared. Some are semi-informal, and others formal, like hyper- and supermarkets. But
this increase in competition is not only for consumer market share in the capital. It is also to
assure their own supply from farmers in the countryside. Besides the rapid expansion of
export crops, the growth of industrial food processors is also adding pressure to secure
their supply from farmers, as they engage in contract farming arrangements – often
through NGOs. One last but important factor is the ‘gastronomic revolution’ in Peru, and
the growing proliferation of chefs and restaurants demanding and promoting traditional
produce while lobbying for more inclusive policies for small-scale farmers (del PozoVergnes 2013).

2.1 Brief history of the food industry, structure and ownership patterns

With the liberalization of the land market in the 1990s national commercial producers
and investors from other economic sectors bought land to develop mainly export crops
such as asparagus, artichokes and grapes. They concentrate not only land but also water.
In [year?] controlled 225,657 ha, 90% on the Coast where 33 owners produce
asparagus, sugarcane/ethanol, grapes, mangos, avocados, citrus fruits, paprika, and
artichokes; and 10% in the Amazon where 1 owner (the Grupo Romero) produces palm oi
(La Revista Agraria 2009). But most land is still in the hands of small-scale farmers. The
latest agricultural census found that land has fragmented into more and smaller units.
Small farms (less than 5 ha) total 1.8 million, 40 per cent higher than in 1994. These small
farms account for 82 per cent of the total agricultural units. They produce 70 per cent of
the country’s food (CENAGRO 2012). This situation constitutes the main argument of many
farmers’ organisations, academics and NGO to support family farming as a key
component of food security and local economic and social development (Oxfam 2013).
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Several free trade agreements have been signed with many countries facilitating Peruvian
exports but also imports. Food processors have developed as internal consumption of
processed food grows. There are oligopolies in mass products like pasta, oils (Alicorp, 45
per cent of wheat flour, 40 per cent of pasta and 60 per cent of vegetable oil sales) and
poultry (San Fernando, chicken and eggs 54 per cent of sales). Both companies are
heavily dependent on imported wheat and maize (Lajo 2011). Import tariffs have been
reduced on average from 70 per cent in 1988 to 3.2 per cent in 2012. 74 per cent of
products can enter the country now with 0 per cent taxes; important agricultural inputs for
basic products (wheat, maize, oils) are part of these imports. Importers of agricultural
inputs have also consolidated. 98 per cent of fertilizers are imported, mainly from Russia
and the USA. Two companies control 71 per cent of these imports: Corporacion Misti and
Molinos y Cia which have a wide network of retailers covering the country (Huamanchumo
2013).

2.2. Predominant forms of food retailing

Food sales, fresh and processed, amounted to [USD?] 2.8 billion in 2010, 14 per cent
more than in the previous year.
Most agricultural produce arrives at traditional open local markets or wholesale markets
through a series of intermediaries. Santa Anita, Lima’s wholesale market, supplies 70 per
cent of fresh produce; big wholesalers control distribution of basic products like onions and
potatoes (del Pozo-Vergnes 2013).
Supermarket expansion has been important. Supermarkets have expanded not only in
Lima but also in other cities of the country. There were 57 in 2001, 128 in 2009. They
have taken 20% of the fresh produce market in the last 15 years (Chau 2009). In 2012
there were 134 supermarkets in Lima and 34 in other cities (La Republica 2012a). Main
chains and ownership are as follows:
Wong – bought by the Chilean company CENCOSUD in 2007. Today, the Wong
Group has 34 stores throughout the city, including 14 Wong (supermarkets), 17
Metro (11 hypermarkets and 6 supermarkets), 7 Eco Almacenes (discount stores)
and 3 American Outlet.
Supermercados del Peru: The company was founded in 2004 after Interbank
bought Supermercados Santa Isabel from the transnational Ahold in 2003. The
company has three denomination groups: Vivanda, Plaza Vea and Santa Isabel.
They also own Mass, a discount chain.
Tottus Falabella: Chilean
Minka: Grupo Romero (national, owing also ALICORP, the biggest food processor
(pastas, flour, oils)
3,094 small street retailers have disappeared (especially those established close to
supermarkets). But local open markets and hundreds of corner shops are still important. In
Lima there are 1,200 open food markets and they are fighting hard to compete with
supermarket expansion (Hernandez de Agüero 2013, America TV 2013). In 2012, even
when food sales through supermarkets have increased to nearly USD 3 billion, traditional
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retail markets have sold USD 20 billion (USDA 2013). Lima Municipality together with the
federation of open market workers have establish a programme to improve the
competitiveness of those markets (Municipalidad de Lima 2012).
Peruvians’ purchasing power increased by 6.4 per cent in 2011. Over the last five years
food industry sales have been growing by 8 per cent annually as people are consuming
more processed food. Food processors are investing and enlarging their factories to serve
the rising demand. Growth previsions are mainly in meat products (5.4 per cent) and
dairy products (6 per cent) (America Economia 2012).

2.3. Levels of export dependence

Peru is a mining country (copper, gold, silver, zinc, lead, iron and ore); this sector
contributes 59% of exports and 14.5% of GDP. It also contributes most taxes (30% of the
total paid by enterprises) (Macroconsult 2012). This big contribution explains why
governments and policies prioritize support to the extractive industry and economic
considerations above social or environmental issues. These economic considerations also
apply to agricultural exports.
Exports of traditional products (cotton, sugar and coffee) have fallen, Coffee, the most
important, was seriously affected by the roya (coffee rust) fungus. Fruit and vegetable
exports have increased in volumes and are reaching – besides the USA and the EU - many
other markets in Asia and also in the Arab countries. Compared to 2012, in 2013 exports
of fresh asparagus increased by 20.2 per cent, grapes 8.9 per cent, avocados 19.6 per
cent, mangos 2.1, strawberries 114 per cent, and artichokes 23 per cent. The biggest
increase was on quinoa 922 per cent, papaya 7,950 per cent and fresh apples 655 per
cent. A new crop, blueberries, is also increasing exports (La Republica 2013a). Agro
exports in general increased by 10% in 2013. The vice minister of foreign trade pointed
out that exports of ‘bio-products’ have increased by 15 per cent (USD 150 million). He
highlighted the need to cope with Asian countries who are interested in buying only from
exporting food chains that do not harm native species, the environment or who don’t
complain with good labour standards or treatment of their suppliers (La Republica 2013b)
Despite the efforts of the government and the private sector to promote exports, there are
two main issues threatening the development and performance of agro-exports. One is
water scarcity, the other is increasing labour scarcity in agriculture. Due to national
economic growth, higher amounts of central budget transferred to regions and higher
taxes from mining and oil exploitation, Municipalities have been investing in infrastructure
and the construction of new facilities creating new job opportunities. This has led to labour
scarcity in agriculture and has raised day wages. In districts with high levels of poverty,
daily wages rose from USD 4.6 to USD 8 between 2001 and 2011, while in other not so
poor or remote regions daily wages were between USD 13-17 in the last year (Webb
2012). Efforts to promote more efficient use of water with the introduction of new systems
or the replacement with less water consuming crops are being studied mainly in Ica and
other arid regions where most exports crops are grown. But for the labour issue, the law
passed in the 1990s to keep agricultural labour costs low has been extended until 2021.
Mechanisation is being developed and imports of appropriate technology are increasing
and this even by farmers’ communities affected also by labour scarcity. The agreement
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with the European Union has allowed cost reduction (zero per cent import taxes) for
imports of machinery; Spain is one of the major sellers and adapts technology to Peruvian
agriculture needs (Huamachuno, interview 2013).

2.4. Governance structure: Food safety, Food quality, Food standards

To support agro-exports, all governments since the 1990s have engaged in the
improvement of the Servicio Nacional de Sanidad Agraria (SENASA) which has achieved
extremely positive results in combating the fruit fly in coastal zones. Efforts on [food?]
safety have been extremely relevant in attracting private investment for rural agrobusiness (Global Donor Platform 2011). Performance of SENASA has allowed exporters
to overcome safety issues to comply with international requirements and food standards
(La Republica 2013c). SENASA is also in charge of food safety for products sold in the
national market, even those for public social programmes, but capacity to control is not
enough.
The Lima Municipality owns and manages the main wholesale market in the capital and
also open markets (EMMSA 2013); local mayors are responsible of open markets in their
regions. Since 2009, due to the decentralisation process, regional and local governments
have been charged with responsibility for food safety in their localities but there are still
many budget and human capacity limitations impeding their performance.
Big food industries comply with sanitary obligations and are easy to regulate but this is
not the case for the majority of food processors who are mainly small and micro
enterprises (PYMES). Peru has made progress on legislation for food safety in the national
market but still only 10 per cent of companies are controlled due to lack of financial and
human resources, and mainly lack of political will. The government prioritises food exports
where food has a higher economic interest for the contribution to the economy (Urteaga
2011).
Trying always to support exports, in May 2013 SENASA announced that after that date
exporters of fresh asparagus will, besides the food safety certificate of the produce, also
require a certificate for the packaging facility in order to be allowed to export. This
measure was taken because of demands in the USA and European markets and it aims
also to fight informal packaging companies which harm the image of Peruvian products
abroad (La Republica 2013d).

3 - Analysis of how food chain performance is
currently assessed
3.1. Analytical overview

Since the 1960s, debate around agriculture has revolved around land tenure. The huge
concentration of land in the hands of a few landowners producing mainly for export
markets (sugar, cotton, wool) came to an end with the Agrarian Reform in 1969. Under the
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slogan ‘give the land to those who work it’ this radical reform carried by a progressive
military government expropriated more than 9 million hectares, and broke the traditional
power of land oligarchy in Peru. Former haciendas were merged into big cooperatives or
other types of social enterprises (Sociedades Anonimas de Interes Social SAIS and
Empresas Rurales de Propiedad Social ERPS) where former hacienda workers became
owners or associates. Due to oversize, lack of managerial capacities, corruption of leaders
and the retreat of state support, most of these enterprises collapsed in the 1980s (Eguren
2006, del Pozo-Vergnes 2004). A fragmentation process took place and workers and
peasant communities were given or took the land individually and/or collectively. A
national programme to formalise land titles was set up but up till now has not succeeded
to deal with the huge amount of property rights claims over the same lands. The failure of
top-down created cooperatives has generated a bad perception of this form of social
enterprise. But well documented experiences of successful bottom-up cooperatives and
associations, like those run by very small coffee producers, have proved their good
performance to link very small-scale farmers to high value demanding markets (Remy
2007).
The liberalization process of the economy in the 1990s changed the role of the state. From
then on governments have put all their efforts into creating an enabling environment for
business competitiveness. New legislation to open the land market, free trade agreements
with many countries, incentives for private national and foreign investments, improvement
of institutions to facilitate food safety certification, promotion of exports and a special
labour legislation for workers in the agriculture sector are among the main measures taken
by the different governments. Civil Society Organisations that emerged and proliferated
since the 1970s - often supported and/or integrated by left wing academics - had built
their arguments with a rights-based approach and have been an important actor in
strengthening human rights and political democracy. The transition to an open market
economy meant having to review their approach. Some have tried to integrate a rightsbased approach with a market based approach to development following new
international cooperation trends and funding orientations for ‘making markets work for the
poor’. Value chains and inclusive business have been the tools of new interventions and
often NGOs have taken the role of the intermediary to link small-scale farmers to business
in many supply chains (Fovida 2010, SNV 2008).
Since the early 2000s agro-food exports have been growing and diversifying to more
products and markets all over the world. Economic growth and rapid urbanisation has also
increased domestic demand of more varied food. Changing consumption patterns have
also boosted the food processing industry. Imports of seeds, fertilisers, machinery and
inputs for basic consumption products (wheat, maize, oils) have also increased. Exporters
and food processors have engaged in contract farming in many localities to ensure supply.
The government is promoting food chains for exports (including in the Andes through
‘Sierra exportadora’) but also for the national market (Programa de Competitividad
Agroideas). In this context narratives and debates around the performance of local and
global food chains vary. The economic contribution of agro-exports is praised but also
contested on its poor environmental and social performance. Local chains are perceived as
more economically and socially sustainable but many state that small-scale farming is not
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viable. Ideology and political positions play an important role in the perceptions of
different actors in the public, scientific, market and policy spheres. The land issue comes
back again under the umbrella of food security; land for exports or to feed the country?
Food availability and affordability, contribution of food chains to the national and local
economies and the rising concern about health and food quality and nutrition are the main
attributes emerging from the literature review and interviews with key actors as we
explain below.

Attributes – Detailed description
Attribute 1 - Availability/affordability (food security)
1. A detailed description of both how and why each of the attributes had been chosen
within your national context, and what they represent.
Food Security is back on the policy agenda and much academic and civil society debate
takes place around the government actions on this issue. In October 2012 a Decree
created a Permanent Multi-sector Commission on Food Security and Nutrition led by the
Vice-Minister of Agriculture. The year 2013 was declared Year of investments for Rural
Development and Food Security, and food availability and affordability have moved to
centre stage of policy.
Food demand is growing: total population is increasing by 350,000 inhabitants per year
and incomes are improving. But even recently, in 2010, figures showed that 28.4 per cent
of Peruvians had caloric deficits and 9.8 per cent didn’t have enough income to buy the
basic food products basket (La Revista Agraria 2011). Concerns about international price
volatility and climate change are also contributing to a rethink of food security looking to
the future. Peru occupies the 48th position out of a list of 105 countries in the Global Food
Security Index and even if under-nutrition has decreased by 20 per cent since 1990,
many regions, mainly rural, remain highly vulnerable. Food availability is not a problem in
Peru (Villahermosa 2013) and while affordability matters, access is also important.
Infrastructure, connectivity to sell and buy in markets makes a big difference (Webb
2012).
Peru imports only 11 per cent of agricultural products but these are basic inputs for mass
consumption products: wheat (bread and pasta), yellow maize (chicken and eggs), and
soya (cattle feed and oil) they account, together with cotton, for 53 per cent of imports.
The agri-food processing industry is concerned about price volatility of cereals (Peru 21,
2012) and is interested in increasing national production; some companies have engaged
in contract farming with small-scale producers. Alicorp, the biggest food processor, has
developed a wheat supply chain to produce flour, pasta, and biscuits. Contract farming
was organised via an NGO with some 1930 small-scale producers over 1500 hectares in
the country to avoid dependency on imports and reduce costs. Wheat accounts for 70 per
cent of the flour price. Durum wheat seeds are imported and given to farmers as part of a
package including training, inputs, and finance. The company also pays a 12 per cent
premium above the average price of imported wheat (Scotiabank 2010).
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On the government side efforts have been made through the National Institute of
Agricultural Research (INIA – Instituto Nacional de Investigacion Agraria) to produce new
varieties of maize and quinoa that not only have higher yields but are also more resilient
to climate. According to the General Director of Environmental Agricultural Affairs more
than 15,000 ha are lost every year and over the last twelve seasons 27 crops had
important losses due to climate change (Villahermosa 2013). Besides production the
government is also trying to promote changes in consumption patterns supporting the
‘Andean diet’ composed mainly of Andean traditional cereals like quinoa, Canihua and
Kiwisha.
Expenditure on food has increased as well as the imported component of food mainly
those providing calories and proteins (bread, pasta, oils, chicken and eggs). The poorest
have become more vulnerable, and have reduced consumption of good proteins and they
are also eating more junk food outside home. Imports have been substituting national
production from 38 per cent in 2004 to 42 per cent in 2013 in key products. Main foreign
providers are Argentina (wheat, maize and barley), Canada (wheat, barley and peas),
Bolivia (bananas, beans and quinoa) and the United States (wheat, peas and potatoes).
Smaller providers are China (maize and sweet potatoes), Germany (potatoes), Ecuador
(bananas), Colombia (maize), Uruguay (rice) and the Netherlands (potatoes) (Zegarra
2013).
While food exports are welcome and promoted there’s growing concern on their negative
impact on food security. The Quinoa case has drawn much attention as export prices have
raised over the last five years; small-scale farmers of the poorest regions where this
Andean nutritious cereal grows prefer to sell it rather than eat it. In 2008 producers ate
between 2.5 and 5 kilos per year, in 2013 they eat only between 0 and 3 kilos. Quinoa
has become scarce in the domestic market and prices are unaffordable for the many, from
a traditional and cheap cereal it has become a gourmet product. Over the last five years
the quinoa price in Puno, the main production region, has increased by 70 per cent (Laqui
2013).
Finally, governments through different food and nutrition programmes targeting mainly
children have been trying to improve public procurement systems to source directly from
local farmers. Main agricultural products bought in these schemes are rice, whole wheat
and dry broad beans. Bread is the main processed product procured from regional
bakeries but wheat is imported (PMA 2009).
2. Justification / explanation for why the attribute has been positioned in a particular
cell(s) with the final matrix.
Availability and affordability are key issues in the debate involving actors in the public,
scientific and policy spheres. Framed under food security these debates privilege the
economic, social and health dimensions.
3. The level(s) of the system to which it applies (individual, groups, local communities,
national, global ecosystems).
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Groups, local communities and national.
4. The priority given to the attribute, both in the range of media accessed as part of the
desk-based analysis, and by the experts interviewed.
High in the national debate (academic, civil society and policy).
5. The differences between the four spheres.
The public sphere (mainly NGOs) and many academics link food security to food
sovereignty while policies deals mainly with availability and affordability focusing on
access to food.
6. The differences between the five dimensions.
Emphasis is placed in the economic and health dimensions. Access to food of the poorest
(incomes) and nutrition dominate the debate.
7. The differences between global and local supply chains.
For many academics and NGOs local food chains and short circuits are perceived to
better ensure food security and health while global chains and particularly food imports
are perceived as a growing threat in the context of price volatility in international
markets. For the government efforts are concentrated in supporting global and/or local
chains as long as they contribute to economic growth and income generation. Nevertheless
growing concern about child malnutrition has led to the promulgation of a law banning
junk food publicity in television. If junk food is associated with global chains (fast food
foreign companies), local junk food is also highly consumed as more people, even low
income consumers, eat outside home. From the markets side availability and affordability
of food through engaging in contract farming (wheat, maize) to avoid rising inputs for
mass processed food (bread, pasta, chicken and eggs) is getting more traction. Growing
food demand and higher incomes are also opening more possibilities for local chains.
8. The nature and extent of discourse coalitions and alternative framings of the issues.
For the first time a wide coalition of diverse actors has gathered in the recently created
Commission on Food Security. This working group comprises representatives of nine
ministers (agriculture, health, environment, transport, labour, production, commerce and
industry, research and education), the president of the National Assembly of Regional
governments, and one representative of the following organisations: Network of Urban
and Rural Municipalities of Peru (REMURPE), National Board of District Irrigation users
(JNUDRP), National Convention of the agricultural sector (Conveagro) and the National
Association of Artisanal Fisheries (ANEPAP) (Eguren 2013). The gastronomic movement and
the valorisation of national and traditional food diversity has contributed to the
perception of local food chains as an economic, cultural and health issue under the slogan
of ‘eat tasty, eat healthy, eat Peruvian food’ (come rico, come sano, come peruano)
(MINSA 2013).
9. The dilemmas and contradictions that have emerged from the analysis.
Peru’s population is estimated to reach 33 million in 2021, 3 more million than in 2010.
The drive to substitute national production for import has to face the country’s reality, the
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lack of land and water. Land and water scarcity in the coastal region (mainly for exports:
asparagus, grapes, sugar cane for biofuels) and in the Andes (mainly for domestic market)
have resulted in more deforestation in the Amazon region with negative impact on the
environment (palm oil, cocoa, coffee, cocoa). Some, mainly academics and NGOs, see
concentration of land by big export companies and use of land for non-food crops as a
major threat for food security in the future (La Revista Agraria 2011, Eguren 2013,
Villahermosa 2013) and recommend more attention to family farming. Others state that
exports can contribute to more employment and thus incomes to access food ‘1 tonne of
asparagus can buy 10 tonnes of wheat’ (Cilloniz 2013). In between these extreme
perceptions many see a combination of both, local and global chains, as well as
agriculture intensification and more and better research to improve yields and crops
adaptation to climate change as the way forward to ensure food availability and
affordability in the future. Policy intent and discourse related to food security is
translating slowly into increased budget for irrigation projects, credit and public
procurement; but for many these programmes are not inclusive of the poorest and smallest
farmers. The most radical criticise that the new National Food Security Strategy does not
mention ‘food sovereignty’, concept which is integrated in the Andean Programme to
guarantee food security and sovereignty and nutrition’ which Peru signed in 2010 (Eguren
2013).
Public procurement schemes for food programmes are not working well. On the
government side there is a lack of coordination between central and regional authorities
(Ballon 2013). Delays on financial transfers but also small amounts of farmers production
and non-compliance with supply agreement when they can sell to other buyers with higher
prices (PAM 2009) together with corruption and low capacity to regulate food safety
(Peru 21 2013) are the main problems.
Changing food habits and promoting consumption of nutritious food is a dilemma in which
price but also taste play an important role. Quinoa producers do not consume much of this
product anymore and with the better incomes they get from this new trendy export
product their current diet is now composed of 32 per cent of rice, 28 per cent of pasta,
11 per cent of bread, 7 per cent of sodas, 6 per cent of red meat and 5 per cent of
vegetables. The promotion of the ‘Andean Diet’ by the government and some NGOs
involved or supporting the gastronomic movement (APEGA, Oxfam) collides with urban
coastal population (where the majority lives) who are not used to and/or not like Andean
cereals (Miglio 2013, Quinde, interview 2013)
10. The evidence of interactions with other attributes, and the significance of this.
Availability and affordability are linked to contribution to national and local economies,
and food quality, safety and health. Food production and incomes to buy food have also
interactions with prices, competitiveness and innovation. Food Security is an economic and
health issue but mainly a highly political one. Perceptions vary according to the diverse
actors’ interests in relation to who feeds/produce and how to feed a growing population
under natural resource constraints and climate change. Ideology and business
opportunities often define points of view.
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Attribute 2 - Contribution to national and local economy
1. A detailed description of both how and why each of the attributes had been chosen
within your national context, and what they represent.
In Peru the contribution of food chains to national and local economies are important in the
debate and this translates into policies, investments and support from international
cooperation programmes. Narratives, discourses and perceptions vary according to where
actors in the different spheres put the emphasis in relation to food chain performance.
Exports, imports, and public procurement in a context of national gastronomy promotion
show the oppositions but also the relations between the contribution of both chains as we
will see below.
The gastronomic movement
Initiated by well reputed Peruvian chefs in the early 2000s, gastronomy has become one
of the most dynamic value chains accounting for 4.2 per cent of GDP in 2013. This is a
‘wide value chain’ from the farm to cooked food in restaurants and processed products
including also textiles (for restaurants), fisheries and kitchen equipment (Gamarra 2009).
Economic growth has meant an average increase of 14.8 per cent in household food
budgets, and a 4.4 per cent increase in expenditure on eating out in restaurants from
1998 to 2008. The number of restaurants is growing at 10 per cent since 2001. In 2008,
90 per cent of franchises abroad were gastronomic businesses, and have expanded from
Latin America to the USA and Europe, mainly Spain (APEGA 2008). According to the
latest report, the ‘gastronomic Peruvian boom’ has benefited directly and indirectly 5.5
million people all over the country: 61 per cent in agriculture, 5 per cent in industry, 10
per cent in trade and transport and 24 per cent in the restoration service. 48 per cent of
restaurants are in Lima. (Arellano et al 2013). Gastronomy has also contributed to growth
in other sectors. BBVA Bank states that in only three months loans for those seeking to open
a restaurant have reached USD 13.2 million and those for master studies in this field, in
the same period, have exceeded USD 4.5 million. (Gamarra 2009).
Gastronomy occupied the fifth place out of 30 attributes that influence tourists’ decisions
to visit Peru (Promperu 2008). As for Peruvians, gastronomy is the second reason – after
Machu Picchu – that makes them feel proud of their country. One of the main contributions
of the gastronomy boom has been to make visible and value farmers’ work, to value and
defend biodiversity 1 and to create a feeling of proud strengthening national identity
(Arellano et al 2013).
Gastronomy is perhaps the only comparative advantage with added value that Peru has
created in its entire history. Diversity of products typical from different regions is the main
component of the Peruvian kitchen. The Peruvian Society of Gastronomy (Sociedad
Peruana de Gastronomia – APEGA) has signed the ‘chefs – farmers alliance’ with the
1 APEGA together with many CSOs has been very active in lobbying the government to pass the law
banning GMO imports in the country. One of the main arguments was the harm that GMO could produce in
biodiversity which is what supports Peruvian gastronomy and economic growth (La Republica 2011).
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National Agricultural Convention of Peru (Convencion Nacional del Agro Peruano –
CONVEAGRO). Producers are recognised as the first ingredient of the Peruvian culinary
[tradition? movement?] (Ginocchio, 2013) but for most farmers the gastronomic boom is not
generating a rapid and stable growth of their incomes as chefs buy daily or weekly small
quantities in order to ensure freshness. Reputed chefs may buy directly from local
producers specific products but most of them as well as all restaurants buy fresh products
from local traditional markets and/or in the wholesale market.
Some food processors have taken advantage of the gastronomic boom and the new
consumer demands. For Alicorp, Peru’s biggest food industry, markets are creating supply
chains and not farmers, supermarkets, or industries; it is all about business opportunities
(Quinde, interview 2013). More and more people are eating in restaurants. Women have
less time to cook at home and this has expanded the market for ready-made sauces and
pre-cooked French fries. The consumption of packaged sauces grew by 15 per cent
between 2010 and 2011, and has pushed Alicorp to form contracts with many more
pepper producers around Lima (Gestión 2012). 75% per cent of households eat a pepper
sauce five days a week consuming annually 17,000 tonnes of diverse varieties (Peru 21
2012b). Roasted chicken (‘Pollo a la brasa’) served with French fries has become the first
national dish (Scott et al 2010) and the best variety of potatoes to make fries is imported.
Pollo a la brasa is now sold in thousands of restaurants of different categories, which has
prompted Alicorp to make plans for the future: an agreement has been signed with the
National Agrarian University (Universidad Nacional Agraria) to produce Peruvian highquality potato seeds for fries. Alicorp expects yield to be around 30 tonnes per hectare in
2015 (La Republica 2012b).
The gastronomy movement led by APEGA has succeeded in generating academic,
business, producer organisation and government support. The new campaign to promote
the ‘Peruvian diet’ based mainly on local cereals under the slogan ‘eat delicious, eat,
healthy, eat Peruvian’ (Come rico, come sano, come peruano) has translated in government
interest to include this diet into national food programmes especially for children. As
restaurants cannot buy big volumes, APEGA has engaged in a project with the
Interamerican Development Bank on ‘inclusive gastronomic chains’ to connect producers
and local retail markets with restaurants to ensure farmers can get better and more
regular markets for their products (Ginocchio 2013). The Ministry of Foreign Affairs has
also engaged in a programme ‘The Big Peruvian Kitchen’ to position Peruvian gastronomy
in the world where many Peruvian residents are opening restaurants and where the
Peruvian community can consume and promote consumption of national products and to
position Peru as a gastronomic destination (MRE 2012). Peru has already won the World
Travel Awards as first culinary destination in 2012 (El Comercio 2012). For president
Ollanta Humala, gastronomy needs to conquer more countries [by?] increasing food
exports but he highlights also the need that good and healthy Peruvian food reaches the
poor and mainly the huge proportion of undernourished children in the country (El
Comercio 2013).
There is rising interest from academia and NGOs on understanding and supporting ‘short
trading circuits’. These are defined as those that get the producer closer to the consumer
having few or no intermediaries. In Lima some permanent open market or fairs operate
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for organic fresh and processed products. Others are ‘farmers’ markets’, the biggest, the
Huancaro Market, takes place weekly in Cuzco. Another one is organised during the
Mistura Fair as the event of the gastronomic movement every year. Another form of short
circuits is that of public food procurement for social programmes. Main attributes of these
short circuits are said to be the valorisation of producers, the increase of their autonomy to
sell to whom they want, the increase in the prices they receive and finally their contribution
to food security and the strengthening of culture and rural-urban linkages (Cheng 2011).
Small pilot projects to link organic food chains to restaurants
Over the last ten years, Peru's national association of ecological producers (ANPE PERU)
has been working to develop a guaranteed quality certification for organic production, as
an alternative to costly organic certification schemes. As a result, farmers have taken part
in a Participatory Guarantee System (Sistema de Garantia Participativa - SGP), spending
time to build their capacity on organic farming and then participating in internal and
external evaluations. However, once certified, most farmers have continued to sell the bulk
of their organic produce at local markets for conventional prices. Hence in 2012, to
strengthen market differentiation and enhance market integration, the Frutos de la tierra
(fruits of the earth) brand was converted from a brand used to promote ANPE PERU's
organic fairs into a multi-product collective mark, promoting family agriculture,
biodiversity conservation and farmer organisation (ANPE 2013). The AGROECO project,
which is being coordinated by the Universidad Nacional Agraria La Molina (UNALM), has
been promoting the use of the mark and is working to establish long-term relationships
between women smallholders and top restaurants. Training has been provided to improve
vegetable farming in communal plastic houses and micro-tunnels. Cash crops that the
women grow include lettuce, carrots, kale, onions, aromatic herbs, chard, amaranth leaves
and zucchini.
With restaurants buying relatively small amounts of vegetables up to three times a week,
and considering that they buy on credit, the women's marketing habits have also had to
undergo a major shift. The project has helped the women generate combined orders to
reach volumes to ensure continuous supply, and to work with simple production and sales
activity records. The women have also received administrative support from the regional
farmers' association through its recently opened organic shop, to which the women also sell
produce (Van den Eeckhout 2013).
Exports – The good old traditional products and the boom in fruits and vegetables
Peru: a quality coffee producer
Coffee remains the main agro export product. In 2012 coffee export amounted to USD
1.02 billion or 25 per cent of total agro exports, way ahead of table grapes (9 per cent)
and fresh asparagus (8 per cent) (America Economia 2013). In that same year Peru
positioned itself as the third ranked world producer of speciality coffees and the first on
organic coffee, and the Association of Exporters (ADEX) highlighted growth potential as
demand on Peruvian coffee is five times the actual offer (La Republica 2012c).
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Coffee is also an extremely important crop for rural income and poverty reduction; it is
produced by smallholders (less than 5 hectares) and generates jobs for seasonal farming
activities. Strong growth in the sector over the last decade can be attributed to a growing
demand from international markets, rises in prices, the ability of approximately 160,000
families to respond to this demand, and the management capacity of some local farmer
associations and private trading companies to connect with external buyers. Increases in
international coffee prices have led to higher profit margins, which in turn has attracted a
large number of aggregation and export companies. However, due to price fluctuations,
Peruvian farmers have begun producing for niche markets which provide higher and more
stable profit margins such as Fair Trade and those generated by speciality coffees. The
role of the State has not been important in the promotion of coffee and, as a
consequence, the dismantling of the public extension system and the closure of the
Agrarian Bank in the 1990s did not affect the value chain in any significant way. Coffee
production areas were largely beyond reach of these services due to remoteness and
poor accessibility to the Amazon region where it grows together with cocoa and coca.
There are 75 companies exporting coffee beans, 28 of which are organizations of
producers that sell speciality coffee. Market concentration is high with only 20 companies
accounting for 90% of coffee exports. For instance a single exporter, PERHUSA, accounts
for 24% of total coffee sold abroad. Associations and cooperatives representing the
smallest producers federated in the National Board of Coffee 2 (JNC) perceive
government policy as unfair because they not only don’t receive much support but have
had to struggle against the Tax Collection Agency (SUNAT) to stop the project to tax sales
done by associates to their cooperative when this is against the Cooperative Act.
Perceptions towards small coffee producers and their associations are changing as they
have won prestigious awards as the best coffee in the world (RPP 2010) and as the
gastronomic movement is promoting them. Small-scale coffee producer associations and
cooperatives have succeeded to link from their remote regions with global chains through
their capacity to organise and develop high level capacities to manage their business, to
negotiate (or to lobby) and to establish alliances with private and public institutions (Remy
2007).
A young and aggressive competitor in the fruit and vegetable international market
Over the past two decades, Peru has emerged as a significant fruit and vegetable (FFV)
exporter. The rise in exports in the 1990s was driven by advantages in climate (mainly in
the desert Coastal region), low production costs (mainly labour), preferential trading
arrangements (the Andean Trade Preference and Drug Eradication Act (ATPDEA) and
USAID support to exporters to enter the US market (Meade 2010). Other elements behind
this rise of exports were the shift of commercial farms from the production of traditional
crops (cotton, sugar) to more profitable crops such as asparagus, avocados, citrus and
grapes and investments from entrepreneurs coming from other sectors who saw good
2 80 coffee cooperatives, 51,000 associates, ,000 mil hectares, 37% of all the land dedicated to coffee, 54
associations and cooperatives federated in the JNC export 16% of coffee. Cesar Rivas Peña ‘Factores de
éxito en las cooperativas peruanas de café: contribución del asociativismo empresarial de la pequeña
agricultura’. http://www.agrobanco.com.pe/pdf_cpc/CooperativaPeruanasCafe
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business opportunities in this changing sector. Support from the government, policies and
institutions, was a key element.
The structural adjustment and liberalization process initiated in the late 1980s translated
into market oriented policies and the implementation of a better environment for business.
The creation of institutions such as the Peruvian Export Promotion Agency (PROMPEX) and
the National Agrarian Health Service (SENASA) represented important government efforts
to create the institutional framework required to support the development of the Peruvian
agro-export sector. Proactive and reactive efforts of the public and private sector to
overcome bottlenecks associated mainly with phytosanitary issues are certainly
remarkable in terms of compliance with market access requirements. The ability to ensure
a reliable supply of quality and safe produce has certainly been one of the pillars of the
success achieved by the Peruvian asparagus and other food industries in international
markets.
Organisation of exporters by product 3 (IPEH, asparagus; PROVID, grapes; PROHASS,
avocados; PROCITRUS, citrus; APEM, mangos) and representative national structures
(AGAP, ADEX) have allowed to respond to their collective needs and promote a highly
professional agro-export culture. Horizontal coordination has had an important impact.
Frío Aéreo Asociación Civil was created in 1998 by the initiative of a small group of
agro-exporters to address the problem of breaks in the cold chain due to the lack of cold
facilities in Lima’s airport. The initiative was developed with the support of the private
sector (ADEX) and the public sector (PROMPEX, the Ministry of Agriculture, and the
Ministry of Transport). In its initial stages, the association consisted of only nine member
companies which represented 40 per cent of the agro-export industry. In 2010, 29
companies were members of the association, representing 70 per cent of the industry. Frío
Aéreo boasts the largest cold terminal in South America and around 77 per cent of the
total Peruvian exports of perishable products dispatched by air pass through its cold
facilities (Meade 2010).
Although Peru’s export boom began with asparagus, the country’s export portfolio has
expanded to include such diverse products as processed artichokes, avocados, bananas,
various types of citrus fruit, grapes, mangoes, onions, and paprika. Peru’s fruit and
vegetable exports amounted to USD 60 million in 1990, 550m in 2002 and 3.3 billion in
2013 (La Republica 2013e). Export products have diversified even more including
seaweeds, and two new stars: blueberries (280 per cent growth in 2013 in comparison
with previous year) (El Comercio 2013a) and quinoa (132 per cent growth in relation to
previous year) (La Republica 2014).
As for market, destination despite economic downturn, the USA and Europe are still the
main markets. Nevertheless, over the last six years exports to Asia, mainly China, have
increased rapidly. Asia accounted for 41 per cent in 2013 and those showing the biggest
The creation of the Association of Peruvian Importers of Fresh Asparagus, based in Atlanta, Georgia,
United States, was another remarkable achievement of the Peruvian asparagus industry, resulting from its
perseverance and coordination with the importers in the United States. (Meade 2010)

3
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growth were Thailand, South Korea and Turkey. Other interesting trends are the growth
of South American markets (8 per cent) (La Republica 2013f) and the growth of exports
towards the United Arab Emirates (41 per cent) comprising grapes, asparagus, beans,
white giant maize from Cuzco and canned milk (La Republica 2014a).
Since the 1990s all governments have supported fruit and vegetable exports perceiving it
as an important lever to the country’s economic development. Creation of institutions and
policies have focused on creating the necessary enabling business environment through
facilitating access to natural resources (land and water), foreign direct investment and also
cheap labour through special legislation to keep the sector competitive. A major effort
over the last ten years has been the opening and diversification of markets through the
establishment of Free Trade Agreements or other types of commercial partnerships. Since
the United States-Peru Trade Promotion Agreement (PTPA) signed in 2006, Peru has also
signed with many regional economic communities and countries: EU, MERCOSUR, Canada,
Japan, Thailand, China, Singapore, South Korea, Mexico and Chile and others are in
negotiation (SICE 2014). In 2013, 95 per cent of agro-exports go to countries having
signed a commercial agreement with Peru. Promperu, the Minister of Foreign affairs, the
Chamber of Commerce of Lima together with Ollanta Humala, the president himself,
assure the participation of Peruvian exporters in important international food markets
events like the forthcoming Gulffood 2014 for the Middle East in 2014. Recently, two
distribution, promotion and sales offices have been opened in Indonesia and China and
the government is seeking to enter and develop exports in India, Africa and the countries
of the Alliance of the Pacific (Mexico, Colombia and Chile). Emphasis is now put on food
industrialisation to add value in the country and contribute to small and medium business
export performance. According to the president of the Association of Exporters (ADEX),
food exports could amount to USD 10 billion in the next five years (La Republica 2013g).
Peru is becoming a serious FFV competitor in international markets affecting other players,
like the USA for asparagus (Maede 2010); but at the same time the country can suffer
competition from other fast growing players like Mexico or Morocco. Distance, energy,
resource constraints, rising labour costs, bad roads, high port costs,4 climate change and
new or expansion of plant diseases (La Republica 2013h) are the present private and
public challenges to cope with the rapid growth of the agri-food export sector and to
keep its competitiveness.
If governments and export companies value the performance of fruit and vegetable
chains in terms of contribution to the national economy and employment, perspectives vary
in academic, civil society and trade unions. Many in these institutions highlight on the poor
social and environmental performance of fruits and vegetables agri-exports (Alvarado,
Vasquez, Castillo, Zegarra: interviews 2013). The national consumption of these products
is very low not only because of the high prices but also because they don’t belong in the
traditional Peruvian cuisine and consumption patterns and the same applies to coffee.
Some important voices will even refer to FFV not as ‘food chains’ but as ‘enclaves’ pointing
4 Callao, just south of Lima, is the most important port of the country but also one of the most expensive ports
in the world. The average cost of exporting one container from Peru is USD 800 compared with an average
of USD 510 in Chile and USD660 in Costa Rica (Maede 2010)
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to their ‘extractive-predator nature’ (‘they just produce and export’). (Ginocchio, interview
2013). Around 40 per cent of agrifood exports are grown in the desert. In Ica, 95 per
cent of water is consumed by agriculture, asparagus accounting for 35 per cent. The
serious drop of the groundwater aquifer is putting at risk the growth of the export model
in the valley. Due to climate change and the retreat of Andean glaciers water to the
coastal region is becoming scarce (Rendon Schneir 2009). Better water management
techniques and diversification to less water demanding crops are being studied by the
private sector and the government, an agreement has been signed with Israel to improve
Peru’s water management systems (Andina 2012).Water is certainly an important issue for
urban and rural activities all along the coast where the majority of the Peruvian
population is concentrated and is growing faster with rapid urbanisation.
FFV exports, mainly asparagus, have been criticised regarding their social performance
too. Employment has certainly increased notably in regions like Ica or La Libertad where
important agrifood companies operate contributing to local economies. But working
conditions, especially for women who are the main labour force in these industries, is said
to be far from decent (REDGE 2012, Velazco J. et al 2012). The special law for
agricultural workers, Law 27360 of 2000, to keep costs low and support export industries
competitiveness has been extended until 2021. But economic growth and increase jobs
possibilities - like in construction - have pushed salaries in the agricultural sector higher.
Agrifood exports are labour intensive and finding workers is getting more difficult and
more costly. Even coffee cooperatives are facing this problem and millions of dollars have
been lost because they didn’t find enough people to harvest the cherries.
Contrary to small-scale farming, agro exports have benefited from very friendly policies.
The law of Agricultural Promotion of the early 1990s and particularly the 1997 Land
Titling Act (ley de Tierras) contained a provision that uncultivated land holdings would be
declared ‘abandoned’ and taken over by the State. This happened to many farmers’
communities who had left these lands fallow because of lack of water resources and not
as the result of land abandonment. Many of the largest farms in Peru acquired their land
from the government after just such a takeover (La Revista Agraria, 2009). Land, public
investment (irrigation) and water concentration in the hands of agro export companies in
detriment of the promotion and support for national production and farmers ensuring food
security is perceived by academics, NGOs and small-scale farmers organisations as not
contributing to economic, social and environmental sustainability (Zegarra, Ginocchio,
Gonzales, Vasquez: interviews 2013).
Imports and national production
Rice with chicken (arroz con pollo) is one of the most consumed dishes in Peru. Looking
through the contrasted narratives around these products, opinions and perceptions appear
in relation to the contribution of the rice and poultry food chains to local and national
economies. Growing urbanisation, more demand on quality, increased demand for poultry
products, international market price volatility and exchange rates together with increasing
resource scarcity and fluctuations in production due to climate change are all elements that
intervene in the increase of imports and also on the raising concern from business and
government about substituting them by local production to be less dependent.
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Our daily rice
Peruvians, mainly in the Coast are big rice eaters, 63.5kg per capita in 2012. In terms of
production and consumption rice takes up second place after potato. It contributes 7, 7
per cent of the agricultural GNP and 44.7 million days employment annually, thus its
economic and social influence in rural areas, mainly in the north of the Coast and the
northern part of the Amazon, the two major regions of rice production (Minag 2010).
The annual growth rate for rice production has been 5.6% over the last decade and in
2007 production levels were able to meet national demand (1,650 metric tons) and do
away with the need for imports which during previous years had been required to cover
30% of national demand. One of the incentives for the growth in production was
phytosanitary measures mentioned above introduced in the 1990s. From this time on,
private investments in rice production increased, improving the quality of seeds and
productive yields. In 2011, Peru was fifth in the world in terms of productivity, and in the
Camaná Valley in the south of the country, a world record has been achieved for
productivity (14.5 metric tons per hectare). (Global Donor Platform 2011).
Rice imports have not exceeded 7 per cent of consumption before 2007 and this was
mainly high quality rice targeting high income consumers in Lima. But imports have strongly
increased in the following years and lower quality varieties are flooding into the country.
Complying with agreements for trade liberalization signed by the government with
several countries and regional blocks (USA, Canada, Mercosur and many others) customs
tariffs for several agricultural products, including rice, were reduced to zero (Zegarra
2013). Together with the fall in the value of the dollar against the Sol, many and more
companies found a good business opportunity importing rice as the national market kept
on growing (Vasquez 2011). In the first quarter of 2011, rice imports have risen by 38%.
This situation created a conflict between the national producers and the rice importers. The
fear of the rice union managers was that the import companies will buy cheaper, lowerquality rice and sell this mixed with Peruvian rice as there are inadequate State controls
on the quality of agricultural products that are sold in Lima and other urban centres.
According to the president of the national association of rice producers (APEAR) in 2013
imports have tripled since 2011. The problem is not that the national production cannot
cope with consumption and demand growth. Out of 3 million tonnes produced in the
country, only 1, 8 million are sold as importers sell cheaper rice. National rice spoils in
storage because of lack of good facilities. The association has demanded to the
government to stop imports during the months where their production is available, but they
were answered that this was not possible because of the trade agreements the country
has signed and which must be respected, the national market must stay opened and free
of tariff barriers (Silvera 2013).
The rice import bill amounted to USD 101 million in 2012. In that year three out of the 64
rice importing companies were making good sales in the country: Costeño Alimentos USD
27m (27 per cent of total), Comercial Isabelita USD 17m (18 per cent) and Romero
Trading USD 10m (10 per cent). Rice was mainly imported from Uruguay (77 per cent),
Brazil (14 per cent) and Argentina (7 per cent) (AGRODATAPERU 2012). While producer
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associations were actively fighting against the FTA with the USA during the negotiations in
the mid-2000s fearing ‘unfair competition with subsidised American rice’ (Oxfam 2006),
as facts prove, the threat has been coming rather from Peru’s closest southern neighbours;
distance in market competition matters.
While national traders and producers have problems with importers, rice producers and
small retailers have also problems with mill owners and wholesalers. Rice crop is said to
be ‘massive but not inclusive’. More than half of Peru’s national production goes to the mill
owners who had advanced capital and inputs to farmers. The price of rice is determined
by at least 34% in the large cities depending on transactions with the wholesale market
and the network of retail businesses which includes the large supermarkets (Gonzales
2010). Lima’s Santa Anita Wholesale market is the most important platform for rice
trading and the place where rice wholesalers fix daily prices (Minag 2012). Retail
businesses retain at least 15 per cent of the final price charged per kilo paid by the
urban consumer; the mills receive between 4 and 7 per cent, and the producers 12 per
cent, if the rice comes from Lambayeque, 5 per cent from Piura (both in the North Coast)
or only 0.5 per cent from San Martin (Amazon region). The further away the production
zones from the country's capital, the less the producers receive because of transport costs.
Rice certainly involves many human, technical and financial resources. But rice is first and
foremost a thirsty crop demanding some 18,000 m3 per ha; 93 per cent is produced
under irrigation. Rice produced in the north Coast desert regions is not well adapted as
Piura and Lambayeque (47 per cent of national production) lack of water and. Soil
degradation and salinization are already a problem. The Amazon region (42.8 per cent
of national production) with much better water resources is more appropriate but good
roads are still a problem (Global Donors Platform 2011).
Informality in trading relations is pointed out as one of the major problems in the rice
chain – and in many others - in order to make value better shared among actors (Salcedo
et al 2002, Minag 2012, Huamanchumo interview 2013, Quinde, interview 2013). For the
government the challenge is to improve competitiveness, promote farmer associations and
managerial capacities, build storage facilities and improve and standardise product
quality (AGROIDEAS 2012). From a policy perspective the aim is both to ensure national
production and consumption while trying to produce and direct surplus to international
markets (Minag 2012). But complying with trade agreements and competing with cheap
imports seem to be making these good intentions hard to achieve.
Maize: feeding billion of chicken
Roasted chicken with French fries (pollo a la brasa) is the most widely consumed dish in
Peru, even before the emblematic ‘ceviche’ which is more expensive as fish and seafood
prices are higher. Chicken production needs for feed hard yellow maize (referred to
simply as maize in the remainder of the report) for which national production is low
compared to white maize which covers national needs and which Cuzco variety with local
certified appellation ‘Giant maize from Cuzco’ is increasing in exports (USD 21 million in
2012).
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On chicken and maize
Maize plays an important role in the poultry value chain. It contributes for 53 per cent of
the preparation of poultry feed and accounts for nearly 70 per cent of the industry cost
structure.
The maize value chain is composed of many actors: national producers, importers of
produce and seeds, commercial agents like collectors, mills, intermediaries and
wholesalers, the agroindustry of feed and the poultry industry of chicken and eggs. Maize
imports accounted for 47 per cent in 2000 and 57 per cent in 2012. (Huamanchumo
2013). The import bill for maize increased from USD 93 million to 543 million in that
period because of price spikes in international markets (USD 110/tonne in 2000, USD
298/tonne in 2012). Prices volatility has led the industry to promote national production
and to lobby the government to support it. Maize accounts for 41 per cent of the total of
cereals imported in the country, 35 per cent of agriculture and 15 per cent of livestock
imports.
Argentina provides most of imported maize in Peru, 1.5 million tonnes in 2011. The US has
lost its predominant position since 2010 when it exported 626,000 tonnes, 63,000 tonnes
in 2011 and zero tonnes in 2012 due to droughts in the Midwest that year (Gestion
2012a). The maize import market is oligopolistic; four companies control 67 per cent:
Molinos Mayo S.A. Contilatin del Peru S.A., Cargill del Peru S.A and V.T Traders.
Collectors, transporters and traders buy maize from producers and ensure the supply to
the feed and poultry industries. San Fernando is the biggest poultry industry with 35 per
cent of market share valued to USD 1.65 billion in 2012. Other important companies are
Redondos S.A., Chimu Agropecuaria, Avicola Rico Pollo, Ganadera Sta. Elena, Avinka, El
Rocio, La Perla and Molinos del Marques (USDA 2013). For the whole sector the main
problem is informal chicken enterprises which take 20-25 per cent of the market but do
not contribute to the national economy as they don’t pay taxes. The main companies are
formal with the financial capabilities to buy big volumes in the national and international
markets. The 180 formal companies in the poultry industry are organised in the Peruvian
Association of Poultry (Asociacion Peruana de Avicultura).
Over the last twenty years national maize production increased by 162 per cent following
the increasing demand of the poultry industry which has been growing since 2005 at an
annual average of 9.43 per cent as Peruvians incomes are rising (Trome 2012). Chicken
meat consumption increased by an annual average of 9.43 percent and eggs by 6.8 per
cent between 2005 and 2011. In 2011 1.08 million tonnes of chicken and 316,201 tonnes
of eggs were produced and sold. The city of Lima accounts for 65 per cent of chicken
meat demand and 60 per cent of eggs.
Maize is the third most important crop in the country contributing 8 per cent of the
agriculture GDP, yellow maize accounts for 57 per cent and is a direct input for poultry
production. In terms of employment maize contribution is important too. In 2011 half a
million hectares generated 52 million daily wages which are estimated to be equivalent to
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144,000 permanent jobs. Besides, the maize crop supports family farming as 57 per cent
of farms less than 5 hectares contributes to this production (CENAGRO 2012) involving 52
per cent of producers in the country. Besides, the poultry industry employs 280,000
people directly and more than a million indirectly including the roasted chicken
restaurants. The poultry industry with an average of USD 1.6 billion per year stands for 2
per cent of the national GDP and 22 per cent of agriculture GDP (Fuentes et al 2012).
The poultry industry is growing not only in Lima but also in cities in the Amazon region like
Pucallpa and Loreto where population growth is high, thus maize production in that region
is also increasing. Whether in the highlands or in the Amazon region, small and medium
scale farms could improve supply to the poultry industry. They would need to improve
crop management to get better yields and quality. Association to compete becomes
crucial when negotiating prices in a context of increasing fertilizer and labour costs. From
the policy side, supporting value chains, like the maize one through the Agroideas
programme (Huamanchumo 2013), is seen as the best mechanism to fight poverty in rural
areas and promoting competitiveness for products that have real potential markets.
The maize price has an important impact on the living costs of Peruvians and the
competitiveness of the poultry industry; contributing to inflation as higher costs are
transferred to the price of chicken and eggs (Zegarra 2013, Lajo 2011). The chicken price
has become a sort of inflation indicator which consumers and government follow closely as
this is the most consumed meat in the country. In cases when inputs costs are not transferred
to the consumer the industry losses can be significant. In 2012 the international price of
imported maize increased from USD 305 to USD 360 per tonne. The president of Avicola
Redondos states that the national industry lost 2.7 million per month that year (El Comercio
2012). From the business side the poultry industry is interested in increasing national
production and local procurement to improve competitiveness and become less dependent
on imports. In 2012 this industry required 3.7 million tonnes [of maize feed?]. More
private companies are demanding the INIA (National Institute of Agriculture Research)
(also the national seeds authority) to be registered as seed importers (Hortus S.A, Agrhicol
SAC, El Maicero EIRL; SEMPERÚ S.A, Syngenta Crop. Protection S.A Sucursal Perú,
Agronegocios Génesis, Nova Seeds S.A.C, Farmagro S.A;) including the most important
poultry industry in the country, San Fernando. From the 23 national seed producers two
companies control more than half of the market, Empresa Agrhicol SAC located in Ica (44
per cent) and Pro-semillas (12 per cent) located in Lambayeque. Maize seed imports
come mainly from Brazil, Argentina, Chile and Colombia; main importers are Hortus S.A
(20 per cent), Monsanto (15 per cent) and SEMPERU S.A (14 per cent) (Huamanchumo
2013).
National maize production depends on 31 per cent of imported seed, 60 per cent is
ordinary grains and only 9 per cent is national quality certified seed (INIA, 2013). Maize
seeds imports have been increasing accounting for 37 per cent of all imported seeds in
Peru. But In 2011 the law 29811 prohibited imports and national production of GMOs for
ten years. In 2013 maize seed imports reduced by 67 per cent. The Ministry of Agriculture
and the Ministry of the Environment have contradictory positions on this issue, the former
considers that the norm should include some level of tolerance in the traceability (as in
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Mexico) while for the latest tolerance must be zero. Debates on pros and cons of the law
are hot in Peru, academics and CSOs are mainly against and have received the support
of the chefs involved in the gastronomic movement defending Peru’s biodiversity. Seed
importers are of course against the law and trying to influence its implementation arguing
that banning this import will have severe repercussions on consumer prices and thus in the
national economy.
Finally, according to the Free Trade Agreement with the USA maize will be imported at 0
per cent taxes in the coming years. While the Peruvian price band still prevails in the
trade agreements with Chile and Mercosur, this has not been possible to maintain in the
recent agreement signed with the European Union. Peru agreed to delete this national
price band for maize and some dairy products while the country can maintain it for other
products for which the EU wants to keep its rights to subsidise its exports 5.
A rising critique targets the increase of imported inputs for processed food and points to
the power of food processing oligopolies over basic products. Consumption of processed
food has increased over the last two decades as incomes have increased and women are
working more outside the house and have less time to cook. In 2010 processed food
consumption accounted for 40 per cent of households food expenditure while fresh
products consumption stood for 26 per in the Coast, 32 per cent in the Andes and 40 per
cent in the Amazon region (Gonzales 2012). San Fernando the biggest poultry industry
controls 54 per cent of sales, Alicorp 45 per cent of wheat flour, 40 per cent of pasta and
60 per cent of oils while Gloria holds 68 per cent of the milk market (canned milk) (Lajo
2011). San Fernando and Alicorp are the biggest consumers of imported maize and
wheat respectively. Another point against imports is that the government has strongly
reduced tax collection between 2006 and 2009 during the tax reform process in the
context of free trade agreements. 73 per cent of the total imported value in 2010 (USD
29.9 billion) had 0 per cent import taxes. Importing oligopolies are blamed for not
transferring costs reduction to consumers after 2011 when international prices were lower
after the 2008 crisis and when they already benefited from the 0 per cent import tariff
(Lajo 2011).
State food procurement for social programmes
Ensuring better food and nutrition, mainly for children in 47,000 public schools, while
contributing to small-scale farmers’ incomes through direct procurement is at the heart of
the government Qali Warma programme and raises much expectations from farmers’
organisations. As in many other countries (FAO 2013) contributing to local economies
dynamism was one major objective of this programme when launched in March 2013
(Andina 2013).
This programme has faced serious problems related to farmers’ inclusion and also to food
safety. Discussions between the Ministry of Agriculture and the National Farmers’
5 The UE did not accept to eliminate the subsidies to their producers arguing that this is a matter of internal
agriculture policy of huge social impact and that it can only be discussed and negotiated in the WTO. (Diario

La Primera 2012).
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Convention (CONVEAGRO) started early on 2013 to modify the procurement regulations
to enable producers to offer their products directly to the local procuring units throughout
the country. Suppliers proving that they buy directly from producers were to have priority
in the programme procurement process. Conveagro engaged in contributing to map the
local producers seasonal and volumes capacity to avoid their exclusion as it happened
with milk procurement for school breakfasts. For Conveagro’s president, there’s was an
urgent need to break the old mafia that monopolised supply for the previous social
programme PRONAA which pretended to be sourcing directly from local producers
(Conveagro 2013).
The milk case
The Qali Warma programme states that milk will be bought from local producers as long
as their product quality is certified to avoid health risk to children. The Minister of the new
Ministry of Social Inclusion (MINDIS) pointed out the need to consider that in most schools in
the country, around 20,000 and mainly in rural areas, there is neither storage nor cooking
or refrigeration facilities (Andina 2013). State milk procurement creates conflict between
the big milk industry and local milk producers’ organisations. Decision of the government to
buy 15,000 units of canned milk to the industry upset the Association of Milk Producers
(AGALEP) which found this decision contradictory with the objective of promoting local
economies. The industry argued that small-producers cannot ensure milk safety and that
processed and canned milk fit better the lack of refrigeration in most schools.
Agalep representatives pointed out that over the last twenty years 80,000 producers had
been selling fresh milk to the previous Pronaa programme, last years they sold at USD
0.52 – 0.64 per litre and now the new programme was buying canned milk at USD 1.09.
The industry answered that canned milk could be transported and storage without
refrigeration thus consuming less energy and has a higher economic value that guarantees
also a high quality standard (Peru21 2013a).
The Qali Warma programme is quite new, and fighting old procurement arrangements is
not easy. The Minister in charge presented her resignation letter and new regulations are
being studied in order to make the procurement system more transparent. We’ll come
back in the next chapter to the food safety debate that food poisoning in schools
provoked and the difficulties to establish local food chains for public procurement in social
programmes.
2.Justification / explanation for why the attribute has been positioned in a particular
cell(s) with the final matrix.
Contribution to national and local economies as we have seen, have important economic
and social dimensions and are at the top of government agenda and support arguments
and narratives of actors in the public, academia and market spheres.
3. The level(s) of the system to which it applies (individual, groups, local communities,
national, global ecosystems).
National, local and also global
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4. The priority given to the attribute, both in the range of media accessed as part of the
desk-based analysis, and by the experts interviewed
High
5. The differences between the four spheres.
Policy. Government policies favour exports while also trying to support local food chains
Market. Food companies will opt for exports, imports or substitution of imports promoting
local production depending on the business opportunity and costs reduction to keep their
competitiveness.
Public. CSOs, producers’ organisations and media will most often put forward the
contribution of local chains to the local and national economies.
Academia. As in the public sphere there’s much interest in local food chains and/or short
circuits.
6. The differences between the five dimensions.
Particularly important in the economic and social dimensions
7. The differences between global and local supply chains.
In the gastronomic movement local and global food chains are perceived as contributing
to both national and local economies but some actors privilege local/short circuits and
food security/sovereignty (academic, NGOs) over income generation through exports.
8. The nature and extent of discourse coalitions and alternative framings of the issues
Cooks, farmer organisations, NGOs and government may support gastronomy as an
economic and social national and local engine for development, agro-food processors
may join when they perceive good business opportunities. If in general most actors find
that local and global (exports/imports) chains are complementary or necessary some,
mainly in the public sphere, have more radical/ideological positions against global chains.
9. The dilemmas and contradictions that have emerged from the analysis
Government purpose of promoting small-scale farmers and local chains while excluding
them from social programmes because of the quality and uncertain safety of their
produce (milk). Also trying to charge cooperatives with more taxes (coffee). Some
promotion policies for local food production are incompatible avec international trade
agreements signed.
Export chains claim contributing to local and national development but oppose increase in
workers’ wages arguing needs to safeguard their competitiveness (FFV)
The gastronomy movement promoting quality of products is only reaching middle and high
income consumers as the flag products of the rich Peruvian biodiversity are still expensive.
Farmers are not benefiting much either as they produce or sell low quantities of these
products.
10. The evidence of interactions with other attributes, and the significance of this.
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Contribution to national and local economies is linked to perceptions and positions about
food security (availability and affordability) as well as health considerations.

Attribute 3 - Quality, health, nutrition and obesity
In the highly praised country of gastronomy much concern has risen recently about the
quality of food as malnutrition and under nutrition are still important and where obesity is
increasing. Eating healthier food is part of the national debate and from CSOs, business
and government perspectives vary on how better to improve diets and consumer
behaviours. Organic production, ban on junk food advertising, less exports of nutritious
food, critics to social programmes buying junk food for children, all issues that oppose
views of local food against global chains.
Promoting organic products and local chains
Organic production is growing in Peru. Offer has diversified to 73 crops grown all over
the country but export crops - coffee, bananas, cocoa, quinua and mango - still account
for 47 per cent of the total value. Other crops from the native biological Peruvian
diversity are: lúcuma, orégano, sacha inchi, sangre de grado, uña de gato and yacón.
Exports of these native products have increased from USD 255,198 in 2001 to USD
940,946 in 2011and export markets have diversified from 4 to 13 countries in the same
period. The European Union is the first market accounting for 64 per cent of organic
exports (MAELA 2012).
National demand is increasing as organic production is being promoted but these products
reach only middle income consumers in the main cities. Organic markets or ‘bioferias’ or
‘Healthy markets’ started operating during the weekends in Lima in 1999 to promote
healthy and responsible consumption. Fresh and processed food products sold are
registered in the National Service of Agriculture Safety (SENASA). Fresh products –
vegetables, fruits, eggs and poultry – ensure freshness as they arrive from small farms
around Lima, tubers and cereals and some fruits come from other places. National sales of
organic products (USD 3 million) account only for 0.8 per cent of the value of organic
products exported (Gomez et al 2012). Certified organic producers of main exports are
approximately 55,000 and those producing mainly for the national market 10,000 of
which only 1,000 have their production certified by registered companies (Alvarado
2011. Other weekly markets, there’s potential for growth through supermarkets. The
Grupo EcoLogica Peru supplies the most important supermarket chains (Vivanda, Plaza
Vea, Tottus and Wong) with an offer of 50 products. To overcome the bottlenecks of
scarce suppliers ensuring quality, regularity and price supply chains are being organised.
(Alvarado 2011). The ecological movement has established an alliance with the
gastronomic movement and the farmers national convention (APEGA – ANPE –
CONVEAGRO) to promote an ecological and gourmet agriculture. A small but influential
agroecological movement including academics, NGOs, producers’ organisations have
succeeded to have the government set up a regulatory framework for organic production
and markets. In 2008 the Law for the promotion of Ecological agriculture was passed (law
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29196). Following on recommendations of the MAELA (Movimiento Agroecológico
Latinoamericano y del Caribe) and IFOAM (International Federation of Organic
Agriculture Movements) to avoid the bottleneck of costly organic certification processes the
Peruvian agro-ecological movement is lobbying for the implementation of the
Participatory Guarantee System (Sistema de Garantia Participativo – SGP). This
mechanism aims to facilitate small-scale producers’ participation in the organic national
market supporting their organisation to compete with good and certified products while
contributing to consumers’ better health. The certification can now be done by public and
private regional associations complying with the requirements established in the law. Only
few regions have recognised and legalised this mechanism in the country (Maela 2012).
Junk food consumption is growing
According to official sources 13.8 million Peruvians are food insecure (Mimdes 2010).
Besides the quantitative aspects of food security, academics have been trying to put also
the quality aspect of food, the nutrition component, on the policy agenda since the late
1970s (Amat et al 1979). More recent studies highlight the big changes in consumption as
the facts that more people are eating out of home and that industrial processed food has
developed New urban lifestyles are affecting consumers health and preferences for food
with high components of imported inputs (pastas, poultry, sauces) are at the same time
creating food chains oligopolies marginalising family farmers and local food chains
(Gonzales 2012, Lajo 2011).
39 per cent of Peruvians are eating outside home at least once a week (McCann 2012)
and when at home they are spending 40 per cent of their food budget in processed food.
Men and mainly women are having more jobs outside home now and eat ‘on their way’
from the huge offer of street food vendors and all sort of restaurants serving all income
level costumers. Near half of people declared that besides satisfying a physiological
need, eating on the street is a way of relaxing and socialising. Preferred dishes of lowincome consumers are those containing potatoes, hot-dog and roasted chicken with fries. A
nutritionist from ‘Le Cordon Bleu’, one of the best reputed gastronomy schools, states that
Peruvians privilege taste and colour over nutritional criteria. An example is the high intake
of carbohydrates, 70-80% when it should be of 40-60 per cent. She highlights that
gastronomy is a relationship between people, their environment and nutrition, thus in Peru
it should be better to talk about a culinary rather than gastronomical development
(Collantes 2009) The average daily consumption of fruits and vegetables is 857
grammes, amounting to only one third of international recommendations – (Adonde 2012)
Under-nutrition alongside obesity
Recent studies have alarmed public health authorities and public opinion. 15 per of
children, 20 per cent of teenagers and nearly half of all women in many regions are
overweight or obese. In general, 60 per cent of Peruvians are overweight and 60 per
cent of women between 15 and 19 years are short because of under nutrition (Mora et al
2012).
For industrial food processors ‘Junk Food’ or ‘comida chatarra’ (industrial processed food
containing large amounts of fats, sugar and salt) is highly profitable because of low cost
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ingredients for their production, their long shelf life and their relative higher sale prices. It
is estimated that processing companies invest in advertising USD 250 million per year
while investment from the Ministries of Health and Education to promote healthier food
habits doesn’t reach 1 per cent of that amount (Jacoby 2013). Junk food is not the fact of
only big global fast food chains, in rural areas where they have not developed yet,
raising incomes and changes on lifestyles are leaving behind local natural products that
are being replaced by while bread, fizzy drinks and table sugar.
Come rico, come sano, come peruano – joining forces
In 2010 the government established a set of national norms to reform the offer of food in
schools. One year later in 2011, important CSOs like the Gastronomic movement and
others joined efforts with the Ministry of Health and created a slogan to promote healthier
food habits. ‘Come rico, come sano, come peruano – eat great, healthy and Peruvian’
aims to promote social change, agriculture, incomes and improve nutrition through the
recognition of nutritional, environmental and social qualities attributed to the Peruvian
food and products (Jacoby 2013). While consumption of the natural products of the large
Peruvian biodiversity are specially promoted, big industrial food processors have used
these arguments and have created a boom of processed pepper sauce (Aji Tari created
by Alicorp) whose recipe is signed by the gastronomy founder and leader, chef Gaston
Acurio whose photo is on the package (Business Empresarial 2012)
Conflicts around the law against junk food adverstising
In May 2013 the Ollanta government passed the Law on Healthy Food for Children and
Teenagers which one of its main points is the regulation of food advertising particularly in
TV. The president declared that this was just a stepping stone to build a good food policy,
especially for children. Responding to criticism from business representatives he highlighted
that even if Peru is an open economy there cannot be a ‘libertinage’ in the promotion of
food products. He criticized those in the industry who choose to sell products that do not
guarantee quality and take advantage of the audience of children (Gestion 2013).
Conflict started in the government itself. Coined by the Health Minister and the President
himself, this law was criticised by the powerful Ministry of Economy and Finance who
opposes every measure that could affect Peru’s economic growth. The argument was that
the norm applies to ‘suppliers that trade, import, supply and/or process food such as those
named ‘fast food’ or ‘chatarra food – junk food’. This violates the Commerce Code norm
that guarantees the acquisition, transformation and trade of goods and services (Gestion
2013a).
The president of the National Society of Industries (SIN), and a cold meat food processor
himself, reacted violently demanding the abrogation of the law. His arguments pointed out
to the negative impact on school children of? food; if packaged food were to be
prohibited this would increase consumption of informal products without any safety
guarantee. He reminded that most schools don’t have facilities to store nor refrigerate big
quantities of fresh food and thus processed packaged food has advantages for them.
Besides, he stated, the norm would affect mainly small and medium enterprises in the food
processing that are trying to compete in markets, not the big ones whose reputation is
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already established. Finally he called for children and consumers education to improve
health rather than advertising prohibition. He also put forward that the law is
contradictory with the Commerce Code (Gestion 2013b).
According to a survey in Lima out of 59 per cent of interviewees declaring that they knew
the law, 25 per cent stated that reducing advertising of food containing high quantities of
fats, sodium and sugar could help prevent children obesity. But 66 per cent said that
physical exercise could be more effective, 12 per cent also claimed that the law goes
against consumers rights to choose what they eat (Gestion 2013c).
The president of the Association of Peruvian Consumers warned that if the state does not
regulate advertising now, it will have to face public health high costs in the near future
due to increasing obesity (Gestion 2012b). A study on the impact of food advertising in
Huanuco, one of the poorest regions in the country, revealed effects on children’s health.
Nutrition deficits and dental caries were correlated with the increase of consumption of
sodium, sugar and fats contained in most advertised processed products (Sevillano et al
2012). Doctors supporting the Oxfam Grow Campaign have called for support and
promotion of consumption of local fresh products. They highlight the risks of contamination
that products may suffer during processing, packaging and transportation , and the loss of
their nutritional status along the way. They point out that buying products in supermarkets
is neither a guarantee of better quality nor of freshness even if they look attractive
(Oxfam 2013).
Social food programmes, how to ensure procurement of healthy food

The social Food programme Qali Warma has been criticised for procuring junk food for
the school meals, in contradiction to the purpose of the law passed on promotion of
healthy food that bans advertising of inappropriate food . This programme replaced the
old National Programme of Food Assistance (PRONAA) after three children died in 2011
due to poisoned food. The programme serves meals to 2.7million children in 47,000 public
schools in the country. An advisor to the programme is the association of the gastronomic
movement APEGA. Independent nutritionists criticised the Centro Nacional de Alimentacion
y Nutricion (CENAN) in charge of the design and validation of the programme. They
argue that children are given bad flour, fats and sugar prioritising taste over health (El
Comercio 2013b).
Following much expert criticism of imports of processed food and food additives (wheat,
maize, oils, chemical components for preservation and colour) the Minister of Agriculture
declared that production of potatoes and Andean cereals will be increased to improve
food health in the country. Accompanied by representatives of potato producers, the
International Potato Centre and Care Peru among other institutions promoting family
farming and local food chains, he highlighted the contribution of potatoes. The production
of potatoes contributes 8 per cent of the agricultural GDP and supports the livelihoods of
half a million small-scale farming families in 19 regions around the country (Peru21
2013b). More recently, in December 2013, the first lady (international ambassador of the
Quinoa year) together with Jose Graziano, FAO director, closed the International year of
Quinoa in the borders of Lake Titicaca in the Puno region. The contribution of nutritious
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qualities of this native product to the world’s health and its contribution to rising incomes of
the small-scale farmers that produce it were highlighted (2013a). But if the export boom
was acknowledged as positive, commitments were taken to promote more production
aiming at the national market to overcome under-nutrition. Promotion of consumption of
Andean cereals, starting with social programmes like Qali Warma, will help fight junk
food according to the first lady. But increases in the price of quinoa due to growing
international demand have made producers sell all of their produce instead of keeping
part of it as they used to do; pasta, rice, and biscuits have replaced quinoa in their diets
(The Guardian 2013). According to industrial processors only massive production and
industrialisation can ensure food safety and lower prices to reach domestic consumers, and
this is what ALICORP is trying to do in Peru, engaging in Quinoa production and
transformation (Quinde, interview 2013).

Multi-criteria matrix of food supply chain performance
Key attributes of food chains
Sphere / Dimension
ITA Public

ITA Scientific

ITA Market

ITA Policy
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4. Conclusions
Peru is certainly doing well economically and is set to be one of the most promising
countries in Latin America. The liberalization process that started two decades ago has
brought rapid and steady economic growth and people’s incomes have increased. The
government has put all their efforts in creating an enabling environment for business
competitiveness. Free trade agreements with many countries, incentives for private
national and foreign investments, new legislation to open the land market, improvement of
institutions to facilitate food safety certification, promotion of exports and a special
labour legislation for workers in the agriculture sector are among the main measures.
With the country rich in natural resources, exports from extractives industries and
agriculture have been and are strongly supported to respond to growing demand in
international markets. All policies or laws that impede economic growth or threaten a
good business environment and the principle of open market economy are disregarded by
the powerful Ministry of Economy and Finance, where the real power lies. But there is
much concern about the economic, social and environmental sustainability of this growth
model. The national debate regarding agriculture and food show the disagreements but
also the convergence of views of the different actors involved. Contribution to food
security, contribution to national and local economies, and contribution to people’s health
are the key attributes - closely inter-related - around which food chain performance is
assessed at present and which set the frame for their future assessment.

4.1. Food insecurity in a ‘foodie’ country?

Despite economic growth, poverty levels and food insecurity in Peru are still high. Besides
quantity of food (availability) and incomes to buy food (affordability), the issue of its
nutritious qualities and Peruvian’s health provokes intense debate.
The land issue comes back again under the umbrella of food security; should land be used
for mining, for food exports or to feed the country? The gastronomic movement led by
APEGA and the valorisation of national and traditional food diversity has contributed to
the perception of local food chains as an economic, cultural and health issue. For many
academics and NGOs local food chains and short circuits are perceived as a better option
to ensure food security while global chains (exports and imports) are perceived as a
growing threat. One of the main arguments is the concentration of land and water in the
hands of few big export companies which also impact negatively the environment and
water overconsumption in water-scarce regions. The other argument is the growing
dependence on imported food ingredients for processed food, and agro-inputs including
seeds and fertilizers. Agro exporters will highlight their contribution to employment in the
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country and argue that with better incomes people can buy the food they wish. Food
processors and importers on their side state that they contribute to lower prices for
consumers while ensuring food safety as they comply with all norms, something that small
local food chains, mainly informal, cannot guarantee. As for the government efforts are
concentrated in supporting global and/or local chains as long as they contribute to
economic growth and income generation while trying to promote healthier food. To
balance the expansion of supermarkets, some municipal initiatives, including in Lima, are
aiming to improve the competitiveness and human and environmental health of
open/traditional markets where still most of people buy food products. The restructuring
of wholesale markets aims also to better control prices and to ensure food safety.

4.2. Contribution to national and local economies: more or better?

Land, public investment (irrigation) and water concentration in the hands of agro-export
companies is criticized by academics, NGOs and small-scale farmers’ organisations. They
highlight that this concentration is done to the detriment of the promotion and support for
national production and farmers ensuring food security. Concentration is perceived as not
contributing to economic, social and environmental sustainability.
Besides their poor environmental performance (mainly the water issue) food exporters
have been criticised regarding their social performance too. Employment has certainly
increased notably in regions like Ica or La Libertad where important agro-food companies
clearly contribute to local economies. But working conditions, especially for women who
are the main labour force in these industries, are said to be far from decent (REDGE
2012, Velazco J. et al 2012).
Since the 1990s all governments have supported fruits and vegetables export perceiving
it as an important lever to the country’s economic development. CSOs and academics will
argue that small-scale farming still contributes to 70 per cent of food provision. The
gastronomic movement will argue that the ‘gastronomy food chain’ is contributing both to
national and local economies valuing farmers and their product which translates in better
incomes for all. Short trading circuits main attributes are said to be the valorisation of
producers, and increasing their autonomy to sell to whom they want, the increase on the
prices they receive and finally their contribution to food security and the strengthening of
culture and rural-urban linkages.
From the exporters and food processors point of view their contribution is supported in
terms of employment creation, increased incomes of farmers involved in their food supply
chains – thus contributing to local economic dynamism, and on the taxes they pay to the
government; arguments that are shared by the big food input importers. Challenged on
their poor social performance, mainly on their opposition to increased wages, they will
claim that they need to safeguard their international competitiveness; an argument that
the government has supported.
On the government and policy side, supporting food chains, whether local or global,
depends on how much money they bring to the country. The huge effort over the last
twenty years to open markets signing free trade agreements with many economic
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communities and countries are said to benefit both. Food chains for exports or local
markets are certainly promoted, but the export orientation is clear as well as support to
formal companies. Food chains are seen as the best mechanism to fight rural poverty, but
programmes supporting these initiatives focus on those chains that have a real market
potential, whether national or international. The aim is both to ensure national production
and consumption while trying to produce and direct surplus to international markets. But
complying with trade agreements and competing with cheap imports seems to be making
these good purposes hard to achieve.

4.3. Local versus global food chains? ‘it all depends’

Current policy and business and even farmers’ organisations may support both local and
global food chains depending on business opportunities and better incomes and returns.
Environmental and ethical considerations, even if acknowledged in narratives, are not
major issues in practice. Free trade agreements signed with many countries all over the
world have allowed more food exports but also imports creating opportunities for many
but also problems for others. As for consumers, who are now getting better incomes and
spend more time out of home, mainly women, times are for more consumption, for quantity.
Quality and health seems to be, as by now, a secondary concern. Industrial food
processing companies are adapting to satisfy this emergent but powerful national market
through imports but also through promoting national production and ensuring their supply
through contract farming in order to lower costs.
For governments and policy, small-scale farmers, small local chains and open markets are
considered and treated as a cost, always needing financial support for very low returns.
Big companies and food chains, agro-exports and imports are considered as an
investment as they pay taxes and expand the tax base, which is a key to ensuring public
services and infrastructure. The issue of informality has thus become central for the
government but also for formal food chains claiming unfair competition.
Laws are passed but not often implemented depending on current power relationships. In
this complex situation, farmers, local and global chains, food processors, wholesalers, old
and modern retailers all interact as they can or wish and they are the real actors
changing the food system. As argued by big food processors, it is the market that
organises food chains, not governments.

4.4. Assessing food chains in the future

Despite the efforts of the government and the private sector to promote and increase
exports, there are two main issues threatening development and performance of agroexport in the near future. Water scarcity needs the development of better resource
management and also shifts to less water consuming crops in some regions. The other
general problem is increasing labour scarcity in agriculture as workers find better
opportunities in other sectors; and agro-exports are still labour intensive. Decent
employment conditions and salaries are key points on the agenda unless mechanisation is
promoted. These changes may be market driven as some importing countries are
requesting compliance with the preservation of native species, the environment and with
good labour standards from their suppliers. At the government level, in the programmes
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designed to strengthen competitiveness, environmental or social criteria is not yet used to
allocate financial support to food chains (whether for local or international markets), the
market potential and profitability of the business determine support.
Concerns about international price volatility and climate change are also contributing to a
rethink of food security and business performance, looking to the future. Both from
government and food input importers’ perspectives, substituting imports with local
production is under study and some initiatives have already been taken in order to be less
dependent on imports. The agro-food processing industry is concerned about the cereal
price and is interested in increasing national production, some have engaged in contract
farming with small-scale producers. But a fairer distribution of value all along the chain is
still to be strengthened. Better road infrastructure to better distribute value along the food
chain is important. The further away the production zones from the markets, the less the
producers receive because of transport costs. The distance issue and its cost besides the
carbon footprint matters for exporters as well. New dynamic FFV exporters are
competing with Peru in Europe and the USA, so turning attention to the closer growing
markets in Latin American is getting more attention.
There is also the challenge to produce new varieties of crops (new and traditional) that
are more resilient to climate change and better adapted to specific regions. The public
and private sector have already initiated some programmes together with research
institutions and these sorts of partnerships will need to be improved in the future. But the
remaining question for many is who will benefit?
Inclusion of small-scale farmers, still important in numbers, will certainly be an issue to
scrutinise when assessing local and global chains performance. Safety issues are being
cited to exclude them even from public food procurement programmes. The powerful
gastronomic movement will have to show more and concrete results regarding increase in
small-scale farmers’ incomes as per the objectives of the ‘chefs and farmers alliance’.
In an open market economy and in the context of international trade agreements good
national policy purposes to ensure national production and consumption while trying to
produce and direct surplus to international markets are not easy to achieve. But power
relations matter. Good intentions from some ministers in favour of inclusion, health or the
environment have to comply first with the open market economic model promoted and
defended by the Minister of the Economy and Finance. All policies and laws threatening
economic growth and hurting business performance and competitiveness will be
disregarded and if voted, will find obstacles to their effective implementation. As of now,
the main criteria to judge food chain performance is their contribution to the economy and
to the state tax revenue.
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National-level Report – Senegal (Task 2.5)
Ethel del Pozo-Vergnes – UK: IIED

2014

GLAMUR is an EU FP7 project that aims at integrating advancement in scientific
knowledge about the impact of food chains, to increase food chain sustainability through
public policies and private strategies.
This general objective will be pursued through the following specific objectives:
To develop and validate a performance criteria matrix for assessment and comparison of
food chains operating at a range of geographical scales through analysis of how food
chain impacts are communicated in different spheres of society.
To build a database of quantifiable indicators of impact and a set of 20 case studies
aimed at understanding how impacts are generated within specific food chains.
To advance knowledge on methodological problems and trade-offs arising when
measuring and comparing the impact of food chains within and between sectors.
To assess how performance is perceived by stakeholders in different national contexts
through participatory assessment and multi-criteria analysis of the different typologies of
food chains.
To assess the actual and potential role of public and private policies addressing food
chains and to turn assessment into policy recommendations.
To build a network that turns the advancement of scientific knowledge into decision making
tools for domestic and public consumers, producers, citizens, scientists, policy makers, civil
society organizations.
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Summary
Context

Despite significant progress in many domains, Senegal has many structural problems. It
remains among the least developed countries; 55 per cent of the total population lives
under the poverty line and the country imports 60% of its basic food needs, hence the
predominant background of assessing food chains against food security. This situation
explains why the economic and social dimensions are prioritised by the different actors in
the four spheres, even if emphasis may vary. Ensuring food security through local
production or imports is a major concern. Most of the population is still rural and
agriculture is one of their main economic activities. Food exports may have created
employment, both permanent and seasonal, but population growth and particular the
cohorts of mostly unskilled youth arriving each year into the labour market is one of the
main challenges. Senegal’s situation in the Sahel region exposes both local and global
food chains to climate change which forces adaptation of crops to recurrent drought and
floods. Besides climatic, international crisis and market volatility impacting in the country’s
economy, Senegal is also engaged in the WTO and free trade agreement negotiations
(Economic Partnership Agreements – EPA) with the European Union and with the new
African regional economic and trading blocs, all bringing good opportunities but also
many challenges to face in the coming years.

Local and Global food chains performance: between complementarity and
opposition

Availability and affordability, employment/incomes, contribution to national economy,
and contribution to local economy are the four main attributes that emerge from actors’
discourses in the four spheres and all are mainly related to the economic and social
dimensions. Given the high levels of poverty in Senegal it is not surprising that the
environmental, health and ethical dimensions are not of immediate concern. It is important
to note also that perceptions change when it comes to food chains feeding the cities and
Dakar in particular as higher income consumers are concentrated there. Then we see other
attributes appear: easy preparation, quality, safety, hygiene, freshness, and nutrition and
taste. Ecological efficiency appears in relation to better adapting crops to climate
stressed regions but also, developing or maintaining local production is perceived from a
landscape and well-being angle.
If opposition between local and global food chains is important, complementarity appears
to be considered important too. Local food chains are complementary to imported food as
the national offer cannot cover domestic demand in key products and national incomes
depend on both import and export taxes. Competition on specific products (imported or
national production) or which agricultural model is promoted (big exporting commercial
farms or small-scale family farming) opposes the diverse actors’ interests. Since the early
2000s, the government has adopted a market chain approach focusing on where there
are real favourable commercial conditions and then making production follow. In this new
approach policies are trying to balance local food chain protection with promotion in
www.glamur.eu
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order to improve productivity and competitiveness. But the government prioritises agribusiness and commercial farming as private national and mainly foreign companies can
ensure important investments that the government cannot. Many argue that if the
performance chains is good in terms of volumes exported – mainly fruits and vegetables the distribution of value along the chain is far from being fair. Pushed by quality
standards in international markets these chains have consolidated in fewer and bigger
plantations; vertical integration has meant the end of contract farming with smallholders.
But others point to the fact that these developments have actually changed the way in
which these global chains may be assessed. They contribute to seasonal employment of the
poorest in the countryside and thus to poverty reduction and local economic dynamism.

Assessing food chains in the future: challenges ahead

Ensuring food availability and affordability through imports and ensuring incomes through
exports is a policy dilemma in which the employment issue is starting to be looked at
closer. Local or global food chains performance will certainly be more scrutinised from a
jobs creation perspective. If food exports remain important for employment, national and
urban demand is creating more jobs opportunities for local chains. But they will need to
adapt to rapid changes in urban demand: adding value processing food, ensuring
regularity and quality of supply.
Global export food chains will have to account more on their contribution to national and
local economies as local chains develop. Better informed local chain organisation and
product and market diversification are creating a feeling of ‘resource nationalism’ that
changes the rules of the game; and in this game international regulations play a role. To
cope with the WTO regulations, which demand reciprocity between partners, the EU aim
to turn the non-reciprocal ACP into free trade agreements, like the EPAs, where reciprocity
prevails. This would translate in a much wider opening of Senegal markets and reduced
margin for national policies to protect national production and infant industries. Keeping
advantages to export freely to Europe while protecting national production from imports
competition is proving difficult to maintain.
Senegal is in the Sahel region, water is scarce and its use is an important element to judge
the performance of food chains. Climate change impact on agriculture is driving changes
to match crops with the most suitable ecosystems. Environmental efficiency is being
explored and developed but at the same time there are urbanisation pressures in some of
the most fertile lands.
Policy interventions in local and global food chains face an important challenge regarding
resilience and cost and benefits perspectives. In the one hand there’s political willingness
to support local chains but in the other hand the government cannot afford the necessary
investments to make this possible. Most of local food chains and the economy in general
are informal and do not pay taxes. Emerging national entrepreneurs, who pay taxes,
point to the absence of a professionalization and formalisation in the agri-food sector as
a threat to economic and social development.
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Acronyms
AAHM – Alliance Against Hunger and Malnutrition
ADEPTA - Association pour le développement des échanges internationaux de produits et
techniques agroalimentaires
AGRA – Alliance for a Green Revolution in Africa
ANREVA - National Agency to Promote Return to Agriculture
ARM – Agence de Régulation des Marchés
ASCOSEN – Association des Consommateurs du Sénégal
AU - African Union
CAADP - Comprehensive Africa Agriculture Development Programme
CEDEAO – Communauté Economique des Etats de l'Afrique de l'Ouest. ECOWAS
CFAHS - Coopérative Fédérative des Acteurs de l’Horticulture du Sénégal
CNCAS - Caisse nationale de crédit agricole du Sénégal
CNIA - Comité national interprofessionnel de l’arachide
COM - Cadres obligations mutuelles
CSO – Civil Society Organisations
CSS - Compagnie Sucrière Sénégalaise
EPA - Economic Partnership Agreements
FAO – Food and Agriculture Organisation of the UN
GOANA – Grande offensive pour la nourriture et l'abondance
IFLEX – Information sur les fruits et légumes d’exportation et produits d’import-substitution
ILO – International Labour Organisation
ISRA - Institut Sénégalais de la Recherche Agricole
ITA - Institut de Technologie Alimentaire
JICA – Japan International Cooperation Agency
LOASP - Loi d’orientation agro‐sylvo‐pastorale
NASAN - New Alliance for Food Security and Nutrition
NEPAD – Nouveau Partenariat pour le Développement de l’Afrique
ONAPES - Organisation nationale des producteurs exportateurs de fruits et légumes du
Sénégal
PNAR - Programme National d’Autosuffisance en Riz
PNIA - National Programme for Agricultural Investments
PNLD - National Programme for Local Development
PPEA - Projet de promotion des exportations agricoles
SEPAS - Sénégalaise d'exportation de produits agricoles et de services
TEC - Tarif Extérieur Commun
UEMOA - Union Economique et Monétaire de l’Afrique de l’Ouest
UNACOIS - Union National des Industriels et Commerçants du Sénégal
WTO – World Trade Organisation
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S. 1 - Introduction to the national report
Agriculture and food in Senegal have gone through major changes over the last fifty
years. Groundnut exports developed massively compared to local cereal production, and
imports of rice covered the deficit and changed diets mainly in urban areas. Ensuring
foreign currency incomes and food for people has been at the heart of government
interventions. The liberalisation process (1980-2000) and changes in global markets
produced a restructuring in food chains and in the organisation of the diverse actors
engaged in those chains while defining a new role for government intervention. Since the
late 1990s horticulture has become a key component of national income. Today, in terms
of foreign currency per tonne exported, horticulture (mainly green beans, cherry tomatoes
and melons) is ranked second after fish but before cotton, groundnuts and phosphates.
Population growth and rapid urbanisation in the past decades has increased food imports
of key products like rice, milk, onions and tomato concentrate. Since the early 2000s local
production has been promoted to substitute these imports, and regulatory measures have
been established to avoid import competition in periods of the year of national
production. Ensuring people’s food security while reducing the imports bill in a context
where local production is far from enough to cover local demand is one of Senegal’s
major dilemmas.
Local and global food chains, whether for exports or imports, are better structured at
present and interest groups build their discourses and act and interact from their specific
representations while the government tries to reconcile or trade off these often conflicting
interests. This struggle is also accentuated by the globalisation process and negotiations of
Economic Partnerships Agreements with the EU and regional integration; both presenting
many opportunities but also important risks related to imports competition.
The aim of this report is to provide insights on how local and global food chains are
perceived and communicated in a developing country, with Senegal as classic example of
the struggle between local and global. It synthetises a large quantity of related literature
from different sources (academic, NGOs, media, market, policy) both Senegalese and
foreign. At an initial stage of this research more quantitative data collection with
tagclouds was used to identify key themes, but was set aside as the important themes
appeared quite soon. A more classical literature review and analysis of the various types
of sources allowed for a better understanding of discourses and to ‘read’ the attributes in
between lines. Only the most significant documents and other materials consulted have
been referenced.
This report also integrates reflections and perspectives gathered in a ten days field work
in September 2013 and a series of fifteen interviews with key actors in different sectors.
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Interviews have been a major source of information to gain insights into the tensions,
controversies but also the aspirations of the actors in the different spheres, and have
contributed to confirm the attention given to the economic and social spheres.
Chapter 2 explores Senegal’s context and sets the background to understand how food
chains evolve in one of the Least Developed Countries where high levels of poverty and
food insecurity still prevail. Chapter 3 analyses the dominant discourses and the different
actors’ perceptions that legitimate their interventions in food chains. Fifteen attributes on
how the performance of local and global food chains is perceived are clustered in six
groups, described in detail and synthetized in a matrix. Finally, Chapter 4 sums up
conclusions and points to some elements on how food chains could be reassessed in the
future.

S. 2 - National Context
2.1 Doing better but still high levels of poverty – the challenges
Senegal is certainly doing better. Export crops have increased and diversified. Market
regulations to reduce competition from food imports and cut foreign currency spending
have allowed an improvement in local production for the domestic market. Political
stability and democracy have attracted private investment, better roads are being
constructed and the Dakar port facilities have improved, adding to the potential of the
country. Different economic and social actors have federated and strengthened their
organisations to defend their interests. Governance has improved also with the creation of
public and private spaces to discuss policies affecting all actors in a food chain.
Despite these significant progresses in many domains, Senegal has many structural
problems (See Box 1). It remains among the least developed countries with high levels of
poverty. Ensuring food security through local production or imports is a major concern.
Most of the population is still rural and agriculture is one of their main economic activities.
Food exports may have created employment, both permanent and seasonal, but
population growth and particular the cohorts of mostly unskilled youth arriving each year
into the labour market is one of the main challenges. This is a preoccupation in a context
of growing influence of Islamic movements in neighboring countries and Senegal’s own
conflict with groups in the Casemance region fighting for independence.
Senegal’s situation in the Sahel region exposes both local or global food chains to climate
change which forces adaptation of crops to recurrent drought and floods. Besides climatic,
international crisis and market volatility impacting in the country’s economy, Senegal is
also engaged in the WTO and free trade agreement negotiations (Economic Partnership
Agreements – EPA) with the European Union and with the new African regional economic
and trading blocs, all bringing good opportunities but also many challenges to face in the
coming years. 400 million people will live in the 15 countries of the CEDEAO (ECOWAS)
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space in 2025 1 and they will be young and mainly urban. The last twenty years food
diversification offer and demand will keep intensifying and modifying old dichotomies
between rural and urban spaces and cash crops for exports and food crops for domestic
markets. Africa is trying to look to Africa. Policies harmonisation and infrastructure to
boost intra/trans-border trade appears as one of the most urgent issues to take
advantage of Africa’s potential, economic growth increase and demand expansion.
Box 1: Senegal: numbers that matter and recent policies
Population
3 million in 1960 – 12,5 million in 2010
60 % rural – 40 % urban
20 % live in Dakar
2,6 % external migration per year
55% live in rural areas
2,6 % demographic growth (1988-2002)
2 out of 3 are less than 25 years old
90% are Muslims
Poverty
55% of total population
57,3 % in rural areas (2010-2011) – 42 % in urban areas
26,1 % a Dakar – 47,3% in other urban areas
Food insecurity
15,1% Food insecure in rural areas
8,5% Food insecure in urban areas
Food import dependency
22 to 47 % variance between 2001-2010 – 37 % dependence on average
100 % of wheat imported, rice 70 %, milk (powder) 90 %
CEDEAO (Communauté Economique des Etats de l'Afrique de l'Ouest - Economic Community of West African States,
ECOWAS – 15 countries 400 million population estimated in 2025) - http://www.ecowas.int/ . UEMOA (Union
Economique et Monétaire de l’Afrique de l’Ouest – 8 countries using the CFA currency).
http://www.uemoa.int/Pages/Home.aspx
1
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Main imported food products in 2008 and 2012 (millions CFA)
Rice: 235,035 – 207,605
Animal and vegetal oil and fats : 95,458 – 99,295
Wheat: 70,660 – 96,663
Dairy products – 66,631 – 49,405
Raw and refined sugar: 13,210 - 46,931
Fruits and vegetables (includes onions): 30,068 – 35,644
Maize: 16,983 - 25,399
Main exports and key agricultural products in 2008 and 2012 (millions CFA)
Non-Monetary gold: 9,497 - 222,336
Oil products: 309,206 – 183,987
Phosphoric acid: 106,905 – 140,353
Fresh fish and shellfish: 86,105 – 132,212
Hydraulic cement: 55,041 – 111,909
Cigarettes: 13,244 – 24,153
Raw groundnut oil: 7,889 – 13,727
Fresh vegetables : 8,925 – 12, 737
Cotton: 10,312 – 10,990
Employment
60 % work in agriculture
60 % of non-agricultural employment in the informal sector
55 % is the contribution of the informal economy to GDP
200,000 youth, the majority of whom come from rural areas, enter the labor market
annually; this figure will reach 280,000 in 2025
Among the Least Developed Countries
144 position out of 169 countries in the Human Development Index
152 position out of 181 in the 2010 ‘Doing Business’ report far behind other in Africa
(Gambia 140, Nigeria 125 or Ghana 92)
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Recent policies and programmes
2006 – Creation of the National Agency to Promote Return to Agriculture (ANREVA).
Financed by Spain. Contribute to youth employment in agriculture – for exports and
domestic market - to avoid migration toward cities and Spain.
2008 – Launch of the Grand Agricultural Offensive for Food Security ( la Grande
Offensive agricole pour la nourriture et l'abondance GOANA) to address food security
by making the country self-sufficient by 2015
Sources: République du Sénégal 2012 - SINDES 2013-2017 ; Ministère de l’agriculture
2010 ; RuralStruc 2009 ; AGVSAN, République du Sénégal 2011 ; Oxford Business
Group 2011 ; ANSD 2012

2.2. Brief history of the food industry, structure and ownership
patterns
Export or local chains have been restructuring since the liberalisation process (end of
1980s) according to their possibilities of access to markets, private and public investment
and the situation of natural resources in the country’s regions. The Delta of the Senegal
River is regarded as a ‘promising’ area because of the public investments in terms of
irrigation developments and its level of market integration (quality rice with wage labour,
tomato concentrate industry contracting with farmers). The region of Saint-Louis leads
public investments by administrative area, receiving 27% of total investments between
2000 and 2003 (Ministère du développement rural et de l’agriculture - CDSMT, 2007).
Upper and Middle Casamance is a ‘marginalized’ region; in spite of its natural potential it
received nearly 9% of total investments, primarily concentrated in irrigation developments
but it remains weakly connected to markets, under-equipped with socio-economic
infrastructure and a victim of permanent insecurity stemming from the conflict with groups
fighting for independence. This situation constitutes a real disadvantage, making it one of
Senegal’s poorest regions, with two households out of three below the poverty line. The
Southeast Groundnut Basin (SEBA) and the Central-north Groundnut Basin (CNBA) are
regarded as two ‘intermediate’ regions where the groundnut industry was historically well
developed (See regions in annex 1). The structural crisis in the industry has produced a
transformation process of the regional economy and the emergence of a new rural
economy; manioc and other local chains are developing to supply mainly the domestic
market (RuralStruc, Phase II. IPAR 2009).
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Exports products and market diversification
Main agricultural exports are groundnut products, cotton and horticultural products (melon,
cherry tomatoes, mango, and green beans). For groundnut products France and Lebanon
are the principal buyers, China was second in 2009 but ceased buying in 2010. European
countries remain the principal destination for horticultural products but the regional and
domestic markets are increasing in importance (ANSD 2012).
Groundnuts are Senegal’s second-largest export product after fish. Groundnuts are still
the dominant agriculture product and are a major foundation of the economy. About 70%
of farmers grow groundnuts, 40% of the population relies on groundnuts for their
livelihood (including processing) and groundnuts occupy 40% of all cultivated land.
Groundnuts including oil once dominated exports, accounting for 29% of the total in the
early 1980s. By 2005 though, that share had fallen to just 2.2% (IDE-JETRO web 2013).
Production levels have been recovering thanks to more rain and government subsidised
seeds and farming equipment to farmers. Senegal has been exporting whole unprocessed
groundnuts since the late 2000s; from 140 tonnes in 2009 exports have increase to
16,000 tonnes in 2011/2012 growing season. Vietnam overtook the UK in the top
importer group and together with China and more recently India are the main buyers.
SUNEOR, the leading groundnut oil processor and exporter in Senegal is facing
competition from new buyers paying better prices to farmers and is having problems to
feed their processing plants. Seasonal labour working in processing could lose their jobs
due to supply shortage (Oxford Business Group web 2013).
SONACOS, the state owned peanut oil company was privatised in 2005 and changed its
name in early 2007 to become SUNEOR SA.; it is now the largest food company in the
country. It buys 40% of national production, is the world first groundnut oil exporter with a
45-50 per cent contribution (EU, USA and China) and dominates the domestic market with
a 70% market share (Suneor web). Advens Group of France wholly owns Suneor. Abbas
Jaber, a Lebanese born in the town of Thiès in Senegal and his brother Mazen established
Jaber Negoce in 1988, which became Advens in 2004 and bought SUNEOR in 2005.
Advens Group handles the export of prime food stuffs such as sugar, flour, wheat which
they buy on the open markets in Africa. His company is one of the leading European
trading companies in Senegal’s agro-business (IDE-JETRO web).
Horticulture is growing fast for exports and also for domestic markets
Horticulture appears as a promising sector with potential to increase production but also
to add value. Exports have been growing at 10 per cent per year and are considered
important for farmers’ income improvement and poverty reduction in rural areas.
Horticulture is the second provider of foreign currency per exported tonne in the
agricultural sector after fish but before cotton, groundnuts and phosphate products (Dia M.
L. 2012).
The World Bank and other donors have been supporting horticultural exports since 1998,
technical and commercial support was given to 58 exporters and 700 producers.
Exported volumes have doubled and value has tripled between 1998 and 2004. Since
2005 the biggest producers/exporters like GDS, Safina, Agrocap, Separn and Soleil Vert
obtained the Eurepgap certification. Besides, this support project (Project de promotion
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des exportations agricoles (PPEA) has succeeded to make the biggest producers and
exporters associations interests meet under the quality label of ‘Origine Sénégal’
(Matsumoto-Izadifar 2008). The ‘Origine Sénégal’ Foundation was created as a publicprivate partnership in 2010 to strengthen the sector competitiveness. Exports towards
Europe have increased by 11 per cent from 2011 to 2012 (IFLEX web).
The pursuit of quality standards and competitiveness over the last ten years has translated
into structural changes in the chain: consolidation at the level of the agro-exporting
industry and at the level of primary producers; and increased vertical coordination with
downstream buyers in the EU as well as with upstream suppliers. This translates into a
decreasing volume of green beans that is procured from small farmers and an increase in
vertically integrated fresh fruit and vegetable (FFV) estate production. Since 2000 the
export sector is consolidating with smaller exporters dropping out, the market share of the
three largest companies increased from less than half in 2002 to two-thirds in 2005.
Exclusion of small-scale producers as suppliers is a fact but evidence points to the good
performance of consolidated plantations in terms of employment and poverty reduction.
As a result of the supply chain restructuring in the period 2000-2005, 72% of contracted
farmers lost their green bean contract. Almost half of them (43%) started to work on
estate farms. The exporting firms that dissolved the contracts either exited the market or
started their own estate production. Based on company level data for the 2005 season, it
is estimated that almost 1,000 farmers produce green beans on contract and that FFV
exporting companies employ almost 12,000 workers, mostly temporarily (Maertens et al.
2007).
Besides the Delta Senegal River, the Niayes zone (part of the Dakar region) is the most
important horticultural region (See map annex 1). It produces approximately 2 80% of
horticultural products and an important part of industrial poultry. Most of producers are
owners of their farms and hire labour. In 2007 total national production was 429,000
tonnes of which 18,200 were exported. FFV imports that year were 172,660 tonnes, with
garlic and onions accounting for most of it - 157,148 tonnes. From the whole national
demand for FFV, Dakar absorbs 40%. The Niayes zone produced 54,966 tonnes (without
melons and green beans) and covered 24 per cent of the city demand (Ba and Moustier
2010).
Imports and food security – trying to compete
Senegal imports significant amounts of the most consumed food products as local supply
cannot cover the growing demand. These imports are mainly rice, onions, tomatoes and
milk powder. The Agency of Market Regulations (ARM) has forbidden imports of some
products during the periods of the year when local production is abundant. If local supply
cannot cover demand all year round it is important to note also than other that availability
and affordability, taste and ease of preparation or storage matter for consumers as
urbanisation develops. In Dakar imported rice and onions are preferred and low income
Senegal is just starting (2013) a unified data base service for the horticultural activity in the Niayes region which is the
main producer http://www.rewmi.com/PROMOTION-DES-FILIERES-HORTICOLES-AU-SENEGAL-Unepremiere-base-de-donnees-unifiee_a79579.html
2
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consumers would rather buy powdered milk as it is easier to conserve (Ndiaye O.
Interview 2013).
Rice imports can adapt more rapidly to the growing demand and can supply all year
round. The rice market is very concentrated, in 2008 it was estimated that five importers
controlled 81% of the volumes traded in the country. They have an important influence on
price for both imported rice and local cereals (AGVASN 2010).
Onion is the most important horticultural product in terms of hectares and is the most
consumed vegetable. Onions are produced in the Delta River and the Niayes regions.
Imported onions arrive mainly from Holland (Wade and Ndiaye 2209; Wade 2008).
Tomato for producing concentrate is the second industrial agrifood product after rice. The
industry is growing fast as demand increases. Farmers’ production is bought by the Société
de conserves alimentaires du Sénégal (SOCAS) which manufactures double tomato
concentrate (Duteurtre and Fall, 2008). Two other processing industries have appeared
over the last five years (Agroline and Takamoul Food) but they import triple tomato
concentrate from China that they turn into double concentrate for the local market (Diop
2011).
Traditional milk production is oriented mainly to home consumption (80% of milk in rural
areas). 60% of national demand of milk and dairy products is cover by imports of
powdered milk. Urbanisation and growing demand have contributed to the creation of
peri-urban dairies around Dakar which have invested in better cows and intensification.
Also in intermediary cities like Tambacounda and Kolda dairies have introduced improved
collection systems from farms as well as processing techniques ensuring quality and safety
(Dieye 2003; AVSF 2011; Diaw B. and Balde Moussa interviews 2013). Main milk
suppliers [in 2012?] are France (30.3%), New Zeland (20.6%), Ireland (5.4%), Brazil
(5.1%) and Morocco (4.7%). Milk imports dropped by 14% in 2012 (ANSD 2012).

2.3. Predominant forms of food distribution: wholesalers and
retailers
This section describes the political economy of market and trade structures -- power
relationships help us understand how perceptions are determined and communicated.
Trade networks in Dakar are dominated by the brotherhoods, ethnic and religious trade
associations which underpin both formal and informal commerce. Members of the Mouride
Brotherhood dominate market associations in Dakar. Brotherhood membership provides a
crucial introduction to customers and suppliers in the marketplace. UNACOIS, influenced by
brotherhoods, is one of the oldest unions; it was created in 1990 in response to traders’
frustrations with a state controlled monopoly over rice. It now has 100,000 members and
has strong ties to the government, playing a consultative role to the government’s economic
council (Scheld 2010). Dakar Chamber of Commerce is an exclusive membership club for
powerful wholesalers, the grands commerçants, who act as spokespeople for the traders
(Lyons and Snoxell 2005). Other important players in Dakar are the Lebanese merchants
who, until independence in 1961, were the main importers of manufactured goods to
Senegal, although they are now being displaced, for example by Chinese merchants.
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The role of associations remains controversial and confrontational. During 2002/03 there
was renewed debate about moving Sandaga market in Dakar. The grands commerçants
put forward a proposal to reorganize the market in a way that would tie hawkers to
particular wholesalers. This disenfranchised any non-member wholesaler and made sure
that hawkers had no freedom to change supplier. In November 2007, hawkers and street
traders rioted in response to moves by the mayor of Dakar to evict them, but the president
quashed the eviction, and helped to set up a national federation of street traders. An
unusual feature of Senegalese market associations is that both formal and informal
traders are embraced by brotherhoods and ethnic criteria (Scheld 2010). However,
migrant traders and non-Muslims are entirely excluded from the strong bonds of
brotherhoods. The brotherhoods have supported both national and international trade
expansion – particularly the Senegalese diaspora in Europe – and have informal but
influential links to local and central government (Lakh, M. interview 2013).
Social capital is a very important element for wholesalers. Their power is built on his
network with other wholesalers, shops and street vendors that he controls. Local retailers
avoid competition on prices preferring to diversify to other products. Retailer groups may
take social sanctions if they set their own prices. Social control over individuals and groups
is a key element to level the playing field for wholesalers and retailers in Senegal
business as credit and the ‘license’ to operate depends on respecting their rules (Dabo
2009). Clashes are often the fact of colluding inter-ethnic interests, like with the Chinese
recently.
Intermediaries in the distribution chain
Importers and wholesalers. They import or buy directly from producers. ‘Wholesaler’ is
mainly a ‘fiscal denomination’ for those making over CFA 100m annual sales and they can
recuperate the VAT. As local production doesn’t cover national demand, imports of the
most demanded food products (rice, milk, onions and wheat) are a lucrative business.
Retailers. Supermarkets buy from local chains and also import processed food and FFV
directly, but in small quantities. They are not so developed in Senegal and serve the
Dakar high and high-middle income population and mainly foreigners or Senegalese who
have lived abroad particularly in France. There are only three French ‘Casinos’ and
another three national ones (Mermoz, Liberté, Sahm).Their market share is said to be very
low and data is not available (Lamine, Ngom and Wade. Interviews 2013).
The ‘superettes’ were introduced in 1995 by oil companies Mobil, Shell and Total Fina Elf
in their petrol stations. They buy locally and import directly too. They sell mainly
processed food and serve middle and low income consumers.
Permanent markets. There are around 180 permanent markets functioning every day in
Senegal’s biggest cities, many are specialised in some products. Wholesalers, importers,
exporters and retailers exchange in these markets.
Weekly markets. These are very small local markets but some of them are also big centres
with important trans-border activities. Agro ecology determines product specialisation:
Centre-South sell cereals, the Niayes and the Delta Senegal River sell onions, potatoes,
sweet potatoes, manioc, cauliflower, carrots, aubergines and tomatoes. Processed food is
also sold in these markets like groundnut paste and diverse flour. The Diaobe market,
situated in the southern region of Kolda has become a regional trading point. Senegalese
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sell mainly salt, dried and smoked fish, onions and textiles; Gambians sell smoked fish,
Guinea Bissauans sell palm oil, ‘pain de singe’, honey and brooms and Guineans sell
coffee, palm oil and peppers.
Corner shops. These (mostly informal) shops are located in the popular neighbourhoods
and open every day until late; they buy from demi-wholesalers. Thanks to their proximity
and low prices they are the most frequented places to procure fresh and processed food,
as the purchasing power of most Senegalese is very low and cannot afford transport to
buy in other places. These shops repackage products in small quantities (milk powder,
tomato concentrate, and instant coffee) and sell them at affordable prices (Dabo 2009).
Governance and policies – poverty and the food security issues
Since the early 2000s there are clear policy intentions to couple the fight against poverty
and food insecurity with economic and social development. The elaboration of the
Economic and Social Document (DPES 2001-2015) marks a paradigmatic change in
making that link. Evaluations of programmes like the National Programme for Local
Development (PNLD) are done in relation to their contribution to both poverty and food
insecurity reduction and economic and social development. This is happening in a context
where public finance reforms are introducing budgets based on results. In 2014 all
UEMOA countries will have to apply the new collective financial law stipulating that line
budgets have to be replaced by programme-budgets based on results (Sow et al. 2009).
Another key element of policy change is the membership of Senegal in the New Alliance
for Food Security and Nutrition (NASAN) in 2012, an initiative promoted by the G8
summit in Camp David in May 2012. The objectives and priorities of the National
Programme for Agricultural Investments (PNIA) are built on these new concerns. Abdoul
Mbaye, the prime minister, highlighted ‘the government’s commitment to improve measures
and procedures and to act in support of transparency in food markets (Hubrural 2012
web).
State intervention in agriculture has significantly changed over the last twenty years.
Direct engagement in markets like groundnuts or cotton ended in 1995 after suggestions
from the European Union in the context of the mutual obligation agreements (Cadres
d’obligations mutuelles (COM) discussions (Diagana, 2008). Liberalisation translated into
the privatisation of the only publicly owned groundnut processing industry, the SONACOS
became private SUNEOR. Cotton became more integrated with a single processing
company (SODEFITEX). The National Federation of Cotton Producers participate in the
management of the support funds for cotton of the Caisse nationale de crédit agricole du
Sénégal (CNCAS) and is an observer member at the SODEFITEX board (Diagne 2008).
Horticulture as developed more recently has not been the object of direct state
interventions but exports have been supported through several programmes with foreign
donors’ support such as the World Bank since 1998. Private initiatives have developed
their own systems. One is contract farming with small or medium-scale farmers and
exporting companies, the first ensuring product supply and the second the packaging and
transport. Another is that of big producers engaged also in packaging and export (Dia M.
L. 2012). Exporters are organised in two important structures, the Organisation nationale
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des producteurs exportateurs de fruits et légumes du Sénégal (ONAPES) 3 and the
Sénégalaise d'exportation de produits agricoles et de services (SEPAS) 4.
Government doesn’t intervene much in standards, food quality or safety; funds and
capacities are scarce even if political willingness is there. Controls take place mainly at
the borders and especially for food imports at the port of Dakar. Some controls are done
inside the country but for many of these market governance mechanisms the state relies on
the private sector or acts in partnership (Ba, Lamine, Nidaye M., Ndiaye O. and Seck.
Interviews 2013). Government supports exports through certification schemes like the label
‘Qualité Sénégal’ or through regulating imports to support local production. Government
intervention in the agricultural sector has changed from direct control to more concerted
inter-professional policies. The state plays an arbitrator role among different actors in
food chains and at the same time tries to create an enabling environment for foreign and
local businesses while managing interests to ensure food security and poverty reduction
(Wade, Ngane, Lakh. Interviews 2013)
Chain actors’ organisation and governance
The period 1980-2000 has been marked also by civil society – in village associations,
producers’ organisations and NGOs -- rapidly developing their voice, supported by
cooperation interventions. Since 2000 business organisations also organised by profession
and by specific chains or ‘inter-professions’ federating all actors. They intervene in the
market organisation and regulations and lobby to defend their interests. They participate
in the National Agency for Market Regulation created by the government in 2002 to
regulate and control food imports that can compete with local production and undermine
efforts to improve self-sufficiency (especially onions and rice). It is only in the last 10-15
years that spheres other than the political one have consolidated. In the public and
market spheres civil society, producers, exporters and importers and/or food processors
have organised to defend their interest. (Wade, Diaw, Ngane, Dia, Seck. Interviews
2013).

3

ONAPES integrates 8 companies accounting for 80% of FFV exports.
SEPAS has 23 members, mainly small and medium export companies.

4
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S. 3 - Analysis of how food chain performance
is currently assessed
3.1 A dominant discourse with different perceptions: Food
security is high in the political agenda
Since the election (2000) and re-election (2007) of Abdoulaye Wade, declarations on
food security, self-sufficiency and food sovereignty have dominated the political scene.
Flagging this issue was certainly important as food insecurity had increased and previous
food policies have proven inefficient (Ba 2008; Lailler and Minvielle 2005). The
promotion of Senegalese agriculture was set as the main means to achieve food security.
Several special programmes on key products were initiated: sesame, maize (2003),
cassava (2004), bissap (Roselle, 2005) (REVA, 2006). A more general programme to
increase and diversify agriculture and livestock production was set up after his re-election
(2007) and finally, following the 2008 hunger riots the ambitious GOANA (Grande
offensive pour la nourriture et l'abondance) was launched in 2008 but the balance is not
good (Julien 2012). After twelve years in power some positive changes are noted such as
better roads, more investment in health and education but the energy crisis is still
persistent (Seck C.Y. 2012, web) .
Regarding food security the balance is more nuanced. Some programmes have
succeeded (cassava) while others have failed (sesame). Senegal still imports 60% of its
food. But some significant progress has been made particularly thanks to the creation of
the Agency for Market Regulation (ARM) since 2002. Import controls to support national
production and regulate prices have increased production of onions, tomatoes, and milk
while a ban on poultry imports since the avian flu has contributed to the sector’s
development. Dialogue and consensus seeking bodies like the ‘inter-professions’ have been
set up for the main commodities, but trying to harmonise interests of all actors in the chain
from national producers, to importers, food processors and retailers has not been easy.
For Macky Sall, the new president elected in 2012, avoiding a food crisis and ensuring
food security remains the first priority while reducing food prices is the second (Jeune
Afrique 2012, web) .

3.2 Hunger 2008 Riots – reshaping the food security
framework
Concerns of the international community after food prices spike in 2007-2008 and the
hunger riots in many cities around the world had change the framing of the food security
issue. This is not seen any more as a simple problem of matching supply and demand. The
2009 World Summit on Food Security (FAO 2009) final declaration, signed by
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more than 180 nations, identified, agreed and described four interdependent
pillars of food security:
1. Availability: Sufficient quantities of food either from domestic production or from
imports, and for such food to be consistently available to individuals within their reach or
within reasonable proximity. This also includes an adequate level of supply either from the
capacity to produce the total amount of food required by the population or by having the
resources to purchase food requirements when necessary.
2. Access: For each household to have physical, social and economic access to enough food
to meet its needs. This means that each household must have the knowledge and the ability
to produce or procure the food that it needs on a sustainable basis.
3. Utilization: This refers to the utilization of food to meet the specific dietary and
nutritional needs of individuals. It also includes proper food processing and storage
techniques, as well as adequate health and sanitation services.
4. Stability: A reasonable degree of stability in the food supply from one year to the next
and during the year. This would also mean having adequate food storage capacities or
other means of savings for times of crop failure or other emergencies.
Senegal has signed the declaration and many of Senegalese CSOs have become
members of the International Alliance Against Hunger which in 2010 included the fight
against malnutrition in its name (AAHM web). All these international declarations and
frameworks have significant influence as they translate in programme funding both for
governments as well as for CSOs. They certainly influence the structuring of discourses and
the nuances in the attributes that diverse actors in the public, scientific, market and policy
spheres introduce according to their interests and perceptions.

3.3 Attributes of local and global food chains under the umbrella
of food security
Changes and competition in global markets, as well as changes in consumption patterns
both in developed countries as well as in Senegal due to growing urbanisation, have
changed perceptions on the role of local and global food chains. Groundnut exports
dominated the economy and land use to the detriment of local cereal production until the
1980s and created a dichotomy between imported rice to feed the cities and local
traditional cereal production that fed the countryside. After that date, with the
liberalization process, export chains have diversified mainly to fruits and vegetables.
Diversification is also happening in market destinations. While European markets are still
dominant they are rapidly losing their importance as new markets like the USA, China and
also the African markets in the context of regional trade agreements become more
accessible and less demanding in terms of standards. The domestic market for FFV is also
growing as people in cities are changing diets.
Despite efforts to reduce imports by promoting local production, population growth and
specific urban demand (rice, milk, onions…) the country remains dependant on imported
food. More than export chains, it is import chains that polarise the debate. With a food
security background actors in the four spheres will advance arguments supporting their
perceptions and interests. Who and how to guarantee food availability all year round?
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How to ensure food affordability? Imports can be cheaper than local food and provision
can be stable. But then what about local economic development? And how does this
contribute to the whole national economy? What about employment…and the future for
youth? Poverty reduction then comes into the discourse as a legitimising argument.
Local chains and small-scale farming are perceived by many CSOs, and even declared by
the government, as the way out of poverty and to ensure food security. The issues of
poverty appear then link to job creation, but are local or global chains better at this? An
ideological bias appears clearly in CSO discourses against export chains while some
scientific evidence shows that large plantations can contribute more than small-scale farms
to employment creation and poverty reduction.
Availability and affordability, employment/incomes, contribution to national economy,
and contribution to local economy are the four main attributes that emerge from actors’
discourses in the four spheres and all are mainly related to the economic and social
dimensions. Given the high levels of poverty in Senegal it is not surprising that the
environmental, health and ethical dimensions are not of immediate concern. The ethical
dimension is completely absent but could be read between lines in relation to food
security, poverty reduction and social cohesion. It is important to note also that perceptions
change when it comes to food chains feeding the cities and Dakar in particular as higher
income consumers are concentrated there. Then we see other attributes appear: easy
preparation, quality, safety, hygiene, freshness, and nutrition, all interlinked and often
presented or use as synonyms. Ecological efficiency appears in relation to better adapting
crops to climate stressed regions but also, developing or maintaining local production is
perceived from a landscape and well-being angle. All these attributes are grouped under
six clusters which seem to make more sense than explaining them individually in the
Senegal case as described more in detail in the next sub-chapter.

3.4 Local versus global food chains? It all depends
Despite different perceptions there is a common understanding that the main issue in the
country is poverty and thus quantity of food in the first place. Local chains, global chains
(whether for imports or exports) are judged by their performance to generate food and
incomes for people, for business and for the local and national economy. Policies support
both local and global chains as well as small-scale agriculture but also big business and
foreign investments - which is perceived as incoherent by some. Market actors from their
side are taking advantage of both local and global chains too as new business
opportunities appear to satisfy a growing and diversified demand in the country, the
region or more globally. Significant efforts to protect and support local production and
domestic new markets dynamics are challenged not only by the evolution of global
markets and volatility but also by the current free trade agreements in negotiation with
the European Union. In parallel with the Economic Partnership Agreements process,
Senegal is engaged in regional processes to harmonise policies to take advantage of the
possibilities offered by the regional African trading blocks. Local and global chains and
their actors have this complex and changing local, regional and global scenario to position
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themselves and communicate according how their diverse interests are benefited or
affected.

Multi-criteria matrix of food supply chain performance
Key attributes of food chains
Sphere /
Dimension
ITA Public

Economic
Employment/income.
Availability/Affordability
Easy utilisation/quality/safetyhygiene/freshness/conservation/
Nutrition

ITA
Market
ITA Policy

Employment/income
Availability/Affordability

Environmental
Ecological
efficiency/landscapewell being

Contribution to local economy
Easy utilisation/quality/safetyhygiene/freshness/conservation/
nutrition

Ecological
efficiency/landscapewell being

Contribution to national economy
Contribution to local economy

Contribution to national economy

Ecological
efficiency/landscapewell being

Affordability/Availability

Contribute to local Economy

Contribution to national economy
Easy
utilisation/quality/nutrition

Availability/affordability

Contribution to local economy
Employment/revenues

Contribution to local economy

Availability/Affordability
Easy utilisation quality/nutrition

Employment/income

Contribution to national economy

ITA
Scientific

Social

Ecological
efficiency/landscape-well
being

Contribution to national economy

Contribution to national economy

Ecological
efficiency/landscapewell being

Health
Easy utilisation/quality/safetyhygiene/freshness/conservation/
nutrition
Ecological
efficiency/landscape-well
being

(Food
Security)
Easy
utilisation/quality/nutrition
Easy utilisation/quality/nutrition

Availability/Affordability

Ecological efficiency
landscape-well being

Multi-criteria matrix of food supply chain performance
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(Food
security)

Attributes – Detailed description
Attribute 1 – Availability and Affordability
1. A detailed description of both how and why each of the attribute had been
chosen within your national context, and what they represent.
Availability or what some actors may designate as ‘access’ as defined by the Food
Security Declaration (FAO 2009) appears, together with affordability, as a central issue
in all literature consulted as well as in all interviews. The issue of peoples’ purchasing
power and food prices is narrowly associated with the sufficient and regular food offer in
markets. As most of interviewees emphasised: ‘what’s the point of having lots of food to
buy if you don’t have the money? Food security is both’. This perception explains the choice
to describe availability and affordability together here. This pairing is a highly political,
economic and social issue and this reflects on the perceptions of different actors regarding
the performance of local or global chains to ensure food availability and affordability.
Different interests legitimise discourses that often translate into public and private policies
and interventions. Important to note here is that 60% of food demand in Senegal is
covered by imports and that 55% of the population are under the poverty line (See Box
1). Quantity, year-round availability and prices are the axes around which chains, local
and global, organise and policies and development programmes are decided and
implemented.
2. Justification / explanation for why the attribute has been positioned in a
particular cell(s) with the final matrix.
Both attributes are at the core of the debate, availability and affordability have a strong
economic and social dimension and are key elements guiding perceptions and practices of
actors particularly in the public, market and policy spheres.
3. The level(s) of the system to which it applies (individual, groups, local
communities, national, global ecosystems).
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These attributes engage all, from the individual local producer and/or consumer to the
international food chains whether through food imports or exports.
4. The priority given to the attribute, both in the range of media accessed as
part of the desk-based analysis, and by the experts interviewed.
Very high
5. The differences between the four spheres.
Of high importance for public, market and policy spheres.
Markets sphere: Availability means ensuring that business have enough produce, at the
right moment and in quantities and qualities they require to meet national demand. Local
production is low and offer is disperse in the country - this situation doesn’t allow for a
homogenous product quality. Demand is concentrated mainly in cities on the Coast and
Dakar ensures good port services to import. Agribusiness food processors like milk and
maize thus prefer to import rather than to source locally (Ruralstruc 2009; most of
interviewees). Food importers of other strategic products because of their high national
demand like onions, rice and sugar conceive their role from a point of view as food
availability facilitators thus their dislike of imports bans and regulations (Wade 2008,
Wade and Ndiaye 2009; Brüntrup 2006, Dabo 2009. Most of interviewees).
Public sphere: All actors state the issue of availability and affordability of food as
central to ensure food security. Most NGOs, farmers’ organisations, national and foreign
researchers and some journalists promote and lobby for support and local products
valorisation through small-scale farming. (Ba B. 2008; Hrabanski et al. 2010. Interviewees
Diaw, Dia, Nidaye O.
Policy sphere: Food availability and affordability are at the centre of government
economic and political concerns: a) managing interests and contradictions in the supply
side (covering national demand with imports while trying to support increase in local
production for local and export markets) and b) in the demand side (regulating prices,
trying to reduce poverty and increase employment). Politically food security is argument
that talks to people, especially after the 2008 hunger riots against food price increases
(Soninkara 2008; Ndiaye M, interview. President Wade was re-elected in 2007 – in the
middle of the Economic Partnerships Agreements (EPA) negotiations and tensions – putting
food security and self-sufficiency as central theme of his campaign promising to diversify
and increase production and raise incomes. He will launch the national programme
GOANA (Grande offensive agricole pour la nourriture et l'abondance or Great agricultural
offensive for food and plenty) (Stads and Sène 2011; Oxford Business Group 2011;
African Development Bank 2010)
6. The differences between the five dimensions.
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Particularly important in the economic and social dimensions in their interactions linking
food supply and demand. But dimensions of health (like nutrition, food safety/quality) or
environmental concerns are relatively absent from literature and interviews.
7. The differences between global and local supply chains.
Global chains can make available the commodities that national offer cannot cover
through imports (rice, onions, milk, maize, wheat). From the consumers side there’s a strong
perception that imported products are better, they are always available even if they can
be a bit more expensive (mainly rice, milk and onions) (Ndiaye O., Wade, Mabaye.
Interviews). In this perception other attributes like taste, easiness to cook are considered
next to price (Bricas 2006). But the transformation and distribution channels can be local. It
is important to note that in Senegal artisanal/home transformation of milk, maize and
other products make processed food available for low income consumers in cities at
affordable prices. Transformation can be made out of imported or local products
depending on availability and affordability. The thousands of corner shops play a crucial
role on making food accessible for the many. Bread consumption and particularly ‘la
baguette’ has strongly increased over the past years. Wheat is mainly imported and
processed by medium and large bakeries. In 2005 the Minister of Commerce tried to
regulate bread distribution to reduce prices for consumers while ensuring hygienic
conditions in the distribution. 3,000 specials licensed kiosks were supposed to provide
bread in Dakar without much success, corner shops keeps ensuring most of the distribution
(Dabo 2009)
8. The nature and extent of discourse coalitions and alternative framings of the
issues.
Availability and affordability are framed by most actors under the Food Security
umbrella. Since 2008 and the hunger riots food security has become a federator theme
due to its importance in the poverty context of the country. If there is a common
understanding on the need to increase and diversify national production views diverge
regarding the ways to achieve this. Two positions emerge clearly. In one hand many
NGOs and other civil organisations like farmers, consumers, advocating for increase
support to small-scale agriculture and valorisation of local products and local chains
(Hrabanski and Pesche 2011; Interviwees: Balde, Diaw, Seck) and in the other hand
medium and big business advocating to preserve imports but also to increase commercial
production whether for exports or local and regional markets (Interviewees Ndiaye O,
Ngane).
9. The dilemmas and contradictions that have emerged from the analysis.
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Managing availability and affordability of food for the many is a very complex issue for
the Senegalese government. If in less than ten years they have managed to set up import
regulations that have contributed to increase local production (rice, milk, onions and
poultry), this performance can be seriously damaged by conditions in current Trade
Agreements. Internally the government has to deal with both the importers lobby and big
processing companies and also with retailers and CSOs. For importers their role as ‘food
availability facilitator’ is branded as a strong argument to fight governments’ market
regulation policies that limits the quantities and time during the year to enter imports into
the country. A clear example is that of sugar. In Senegal there’s only one sugar production
unit, La Compagnie Sucriere Senegalaise (CSS) and imports from other companies are
strongly regulated. CSS is a sugar importer too. Local production according to retailers
doesn’t cover the national needs and contest the CSS monopoly. National production is
100.000 tonness and national consumption 180,000 tonnes. Many retailers also smuggle
sugar from Gambia or other neighbouring countries thanks through their traditional/ethnic
arrangements (Dabo 2009). On 13 June 2013 the retailers union (Union National des
Industriels et Commercants du Senegal - UNACOIS) accused the government’s support to
the CSS monopoly against the people needs mainly in that period of Ramadan. 14,000
tons imported by UNACOIS were blocked at the port of Dakar (Agence de Presse
Senegalaise 2013). Retailers thus engaged in battle with the government arguing their
impossibility to ensure affordable prices to consumers under the import regulations
conditions mainly for sugar and rice. Prices homologations were to be high in the
discussions agenda (Remwi 2013).
Socas is the most important company in the tomato paste industry controlling 82 per cent
of the national market. 100% of fresh tomato is sourced locally from farmers groups
having signed agreements with the company (SOCAS website). Another company has
recently entered the tomato paste industry controlling now 11 per cent of the market but
sourcing mainly tripled tomato paste from China. Good local economic and social
(sometimes environmental) performance of local chains is highly vulnerable to trade
agreements. With the EPA under negotiation with the EU, Italy could enter the tomato
paste market in Senegal. Something similar is already happening with poultry. The USA
and Brazil are requesting the Senegalese government to put an end to the ban that was
set up due to the avian flu. This ban has allowed the structuring of dynamic local poultry
chains improving income and nutrition. The government does want to keep this ban and
would argue for in the WTO ministerial in Bali on December 2013 (Interviewees Ndiaye
O., Lamine).
Another example of the challenges associated to availability and affordability is onions.
Imports have been forbidden during the months when national production is available.
Problems with importers and retailers still persist and prices often increase because of
speculation on availability of this product. The Minister of Commerce states the need of
agreements among all actors involved in this chain in order to guarantee better incomes
for producers and also an affordable price for consumers. Support to the local onion
production is seen by the Minister as an economic development lever and discussions with
Mauritania and Guinea are engaged to export onions to those countries and others
(ASCOSEN web).
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Finally it is important to highlight the importance of transport costs to develop local chains.
Infrastructure would need important investments. In their absence even if levels of
production can be increased, transport costs to reach the biggest demand of coastal cities
will not be competitive with imports arriving to the port of Dakar (Goossens 1998).
Consumption is determined by taste, easiness to prepare and particularly prices. Pouder
milk is preferred by the majority because of facility to transport, store and conserve in
more hygienic conditions. The high levels of poverty impede having a refrigerator at
home.

10. The evidence of interactions with other attributes, and the significance of this.
Availability and affordability present strong interactions with employment, contribution to
national economy and local economy attributes. Competition from imports affects local
companies and farmers supply in one side but can also improve prices paid to suppliers as
other companies enter markets. The evolution of the economic environment due to Trade
Agreements will change the protection levels set up for some chains. In the context of
UEMOA a Common External Tax (Tarif Extérieur Commun – TEC) have lower the taxes for
double concentrated tomato (43%) and for triple concentrate (56%) to only 13% keeping
the 18% VAT. EPAs with the UE will reduce import taxes to 0 for this product thus the risk
of Italy entering into this market (RuralStruc 2009).
11. The differences between the food sectors / commodities examined.
For all actors/spheres the issues of food availability and affordability are part of the
debate on food security and imports versus national self-sufficiency. There’s much evidence
in the basic food and most consumed products like rice, milk, onions, tomato sauce. Fruits
and vegetables appear in the debate associated with land tenure, exports and
employment. There is less evidence of FFV local chains and most of it is related to
agriculture and opportunities for small-scale farming to supply growing urban demand.
Regarding prices, a consumers’ survey in the horticultural region of the Niayes shows that
FFV production benefit urban population with low prices (Ba and Moustier 2010).

Attribute 2 – Employment/incomes
1. A detailed description of both how and why each of the attributes had been
chosen within your national context, and what they represent.
The employment issue emerges mainly from interviews and field visits, less from desk work
where we find this attribute in between the lines of poverty issues and policies related to
migration and return to agriculture. As part of the government Programme for the Return
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to Agriculture support is provided to migrants in Spain, Italy and France to invest in
agriculture in the country and employment in new agricultural projects in Senegal is given
to youth to avoid migration towards those countries, funding is provided mainly by the
Spanish cooperation (Ba and Wade, interviews).
Certainly employment and income as such are getting more interest since the 2008 hunger
riots in Dakar and a better understanding of the magnitude of youth unemployment in
particular – thanks to improved statistics in recent years. Jobs creation (WDR 2013, WEF
2013) and youth employment is also part of a wider African debate about the region’s
economic and social development in a political context where some countries are facing
the increasing influence of fundamentalist Islamic groups. ‘With 200m people between 15
and 24, Africa has the youngest population in the world—and this is fuelling the fastest
growth in any working age population in the world. Almost 1 billion people in Africa are
predicted to be of working age by 2040 – larger than both China and India—creating a
need for goods, services and above all, jobs’ (Peter Maila 2013 p.32).
Senegal is a dominantly Muslim and a ‘Least Developed Country’. 54% live under the
poverty line. The second national survey on poverty (2010-2011), estimates that in 2011
rural poverty accounts for 57, 3% while 41, 3% is urban. Two out of 3 Senegalese are
less than 25 years old and life expectancy is only 59 years. Senegal Public policies face
major challenges linked to population growth and the consequent pressure on labour
markets. Currently, nearly 200,000 young people, the majority of whom come from rural
areas, enter the labour market annually; this figure will reach 280,000 in 2025
(RuralStruc 2009). In the absence of jobs creation in the formal economy youth work in
informal activities, informal employment accounts for 60% of non-agricultural employment
and this situation exacerbates with rapid urbanisation (ANSD 2012).
Farming, although unavoidable, is often perceived as no longer enough for a rural
household to meet its basic needs. Farming alone does not allow a rural household to
escape the poverty trap, and the only alternative is provided by non-agricultural activities
through self-employment, migration towards coastal cities or abroad. The current Economic
Partnerships Agreements negotiations (EPA) with the European Union raise concern as well.
If trade is perceived as making food cheaper and the supply more stable, the impact on
employment and especially in agricultural employment is perceived negatively by some.
(ICTSD, Amoato interview 2012).
During the African Union (AU) Summit, which took place in January 2012 under the theme
“Boosting intra-African trade,” leaders endorsed a plan to set up a Continental Free
Trade Area (CFTA) by 2017. The proposed CFTA would be a key component of the AU’s
strategy to boost trade within the region by at least 25-30 per cent in the next decade.
Enhancing this trade and deepening market integration is expected to contribute
significantly to sustainable economic growth, employment generation, poverty reduction,
inflow of foreign direct investment, industrial development, and better integration of the
continent into the global economy (ICTSD 2012).
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The growing attention on Africa’s future as attested by recent reports and conferences
(World Bank 2008, World Economic Forum 2013, ILO-AUC-UNECA and the Africa
Development Bank 2013) is certainly contributing to put the employment, and mainly
youth employment, as one of the most challenging issues also in Senegal. In the context of
the Comprehensive Africa Agriculture Development Programme (CAADP), FAO, ILO and
the New Partnerships for Africa’s Development (NEPAD) are working together on decent
employment for rural transformation (Dalla Valle et al 2011). Business and markets on
their side are also looking at employment creation in Africa as a means for
competitiveness and sustainable business development, the private sector positions as a
facilitator to create growth through investments while contributing to employment and
social wealth (Business Action for Africa Report 2013). Local or global food chains
performance will certainly be more appreciated/scrutinised from a jobs creation
perspective if public and private policies and interventions are to match intents and
discourse with reality.
2. Justification / explanation for why the attribute has been positioned in a
particular cell(s) with the final matrix
Employment is put forward on its economic and social dimension by NGOs, researchers
and farmers (public sphere) in the debate about the future of agriculture and the limits
(Grain de Sel 2012, RuralStruc 2009) or opportunities (Maertens et al 2007) of the
export model. As exports are not contributing much to ensure employment, public and also
policy actors are looking to national and urban markets as an opportunity to create jobs
in production, transformation and services responding to new consumers’ demand. (Most of
interviews).
3. The level(s) of the system to which it applies (individual, groups, local
communities, national, global ecosystems).
Individuals, groups, local communities, national
4. The priority given to the attribute, both in the range of media accessed as
part of the desk-based analysis, and by the experts interviewed.
Medium
5. The differences between the four spheres.
Of particular importance for the public and policy spheres; markets not much concern.
6. The differences between the five dimensions.
Important in the economic and social dimensions.
7. The differences between global and local supply chains.
Regarding employment the increase of FFV exports and the supply chain restructuring
over the last 15 years have had some positive impact on employment. Tightening food
standards induced a shift from smallholder contract-based farming to large-scale
integrated estate production. This has altered the mechanism through which local
households benefit: increasingly through labour markets instead of through product
markets. From 2000 onwards, the incidence of contract farming decreased – from 23% in
2000 to 10% in 2005 – while that of wage employment on estate farms increased
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sharply – from less than 10% of households in 2000 to 34% in 2005. As a result of the
supply chain restructuring in the period 2000-2005, 72% of contracted farmers lost their
French bean contract. Almost half of them (43%) started to work on estate farms. The
exporting firms that dissolved the contracts either exited the market or started their own
estate production. Important often cited studies indicate that poverty is 14% points lower
due to vegetables exports; the impact on poverty reduction being stronger as the poorest
benefit relatively more from working on large-scale farms than from contract farming
(Maertens et al 2007, Maertens et al 2009).
Local chains are perceived also as important for jobs creation. Senegal’s horticultural
region of the Niayes besides large farms (more than 20ha) producing mainly for exports,
comprises many medium and small farms which are benefiting from growing urban
demand of FFV. Production, transformation and commercialisation offer opportunities for
many rural and urban people. Peri-urban agriculture in this region has created 30,000
jobs. This includes direct employment in production, inputs supply, agricultural machinery
supply and maintenance, the artisanal transformation and commercialisation of products
and street food selling which is important for women’s incomes. (Ba D. M. 2004).
According to an important survey in the Niayes, employment and income are major
concerns of different actors except urban planner officials (Ba and Moustier 2010, Ngane
interview).
8. The nature and extent of discourse coalitions and alternative framings of
the issues.
Researchers, Ngos and farmers organisations promote and lobby for local chains based
on small-scale farming as the path to ensure employment and increase incomes (Hrabanski
and Pesche 2011, Action contre la Faim 2013). Changing consumers’ perceptions that
imported food is better is a main concern. A structuring discourse builds around the
valorisation of local products for local and regional West African markets to respond to
growing population food needs (Grandval et al 2012).
Other academics demonstrate that export private plantations can also contribute to
employment and income mainly for the poorest in rural areas (Maertens et al 2007,
2009). But this last statement applies mainly to foreign researchers, for Senegalese
researchers and Ngos making this statement in their country could be ‘politically incorrect’.
9. The dilemmas and contradictions that have emerged from the analysis.
The debate on whether local or global chains work better for employment is highly
ideological as we have seen in previous points. Besides, there’s also a mismatch between
agricultural policies and people’s initiatives. Governments have been developing a series
of special programmes for different global – both for exports and imports - and also to
support local chains but without much real emphasis on employment creation for the many.
Farmers and rural population have and are developing their own strategies diversifying
cultures, non-farm activities, wage employment and migration towards cities or foreign
countries. Ensuring food availability and affordability through imports and ensuring
national incomes through exports is a policy dilemma in which the employment issue is
starting to be looked at closer both from economic growth and social cohesion
perspectives.
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10. The evidence of interactions with other attributes, and the significance of
this.
How local or global food chains contribute to employment interacts with ‘contribution to
national economy’, ‘contribution to local economy’, ‘food security’ (on its availability and
affordability components). It is important to highlight here that the debate in Senegal
rather than on ‘the performance of foods chains’ is posed in terms of agriculture systems
and dichotomies around plantations and exports versus smallholder farming and food
security versus food sovereignty. If in Senegal, agriculture is high up in the national
agenda, perceptions on its role are different. In the Niayes region urbanisation plans
keep on expanding against agricultural land and even local authorities doubt about the
future of agriculture there even if it is protected in the urban planning. For farmers and
some rural and urban people agriculture and connected activities are perceived as an
important source of income, for urban residents it is perceived mainly as landscape or as
a ‘green lung’ (Ba and Moustier 2010).
11. The differences between the food sectors / commodities examined.
Employment creation is associated with protection from food imports (rice, onions, milk and
poultry) and the promotion of local food production, transformation and consumption (FFV,
local cereals). Rising urban demand and some policies to protect national production
(onions, poultry) have contributed to the expansion of many artisanal and small and
medium scale enterprises. Milk is transformed from imported pouder milk (55% is
imported) but also from the increasing national production (Dia D. et al 2008). Bans on
imports after the avian flu has contributed to the development of national industrial and
artisanal production units giving more employment through diverse production and
distribution networks, poultry is 100% locally produced (Ndiaye O. interview)
Diversification to tomato for concentrate and onions offer an income alternative in regions
like the Senegal River delta where irrigated rice has limits. Tomato production is secure as
there is a processing plant in the region (Fall et al 2008).

Attribute 3 – Contribution to national economy
1. A detailed description of both how and why each of the attributes had been
chosen within your national context, and what they represent.
Local and global food chains are at the heart of the national debate in Senegal and their
role in the country economic growth and social development. Food chains congregate
different actors who may have contrasting opinions and interests but whose perceptions
meet always around their contribution to the national economy. Rhetoric or not this
‘perceived’ contribution will determine actors’ oppositions or alliances depending on the
national and international context. Markets liberalisation and globalisation appear as a
top issue as determinant to understand the possible evolution of the national economy and
different actors positions.
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International Trade Agreements negotiations create tensions among actors as to what the
impact of those agreements will be on the performance of both local and global chains,
on imports and exports, on agriculture and food security. Senegal is not willing to sign the
Economic Partnership Agreement (EPA) with the European Union. As part of ACP countries
it benefits from the Cotonou Convention (2000) and as a least developed country from the
Everything Except Arms treaty (2001), both give Senegal free access to international
markets for an unlimited time without being obliged to reciprocity (Berisha-Krasniqi et al
2008). To cope with the WTO regulations, which demand reciprocity between partners,
the EU aim to turn the non-reciprocal ACP into free trade agreements, like the EPA, where
reciprocity prevails. This would translate in a much wider opening of Senegal markets and
reduced margin for national policies to protect national production and infant industries.
Keeping advantages to export freely to Europe while protecting national production from
imports competition is proving difficult to maintain. Senegal will defend its position and
benefits from previous agreements in the next WTO ministerial in December 2013
(Ndiaye O., Lakh, Lamine interviews).
CSO and particularly farmers’ organisations representatives’ perceptions regarding
trade agreements negotiations have been often influenced by researchers and local or
international NGOs. From a radical opposition to free trade agreements, especially EPA,
Senegalese farmers’ leaders have adopted more nuanced positions (Hrabanski and
Pesche 2011).
2. Justification / explanation for why the attribute has been positioned in a
particular cell(s) with the final matrix.
Local and global food chains have certainly an impact on economy and society. Their
contribution to the national economy is mainly an issue of policy at present as global and
regional trade regulations are being set up with the EU but also between African
countries. How governments succeed or fail to negotiate these agreements have important
national economic and social impacts. Markets on their side have particular interest in the
evolving international economic environment as to keep or strengthen their businesses
competitiveness. For public actors the impacts of trade agreements and policies and what
happens with food chains have serious impacts on employment, incomes and livelihoods in
general. Finally there’s interest from the scientific/NGO-researches community in
understanding this evolving context to support arguments contributing knowledge for more
informed decision making.
3. The level(s) of the system to which it applies (individual, groups, local
communities, national, global ecosystems).
National, Regional, global, local, groups, individual.
4. The priority given to the attribute, both in the range of media accessed as
part of the desk-based analysis, and by the experts interviewed.
Food chains contribution to the national economy is a high priority whether from a food
security (availability/affordability) entry, from national markets regulations to protect
local production or from the impact of new trade agreements.
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Priorities giving are also an issue of deadlines and international agendas. Debate is
getting much traction as the EU is putting pressure on African countries to sign their EPAs.
The Market Access Regulation will be withdrawn on 1 January 2014 to countries that don’t
conclude the negotiations before that date. This action is taken in a context where Senegal
and many African countries are trying to advance their on regional integration agenda
where intra-trade plays a big role. But EU pressure on individual negotiations with each
country risks to undermine regional integration process fracturing Africa countries’
solidarity. Intra-Africa trade has grown at five times the rate of trade with EU market in
the last 30 years. If the UE is still an important market for Africa, mainly on primary
products, Africa is being looked as a much larger market and also for manufactured
goods. Besides China and other emerging economies can help shift away from the EU as
preferred business partner as many argue. (Amaoka 2012; Collier 2012; Brenton and Isik
2012).
The Intra-African trade currently stands for 12 per cent of total African trade, compared
to 60 percent of trade with Europe, 40 percent with North America, and 30 per cent with
ASEAN (ICTSD 2012 web). The January 2012 African Union Summit “Boosting IntraAfrican Trade,” stressed the rising importance of regional trade on the African agenda for
economic development but acknowledged it is going to be long and complex. Improving
cross-border trade, removing a range of non-tariff barriers to trade and reforming
regulations and migration rules are advised by the World Bank as the main points for
African leaders to concentrate urgently their efforts to fully benefit from regional trade
(Brenton and Isik 2012).
5. The differences between the four spheres.
Public and scientific – Debates on topics related to the national economy and what may
affect it positively or negatively are complex issues. Poverty is high and levels of
education are low. Many CSO, like farmers’ organisations or consumers associations lack
capacity and human resources to translate information into knowledge that can support
their argument. National and International NGOs have often build a discourse based on
simplifications that local organisations can understand and lobby with. Regarding free
trade agreements, which are technically complex, farmers’ organisations have
appropriated the opposition manifested by NGOs who associate EPA with private
business interests and threats to smallholders livelihoods. In the African Social Forum of
2004, important Senegalese NGOs like ENDA together with OXFAM, ATTAC and many
others initiated the ‘Stop APE’ campaign. This NGOs message imposes itself to farmers’
organisations despite the nuances that some leaders in CNCR or ROPPA have tried to
introduce (Hrabanski and Pesche 2011). Again, ideology determines perceptions and the
debate gets stuck in polarised views for or against market liberalisation, and local versus
global chains in relation to land use and food security.
Market – Representatives from the private sector, together with farmers’ organisations
and NGOs participate in the EPA national sub-commissions where the list of ‘sensitive
products’ will be agreed and thus still protected. They all lobby to have their products
and chains on the list according to their specific interests. But they cannot all be included in
the list as the agreement with the EU requires that the country opens 70 to 80% of their
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market. (Agritrade 2010, Ndiaye O. interview). Whether from import or export food
chains, business will support the defence of their chains arguing their strategic contribution
to the national economy through taxes, employment and food security.
For exporters, mainly in the FFV chains, standards requested by the EU in the past have
already had important implications in the way they operate in Senegal. Price volatility
and produce refusal have pushed for stronger vertical coordination. More than quantity
the problem was to ensure the quality requested, contract farming with smallholders has
been significantly reduced in favour of owned plantations. For big exporters affiliated in
the ONAPES integrated production is an important strategy for compliance with food
standards in the future and hence for the survival and growth of their business . (Maertens
2007; Matsumoto 2008; Ngane interview).
Policy – Food chain contribution to national economy is certainly a high policy issue. The
evolving international economic environment puts pressure on government capacities to
deal with very complex themes. The trade agreements negotiations require technical
competencies that can be found mainly in high level members of the government.
Internally, since the early 2000s, governments have tried to regulate markets aiming to
ensure food security but also business dynamism and increased taxation. Significant effort
have been done by the government over the last ten years to increase national
production: price fixation (groundnuts, onions, sugar); direct subsidies (groundnuts,
flourmills, agriculture machinery, inputs), elimination of debts (rice), VAT exoneration
(inputs for poultry, dairy products) sanitary embargos (chicken after the avian flu). (Fall et
al 2008b). Important policy innovations have been done to regulate markets in a more
inclusive way. Legislation have been set up to promote and support ‘inter-professions’
gathering all actors involved in a particular chain. In this way the government expects ‘coconstructed’ regulations to be at the heart of public-private partnerships. Inter-professions
in the tomato, onion and poultry chains have been working relatively well. But the current
trade agreement negotiations are certainly adding to the existing tensions.
While the government tries to regulate markets to depend less on food imports promoting
local production increase and diversification to attend to the country food security needs,
policies are also oriented to promote exports. There are many expectations from the FFV
sector. Before 2,000 6,000 tons were exported annually, 80% were green beans for
France and Holland. Ten years later Senegal export 35,000 tons and has diversified
products and export markets destinations as well as transport – ships but also airplanes.
The inter-profession of the horticultural chain was created in October 2010 to develop
further the sector to meet the country’s potential and ambitions (Diéry Diallo P.M. 2010).
6. The differences between the five dimensions.
Particularly important in the economic and social dimensions.
7. The differences between global and local supply chains.
Regarding the contribution to the national economy there’s not much difference between
global and local food chains. They are not good or bad per se and it ‘all depends’ on
how their contribution is assessed.
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Government’ promotion of local rice production pursues certainly a national food security
objective, imports cover 2/3 of national demand. But the economic objective is to reduce
foreign currency, 130 billion in 2008 and estimated to rise to 500 billion CFA by 2015
according to the current trends of demand increase. (Fall and Dieye 2008).
There’s a common critique of export global chains concerning the marginalisation or
exclusion of small-scale farmers. International market standards often induce consolidation
and vertical coordination. But standards in global chains could also act as drivers of
development. From an employment perspective, the new plantations for FFV exports in
Senegal have reduced contract farming but have proven to significantly contribute to
poverty reduction. Based on company level data for the 2005 season, it was estimated
that almost 1,000 farmers produce French beans on contract and that FFV exporting
companies employ almost 12,000 workers, mostly temporarily and often the poorest.
Besides, whether contract farming or wage employment, farmers keep growing a variety
of vegetables for the local market and for direct consumption (Maertens et al 2007;
Maertens 2011).
One important difference is certainly the biggest exposure of export chains to the
evolution of global markets. But this situation entails also significant reorganisation at the
local level to adapt to the changing environment as we have seen above with the
standards requirements. Competition is another important element. The groundnut oil chain,
Senegal’s main export chain, entered a deep and long structural crisis due to competition
from palm and soybean oils since the 1980s. Its poor performances – less demand and
lower prices in international markets - led to the State disengagement and the creation of
a Groundnut Inter-professional National Committee (CNIA) in 1992 which has become
effective only in 2001 after the signature of the State-CNIA agreement (Diagana 2008).
8. The nature and extent of discourse coalitions and alternative framings of
the issues.
Ideology, social and economic interests are at the core of coalitions or ways of framing
the contribution of local and global chains to the national economy. Some NGOs and
farmers organisations may advocate against global chains and Free trade agreements
and promote local chains supporting small-scale farming development. Social movements
can articulate in particular contexts of prices spike to demand more food and at
affordable prices all year round, regardless whether they are produced locally or
imported. Business, producers and the State, through the ‘inter-professional’ committees,
are trying to find agreed solutions for the economic benefit of all actors involved in a
specific food chain.
9. The dilemmas and contradictions that have emerged from the analysis.
Senegal wishes to increase exports and thus facilitates private investment while in the
other hand wants to increase and diversify local production and reduce imports. In 2004
the government adopted LOASP (Agriculture, Forestry, and Livestock Act).The Act defines
guidelines for the development of the agricultural sector and the reduction of poverty for
a 20 year period, explicitly targeting the objectives of increasing agricultural exports and
improving the quality of products destined for export, as well as establishing a system of
incentives for private investment in agriculture and rural areas. This Act was much criticised
by CSO as affecting local communities’ interests (Stads 2011).
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Whether local or global chains, dialogue to find solutions face the same challenges as
actors’ interests are different. The creation of ‘inter-professional’ bodies to co-construct
and manage policies for specific chains appears as a very promising mechanism to
regulate markets. For processors (groundnut oil, tomato concentrate) keeping prices low is
important to maintain competitiveness while for producers it is important to be paid decent
prices to preserve their incomes; thus the need of the State arbitrage which may or may
not translate into subsides to support the whole chain (Diagana 2008). Similar tensions are
also observed in import chains like milk. Measures to exempt imported milk from paying
taxes were contested by actors in the local chain who didn’t benefit from such sort of
measures Fall et al 2008b).
International trade agreements with the European Union and also within Africa, have
added to the tensions, dilemmas and contradictions faced by different actors and
particularly for the government. The European Common Agriculture Policy through
subsidies for their farmers and the new Economic Partnerships Agreements pushing African
countries to open their markets have important implications. Senegal’s local chains like
poultry, rice, tomato, onions, and milk are performing better thanks to better state
interventions to reduce imports and promote local production in which business is also more
and more interested as national and regional urban demand increases. The country will
defend its markets sticking to the benefits it has from the Cotonou and the Everything but
Arms agreements from more liberalisation (Ndiaye O. interview). Regional integration and
intra-trade in Africa is developing fast but still there’s much to do regarding harmonisation
policies. EPAs with the EU, regional integration processes and the multilateral global
system puts pressure in low income countries like Senegal to deal with all these complex
agendas at the same time (ICTSD 2012).
10. The evidence of interactions with other attributes, and the significance of
this.
Strong links with food security (availability and affordability) and employment. Global
and local food chains contribution to national economy are at the crossroads of ensuring
food supply while increasing peoples’ employment opportunities and incomes thus
contributing to strengthen social cohesion.
11. The differences between the food sectors / commodities examined.
Contribution to the national economy is evident both in local and global import and
exports food chains, see previous points for details in specific commodities.

Attribute 4 –

Contribution to local economy

1. A detailed description of both how and why each of the attributes had been
chosen within your national context, and what they represent.
Markets globalisation influence directly performance of global and local food chains.
Governments and people try to adapt to new economic and also new climate change
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challenges. In Senegal the groundnut basin was affected by a double economic and
ecological crisis, like continuous drought in the North. Competition in international markets
with other oils (palm, soybean) has negatively impacted on local incomes and has
determined changes in producers’ strategies. Households’ portfolios of income generating
activities have diversified to groundnut sub-products for feed, cassava, leather or
migration to coastal cities or abroad (RuralStruc 2009).
Uncertainties in international markets, income and employment together with food security
concerns are at the core of greater public and private interest in developing local chains
increasing and diversifying local production. Urbanisation growth and the increase of
middle classes in Senegal and in neighbouring countries are also contributing to open
closer markets and business opportunities.
Next to rice, bread has become essential. To avoid mass imports of wheat, bakers
organisations and local cereal producers have joined efforts together with the Institut de
Technologie Alimentaire (ITA). Even if it still contains a small proportion of wheat, the
Doolé bread has been created to offer a quality product at an affordable price while
supporting millet and maize local producers, 500 farmers’ families make part of this
initiative (SOS FAIM 2012).
Policy interventions over the last ten years have also contributed to the performance of
local chains. Since 2003 the Markets Regulations Agency (ARM) has reduced imports of
essential products (onions, rice, tomatoes) to avoid competition in periods of the year
where producers can cover most of the national demand. Through these measures the
government promotes and supports local production to overcome food imports
dependency while reducing foreign currency spending. Local onion production has risen
from 70,000 tonnes on 2003 to 120,000 in 2007 while prices paid to producers have
increased from 75-100 CFA to 125-175 CFA per kilo. (Wade and Ndiaye 2009).
Problems still persists as actors’ interests in the chains diverge, especially between
importers and local producers; but the ‘inter-profession’ bodies created for the most
important chains allows for dialogue and consensual agreements.
Universities like the Institut Senegalais de la Recherche Agricole (ISRA) have also joined
efforts aiming to increase national rice production. ISRA participates in several research
programmes in Africa like the Coalition for the Development of Rice in Africa initiated by
the Japanese cooperation agency (JICA) in association with AGRA (ISRA 2009). Other
universities have strengthened their agricultural research while developing a more
entrepreneurial approach based on local chains. The Gaston Bergen University has
developed a farm over 26 ha of land. Melons, onions, aubergines, peppers, carrots,
watermelons, etc. are produced, harvested and sold both in the university community and
in the Saint Louis market. For the university the farm is contributing to develop a more
entrepreneurial and commercial approach in the students mindsets while improving
agricultural research. At the same time the farm contributes to the university social
projection and image in the community while generating incomes to sustain its growth in
the long term (Universite Gaston Berger 2011).
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The government has been trying to look at other products that may contribute both to local
and national economy. Sesame was found to be a good product as it doesn’t require
many inputs and adapts quite well to poor soils and little rain; besides, global demand as
well as national demand are increasing. Some farmers groups have engaged in
production and transformation of Sesame and together with the consumers’ association of
Senegal (ASCOSEN) have tried to promote the virtues of the product. (Lamine, Ndiaye M.
interviews). But their capacities to develop massive campaigns are low and remain out of
the reach of the large majority of low income consumers.
From a market perspective the issue of performance of local chains is also related to their
need of public investment and support. Local chains are most often not well structured and
managed, have high post-harvest waste loses (30-40%), lack storage facilities and prices
volatility can make them uncompetitive. Global chains can act and react faster to changes
as investment is mostly private. Some private-public structures help local SMEs to access
export markets. This is the case of ADEPTA which gives advice and connects them with
French companies to buy or sell inputs or products. (Devade, interview)
2. Justification / explanation for why the attribute has been positioned in a
particular cell(s) with the final matrix.
Promoting local chains has got traction in Senegal as seen in previous point. Economic and
social reasons/dimensions are at the heart of much government, private sector, CSOs and
universities initiatives.
3. The level(s) of the system to which it applies (individual, groups, local
communities, national, global ecosystems).
Individual, local, groups, communities, national.
4. The priority given to the attribute, both in the range of media accessed as
part of the desk-based analysis, and by the experts interviewed.
High
5. The differences between the four spheres.
Public. For CSOs in general and for NGOs, farmers’ organisations in particular local
chains have the potential to capture more value for local people through increased
production, transformation and trade of local products. Debate around the performance
of local chains is associated with competition from imports and the negative impacts of
international trade agreements and the EU Common Agricultural Policy (Fontan Sers
2010).
Market. Business in general is responding rapidly to adapt to growing urban demand,
both in Senegal and in the region. Big, medium or small enterprises see potential business
opportunities in the development of local chains and the valorisation of local products. But
national demand of these products is still small due to the high poverty levels. Importers in
particular, depending on the product, react negatively to national competition and the
government policies to regulate imports to support Senegal’s national production. They
argue, like in the recent blockage of imported sugar by the government, that they are the
ones who ensure supply both in quantity and quality to consumers (Leral Net 2013).
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Policy. The development of local food chains has been top in the government’s agenda
since the hunger riots in 2008. That year the Big Agricultural Offensive for Food and
Abundance (Grande Offensive Agricole pour la Nourriture et l’Abondance – GOANA)
was launched. Special programmes for strategic products were created in the following
years. National production of rice responding to quality and affordability requirements of
consumers was expected to cover most of the demand by 2012 according to the National
Programme for rice self-sufficiency (PNAR) (Ministère de l’Agriculture 2009). Production
has increased but not enough as to cover the whole national demand. Besides, consumers
taste and preference for imported rice has not act as an incentive.
Rather than chains, policy efforts have focused on agriculture. This sector is expected to
play a major role in local and national economy growth, in food security and poverty
reduction objectives towards 2015. Plans aim also to better distribute agricultural
activities among different regions and communities. (PNIA 2011-2015).
Market regulations on strategic products to protect, support and promote national
production have intensified since the creation of the ARM in 2002. Dialogues to try to
reach consensus with importers and food processors (onions, tomatoes) not to import in
some months of the year or to source more locally have contributed to strengthen local
chains (Wade 2008, Wade and Nidaye 2009, Diop 2011, NDiongue 2013).
Scientific. Local food chains are not a high priority in this sphere. Universities develop
many programmes around agriculture and related issues depending on institutional
partnerships and funds availability. But they can seize also opportunities to promote the
image of the university and to make the importance of their research known to a large
public. The Institut Senegalais de la Recherche Agricoles (ISRA), for example, engaged in
2007 in an African wide campaign to promote local milk ‘From the cow to the calabash’.
The objective was to share with the public research on knowledge in West African valuing
their know-how on milk and dairy products. An itinerant exposition ‘My milk I love it local’
was expected to contribute to valorise small-scale producers’ milk and improve their
commercial opportunities and income (ISRA-BAME 2009 a, b).
6. The differences between the five dimensions.
Particularly important in the economic and social dimensions
7. The differences between global and local supply chains.
Local food chains are more often associated with local development. But global chains can
also contribute to employment in plantations. Frontiers between local and global are
blurred. From the production and consumption side price (affordability) matters but it is
not the only determinant of the chains performance. Product availability in the market
place throughout the year, quality and also consumers’ taste and preferences influence
supply whether through local or global chains. Despite many efforts consumers in Dakar
prefer imported rice, onions and pouder milk (Bricas 2006; Ndiaye O., Wade
interviews).
8. The nature and extent of discourse coalitions and alternative framings of
the issues.
Coalitions or just some common likeminded framing is built between diverse CSOs to
demand more support for local chains. Often it takes a critical approach of government
policies favouring exports and commercial farming against small-scale farming. Other
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current federating critique from the public sphere is against free trade agreements and
imports. European Union policies are blamed of unloyal competition with local chains
because of the high subsidies they practice. But if imports impact in local chains is not
insignificant, it is also said not to be the essential problem confronting producers. Imports
will thus simply amplify pre-existing problems like poor infrastructure to access markets
and lack of capital/credit (Fontan Sers 2010).
Importers can accept markets regulations up to a certain extent but they can come into
strong coalitions against the government when their profits are at risk as we have seen
with the blockage of sugar in the port in Dakar.
Local businesses that are developing their firms based on increased national production
will on their side lobby to stop or reduce imports. Dairies and producers entered into a
coalition to have milk imports tax maintain in order to allow the strengthening of local
chains (Balde, Diaw, Mbaye, interviews).
In general, in Senegal there’s a common discourse about the importance of both local and
global chains for local and national economic development. There’ s a wide public
understanding that the country is still heavily dependent on main food imports as
production doesn’t cover demand. Coalitions and alliances are created and disappear
depending on specific interests that the government has to arbitrage quite often.
9. The dilemmas and contradictions that have emerged from the analysis.
Government main dilemma fluctuates between ensuring sufficient food supply for a
growing mainly urban population and promoting local production to ensure food selfsufficiency in the long term. This situation creates tensions and often contradictory policies
and regulations. The milk case is a good example. Since price spikes in 2007-2008
imports have been facilitated by lowering customs barriers and at the same time by
starting a vast programme to increase national milk production (PRODELAIT). Arbitrage
between food needs, importers and local producers and processors is always high in the
agenda of government (Dieye et al 2005, Duteurtre et al 2005).
Another dilemma is how to overcome the consumers’ preferences for some imported basic
products. Even low income consumers prefer imported milk, rice and onions, basics of the
Senegalese diet. Some small campaigns to promote local food have been implemented
but without much success to convince – mainly women - to buy local. These campaigns and
the means they use TV, Dvd, Webpages or expositions/fairs don’t reach the majority of
consumers who are poor and don’t poses these communication means. Retailers on their
side would rather buy imported food as they are sure to sell the produce in a short time.
Communication is an issue (Lamine, Mbaye, Ndieye M., Ngom, Seck. Interviews). SMEs
have potential to develop local food chains processing local cereals, juices, spices, oils and
even export. But they remain trapped in their traditional circuits based on old well known
relationships; to progress and increase their sale they face the dilemma of adapting or
changing their commercial strategies (Broutin 2004, Grandval et al 2012).
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10. The evidence of interactions with other attributes, and the significance of
this.
Important interaction with ‘contribution to national economy’ and ‘food security’
(availability and affordability).
11. The differences between the food sectors / commodities examined.
More evident in import chains as their competition with local production have significant
impact on local chains that are struggling to increase production and sales in the domestic
market (rice, onions, tomatoes, milk).

Attribute 5 –

Easy utilisation/Quality/SafetyHygiene/Freshness/conservation/Nutrition

1. A detailed description of how each of the attributes had been chosen and
why within your national context, and what they represent.
These attributes overlap often, both in the literature as well as in interviews. There’s a
common understanding that consumers’ habits are rapidly changing due to growing
urbanisation. One important trend is the consumption of processed food, people and
women in particular cannot afford spending the 4-5 hours that preparing a meal can take
in the countryside. Easiness to cook/prepare becomes important as people spend most of
their time attending their diverse activities out of the house. Another important trend
observed in cities is eating outside home, in the restaurants, street stalls and food vendors
who are proliferating (Sall, Bricas in Grain de Sel 2012, Ndiaye M, Mbaye, Seck.
Interviews).
Consumers concern about quality, safety and freshness are increasing but it remains
limited by the low procurement power of most urban residents. If poverty is determinant,
consumers’ willingness to pay depends also on taste and preferences. Local fruits and
vegetables are highly appreciated by their quality, their freshness and their affordable
prices along the cities that border the Niayes horticultural region (Ba and Moustier 2010).
Imported rice is preferred for its taste and also because it cooks faster thus reducing the
fuel spending besides time (Ndiaye, O., Wade, Ba, Lamine. Interviews). Imported onions
are preferred as local onions have too much water and quantity reduces in the pan when
cooked; besides imported onions can be stored for longer periods of time (Wade
interview). Food conservation, like pouder milk against fresh milk, is certainly a point to
consider when trying to understand consumers’ preferences regarding local or global
chains. The very poor and low income consumers in general do not possess a refrigerator
or good storage facilities at home, and Senegal is a hot and humid country. This situation
explains the importance of the thousands of corner shops and street vendors who make
food (both local and imported products) available and affordable for the poorest all
year round. They procure a quality service to their costumers being in the right places,
opening until late and even facilitating credit; they are the end distribution channels for
local and global chains (Dabo 2009).
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Nutrition is often mentioned but if there’s much concern, particularly on children
malnutrition (Ba, interview), it is an issue most of the time embedded in what are consider
more important priorities for the diverse actors, mainly food security and poverty.
.
Easy utilisation, quality/safety/freshness/conservation and nutrition are mostly mentioned
by actors in the public sphere: NGOs researchers, farmers’ organisations, consumer
association, journalists. If this is a health concern, interestingly these interrelated attributes
are perceived mostly in their economic and social dimensions.
3. The level(s) of the system to which it applies (individual, groups, local
communities, national, global ecosystems).
Individual, groups, local communities, national
4. The priority given to the attribute, both in the range of media accessed as
part of the desk-based analysis, and by the experts interviewed.
Low, medium.
5. The differences between the four spheres.
Public: Particularly important. The issue is assessed in terms of people’s poverty which is
stated as the main problem to buy better quality and nutritious food.
Market: Also important. Easy utilisation, quality, safety, conservation and nutrition are all
part of new and growing demand – even if not that big yet. Processing local or imported
food products represent good business opportunities for big, medium and small
enterprises. Market reacts to emerging demand promoting for example juices from local
fruits; their marketing is based on hygiene, freshness, quality and nutritional value (Esteval
web).
Scientific: Less important. Besides social sciences focusing more on the affordability,
willingness to pay and availability of food, nutritional research is being started to tackle
children malnutrition (Ba interview). Agricultural research is done on improving the quality
of some products (Ngom, interview).
Policy: Less important. Often mention as a government concern but as an economic issue
related to increasing national food production to ensure poverty reduction and nutritional
alternatives (Lamine, Mbaye. Interviews)
6. The differences between the five dimensions.
Of particular importance in the Economic and social dimensions rather than in health.
7. The differences between global and local supply chains.
Quality and freshness more often associated with local chains, mainly in fruits and
vegetables. Global chains, imports, more appreciated for their easiness to cook and to
store.
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8. The nature and extent of discourse coalitions and alternative framings of
the issues.
Some intents to run joint campaigns to promote local/healthier consumption between
Universities and CSO like ‘My milk I like it local’ (ISRA 2009 a,b),or to promote new
products like Sesame (Amrom 2012), or to promote local/national products and
gastronomy like the ‘Afroeats’ festival, event created by the Minister of Commerce
Industry and the Informal Sector of Senegal ‘to increase, value and transform local
production into good cuisine to contribute to economic development and poverty reduction’
(APS 2013).
9. The dilemmas and contradictions that have emerged from the analysis.
Public and private initiatives trying to promote local and healthier consumption in a
context of high degree of poverty.
10. The evidence of interactions with other attributes, and the significance of
this.
Strong links with affordability, availability, employment and contribution to national
economy.
11. The differences between the food sectors / commodities examined.
More evident in local fruit and vegetables. But important also in imported products like
milk, rice and onions.

Attribute 6 –

Ecological efficiency– landscape/well being

1. A detailed description of how each of the attributes had been chosen and
why within your national context, and what they represent.
Ecological efficiency appears in some documents and interviews as adaptation to climate
change or more generally as more appropriate crops for certain regions. To substitute
collapsing groundnut production, manioc was found to adapt well to the central-north
groundnut basin poor rains and degraded soils. Manioc has become a strategic product
for producers facing climate risk also in the East and South of the country. Production has
increased from 19,704 ha and 69,278 tonnes in 1990/91 to 60,465 ha and 304,344
tonnes in 2007/08. Increase is due to government engagement through a special
programme to support this local chain since 2004 but also because of low income
consumers’ growing demand as this product is quite cheap and can contribute to food
security (ISRA 2008, Guédé 2013). It is important to note that choices between crops,
whether for exports or domestic consumption, are also determined and appreciated by
the agricultural changing potentialities of the regions. If the River basin is still appropriate
to grow groundnuts thanks to past investments in water management and infrastructure
that have supported the export industry, manioc appears as a diversification strategy to
cope with changing climate conditions (Ruralstruc 2009). In other regions where rice
becomes difficult to grow, tomatoes for concentrate or onions offer good alternatives in
the dry season (Fall et al 2008).
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Linked to the environment, there is another perception that emerges mainly in literature
and interviews more centred in Dakar and the horticultural region of the Niayes;
disregarding whether production is for local or global chains (much FFV exports are
concentrated in this region). According to an in depth perceptions survey in the Niayes,
decision makers/authorities, producers and consumers they all acknowledge first the food
supply role and secondly the ‘green lung’ role that horticulture plays. Interestingly it is
noted that ‘green lung’ is associated more to a landscape function rather than to nature
conservation and biodiversity. Cleaning the air of Dakar or preserving a green band for
urban well-being certainly matters. It is important also to note in this case how perceptions
are communicated in order to legitimate some claims. Producers under pressure from
urbanisation expansion will rather put forward the ‘green lung’ perception of the Niayes
as they know that the ‘food function’ can be more easily delocalised (Ba and Moustier
2010). CSOs, particularly horticultural farmers, and academics have recently reacted
against plans of dedicating some of the Niayes land to the building of a national
wrestling arena. (Diao 2013; APS August 2013,). They argue their role in local quality
food supply … as well as the multi-functionality of this region to fight floods and land
mineralisation.
2. Justification / explanation for why the attribute has been positioned in a
particular cell(s) with the final matrix.
Perceptions of ecological efficiency (crop adaptation) and landscape and/or wellbeing
are the most common mentions for environmental issues. Whether from public, scientific, or
policy actors these perceptions capture their thinking or interests regarding the
environment. On background of these perceptions there might be more economical or
health dimensions to read between lines.
3. The level(s) of the system to which it applies (individual, groups, local
communities, national, global ecosystems).
Individual, groups, local communities, national
4. The priority given to the attribute, both in the range of media accessed as
part of the desk-based analysis, and by the experts interviewed.
Low medium
5. The differences between the four spheres.
Public. Producers particularly concern to adapt to climate change or to fight against
urbanisation expansion on agricultural lands. CSOs supporting small-scale farming and
nature/biodiversity conservation.
Scientific. Concern about impact of urbanisation and biodiversity lose.
Market. Absent from the debate
Policy. Concern about crops adaptation to climate change in a food security perspective.
Some effort on particular products like manioc.
6. The differences between the five dimensions.
Particularly important in the environment dimension
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7. The differences between global and local supply chains.
More concern about the ecological appropriateness of certain regions to develop cultures
whether for local or global chains.
8. The nature and extent of discourse coalitions and alternative framings of
the issues.
Opportunistic discourses may federate some actors in their search to defend particular
interests, e.g claiming the defence of a region as a ‘green lung’ to avoid losing their lands
to urban sprawl. Other coalitions might emerge in particular contexts to oppose a
particular project supposed to damage the environment or the landscape.
9. The dilemmas and contradictions that have emerged from the analysis.
Despite understanding of environmental problems and the need to preserve and protect
ecosystems for their food and/or landscape functions, policies and particularly
urbanisation are expanding against agricultural land. Environmental concerns are very
low in most actors’ agenda.
10. The evidence of interactions with other attributes, and the significance of
this.
Links with contribution to national economy, availability, and quality/freshness.
11. The differences between the food sectors / commodities examined.
The coastal horticultural band of the Niayes is threatened mainly by urbanisation
expansion while other regions inside the country are facing more and longer periods of
draught. Some few experiences to find better adapted cultures to the changing ecological
conditions e.g. manioc instead of groundnut.

S. 4 - Conclusions
Generally, the economic and political context, food demand structure, and the agricultural
systems determine food commercialisation systems and interventions in those systems. But
looking to specific products we see in Senegal the particularities of different foods chains,
and it is around those specificities that discourses are constructed and performance
attributes have emerged. A key point in this case is to keep in mind that 55 per cent of the
total population lives under the poverty line and the country imports 60% of is food
needs, hence the predominant background of assessing food chains against food security.
This situation explains why the economic and social dimensions are prioritised by the
different actors in the four spheres, even if emphasis may vary. Clustering of the fifteen
attributes in six groups allow a better understanding of how performance of key food
chains is assessed depending on the different actors’ perceptions and interests. If
opposition between local and global food chains is important, complementarity appears
to be considered important too. The country has potential to develop local production for
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domestic and export markets, and both have costs and benefits. In the near future food
chains will need to consider other indicators to measure their performance. In a rapid
changing Africa, many opportunities are opening but they bring also new challenges to
ensure resilience and security.

4.1 Local and Global food chains performance: between
complementarity and opposition
Local food chains are complementary to imported food as the national offer cannot cover
domestic demand in key products and national incomes depend on both import and
export taxes. Competition on specific products (imported or national production) or which
agricultural model is promoted (big exporting commercial farms or small-scale family
farming) opposed the diverse actors interests.
Managing availability and affordability of food for the many is a very complex issue for
the Senegalese government. If in less than ten years they have managed to set up import
regulations that have contributed to increased local production (especially rice, milk,
onions and poultry), this performance can be seriously damaged by conditions in current
trade agreements. In general, in Senegal there is a common discourse about the
importance of both local and global chains for local and national economic development.
There is a broad public understanding that the country is still heavily dependent on main
food imports as production doesn’t cover demand. Coalitions and alliances are created
and disappear depending on specific interests that the government has to reconcile quite
often. Internally the government has to deal with both the importers’ lobby and big
processing companies and also with retailers and CSOs. The issue of peoples’ purchasing
power and food prices is narrowly associated with the sufficient and regular food offer of
food in markets.
It is important to highlight here that the debate in Senegal rather than on ‘the
performance of foods chains’ is posed in terms of agricultural systems and dichotomies
around plantations and exports versus smallholder farming and food security. But it
ultimately also depends on where the state gets its revenues, who pay taxes and can
invest. Since the early 2000s, the government has adopted a market chain (filière)
approach focusing on where there are real favourable commercial conditions and then
making production follow. In this new approach policies are trying to balance food chain
protection with promotion in order to improve productivity and competitiveness. The focus
at present is on quantity of food and prices to fight hunger; quality and nutrition are
important but secondary concerns. Imported food quality (milk, rice, onions) is controlled
by the sanitary authorities at arrival at the port of Dakar while local food is mostly not as
government lacks the capacities to enforce such controls. This is one of the reasons why
many state that imported food is ‘healthier’ than local food. Besides, particularly in Dakar,
imported food is much appreciated for other criteria such as ease of preparation, long
storage life and taste.
Horticultural food chains have significantly developed over the last fifteen years, both for
local and export markets. The government prioritises agri-business and commercial
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farming as private national and mainly foreign companies can ensure important
investments that the government cannot. Many argue that if the performance of these FFV
chains is good in terms of volumes exported, the distribution of value along the chain and
the localities where they operate is far from being fair. Pushed by quality standards in
international markets these chains have consolidated in fewer and bigger plantations;
vertical integration has meant the end of contract farming with smallholders. But others
point to the fact that these developments have actually changed the way in which these
global chains may be assessed. They contribute to seasonal employment of the poorest in
the countryside and thus to poverty reduction.

4.2 Reassessing food chains in the future
Senegal Public policies face major challenges linked to population growth and the
consequent pressure on labour markets. Currently, nearly 200,000 young people, the
majority of whom come from rural areas, enter the labour market annually. Ensuring food
availability and affordability through imports and ensuring incomes through exports is a
policy dilemma in which the employment issue is starting to be looked at closer both from
economic growth and social cohesion perspectives.
Local or global food chains performance will certainly be more appreciated/scrutinised
from a jobs creation perspective if public and private policies and interventions are to
match intents and discourse with reality. The debate on whether local or global chains
work better for employment is highly ideological as we have seen in this report. If food
exports remain important for employment, national and urban demand is creating more
jobs opportunities for local chains. But they will need to adapt to rapid changes in urban
demand: adding value processing food, ensuring regularity and quality of supply.
Infrastructure and new roads will certainly introduced changes, particularly in local chains
operating in short circuits because of the perishability of the product (milk, meat, fruits and
vegetables).
There’s a consensus that local milk will never compete with imported powder milk because
of the country’s climate and eco-systems. But good opportunities open for meat within the
UMEOA market, although there is a challenge to harmonise internal tariffs while rising
those of non-members to support local production. All meat exports to CEDEAO will be
possible starting 2017 once quality, slaughter, health measures and controls have been
agreed. At present Senegal’s only exported livestock product is raw leather towards the
UE. There are also opportunities to process leather and add value in the country as
besides Italy India is becoming an important buyer.
One key issue for some emerging local chains trying to substitute imports, like wheat, with
a product that can contribute to food security and nutrition is competition from global
chains. Sesame production is developing in the country but increasing global demand is
translating in higher local prices because traders from India, China and France are
sourcing directly in the villages and paying higher prices. Global and local chains whether
small or medium private enterprises or cooperatives or other forms of associations face
the same problem of unreliability of their suppliers and side selling as soon as prices rises.
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And this is an important issue in the performance of food chains today and in the future as
it is one of the elements that enter into consideration for promoting more vertical
integrated big structures or small-scale units.
Global export food chains will have to account more on their contribution to national and
local economies as local chains develop. Better informed local chain organisation and
product and market diversification are creating a feeling of ‘resource nationalism’ that
changes the rules of the game; and in this game international regulations play a role.
When Europe stop authorisation for air charters to land in Europe, transport shifted from
air to ship transport. This situation translated into massive production and diversification of
export destinations. Green beans exports to Europe compete with Moroccan and Egyptian
production, and while still important, there are new export crops like cherry tomatoes and
melon, and 95 per cent of exports are done by sea. But local chains organisations are
contesting the performance of foreigner exporters like the French, Dutch, Spanish and
British who control 50 per cent of FFV exports. When the Compagnie Fruitière Francaise
set up its own shipping company, the Coopérative Fédérative des Acteurs de l’Horticulture
du Sénégal (CFAHS) lobbied and succeeded to have taxes at the Dakar port harmonised
to level the playing field for all exporters. Besides, CFAHS claims are against the lack of
‘inclusivity’ of the big exporters who imports everything for their business (machinery but
also seeds and fertilizers that could be procured/supported locally) and creates only nonquality employment and don’t engage with small-scale farmers. Mango production still
works with contract farming but green beans, tomatoes and maize are self-owned
plantations with hired labour. Global and mainly foreign-owned chains will need in the
near future to ensure more ‘inclusivity’ regarding local procurement and employment as
competition with national exporting food chains develops. CFAHS is trying to negotiate
with the government so that all foreign investments over 500 ha comply with mandatory
regulations to ensure better inclusion of national suppliers and better conditions for local
labour force.
From the policy side (Lamine, interview) there’s also concern about private investments in
land for exports crops. The dilemma in the near future is how to engage in more inclusive
and fair contract farming and better employment conditions for agricultural workers. How
to modernise and compete in the absence of government capacities to enforce law in
commercial disputes? In this dilemma the government seems to be choosing imports as they
ensure important and regular income to the country and also food security and thus social
stability. Making agriculture and connected activities more professional and appetising for
the young generations is one of the big challenges in present and future political and
economic agendas and will be an important criterion to judge on the performance of local
and/or global food chains.

4.3 Resilience and security in times of globalisation and
uncertainty.
Food chains in Senegal have to face three main challenges: international and regional
trade agreements, climate change and environmental efficiency and people’s aspirations mainly those of rural youth.
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As part of ACP countries Senegal benefits from the Cotonou Convention (2000) and as a
least developed country from the Everything Except Arms treaty (2001), both give
Senegal free access to international markets for an unlimited time without being obliged
to reciprocity. To cope with the WTO regulations, which demand reciprocity between
partners, the EU aim to turn the non-reciprocal ACP into free trade agreements, like the
EPAs, where reciprocity prevails. This would translate in a much wider opening of Senegal
markets and reduced margin for national policies to protect national production and infant
industries. Keeping advantages to export freely to Europe while protecting national
production from imports competition is proving difficult to maintain. Senegal will defend its
position and benefits from previous agreements in the next WTO ministerial in December
2013. Brazil and USA are fighting to have the ban on poultry imports ended as there’s
no more avian flu risk
.
Another issue on the international front is, as we have seen, developing infrastructure and
mainly roads and the harmonisation of policies in the UMEA and CEDEAO spaces mainly
on tariff and law enforcement to end bribes at the borders.
Senegal is in the Sahel region, water is scarce and its use is an important element to judge
the performance of food chains. Climate change impact on agriculture is driving changes
to match crops with the most suitable ecosystems. Environmental efficiency like changing to
cassava that adapts better in dry lands and can contribute to food security is being
explored and develop. But at the same time there are urbanisation pressures in some of
the most fertile lands such as the horticultural Niayes zone where urban projects like the
construction of a national sports arena threatens the economic possibilities of the region
and could cause serious changes in this fragile ecosystem. There are also some concern
and research like in the Ecole Vétérinaire on price structure looking for less feed for cattle
but with more nutritious contents to lower production costs. But as said, environmental
concerns if acknowledged by all actors as important, receive little public and private
attention in terms of concrete policies and financial support.
Policy interventions in local and global food chains face an important challenge regarding
resilience and cost and benefits perspectives. In the one hand there’s political willingness
to support local chains to ensure national self-sufficiency. But in the other hand the
government cannot afford to support the necessary investments to make this possible.
Private and foreign investments are welcomed to fill in the gap. For the government,
supporting big import or export chains has the benefit of bringing taxes to the national
economy while most of the small and medium enterprises don’t pay taxes and are difficult
to control. Small-medium food chains are thus seen as a cost as they require mainly public
investment and support, while global chains bring in private investment. Some timid but
raising voices commence to contest this view arguing that formalisation of SMEs can
contribute to a larger tax collection base; they argue that they can pay taxes if they have
sure markets where to sell their produce (Diaw, interview). Most of local food chains and
the economy in general are informal. These emerging national entrepreneurs state that
they can contribute to food security, poverty and malnutrition reduction as well as youth
migration and thus contribute to social cohesion. In the absence of a professionalization
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and formalisation processes, emerging entrepreneurial organisations see the growth of
informality as a threat to economic and social development and a threat to peace in the
country.
More than literature review, in person interviews in Dakar have allowed for a better
discussion of how different actors perceive the future and its challenges and what their
priorities are. Certainly, all actors interviewed expressed their concerns from their own
position in a particular food chain. But what is important for future research is to
understand better how agriculture, farmers and traders think and operate in Senegal.
Local, traditional brotherhoods with wide networks reaching the government as well as
diasporas are fighting their spaces with newcomers like the Chinese. But contestation to
old status quo is happening in emerging better structured national sectors (milk, FFV or
even in food street vendors) and this has also led the government to consider actors
operating in the informal economy as a dynamic sector. But still, old practices and power
will take time to be overcome to favour new aspiring Senegalese entrepreneurs in both
local and global chains.
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Annex
Interviews
Name

Awa Ba

Moussa Balde

Pathé Dia

Clément Devade

Bocar Diaw

Ibrahima Hathie

Makhtar Lakh
.
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Role

Agro économiste.

Ingénieur.

Agriculteur.

Agroéconomiste.

Firm/Organisation
Institut de Population,
Développement et
Santé de la
Reproduction.
(IPDSR). Université
Cheikh Anta Diop
(UCAD) Dakar.
Agronomes et
Vétérinaires sans
frontières (AVSF)
Union des
Groupements
Paysans des Niayes
(UGPN
Association pour le
développement des
échanges
internationaux de
produits et
techniques
agroalimentaires
(ADEPTA).

Firm/Organisation
position

Chercheur

Coordonnateur
National.
Président

Attaché d’Affaires Bureau de
Représentation pour
l’Afrique de l’Ouest
et Centrale.

Producteur.

Fédération Nationale Président.
des Acteurs de
Filières Lait Local du
Sénégal (FENAFILS).

Agroéconomiste.

Initiative Prospective
Agricole et Rurale
(IPAR).

Juriste. Politiques
Commerciales

Ministère du
Commerce de
l’Entrepreneuriat et
du Secteur Informel.

Directeur de
Recherches.

Conseiller Technique
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Mamadu Lamine

Moussa Mbaye

Ingénieur Agronome
Economie Rural.

Ministère de
l’Agriculture.

Conseiller Technique.

Economiste

Ministère de
l’Elevage.

Conseiller Technique.
Coordonnate ur
Cellule Etudes et
Planification.

Association des
Consommateurs du
Sénégal (ASCOSEN).

Mamadou Ndiaye

Oumar Samba
Ndiaye

Cheikh Ngane

Yacine Ngom

Cheikh Oumar BA

Mdieng Seck
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Commerce
International.

Economiste et
exportateur.

Sociologue

l’Agence de
Régulation des
Marchés. Ministère
du Commerce.
Coopérative
Fédérative des
Acteurs de
l’Horticulture du
Sénégal (CFAHS).
Membre de
l’Organisation
Nationale des
Producteurs et
Exportateurs du
Sénégal (ONAPES).
Institut Sénégalais de
la Recherche
Agricole (ISRA).

Initiative Prospective
Socio-anthropologue Agricole et Rurale
(IPAR).

Journaliste

d’Agri Infos et
Agence de Presse
Jade/Syfia-

Président Commission
de l’Alimentation.

Directeur de
l’Exploitation

Président.

Chercheur. Bureau
des analyses macroéconomiques.
Directeur Exécutif.

. Directeur
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Montpellier
Agropolis.

Idrissa Wade
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Ingénieur agronome.
Econométrie.

Ecole Nationale
Supérieure
d'Agriculture de
Thiès (ENSA).
Chercheur associé
Initiative Prospective
Agricole et Rurale
(IPAR).

Enseignant Chercheur
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